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Total E&P Liban Sal App 1.1-1 

Block 4 (Lebanon) Offshore Exploration Drilling EIA 
RSK/H/P/P80754/04/01 Block 4 rev2 

Chapter Author/contributor Expertise (years of experience) 

1 – Introduction David Watson Project Manager (25) 

2 – Legislation  Sabine El Wak (Dar) 

Rebecca Heath 

James Brocklehurst 

Environmental Specialist (6) 

International Oil and Gas EIA Expert (22) 

Marine Environment Specialist (12) 

3 – Stakeholder Engagement Hilde Van Vlaenderen  

Kate Blacklock Warren 

Ruth Brooker 

Francesca Bailey 

Riwa El Derbas (Dar) 

Sima Hojaij (Dar) 

Kanj Hamade (Dar) 

Social and Stakeholder Engagement Expert (25) 

Social and Stakeholder Engagement Specialist (15) 

Social and Stakeholder Engagement Specialist (2) 

Social and Stakeholder Engagement Specialist (2) 

In-Country Project Manager (18) 

Environmental Specialist (9) 

Stakeholder Engagement Specialist (12) 

4 – Project Description Rebecca Heath  International Oil and Gas EIA Expert (22) 

5 – Description of the Surrounding 

Environment  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jody Edmunds 

Andrew Bendell 

James Brocklehurst 

Ellie Cooper 

Riwa El Derbas (Dar) 

Sima Hojaij (Dar) 

Mia Nasr (Dar) 

Chadi El Chahal (Dar) 

International Oil and Gas EIA Expert (15) 

Marine Physical Environment Specialist (16) 

Marine Environment Specialist (12) 

Marine Environment Specialist (2) 

In-Country Project Manager (18) 

Environmental Specialist (9) 

Environmental Specialist (6) 

Environmental Specialist (7) 



App 1.1-2                 Total E&P Liban Sal 

Block 4 (Lebanon) Offshore Exploration Drilling EIA 
RSK/H/P/P80754/04/01 Block 4 rev2 

Chapter Author/contributor Expertise (years of experience) 

 Nour Sardouk (Dar) 

Sabine El Wak (Dar) 

Philip Nassar (Dar) 

Omina Kabbani (Dar) 

Michel Bariche (Dar) 

Hilde Van Vlaenderen  

Ruth Brooker 

Corrine Kennedy 

Zhanar Zhakeyeva 

Tim O’Donnell  

Anthony Jones 

Florence Taylor 

Environmental Specialist (3) 

Environmental Specialist (6) 

Geologist (26) 

Marine Specialist (14) 

Marine Biologist (16) 

Social and Stakeholder Engagement Expert (25) 

Social and Stakeholder Engagement Specialist (2) 

Social and Stakeholder Engagement Expert (20) 

Social and Stakeholder Engagement Specialist (11) 

GIS Specialist (18) 

GIS Specialist (8) 

Graduate Marine Environmental Specialist (1) 

6 – Impact Assessment  Jody Edmunds 

Rebecca Heath  

Zhanar Zhakeyeva  

Corrine Kennedy 

James Brocklehurst 

Simon Ient (Xodus) 

 

International Oil and Gas EIA Expert (15) 

International Oil and Gas EIA Expert (22) 

Social Impact Assessment Expert (11) 

Social and Stakeholder Engagement Expert (20) 

Marine Environment Specialist (12) 

Noise Modelling (34) 

Oil spill and cuttings modelling studies were performed by Total and 

provided to the RSK team for inclusion 

7 – Alternatives  Rebecca Heath International Oil and Gas EIA Expert (22) 
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Chapter Author/contributor Expertise (years of experience) 

8 – Environmental Management Plan Rebecca Heath   

Tim Bremner 

International Oil and Gas EIA Expert (22) 

International Oil and Gas EIA Expert (21) 

9 – Conclusions David Watson  Project Manager (25) 
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Scoping Report MoE comments with added column as to where they are 
addressed in the EIA report. 

Ref. Number: 4308/B/2018 Date: 16/7/2019 

Technical Report 

Subject: 

 

Revision of the Environmental and Social 

Impact Assessment Scoping Report for the 

oil and gas offshore exploration drilling - 

Block 4 - Lebanon 

References: 

 

Law 444 dated 29/7/2002 (Protection of the 

Environment) 

Law 690 dated 26/8/2005 (Establishment of 

the Ministry of Environment and 

Identification of its mandates) 

Decree 3275 dated 15/6/2009 (Organization 

of the Ministry of Environment's units and 

determining its functions and staffing and 

the special conditions of appointment in 

some of its positions) 

Decree 8633 dated 7/8/2012 (Fundamentals 

of Environmental Impacts Assessment) 

Minister of Environment decision 261/1 

dated 12/6/2015 (Procedures of revision of 

Environmental Impact Assessment Scoping 

Report and Environmental Impact 

Assessment Report) 

Minister of Environment decision 70/1 dated 

26/2/2019 (Establishment of a Technical 

Committee to follow up the EIA guidelines 

and to review the Environmental studies 

related to the oil and gas exploration in the 

Lebanese Offshore area) 

Environmental and Social Impact 

Assessment Scoping Report for the oil and 

gas offshore exploration drilling - Block 4 — 

Lebanon, registered at the Ministry of 

Environment under the number 

4308/B/2018 dated 3/7/2019 

 

Reference is made to the above-mentioned 

subject and references; 

 

The technical committee has the below comments: 
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Information 

required in the 

Environmental 

Impact 

Assessment 

Scoping Report 

Requested to be completed Justification Where 

addressed 

in the EIA 

Objectives EIA Team: 

− Provide contact person and contact details for 

both RSK and Dar Al-Handasah. 

− A table should be included identifying all experts 

/ contributors to the EIA with their specific task 

− CVs for all consultants involved in the 

development of the EIA are required to be 

provided to MoE as soft copies 

 

Not provided Appendix 

1.1 

Requirement of 

an 

Environmental 

Impact 

Assessment 

Screening: In the EIA, correct that the response to 

screening had been done by the MoE and not LPA, 

refer to letter dated 7/8/2018. 

This is the 

mandate of the 

MoE not LPA 

as mentioned in 

this section 

1.8.2 

Impact assessment: In the EIA, correct the name of 

the decree is fundamentals of Environmental Impact 

Assessment (8633/2012). 

The name of the 

decree is stated 

incorrectly  

 

Study Area The Areas of Influence (AOIs) are to be clearly 

defined in the EIA. The link between the priority area 

and the various AOIs is to be clarified. 

The AOIs need to take into consideration the 

identification of sensitive and key biodiversity areas. 

The definition of 

the AOI is not 

clear 

5 

The Report 

Legal and 

Institutional National Institutional Framework: 

− It is expected to conduct a stakeholders mapping 

to identify relevant entities based on their specific 

mandates in the oil and gas sector. 

− Describe environmental as well as social entities 

and mandates in this context.  

− Some entities were missing, such as Ministry of 

foreign affairs (transboundary impacts) and 

Ministry of finance (customs authority responsible 

of the port), inter alia. Some roles were irrelevant 

or inaccurate. 

− The 

rationale 

behind the 

selection of 

the 

described 

entities is 

not clear. 

− Only some 

environmen

tal 

mandates 

were 

2 

Table 2.1 
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Information 

required in the 

Environmental 

Impact 

Assessment 

Scoping Report 

Requested to be completed Justification Where 

addressed 

in the EIA 

− MoE roles and responsibilities should include also 

Basel convention, Barcelona convention, Montreal 

Protocol and Stockholm convention. 

Therefore, this section is to be corrected and updated 

during the development of the EIA. 

 

described. 

Entities 

with solely 

social 

mandates 

are not 

mentioned 

− Not 

mentioned 

National policies, plans, programmes and strategies: 

− It should be noted that the offshore SEA is not 

a plan, policy or program, but only input to any 

of these. This should be corrected. 

The bullet lists need to be clearly structured: 

o Main legislation applicable to the marine 

environment, 

o general environmental legislation and 

o petroleum legislation and key 

environmental requirements. 

Waste and chemicals plans, strategies, policies, etc... 

are to be taken into consideration in the national 

section 

− Inaccurately 

mentioned 

information 

− I t  is  

unc lear 

how the 

division of 

the bullet 

lists is made 

and why 

− Not 

mentioned 

 

 

2.3 

Table 2.2 

National Legislations:  

The below legal texts are to be taken, among 

others, into consideration during the development of 

the EIA: 

Law of Customs 

Law of Protected Areas 

Decisions of the MoE setting the 

standards for environmental quality 

(Decision 8/1 dated 2001 and 

Decision 52/1 dated 1996) 

Not mentioned 

 

Table 2.3 

EIA Process and Approval:  

 

The information stating that there are three pathways 

for approval is inaccurate. Referral to the EIA Decree 

and EIA guidelines is to be done while developing the 

EIA. 

Inaccurately 

mentioned 

information 

Timeline is not 

shown in the 

process 

2.5 
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Information 

required in the 

Environmental 

Impact 

Assessment 

Scoping Report 

Requested to be completed Justification Where 

addressed 

in the EIA 

Referral to the EIA guidelines is to be done while 

developing the EIA regarding timelines. 

 

International Conventionas and Agreements: 

 

In the EIA, a clear separation between 

international conventions, protocols and 

agreements is to be made. 

− In the EIA, the list of international treaties is to be 

revisited, making sure to include among others, the 

below: 

o Stockholm Convention 

o Montreal Protocol 

o Minamata Convention 

o Land Base Source Protocol (LB S) 

 

− In the EIA, under the context of Barcelona 

Convention, a clear specification of the protocols 

ratified by Lebanon have to be done. 

− Total's specifications are described under chapter 

2.6 (international conventions and agreements) 

however they were supposed to be presented 

under chapter 2.7 

− As these documents are not publicly available, 

their content/focus needs to be explained 

wherever mentioned. As referencing to them only 

is insufficient. A copy of the corporate documents 

should be made available to both the MOE and 

LPA for a proper assessment. 

− There had been a reference to OSPAR 

recommendation 2008/1 related to the pre-

screening of chemicals. This had been 

superseded by the recommendation of 2017/1. In 

the EIA, TOTAL is to confirm that it will apply the 

most recent version and provide a summary or 

copy of the recommendation. 

− Not clearly 

differentiate

d 

− No 

mentioned 

− Not 

specified 

− These 

standards 

were 

mentioned 

without being 

made 

available 

− Information 

that’s not up 

to date 

2 

Best available industry practices: 

There are other best international practices 

that should be information recognized e.g. IFC 

or IOGP. This should be expanded during the 

EIA 

Incomplete 2.9 
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Information 

required in the 

Environmental 

Impact 

Assessment 

Scoping Report 

Requested to be completed Justification Where 

addressed 

in the EIA 

Coordination 

between  

Public 

Institutions and 

Public 

Participation 

The stakeholder engagement process is 

considered not to be appropriate for the following 

reasons: 

− The mapping of stakeholders has been 

incomplete and require further information 

lacking a clear rationale and methodology. 

Social elaboration and development 

NGOs/CSOs were e.g. not invited.  

− The SEP was shared only one day prior to 

engagement activities and was not submitted in 

due time for review and feedback as per the EIA 

Decree and guidelines 

− Engagement has to be undertaken for each EIA, 

i.e. for each Block independently. The  

inv i ta t ions  were  d issemina ted  a t  ve ry  

shor t  no t i ce  and  led  to  a  low 

par t i c ipa t ion  tu rn -ou t   

− It was mentioned that stakeholder analysis was 

conducted along with the methodology (impact of 

project, influence on project, interest in project). 

However, the results of this analysis are not 

presented nor how this influenced the 

stakeholder engagement process and the 

public participation process in general and 

stakeholder  

identification in particular. This has led to a 

mismatch of stakeholder groups to be consulted 

on environmental versus social issues. 

− The stakeholder engagement programme and 

the EIA scoping didn't envision the need for 

interviews with authorities for data collection and 

confirmation of data. A check for updates and 

confirmations with stakeholders {such as CAS, 

MoSA, MoE (different departments), MoC, 

CNRS (NCMS + RS)} are requested. 

− The engagement process during scoping has 

culturally not been appropriate (slides in 

English). It is required that future engagement is 

conducted fully in Arabic using Arabic 

presentation materials. If translation is required, 

it needs to be professional and efficient. 

The Chapter 

is incomplete  

 

3 
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Information 

required in the 

Environmental 

Impact 

Assessment 

Scoping Report 

Requested to be completed Justification Where 

addressed 

in the EIA 

− Not all comments received online have been 

listed and it is unclear whether and how Total 

has reacted to those 

Stakeholder engagement and public consultation — 

scoping phase: 

It was mentioned that 'stakeholder engagement 

undertaken during scoping has influenced EIA 

planning and informed engagement activities that 

will be undertaken during and after preparation of the 

EIA report (see Section 5.5). 

The EIA is to explain how this has influenced the 

planning. 

Not explained 3 

SEP 

(lessons 

learnt) 

Identification of stakeholders: 

It was mentioned that "The discussions 

and scoping consultations with the MoE and LPA 

had been done during the identification of 

stakeholders" (See Section 5.2). This statement is 

inaccurate. As, the discussions and scoping 

consultations with the MoE and LPA have only been 

undertaken after the stakeholder engagement. This is 

to be rectified in the EIA phase. 

  

Preparation and organization of public 

consultation and stakeholder engagement meeting 

In the EIA; 

o It is required to submit a list of invitees with 

proofs of receipt of the invitation showing 

the receiving party and their signature. 

That being said, Appendices 1 and 3 of the 

scoping report are not considered sufficient 

evidence. 

o It is also expected to attach the proof of 

publication in local newspapers and photos 

of the publications in the municipalities. 

o It is also expected to attach photos of the 

held meetings as proofs 

It is crucial to consult in due time, key 

stakeholders that could not attend engagement 

and/or consultation on order to ensure their inputs 

are reflected in the EIA, e.g. Ministry of 

Agriculture and Ministry of Culture among others. 

Missing 

information 

 

Appendix 

3.3 

Appendix 

3.10 

Appendix 

3.11 

Appendix 

3.14 
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Information 

required in the 

Environmental 

Impact 

Assessment 

Scoping Report 

Requested to be completed Justification Where 

addressed 

in the EIA 

Public Consultation: 

The date and timing of the EIA Public Consultation (s) 

should be well evaluated to meet the stated objective 

to "ensure maximum attendance and minimize 

interference with communities" 

It is expected that invitations for public meetings will not 

only be posted at the related municipalities within the 

identified AOIs. Public institutions are required to be 

invited by letter with proof of receipt as described 

above within a timeframe as per rules and regulations. 

Missing 

information 

Appendix 

3.17 

Stakeholder meetings: 

In the EIA: 

− It is required to provide statistics on the attendance 

rate related to evaluate participation success 

during the engagement meetings (statistics per 

type of meeting, groups, type of stakeholders...) 

− It is requested that FAQs as well as any other 

informative documentation shared as part of 

stakeholder engagement are available primary in 

Arabic 

 

 

− Not detailed 

information 

 

− The FAQs 

were only 

made 

available in 

English as 

per the 

Appendix 4 

 

3 

Questions raised by stakeholders: 

− The minutes of the public meeting are not 

reflecting the actual discussions. Questions and 

responses were not accurately reported. This is a 

critical issue in terms of transparency in reflecting 

the actual discussions. The questions were 

summarized in terms of topics but these do not 

reflect what the actual concerns that were raised 

were and how they will be addressed. That being 

said, this comment is to be rectified during the EIA 

phase. 

− While all the questions were added to the register 

in Appendix 6, a summary of the main concerns 

raised by stakeholders which will be followed up 

during EIA preparation should be included as 

well. In another terms, it has to be ensured that 

all comments/concerns are considered during the 

EIA stage, even those being irrelevant to the 

project clearly identified 

− Inaccurate 

Information 

− These 

comments 

Represent 

the 

concerns of 

the different 

stakeholders 

and 

community 

representati

ves 

therefore 

need to be 

properly 

addressed 

and if not 

justified 

Appendix  

3.6 

Appendix 

3.7 

Appendix 

3.12 

Appendix 

3.15 

Appendix 

3.16 
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Information 

required in the 

Environmental 

Impact 

Assessment 

Scoping Report 

Requested to be completed Justification Where 

addressed 

in the EIA 

− It is also noted that only one presentation has 

been prepared for all meetings (engagement and 

consultation, Appendix 12). Presentations

 and disseminated  

information should, however, be tailored to the 

target group. 

− Engagement presentations are missing in the 

report. Therefore should be provided in the EIA. 

− Appendix 6 is not clear regarding whether a 

response has actually been provided, e.g. for 

LOGI. This should be rectified in the EIA 

− It is required that responses to comments are 

appropriate and actually tailored to the comment 

made. 

− Presentation

s were not 

tailored for 

target 

groups 

− Not 

available 

information 

− Not 

available 

information 

− Many 

responses 

are 

considered 

insufficient 

 

 

Appendix 

3.18 

Appendix 

3.19 

 

Next steps for stakeholder engagement:  

− It is to be noted that Elard is not to be 

considered under the academia. 

− The new list of stakeholders should be justified. 

− A description is required detailing the standards 

and methods to be applied for EIA disclosure to 

the public. There should be more info on how to 

improve engagement based on lessons learnt 

from the engagement already conducted at the 

scoping phase including timing, location of 

meetings (outside Beirut), etc. and ensure 

participation of key and vulnerable/marginalized 

stakeholders 

 

− Inaccurate 

information 

− The current 

list was not 

based on a 

clear 

criteria of  

selection. 

− The 

conducted 

stakeholder 

engagement 

during 

scoping 

phase 

proved to be 

weak 

3 

Project 

Description 

− The project description is too limited and 

incomplete. All planned activities including those 

being onshore and offshore require a full 

description. The safety zone should also be 

described as it will have impacts. Optional activities 

should also be clearly described (e.g. appraisal 

drilling, well testing, inter alia). Coordinates and 

− Incomplete 

description 

of the 

project 

− Not provided 

− Project 

components, 

activities and 

risks are not 

4 
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Information 

required in the 

Environmental 

Impact 

Assessment 

Scoping Report 

Requested to be completed Justification Where 

addressed 

in the EIA 

details for all the onshore and offshore project 

components should also be provided in the EIA. 

− A description of the drilling program including 

drilling depths for each section and an inventory of 

the different waste and chemical types and 

volumes to be generated or used should be 

provided in the EIA. 

− The structure of the chapter is confusing as it mixes 

project components (MODU, well design, drilling 

fluids), project activities (discharges, cementing, 

logging, etc.) and risks (drilling hazards). A clear 

structure and description should be provided in 

EIA. 

− The provided information on drilling mud types is 

very high level and there are no provided 

commitments of  Total regarding mud 

formulation or limits, e.g. heavy  

− metals, Hg or Cd contents for barite or cement. 

That being said the above is to be detailed in the 

EIA. 

− The project schedule is to be detailed and a clear 

linkage must be shown between scheduling and 

the impact assessment. 

Mobile offshore drilling unit: 

− Oil-in-water content of open drain effluents 

to comply w i t h  t h e  m o s t  s t r i n g e n t  

a m o n g  i n t e r n a t i o n a l  commitments, 

nat ional,  internat ional and TOTAL 

standards. Justification of the limits adopted as 

well as the demonstration of strictness is required. 

− "Bal las t  water  wi l l  be discharged in  l ine 

wi th  the International Convention for the 

Control and Management of Ships' Ballast Water 

and Sediments". The measures to be adopted to 

adhere to the Convention are required. 

well divided 

and 

described 

− Very general 

information 

that needs to 

be detailed 

− The project 

schedule is 

very high 

level and 

indicates that 

there is no 

linkage 

between 

scheduling 

and the 

impact 

assessment 

even though 

timing can be 

an important 

mitigation 

measure. 

This also 

points t a lack 

of feedback 

loop between 

the technical 

and 

environmenta

l planning. 

− Not 

justified 

i n f o r m a t i

o n  

− Adherenc

e to  the 

convention 

was not 

proved 

− P 

Drilling Hazards:  

− A summary of the assessment on hazards 

(geohazards and man-made) should be provided 

in the EIA. 

− Surface wells were mentioned without being 

defined or explained; therefore this should be 

tackled in the EIA. 

 

− Not provided 

information 

− Surface 

wells were 

not defined 

 

This 

information 

would be in 

the 

geohazard 

study and 

drilling 

assessment 
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Information 

required in the 

Environmental 

Impact 

Assessment 

Scoping Report 

Requested to be completed Justification Where 

addressed 

in the EIA 

study that 

Total 

conducted – 

outwith 

scope of 

EIA. 

Drilling fluids: 

− All drilling activities have to abide by the national 

chemicals management strategy and national 

waste management strategy 

Not mentioned 

 

4.4.4 

Well logging: 

− It is not clear when well logging is expected to be 

undertaken. This is to be clarified and elaborated 

in the EIA to avoid misunderstanding 

Not clear 

information 

 

Not addressed 

 

4.4.7 

Vertical seismic profile: 

The description of VSP is too short and simplistic, 

even though it will have a range of impacts if 

undertaken. 'Details have to be provided in the EIA. 

Not well 

described 

 

4.4.9 

Abandonment: 

− The description of abandonment in chapter 3.2.8 

refers to "standard procedures" but there is no 

further information being provided about the nature 

and content of these standards. More information 

should be provided in the EIA. 

− The rationale for leaving the wellhead in place is to 

be provided in the EIA. 

Standards 

procedures were 

not described 

Not provided 

4.4.10 

Schedule: 

Timelines for the various activities of the exploration 

drilling 

project including all the phases is to be presented. 

 

The scoping 

report shows 

contradictory 

timelines 

 

4.8 

Shore based operation and transfers: 

− It is required that the EIA will include any 

approvals or contractual documentation related 

to the activities/base in the port and a 

justification of the choice of location. 

− Further information is required regarding the 

vessels dedicated for supply and waste 

Not provided 

 

4.5.8 
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Information 

required in the 

Environmental 

Impact 

Assessment 

Scoping Report 

Requested to be completed Justification Where 

addressed 

in the EIA 

transportation. The estimated time for travel 

and number of trips should be provided. 

− Additional information is required on the supply 

base and the transport corridors (e.g., inter 

alia, regarding explosives, radioactive 

materials, hazardous waste, LMP) 

Mobilization and demobilization phase: 

− The EIA is expected to cover marine operations 

as applicable in addition to rig activities. 

Not provided 4.3.1 

Project 

environmental 

baseline 

It is required that the EIA does not only repeat 

information from the draft SEA without tailoring it to the 

purpose of the EIA. 

The information on geology and geohazards requires 

tailoring to the project and information on HAZID and 

other specific risk studies have to be considered. 

The chapter on baseline should be clearly linked to the 

impact assessment chapter and be proportionate. 

Maps should focus on the wider Block 4 area, as 

applicable, instead of e.g. the whole Mediterranean. 

A description of the environmental conditions related to 

the onshore base should also be provided. 

Information is 

general and not 

tailored to tackle 

neither the block 

4 nor the well 

location 

 

5 

Bathymetry: 

− The first sentence of the sub section 4.2.1 is 

not accurate. The Law 163/2011 uses the legal 

definition of continental shelf and not the 

technical definition. It is to be differentiated 

between the technical and legal definition of the 

continental shelf. 

− Figure 4.4 is not clear regarding the presence 

of isolated mounts and a legend is missing. 

Therefore to be revisited and rectified in the EIA. 

 

− Inaccurate 

information 

− Incomplete 

information 

 

5.3.1.9 

Over pressured zones: 

The potential presence of mud volcanoes within or in 

the vicinity of Block 4 should be described. Figure 4.11 

is not providing relevant information in this respect 

Not complete 

information 

5.3.2.4 

Seabed sediments: 

It is required that the described studies are revisited for 

references and complemented. Additional studies 

include, inter alia, EDESSA study 

 

Not complete 

information 

 

5.3.2.5 
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Information 

required in the 

Environmental 

Impact 

Assessment 

Scoping Report 

Requested to be completed Justification Where 

addressed 

in the EIA 

Currents and tides: 

It is stated that no survey data will be gathered on 

currents. A rationale why should be provided, 

especially considering that currents are described as 

requiring additional focus in the EIA (chapter 7.3) 

 

Contradictory 

information 

 

5.3.1.4 

Biological environment: 

Protected areas and sensitive habitats are described 

but it is unclear how the EBS data will inform these 

issues. Therefore this is to be clarified. 

The relationships and distances of the mentioned 

protected sites to Block 4 and the proposed well 

location should be provided in the EIA. 

There are different types of sensitive areas beyond the 

category of protected areas. All types should be 

included: 

o Protected estuaries 

o UNESCO sites 

o SPA 

o ECLA proposed sites 

o Proposed MPA bordering Block 4 facing 

Jounieh bay (after OCEANA study) 

It was mentioned under section 4.3 that no 

sampling was undertaken within Block 4 area 

however Figure 4.21 shows that a big portion 

of the survey area fell within the borders of 

Block 4 which hints that sampling may had 

been undertaken within the OCEANA project. 

This is to be revisited during the EIA. In 

addition, the most  

important OCEANA findings are to be 

included in the EIA (species, distribution, 

observations...) as OCEANA has delivered a 

full report on the findings. 

Not complete  

information 

 

5.4 

Archeology and cultural heritage: 

It is required to provide the distance of the sites in Table 

4.4 in relation to Block 4 and the well location in the EIA 

It is to be noted that a new marine archeology study 

has been completed by Ministry of Culture in the South 

as well as another recently completed survey in 

Byblos. The relevant information from those studies 

are to feed the EIA. 

Information 

needs further 

development 

5.5.3.10 
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Information 

required in the 

Environmental 

Impact 

Assessment 

Scoping Report 

Requested to be completed Justification Where 

addressed 

in the EIA 

The following sentence had been stated "Regarding 

Block 4, no existing baseline data has been reported that 

requires further survey to be conducted". This is 

inaccurate, thus to be rectified in the EIA. 

The section describes the current knowledge on cultural 

heritage sites. However, there is no mentioning of any 

survey activities that have been or will be undertaken 

(e.g. for geohazard or shallow gas identification, 

unexploded ordnance (UXO) or site clearance, etc.) 

which could be also used for the identification of marine 

cultural heritage. It is therefore unclear whether 

geophysical or other surveys (planned for other 

purposes) will/can be used to also identify cultural 

heritage and thus increase the knowledge base. This is 

particularly relevant as the area is likely to be rich in 

unknown archaeological/cultural heritage sites.

 That being said, further elaboration is needed. 

There- is a separate section 4.4.16 on cultural heritage 

in the socio-economic baseline. This is inconsistent 

and should be combined with section 4.3.8. 

 

Seascape: 

The bulleted list of coastal areas protected by law 

should be mapped in relation to Block 4 (including the 

well_ location) and planned activities. 

The 

needed 

information 

was not 

covered 

 

5.3.3 

Socio-economic environment: 

− The section that describes the work being 

undertaken on the SBS including methodology, 

targeted information and gaps to be filled is not 

informative enough. 

− The social assessment expected in the EIA is 

vague. It is a requirement to explicitly define the 

objectives and purpose of the SIA. 

− The relationship between particular topics, e.g. 

chapter 4.4.5.3 vulnerable groups and the 

proposed project is not clear. This should be 

more elaborated in the EIA. 

− Corruption and illegal practices (e.g. waste 

management) are mentioned in various places 

but not consistently and not as part of the impact 

assessment while crime and conflict appear in 

 5.5 
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Information 

required in the 

Environmental 

Impact 

Assessment 

Scoping Report 

Requested to be completed Justification Where 

addressed 

in the EIA 

Table 6-1. Consistency between the baseline 

description and the impact assessment is 

necessary. Corruption and illegal practices may, 

however, have an effect on the project and thus 

require consideration and possibly mitigation. 

− Citation of all information related to refugees 

(whether related to numbers or perception or 

impact) should be included in the EIA. 

− All information presented within this section and 

throughout the report need to be properly 

referenced or clearly stated that it is the 

consultants' assessment. 

− It is very important to ensure that the SIA is 

appropriately scaled to the nature and scale of 

the proposed project. Any data presented should 

be up to date and relevant to the project. 

− The expression 'lack of universities sew- 

ke Mount Lebanon Governorate' is not 

accurate. There are many universities in this 

Governorate (USEK, USJ, NDU, etc., in addition 

to Lebanese University (Hadath, Fanar, Jaleldib, 

Roumieh, etc.) 

− In addition to cultural heritage related tourism, 

there are other touristic establishments along the 

beach that are not identified. This should be 

revisited to be further comprehensive. 

− Shipping lines and commercial marine activities 

are not described. Thus, it should be developed 

in the EIA. 

− The solid waste section is outdated and requires 

revision and information on hazardous waste 

− Revisit the section 4.4.15 and focus more on 

security issues related to the project AOI and 

affected communities. 

− In table 4.6, the distance of the listen cultural 

heritage sites should be specified with respect to 

Block 4 and its well locations, and this should be 

merged with section 4.3.8 

− Explain the relevance of Akkar- Arqa to the 

project 

− The section 4.4.17 has to be revisited as it was 

not clear how the VCs were identified and based 
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Information 

required in the 

Environmental 

Impact 

Assessment 

Scoping Report 

Requested to be completed Justification Where 

addressed 

in the EIA 

on which criteria’s. Explain why these VCs were 

scoped in and others scoped out. 

− The VCs stated are very narrow. It is expected, 

at the EIA phase, to broadened the definition as 

applicable to the project (such as community 

well-being or workforce management among 

others) and include under the VC the different 

sub-components to be addressed (such as 

community health, safety and security, livelihood 

or other).  

− In table 4.6 the distance of the listed cultural 

heritage sites should be specified with respect to 

Block 4 and its well locations, and this should be 

merged with section 4.3.8. 

 

Potential 

environmental 

impacts 

Preliminary impacts identified: 

− Information on the impact assessment 

methodology requires to be consistent 

with the use of the term significance and 

severity. Scoring for intensity and sensitivity 

have to be provided. 

− The matrix represents a summary of affected 

VECs per activity, however, there is no 

discussion, analysis or supporting justification of 

why or why not an activity affects a particular 

VEC. 

− The rationale behind the matrix, although 

stemming from the SEA, is not explained. 

− The impacts on terrestrial habitats and 

archaeological resources is not captured for 

the onshore related activities. Example; 

chemical transportation by land and chemical 

storage onshore. 

− There is no clear linkage between Chapter 4 

and Chapter 6 and also discrepancy between 

the social VCs listed in Table 6.1 and those 

identified in section 4.4.17. 

− An identification of all likely impacts from all 

foreseen activities and project components, 

including for instance the abandonment and 

demobilisation should be described. Optional 

activities should also be assessed (e.g. VSP, 

The provided 

information are 

incomplete or 

inaccurate, thus 

needs further 

development 

and quality 

assurance 

 

1.8.7 

6 
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Information 

required in the 

Environmental 

Impact 

Assessment 

Scoping Report 

Requested to be completed Justification Where 

addressed 

in the EIA 

well testing, mud plant) but clearly stated as 

optional. 

− Re-injection of drilling waste should only be 

described if this is a real option for exploration 

drilling. 

− Projections/plans related to local content are 

to be further developed and elaborated 

including the capacity building, etc. 

Unplanned/ accidental events: 

A full description of accidental events is required to 

provide insight into what scenarios are considered. A 

rationale for the choice of worst credible scenarios is 

to be provided. 

Not well covered 1.8.7.4 

6.5 

Environmental 

Management Plan 

− Management plans to be developed as part of the 

EMP are to be specified and tailored to Block 4 

exploration drilling activities in accordance with 

the EIA Guidelines 

− All comments on previous chapters have to be 

considered for the ToR of the EIA and adherence 

to the EIA Decree and EIA Guidelines is required 

− As no clear descriptions of the various AOIs (nor 

identification of VECs/VCs/receptors) have

 been  

provided in the Scoping Report, the approach for 

the EIA is not clear. The scoping report has not 

been used to scope VECs in or out and it is 

unclear which VECs will be taken forward in the 

EIA. This requires clarification. Cultural heritage 

and social baseline, geohazards and man-made 

hazards (UXO e.g.) are examples of what had not 

been mentioned. 

− EMP is not 

provided 

however it was 

covered  

under the 

chapter "ToR 

for the EIA" 

− The scoping 

report was not 

drafted in 

adherence with 

both EIA 

guidelines and 

decree 

− Information not 

well tackled 

 

8 (EMP 

framework 

was 

covered) 

 Task 5: Potential impacts of the project: 

The impact assessment methodology needs to be 

adapted in accordance with the EIA guidelines. It is 

currently unclear how a score for magnitude/intensity 

would be aggregated from the various criteria stated or 

how significance thresholds would be defined. 

Unclear 

methodology 

 

1.8.7 

 Task 7: Environmental Management Plan: 

The contingency planning should also include 

consideration of potential relief wells. 

Incomplete 

information 

8.5 

 Drilling discharges modelling: 

All potential cutting and drilling fluid management and 

discharge routes at sea should be evaluated and 

Section needs 

further 

development 

6.3.1.2 
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Information 

required in the 

Environmental 

Impact 

Assessment 

Scoping Report 

Requested to be completed Justification Where 

addressed 

in the EIA 

presented. Demonstration of impacts by modelling 

need to be provided considering appropriate waste 

volumes and type 

 Accidental hydrocarbon spill modelling: 

It had been said that a variant of a well blow out 

scenario with information small amounts of 

condensate will be considered as worst-case 

credible scenario. It is important that a worst-case 

oil spill scenario is also considered during the EIA 

development. Furthermore, the rationale behind the 

choice of worst credible scenarios is to be provided. 

Not mentioned 6.5.2 

 

General comments that apply to the whole scoping report:  

− The scoping report is considered insufficient with respect to several aspects these include but 

not limited to: 

o Quality Assurance to ensure only feasible statements are made. Reinjection of 

cuttings for this first exploration well in chapter 6 is an example 

o Chapter 4 and 6 are not well inter-related 

o Impacts were identified based on the draft offshore SEA instead of being project 

specific. The EIA requires to be a project specific assessment 

− VECs are not scoped in/out with consistency. The process is lacking for environment on 

another note, for social, section 4.4 VCs were identified. The rationale for scoping in or out 

and the process need to be defined. Definitions of VC, receptor or VECs are to be provided. 

Similar terminology is to be applied throughout document. 

− The EIA has to demonstrate that it is an interactive process involving technical, EIA experts 

and other disciplines in decision-making. This applies throughout the EIA process including, 

inter alia, the choice of alternatives and definition of mitigation measures. 

− The study area and various areas of influence (AOI) are insufficiently described and justified. 

The report does not differentiate between AOIs for indirect and accidental impacts. It is 

therefore for example no possible to assess whether stakeholders are tailored to the AOI or 

not, no rationale for stakeholder selection was provided. The various AOIs should be clearly 

described and mapped. 

− Issues such as supply chain, transportation issues, onshore activities, well testing and other 

potential activities, are required to be further addressed. 

Terminology is required to be consistently applied. 
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All references stated throughout the EIA have to be listed in the reference section. All studies 

should be properly referenced. 

All figures should have legends and show Block 4 as applicable 
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REVIEW OF EIA SCOPING REPORT FOR BLOCK 4 
 

1 General 

This technical note presents the recommendations of the QHSE department at the LPA regarding the EIA 
Scoping Report for Exploration Drilling Activities in Block 4 submitted by TOTAL E&P Liban. 

 

A series of meetings were conducted between the QHSE department and the assigned committee at the 
Ministry of Environment to discuss and align comments. 

 

2 Relevant Legislation 

The review is based on the mandates and requirements defined in the below legal texts: 

 Framework Law for the Protection of the Environment Framework - Law 444/2002 (Art. 21) 

 Offshore Petroleum Regulation Law 132/2010 (Art. 60)  

 Fundamentals of Environmental Impact Assessment - Decree 8633/2012 ( Art. 10)  

 Petroleum Activity Regulation - Decree 10289/2013 (Art. 31, 91 & 92) 

 Establishment of the Lebanese Petroleum Administration - Decree 7968/2012 (Art. 9) 

3 Background 

 

 The Exploration Plan was submitted by TOTAL E&P Liban to the Minister of Energy and Water in 
May 2018. 

 An EIA screening application for Exploration Drilling Activities in Block 4 was submitted in May 
2018.  

 The EIA screening application was submitted to Ministry of Environment (Letter 7151 of 
30/07/2018).  

 Ministry of Environment classified the Exploration Drilling Activities in Block 4 as an activity 
requiring the submission of an EIA (Letter 4308 of 07/08/2018), 

 TOTAL E&P prepared a draft scoping report for the Exploration Drilling Activities in Block 4 and 
published it online for public consultation from May 3 to June 2, 2019.  
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 LPA/QHSE department reviewed the published draft scoping report and shared with TOTAL its 
comments on the report on 04-06-2019. 

 The EIA Scoping Report for Exploration Drilling Activities in Block 4 was submitted officially to LPA 
on 28-06-2019 and to Ministry of Environment through Minister of Energy (Letter 1777 of 
01/07/2019). 

 TOTAL submitted its response to LPA’s comments on 15-07-2019. 

 The Minister of Environment issued its official position on the report which included a conditional 
approval (Letter 4308 of 17/07/2019). 

 

4 Key Findings and Recommendations 

The QHSE Department found that the submitted report did not properly address all the comments raised 
on the first EIA Scoping draft as required by the applicable regulation. Findings of the review are presented 
in detail in Appendix 1. 

 

While many key aspects are lacking, it is believed that the EIA could address these gaps. Accordingly, it is 
recommended to: 

 Proceed with the EIA preparation taking into consideration the comments provided by the LPA on 
the scoping report included in Annex I. 

 Integrate the comments provided by MoE (Letter 4308 of 17/07/2019). 

 Submit an updated Stakeholder Engagement Plan (SEP) covering planned engagement activities 
for the remaining EIA process.  

 Submit the Environmental Baseline Survey (EBS) data analysis report for Block 4. 

 Closely coordinate (e.g. bi-weekly meetings) with LPA (and MoE as needed) for regular progress 
update during the preparation of the EIA study. 

 Submit to LPA (in addition to MoE requirements) in the following formats: 

o 1 hard copy 

o 1 electronic copy in pdf format 

o 1 electronic copy in native format (Word, Excel, Shapefile, jpeg, avi, ESRI geodatabase, 
etc.). 

 

TOTAL remains fully responsible to properly address all the raised comments by LPA and MoE in order to 
ensure compliance with the applicable regulations and to avoid any adverse implications on the planned 
activities. 
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Appendix I: Comment Resolution Sheet 



 

 

Comment Resolution  

Sheet (CRS) 
 

On 

 

Scoping for ESIA  

for Block 4 

Doc. No. QHSE-19-007 

Rev 2 

Date 22-07-2019 
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1 Document Details 

Document Title: Block 4 (Lebanon) Offshore Exploration Drilling – 
Environmental and Social Impact Assessment Scoping 
Report  

Document No.: RSK/P/H/P/P80754/04/01 Block 4 

Revision: 1 Date: June 2019 

Prepared by: RSK Others:  

2 Review Details 

Reviewed by: LPA – QHSE Notes:  

Status: 
 Approved X Approved with Comments  Resubmit as per comments  Rejected 

 

3 Comments 

No. Section Page LPA Comment - Draft report 

(04 June 2019) 

TOTAL Response 

(15 July 2019) 

LPA Comment - Final Report 

(18 July 2019) 

1.  Disclaimer  Please note that this CRS only addresses 
comments and clarifications on the 
environmental and social management of 
drilling activities and not on the 
technical/technological aspects described in 
the document. While the document includes 

Information on the drilling 
programme will be presented 
to LPA for discussion once it 
is available. 

- 
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No. Section Page LPA Comment - Draft report 

(04 June 2019) 

TOTAL Response 

(15 July 2019) 

LPA Comment - Final Report 

(18 July 2019) 

information relevant to the drilling location, 
equipment and process that was not shared 
or agreed with LPA before i.e. specs of DP 
class, cement class, well testing, well logging, 
well design…etc, LPA retains our right to 
question and discuss these in the right 
forum. 

2.  References  - Please replace Eureka Energy (2019) 
by Draft EIA Guideline by MoE & LPA 
(version and date) 

Please replace GFA/Projekt-Consult/GEUS/ 
ELARD by Draft SEA Update by MoEW 
(version and date) 

References have been 
changed in the Scoping 
Report as requested 
(multiple locations of 
changes).   

Changes incorporated 

3.  General 
Comment 

   Please note that the online comments 
presented are incomplete as LPA/MOE is 
aware about some received comments which 
have not been included in the register of 
received comments. 

4.  Executive 
summary 

1 -6 -Introduction (p1): the proposed activities 
didn’t include or refer to the logistic base, 
well related activities or potential relief well 

 

 

 

- It is acknowledged that the 
introduction did not include 
reference to the logistic base 
or other well related 
activities or the potential 
relief well. However, most of 
these points are raised on the 

- Introduction: it is requested to cover these 
topics in detail in the EIA report. 
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No. Section Page LPA Comment - Draft report 

(04 June 2019) 

TOTAL Response 

(15 July 2019) 

LPA Comment - Final Report 

(18 July 2019) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Overview (p1): it is mentioned that the well 
be drilled vertically however our 
understanding that it will be drilled with 
deviation while only the reservoir section will 
be drilled vertically; as this might have 
implications and associated impacts that 
need to be addressed. 

 

-Overview (p2): it is mentioned that options 
for the disposal of treated cuttings is being 
considered. Please note that the SEA 
recommends specific options for waste 
management to be adopted by the 
government. If different options are 
considered, those need to be studied 

2nd page of the Exec 
Summary. Potential 
requirement for a relief well 
is now included in the main 
scoping report and is not 
considered a focus for the 
Exec Summary (see Section 
3.2.3) 

- Text on whether the well is 
vertical or not has been 
edited to clarify (see Section 
3.2.2)  

 

 

 

 

Options for cuttings 
management will be studied 
in the EIA, and will include full 
reference to the SEA 
recommendations (no 
change to Scoping Report). 

Total confirms that cuttings 
from sections of the well 
drilled with non-aqueous 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Overview (p1): Changes noted 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- Overview (p2): in addition to the SEA 
recommendations, waste management 
plans studied by the EIA should also be 
aligned with any waste management 
strategy developed for the Oil & Gas 
sector. All options for waste management 
shall be subject to authorities’ approval 
through the EIA process. 
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No. Section Page LPA Comment - Draft report 

(04 June 2019) 

TOTAL Response 

(15 July 2019) 

LPA Comment - Final Report 

(18 July 2019) 

thoroughly in the EIA or before and to justify 
selection subject to authorities approval. 

 

 

 

 

- Figure ES2 (p3): it is important that the map 
of AOI overlays sensitive area, protected 
areas and key biodiversity areas. 

 

 

- Summary of Baseline (p4): it is understood 
that the report mentioned in Bullet 1 is the 
desktop study to the ESBS as per the ESBS 
CFT which is an integral component of the 
scoping exercise. It is important that this 
report be integrated within the EIA scoping 
as well as included as Annex to the EIA 
scoping report. 

mud will be transferred to an 
appropriate location for 
treatment (See section 
7.4.1). 

 

Key biodiversity areas and 
protected areas are already 
included on Figure ES2 (no 
changes to Scoping Report) 

 

Summary of Baseline (p4): - 
The results of the desktop 
ESBS study are summarized 
in the Scoping Report along 
with the other reports 
mentioned.  In addition, the 
EBS scope has already been 
approved by the MoE and the 
LPA (no changes to Scoping 
Report) 

 

 

 

 

- The response is not accurate.  Figure ES2 
(p4) lacks Key biodiversity areas and 
protected areas. 

 

 

- No further comment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Additional Comments to be addressed in the 
EIA: 
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No. Section Page LPA Comment - Draft report 

(04 June 2019) 

TOTAL Response 

(15 July 2019) 

LPA Comment - Final Report 

(18 July 2019) 

- Figure ES1: the objective of the map is not 
understood. The borders are wrong, please 
use official Lebanese borders in any maps.  

- The referral to (priority area) is not 
understood. Please clarify what is meant 
by priority area to be able to assess 
implications. Figure ES1 and ES2 shows the 
priority area cut by half (almost) as 
compared to scoping earlier draft. 

- It is stated that the first well will be 
plugged and abandoned without specifying 
whether this will be a temporary or 
permanent plugging and abandonment.   

 

5.  Table 1.1 2 Please include the coordinates of the priority 
area  

Co-ordinates of the Priority 
Area and proposed well 
location are now provided 
(See Table 3.1) 

Changes Noted 

6.  1.4 Study Area 5 The definition of the AOI is not clear: 

- Bullet 2 is not clear 
- What about the areas affected by 

dispersion of cuttings (top hole) and 
emissions 

Text on primary and 
secondary (direct and 
indirect) AOI now updated 
(see Section 1.4) 

 

- The definition of the AOI shall be clarified 
in the EIA.  
Please clarify the link between the priority 
area and the various AOIs. 
It is important that the map of AOI overlays 
sensitive area, protected areas and key 
biodiversity areas. 
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No. Section Page LPA Comment - Draft report 

(04 June 2019) 

TOTAL Response 

(15 July 2019) 

LPA Comment - Final Report 

(18 July 2019) 

The executive summary described the AOI as 
consisting of 3 spheres; however the third 
sphere was not shown. Please check. 

 

7.  Table 2.1 8 The presented roles and responsibilities are 
selective and simplistic. They do not reflect 
the scope of the relevant mandate of each 
entity. Please correct and update. In 
addition: 

- Please replace ministry of energy 
and water by minister of energy and 
water. 

- MOA: the mentioned information is 
not accurate and is not in line with 
the objective of the section to show 
the mandate of MOA. 

It is expected that a stakeholder mapping is 
developed first to be able to identify relevant 
entities which should be based on their 
mandate and role.  

Requested updates and 
replacements have been 
completed (see Table 2.1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Methodology of stakeholder 
mapping has been included 
in the updated Scoping 
Report (see Section 5.2).  
Notably, the list will be 
updated throughout the EIA 
process. 

- The rationale behind the selection of the 
entities described within the table is not 
clear. The presented roles and 
responsibilities are still simplistic and not 
comprehensive. A thorough analysis of the 
specific mandates of regulatory 
authorities, as applicable to the oil and gas 
sector, is expected to inform the EIA 
process.   

- MOA: the mentioned information is still 
not accurate i.e.: The stated duplication of 
mandates with MoE is erroneous  

- MOL: the mentioned information is not 
accurate. It should be clarified that the 
inspection mandates of the Ministry are 
applicable to onshore activities but this is 
not the case for offshore activities. 

LPA and MoEW roles relevant to EIAs as 
defined in Decree 7968/2012 and Decree 
10289/2013 are not reflected accurately 

8.  2.8 Best 
available  

14 There are other best international practices 
that should be recognized e.g. IFC 

This is noted. IFC standards 
have not been included 

- Total General Standards should be 
considered as corporate commitments and 
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No. Section Page LPA Comment - Draft report 

(04 June 2019) 

TOTAL Response 

(15 July 2019) 

LPA Comment - Final Report 

(18 July 2019) 

within the Scoping Report. 
The EIA process will follow 
Total EIA standards which 
have the same spirit and 
philosophy as IFC standards 
(no changes to the Scoping 
Report). 

not confused with best available industry 
practice. 

- All Total’s referred General Standards shall 
be submitted to the LPA. 

It was observed that IOGP (biodiversity 
baseline data), IAGC and ICPC guidance were 
removed from the earlier EIA scoping version. 
While IAGC and ICPC guidance on 
reconnaissance might not be relevant, please 
list the IOGP guidance. 

9.  ESIA process & 
approval 

11-12 The process has to recognize LPA’s and 
Minister of Energy and Water role relevant 
to EIAs as defined in Decree 7968/2012 and 
Decree 10289/2013. 

Text added to identify the 
role of the LPA and MoE (see 
Table 2.1) 

The added text in Table 2.1 still doesn’t reflect 
the  role relevant to EIAs as defined in Decree 
7968/2012 and Decree 10289/2013 

10.  3.1 Project 
Description 

16 It is mentioned that TEP has acquired an 
‘exploration permit’. This term is not used in 
the Lebanese regulations. Please amend. 

The project description should mention: 

- Logistic supply base 
- Well related activities 

Potential Relief Well  

Terminology has been 
corrected (see Section 3.1). 

 

Original text in the Scoping 
Report covers the Logistics 
supply base and other 
activities related to drilling.  
More detail added for 
Logistics Base (see Section 
3.2.10), further information 
to be included in the EIA. 

- Changes Noted 

 

 

The project description is still considered too 
limited and incomplete. All planned activities 
incl. those being onshore and offshore require 
a full description in the EIA i.e.: management 
of explosive material, radioactive sources, 
hazardous waste management at supply base, 
etc.... 
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Brief information on a relief 
well now included in the 
Scoping Report (see Section 
3.2.3). It should be noted that 
a relief well would only be 
instigated in an emergency, 
and more information will be 
supplied in the blow-out 
contingency plan. 

 

11.  Figure 3.1 17 The points labeled 4PA, PB, PC and PD are 
not understood. 

The legend for well is a solid circle, however 
this solid circle was used for El Batroun 
(onshore) and for the 4PA, PB, PC and PD 
points. 

Points labelled are vertices of 
priority area. Co-ordinates of 
these vertices now added to 
Scoping Report (see Table 
3.1). 

Legend for Figure 3.1 also 
updated. 

 

- Changes Noted 

 

12.  3.2 Overview 
of Block 4 

18   The project description is incomplete and 
should include in the EIA a full description of 
the mobilization and implementation phases 
of the project (including offshore & onshore 
activities), as applicable, as well as the 
demobilization phase. 
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13.  3.2.1.1 19 Oil-in-water content of open drain effluents 
to comply with the most stringent among 
international commitments, national, 
international and TOTAL standards. 
Justification of the limits adopted as well as 
the demonstration of strictness is required. 

Updates to the Scoping 
Report have been included 
(see Section 3.2.1.1) 

A Justification of the limits adopted as well as 
the demonstration of strictness is still lacking 
especially for oil-in-water content of open 
drain effluents. 

14.  3.2.2 Well 
Design 

19 It is mentioned that the 36 in and 26 in will 
be drilled with water based muds without 
riser hence cuttings will be dispersed to sea 
bottom: please clarify the expected depth of 
each of the sections of the full depth as well 
as the expected volume of associated 
cuttings. 

The depths of each of these 
sections and the cuttings 
volumes which will arise will 
be included in the EIA (no 
change to Scoping Report). 

Comment  Noted 

15.  3.2.3 Drilling 
Hazards 

20 The section limits drilling hazards to shallow 
gas only. Please check for other potential 
drilling hazards including other potential 
shallow hazards.  

Shallow gas is the main 
hazard. However, Total will 
perform a full drilling site 
assessment to assess any risk 
related to shallow hazard. 
This is part of the ADP 
(Authorization to Drill Permit 
– to be submitted to MoEW 8 
weeks before spud date) that 
will be submitted to the 
authorities (see Section 
3.2.3). 

It should be noted that the EIA and ADP are 
interlinked and any assessment of shallow 
hazards of relevance to Environmental Impacts 
should be equally addressed in EIA, as 
applicable. 
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16.  3.2.4 Drilling 
Fluids 

20 There is referral to OSPAR for the 
management of chemicals; more 
information is needed on what is being 
complied within OSPAR. It is important that 
the GS-EP-ENV-001 be shared and a 
summary of the scope and approach be 
included. 

All chemicals will comply with 
UK standards based on 
OSPAR and with Lebanese 
environmental regulations. 

GS-EP-ENV-001 is provided as 
an annex to this response to 
the LPA. 

A summary of the scope of 
the above standard was 
included in the Scoping 
Report (see Section 3.2.4, no 
change to Scoping Report) 

 

The scoping report and the shared GS-EP-ENV-
001 make reference to OSPAR 
recommendation 2008/1 related to the pre-
screening of chemicals. This recommendation 
is outdated and superseded by the 
recommendation of 2017/1.  

It is expected to confirm in the EIA that the 
most recent version of the recommendation 
will be adopted. 

17.  3.2.4.2 21 More information on the category/class of 
NADF to be used, if any, is to be clarified 
here. 

Discussion of the three types 
of available NADF is provided 
in 3.2.4.2. 

Additional information on 
Group III NADFs to be used 
when drilling the first 
exploration well will be 
provided in the EIA (see 
Section 3.2.4.2). 

Comment  Noted 

18.  2.5 24   The EIA is expected to include a full description 
of the fate of unused cement brought on board 
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of the rig as well as fate of excess cement 
circulating in the system (cement pump and 
well) used during cementing operation. 

19.  3.2.6 well 
logging 

22 It is not clear when well logging is expected 
to be undertaken. Please clarify to avoid 
misunderstanding.  

As well testing remains an option, then its 
impacts need to be addressed in the impacts’ 
section. 

Well logging would take place 
once the well had reached its 
target depth (see Section 
3.2.6). 

 

Well testing is not planned 
for the first exploration well, 
however it may take place if 
an appraisal well is drilled. 
The EIA will include estimates 
of the emissions from such a 
test, and potential impacts 
from these emissions (see 
Section 7.4.4) 

Comment  Noted 

20.  3.2.8 23 Please elaborate on the abandonment 
process i.e. equipment, plugging material… 

It is not clear why the wellhead will be left in 
place. Please clarify.  

Please share the referred standard 
procedures. 

More details on well 
abandonment have been 
added to the Scoping Report 
(see Section 3.2.8). 

It is mentioned that the wellhead will be left in 
place as per international best practice at this 
depth. It is important to assess in the EIA the 
impacts of leaving the wellhead in place at its 
particular location. 
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21.  3.2.10 shore 
based 
operations 

23 Additional information is required on the 
supply base and the transport corridors to be 
able to understand the potential impacts. 
Focus on environmental issues related to the 
LMP is also needed.  

Further information about 
the logistics base facilities 
and activities has been 
included in the Scoping 
Report (see Section 3.2.10) 

Impacts from the operation 
of the base, including the 
LMP, will be included in the 
EIA (no change to Scoping 
Report). 

Information included in the scoping report is 
still incomplete. A number of issues are still 
missing and ought to be included in the EIA 
such as but not limited to: 

- Arrangement of the supply base 
- The transport corridors  
- It is not clear whether any radioactive, 

explosive or HNS items will be stored 
or transported. 

- It is not clear whether any waste 
material, including hazardous waste, 
will be stored and/or managed on 
supply base. 

More details on Liquid Mud Plant and focus on 
associated environmental issues are needed. 

22.  3.3 
Mobilization & 
demobilization 

26   It is also expected to cover marine operations 
mobilization and demobilization in this 
section, as applicable. 

23.  3.4 Project 
Alternatives 

23 The mentioned alternatives missed a 
number of potential alternatives to address 
which could have various implications from 
an environmental perspective, such as: 

- Well location 
- Drill ship type and specs (including 

DP class, age, equipment) 

List of alternatives to be 
covered in the EIA has been 
expanded (See Section 3.4) 

The EIA has to demonstrate that all possible 
project development alternatives were taken 
into consideration  
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- Drilling technology  
- Drilling timing 

Level of treatment of drill fluids and cuttings 

24.  4.1 Baseline 
Environment 

24-56 This section has been observed to have relied 
heavily if not completely on the SEA study 
with instances of plagiarism. Indeed, the SEA 
objective is to provide relevant data for the 
EIA development however it is the EIA 
consultant role to check that these are up to 
date and to further customize the 
information to the EIA under study. 

On another note, the SEA is still at the 
consultation stage and might undergo 
further updates or amendments; hence, it is 
important that the Consultant undertake 
their own data collection and reaffirms the 
information in the SEA before use at this 
stage. 

The SEA has provided a 
reliable source of 
information that Total’s EBS 
consultant has utilized in 
producing the Project’s EBS.  

The Project’s EBS will also 
present data which is specific 
to Block 4, and check that the 
SEA data is up to date before 
including it in the EIA (no 
change to the Scoping 
Report). 

Additional site specific 
baseline data has been 
collected but was not 
available for the scoping 
report.  This will be presented 
in detail in the EIA (see 
Section 4.0 and Executive 
Summary).  

 

- Comment  Noted 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In addition to the site specific baseline data 
analysis (analysis of data collected during the 
EBS), LPA expects the EIA to include a summary 
of the EBS objectives and methodology 
including scope and coverage.  
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25.    This section doesn’t address at all the 
baseline for: 

- Air quality and climate change 

Noise (underwater and above water) 

Text included in updated 
Scoping Report to cover 
baseline air quality (see 
Section 4.2.6) and 
underwater noise (see 
Section 4.2.5.4). 

Noise levels above water 
level are only likely to be 
perceived from logistics base 
operations, and the will be 
within normal port operating 
conditions, therefore above 
water baseline noise 
conditions are not 
considered to be required (no 
change to Scoping Report). 

The rationale for Scoping in/out has to be 
justified in the EIA 

26.  4.2.1 
Bathymetry 

25 The first sentence is not accurate. The law 
163/2011 uses the legal definition of 
continental shelf and not the technical 
definition.  

Definitions have been 
updated (see Section 4.2.1) 

The updated definition is still inaccurate. The 
Law 163/2011 uses the legal definition of 
continental shelf and not the technical 
definition. Please differentiate between both 
definitions of the continental shelf as relevant 
to the EIA. 

27.  4.2.3 Seawater 34 It is mentioned that the scope of EBS was 
agreed with MOE. Please note that EBS 
related work was agreed with both LPA and 

Agreement with LPA now 
added to the Scoping Report 
(see Section 4.2.3) 

Change  Noted 
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MOE. This is to be corrected wherever it 
appears.  

28.  Table 4.2 36 The first column is not clear.  Table 4.2 has been modified 
for clarity.   

Change  Noted 

29.  4.3.7 Protected 
areas 

48 There are different types of sensitive areas 
beyond the category of protected areas. 
Please include all types: 

- Protected estuaries 
- UNESCO sites 
- SPA 
- ECLA proposed sites 
- Proposed MPA bordering Block 4 

facing Jounieh bay (after OCEANA 
study) 

 

 

 

 

It is mentioned that no sampling was 
undertaken within Block 4 area however 
Figure 4.22 shows that a big portion of the 
survey area fell within the borders of Block 4 
which hints that sampling was undertaken. 
Please check and confirm. 

Protected estuaries were 
identified in Figure 4.21 of 
the original Scoping Report 
and UNESCO sites were 
shown in Figure 4.24. 

Figure numbering in the 
revised Scoping Report has 
changed, and Figure 4.22 
(originally Figure 4.21) has 
been updated to include 
SPAs. 

The extent of the Proposed 
MPA facing Jounieh bay will 
be established in discussion 
with LPA/MoE for inclusion in 
the EIA (the OCEANA survey 
report identifies that the 
primary aim of the project 
was to provide first hand 
information about deep-sea 
ecosystems to help to 

Protected areas and sensitive habitats are 
described but it is unclear how the EBS data 
will inform these issues. 

 

The relationships and distances of the 
mentioned sites to Block 4 and the proposed 
well location should be provided. 

 

It is mentioned that no sampling was 
undertaken within Block 4 area however 
Figure 4.22 shows that a big portion of the 
survey area fell within the borders of Block 4. 
Please check and confirm.  

 

OCEANA has delivered a full report on the 
findings. It is expected to include most 
important OCEANA findings here (species, 
distribution, observations…) in the EIA report 
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OCEANA has delivered a full report on the 
findings. Please include most important 
OCEANA findings here (species, distribution, 
observations…) 

increase the protection of 
Lebanese waters – and while 
it is clear that the Jounieh 
Canyon is of interest, the 
extent of the site is not clear). 

ECLA proposed sites will be 
clarified with the LPA before 
inclusion in the EIA. 

The sampling locations are 
presented in Figure 4.21 
(formerly 4.20).  All sampling 
sites in the OCEANA survey 
were outside of the Block 4 
area.   

 

Additional details from the 
OCEANA study will be 
included the final EBS Report 
and relevant information will 
be included in the EIA. 

30.  4.3.8 
archeology 

51 It came to our attention that a new marine 
archeology study has been completed by 
Ministry of Culture in the South as well as 
another recently completed survey in Jbeil. 
Please include.  

Information from the 
archaeology study will be 
sourced and included in the 
EIA if relevant (no change to 
the Scoping Report).  

Comment  Noted 
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31.  EBS  The environmental baseline has referred at 
multiple instances to gaps which will be filled 
by the EBS. It is important that the scoping 
report include a summary of the EBS 
objectives and methodology including scope 
and coverage. The schedule of the EBS and 
expected input process to the ESIA process 
should also be included. In addition, the ESB 
scope and desktop study to be annexed to 
the EIA scoping.  

Additional information on 
the scope and coverage of 
the environmental baseline 
survey has been included in 
the updated Scoping Report 
(See section 4.0, 4.1, 4.2 and 
4.3). 

Results from the field survey 
work will be available for 
inclusion in the EIA. 

 

Please refer to comment no.24 

32.  Socio-
economic 
environment 

57-86 - While the section addresses the 
national conditions, it is important to 
note that these differ from coastal 
line statistics and AOI focus areas. 
This need to be acknowledged and 
gaps relevant to the ESIA and AOI 
should be highlighted. 

 

 

- There should be a section that 
describes and summarizes the work 
being undertaken on the social 

The Scoping Report has been 
updated to address the AOI 
focus areas (Section 1.4), 
highlight the gaps and to 
describe the methodology for 
the social baseline data 
collection methodology (see 
Section 4.4.19).    

 

Updates have been provided 
to describe the work that will 
be undertaken to collect 

- The section including methodology, 
targeted information and gaps to be 
filled is not informative enough and 
shall be updated in the EIA. 

 

 

 

 

- It is expected to explicitly define the 
objectives and the purpose of the SIA 
in the report. 
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baseline including methodology, 
targeted information and gaps to be 
filled 

 

- Please cite all information related to 
refugees (whether related to 
numbers or perception or impact). 
 

All information presented need to be 
properly referenced or clearly state that it is 
the consultants’ assessment. 

information to fill the gaps 
(see Sections 4.4 and 5) 

 

 

All information has been 
correctly referenced.    In 
Section 4.4 or 5 

 

All information has been 
correctly referenced.    

 

 

- Three areas of influence are proposed 
for the SIA one of which covers the 
entire country of Lebanon which is 
creating some confusion with respect 
to the social and geographical 
boundaries for the SIA. It is very 
important at this level to ensure that 
the SIA is appropriately scaled to the 
nature and scale of the proposed 
project. 

 

33.  4.4.9.4 
Tourism 

66 The listing of touristic sites is very selective 
and have not focused on AOI and coastline 
i.e. Raouche rocks, touristic cities of Byblos, 
Batroun, Jounieh, Harissa 

Further information added to 
Scoping Report to cover the 
AOI and coastline touristic 
sites (see Section 4.4.11.4). 

Changes  Noted 

34.  4.4.11 
Infrastructure 

69 - Electricity: It is mentioned that 
electricity is seasonal and relies on 
availability of water. Please clarify. 

Waste: please include information about 
type of waste, waste management, facilities 
including hazardous waste  

More information has been 
added in respect of electricity 
(see Section 4.4.13) 

 

More information on waste 
will be included in the EIA (no 

Changes  Noted 
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change to the Scoping 
Report) 

35.  4.4.13 public 
safety 

71 This is very sensitive information. Please 
rewrite with caution and cite credible 
references.  

Information on public safety 
has been updated in the 
Scoping Report (see Section 
4.4.15).   

Changes  Noted 

36.  4.4.17 80   - The rationale behind the selection of 
the VC is not clear. VCs are usually 
identified on the basis of 
comprehensive issues scoping, 
including review of available 
information and consultation with key 
stakeholders, which reveals the values 
and priorities of government, affected 
groups, the public, and other 
stakeholders. The EIA is expected to 
include values and priorities identified 
during the scoping process 

- VCs listed in this section are narrowly 
defined. It is expected to broaden the 
definition of the VCs, as applicable to 
the proposed project, to be able to 
address a wider range of VC sub-
components in the SIA  
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It is expected from the ESIA to identify the 
specific indicators that will be used to measure 
and report on the condition and trend of a VC. 

37.  5.2 
Stakeholder 
engagement 

75 The stakeholder engagement programme 
and the ESIA scoping didn’t envision the 
need for interviews with authorities for data 
collection and confirmation of data. We 
advise to check for updates and 
confirmations with CAS, MoSA, MOE 
(different departments), MoC, CNRS (NCMS 
+ RS) 

 

 

 

 

The section doesn’t mention that the report 
was put online for consultation. 

Text has been added to 
clarify the stakeholders and 
the stakeholder engagement 
programme (see Section 4.4 
and 5).Key authorities with 
specialist knowledge of topic 
areas such as cultural 
heritage, fisheries and social 
welfare have been identified 
and meetings are taking 
place (see Section 4.4.19). 

 

Text added to Scoping Report 
to note that Rev 0 was 
available online for 
consultation (see Section 
1.3.2) 

- Text added to the report only cover 
data collection relevant to social 
aspects. LPA’s original comment was 
referring to data collection relevant to 
both environmental and social aspect. 
No data confirmations with CAS, MOE 
(different departments), CNRS (NCMS 
+ RS) were yet undertaken. 
 
 
 
 

- Comment Noted 

38.  Table 5.2 76 - MOE was not recognized as 
stakeholder. Please clarify 

 

 

The omission of the MoE in 
the scoping study list was an 
error and has been rectified. 
MOE are recognized as key 
stakeholders as the 

- It is mentioned that stakeholder 
analysis was conducted along with the 
methodology (impact of project, 
influence on project, and interest in 
project). However, the results of this 
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- Academia was not recognized as 
stakeholder. Please clarify 

 

 

 

- The stakeholder list was not 
prioritized for Block 4. The 
justification of stakeholders was not 
apparent in the ESIA scoping or SEP. 
Some stakeholders were missed i.e. 
Bahr lubnan NGO, local social NGOs, 
divers… 
 

- The table shows only the type of 
meeting as ‘joint ministers meeting’ 
which is primarily targeted as raising 
awareness rather than feedback. 

 

 

- Oddly, the engagement with only 
one entity (LOGI) was defined as 
one-to-one meeting. Please clarify 
and justify.  

regulator. That said, best 
international practices and 
TOTAL standards set out that 
stakeholder engagement 
shall respect that the 
regulator is independent. 
This ensures public 
confidence in the ESIA 
process and the objectivity of 
the regulator. 

Stakeholders were identified 
in terms of impact, influence 
and interest. The selection of 
stakeholders is a dynamic 
process which continues 
throughout the ESIA and 
beyond. In terms of 
Academia NCMS and 
Lebanese Centre for Policy 
Studies  were identified. 
Other Academic institutions 
such as the Balamand 
University and CMNS have 
been added to the 
stakeholder database 
consequent to the 

analysis are not presented to illustrate 
how this influenced the stakeholder 
engagement process and the public 
participation process in general and 
stakeholder identification in 
particular. This has led to a mismatch 
of stakeholder groups to be consulted 
on environmental versus social issues.  

- It is expected to undertake 
engagement activities for each 
EIA/Block independently at all times as 
per EIA Decree requirements. Any 
deviation from this requirement 
should be agreed ahead of time with 
concerned authority 

- The updated SEP shall be submitted to 
the LPA for review. 
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It is mentioned that during stakeholder 
engagement meetings, the ESIA scoping 
results will be presented. This has to be 
amended as the stakeholder engagement 
meetings listed were undertaken and no ESIA 
results were presented. 

stakeholder engagement 
held in May.  

The stakeholder meetings 
were organized to be 
separate for Block 4 and 
Block 9, however due to an 
unexpected day of mourning, 
the separate meetings had to 
be held together. 
Identification of stakeholders 
is a dynamic process 
throughout the life of the EIA. 
New stakeholders will be 
continually added to the 
database including those 
suggested in this document. 

Stakeholder engagement 
meetings intended to provide 
project description, ESIA 
information and was an 
opportunity for stakeholders 
to give feedback on the 
scoping report, raise 
concerns and questions 
relating to project 
information and any other 
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issues. The table has been 
updated to show the 
stakeholder and the day that 
the meeting took place. A 
separate database holds 
more detailed information 
about each stakeholder. 

With regards to LOGI, this 
was an error and has been 
rectified. LOGI was invited to 
a joint NGOs meeting. 

 

The stakeholder engagement 
meetings noted where the 
draft Scoping Reports could 
be found for download and 
review, while the Public 
Meeting presented Project 
Description, initial Baseline 
findings, the EIA process and 
outlined the potential 
impacts. 

 

39.  5.3.1    - Reference to Annex 3, it was noticed 
that invitations were disseminated at 
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very short notice which led to a low 
participation turn-out during the 
engagement meetings 

- The report referred to meetings held 
in Arabic. This statement is not 
accurate. The PowerPoint 
presentations displayed during the 
engagement meetings were in English 
(with the exception of the last 
meeting). It is required that future 
engagement is conducted in Arabic 
using Arabic presentation materials 
with translation as needed.  

 

40.  5.3.3    - Evaluation of the engagement 
activities turnout should be included in 
the ESIA  

41.  5.5    - Social development NGOs should be 
added to the civic society list  

- ELARD is not considered under 
academia category but under private 
sector – environmental consultancy 
firm.  
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42.  6. Preliminary 
impact 
identification 

86 - The scoping should elaborate more 
on the methodology proposed to 
identify and score impacts as well as 
approach to alternatives and 
provision of mitigation measures. 

- The categories of impacts 
description followed the SEA 
methodology however it is 
important to note that the SEA is a 
strategic document and doesn’t 
address sub-categories and project 
level details. The EIA is expected to 
handle impacts in a more focused 
and detailed approach with special 
attention to the project, location and 
identified alternatives.  

- Feedback on methodology would be 
timely now to avoid misalignments 
and delays down the line.  

 

A number of impacts were not addressed e.g. 
the plugging and abandonment, well testing, 
liquid mud plant 

Additional information on 
the EIA methodology has 
been added to the Scoping 
Report (see Section 7.3.5) 

More detailed information 
on the methodology will be 
included in the EIA. 

 

The EIA will include all 
potential sub-categories of 
impact from project level 
activities, and will present a 
discussion of alternatives.he 
EIA methodology will be in 
line with Decree No. 8633 
(2012) Fundamentals of 
Environmental Impact 
Assessment. 

 

All project activities which 
have the potential to create 
impacts to environmental or 
social components will be 
reviewed and assessed in the 
EIA.  

- Additional information related to the 
methodology is expected in the ESIA 

 

 

- Comments  Noted 
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43.  Table 6.1 89-90 - In pages 89 and 90, that matrix 
misses to include the seawater 
quality as VEC. 

 

- In page 89, please recheck and justify 
why there are no foreseen potential 
impacts from offshore storage of 
chemicals. 

 

 

 

 

- In page 90, the potential impact of 
oil spills and fuel spills on terrestrial 
ecology and archeology was missed.  

In table 6.1, it was observed that the VEC: 
social conditions was removed. Please clarify 
where this impact is captured. 

Water quality added into the 
list of VECs (See Table 6.1). 

 

 

The offshore storage of 
chemicals will be 
reconsidered, however with 
IMDG regulations in place, it 
is not considered that the 
planned event of chemical 
storage will cause an impact 
to any of the VECs.  

 

A potential unplanned event 
of a spill may have an impact 
and is included in ‘Accidental 
events’. All potential impacts 
connected with the oil spill 
will be addressed in the 
OSCP. 

 

 

 

 

- Changes  Noted 

 

 

- In page 97, please recheck and justify 
why there are no foreseen potential 
impacts from offshore storage of 
chemicals. 

 

 

 

 

 

- The matrices represent a summary of 
affected VECs per activity however 
there is no discussion, analysis or 
supporting justification about the 
activity affecting a particular VEC. The 
rationale behind the matrix, albeit 
stemming from the SEA, is not 
explained. 

- Please note that the impact on 
terrestrial habitats and archeological 
resources is not identified for the 
onshore related activity i.e. chemicals 
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The social conditions VEC has 
been added to Table 6.1. 

transportation by land; chemical 
storage onshore.  

- There is a discrepancy in the socio-
economic VCs listed in table 6.1 and 
those identified in section 4.4.17 which 
creates a big confusion regarding the 
methodology of selection of these VCs.   

 

44.  6.5 unplanned 
events 

93 It is not clear whether unplanned events will 
include major accident hazards. It is 
important that the EIA scoping recognize 
major accident to the environment (MATTE) 
and elaborate on process to identify and 
mitigate including arrangements for 
environmental contingencies. 

The process of identifying the 
unplanned events will be 
included in the EIA, with 
clarity on major accident to 
the environment.  Mitigation 
measures and plans will also 
be included in the EIA.  

Comment  Noted 

45.  7.2 project 
description 

94 The project description should also mention 
relief well. 

The project description now 
includes mention of the relief 
well (see Section 3.2.3) 

Relief wells were mentioned briefly. A full 
description is expected in the ESIA 

46.  7.4.1 Drilling 
discharges 
modeling 

98 Please clarify the scope of the dispersion 
modeling as well as the scenarios to be 
simulated: 

- Please clarify whether the proposed 
WBM discharges of the open section 
will be modeled. 

The Scoping Report has been 
updated to include more 
details about the model to be 
used and the scenarios to be 
modelled (see Section 7.4.1. 

Comment  Noted 
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- It is mentioned that the model for 
cuttings will run for 45 days. Please 
clarify whether this accounts for the 
accumulating continuous discharges 
or a one-time discharge will be run 
for 45 days. If so, would such 
scenario be representative? 

Please justify the selection of the models as 
well as the limitations of the model be 
included.  

Please clarify the type of results expected 
(i.e. plume, area of impact, 
concentration…etc) 

The results will be included as 
an appendix to the EIA. 

47.  7.4.2 98 A variant of a well blow out scenario with 
small amounts of condensate will be 
considered as worst case credible scenario. It 
is important that a worst case oil spill 
scenario is also considered. 

 

 

 

Please clarify what is mean by ‘credible’ 

Scenarios for modelling have 
not yet been confirmed, they 
will be fully justified within 
the EIA (no changes to 
Scoping Report).  However, 
the available geoscience data 
for the region seems to 
indicate that reservoirs will 
consist of gas, meaning that 
only gas and/or gas with 
condensates has been 
generated in the area.  The 
history of hydrocarbon 

- Comment  Noted 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Comment  Noted 
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exploration and discoveries 
in the region give confidence 
that a modelling scenario of a 
blow-out from an oil-bearing 
reservoir would not be 
necessary.  

Worst credible case, or most 
credible worst case or 
equivalent: the most severe 
consequences, considering 
all scenarios and their 
outcomes that is considered 
reasonably believable. The 
concept is used 
internationally used (if there 
is no contradicting regulatory 
requirement), to identify 
realistic worst case scenarios 
and exclude very unrealistic 
ones. The rationale is that it is 
better to develop a robust 
response to credible (and 
more probable) scenarios 
than a purely theoretical 
response to unrealistic 
disastrous scenarios. 
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48.  Appendix 1    - Academia was recognized as 
stakeholder but was not invited to any 
consultation  

- The stakeholder list was not prioritized 
for Block 4. The justification of 
stakeholders was not apparent in the 
ESIA scoping or SEP. Some 
stakeholders were missed i.e. Bahr 
lubnan NGO, local social NGOs, 
divers…  

49.  Appendix 6    - The minutes of the meeting are not 
accurate. This is a critical issue in terms 
of transparency and capturing all 
discussions. 
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The section below sets out the national regulations and guidelines. TOTAL policies with which the 

stakeholder engagement process is aligned are also outlined.  

National legal requirements 

According to Lebanese law, public consultation sessions are required as part of the EIA process. 

These should be held at two stages: one during the scoping phase and the second during the EIA 

disclosure phase. An advertisement should be placed in two official newspapers, 20 working days 

prior to the public consultation meeting. The concerned municipality should place another 

advertisement on its bulletin board and at the Project site for 20 working days. The proposed 

project and the potential impacts expected to arise during the construction and operation phases 

of the Project, along with the mitigation measures, should be presented in each consultation 

session.  

The procedure for both the scoping and the EIA disclosure sessions is similar, although the content 

of the presentation and the level of detail are greater and more focused in the EIA disclosure 

phase. Attendees should be given the opportunity to voice their concerns in both sessions. 

Key national regulations relevant to stakeholder engagement include: 

• Decree no 8633 of 2012 “Fundamentals of Environmental Impact Assessment” 

• MOE Decision 261/1 of 2015: review process for EIA scoping and EIA reports 

• Environment Law 444/2002:  

o Public Participation Principle which ensures that all citizens have the right 
to free access of national environmental information, and have the duty 
of notifying any environmental risk occurring 

o Cooperation Principle which requires the cooperation between public and 
local authorities and citizens to ensure the protection and conservation of 
the environment on all levels. 

o Fundamental principles and public rules 

o Organization of environmental protection 

o Environmental information system and participation in the management 
and protection of the environment 

o Environmental Impact Assessment 

o IEE 

o Protection of environment media 

o Responsibilities and fines  
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EIA guidelines (Sector-specific guidelines for oil and gas reconnaissance and 

exploration drilling activities in Lebanon, 2019) 
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TOTAL corporate policy 

TOTAL states that dialogue and engagement with stakeholders is one of the central pillars of the 

Group’s policy and an essential part of any ESIA. Stakeholder engagement must be executed 

according to the following principles: 

• Open and Transparent: All information should be open and transparent to stakeholders 
unless legitimate reasons for commercial confidentiality or the protection of stakeholders 
require that it be kept confidential.  

• Listening: Stakeholders are listened to, their concerns taken seriously, and responses 
provided where so required e.g. on the management of human rights risks or if there is a 
factual misperception.  

• Participation: Stakeholders are invited and encouraged to actively participate in the 
Project as it concerns them.  

• Proactive: Potential risks are communicated proactively and not only reactively with 
stakeholders, in particular where stakeholders may be unaware of a particular risk.  

• Impact-focused: Engagement with stakeholders is focused around the potential and 
actual negative impacts that may concern them in relation to the Project.  

• Safe Participation: Any stakeholder that participates in any form of engagement should 
be participating in a safe and protected manner, meaning without risk or fear for retaliation 
by anyone.  

• Effectiveness: Information and forms of engagement are effective to the individuals for 
whose use they were intended. Information and forms of engagement should be 
accessible, legitimate, transparent and human rights-compatible.  

• Appropriate form of engagement: Different forms of engagement may be required for 
different purposes. For example, sometimes communication is sufficient, but other times 
consultation, deeper engagement, full approval or consent is required.  

• Empowerment: Engagement empowers stakeholders to make their voices heard.  

• Equal and respectful: Everyone, without any discrimination, has the right to participate on 
equal terms. 
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Note: stakeholder identification and analysis is not exhaustive and is ongoing throughout the EIA process. 

Stakeholder engagement is an ongoing process. Each Project requires a certain level of frequency, and tailored methods and messages applied for its 

stakeholders depending on the specific stage of the project implementation. Engagement needs to be proportionate to the level of proposed project 

activities. The below table outlines engagement methods relevant for the EIA phase of this project, which precedes regulatory approval. It is also 

important for the stakeholder engagement process to be specific and focused on stakeholder analysis relevant for each project phase. The process was 

carried out as a collaborative exercise. Once the analysis was carried out, the mapping of each stakeholder was done. At local level, stakeholder 

categories were mapped collectively. The detailed mapping results are an internal document of the Project proponent, which reflects Company’s 

understanding of external risks affecting their commercial decisions. It is important to note that list of stakeholders, as well as frequency and methods 

of engagement, may change as the Project progresses from pre-approval phase to execution and completion. For example, ‘keep informed’ stakeholder 

engagement method can change to ‘collaborate’ as the Project moves from baseline data collection to implementation of social and environmental 

management plans. It should be noted that the stakeholder analysis, to a certain extent, is subjective, depending on personal experience with different 

stakeholders. To reduce subjectivity in analysing stakeholders, the process was carried out as a collaborative exercise.  

 
Stakeholder Area of Interest, Impact and Influence   Level and methods of 

engagement during the 
EIA 

Materials to be Used during the 
EIA 

Authorities 

Ministry of Environment 
(MOE) 

• Regulator, (involved in EIA permitting), independent 
and impartial.  

• Under scrutiny by public (especially NGOs). Influence 
on EIA process. 

Collaborate 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• Workshops/ 
discussion groups. 

• One-to-one meeting. 

• Teleconferences.  

• Ad-hoc encounters. 

Scoping phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides relating to 
Project description and the EIA 
BID 
EIA phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment  
NTS  

Lebanese Petroleum 
Administration (LPA) 

• An independent public institution mandated to 
manage the upstream offshore petroleum sector.  

• Regulator (involved in EIA permitting) 

• Under scrutiny from the wider public (especially 
NGOs). Influence on EIA process. 

 
 

Collaborate 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• Workshops/ 
discussion groups. 

• One-to-one meeting. 

• Teleconferences. 

• Ad-hoc encounters. 

Scoping Phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides relating to 
Project description and the EIA 
BID 
EIA phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment  
NTS 
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Stakeholder Area of Interest, Impact and Influence   Level and methods of 
engagement during the 
EIA 

Materials to be Used during the 
EIA 

• One-to-one meeting. 

Ministry of Energy and 
Water (MOEW) 

• National regulatory authority. Management of power 
and water supply 

• Overseeing Extractive Industries Transparency 
Initiative (EITI) implementation. Ensuring the Project 
is run in a transparent manner. 

Keep informed  

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• One-to-one meeting. 

Scoping Phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides relating to 
Project description and the EIA 
BID 
NTS 
EIA phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment  
 

Ministry of Public Works and 
Transport (MOPWT)- 
Directorate General of Land 
& Maritime Transport  

• National regulatory authority. Public works and 
Transport (land and Maritime). 

• Responsibility to inform passing vessels about where 
is a no-go zone.   

• Ensuring safety for the Project. 

Collaborate. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

 

Scoping phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides relating to 
Project description and the EIA 
BID 
NTS 
EIA phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment  

Directorate General of Civil 
Aviation-Meteorological 
Department (DGCA) 

• Management of aviation. 

• Their interaction with Project is in relation to the use 
of international airport.  

Collaborate. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

 

Scoping phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides relating to 
Project description and the EIA 
BID 
NTS 
EIA phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment  

Ministry of Culture (MOC)- 
Directorate General of 
Antiquities (DGA) 

• Protection and promotion of antiquities/ archaeology. 

• Proprietors and caretakers of all sites of 
archaeological importance in the country. 

• Interested in exploration activities and potential 
discovery of cultural heritage and safeguarding 
existing cultural heritage 

Collaborate. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

 

Scoping phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides relating to 
Project description and the EIA 
BID 
NTS 
EIA phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment  
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Stakeholder Area of Interest, Impact and Influence   Level and methods of 
engagement during the 
EIA 

Materials to be Used during the 
EIA 

Ministry of Culture (MOC)- 
Directorate General of 
Cultural Affairs (DGCA) 

• Management of cultural heritage and antiquities. They 
are responsible for cultural affairs in the country.  

• Need to ensure that the Project does not interfere with 
antiquities 

 

Collaborate. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

 
 

Scoping phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides relating to 
Project description and the EIA 
BID 
NTS 
EIA phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment  

Ministry of Agriculture- 
Directorate of Fisheries and 
Aquaculture 

• Management of fisheries and aquaculture.  

• Managing the fishing activities in the area where the 
Project will be active 

 

Collaborate. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

  

Scoping phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides relating to 
Project description and the EIA 
BID 
NTS 
EIA phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment  

Ministry of Economy and 
Trade 

• Economic development. 

• Procurement opportunities. Foreign entities may be 
investing in Lebanon due to the oil and gas interest. 

 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.  

• Small group meeting. 

Scoping phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides relating to 
Project description and the EIA 
BID 
NTS 
EIA phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment  

Ministry of Interior and 
Municipalities- General 
Directorate of Civil Defence 

• Emergency Response. 

• Responsible for MEDIVAC emergency response and 
may assist potential accidents caused by or 
encountered by the Project  

 

Collaborate. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• One-on-one meeting. 
 

Scoping phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides relating to 
Project description and the EIA 
BID 
NTS 
EIA phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment  

Ministry of Interior and 
Municipalities- General 
Directorate of Municipalities 

• Responsible for management of municipalities and 
development at the governorate level. They have the 

Keep informed 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.  

Scoping phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides relating to 
Project description and the EIA 
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Stakeholder Area of Interest, Impact and Influence   Level and methods of 
engagement during the 
EIA 

Materials to be Used during the 
EIA 

authority to make decisions, close restaurants etc., 
stop developments.  

• Can sanction activities in the municipalities where the 
Project is active 

• Small group meeting. 
 
 

BID 
NTS 
EIA phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment  
 

Ministry of Social Affairs-
General Directorate 

• Provision of social protection and assistance. 

• May monitor the Project in terms of potential 
involvement of vulnerable people in Project supply 
chain, or potential impacts on vulnerable people. 

Collaborate. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

 
 

Scoping phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides relating to 
Project description and the EIA 
BID 
NTS 
EIA phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment and with 
slides specific information/slides 
relating to socio-economic 
baseline studies.  

Ministry of Justice  • All prosecutors come under the Ministry of Justice. 
The MOJ is also involved in the public grievance 
mechanism. 

• Involved in role of Environmental Prosecutor as well 
as in grievances. If stakeholder is not satisfied with 
TOTAL’s grievance mechanism, they could approach 
the Ministry of Justice. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• One-on-one meeting. 
 

Scoping phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides relating to 
Project description and the EIA 
BID 
NTS 
EIA phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment and with 
slides specific to environmental 
issues. 

Ministry of Tourism-General 
Directorate 

• Management and promotion of tourism. 

• Tourism is one of the main pillars of the Lebanese 
economy. If operations led to a reduction in the 
number of visitors to tourist destinations, this could 
affect the Lebanese economy. 

 

 
Collaborate. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

 

Scoping phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides relating to 
Project description and the EIA 
BID 
NTS  
EIA Phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment and with 
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Stakeholder Area of Interest, Impact and Influence   Level and methods of 
engagement during the 
EIA 

Materials to be Used during the 
EIA 

specific information/slides relating 
to nature-based and adventure 
(coastal) tourism, and cultural 
tourism. 

Ministry of Industry • Promotes Industry.  

• The Project is a contribution to the Lebanese Industry 

• There is industry on the coast, primarily in the north of 
Beirut and in Chekka, Selata etc. This Ministry 
provides permits to all industrial enterprises. They 
might be interested in downstream activities and 
future plans. They are a stakeholder in case of worse-
case scenario. 

• The Ministry is related to industrial permitting (such as 
facilities for waste treatment) and classified 
establishments (warehouses) (governor of Beirut may 
also be involved for certain types of classified 
establishments licensing).    

Collaborate. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

 
 

Scoping phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides relating to 
Project description and the EIA 
EIA Phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment  
BID  
NTS 

Ministry of Public Health- 
Directorate of Medical Care 

• Management of health services; health and 
emergency response. 

• The Project will use one approved hospital in Beirut or 
medivac employees as appropriate. They are a 
stakeholder in case of worse-case scenario (oil spill). 

 
 

Collaborate. 

• Letters, emails 
and phone calls.   

• One-on-one 
meeting. 
 

Scoping phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides relating to 
Project description and the EIA 
EIA Phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment   
BID 
NTS 

Ministry of Defence  • They will be the entity who authorises helicopter use 
and movement.  

• Ministry plays a role in marine movement through the 
provision of security clearances.  

Collaborate. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

 
 

Scoping phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides relating to 
Project description and the EIA 
BID  
NTS 
EIA Phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment and with 
specific 
BID  
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EIA 
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EIA 

NTS 

Ministry of Post and 
Telecommunications 

• Responsible for telecommunications regulation. 

• If telecommunications are affected in any way this 
could impact on Lebanon’s communications. 

• Project activities will not interfere with any existing or 
planned cables. 
 

 

Collaborate. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

 

Scoping phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides relating to 
Project description and the EIA 
EIA Phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment   
BID 
NTS  

Ministry of Labor • Provides oversight to work permits and 
authorisations. 

• Project will require work permits for some employees. 
Permits are requisitioned which can provide a positive 
influence on the revenue of the Ministry.  

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group 
meeting. 

 

Scoping phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with specific 
information/slides relating to 
Project description information. 
BID 
NTS 
EIA Phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment   

Ministry of Finance • Management and oversight of fiscal stability, 
economic growth and social justice   

• Imposing taxation charges on the Project 

Collaborate. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

 

Scoping phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with specific 
information/slides relating to 
Project description information. 
BID 
NTS 
EIA Phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment   

Disaster Risk Management 
Unit 

• Multi-disciplinary unit established to institutionalise 
measures for disaster prevention, mitigation and 
preparedness.  

• If there is a disaster, DRMU will be involved. TOTAL 
will engage with DRMU to prepare their risk 
management strategies. TOTAL will work with the unit 
in the event of a worse-case scenario. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group 
meeting. 

 
 

Scoping phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with specific 
information/slides relating to 
Project description information. 
BID  
NTS 
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engagement during the 
EIA 

Materials to be Used during the 
EIA 

• The project will invest in disaster risk capacity; 
strengthening disaster risk governance and 
preparedness for an effective response. 

EIA Phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment   

Port authorities Port of 
Beirut 

• Provision of port facilities for the Project. 

• involved in the information of project activities location 
to the shipping lines 

 

Collaborate. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

  

Scoping phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with   information on 
the Project and the EIA 
BID 
NTS 
EIA Phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment and with 
specific information/slides relating 
to Project operations at Beirut 
Port/onshore logistics base 
requirements 

Port security – ISF  • Responsible for security at the port. 
 

Collaborate. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

 

Scoping phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with specific 
information/slides relating to 
Project description and the EIA  
BID  
NTS 
EIA Phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment   

Lebanese Customs  • Customs and trade. 

• Importing of Project related equipment will provide a 
revenue to the Customs. Stakeholder is key in 
ensuring goods pass through customs in a timely 
manner.  

• Management of imports of chemicals and exports of 
waste. 

 

Collaborate. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

 
  

Scoping phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with specific 
information/slides relating to 
Project description information. 
BID 
NTS 
EIA Phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment   

Lebanese Army • The LAF is tasked with three missions including 
defence, security and development. It will be 

Collaborate. Scoping phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with specific 
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instrumental in ensuring security for the Project is the 
need would arise. 

 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

  
 

information/slides relating to 
Project description information. 
BID 
NTS 
EIA Phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment   

Ministry of the Displaced. • May monitor the Project in terms of potential 
involvement of vulnerable people in Project supply 
chain, or potential impacts on vulnerable people. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

Scoping phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
Project and the EIA 
BID  
NTS 
EIA Phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment with specific 
information/slides relating to 
Project description information 
and socio-economic baseline 
studies.  

Lebanese Security Force, 
MoI (Director general 
security) 

• They are responsible for counter-terrorism, security 
issues, monitoring movements and passports. Their 
main responsibility is passports and permits 
(residency). Responsible for provision of visas. They 
could object to or oppose work permits needed for the 
project personnel.  

Collaborate. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

 
  

Scoping phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with specific 
information/slides relating to 
Project description information. 
BID 
NTS 
EIA Phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment 

Lebanese Army (Navy) • The Navy are part of the Lebanese Army.  Drill ship 
will need to provide location information to the Navy to 
avoid impact on naval manoeuvres. Navy is also a 
stakeholder in the event of a worst-case scenario.  

Collaborate.  

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

 

Scoping Phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with specific 
information/slides relating to 
Project description information. 
BID 
NTS 
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EIA Phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment 

CNRS (national council for 
scientific research) 

• Public entity under the authority of the President of 
the Council of Ministers. They work with universities 
undertaking research. They have a partnership with 
PAU (France) (also the site of TOTAL’s scientific 
research centre) which is EU funded.  

• They conduct scientific marine research so are 
interested in the EIA studies. They have conducted 
surveys for sea water quality. 

Collaborate. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

 
 

Scoping phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with specific 
information/slides relating to 
marine baseline studies and 
Project description. 
BID 
NTS 
EIA Phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment 

Central Administration of 
Statistics (CAS) 

• Research 

• They have data that may be of importance to the EIA  

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

 
 

Scoping phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with specific 
information/slides related to 
Project description and the EIA 
BID 
NTS 
EIA Phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment 

Lebanese Centre for Policy 
Studies (LCPS) 
 

• Advocacy and research (including within oil sector, 
only). Think tank, not linked to government. Produces 
publications (governance and corruption in the oil and 
gas industry). NRGI (national research governance 
institute) EITI. 

• They will report on the Project activities’ transparency. 
 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group 
meeting. 

 
 

Scoping phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with specific 
information/slides relating to 
Project description information. 
BID  
NTS 
EIA Phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment 

Authorities (Municipality) 
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Governorate of Akkar 
(coastal municipalities only) 

• Distant from project activities but still on the shoreline. 
Recently formed Governorate (10 years or so). Used 
to be part of North. Most of the Army are from Akkar.  

• They may be affected by worst case scenario 
impacts. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group 
meeting. 

 

BID. 
Scoping Phase Posters with 
information on the Project and the 
EIA process 
EIA phase posters with results of 
the impact assessment  
FAQ document. 
NTS 
 

Municipality of Al-Kleiat, 
Akkar 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Al-Mehamra, 
Akkar 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.  

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Al-
Moukaiteh, Akkar 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Arida, Akkar 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Bebnine, 
Akkar 
 

• Distant from project activities but still on the shoreline. 
Very interested in the project.  

• They may be affected by worst case scenario impacts 

• Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
Project. 

 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group 
meeting. 

• One-to-one meeting 
(KII with the mayor 
during baseline 
phase). 

Municipality of Cheikh 
Zennad Tal Bibé, Akkar 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   
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• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Kobbet 
Bchamra, Akkar 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Governorate of North 
Lebanon 

• Tripoli is important (seat of the Governorate). Second 
city in Lebanon and second largest port. Block 4 is 
closer to them than to Beirut. 

• Palm islands nature reserve faces Al Mina. Fisheries 
sector strong. Project could have potential negative 
impacts to tourism and fishing livelihoods in a worse-
case scenario. 

• Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
project. 

• Economic and social development at the local level. 
 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group 
meeting. 

• One-to-one meeting 
(KII with the mayor 
during baseline 
phase). 

Municipality of Bhanine, 
North Lebanon 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Al Mina, 
North Lebanon 
 

• Palm island is an important marine tourist site off 
shore. Palm islands nature reserve faces Al Mina. If 
this location was compromised this would have 
implications for the tourist sector. 

• Economic and social development at the local level. 
 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group 
meeting. 

• One-to-one meeting 
(KII with the mayor 
during baseline 
phase). 

Municipality of Al Minieh, 
North Lebanon 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Deir Ammar, 
North Lebanon 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 
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 • Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Baddaoui, 
North Lebanon 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Tripoli, North 
Lebanon 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Chekka, 
Batroun, North Lebanon 
 

• Economic and social development at the local level. 

• Beautiful sand beaches, tourist service industry. If 
beaches would be affected by the Project this would 
have implications for these sectors. 

 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group 
meeting. 

• One-to-one meeting 
(KII with the mayor 
during baseline 
phase). 

Municipality of Selaata, 
North Lebanon 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Koubba, 
North Lebanon 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Batroun, 
North Lebanon 
 
 

• Economic and social development at the local level. 

• Beautiful sand beaches, tourist service industry. If 
beaches would be affected by the Project this would 
have implications for these sectors. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group 
meeting. 
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• One-to-one meeting 
(KII with the mayor 
during baseline 
phase). 

Municipality of Kafarabida, 
North Lebanon 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Koubayat, 
North Lebanon 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Al-Mehamra, 
Akkar 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Al-Hery, 
North Lebanon 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Hamat, North 
Lebanon 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Rass Maska, 
North Lebanon 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Thoum, 
North Lebanon 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Anfeh, North 
Lebanon 

• They may be affected by worst case scenario impacts Keep informed. 
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 • Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
Project. 

• Economic and social development at the local level. 
 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group 
meeting. 

• One-to-one meeting 
(KII with the mayor 
during baseline 
phase). 

Municipality of Qalamoun, 
North Lebanon 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Al-Hraicheh, 
North Lebanon 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Governorate of Mount 
Lebanon 

• Economic and social development at the local level. 

• Cultural heritage concentrated within this 
Governorate. If the Project would affect these that 
would have an impact on tourism. 

• Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
project. 

 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group 
meeting. 

• One-to-one meeting 
(KII with the mayor 
during baseline 
phase). 

Municipality of Bouar, 
Kesrouane, Mount Lebanon 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Safra, 
Kesrouane, Mount Lebanon 
 
 

• Economic and social development at the local level. 

• Potential impact on fishing community. 

• Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
project. 

 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group 
meeting. 
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• One-to-one meeting 
(KII with the mayor 
during baseline 
phase). 

Municipality of Adma, 
Kesrouane, Mount Lebanon 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Okiabe, 
Kesrouane, Mount Lebanon 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Zouk 
Mosbeh, Kesrouane, Mount 
Lebanon 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Zouk 
Mikhael, Kesrouane, Mount 
Lebanon 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Okaybeh, 
Kesrouane, Mount Lebanon 
 

• Economic and social development at the local level. 

• Artisanal fishing port. Project could impact on fishing. 

• Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
project. 

 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group 
meeting. 

• One-to-one meeting 
(KII with the mayor 
during baseline 
phase). 

Municipality of Dbayeh, 
Matn, Mount Lebanon 
 

• Economic and social development at the local level. 

• Important marina and bay for anglers, walkers and 
people who roller skate, which could be impacted by 
the Project. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group 
meeting. 
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• Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
project. 

• One-to-one meeting 
(KII with the mayor 
during baseline 
phase). 

Municipality of Antelias, 
Matn, Mount Lebanon 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Jal El-Dib, 
Matn, Mount Lebanon 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Zalka, Matn, 
Mount Lebanon 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Burj 
hammoud, Matn, Mount 
Lebanon 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Beirut 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Governorate of Beirut  • Economic and social development at the local level. 

• Concentration of population and national Government 
location.  

• Project logistics base, hotel accommodation, port and 
airport to be used. 

• Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
project 

• Involved for certain types of classified establishments 
licensing. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group 
meeting. 

• One-to-one meeting 
(KII with the mayor 
during baseline 
phase). 
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Municipality of Berbara, 
Jbeil, Mount Lebanon 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Aamchit, 
Jbayl, Mount Lebanon 

•  Economic and social development at the local level. 

• Artisanal fishing port. Potential negative impacts of 
the Project in a worse-case scenario. 

• Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
project. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group 
meeting. 

• One-to-one meeting 
(KII with the mayor 
during baseline 
phase). 

Municipality of Monsef, 
Jbeil, Mount Lebanon 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Jbeil, Jbayl, 
Mount Lebanon 

• Location with high cultural heritage importance. 
Important tourist destination centred on cultural 
heritage site. Famous fishing port marine which also 
serves to do marine tours.  

• Economic and social development at the local level. 

• Artisanal fishing port. Potential negative impacts of 
the Project in a worse-case scenario. 

• Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
project. 

Collaborate. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group 
meeting. 

• One-to-one meeting 
(KII with the mayor 
during baseline 
phase). 

Municipality of Fidar, Jbayl, 
Mount Lebanon 

• Economic and social development at the local level. 

• Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
project. 

 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group 
meeting. 

• One-to-one meeting 
(KII with the mayor 
during baseline 
phase). 
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Municipality of Halet, Jbeil, 
Mount Lebanon 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of Naher 
Ibrahim, Jbeil, Mount 
Lebanon 
 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Municipality of 
Ghoubrayreh, Mount 
Lebanon 

• Potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• Small group meeting. 

Agencies 

Association of Travel and 
Tourist Agents in Lebanon 

• Develop and promote the travel and tourism sectors 
Influential in the sector.  

• Archaeological sites, tourist sites are important for 
them and if these were compromised this would have 
implications for the sector. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• Small group 
meeting. 

 

Scoping PowerPoint presentation 
with Project description 
information and overview of EIA 
process. 
BID 
NTS 
EIA PowerPoint with results of the 
impact assessment 
 

National Socio-economic 
Council 

• Umbrella association of entities involved in economic 
development. 

• Public-private entity representing all businesses 
(workers) in both public and private sector. This is the 
chamber, and the workers. They are new entity in 
Lebanon. 

• Potential development of joint business. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• Small group 
meeting. 

• information and 
awareness raising 

 

Federation of Chamber of 
agriculture, industry and 
Commerce  

• Promote and improve business environment. 

• Mandate purely focused on business. Politically 
influential. The head of the chamber is the minister of 
telecommunications.   

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• Small group 
meeting. 
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Association of Lebanese 
Industrialist (ALI)  

• Promote industry. Represents the industries, many of 
which are located on the coast.  

 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• Small group 
meeting. 

Fishing Syndicates 
(representatives from Akkar, 
Tripoli and Jounieh) 

• Vulnerable group. Coastline users. Project could have 
potential negative impacts in a worse-case scenario 
worse-case scenario. 

Collaborate. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

Hotel owners syndicate • Develop and promote the travel and tourism sectors 
Influential in the sector.  

• Archaeological sites, tourist sites are important for 
them and if these were compromised this would have 
implications for the sector. 

• Project could have potential negative impacts in a 
worse-case scenario worse-case scenario. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• Small group meeting 

Public transportation 
syndicate  
 

• Project could have potential negative impacts in a 
worse-case scenario worse-case scenario. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• Small group meeting 

Divers Syndicate 
 

• Project could have potential negative impacts in a 
worse-case scenario worse-case scenario. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• Small group 
meeting 

International Agencies 

United Nations Interim 
Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) 

• UN Peacekeeping Mission. Have an agreement with 
the Project (verbal agreement). 

 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• Small group 
meeting. 

Scoping PowerPoint presentation 
with Project description 
information and overview of EIA 
process. 
BID 
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Materials to be Used during the 
EIA 

United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural 
Organisation (UNESCO) 

• UNESCO (International organisations) world heritage 
sites in Lebanon. Can provide funding, assistance 
and oversight to the project. 

Collaborate. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

NTS 
EIA PowerPoint with results of the 
impact assessment 
 

United Nations High 
Commissioner for Human 
Rights (UNHCHR) 

• Human rights monitoring. 

• International organisation provides development and 
protection to refugees/displaced Syrians and other 
vulnerable groups. 

• May survey if the Project maintains human rights 
standards. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

 

International Labour 
Organisation (ILO) 

• International organisation provides labour standards, 
develop policies and devise programmes promoting 
work conditions for employees.  

• Work closely internationally with TOTAL.  
 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

 

Civil Society 

Development for People and 
Nature Association (DPNA) 
 

• Environmental NGO. 

• Promotes sustainable development for people and 
place. 

• Aims to protect and promote the importance of natural 
environmental resources. 

• Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
Project.  
 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

 

Scoping PowerPoint presentation 
with Project description 
information and overview of EIA 
process. 
BID 
NTS 
EIA PowerPoint with results of the 
impact assessment 
 

Eco-Movement organisation • Environmental NGO with capacity to mobilise 
members/supporters. 

• Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
Project.  

 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• Small group 
meeting. 

 

Scoping PowerPoint presentation 
with Project description 
information and overview of EIA 
process. 
BID 
NTS 
EIA PowerPoint with results of the 
impact assessment 

The Lebanese Environment 
Party (NGOs)  

• Environmental protection NGO. Vocal. Journalists, 
active on social media. Environmental advocacy. 

Keep informed. 
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Materials to be Used during the 
EIA 

• Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
Project. 

 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• Small group 
meeting. 

 

•  

Lebanese Oil and Gas 
Initiative (LOGI) 

• Public awareness, policy development and advocacy 
to assist in maximising the economic and social 
benefits of oil and gas wealth. Local partner to Publish 
What You Pay. 

• LOGI are well known in Lebanon. EITI and funded by 
Publish what you Pay (international NGO).  

• Potential for Project to work with LOGI 

 
Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• Small group 
meeting. 

Society for the protection of 
nature in Lebanon (SPNL) 

• National environmental NGO in Lebanon and local 
Partner of Bird Life (international NGO) protecting 
birds and biodiversity. 

• Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
Project. 

 

Collaborate. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls.   

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

 

Green line  • Environmental NGO active in the field of protecting 
the Lebanese coastline. 

• Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
Project. 

 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• Small group 
meeting.  

Geoflint • Environmental NGO. 

• Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
Project 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• Small group 
meeting.  

International Union for the 
Conservation of Nature 
(IUCN) 

• International association supporting local associations 
who explicitly work with Fishermen and maritime 
resources. 

• Focuses on marine biodiversity. Scientific 
publications.  

• Can provide information for the Project. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• Small group 
meeting. 
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Materials to be Used during the 
EIA 

• Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
Project. 

Legal Agenda  • Human rights and policy development. 

• Influential in human rights, particularly legal issues. 
Legal protection and advice to workers. Defend 
workers’ rights and vulnerable population’s rights. 
Group/consortium of independent lawyers. 

• May ensure that Total workers and contractors are 
protected. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• Small group 
meeting. 

Nahnoo • Advocacy, capacity building relating access to public 
space on coastal areas. 

• Protection of public spaces, access to seaside/coastal 
areas. Funded by EU. They can access funds and act 
without funding.  

• Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
project. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• Small group 
meeting. 

Terre Liban  • Environmental NGO. Politically very active and very 
influential in relation to waste management. As yet, 
they do not appear to have an ideological position on 
oil and gas sector. Focus is mostly on municipal 
waste rather than hazardous. 

• May monitor the Project’s waste management.   
 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• Small group 
meeting. 

 
 

Operation big Blue  • Environmental NGO awareness raising of coastal 
areas. 

• Non-militant environmental organisation. Hold the 
capacity to mobilise the population, especially the 
youth. Work on conservation of coastal and aquatic 
biodiversity. Can influence or create negative 
perceptions on the Project. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails 
and phone calls. 

• Small group 
meeting. 

 
 

Arab NGO network for 
development 

• Local partner for Human Rights Watch. 

• TOTAL have an established relationship with this 
NGO beyond this project.  The mandate is mainly 
centred on policy. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• Small group 
meeting. 
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Diaries of the oceans  • Environmental protection and coordination. 
Spreading awareness about ocean life and 
conservation campaigns using social media.  

• Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
Project. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• Small group 
meeting. 

Jouzour Loubnan • Environmental NGO. They plant mainly in arid regions 
with an aim of increasing woodland area in Lebanon 
by planting indigenous species to restore degraded 
high mountain ecosystems and develop wildlife 
habitats. They also empower the local community to 
protect manage promote and benefit from the projects 
and they promote environmental awareness of natural 
resources amongst the younger generation locals and 
officials.  

• Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
Project. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

Green Orient • Small local environmental and development NGO in 
Baakline that aims to protect natural heritage through 
partner ships and towards a cleaner environment.  

• Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
Project. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

Kulluna Irada 
 

• A political / economic initiative supporting young 
entrepreneurs and social entrepreneurship – No 
immediate stake in the Project.  

• Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
project. 

 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

OPES • NGO active in oil and gas sector.  Keep informed. 

Beity Association • An NGO that aims to promote social, economic and 
cultural sustainable development in Lebanon through 
equality, direct services, enhancing the capacities of 
youth and women and encouraging volunteer work. 

•  May collaborate with the Project for community 
development project at later stages. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

Inno Dev/Green Area • Environmental NGO. Keep informed. 
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• Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
project.  

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

ALMEE • An energy and environment association involved in a 
wide range of activities related to sustainable 
practices and other green issues.  

• Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
project. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

LTA • Socio-economic/political anti-corruption NGO. 
Transparency and governance involved in process 
transparency monitoring. It is the first Lebanese NGO 
that focuses on curbing corruption and promoting the 
principles of good governance.  

• May monitor the Project in terms of potential 
corruption. 

• Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
Project. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

Baldati 
 

• NGO that works closely with the municipality on 
projects and is known to have an excellent 
relationship with the Minister of Environment. Their 
mission is to gather and engage responsible people 
with good intentions and, socially interact to Design 
and Manage worldwide sustainable solutions for the 
communities, using innovative technologies that strive 
to improve culture and life standards NGO that aims 
to promote social, economic and cultural sustainable 
development in Lebanon through equality, direct 
services, enhancing the capacities of youth and 
women and encouraging volunteer work. 

• May collaborate with the Project for community 
development project at later stages. 

• Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
Project. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• One-on-one 
meeting. 
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Common Space Initiative • Environmental advocacy NGO. 

• Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
Project. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

CDC (Creativity 
Development Centre) 

• NGO that provides study and work orientation for 
young people. 

• May collaborate with the Project for community 
development project at later stages. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

Fenasol 
 

• The National Federation of Worker and Employee 
Trade Unions in Lebanon and is relevant for workers’ 
rights.  

• Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
Project. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

Palm island Natural Reserve 
(Tripoli) 

• Environmental protection and preservation. 
Independent but under patronage of ministry of 
environment.  

• The island may be impacted by the Project (worst 
case scenario). 

• Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
Project. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• Small group 
meeting. 

Green Square • Can influence or create negative perceptions on the 
Project. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• Small group 
meeting. 

Academia 

American University of 
Beirut (marine biology 
research) 

• Academia and research Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• One-to-one meeting. 

EIA Phase PowerPoint 
Presentation with slides on the 
impact assessment 
BID 
NTS 
 

Lebanese University 
 

• Academia and research Keep informed. 
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• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• One-to-one meeting. 

Balamand University 
 

• Academia and research Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• One-to-one meeting. 

AUB 
 

• Academia and research Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• One-to-one meeting. 

City University 
 

• Academia and research Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• One-to-one meeting. 

USEK 
 

• Academia and research Keep informed. 

• Letters, emails and 
phone calls. 

• One-to-one meeting. 

Potentially Affected Groups 

Anglers 
 

• Recreational fishing (angling) takes place all along the 
coast in the AOI of Block 4. It is carried out by people 
of different ages but predominantly men.  

• They may be impacted by the Project activities 
(fishing grounds, boat collisions, oil spills). 

Keep informed. 

• Letters and phone 
calls. 

• Small group 
meeting. 

 

Posters outlining the Project and 
the EIA process 
BID 
NTS 
FAQ document. 
Posters showing the results of the 
impact assessment. 
 

•  

 

 

 

 

Fishermen 
 

• All fishermen are artisanal, with fishing being the 
main economic activity of the household.  

• They may be impacted by the Project activities 
(fishing grounds, boat collisions, oil spills). 

 

Collaborate. 

• Letters and phone 
calls. 

• Small group 
meeting. 

 

Fishing Household 
 

• They may be impacted by the Project activities 
(fishing grounds, boat collisions, oil spills). 

Keep informed. 
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 • Letters and phone 
calls. 

• Small group 
meeting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unemployed Youth (Male-
Female) 
 

• Potential job opportunities. Keep informed. 

• Letters and phone 
calls. 

• Small group 
meeting. 

 

Women 
 

 

• They may be impacted by the Project activities 
(fishing grounds, boat collisions, oil spills). 

• Potential job opportunities. 
 

Keep informed. 

• Letters and phone 
calls. 

• Small group 
meeting. 

Coastal farmers • Intensive greenhouse farming takes place at few 
locations along the coastline.  

• Not an immediate stakeholder as no activities along 
the coast line. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters and phone 
calls. 

• Small group 
meeting. 

Natural Resource Users 
 

• Worm collectors, sand miners and rubbish collectors 
on sea shore. Natural resource users are considered a 
vulnerable category in the population as they often 
have few alternative means to generate a livelihood. 
Could be impacted by an oil spill. 

Monitor. 

• Letters and phone 
calls. 

• Small group 
meeting. 

 

Business- Yacht and Boat 
Services  

• Project could have potential negative impacts in a 
worse-case scenario worse-case scenario. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters and phone 
calls. 

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

Business- Industry  • Could be potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters and phone 
calls. 
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• One-on-one 
meeting. 

Business Restaurants • Coastal restaurants with views over the ocean. 

• Their business could be negatively affected by 
people’s perception that coastal views would be 
impacted.  

Keep informed. 

• Letters and phone 
calls. 

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

 

Business- Fishermen 
Cooperative 

• Coastline users. Project could have potential negative 
impacts in a worse-case scenario worse-case 
scenario. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters and phone 
calls. 

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

Business- Traders and 
Services 

• Could be potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters and phone 
calls. 

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

Business- Beach Resort • Beach resorts 

• Their business could be negatively affected by 
people’s perception that coastal views would be 
impacted. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters and phone 
calls. 

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

Business- Informal Business • Could be potentially impacted in worse-case scenario. Keep informed. 

• Letters and phone 
calls. 

• One-on-one 
meeting. 

Business- Hotels • Coastal hotel resorts with views over the ocean and 
private beach facilities. 

• Could be negatively affected by people’s perception 
that coastal views would be impacted but also in a 
worse-case scenario, which could affect overseas 
tourists wanting to spend a vacation in the country. 

Keep informed. 

• Letters and phone 
calls. 

• One-on-one 
meeting. 
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Announcement in Burj Hammoud Municipality 
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Announcement in Batroun Municipality 
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Announcement in Safra Municipality  
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Announcement in Okiabeh Municipality 
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List of Municipalities where Announcements were Placed 

 

Municipality of Al-Kleiat 
 

Municipality of Al-Mehamra 
 

Municipality of Al-Moukaiteh 
 

Municipality of Arida 
 

Municipality of Bebnine 
 

Municipality of Cheikh Zennad Tal Bibé 
 

Municipality of Kobbet Bchamra 
 

Municipality of Bhanine 
 

Municipality of Al Minieh 
 

Municipality of Deir Ammar 
 

Municipality of Baddaoui 
 

Municipality of Tripoli 
 

Municipality of Al-Mina 
 

Municipality of Chekka 
 

Municipality of Selaata 
 

Municipality of Koubba 
 

Municipality of Batroun 
 

Municipality of Kafarabida 
 

Municipality of Damour 
 

Municipality of Koubayat 
 

Municipality of Al-Mehamra 
 

Municipality of Al-Hery 
 

Municipality of Hamat 
 

Municipality of Rass Maska 
 

Municipality of Thoum 
 

Municipality of Anfeh 
 

Municipality of Qalamoun 
 

Municipality of Al-Hraicheh 
 

Municipality of Bouar 
 
 

Municipality of Safra 
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Municipality of Adma 
 

Municipality of Okiabe 
 

Municipality of Jounieh 
 

Municipality of Zouk Mosbeh 
 

Municipality of Zouk Mikhael 
 

Municipality of Dbayeh 
 

Municipality of Antelias 
 

Municipality of Jal El-Dib 
 

Municipality of Zalka 
 

Municipality of Burj hammoud 
 

Municipality of Beirut 
 

Municipality of Berbara 
 

Municipality of Aamchit 
 

Municipality of Monsef 
 

Municipality of Jbeil 
 

Municipality of Fidar 
 

Municipality of Halet, 
 

Municipality of Naher Ibrahim 
 

Municipality of Ghoubrayreh 
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Question Answer 

Project characteristics 

What is the project?  

On 29 January 2018, the Republic of Lebanon represented by the Minister of Energy and Waters signed 
two exploration and production agreements with the consortium composed of Total E&P Liban SAL, Eni 
Lebanon BV and Novatek Lebanon SAL. Total E&P Liban, in its capacity as operator, is planning to carry 
out exploration drilling activities within Block 4 in late 2019.  

Who is TOTAL?  

TOTAL is a major energy player that produces and markets fuels, natural gas and low-carbon electricity in 
more than 130 countries. TOTAL’s 98,000 employees are committed to better energy that is safer, more 
affordable, cleaner and accessible to as many people as possible. TOTAL’s  ambition is to become the 
world’s most responsible energy major. 

Climate issues are an integral part of TOTAL’s corporate strategic vision with an objective to have low -
carbon businesses account for around 20% of the company portfolio by 2035.  

Which administrative divisions and 
villages will be affected by the exploration 
drilling activities? 

The exploration drilling activities will be carried out offshore.  

The minimum distance of Block 4 drilling area from the nearest point of shoreline is 6 km. 

An onshore logistics base will be used for transporting supplies and crew out to the exploration drilling area. 
The most likely location of the logistics base is Beirut. 

When will the exploration drilling activities 
start?  

Total E&P Liban proposes to conduct the exploration drilling activities in late 2019. 

Exact mobilisation dates for each offshore licence area are yet to be confirmed and depend on the permitting 
process. 

How long will the exploration drilling 
activities last?  

Block 4 is estimated to last about two months. 

Weather downtime, crew changes and reconfiguration of the equipment may extend the exploration drilling 
activity period. 

What is exploration drilling and what 
methods will be used? 

The proposed exploration drilling wells will be placed on exploration targets identified in Block 4.  

These would be drilled using a modern drill ship held in place by a dynamic positioning system. 

The well design is yet to be finalised but will comprise the jetting in of conductor pipe (about 36-in.) then the 
drilling of the well using a water-based mud in the top hole section and changing most probably to an oil-
based mud for the lower sections of the well.   
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The drill ship will be mobilised from outside Lebanon and arrive with all significant exploration drilling 
equipment on board. Crew changes would be by helicopter from Beirut. It is anticipated that the support 
vessels will accompany the drillship and transit from Beirut to the rig. One support vessel will be based 
permanently at the drill site to provide security. The other two vessels will transfer supplies, materials, 
equipment and waste between the drill ship and the logistics base. It is estimated that up to 10 return trips will 
be required per week. Helicopter transfers of personnel will be from Beirut International Airport, with an 
estimated five return trips per week depending on the size of the helicopter. 

Where will personnel and equipment be 
accommodated?  

 

Personnel will fly into Beirut.  

Most of the equipment will remain on the exploration drilling vessel. Some equipment will be stored at the 
logistics base inside Beirut Port. 

Personnel will be stationed on board the rig. 

Will new roads need to be built?  No new roads are required for this project. 
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How will waste be managed? 

All vessels contracted by Total E&P will be required to follow international and national requirements with 
regard to handling of waste. 

The drillship will operate in strict accordance with both the International Convention for the Prevention of 
Pollution from Ships (MARPOL, 1973/1978), which prohibits the discharge of trash and regulates the 
discharge of liquid waste and atmospheric emissions from marine vessels.  The primary discharges from the 
drillship will be drill cuttings, treated wastewater effluent and macerated food waste.  Water will be recycled to 
the extent practical, and sewage will be treated in on-board wastewater treatment units before discharge in 
accordance with MARPOL and national standards.  The support vessels will not be equipped with wastewater 
treatment facilities but will follow all applicable MARPOL standards. Used oil and other liquid wastes will be 
stored in sealed containers on board the vessels for disposal at approved facilities onshore and in compliance 
offshore with IMO regulations on International Maritime Code for Dangerous Goods (IMDG) safe transport and 
storage. 

Who gave Total E&P Liban permission to 
do undertake the exploration drilling 
activities?  

 

The exploration drilling activities will be carried out under the terms of environmental assessment studies in 
compliance with the requirements of Decree 8633 of 2012 “Fundamentals of Environmental Impact 
Assessment”.  

Based on the project classification form submitted by the developer, the Ministry of Environment will 
categorise the project then specify the type of environmental assessment needed, i.e., whether it is an 
environmental impact assessment (EIA) or an initial environmental examination (IEE). 

For projects requiring an EIA to be undertaken, a scoping report should be prepared in accordance with the 
requirements of Annex 7 of Decree 8633 and submitted to the MoE for review. The MoE might (i) approve the 
report, (ii) approve the report but with certain modifications or (iii) ask for additional information. Once the 
scoping report is approved, the EIA study should be prepared in accordance with the requirements of Annex 8 
of Decree 8633 and submitted to the MoE for review. The MoE might (i) approve the report, (ii) approve the 
report with conditions or (iii) reject the report specifying the reasons for rejection.  

Who will be doing the exploration drilling 
activities?  

Several private exploration drilling contractors will undertake the activities under the supervision and 
coordination of the operator.  
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Environmental impact assessment (EIA) 

What is an EIA and why are you doing 
one?  

An EIA is an independent scientific study that identifies the potential environmental and social impacts of a 
project. It aims to predict impacts at an early stage in project planning and find ways to reduce adverse 
impacts through the implementation of mitigation measures.  

It is a requirement under the legislative framework of the constitution under terms of environmental 
assessment studies in compliance with the requirements of Decree 8633 of 2012 “Fundamentals of 
Environmental Impact Assessment”.  

The EIA has several phases:  

Scoping phase: This aim of this phase is to identify the scope of the EIA, the study area, available baseline 
information and high-level potential impacts that need to be evaluated further during the EIA. 

Baseline study phase: This phase involves various studies to understand the social-economic and natural 
environment. Specialists from RSK, Dar and InfoPro will speak with people in the project -affected 
communities to better understand the natural environment and the way people live.    

Impact assessment phase: In this phase, the potential impacts are identified, defined and evaluated in terms 
of their importance on people, their activities and the natural environment.  

Management plans: In this phase, plans are created to minimise the potential negative impacts and optimise 
the potential positive impacts.  

Disclosure phase: After completion of the draft ESIA, there will be a period of information disclosure to ensure 
stakeholders are able to comment on the outcomes of the study and to explain how their concerns have been 
addressed/will be addressed. 

Stakeholder engagement is ongoing throughout all phases. 

How long will it take for the ESIA to be 
completed? 

The current expectation is that the ESIA process will be complete for Block 4 by the beginning of September 
2019. 

Will local experts be part of the ESIA 
process? 

Local experts are an important part of the EIA process. To complete the study, an international team (RSK) 
and a local consultancy (Dar and INFOPRO) will be working closely together to examine the environmental 
and social effects that the project may have. 
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What environmental studies have been 
undertaken and when? 

An environmental desk study and environmental offshore baseline surveys have been undertaken by an 
international team (Creocean) and local consultancies (Keran Liban, DEP and ELARD) during the first quarter 
of 2019. 

Impacts on health and safety 

Will the exploration drilling activities lead 
to an increase in noise levels? What will 
be done to mitigate these impacts?  

In terms of health and safety, increases in airborne noise levels will be limited to those associated with the 
vessel operations.  

What will be the impact on our water 
sources? Will the marine water be 
impacted (be polluted) by the exploration 
drilling activities? What will be done to 
mitigate these impacts? 

All vessels contracted by Total E&P Liban will be required to follow international and national requirements 
with regard to handling of wastewater. 

The drillship will operate in strict accordance with both the International Convention for the Prevention of 
Pollution from Ships (MARPOL, 1973/1978), which prohibits the discharge of trash and regulates the 
discharge of liquid waste and atmospheric emissions from marine vessels.  The primary discharges from the 
drillship will be drill cuttings, treated wastewater effluent and macerated food waste.  Water will be recycled to 
the extent practical, and sewage will be treated in on-board wastewater treatment units before discharge in 
accordance with MARPOL and national standards.  The support vessels will not be equipped with wastewater 
treatment facilities but will follow all applicable MARPOL standards.  Used oil and other liquid wastes will be 
stored in sealed containers on board the vessels for disposal at approved facilities onshore.  

Will these activities make me sick? Will 
there be air pollution? 

Emissions to air will be limited to exhaust emissions from the vessels supporting the exploration drilling 
activities. All vessels contracted by Total E&P Liban will be required to follow international and national 
requirements with regard to emissions management.  

Impacts on livelihoods 

Will the exploration drilling activities 
damage our fishing facilities and 
equipment? How will you compensate for 
any damages?  

To minimise the risk of damage to fishing facilities and equipment, the drill vessel will travel at low speeds and 
will be supported by guard vessels.  

During the exploration drilling activities, there will be a 500 m safety zone around the drill rig. Other vessels 
will not be permitted to operate within this zone. 

In the unlikely event of damage to fishing gear, Total E&P and the exploration drilling contractor, in liaison with 
the affected parties, will review the damage and negotiate compensation.   
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Will there be any impacts on fishing in the 
project area? How will you compensate 
for the loss of income for those engaged 
in fishing? 

The EBS surveys have thus far demonstrated limited impacts to fishermen. The ESIA report will examine Total 
E&P Liban exploration drilling activities and identify measures to prevent, avoid, minimise, mitigate or 
compensate for any adverse environmental and social impacts. 

Will there be any impact on tourism in the 
project area? How will you compensate 
for the loss of income for those engaged 
in tourism-related jobs? 

It is acknowledged that there are tourist activities along the coast of Lebanon. As the closest exploration 
drilling activity area in Block 4 is 6 km offshore, impacts on tourism in this area are not anticipated. 

The ESIA report will examine Total E&P exploration drilling activities and identify measures to prevent, avoid, 
minimise, mitigate or compensate for its adverse environmental and social impacts. 

Impacts on cultural heritage 

If the proposed exploration drilling 
activities go through cultural sites, what 
will the process be? 

Cultural heritage sites are not anticipated in the offshore survey areas. This will be confirmed during the ESIA 
process. If you are aware of any cultural heritage sites that may not be officially recognised, please let us 
know via this email address: ep.tepl-info@total.com 

Impacts on biodiversity 

Will there be any impacts on biodiversity? 
 The EIA report will confirm the potential impacts. As a minimum, industry best practice mitigation will be 
developed as part of the ESIA. 

Will there be any impact on critical 
habitats?  

A critical habitat is a specific geographic area that contain features essential to the conservation of an 
endangered or threatened species and that may require special management and protection. There are no 
designated critical habitats in the AOI and the EBS undertaken in March confirms this. The ESIA report will 
formalise this. 

Will there be any impacts on marine 
protected areas? 

In terms of the coastal and marine environments, there are only two protected areas: the Palm Islands Nature 
Reserve (although is not near Block 4) and the Tyre Coast Nature Reserve. Remotely operated vehicle 
observations during the EBS have found no presence of remarkable species. As a minimum, industry best 
practice mitigation will be developed as part of the ESIA. 

Will there be any impacts on fauna of 
tourism value (e.g., whales, dolphins, big 
fish)? 

The presence of marine mammals has been investigated by marine mammal observers and passive acoustic 
monitoring operators during the EBS survey. As a minimum, industry best practice mitigation will be developed 
as part of the ESIA. 
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Will there be any Ecologically or 
Biologically Significant Marine Area 
(EBSA) impacts? 

There are no marine protected areas (MPA) near Block 4. Remotely operated vehicle observations during the 
EBS found no presence of remarkable species. As a minimum, industry best practice mitigation will be 
developed as part of the ESIA. 

Will the exploration drilling activities 
damage offshore archaeology?  

There are no cultural heritage sites have been identified in the offshore survey areas, the EBS ROV 
observations confirms this. This will be confirmed during the ESIA process. If you are aware of any cultural 
heritage sites that might not be officially recognised, please let us know via this email address:  
ep.tepl-info@total.com 

Employment and community development 

What will the project bring us in terms of 
local development? 

Total E&P principally contributes to host societies through revenues, taxes, employment and business 
opportunities associated with its projects and operations.  

Will there be an opportunity for local 
people to get employed in the project? 
How many people will be employed for 
the project? Where will the project hire 
casual labour from? Will jobs be available 
for skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled 
workers? 

The exploration drilling activities will be carried out by a drilling contractor that employs professionals with 
specialist skills and qualifications that will be recruited internationally. The project will offer a short -term 
employment opportunity for a health, safety and environmental officer/community liaison officer. The project 
will also generate revenue for local businesses, for example, through provision of accommodation and 
catering services.   

Will any job training be available to make 
sure that local people will have access to 
semi-skilled and skilled positions? 

At this stage, Total E&P Liban is in its exploration phase in Lebanon. During this phase, a limited number of 
wells will be drilled to assess the availability of oil in the ground. This phase is limited in terms of local 
employment opportunities. Total E&P Liban will be working closely with the government and other key 
stakeholders to identify the best opportunities for intervention to equip as many Lebanese workers and 
enterprises with the right competencies and capabilities to access any potential future opportunities.  

How will Total E&P ensure jobs are 
shared fairly between the different 
fractions?  Will there be any preference 
for women, ethnic minorities and 
vulnerable groups? 

At the early stage that Total E&P Liban is at in Lebanon, opportunity for local employment is very limited. In its 
hiring decisions, Total E&P follows principles of fairness, diversity and inclusion. 

Will the drilling contractor purchase food 
and other resources/services locally? 

During the contractual process, Total E&P Liban will encourage contractors to maximise local procurement 
where feasible. 
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What plans are in place for corporate 
social responsibility programmes? 

At this stage in the exploration process, it is not anticipated that large-scale corporate social responsibility 
programmes will be initiated. However, Total E&P Liban believes that it has a role to play in creating a positive 
social and economic benefits from its operations. It will work with the relevant stakeholders to identify potential 
socio-economic investment initiatives that would benefit the people of Lebanon that could be actioned at a 
later stage if the exploration work leads to a commercial hydrocarbon discovery. 

Consultation and feedback 

How will our views be considered? 

We will ensure that any concerns raised during the consultation process are documented and considered 
during the ESIA process. The public is invited to review and comment on scoping reports, which are available 

online at https://rsklebanon.com/total/blocks4and9/scoping-comments/. This will be the primary comment 
method. There will also be a public consultation on 24 May 2019 at the Radisson Hotel, Verdun, Beirut at 
10.00 – 13.00. 

Will we get any feedback on this 
consultation? 

When the draft EIA report is prepared, it will be made publicly available for you to review the document and 
make comments. Your views, opinions and comments will be taken into consideration in preparing the final 
ESIA report.  

When will we get formal documents about 
the project? 

A flyer (background information document) describing the project is provided. 

The main public documents relating to the project will be the ESIA report, and a non-technical summary of the 
ESIA report. It will be made publicly available by the relevant authorities.  

How will our questions and concerns be 
answered? 

During the consultation meetings, you will have the opportunity to ask questions and express your concerns to 
Total E&P Liban and the ESIA team. We will try to answer these questions verbally at the time of the meeting. 
However, in some cases, we may have to clarify and respond at a later date. Total E&P Liban welcomes 
feedback at any stage of the project, so please get in touch with us if you have a concern, a grievance or a 

question at this email address: ep.tepl-info@total.com 

To what extent will local communities and 
other affected stakeholders be engaged 
during the development of the project? 

Engagement with local communities and other identified stakeholders has started and will continue throughout 
the duration of the ESIA process and the exploration drilling activities. 

Who do we contact if we have any 
grievances? Will you be the team 
handling grievances, or will there be new 

Total E&P takes all concerns and complaints from local communities seriously. A community feedback 
mechanism has been designed to ensure it is free, fair, transparent and user-friendly. 

Concerns can be shared directly with Total E&P Lebanon via this email address: ep.tepl-info@total.com 

https://rsklebanon.com/total/blocks4and9/scoping-comments/
mailto:ep.tepl-info@total.com
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people for us to talk to during seismic 
operations? 

Data collection 

What will you do with the information you 
collect? Will we get to see it? 

The information collected by the ESIA team will be evaluated and proper mitigation measures put in place as 
required; all the elements will be included in the ESIA report. The draft ESIA and non-technical summary will 
be made available for you to review and comment before the final ESIA report is prepared and formally 
submitted to the authorities (MoE and LPA). 

Why did Total E&P Liban hire an 
international company to conduct the 
ESIA? 

Total E&P Liban have chosen to engage an internationally experienced team that includes RSK and Lebanese 
consultancy DAR and INFOPRO to complete the ESIA work. This team of international and national experts 
will undertake the ESIA (explained above) and ensure that the ESIA is compliant with national and Total E&P 
standards and international best practice.  

Next steps 

What happens next?  
If the exploration drilling finds commercially viable hydrocarbon reserves, it may be a further 5–10 years until 
‘first oil’ production. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE MEETING 

 

Meeting (stakeholder met with): Date: 

Location (include GPS references): 

City/town/village where the meeting is taking place: 

Administrative division (e.g., Caza) in which the city/town/village is located:  

Administration division (e.g., Mouhafazat) in which the Administration division level 4 is located: 

Number of attendees: 

Additional information as needed:  

 

Provide the following information for key stakeholders, and stakeholders who have raised 
an intervention  

First name Last name Gende
r (M/F) 

Disabili
ty (Y/N) 

Position (if 
appropriate, e.g., 
administrative head) 
within organisation  

Name of 
organisation 

      

      

      

      

      

      

SUMMARY OF THE DISCUSSION 

Provide here the issues/questions raised by stakeholders and the responses 
provided. Indicate if a follow-up is required 

Issues/questions 
(Raised by 

stakeholders/partici
pants) 

 

Stakeholder 
(first and last 

names) 

Responses (provide the response 
InfoPro gave) 

Respon
se by 

 

Follow
-up 

(Y/N?) 
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Baseline Phase Stakeholder Engagement with Youth in Anfeh, 22 May 2019 

 

 

Disclosure Phase Public Consultation Meeting, Beirut, 19 September 2019 
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Disclosure Phase Public Consultation Meeting, Beirut, 19 September 2019 

 

Disclosure Phase Public Consultation Meeting, Jbeil, 20 September 2019
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The below Question and Response Trail table contains questions asked by stakeholders during various phases of engagement (scoping, baseline data 
collection and EIA disclosure). Questions asked and topics discussed by EIA team with stakeholders to inform EIA process are not reflected in this table but 
are incorporated into various sections of the EIA document (Baseline and Impact Chapters). Answers provided in this Table are based on translated notes 
and records taken during the meetings and cannot be modified.   

 

Event Date Location Organisation 
Name 

Questions and Concerns Response Provided Section in EIA where 
Comment is Addressed 

Public Consultation Meeting 

24/05/2019 

 

Beirut 

 

DEP 

 

Thank you for the advanced and informative 
presentation. We hope this level of EIA will 
spill into other industries and sectors, as it is 
highly needed in Lebanon. 
 
My first question is, when is the study 
expected to finish? 

The end of consultation period will be on the 
3rd June with the aim of submitting the 
updated scoping report by the 16th June. 
The next round of public consultation will be 
in mid to late August and it is hoped that the 
final EIA report will be submitted to the MoE 
in October for approval by December. 

1 

9 

Secondly, what are the environmental 
impacts associated with crew changes: will 
this be by helicopter or vessel? 

As outlined in the presentation, crew change 
will most likely be by vessel but there is a 
possibility that this could be by helicopter if 
the civil aviation license is granted. The 
potential impacts associated with crew 
change include air emissions from vessels or 
helicopters. Any emissions will be in 
accordance with national regulations and 
international standards and will not exceed 
these guidelines. 

6.3.1 

6.3.2 

ELARD The update of the SEA has been through 
public consultation and will be submitted for 
official approval to MoE in a few weeks. We 
didn’t see it mentioned much in the 
presentation – I recommend you look and 
take the mitigation measures seriously. 
There are acceptable options for waste 
managements among others. 

SEA is being used as a point of reference. It 
will serve as an umbrella for these studies 
and the mitigations measures that are 
suggested will be considered. 

6 

How will the baseline studies affect the 
potential drilling locations? E.g., if a high 
ecological area is identified, will the location 
of the block be moved? 
 
As far as major accident hazards are 
concerned, how will safety studies link with 

Environmental surveys will identify sensitive 
areas. We will consider any ecologically 
significant areas during the EIA and suggest 
appropriate measures to mitigate potential 
negative impacts in these locations. 
 
The EIA will also outline appropriate 

6.3 

6.5.1 
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EIA studies? Which spill scenarios will be 
assessed and how? 
 
How will TOTAL ensure the safety equipment 
before drilling, even if the possibility of a 
serious incident is 1 in a million? 

mitigations for any potential negative 
impacts. These will be adopted by the 
company. We are working on risk 
assessments. 

In terms of underwater noise, what 
alternatives or measures will be considered 
to reduce noise at source and how will data 
gaps be addressed? (migration patterns, 
seasonality). 

We will conduct underwater noise modelling 
during the EIA. We will explore any potential 
impacts on marine mammals and we will 
assess how we can avoid or reduce these 
impacts. 

6.3.1 

The scoping report needs to outline each 
potential impact. We need to understand 
what is already known and what information 
needs to be known. 
I want to know what methodology is being 
used for the baseline assessment to 
understand what data is being collected. 
There is some information in the scoping 
report, but I was hoping to hear more about 
this. The MoE has to approve the 
methodology, so it would benefit from a more 
thematic approach. 

As we discussed in the presentation, the 
scoping process is designed to determine 
what information is available and will help us 
to identify any gaps. 
The environmental baseline study has 
already been conducted and the social 
baseline study is currently being conducted 
to fill the gaps that we have identified during 
scoping. The scope of the EBS survey was 
agreed with the MoE and LPA. 
For the EBS, specialists, including 
archaeologists and marine experts spent 22 
days offshore, surveying the offshore 
environment and taking still photos and 
videos in order to produce a snapshot of the 
baseline conditions. 
We conduct the baseline studies to give us a 
picture of the environmental or socio-
economic environment before the drilling, so 
that we can cross compare afterwards. 
We are adopting a global methodology. We 
will identify the potential impacts and we will 
set them up in a matrix based on severity. 
We suggest appropriate mitigation measures 
based on severity. We consider the pre and 
post mitigation severity and assess the 
residual impacts after mitigation. Potentially 
severe impacts are very closely considered. 
We follow the mitigation hierarchy to 
determine how to reduce or minimize 

1.8 
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impacts. The first priority is always to avoid 
impacts. 

For the scoping report, we need you to be 
more specific for each impact, for waste 
management, for how you will consider 
alternatives. For the moment it lacks this 
detail. Scoping report is the tool to agree on 
the methodology, what issues there are, 
what alternatives will be considered. 

As we have explained, the scoping study 
focuses on high-level impacts. It is the first 
stage in the process. The following stages in 
the EIA will cover identified gaps and will be 
much more detailed. 
Further details on the EIA methodology has 
been provided in Section 7 of the Scoping 
Report. 

1.8 

7 

How will the EIA interact with other studies 
and decision milestones? How will the results 
of the EIA studies influence the drilling 
schedule, the design of drilling ships or 
location of drilling for example? It must not 
simply be a “nice process” without actually 
making an impact; there must be time for 
design changes if needed. 
How will EIA affect any necessary design 
changes? Will there be time for design 
changes? The scoping report methodology 
requires more time and detail. 

This will all be in detailed in the EIA report.  
The scoping study focuses on high-level 
impacts. It is the first stage in the process. 
The following stages in the EIA will cover the 
identified gaps and will be much more 
detailed.  The EIA will help define the design 
process and the timing of the drilling. 

1.8 

6 

 Will there be any horizontal drilling, and will 
there be any fracking? This is a key concern 
as it is dangerous. 

For this exploration well, we will use vertical 
well drilling. There will be no horizontal 
drilling. We are only trying to assess if there 
are hydrocarbons present; we are not here 
for the purpose of producing so there is no 
need to frack. 

4.4 

The Lebanese government did not specify 
which standards to use for the drilling 
company to be used? What kind of 
standards did my government ask you to 
follow? We need to know what standard was 
agreed on in case something goes wrong. 

As an expert yourself, you know the amount 
of industry standards available to adopt – 
there is a huge number and we don’t want to 
limit TOTAL. TOTAL will look at the country’s 
own standards, if the country’s standards are 
more stringent than their own then they will 
adopt and apply them. If TOTAL company 
standards are more stringent then they will 
work according to these. 
It was then explained that this question is 
outside the scope of the public consultation 
and EIA and other questions were invited. 
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For waste generated by the project such as 
drilling mud, will it be treated onshore or 
offshore? Will there be plants? Who will 
monitor this? 

We are currently looking at options and 
strategies for the treatment of mud. Cuttings 
generated using non-aqueous based mud 
will be treated onshore – the challenge is 
where. We are committed to dealing with this 
properly and responsibly. 
The EIA process will determine the exact 
types and amount of Project waste. A waste 
management plan will be developed in line 
with national requirements. 

8.6.1 

Thank you for your presentation. The effects 
on the environment is a key concern to all of 
us. Of course, this is not Total’s first drilling 
exploration, but could you tell me if API 54, 
which is now recommended to use for 
offshore drilling projects worldwide, will be 
applied and followed in Lebanon? 

TOTAL E&P Liban comply with a set of 
standards which includes local standards set 
by the government and TOTAL’s standards 
which are in line with international guidelines 
includes most of the API 54 code. If there is 
a conflict between local standards and 
TOTAL’s standards, then we will apply the 
most stringent standards. 

2 

Phoenicia Oil 
and Gas 

What about water-based waste? The EIA process will define and determine 
the exact type and amounts of waste and will 
develop a management plan in line with 
national requirements and international 
standards. 
The waste management plan is underway, 
and it will be presented to the government for 
approval. 
MoE is working on a waste management 
policy for the oil and gas sector, which all 
projects should be in line with. 

8.6.1 

Diaries of the 
oceans 

 

When will the methodology and results be 
available online? 

The draft scoping report has been online 
since 3rd May and will be available to view 
and comment on until 2nd June. It is a draft 
report and will not be finalized until public 
comments and concerns have been 
incorporated. 

N/A 

The sea is relatively clean in the location 
where drilling will be (6km away from the 
shore and over 1500m deep). Some 
designated ecological areas are within block 
4 where you will be starting? Are you 
proposing something to deal with this? 

It is important to remember that the project is 
exploratory, and the activities are limited in 
space and time. We will follow the mitigation 
hierarchy to avoid, reduce and offset any 
impacts and will be adhering to strict 
international standards. The EIA will deal 

6.3.1 
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with any environmental sensitivities 
identified. 

Studies have shown that there are areas of 
the sea that have high ecological 
importance. How do you plan to detail and 
deal with this? 

We have conducted an EBS and desktop 
study to determine the areas that have 
higher ecological importance and to prepare 
appropriate mitigation measures to deal with 
potential impacts in these areas. The 
exploration drilling activities are limited in 
time and space but the EIA will identify, 
document and address environmental 
sensitivities. 

5.4 

6.3.1 

While presenting, you said all of the sea in 
Lebanon is polluted, on what basis have you 
made this claim? 

Firstly, let me clarify that not all of our waters 
are totally polluted, but there are proven 
levels of industrial waste in the sea. It is well 
known that the Lebanese are reluctant to 
swim in our sea. 
 
The data on sea water quality is based on a 
review of desktop studies, including CRNS 
studies, which have shown quantities of 
industrial waste in the discharge of sea 
water. Sewage discharge has been reported 
as well, the details of which are included in 
the scoping report which you can find on the 
RSK website. 

5.3.1 

5.3.2 

5.4.2 

5.5.3 

SSTEPS Firstly, guidelines for Oil and Gas have been 
recently prepared by the MoE – to what 
extent are you applying these? 
 
Secondly, I agree, there should be more 
elaboration on methodology on EIA 
 
The guidelines are not only related to 
mitigation, but to the whole process (scoping, 
preparation), as well as stakeholder 
engagement. It would be important to take 
these into consideration. 
 
Why are we doing scoping on Block 9 now? 
Wouldn’t it be better to do one Block (e.g., 4) 
before the other to be able to learn from 
lessons? 

We know the draft guidelines, we have 
studied them, and they are very detailed. We 
are not against facilitating these new 
guidelines if not impacting the schedule. 
However, we are committed to apply the 
current applicable laws. 
 
The comment is well noted, thank you. We 
will update the scoping report with 
methodologies. The scoping report will 
provide a snapshot of existing conditions. 
 
The scoping reports are currently being 
conducted for Block 4 and Block 9. The EIA 
for Block 4 will be conducted before the end 
of 2019 and Block 9 will follow in 2020. 

1.8 
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Puntos 
Petroleum 

 

For the waste (seabed) what measurements 
are taken? Is it the responsibility of Total to 
manage these pre-existing wastes? 

Baseline sediment quality samples were 
taken during the EBS for a range of 
parameters, with laboratory analysis for 
many parameters, including physico-
chemical and biota. Results will be presented 
in the EIA. We do not believe it is our 
responsibility for dealing with pre-existing 
waste in our exploration blocks. 

5.3.1 

What type of formations would you expect to 
have? Sandstone? Shale? Will it be 
mentioned in the report? 

Further information on the expected 
formations will be provided in the EIA 

5.3.2 

The schedule as I believe should be in 
accordance with drilling, how will Total 
manage to take the EIA into account? 
Knowing that the delivery of the final report is 
December, the same month as the drilling is 
expected to start? 

Exploratory activities are scheduled to 
commence in Block 4 by the end of 
December 2019, and in Block 9 before the 
end of 2020. The timeline should be 
sufficient enough to finalise the EIA whilst 
adhering to best practices and standards. 
Commencement of the drilling activities is 
directly tied to the approval of the EIA, which 
we expect to receive based on the current 
schedule, also in December 2019. 

1.3 

For drilling mud, what type is suggested and 
what about its disposal? How will the 
disposal be monitored? 

The decision on which mud types to be used 
has not been confirmed as yet, however this 
information will be included in the EIA. The 
EIA process will define and determine the 
exact type and amounts of waste. Waste 
management and monitoring will be part of 
the licensing requirements for the Project. 
The development of a waste management 
plan is currently underway, the plan will be in 
line with national requirements and 
international standards and will be presented 
to the government for approval. 

8.6.1 

Scoping Phase Stakeholder Engagement Meetings 

14/05/2019 

 

 

Minnieh-
Tripoli 

 

Fishermen 
Coop Minnieh-
Tripoli 

 

There was a survey carried out around 3 or 4 
years ago and the ships that did the mapping 
created a negative impact for the fishing 
resources.  
 
We asked the army and the civil defence 
who was responsible, and they said the 

The geophysical surveys were carried out 
before environmental impact was a 
requirement for such projects in Lebanese 
waters (before the EIA decree). 
 
The survey vessels were contracted by the 
Lebanese government.  Since the surveys 

2 
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ships are for Petroleum companies.  
 
We are for development, but as long as it 
does not harm the seas. 

were carried out, legislation is now in place 
to require EIAs for this type of work to reduce 
the impacts.  
 
We are working to make sure that further 
impacts are avoided by setting environmental 
and accountability measures.  
 
The Ministry of Environment now has in 
place procedures to ensure there is more 
follow-up and accountability for oil and gas 
activities. 

If there are any harms, we will act against it 
for proper compensation if our livelihoods are 
affected. 

We hope that this won’t happen. We are 
presenting the worst-case scenario. As part 
of the EIA, there will be modelling conducted 
for the worst-case scenario in addition to the 
potential effects that may arise a result. 
When any potential impact is identified, we 
will use the mitigation hierarchy to make sure 
that this is avoided or minimised as best 
possible. 

6.4.1 

6.4.2 

In Tripoli, we have a company called IBC 
which is taking a part of the Tripoli shoreline. 
The company provides compensation for 
those fishing on the coast whose area is 
taken away by 1,000 meters. How will the 
fishermen be compensated for the area that 
Total will take for this project? 

The EIA study and the baseline will 
determine the project activities and potential 
impacts. The EIA will propose measures to 
avoid, reduce or compensate for negative 
impacts and will also map the worst-case 
scenarios. 

6.4.1 

6.4.2 

Each part of Lebanon’s shore has specific 
criteria for measuring where one can fish and 
is not the same all over. 

Let us manage expectations – again, this is 
exploratory drilling. There is no way for us to 
know if we have oil and gas unless we start 
drilling. We are doing this based on studies, 
it is not guaranteed. We might drill and find 
nothing. We have to make sure you know 
that this is happening over a short period of 
time. The ship would come for 2 months and 
leave. The potential effects on the fishermen 
are limited as a result. 
 
If hydrocarbons are discovered, we then 
need to decide if they are commercial. There 
would then be an additional EIA. We are 

4.2 
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presenting potential impacts and are being 
transparent. 

It was a positive and constructive meeting. Noted with thanks N/A 

Hopefully this work would close the debts but 
also may also line the pockets (describing 
Lebanon politicians). 

No comment. N/A 

In order for us to properly follow up with you, 
you have to provide us with transportation 
fees. 

No comment. N/A 

We have raised the issues that we want to. Comment was noted. N/A 

Beirut 

 

International 
Labour 
Organisation 
(ILO) 

 

I am not an expert on environmental matters, 
but we were contracted to advise on projects 
of smaller sizes. You are doing a current 
assessment but there is no clarity on your 
action plan when it comes to mitigation of 
environmental impact, and what will be done 
on the ground. In addition, in terms of liability 
in the case of accidents: who will be 
responsible- Total or sub-contractors? 

We are currently in the process of defining 
the role of responsibility between Total and 
local affiliates and subcontractors. 
 
Emergency planning is considering all the 
possible scenarios, from small accidents to 
major incidents i.e. ‘worst case scenarios’. 
We have a number of plans (including oil spill 
contingency plans), in case of a range of 
emergency situations. The emergency plans 
are consistent with internationally recognised 
practices such as IMS (incident management 
system). 

8  

Are there conflicting mandates between MoE 
and MoEW in terms of drilling? 

The ministries have different mandates. 
 
The MoE approves and reviews the EIA, with 
assistance from the LPA. 
 
The Ministry of Energy and Water awards 
drilling permit, after approval of the EIA from 
MoE. 

N/A 

Project related job creation will occur on site 
and it will be a source of income for workers. 
Are there standards that will apply, including 
social protection for both Lebanese and 
foreign workers, and is this in line with the 
law of association, since Lebanon has not 
actually applied this? 

For work permits, different entities are 
currently working to make sure the local 
legislation will be applicable for any worker 
(Lebanese or foreign) working in this sector. 
 
The EIA will address worker health and 
safety issues and provide appropriate 
mitigation measures for potential impacts. 
 
Just to clarify, if following exploration, 

6.1.3 
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discovery is announced, an additional EIA 
will be carried out. This EIA would be a much 
bigger scale and conducted over a longer 
period. New work permits would have to be 
developed in line with this. 

In regard to environmental plans, will you be 
taking comments, and will you be foreseeing 
the management plans? 
 
Who will take care of it? Will it be the MoE Or 
the MoEW? 

Draft scoping report included a high-level 
environmental management plan (EMP). The 
draft scoping report is available to view 
online, and comments are welcomed. These 
comments will inform an integral part of the 
report and will also be submitted to the 
concerned authorities. 
 
The EIA process will include primary data 
collection. This will better inform specialists 
of the potential impacts and facilitate the 
development of appropriate mitigations, 
ESMPs and monitoring plans. 
 
Once management plans are approved by 
authorities, it is up to the company to 
implement them. Typically, the authorities will 
verify that the plans are being properly 
implemented. 

6 

8 

The condition of workers and work-related 
policies is the main expertise of ILO. I 
imagine you will be recruiting a large number 
of foreign workers, but do you have any 
plans in terms of employment and creating 
capacity? 

The requirement is for 80% local 
employment. 
 
The exploratory drilling activities will last for 
only two months, which is challenging in 
terms of capacity building. If the exploratory 
drilling finds commercially viable prospects, 
we will work to develop local capabilities. 
 
It is important to maintain the expectations of 
local entities in terms of the duration of 
employment during exploration. Drilling is a 
highly technological field and will require 
recruitment of high skilled people. 
Recruitment of Lebanese would likely include 
on the job training. Most jobs will be for those 
with a marine background. 

4.7 
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It is important to consider the state of 
workers in this sector. 

Noted. Total has a good partnership with ILO 
all around the world, as we adhere to their 
standards. 

 

Operation Big 
Blue 

There are a lot more sites to consider than 
just those outlined in the presentation. 
 
In terms of the oil spill contingency plan, 
what’s the level of alignment between the 
national response plan in the country and the 
company? 

In terms of the protected areas, we have 
identified current sites right now and also the 
potential ones for consideration. Within the 
EIA there will be a plan for avoiding all 
protected areas, as per the mitigation 
hierarchy. 
 
In terms of oil spill, we are doing all we can 
to make sure this doesn’t happen. We have 
specialists conducting risk assessments 
which consider worst case scenarios (leak or 
discharge). There will be mitigation 
measures put in place as per the mitigation 
hierarchy. 
 
In order to activate a national contingency 
plan, it needs to be translated into a decree 
for Lebanon for all entities responsible 
commit to the decree. It has yet to be 
submitted to the council of ministers, but we 
are working on it now. 

6 

8 

Lebanese Oil 
and Gas 
Initiative 
(LOGI) 

 

On the legal framework, there is something 
missing in regard to the Transparency Law. 

The scoping report included the most 
important laws but there are many more. 
 
The EIA will include applicable laws, 
including environmental standards. 

2 

Law 598/2004 – Major Accident prevention, 
mandating Lebanon to join the international 
convention. It should be in the scope. Where 
are we from it? 

As regulator of the sector, we work on 
emergency management at sea. We do not 
have a framework on the ground for 
accidents at sea, because we are still 
developing this in cooperation with national 
consultants. 

2 

Thank you for this meeting. We understand 
that the SEA is a way to plan for the EIA. 
This SEA gives the umbrella. The public 
consultation was done for the SEA and I 
think LOGI and Geoflint together had almost 
65 comments on it. Has this SEA been 

SEA was complete and put up for public 
consultation for more than a month. We got 
many comments and requests, both 
international and local, including people who 
worked outside Lebanon on this sector. 
 

1.8 
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completed yet? 
 
One should be complete before the other. 
How will the EIA be done before the SEA is 
done? 
 
We want the timeline for this. We have 2 
months to apply EIA. When will the SEA be 
done? 

The SEA consultation is still open. The 
consultant is currently going through all of 
the comments. It will be finalised in the next 
few weeks and will then be presented to the 
MoE. The MoE is involved in the review 
process. 
 
EIA teams are using the SEA to inform their 
work. 

I second the opinion. Comment was noted. N/A 

How long do EIA and SEAs last in other 
countries? 

These studies typically last between 6 and 9 
months for exploration phase of drilling. 
 
This comprises development of 
methodology, studies, assessment of 
impacts, submission of final draft, as we 
have explained in the EIA process. 

1.8 

International 
Union for the 
Conservation 
of Nature 
(IUCN) 

Will the survey ships be clean from fouling? 
We have a lot of invasive species coming 
from the Suez Canal. Will there be more 
coming in (Invasive alien species)?  
 
The latest decision from IMO is to release 
ballast water in deep water before getting to 
the shallower water. You will be bringing a rig 
from another sea. 
 
In other countries, they either tow it or 
bringing it from one country in another. 
 
Was this taken into consideration in the 
Environmental Assessment? 

Alien invasive species is a possible risk, and 
the EIA will provide more details. 
 
The drillship would stay in Lebanese waters 
for two - three months, and there will be a 
need to release ballast water. 
 
All operations will be carried out in line with 
best practice regarding invasive species, 
these measures will be included in the EIA. 

4.3.1 

5.4 

I am seeking clarification on the strategy of 
the spaces to be secured for drilling. 
 
I am concerned that there are some areas 
which are essential for certain types of 
species (of tuna). We were provided with 
funds in 2016 to map but we weren’t able to 
do it all throughout but did it into 1,050 
meters depth. 
 

A range of marine studies have been done 
for the EBS, these will all be compiled for the 
EIA. The scoping study has been posted with 
preliminary information and this is available 
for comments. 

5.4.4 
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When you tell the fisherman to go more than 
500 meters from the coast, it would be a 
challenge for them. Additionally, there is a 
bias in this: when you put equipment that has 
light and vibrations, it might not capture the 
species on camera but would be hidden. It 
might also attract others. 
140 species also shown that was the first 
time to be present in Lebanon. 
 
IUCN with Sparac and Oceaon presented 
this to the MoE, executive summary was 
done for this to explain the 170 technical 
report in a 10-page summary to highlight the 
sensitive areas. It was given to the LPA and 
the MoE. There is no information from 1,050 
to 1,900. Additionally, one of the protected 
areas is in Jounieh, that is still being worked 
on, in addition to Sour’s coast. 

Total and LPA, when we were going over the 
standards set by international and Lebanese 
laws, some IMO conventions have been 
signed by some Arab countries, but most of 
them have not been ratified or implemented. 
Will there be double implementation if the 
Lebanese government does not have 
control? Will you still abide by the 70 plus 
conventions if the Lebanese government 
does not. 
 
YLNG in Yemen with Total was successful, 
because there was pressure from the state. 

TOTAL follow international standards. Also, 
in any country that we are working in, we 
abide with the national regulations and 
standards. It is a rule. If TOTAL’s standards 
are more stringent than the country’s national 
regulations, then we will apply our own. If the 
country’s standards are more stringent, then 
we will apply those instead. 

2 

Geoflint What is the approach for the study? What is 
the period that will be studied? What 
equipment will be used? We would be 
interested to know. 

The methodology will be detailed in the EIA 1.8  

Are the methodologies used for the 
environmental baseline survey, biodiversity 
baseline, and socio-economic baseline 
available online? 
 
I haven’t read the scoping report thoroughly, 

The socio-economic baseline has yet to be 
completed. The methodology will be 
presented in the study. 

1.8 
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but I noted that the methodology for Block 4 
wasn’t shown online. 

Green Line 

 

Will there be any fixed installations, or will all 
the work be on the ship? What are the risks 
of accidents during the process (not talking 
about the deep-water horizon but something 
less serious)? What is the preparedness of 
the Lebanese government. We know we are 
not at the decree level, but we know there 
are people and equipment needed for this. 
Will Yaffa or Tel Aviv have to be involved? It 
is all very political. We can’t even manage a 
forest fire here in Lebanon. 

There is no fixed installation. We are 
planning to drill a well in the sea which is 
roughly the size of this table and not creating 
a big impact. 
 
We are filing the hole with cement 
afterwards. 
 
As previously mentioned, if the incident is an 
oil spill, first we will implement the Lebanese 
oil spill contingency plan. The responsibility 
belongs to the Operator, but we are 
preparing an oil spill emergency response 
plan. This is based on the worst-case 
scenario. We have an activation plan called 
PARAPOL (pollution prevention). This 
includes a 24/7 hotline where we can consult 
a specialist and mobilise the equipment 
required to deal with the spill. We can also 
mobilise equipment between other oil and 
gas companies. The operators will take full 
responsibility with the support of the 
government. We will not go to hostile 
neighbours 

1.8 

8.6.5 

8.6.7 

How many exploration wells will you drill? 
What is its surface area? In what point? Was 
it random sampling or quadrats? 

The commitment is for one well to be drilled 
in each block. In terms of the surface area, 
Block 4 is 1,911 km2. 
 
Block 9 is 1,700 km2.  
 
Sampling was done for the sediments, the 
methodology will be detailed in full in the EIA, 
but more information will also be added to 
revision 1 of the Scoping Report. 

1.1 

1.2 

1.8 

Will the vessels be stable or mobile rigs, or 
ships? Will the service port be in Beirut? 

It will be a modern drill ship held in location 
by a dynamic positioning system. The 
logistics base will be in Beirut port. 

4.3 

4.5.1 

Does the MoE have the credentials to set 
these guidelines? 
 

In terms of the MoE’s capacity to approve the 
methodology, a team of international experts 
and specialists, including the Norwegian 
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We are well aware of the Ministry's 
capacities, and the people working there. 
 
I do not know how big the LPA team is, but 
there are a lot of questions on the technical 
know-how of the MoE. 

environmental agency were part of the 
process. They approved the methodology 
and reviewed all of the documentation sent 
and worked on by Total. The Petroleum 
Authorities is a new sector and there are 
some capacities we are still building. We 
have guidelines and assistance from those 
who are experts in the field so there is no 
need for concern. 

The sea mapping is already done, but not 
the social studies? 

The methodology for the EBS was set by 
consultants and approved by the MoE and 
LPA. The social baseline has not yet been 
completed, primary data collection will begin 
next week. 

1.8 

5.5 

We feel that these meetings are merely used 
to put a cover on the project and allow 
developers to say that there has been “civil 
society” representation during the process. 
However, when we come to these meetings, 
we come uninformed, without any prior 
knowledge of what will be discussed, 
minimising room for discussion and analysis 
and putting us in a weaker position for 
debate. This is the first time I have been to 
an EIA consultation in 5 years. In the past I 
would always request background material, 
but I am never provided with it. I think this 
puts us at a disadvantage. 

This is a meeting to exchange views, 
comments and concerns and collect the 
suggestions of stakeholders as much as we 
can. It is also an opportunity to provide the 
Project information and data that is currently 
available. 
 
We have published an advert in the 
newspapers which includes the website 
address where you can review the scoping 
report of Blocks 4 and 9. We are most 
definitely interested in providing such 
information. Stakeholder engagement is a 
long process and we will consult with you 
throughout the process. The grievance 
process also has an investigative process to 
provide a proper forum to respond to your 
concerns. 
 
We need to progress together, and we thank 
you for your time today. LPA are at the table 
too, we want this project to be a success for 
the country and consider team work essential 
to achieve this. 

3 

3.6 

Who did this survey and over what time 
period was it conducted? Where was the 
survey and how big is the surface area? I 
also have questions over the methodology 

Creocean and Elard conducted the offshore 
baseline surveys over a period of 22 days. 
These studies and surveys have been 
informed by mapping and G&G activities that 

1.2 

1.8 

4.2 
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and how the studies were done in only 22 
days. 
 
What equipment was used? Who carried out 
the study and what literature was used? 
There are creatures we never knew existed. 
Is this representative of an area that is 1,000 
square km, and produce the required 
information environmentally? 

have already been completed. 
 
In terms of the surface area, Block 4 is 1,911 
km2. 
 
Block 9 is 1,700 km2. 

If we don’t have satisfactory baseline data, 
how will we be able to do a comparative 
assessment in case there are issues or 
damages further down the line? 
 
For example, if I wanted to take you to court, 
would I have the necessary information? I 
insist on having all studies available and 
documented, especially since LPA said they 
have no resources for this. 

LPA clarified that they are engaging the 
Ministries of Environment, and authorities in 
Norway to review submissions. Whatever we 
decide in terms of frameworks and guidelines 
towards how social management is being 
done, we tell them the direction we are taking 
and how we see them taking their plan. 
 
Total is doing the studies in line with 
international standards. Our commitment is 
one well per block. We say minimum, 
because if we find traces of hydraucarbon, 
we can drill one additional exploration well, 
and an appraisal well in line with our 
exploration agreement for Block 4. You are 
talking about results and outputs when we 
are still on our first phase. 

1.5 

What exactly did Creaocean and Elard do? 
What are the components they worked 
on, and how does this overlap with Dar’s 
role? 

Creocean produced the EBS and conducted 
environmental mapping which will feed into 
the EIA. They have undertaken offshore 
studies to inform their baseline. 
 
Dar, working through RSK, will help to 
produce the environmental component of the 
EIA, including the scoping report (available 
online) and the assessment of impacts and 
development of management plans. 

4.2 

The Lebanese 
Environment 
Party 

 

What exactly is the purpose of this meeting? The session is an engagement with selected 
stakeholders. You have been identified to 
attend and represent your own organisations 
and voice your comments, concerns and 
suggestions, which will be taken into account 
during the EIA. 

3.3 
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This is only the early stage of the EIA 
process, and the exploratory phase for this 
work. Engagement will continue throughout 
the life cycle of the project and we will keep 
you informed. 

My question is directed to TOTAL. If the 
government has contracted a company to do 
its own EIA, surely there is a conflict of 
interest here? 

TOTAL are not writing the EIA. They have 
contracted an international and fully 
independent company (RSK) to do this EIA. 
RSK will work with Dar (a registered 
company who has been approved by the 
CDR) and Infopro, as third-party companies 
to ensure comprehensive and independent 
assessment. The EIA will comply 
with various national and international 
standards which cannot be achieved without 
providing an independent viewpoint. 
 
As already mentioned, the scoping report is 
online for all to comment on and there is a 
public consultation next week. You are 
important as you are able to scrutinize and 
hold the sector to account if the sector is not 
doing its job correctly. 

1.6 

It is good that there is documentation of the 
state of the sea prior to the exploration, 
because it’ll be much worse than any oil 
spills. 

Comment was noted. 5.4 

It is not necessarily a comforting thing that 
Dar is registered and approved by the CDR, 
as CDR has a history of controversial 
projects in Lebanon. 

No comment. N/A 

Who are INFOPRO? Is it a Lebanese 
company? 

INFOPRO are a Lebanese research 
company, they are well-known. 

1.6 

Were the blocks determined for sectarian 
reasons? (in reference to one block located 
in the South and another in the North). This 
was meant as a humorous comment. 

The blocks were determined by the 
government and authorities following seismic 
and geotechnical studies that have identified 
exploration targets. 

1.1 

1.2 

The laws on protected sites set in Lebanon 
were set before there was any potential 
search for oil and gas. When it comes to 

Comment was noted. It was explained that 
there are no protected areas in these two 
blocks. 

5.3 

5.4 
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these sensitivities, we need to redefine these 
protected areas. 
 
For approximately 10 years, the CDR had a 
ship called Qana, which worked offshore in 
depths up to approximately 200 meters to do 
studies.  There is minimal research work on 
other species located in areas deeper than 
200 meters. There is a scientific loss in terms 
of documentation on deeper areas with 
higher stakes. 

 
The EIA will include results from the 
environmental baseline studies 
 
See also the comment from Ziad Semaha at 
the same meeting which was made in 
response to Habib Maalouf's comment. 

The EIA may look into what employment 
would be created, but will it also consider 
employment that could be lost, particularly in 
terms of the local culture and having it 
change as a result of the oil and gas 
industry? This has been the case in other 
countries with a similar situation? 

Comment was noted. It was explained that 
this exploratory drilling is only for 2 months 
with 180 employees for that period. The likely 
impacts on employment are low for 
exploration. 

4.7 

15/05/2019 

 

Beirut 

 

General 
Security 

The area of blue lines shown on the map are 
what? 

The blue lines show the areas that are 
considered the primary AOI. These are 
places that could be impacted by the drilling 
activities, due to the vessels moving from the 
exploration to the port, for example. 
 
The additional blue areas on the map are 
preliminary identified areas that are either 
biologically sensitive, or sites of cultural 
heritage significance. 

5.5.1 

Lebanese 
Customs 

On the topic of logistics, when will the base 
in the port be ready? 

It is hoped that the logistics base will be 
ready by the 1st November. The call for 
tenders is currently ongoing. 

4.5.1 

Lebanese 
Armed Forces 
(LAF) 

 

When it comes to infrastructure, do we have 
the proper infrastructure to handle such a 
project in the future? 

Again, it is important to clarify that this is only 
the exploratory phase. The exploratory 
activities are only 2 to 2.5 months long. At 
this stage, it is too soon to plan towards a 
larger project. This is outside of the scope of 
the project currently. 

4.5.1 

It is known that Lebanon is on a seismic fault 
that could affect earthquakes in the area - is 
this taken into consideration through the 

In terms of operation affecting seismic 
activity, it should be noted that the wells that 
are drilled are at deepest 4,400 meters below 
sea level. There is no possibility that this 

4.4.2  
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studies? Especially in the Northern part of 
the country. 

could trigger earthquakes. We have mapped 
all of the geophysical features to ensure that 
the potential exploration targets are not 
located near fault lines to avoid potential 
risks. 
 
The well would be roughly the size, if not 
smaller, than the table you are sitting at. 

Could there be a change in the demographic 
shift in the species or environment as a result 
of the drilling? 

The biological mapping we are doing as part 
of the EIA is designed to determine what the 
potential impacts could be. Only when we 
have this information can we develop the 
mitigation plans to avoid or minimise any 
potential negative impacts. 

5.4.1  

If you do (or don’t) find hydrocarbons, how 
can you be sure of whether there are 
hydrocarbons in other locations?  There 
could be variability in the geological area. 

It is true that we may identify many 
prospects. Our work is to review all the 
seismic and G&G data to determine where 
the most probable locations are. We have 
been working for over a year to determine 
the most likely locations of potential 
prospects. 

N/A 

The sea in Lebanon follows a different 
criterion to elsewhere – it is already polluted, 
and the trash on the coast is a major 
challenge. How much could this project 
impact it, and will Total's drilling activities be 
impacted by the existing waste on our coast? 

In terms of waste management, we will 
adhere to the regulations which are already 
in place in Lebanon, for example Law 444 
which states no discharge in the regional 
water. We will also closely follow the 
international standards and national 
regulations. 
 
Further, all vessels contracted will be 
required to follow international and national 
requirements with regard to handling of 
waste. The drillship will operate in 
accordance with international laws which 
regulates the discharge of liquid waste, 
pollutants and emissions. 
 
The existing situation regarding waste in 
Lebanon will not affect our drilling activities. 

2 

8.6.1 

Lebanese 
Navy 

We are in charge of hydrographics in the 
sea, and we are considering the risks of the 
navigation. There are many fishing routes in 

Noted. The coordination happens through 
the LPA and TOTAL with assistance from the 
relevant local authorities. It is the local 

5.5.3  
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Hydrographic 
Service 

this area and there should be close 
coordination with the authorities in charge of 
the fishing vessels directly. That is also the 
case for the naval forces. Please take the 
opinions of the public authorities here in 
mind. 

authorities’ responsibility to ensure that there 
is proper coordination. 

Lebanese 
Security Force 
(FSL) 

 

Stakeholder sought clarification on whether 
the email for Total grievance is specific to 
Lebanon or not. 

Yes, the email for grievances is specific to 
Lebanon. 

3.6 

Is one well enough? Yes, one well is enough to see if there are 
hydrocarbons present. We will be able to see 
if there are hydrocarbons present and if there 
are, the next step is to determine whether the 
prospects are commercially viable, based on 
the volume of hydrocarbons discovered. 

1.1 

How many drilling wells will you do in these 
exploration operations? 

We will first drill one well for exploration on 
Block 4 and one well on Block 9. The idea at 
this stage is to assess if there are 
hydrocarbons present, yes or no. 

4.1 

If we take the gas from Block 9, are we sure 
it won’t interfere with the gas in the 
neighbouring blocks, like Block 10? 

A block is a large area where in which there 
will be a number of prospect points (area 
where there is either oil or gas). It is not 
throughout the whole block but part of the 
block. In one single block, there can be many 
prospects. 
 
There is a mechanism to address the 
situation in case there are reservoirs shared 
with neighbouring blocks. 
 
Where we may find a prospect that is in both 
Block 9 and 10, a process called unitization 
can combine the prospects into a single 
entity. This is how we will share prospects, in 
the case that Block 10 is not with the same 
operator. This situation occurs in different 
parts of the world and there are known 
mechanisms to define and address this. In 
Lebanon, there is a method of doing this too. 

N/A 

How have you split the blocks? Why are they 
not in a clear geometrical shape? 

The blocks were determined by a decree 
from the Lebanese government and 

2 

4.2 
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authorities following seismic and 
geotechnical studies that have identified 
exploration targets. The blocks are pre-
determined by the authorities. 

Kfaraabida 

 

Municipality of 
Kfaraabida, 
North Lebanon 

 

I am seeing only two wells in the blocks – is 
that enough to determine if there is oil and 
gas in the bigger area. 

We have conducted studies to allow the most 
probable location of prospects to be chosen 
for drilling. 
 
One well is enough to see if there are 
hydrocarbons present and the next step is to 
determine whether the prospects are 
commercially viable, based on the volume of 
hydrocarbons discovered. 

1.3  

Is the drilling vertical? Yes, exploration drilling will be vertical for 
this exploration in Lebanon. 
 
Some O&G activities can take different 
directions, but not in this case. 

4.4.1 

Could there be a law on the land? This is outside the scope of the EIA. We are 
not in that phase. The work has been done 
for the maritime. 

N/A 

When it comes to the NGOs that work on the 
coast, and coops for fishermen, I didn’t see 
them. Were they invited? 

Yes, we already set up meetings with other 
relevant stakeholders, which included 
fishermen co-operatives. We have also 
invited them to the public consultation on 
Friday 24th May. 

3 

Has there been another exploration by 
Spectrum? 

This is outside the scope of the EIA 4.2 

If there is going to be an EIA on the 
exploration activities, will there be another 
one for the production? 

Yes. The EIA is only for exploration phase. In 
case of discovery and another phase of the 
project, there would be a more extensive 
EIA. 

N/A 

Kobayat 

 

Municipality of 
Kobayat 

 

If we are starting at the end of the year, why 
hasn’t the study been completed yet? It 
reduces the time we have to discuss it. 

We are following closely the required steps 
that go with producing an EIA. This takes 
time and includes the public consultation, in 
addition to the approval from the MoE. We 
are going step by step through the process. 
We have these engagements and will 
engage with stakeholders throughout the 
different phases of the EIA, including at the 

1.8 
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public consultations, and through comments 
on the scoping report. 

Will the drilled hole be closed completely? 
 
What precautionary measures are being 
taken in case of leaks, knowing that the 
coast of Lebanon is not comparable to other 
countries (30km) 

As previously mentioned, we will plug the 
hole after the exploration drilling has finished. 

4.4.10 

Do you have an exact date for exploration? We cannot provide an exact date, but we are 
committed to starting exploratory activities in 
Block 4 by the end of December 2019. 

1.3 

How did you set December as a start date if 
you’re not sure how long the EIA takes? 
 
My concern is how limited the time is for civil 
society and relevant stakeholders to 
comment on the reports. 

There is a process for EIA and we are 
complying accordingly. In order to obtain the 
permit, we have to go through the required 
steps, which includes, in addition to the 
studies, developing an emergency response 
plan, oil spill contingency plan, etc. This is 
how we are working, and the timeline should 
be sufficient enough to finalise the EIA whilst 
adhering to best practices and standards. 
 
Commencement of the drilling activities is 
directly tied to the EIA, which itself needs 
approval from the MoE. 

1.8 

Safra 

 

Municipality of 
Safra, Mount 
Lebanon 

 

How much will the fishing culture, including 
livelihoods be affected? Will there be 
impacts? 

We will be setting a restriction area of 500 
meters from the rig during drilling. The EIA 
studies will further inform us of the potential 
impacts on fishing livelihoods. 

4.3.1 

Is there an impact outside of the 500 
meters? 

It is important to remember that due to the 
scale of the exploration activities, the 
potential impacts would be limited in time 
and space. We are considering the worst-
case scenario and doing the EIA to 
determine what potential risks there could be 
to avoid them or mitigate them. 
 
We can’t tell until the end of the study what 
the exact impacts may be, but we will put in 
place appropriate and thorough mitigation 
measures. We know, for example, that the 
activities will make noise, but we will know 

6.4.1 
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exactly what these impacts would be after 
the study. 

Al-
Muhammara 

 

Municipality of 
Al-
Muhammara 

 

How far will the drilling be from the shore? Block 4 is 6km from the nearest point on the 
coast, and drilling will be carried out in the 
priority area where depths range between 
1450 m and 1760 m. 
 
Block 9 is 22km from the nearest point on the 
coast, depths in the priority area for Block 9 
range from 1500 m to 1850 m. 
 
This area is the priority region chosen 
following the geological and environmental 
studies. 
 
Inside of the block, we define the prospect. 
Following this, we define the spud. The spud 
point has recently been announced for Block 
4 (2 weeks ago), and this point will be 
approximately 12 Nm from the shore. 

1.2 

Do we cover the drilling hole? At the end of the drilling activities we will plug 
the drilling hole to prevent leaks. 

4.4.10 

What about the waste? We will adhere to the regulations which are 
in place in Lebanon. We will also follow the 
international and national regulations. 
 
There is more than one type of waste to 
consider: discharge from the drillship itself, in 
addition to the rock cuttings. We are in 
discussion with authorities and waste 
management will be part of the licensing. 
Waste will be processed in a treatment unit. 
 
Additionally, all project vessels will follow 
international and national requirements with 
regard to the handling of waste. The drillship 
will operate in accordance with international 
laws, which prohibits discharge of waste, and 
regulates the discharge of liquid waste, 
pollutants and emissions. 

2 

8.6.1 
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How deep will the drilling be? How big will 
the drill hole be? 

The maximum depth is 4,400 meters below 
sea surface level. The well will be roughly the 
size of this table. 

1.3 

There should be more participation from 
municipalities. We should have known 
earlier, there are fishermen coops and 
organizations who should be here as they 
are the at most high risk. 

Noted. We invited all the municipalities on 
the coast, through an official letter and phone 
call. Unfortunately, tomorrow is a day of 
mourning which was when another meeting 
with authorities was officially scheduled. 
 
We will call them again to remind them of the 
possibility to join the public engagement on 
Friday 24th May. Please feel free to invite 
others to this event. There was an 
engagement yesterday specific to 
fishermen’s co-operatives. Additionally, 
Infopro will also be contacting relevant 
stakeholders across some municipalities 
along the coast and will be visiting these 
villages to obtain their opinions. 

N/A 

Scoping Report Comments Received Online from Stakeholders  

19/05/2019 

 

N/A Unspecified  I trust you. Nada.  N/A 

I would like to have copies of the reports. 
Thank you. 

 N/A 

As a fresh graduate petroleum engineer, I 
am very interested in attending the Public 
Meeting at the Radisson Hotel. Is there a 
registration or do I need an invitation to 
attend? Thank you. 

 3.4 

Urgent Expertise for Marine Environmental 
Impact. 

 N/A 

What are the steps taken regarding the mud 
waste management, and does the 
government implement national regulations 
concerning fluid wastes? 

 8.6.1 

Lebanon Gas 
News 

Please advise in which Radisson Hotel the 
Public Meeting will take place on the 24th? 
There are two Radissons in Beirut. Thank 
you. 

 4.2 
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Please email us Figure 3.1: Location of Block 
4 and the priority area, as it is not clear in the 
published PDF file. Thank you. 

  

Additional Comments from LOGI  

03/06/2019 N/A LOGI General comment: insert the biography of 
experts who have worked on the report   

 

The EIA will include a section on the 
experience of the team who compiled the 
impact assessment. 

1.6 

 

General comment: insert in an annex the 
reply of MoE to the screening letter. 

Now included as Appendix 13 

 
N/A 

Merge or illustrate the result of OCEANA 
study in Figure 4.22 within figure 1.2 

 

Figure 1.2 is intended to include only the 
location of the study area, and has been 
edited to remove other features of interest 
that are described elsewhere in the Scoping 
Report. 

 

Need to specify which drilling fluid will be 
used and why. 

 

This information will be included in the EIA. 
The decision on which fluid will be used has 
not been made as yet. 

4.4.4 

Add impact of airgun on the marine 
biodiversity. 

 

The noise modelling that will be presented in 
the EIA will cover the effects on marine 
mammals, turtles and fish. 

6.3.1 

RF in Figure 4.6: potential fault found unlike 
in 4.7 and 4.8. 

 

This will be investigated and updates to the 
figures will be presented in the EIA if 
required. 

5.3.2 

RF should be connected to Beirut. This will be investigated and updates to the 
figures will be presented in the EIA if 
required. 

5.3.2 

Update figure 4.7 based on data to be 
received from the national center of 
geophysics in Bhannes. 

 

Consultation will take place with the National 
Centre to obtain the information. An update 
of the figure will be provided in the EIA if 
required. 

5.3.2 

RF (very active) is missing from figure 4.8. 

 

This will be investigated and updates to the 
figures will be presented in the EIA if 
required. 

5.3.2 

Figure 4.8 The magnitude 0.3 is only seen in 
Beirut even though it is important to 
acknowledge that the surrounding is also 
0.3. 

This will be investigated and updates to the 
text will be presented in the EIA if required. 

 

5.3.2 

Figure 4.8, to take the recommendations of 
Huijer et al. and insert them in the baseline 
section in particular for the peak ground 

This will be investigated and updates to the 
text will be presented in the EIA if required. 

 

5.3.2 
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acceleration because it will have impact on 
the well design and stability. 

Figure 2-15: the figure should show the most 
updated faults since research is done on 
faults. For example, even though Beirut is an 
active fault area, it does not appear in the 
figure. 
 
Figure 2-17: It is odd that the major fault lines 
(such as Yammouneh Fault Line) have PGA 
0.25 g and not 0.3g. In addition, Special 
attention should be given to the offshore 
Fault Line (MLT) knowing that most coastal 
cities have been destroyed due to a tsunami 
resultant from earthquakes from offshore 
(one of the cities being Beirut).  
 
Figures with more details and updates can 
be found in National Council for Scientific 
Research.  

The comments are appreciated, however the 
figure numbers quoted are from the Draft 
SEA, not from the Scoping Report. 
Total will pass the comments on to the 
authors of the  Draft SEA, and the EIA will 
incorporate updated information from the 
SEA if it is available in time, or Total's 
consultants will consult with the NCSR to 
obtain updates. 

 

N/A 

More emphasis should be made about 
continental slopes being crucial four 4 
reasons:  
- Their geomorphological character is very 
unique, it leads to different ecosystems and 
thus very different biodiversity.  
- Instability because they are structural 
elements connected to onshore seismic 
system (this a continuation of the onshore).  
- Submarine landslides happen frequently 
and should be considered as a 
GEOHAZARD. (This is mentioned briefly) 
- Location of a well is crucial in terms of 
locating it anywhere near continental slopes 
and valleys (even though it is mentioned that 
drilling will not happen in continental shelf)  
 
In the last paragraph of Page 22 (“Should 
similar landslides exist...investigated and 
studied”), this should be more accurate since 
there have been studies about landslides not 
only in South of Lebanon as seen in Figure 
2-21.  

Further information on the importance of the 
continental slopes will be included in the EIA. 

 

5.3.2 
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There is no mentioning about the effect of 
Gas Hydrates on Climate Change. The only 
hazard mentioned is the blow out of gas 
hydrates. But when drilling occurs, gas 
hydrates might be affected and might let 
methane seep out which will affect climate 
change. 

The potential for gas hydrates to have an 
effect on climate change will be investigated 
and covered in the EIA if appropriate. 
Shallow hazards have been avoided when 
locating the well, and therefore the issue is 
not expected to arise. 

 

5.3.2 

In Figure 4.12: should be orange and pink in 
front of Lebanon 

 

This will be investigated and updates to the 
text will be presented in the EIA if required 
(noting that the image is from a published 
scientific paper by Papadopoulos et al., 
2014). 

5.3.2 

Very steep slope along the Mediterranean. 

 

This will be investigated and updates to the 
text will be presented in the EIA if required. 

5.3.1 

The results should be available. 

 

Results from the baseline survey will be 
included in the EIA. 

5 

Missing info: what happened to the scope of 
the environmental baseline survey, where it 
is? 

This is now provided in Section 4. 

 
5.1 

Wrong legend: The black dots not presented. 
Why is it using the 2014? 

 

Table 4.1 legend has been updated. 
 
The 2014 data will be updated with further 
relevant data which is available, and this will 
be included in the EIA 

 

5.3.1 

December → March: peak of productivity. 
Then how did we choose to drill in 
December?? 

 

Literature indicates that nutrient levels rise 
from December to March, giving rise to the 
spring bloom.  
Impacts to plankton from the drilling 
programme will be covered in the EIA. 

6.3.1 

Table 4.2 is incomplete: No governorates (in 
block 4) 
Coverage is lacking in terms of the geology. 

Table 4.2 has been updated. 

 
N/A 

Very weak section and needs more research 
and elaboration. It is important to understand 
the movement of currents so we can 
understand the movement of oil spills. 

 

Section 7.4.2 outlines the oil spill modelling 
which will be undertaken for the EIA. The 
model requires current and meteorological 
data in order to run, and as noted, this will be 
provided using the CYCOFOS datasets from 
2014-15. The currents which are used in the 
modelling will also be described in the 
baseline of the EIA. 

6.5 
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Marine protected areas: Most operations are 
happening within the MPAs zone. What are 
the mitigation measures, contingency plans, 
do we have buffer zones assigned, 
alternatives? All these need to be assessed 
in the EIA. 

The EIA will include impacts on marine 
protected areas and any necessary 
mitigation measures.  

 

6.3 

The assessment was not done, and no 
samples taken from block 4.  

 

According to the OCEANA report, samples 
were not collected from within Block 4.  The 
Total EBS survey did collect samples from 
Block 4 (see Figures 4.13 & 4.23 of revision 
1 of the Scoping Report). 

5.3.2 

5.4.9 

Elaborate more on figure 4.21 and define the 
ecological area and draw some conclusions 
from figure 4.22, results of the study were not 
properly discussed in relation to the Project. 

The EIA will include an expanded section on 
marine protected areas. 

 

5.4.9 

The potential env. Impact of the onshore 
activity need to be expended with all the 
detailed activities. 

The EIA will include impacts from the 
onshore activities. 

6.3.2 

6.4.3 

No description of mitigation measures and 
monitoring plan: they need to elaborate 
more. 

The EIA will include mitigation measures and 
a monitoring plan. 

6 

8 

Cumulative impact: It is expected that a 
detailed cumulative impact will be included in 
the scoping. 

Cumulative impacts will be included in the 
EIA. 

 

6.5 

More details about the comprehensive 
assessments of the impacts from accidents 
need to be included in the scoping. 

Assessment of potential effects from 
accidental events will be included in the EIA 

 

6.5 

Accidental events should not only be linked 
to oil spills, they need to describe more 
events. 

The EIA will include an assessment of risks 
that could result in environmental 
consequences. 

6.5 

Description: only talked about exploration 
and appraisal, but what are the activities 
after that? 
They should state that a report for future 
activities will be done. 

Text added to Scoping Report 
 

N/A 

Detailed description for activities in Beirut 
Port needed. 
Will it need an EIA? Are we ready to manage 
the onshore? 

More details added on activities in Beirut 
Port. Assessment of impacts of these 
activities will be included in the EIA. 

5.5.3 

Need to know if the Lebanese government is 
ready for emergency. 

This a question for the Lebanese authorities. 
Total has responsibilities as an Operator, 

2 
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What is the role of Total in this? 
What equipment does Lebanon have? 

such responsibilities are identified in Section 
2, legislation. 

Total’s communication: informing public at all 
times 
 

Total has complied with the legislation on 
public consultation to date and will continue 
to meet its obligations for this type of 
communication throughout the project. 

2 

Need to know the economic and social side.  
Revenues of this project? Are we going to 
have a fund for environment? For 
emergency? 

This is a question that Total cannot respond 
to. 
 

N/A 

Social economic part should be found. 
How many will work and where? 
What is the benefit? 
Where is the gas going? 
 

The EIA will provide a socio-economic 
impact assessment. 
It should be noted that at this stage the 
project is exploration drilling and until the 
exploration drilling programme is complete it 
is not known whether there will be gas to be 
extracted. 

4.7 

6.4 

Financing mechanisms, which policies is it 
following? (EBRD, Islamic bank, WB) 

Total does not require any financing for the 
exploration programme. 

N/A 

The chapter about the alternatives of impacts 
is missing.  

The EIA will include a chapter on Alternatives 
 

7 

In the scoping, which should target everyone 
(from the taxi driver to the experts), we 
should know who are the experts. 

It is not clear from this comment, what the 
question is.  However, the EIA will include 
information on the authors of the report. 

N/A 

Stakeholder engagement according to “plan.” 
(What plan?) 
 

A SEP has been developed for the EIA, as a 
live document it will be continually updated 
during the course of the EIA and beyond. 

3 

Disposal of the mud cuttings is subject to 
study. What study? 
 

The study will be carried out in line with 
international best practice and applicable 
legislation, and be available for summary in 
the EIA. 

6.3.1 

Considering the technical capabilities of 
ministry to review the EIA, will Total pay 
0.05% of its investment cost as fixed bank 
guarantee which the ministry can use if it 
needs technical reviewers?  (As mandated 
by the 8633 decree). 

Company is required to comply with the 
requirements of all applicable laws. 
 

2 

Cumulative impacts should be well 
elaborated.  

Cumulative impacts will be included in the 
EIA. 

6.5 

Impacts on fisheries and fishermen are not 
tackled. 

The socio-economic impact assessment will 
include potential impacts on fishermen. 

6.4 
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No public notice in the municipalities for the 
scoping report of the EIA. No papers were 
hung in municipalities to inform the people 
that they can now download, read and react 
to the scoping report.  

 

Please see Appendix 10 of Rev B of the 
Scoping Report, which presents an example 
of the information being queried. The link to 
download the scoping report was published 
in the newspaper when announcing the 
public (see Appendix 9). 

3 

Outline missing 
● Analysis of Alternatives 
● Environmental Management Plan 
(monitoring, contingency, mitigation, 
institutional, framework) 
Major outcome is missing 
Timeline and action plan. 

The EIA will include analysis of Alternatives 
and sections that include the EMP. The 
timeline for further Project activities will also 
be provided in the EIA. 

 

7 

8 

What will be in the 5000 m2?  
(an onshore logistic base facilities and 
storage location that would support the 
project with 5000 m2 yard space, 500 m2 of 
covered warehousing and 100 m2 of 
chemical storage). 

There will be an outdoor area for storage of 
up to 5000 m2. More information has been 
included in the updates Scoping Report and 
further information will be included in the EIA.  

 

4.5.3 

Scoping methodology should be more 
elaborate 

 

The level of detail provided for the baseline 
environmental and social study 
methodologies have been provided in greater 
detail. 

1.8 

Results of stakeholder meetings should be 
added to the scoping report. 

The results are now presented in Appendix 6 
of the updated Scoping Report (revision 1). 

3 

In the Baseline Section, it is very important to 
engage the academic sector. 

This is understood and will be followed up for 
environmental information. 

5.5.3 

The Study needs to include the detailed 
mitigation measures for accidents. 

The EIA will include accidental events and 
the related mitigation measures. 

6.5 

There is a huge reliance on anecdotal data 
(a large number of studies mentioned as “to 
be” used from elsewhere-block 11 in Cyprus 
for example) that are needed for the EIA , 
and this is of concern to us as it undermines 
the accuracy and validity of this assessment. 
 

It must be accepted that some information 
used in the assessment will come from 
literature sources. It is noted that the for the 
"anecdotal information" referred to regarding 
Cyprus Block 11, the Scoping Report text 
goes on to say that this will be 
complemented by still and video imagery 
from ongoing EBS surveys in Block 4" that 
will "collectively provide enough detail for an 
informed description of the seabed 
environment to be included in the EIA". 

5.3.2 

5.4.1 
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General comment: to add a section in the 
baseline env. About marine springs. 

This will be investigated and updates to the 
baseline will be presented in the EIA if 
required. 

5.3.1.9 

General comment: to define the type and 
nature of the beach facing the blocks. 

This can be completed for the EIA, however 
it is not clear why it is needed. 

N/A 

General comment: Executive summary 
should be in Arabic also. 

The Executive Summary of Rev 1 of the 
Scoping Report has been provided in Arabic.  

0 

General comment: the report should follow 
the outline presented in the Lebanese EIA 
regulation decree 8633/2012  

The Scoping Report does follow the outline 
in the Decree, and the EIA will also follow the 
outline. 

2 

Baseline Phase Stakeholder Engagement Meetings 

21/05/2019 

 

Safra 

 

Fishing 
Household 

 

As you said they will not need locals the first 
two months, but after that there will be 25 
business contracts? 

Yes. 4.7 

This means they will need our sons and men 
to be within the crew? I mean our specialists, 
our engineers, they will use Lebanese 
people not only foreigner? 

Yes, that is right. But it won’t be within these 
two months. 

4.7 

What are the work opportunities that will be 
available after this project? 

The exploration project’s duration is for two 
months. During these two months the work 
opportunities will be very few for the local 
people. 
 
But, they promise that after the exploration 
drilling many work opportunities will be 
available for the local people. 

4.7 

What are the nationalities of the crew on 
board the ship? 

They are all from abroad N/A 

The Base will be in the sea or on ground? Is 
it in Beirut? 

The Base will be in the sea, we have two 
bases Block 9 in the southern sea, and Block 
4 which is from Antelias till Anfeh and six 
kilometres away from the shore. 

4.5.1 

Will they need educated people? Yes of course. 4.7 

Who is responsible for this project? 
Someone like Gebran Bassil? 

TOTAL is the company that won the bid for 
this project. 

4.1 

What about the marine life? The presence of marine mammals has been 
investigated via MMOs (Marine Mammals 
Observers) observations and PAM (Passive 
Acoustic Monitoring Operators) records 
during the EBS survey. As a minimum, 

5.4.5  

6.3 
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industry best practice mitigation will be 
developed as part of the EIA. 

Are there any threats of danger to the 
fishermen? 

No. As I said the project is six kilometres 
away from the shore and during the 
exploration drilling activities there will be a 
500 m safety zone for their safety and 
security. 

4.3.1 

6.4 

Will this project affect the Fishery of 
Lebanon’s sea, and will it affect the 
fishermen? 

The EBS surveys have thus far 
demonstrated limited impacts to fishermen. 
The EIA report will examine Total E&P Liban 
exploration drilling activities and identify 
measures to prevent, avoid, minimise, 
mitigate or compensate for any adverse 
environmental and social impacts. 

6.3 

6.4 

Anglers 

 

Does the staff consist of 180 people? Yes 4.7 

The work consists of drilling activities in this 
stage, right? 

Yes, only drilling activities for the purpose of 
exploration, if the project was successful and 
they found oil, they’ll then decide if they 
proceed with the project. If the quantity of oil 
found is very low, they will not proceed with 
it. 

4.4.1 

This is their livelihood, right? You are not one 
of them, right? 

True, 180 persons will work on the ship 4.7 

I know that when they’re making artesian 
aquifers, and they find a strong spring, the 
water gets out. So, if oil or gas leaked, what 
will they do? 

Usually gas is on top, so if there were any 
leakage, gas will come out first and then oil. 
And it will be treated right away. 

8.6.7 

So, what will they do with the organic waste 
of the 180 employee who are living on the 
boat? 

All vessels contracted by Total E&P will be 
required to follow international and national 
requirements with regard to handling of 
waste. 
 
The drillship will operate in strict accordance 
with both the International Convention for the 
Prevention of Pollution from Ships 
(MARPOL, 1973/1978), which prohibits the 
discharge of trash and regulates the 
discharge of liquid waste and atmospheric 
emissions from marine vessels.  The primary 
discharges from the drillship will be, drill 
cuttings, treated wastewater effluent, and 

4.3 

8.6.1 
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macerated food waste.  Water will be 
recycled to the extent practical, and sewage 
will be treated in on-board wastewater 
treatment units prior to discharge in 
accordance with MARPOL and national 
standards.  The support vessels will not be 
equipped with wastewater treatment facilities 
but will follow all applicable MARPOL 
standards. Used oil and other liquid wastes 
will be stored in sealed containers on board 
the vessels for disposal at approved facilities 
on-shore. 

Okaibeh 

 

Fishermen  

 

What did the environmental experts realize 
from our sea? What did they conclude? Why 
did fish decrease? 

We are interviewing you to fill and complete 
the undergoing study, as soon as the study 
finishes everything will be answered. 

5.4.4 

If these oil drilling operations worked out, will 
there be any available job opportunities for 
fishermen? 

As a first step, they need to drill and dig and 
you question has reached the companies 
concerned. 

4.7 

There are definitely negative impacts on the 
fishing culture 

Not necessarily at all. 6.4 

What are the negative effects that might 
happen? And why don’t they talk about 
them? 

We’re going to talk about everything 
throughout this interview and we will tackle 
every single detail. 

6 

Concerning air currents that cross our sea, 
we can present a complaint about it but air 
current will still cross our way, so what shall 
be done? In addition that it might bring us 
negative impacts during these oil drilling 
operations, for instance like oil spilling. 

They will definitely avoid this and only 1% of 
this is possible to happen. 

6 

Anfeh Fishing 
Household  

 

Will there be losses for the fishermen and 
how will this be compensated? 

The EBS surveys have thus far 
demonstrated limited impacts to fishermen. 
The EIA report will examine Total E&P Liban 
exploration drilling activities and identify 
measures to prevent, avoid, minimise, 
mitigate or compensate for any adverse 
environmental and social impacts. 

6.4 

Since we live on fishing, will this act prevent 
fishermen from fishing? 

No prevention from fishing, however, no one 
is allowed to come near the ship for 500m 
around it. 

4.3.1 
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Will this have an impact on fishing? Studies demonstrated limited impacts on 
fishermen. The EIA report will examine Total 
E&P Liban exploration drilling activities and 
identify measures to prevent, avoid, minimise 
and mitigate any adverse environmental and 
social impacts 

6.4 

Where will it take place exactly? The place is not yet specified. There are 
focus areas within Block 4 located in offshore 
Northern Lebanon and Block 9 located 
Southern Lebanon. Block 4 extends from 
Dbayeh/ Antelias area to Anfeh. 

4.1 

Will our village benefit from this project 
economically? 

Total E&P principally contribute to host 
societies through revenues, taxes, 
employment and business opportunities 
associated with our projects and operations. 
They will try to contribute as much as 
possible economically. 

6.4 

Is there a possibility to find petrol in our 
country? 

The first two months will be exploration to 
check if there is. 

1.3 

  Will it last for 12 months? The exploration activity will be for only two 
months; however, the whole process will last 
up to 12 months. 

4 

Chekka 

 

Municipality of 
Chekka, North 
Lebanon 

 

Where is the exact location of drilling? We will answer this question at the given 
time. 

4.1 

This project equally needs land maintenance 
and tools. Where is their location? I mean 
this project needs a large area, so it can 
have visitors, receive supplies and be 
repaired. Where will its location be? 

First of all, the logistics area will be Beirut as 
we’ve already said. It will be in the middle 
between the two blocks. Every tool, 
everything will be present in this logistics 
area in the Port of Beirut. 

4.5.1 

Al-Mina 

 

Municipality of 
Al-Mina, North 
Lebanon 

 

How could this project affect tourism? When the project starts making money, for 
sure the country will be revived. Moreover, 
we will have a huge number of workers 
coming from outside the country (in addition 
to the 180 employees already mentioned) 
which will definitely help the economy. 
Furthermore, this project will create new job 
opportunities to local workers and expatriates 
alike. 

6.4 

You are asking for the communities’ opinion 
to avoid any problems or criticism for sure.  

Noted. N/A 
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Choosing Beirut as a logistical point means 
that all the activities will be centralized there. 
Therefore, citizens in Tripoli, Saida, 
Sour…won’t understand that they will 
actually benefit from the project. Since all the 
logistics will come from Beirut, people here 
will be mad at you. I know how the 
community here thinks…  
 
I recommend that you choose two logistical 
points in Tripoli and in the South to make 
people feel that they are benefiting from the 
project. Or else, people won’t find it 
beneficial especially that fishermen won’t be 
able to fish.  
 
When you choose Tripoli as a logistical point, 
the former will be revived especially that a 
huge number of workers will be passing by 
the region. Everyone is moving from Beirut to 
here. This is a very important interpretation 
that should be taken into consideration. 
Because any harm without any benefit will 
disturb people…especially that social media 
is playing its role nowadays 

From where are you going to hire them? From abroad because we don’t have the 
required skills and expertise here in 
Lebanon. 

4.7 

Are you going to hire 180 technical 
employees? 

Mainly technical in addition to the unskilled 
ones. 

4.7 

I prefer if you take two logistical points one in 
Tripoli and one in Saida. 

In fact, Total chose the location. Maybe they 
avoided any problematic areas based on 
previous circumstances. 

4.5.1 

Are you going to use a sleeve first? Yes, true. 4.4 

Why clay and water? Aren’t you going to 
drill? 

Yes, we first drill with water and clay. When 
we reach a deeper zone, we use water and 
oil. 
 
Wahib was trying to say that at first only 
water and clay will be drilled. Only when 

4.4 
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deeper zones are reached, clay will start 
mixing with oil rather than water. 

The exploration unit will be fixed after 
drilling? 

Yes, it will be fixed. In fact, there will be only 
one drilling point which is sufficient to know 
the block’s potential and the amount of 
natural gas available. 

4.3.1 

4.4.10 

So, you will drill directly from the ship? True. 4.3.1 

Will the installation equipment be on the ship 
or in the water? 

No, it will be on the ship. 4.3.1 

Are you going to work in both blocks? Yes, block four and nine. However, in order 
not to have two logistical points, a common 
location was chosen for both blocks which 
will be Port of Beirut. 

4.1 

4.5.1 

22/05/2019 

 

Chekka 

 

Fishermen 
Coop  

Will the drilling exploration cause the fish to 
escape? Or will it harm the fish? 

The drilling occurs at the depth of 1700 
meters, and it has an axe at each end of the 
height of one-meter. By studies, it won’t harm 
the fish. 

6.4 

Where will it be located geographically? It is not decided upon yet, but maybe 
between Tabarja, Safra. Among block 4. 

4.1 

4.3 

If we look at another country that witnessed 
such exploration drills, is there a study that 
occurred there about the effects it had on the 
fishing and fishermen? 

According to the studies, there are no big 
dangers. Maybe a few things and i am 
assuming that the project might affect you in 
having a net gets torn. It might happen that 
you sail the same waters as the ship coming 
from Beirut so it will have to sail away from 
you. These are the kinds of accidents that 
might occur and with a very low probability in 
case the safety measures were not 
respected. 

N/A 

We know in France there is an Oil Drilling 
project too; do you know the effects it had on 
the Fishery? 

What exactly do you want to know? N/A 

Will the project affect the Fishery in 
Lebanon? It is already very poor, and we do 
not need the petrol to vanish it. 

A two-months-time “exploration” activity will 
not affect the fishery of Lebanon. Maybe 
there is no petrol or gaz. 

6.4 

The boats that will carry goods to the 
stations, are they private companies or are 
they a part of TOTAL? 

There are possible 25 Local Business 
Contracts so maybe they will sign with local 
parties. 

4.5.8 
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We have a security situation in Lebanon, we 
cannot sail more than two kilometres into the 
water, the Armed Forces orders us to retreat 

Something interesting to know. And in case 
Oil was found and more projects will occur, I 
am sure they will organize more meetings 
like this one to reassure you. 

4.5.6 

This axe doesn’t make a certain sound? The 
drilling causes sound right? 

There will be no noise at all. 4.4 

So the ships that will move the equipment 
and goods to the ship, they too have a 500-
meters diameter? 

No, they come from Beirut port to the Drilling 
Ship. 
 
The 500 diameter is around the drilling ship. 

4.3.1 

If what you say is true, that means that this 
meeting is meaningless! Unless it does affect 
us, or else why would you organize this 
meeting? 

We organized this meeting, so you become 
more comfortable and know more about what 
will take place. Plus, I am trying to explain 
that the probability of risk is so low according 
to studies but of course I want to know from 
you if there is anything we should take into 
consideration. 

N/A 

What if the project takes three months of 
time? 
 
And if Oil was found, wouldn’t they replace 
with the temporary drilling shop with another 
fixed one?  
 
Don’t you know how this affected Fishery in 
other places? 

There are no major effects on the Fishery nor 
on the fishermen. 
 
In other countries the same happens as what 
is happening now, fishermen express their 
worries and they take assurances. 

6.4 

Will there be any noise issue? In terms of health and safety, increases in 
airborne noise levels will be limited to those 
associated with the vessel operations. 
 
There will be no noise at all.  
 
In order to minimize the risk of damage to 
fishing facilities and equipment, the drill 
vessel will travel at low speeds and will be 
supported by guard vessels.  
 
During the exploration drilling activities there 
will be a 500 meters safety zone around the 
drill rig, within this zone other vessels will not 
be permitted to operate. 

4.3.1 

6.4 
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In the unlikely event of damage to fishing 
gear, Total E&P and the exploration drilling 
contractor will, in liaison with the affected 
parties, review the damage and negotiate 
compensation. 

What is the security diameter of the project? 500 meters. 4.3.1 

4.5.6 

 

We do not doubt that TOTAL is one of the 
best companies in the world. But we have 
fears concerning our work. 

TOTAL is a major energy player, which 
produces and markets fuels, natural gas and 
low-carbon electricity. TOTAL’s 98,000 
employees are committed to better energy 
that is safer, more affordable, cleaner and 
accessible to as many people as possible. 
Active in more than 130 countries, TOTAL’s 
ambition is to become the responsible 
energy major. 
 
Climate issues are an integral part of 
TOTAL’s corporate strategic vision with an 
objective to have low-carbon business 
account for around 20% of Company 
portfolio by 2035. 

N/A 

Mount 
Lebanon 

 

Governorate of 
Mount 
Lebanon 

 

How many kilometres are you going to 
reach? 

1700 meters. 4.1 

Why did they choose exactly 1700 meters? Maybe because they did some research and 
found that they can reach 1700 meters. 

N/A 

If they do not find oil in the first location, are 
they going to keep prospecting everywhere 
until they do? 

At the minute, we have these two blocks. At 
one point, we will be able to determine if 
there’s hydrocarbon potential. If there’s no 
hydrocarbon discovered in block four and 
block nine, then there will be an assessment 
and the decision will determine which other 
block to prospect. But these two blocks are 
the most likely. 

1.1 

When did they start working on this project? The project will take a period of 12 months 
and we are within this period. It started in 
2018. 

4.8 
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In which specific area will the drilling take 
place? 

Within the block (block four is 12 kilometres 
far from the coast but I don’t know the 
specific location). They did not set a specific 
location yet. 

4.1 

Where will the drilling activity take place in 
the preparatory stage? 

From Dbayeh and Antelias, until Anfeh. A 
logistics base will determine the location of 
the drilling. This logistics base will most likely 
be in Beirut. 

4.3.1 

4.5.1 

Did you do environmental and social studies 
on the subject or not yet? 

We are doing these studies now. 5 

If they find hydrocarbon potential in Halat, 
will Halat benefit from anything? (economy, 
employment and development) 

Total contributes mainly to host communities 
through income, taxation and employment 
related to their respective projects. During 
the exploration phase (2 months), Job 
opportunities are going to be low. But in the 
future, job opportunities will be available. 

6.4 

Will we have free gasoline for a whole year if 
they found oil? 

 N/A 

Why did you choose Block 4 and Block 9? Because the probability of finding oil in these 
two blocks is higher. 

1.2 

Does the prospecting activity affect the fish 
culture? 

No, it does not affect the fish culture. We are 
six kilometres far from the coast. And the 
disposal point has already been identified in 
block four; we will be 12 kilometres far from 
the coast rather than four kilometres.   
 
As for the industrial activity, it will be 
mitigated as much as possible. 

6.4 

Anfeh 

 

Unemployed 
Youth  

 

What are the types of accidents that might 
occur? [after being asked by the moderator 
for specifics the person specified that she 
meant accidents concerning fishermen] 

During the exploration drilling activities there 
will be a 500 m safety zone around the drill 
rig, within this zone other vessels will not be 
permitted to operate. So fishing boats won’t 
be able to go near the drilling vessel and 
they will be patrolling that the whole time. 
The likelihood of accidents is incredibly 
unlikely. Again, it’s just possible realistically. 
Any potential negative impacts in the worst-
case scenario could be people or nets 
getting caught, but the likelihood of accidents 
is very minimal and that would be insured. A 

4.3.1 

6.4 
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safety vessel will be circulating around to try 
to stop any accidents from happening. 

As you may know, Anfeh and Nakoura have 
the cleanest sea and that makes them a 
tourist destination. You’ve just mentioned 
that chemicals will be poured into the water. 
The residue will wash up on shore just like 
what happened a few years ago with fuel. 
That will negatively impact tourism and many 
businesses will close down. How are you 
going to limit the quantity of those chemicals, 
prevent that danger from reaching the beach 
and manage to not impact the tourism here 
in Anfeh? 

All vessels contracted by Total E&P Liban 
will be required to follow international and 
national requirements with regard to handling 
of wastewater. The drillship will operate in 
strict accordance with both the International 
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution 
from Ships (MARPOL, 1973/1978), which 
prohibits the discharge of trash and regulates 
the discharge of liquid waste and 
atmospheric emissions from marine vessels.  
The primary discharges from the drillship will 
be, drill cuttings, treated wastewater effluent, 
and macerated food waste.  Water will be 
recycled to the extent practical, and sewage 
will be treated in on-board wastewater 
treatment units prior to discharge in 
accordance with MARPOL and national 
standards.  The support vessels will not be 
equipped with wastewater treatment facilities 
but will follow all applicable MARPOL 
standards.   
 
There will be nothing that pollutes the water. 
 
Used oil and other liquid waste will be stored 
in sealed containers on board the vessels for 
disposal at approved facilities on-shore. 

5.3.1 

5.4.1 

6.4 

8.6.2 

Then why is this point written in the 
negatives?  [referring to the figure the 
moderator is using to explain] 

It’s been written as possible negative effects. 
They are a possibility. 

6 

Will the area where the drilling will take place 
benefit more than others? From an economic 
standpoint, what are we gaining other than 
people coming to Anfeh to buy things from 
here and job opportunities? 

There is no direct benefit except for the 
possible 25 contracts with local parties. We 
are not here to promise anything but in 
general such activity especially if successful 
it would benefit the whole country. However, 
we are just discussing now a 2 month 
“exploration” activity and not extraction. 

6.4 

Even with all these procedures, there may 
still be a small possibility of an oil spill. Is 

The likelihood of an oil spill is one in one 
million. That’s the truth. There’s a very low 
probability that that will happen, but there is a 

8.6.5 

8.6.7 
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there no filtration system or something to be 
on stand-by in case anything happens? 

plan in place. Total who is operating this 
project have a strict plan for oil spills called 
the Oil Spill Contingency Response Plan, so 
if that does happen, they can mobilise their 
response plan immediately and they can 
communicate with other international 
companies to get that in action straight away 
on their 24/7 hotline. The Spill Plan will also 
be in accordance with Lebanese 
requirements so the safest national 
requirements and international standards. 
So, it’s very unlikely and there’s a one in a 
million chance of that happening but there is 
a plan in place and if that happens it will be 
treated straight away. 

Will you appoint people or put signs so that 
others know they can’t enter the zones? 

Yes, I think that would be people aboard the 
safety vessel. That will be communicated to 
the fishermen as well. We’re engaging with 
fishermen and they’ll be told in advance 
when the drilling happens and where they 
can’t go. So there’ll be clear communication. 

8.6.4 

How will they know if this procedure will turn 
up a result? How will they know if they will 
find anything? 

During the drilling, they will drill one well and 
they will be able to determine if there is high 
enough potential from that one well. They’ve 
already completed the seismic surveys to 
determine where is most likely to find oil. The 
drilling campaign will be able to determine 
just from the survey. They will know whether 
or not there is potential. If there is potential 
that there is oil there and the results are 
confirmed the next step is to check whether 
it’s commercial, meaning whether there is 
potential to sell it and then cut to another 
process. This company will determine 
whether it’s a yes or no to let them proceed 
to the next stage. 

1.3 

4.2 

Bebnine 

 

Municipality of 
Bebnine 

 

That means you’re not preparing a 
simultaneous study for Block 2 as well? 

No. Our main current concern is Block 4 and 
9 

N/A 

In case the quantity of oil wasn’t enough and 
the study itself wasn’t a big deal, on whose 
charge do these expenses fall? 

This study is prepared by the three main 
companies and Total is the main active 
operator who’ll be mostly responsible for all 
consequences and results. The Lebanese 

N/A 
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Government is not related to this program 
and does not bear any charges. 

Are these the only studies conducted 
concerning this oil drilling plan? 

There are many different kinds of studies 
conducted on different levels and 
approaches like Climatology, Geology, Water 
concerns, Infrastructure, Tourism, and 
Educational Levels and so on. We will be 
meeting with several entities and ask them 
their opinions and register their concerns. 

3 

We in Bebnine are considered as Block 2, 
are you going to conduct a study on this 
Block and Block 4 at the same time? 

We are currently interested in Block 4 and in 
the effects that might cause this region on a 
future level. You know, Lebanon is a small 
country and Block 4 is not so far from Akkar 
area. 

1.2 

What might affect us personally? We are considering the worst-case scenario 
and doing the EIA to determine what 
potential risks there could be to avoid them 
or mitigate them.  
 
We can’t tell until the end of the study what 
the exact impacts may be, but we will put in 
place appropriate and thorough mitigation 
measures. We know, for example, that the 
activities will make noise, but we will know 
exactly what these impacts would be after 
the study. 

6 

How much is the surface area of Block 4? I have registered the number in my papers 
but will give you an answer later. 

1.2 

Jbeil 

 

Municipality of 
Jbeil, Mount 
Lebanon 

 

Will the oil drilling affect the marine life? Required studies have been conducted 
already to check whether the marine life 
might be affected. Total found out that 
marine life exists on 1,700-2,000 meters 
below sea level, yet the fish present are not 
endangered and there is minimal damage. 

5.4 

6.3 

How are the fishermen supposed to know 
about the barrier at 500 meters? Will you 
place any signs or indicators for them not to 
approach that area? 

A barrier will surround the ship and is very 
clear. However, the ship is already six 
kilometres away from the shore and in 
general the fishermen never go into the sea 
that far. 

6.4 
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When will the oil drilling start? Block number 4 is set to start in late 2019 
with the exploration phase, and the drilling 
that follows after. 

1.3 

If the ship is minimum six kilometres far from 
shore as you are saying, and if the studies 
assured that this project won’t affect the 
marine life or make any geological changes, 
how am I going to be affected? Knowing that 
Jbeil is a prominent touristic site and the 
tourism won’t be affected as well. 

I am here to get insights from you as much 
as possible, but I am assuring you as well 
and informing all the people we are meeting 
with of the different studies and mitigation 
measures taken by Total. 

5 

6 

Will the ship emit any visible gases during 
the exploration phase? 

Total have already taken all needed 
precautions in this regard and the gas 
emission will be minimal or negligible. 

4.6.1 

Will the ship produce visible gases during the 
oil drilling phase? 

I’m not sure of that; Total will give you a 
more specific answer. 

4.6.1 

Did Creocean find wastes at 1,700 meters 
below sea level here in this area? 

I’m not sure if this finding was in Block 
number 4 or 9. 

5.4.1 

Who’s responsible of hiring people in this 
project? Is it the Lebanese government? 

I’m not really sure of how the process will be 
exactly done. But what I know is that Total 
will recruit experts for this activity 

4.7 

How to avoid any possible accidents? And 
what happens if a fisherman had an accident 
for example? Who will take the 
responsibility? 

Total will take as much precautions as 
possible, but we can get back to you for 
more details if you want. 

6 

 

23/05/2019 

 

Byblos 

 

Fishermen 
Coop  

 

Any noise or shakes that make fishes get 
away? 

No, there won’t be any internal noise. The 
only noise will in the air outside the water. 
The noise will be from actions taken to help 
the ship such as helicopters transferring 
equipment and materials. 

6 

Block 4 is close to the shore isn’t it? It is six kilometres far. 1.2 

Will it be on all the area from Dbayeh to 
North? 

No, they will choose a spot among this area. 1.3 

Could fishermen make a petition since it 
could affect their work? 

As I said before, there won’t be no effect, 1 in 
a million chances. So, no need for a petition. 

N/A 

How far from the shore will the drilling take 
place? 

The ship will be in one place and it won’t 
move. There will be a 500-metre safety area 
radius around the ship. 

4.3.1 
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Shouldn’t the government repay the 
fishermen in case their work was affected 
due to any possible damage? 

I repeat that there won’t be any effect on 
fishermen. All studies showed no effect on 
fisherman. We will do a report in examining 
the exploration campaign of the oil drilling by 
Total, to declare needed measures to 
prevent or decrease, or avoid or even 
repaying any possible social or 
environmental damage. 

6 

Closest spot to the shore? Six kilometres with 500 meters around as a 
safe zone. 

1.2 

Will our work be affected? No of course not. 6 

Is there going to be any residue from the 
ships that may affect the sea? 

No, it is a chance of one in a million. 4.6.3 

Vulnerable/Ma
rginalised 
Group- 
Women 

 

Is the Ministry of Energy related to this 
project? 

The Government and several Ministries 
provided license for these International 
companies like Total and Novatek. 

1.2 

When this project comes into effect, will it 
affect the coastal life? And how big will the 
restricted area be? 

First of all, the station will be six km far from 
the coast. At night, light from the ship will be 
seen; this is the maximum damage it can 
cause.  
 
500m is the restricted area from the rig, 
nobody can enter there. It’s called the safety 
zone, especially for fishermen. 

1.2 

6 

Of what nationality will the crew be? They are all foreigners, and some may be 
Lebanese experts. 

4.7 

What happens if the ship doesn’t find oil? There were many studies and researches 
before they chose these two blocks. They 
chose them because they hold higher 
probabilities of finding oil and gas in these 
two blocks. 

4.4 

Sorry but the period of 12 months comes 
before the probationary period? Or the 
exploratory period? 

-Now, we are in the period of two months 
called the exploratory period. The things I 
told you about are already put into effect. In 
this period, the ship will stop to search for oil.  
 
-They chose block 4 and block 9 based on a 
research that showed the presence of oil in 
these two spots. 

4.2 

Have they started building? Not yet. N/A 
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How many drilling equipment there will be? 
 
Will it be in the centre of block 4? 

One in each block.  
 
They haven’t decided yet. The area is from 
Dbayeh to Anfeh. 

4.3.1 

How would our area benefit on the touristic 
side? 

There are 25 signed work contracts with local 
companies that would benefit the area. 

6.4 

Are the positive effects bigger than the 
negative ones?  
 
[All women agreed that there can’t be 
anything worse than the actual sea situation.] 

Research shows that are more positive 
effects. 

6.4 

What could you tell us about the leakage 
from oil pipelines?  
 
In Lebanon there is a problem in water pipes, 
how can we be sure about what you are 
saying? 

Researches show that there is a one in a 
1,000,000 chance of oil leakage in the sea. If 
by chance this happens, I assure you that 
Total has a solution for every problem.  
 
I honestly can’t answer this question. I can 
assure you that this is an international 
research and the information is accurate. 
Total is an international company. It’s not 
national. 

8.6.5 

Will the air be polluted because of these 
ships? 

All contracted ships with Total will abide by 
all International and National regulations 
concerning emissions management. 

4.6.1 

What is the type of the waste? Is it going be 
to be thrown into the sea? How will this 
waste be managed? 

All contracted ships with Total will follow 
International and National requirements. 
They will use new technologies for waste 
treatment. Facilities for collecting ship-
generated wastes were also discussed (like 
leftovers, wastewater will be recycled). Ships 
will control the discharge of effluents and 
reduce atmospheric-emissions. All ships will 
follow MARPOL regulations to reduce 
pollution. Waste will be taken in barrels to 
high and barren mountains of Lebanon 

4.5.7 

8.6.1 

Are the positive effects bigger than the 
negative ones?  
[All women agreed that there can’t be 
anything worse than the actual sea situation.] 

Research shows that are more positive 
effects. 

6 
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What will be the effect of Oil Drilling on the 
fishing culture and on fishermen? 

Total will conduct a report that will indicate 
many measures that should be adopted to 
reduce and prevent all possible damages on 
fishermen and on the environment. 

6.4 

Is there anything that can force the project to 
cease? 

I honestly don’t know, maybe if they don’t 
find the oil they are looking for, the project 
will cease. 

N/A 

Safra 

 

Vulnerable/ 
Marginalised 
Group- 
Farmers 

 

Will we benefit financially from oil drilling in 
Lebanon? Or will the money go to cover the 
state debt? 

Question not answered N/A 

If we want to address a complaint, how could 
we? 

Like I told in the introduction, you send 
everything you want to say by email. They 
will get back to you quickly. 

3.6 

Will we have any problems with our beloved 
neighbours concerning block nine? 

No, we won’t have any problems with them 
concerning any block. We will start working 
in block 9 in the beginning of 2020. 

N/A 

Jounieh 

 

Makhluf Sur 
Mer 

 

So Total will not manage the project alone 
and the government will also actively 
participate? 

Yes, Total will work according to the 
Lebanese law and to international and 
national standards. Even if the ministry does 
not impose anything on Total, they have 
agreed to conditions and there is a contract 
between the two parties based on which the 
work will take place. The study says will 
determine whether there is gas and oil, and 
the remaining procedure will happen as I’ve 
shown you on the figure and will include: a 
social baseline study, impact assessment, 
management plans, disclosure… To get to 
here, all of these procedures need to be 
documented because there is a contract 
between total and the ministry. 

8.3 

If hypothetically, it turns out that there is oil 
and gas, Total’s business will boom in 
Lebanon. So what is its goal? 

Of course, Total is a private company and it 
is taking risk like in every investment. It has a 
goal but it will be also working with the 
Lebanese government. 

N/A 

They are conducting studies on oil and gas. 
What if there isn’t any oil or gas, after all that 
work, what would you do? 

They would close down the drill and declare 
that there is no oil or gas there. That’s it. 

N/A 

How will the hotel and restaurant sector 
benefit? 

This project will be beneficial from a general 
standpoint. 

6.4 
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So it will benefit those specialised in this 
domain? 

Yes, but in the long run, if we do have oil and 
gas it could benefit us economically. That will 
then benefit tourism and other related things. 
Something small could lead to better things. 
We could reach that stage. Total has taken 
on this project personally in collaboration 
with the government. That means it’s paying 
for this project. 

6.4 

Informal 
Business 
Fishermen 

 

Everything will be done within these two 
months? 

No, the oil drilling operations will start within 
these two months. The whole study is for a 
year. And the rest depends on the results of 
the drilling. 

1.3 

As you said if they did this platform, can the 
fishermen pass by it? 

If it’s near this point, some problems might 
happen since anything that objects fishermen 
should be discussed and debated, noting 
that everything is done legally and in 
accordance with certified studies and 
surveys. 

 

Beirut United Nations 
Educational, 
Scientific and 
Cultural 
Organisation 
(UNESCO) 

 

Do these containers remain in Lebanon or 
are they sent out of the country? 

An agreement between TOTAL and the 
Ministry of Energy and Waters was signed 
“Decree 8633 of 2012”and includes all 
wastes management procedures, in addition 
to the International Intervention MARPOL. 
 
Not to mention that TOTAL has its presence 
in 130 countries whether and thus is an 
International company that never fails to sort 
out any waste management difficulties. 

8.6.1 

You mentioned that you put the wastes in 
containers, right? 

After the treatment process, all the wastes 
are put in well-sealed containers. 

4.5.7 

4.6.5 

8.6.2 

Dbayeh 

 

 

Extreme Dive 
Centre (XDC) 

 

And that is block 9? [the interviewee asked 
this question after the interviewer was 
explaining where does block 9 starts and 
where it ends] 

Yes N/A 

Where do we stand, what can we do? I will start by asking you the question and 
you can answer and ask me whatever you 
would like. 

3 

Total is a French company, right? Yes, it is. N/A 
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What do mean when you say they might 
crash into each other? (she was talking 
about fishermen) 

I mean boats that are sailing where accidents 
might happen. 

6.4 

Two months so that they can install the 
platform, right? 

Yes 1.3 

What are the nationalities of the workers? They are mostly Foreigners. I don’t have a 
clear idea on all of the nationalities. Maybe 
some of the experts are Lebanese but who 
live abroad, because you do know that this 
major specifically is rare to find here in 
Lebanon. Fresh graduates don’t have the 
needed experience to be involved in this kind 
of project. 

4.7 

Is it certain that they will start? They are currently signing off the contracts 
so that they can start their preparations to 
start the drilling. 

1.3 

12 months starting when? Starting after we finish all of the procedures 
and preparations. 

1.3 

Do you have an idea on the depth that they 
will start their drilling? 

1,700 meters 1.3 

Is block 4 the one facing Jounieh? Exactly, It extends from Antelias to Anfeh N/A 

These blocks, one two and three are the 
futuristic blocks? 

They could be futuristic, but when total 
conducted studies before, the studies were 
made to see the surface of the water, if there 
was any historical heritage in the places that 
they were considering, and the probability of 
actually finding oil. In fact, they are putting a 
lot of money into this project so they can see 
if there is gas or oil in that area. So the 
studies showed that those two blocks are the 
most probable blocks to have oil. The rest of 
the blocks have a slighter chance of having 
oil. 

1.2 

25/05/2019 

 

Abdeh 

 

Fishermen 
Coop  

 

The study of the (impact on the environment) 
is not finished yet. 
 
This means that the final report of the impact 
on the environment is not provided. 

That is right. 
 
After all the meetings we are conducting with 
fishermen, and relatives of fishermen, with 
females, and with all the people who live in 
the marine communities; after all this, we will 
meet with a wider social entity like workers. 

5 

6 
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After all these meetings and opinions of 
people, everything will be put in one report, 
so we can evaluate the negative and positive 
impacts of this project. 

What you are saying is that the fishermen 
can sail and fish as usual with an exception 
of staying away from the project’s drilling 
ship. 

That is right N/A 

I want to ask about the drilling process, 
drilling by itself causes vibrations. Won’t 
these vibrations cause damage to the fishery 
in the sea? 

I already told you about the noise, there are 
no vibrations, and I will now show you 
pictures of the pipe. As you can see, it is 
more like digging water well in the ground. 

6.4 

When you say the project will start by the 
end of the year, this means there is a three 
months period of time till the report comes up 
right? 

Till announcing the result of the 
environmental study, we are doing. That is 
right. 

1.3 

You want to convince me that all these 
vessels and pipes and drillings will cause no 
damage to the fish and fish eggs? Excuse 
me, I might not know much about oil 
production, but I do not believe it at all. 

We are here to explain to you. We want to 
listen to your concerns. Our aim here is to 
provide you with as much knowledge as 
possible about the project. 

6.3 

6.4 

27/05/2019 

 

Dbayeh 

 

Joe Branding 
and 50/50 
Organisation 

 

Before we start, my main question is why did 
you contact us and what’s your goal in 
interviewing us? And who are you taking as 
an example/sample to base on your study? 

The samples we’re basing our study on are 
people who are mainly in contact with the 
regions we’re interested in (regions situated 
in the specified blocs). They are usually 
people who are living onshore and offshore 
and are aware of the socio-economic 
situation in the region. 

N/A 

What are the companies engaged other than 
Total? 

Novatek and Eni N/A 

Can we have a copy of the Logistic base? Will ask to send you whatever document 
possible 

N/A 

Are the 180 expert employees foreigners or 
there’s a specific quota for Lebanese? 

A specific quota for Lebanese might exist 
since we know In Lebanon not enough 
standards and experiences for these studies 
are available. 

4.7 

But we have plenty of experienced people in 
Lebanon. However, they are being taken 
abroad 

Yes, exactly! That’s the problem, there are 
no available experiences in Lebanon since 
Lebanese people are studying and deciding 
then to travel and work permanently abroad. 

5.5 
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Thus, we can say that those experts could be 
Lebanese. 

Is there any quota that says that there should 
be a Lebanese recruitment? 

There’s a high possibility but we haven’t 
reached this level yet. We don’t know still 
who will be taking part in this study. 
Everything is put under study. There will be 
25 contracts with local companies, but 
nothing is defined yet. 

N/A 

How many kilometres do fishermen usually 
cross in the sea? 

Fishermen don’t usually cross a distance 
greater than two to four kilometres as far as i 
know. 

5.5 

But the employees will start working from 
now, right? 

Yes, of course. In fact, this study is for 
acquiring more knowledge about the social 
and economic impacts of these drilling 
operations on people who are living or 
working on the shore. Our goal is to work on 
the negative impacts and try our best to find 
the best solution. 

4.7 

How much will this process take time? (The interviewer explained further the 
process and the study) 

1.3 

How much is the probability? Aren’t they 
drilling and digging based on the knowledge 
that gas exists? 

Look I’ll explain more while reviewing 
together the brochure. 

N/A 

Is it possible there’s no gas? Yes, there’s a high probability. N/A 

Batroun 

 

Lebanese 
Association for 
Safety and 
Emergency 

 

Is this a scanning process or a drilling one? We are already done with the scanning 
process and they knew exactly where to start 
drilling. Now they’re going to start with that to 
check if the amount is commercially enough 
for selling if available. 

N/A 

How will this project increase the 
employment rates in Lebanon if all the 180 
workers are foreigners? 

The employment rate will increase but not 
during the first two months. As for now, 
expertise is needed and there is no time to 
train people, that’s mainly why all the 
workers during these two months are 
foreigners. 

4.7 

I want to say that I don’t trust anyone. Total 
is an international company I agree, but who 
is the responsible from the Lebanese 
government in case something bad 
happens? There should be a Lebanese 

What I can assure you is that there will be 
centres for refining and discharging on the 
ship. There will also be some containers to 
store the wastes and any residues so that 
they would be transferred to other containers 

4.6.5 

8.6.1 
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expert on board that represents Lebanon 
and the Ministry of Energy. He should 
examine whether waste is being recycled in 
a proper manner or no. 

based on the land. And further, Total is 
collaborating with the Ministry of Energy and 
Water and they are also following Lebanese 
laws. 

What happens after transferring the wastes 
to the containers on land? Where will they be 
but next? 

I’m not sure, but I can say that TOTAL 
definitely follows international and Lebanese 
standards and won’t allow any damage to 
happen. There will be a md plant and they 
will manage all the wastes. 

4.5.7 

8.6.1 

As an NGO, I need to know what time of 
residues will be discharged? 

We can get back to you for that 4.6 

If there exists spring water in the sea, will this 
affect the groundwater later on? 

They have done studies for that and of 
course they won’t harm marine resources. 
But if you need further details I am saving all 
of your questions 

5 

6 

I am afraid there will be spills in the sea. I 
know you said there is a one in a million 
chance. But my question is, will they tell us if 
it happens? 

Needs follow up 8.6.5 

8.6.7 

I am asking the government to put Lebanese 
experts to make regular inspections. Will she 
do that? 

Needs follow up N/A 

Does the Lebanese government have any 
authority in this activity? 

Needs follow up N/A 

Will Lebanese workers get paid? Needs follow up 4.7 

Will they ask NGOs for any consultations? Needs follow up  

Did they really examine and study 
earthquakes in our area? 

They have done a lot of studies, but will also 
get back to you for this 

N/A 

Anfeh 

 

Municipality of 
Anfeh, North 
Lebanon 

 

On which point will they work? They haven’t located the exact point yet but 
the block is determined and the priority area 
within as well. They will locate the point 
based on the probability system and their 
experience. They don’t need more than one 
point so once selected they will start drilling. 

N/A 

How the 180 worker will be selected? Most of them are expertise; they have 
selected specific people because they don’t 
have time to search for expertise to recruit so 
they will select people with background 
experience. 

4.7 
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How will the pollution affect the area? No answer 6 

What did the EIA come up with? No Answer yet N/A 

How do you see that this project will benefit 
Anfeh? 

If this project benefits Lebanon than it will 
directly or indirectly affect the area. 

6.4 

How will this affect Anfeh? First of all, the recruitment is in Beirut so 
most probably the Anfeh citizen won’t benefit 
from any job opportunities at this stage. 
Right? 
 
As a coast area you will be affected by the 
phenomena applied but not included in the 
work. 

6 

Batroun 

 

San Stephano 
Beach Resort 

 

How far will they drill under the bottom of the 
sea floor? 

Between 4,500 and 5,000 meters. 1.3 

4.4 

You’ve said that everything will be exported 
from Beirut’s port. Which means that 
everything will mainly be located in Beirut? 
We won’t benefit from anything. Products will 
be coming and going from the Beirut region. 
We won’t practically be benefitting. 

The people who are going to be working on 
this project will not stay in one point. 
Everyone who will be placed across from this 
area will want to explore it. They will have the 
mentality that will push them to see its 
situation and the touristic sites. Also, when 
job opportunities will be given here, people 
will check the available and safe spots in the 
area. Maybe people won’t want to go to the 
north and they prefer this region which is 
closer.  But again, this process is too short 
now and things will get more beneficial is 
there is gas and the extraction activity starts. 

4.5.1 

4.7 

As for beach resorts that are close to the 
bloc that will be set up here. How will it 
possibly impact us positively and negatively? 

Positively, if the drilling takes place here at 
this point [interviewer seems to be showing 
the interviewee a picture], the establishment 
you have here might benefit from hotel 
rooms. Of course, I am not promising 
anything but I am giving examples. 

6 

Those people had access to the region. 
They’re saying that main area will be in 
Beirut only, so if those workers were to 
explore, they’ll only go to Beirut. A worker 
won’t finish his job there then travel from 
Beirut to Batroun to visit. [Mr. Wissam 
clarifies that a worker on a rig doesn’t leave it 

I am checking if anything concerning the 
matter is mentioned in the documents I have 
here with me. I have with me a few questions 
that have direct answers to them. A direct 
benefactor has not been mentioned here, but 
I will write down your question and we will 
provide you with a direct answer. 
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at the end of each day]. I mean that, when a 
worker finishes, he’s going to visit the closest 
region to the port he’s stationed at. 

So locals will start to understand more about 
the subject? 
 
[asked when the interviewer explained that 
during the process they will transfer technical 
knowledge to locals] 

Exactly. As InfoPro will be also conducting 
focus group discussions with locals and Total 
and Dar Al handasah also got engaged with 
municipalities and invited people to public 
consultations 

N/A 

It’ll take only two months to dig those 5,000 
meters? 

Yes.  
 
[interviewee then added that that short period 
was surprising] 

1.3 

With whom are these 25 contracts signed? 25 contracts that include all the companies, 
organizations in the area and in Beirut and 
everything related to this project. In addition 
to business that benefit from it, like 
restaurants. Those are institutions they will 
sign contracts with during these two months. 
Nothing signed yet. 

N/A 

There will either be a fire, or someone will 
get hurt. Something along those lines. 
 
[interviewee interrupted while the interviewer 
was listing possible accidents] 

Correct. The risk of that happening is one in 
one thousand or one in a million as a 
percentage of risk working with Total. But 
that number exists, it isn’t zero. However, 
total is following international standards to 
minimize all the risks as much as possible. 

2 

As fishermen here, once you start working, 
we will all be unable to work here at all. 

When it comes to the fishermen, just to give 
you an idea, if you look here, you can see 
that the drilling vessel is fixed over the well. It 
won’t take over the whole sea. 

4.3 

Dbayeh 

 

Yacht and 
Boat Services 

 

And, will these studies explore the 1700 
meter previously mentioned? 

Yes, whilst taking into consideration the 
distance (i.e. kilometres) from the shore line 
since the type of fish available in each zone 
differs. 

1.3 

So, let me recap. Fishermen are still far away 
from this zone. The work will be conducted in 
how many zones? 

Only one in this area. 1.3 

For sure this project won’t affect the 
Lebanese shore line as much as the various 
practices taking place in the region right now. 

True. 6 
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Will they install anything on the water 
surface? 
 
I mean mud and so on. Because there are 
various fish types in this area (i.e. Tuna and 
Marlin which stay near the water surface) 
that fishermen benefit from. So, will this area 
be polluted? 

The base only.  
 
Total will be working on removing this waste 
through collaborating with international 
companies whilst taking into consideration 
the international standards. Later on, the 
waste will be recycled. As we said earlier, 
pollution will be minimal (if any) since Total is 
working hand in hand with leaders in this 
field. Indeed, Total already conducted a 
study (EBS) in an attempt to estimate the 
side effect of oil drilling on the marine life. 

4.3 

6.3 

I think that fishermen are fishing at 
approximately 500 meters. Could you 
guarantee that they won’t be affected if you 
drill 1700 meter beneath water? 

The studies’ conducted are meant to explore 
the various effects of this project (i.e. positive 
and/or negative). In fact, the negative effects 
of this project are minimal as shown by 
previous and hopefully future studies. 

6.4 

Will the drilling depth be 1700 meter in each 
block? 

Yes, we will be discussing all the details later 
[Details were discussed later thoroughly]. 

1.3 

Will the actual drilling process take 12 or two 
months? 

The actual drilling process will take only two 
months. However, they need 12 months to 
prepare for and install the base. 

1.3 

What do you mean by “studies affecting 
marine life”? 

These studies aim to explore the negative 
influence of oil drilling on the marine life (i.e. 
what type of fish is available in this area, 
which fish types could be affected). 

5.4 

6 

Batroun 

 

Fishermen 
Coop  

 

Will drilling affect natural resources? The exploration drilling activities will be 
carried out offshore.  
 
The minimum distance of Block 4 drilling 
area from the nearest point of shoreline is 6 
km. 
 
The minimum distance of Block 9 drilling 
area from shoreline is 22 km. 
 
Let me explain more about the project: 
 
TOTAL E&P Liban, in its capacity of 
Operator, is planning to carry out exploration 
drilling activities within Block 4 in late 2019 

1.3 

6 
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and Block 9 in 2020. 
 
They have done a lot of studies to minimize 
the negative risks as much as possible. 
Marine natural resources will not be affected 
especially in this small diameter of work. 
International protocols and Total internal 
protocols will be followed. They have high 
standards in work. 

Why is it called a BLOCK? And if oil was 
found, how will it affect Batroun? 

First of all, let us not rush into things, I will 
begin by explaining the project to you and 
afterwards please feel free to ask any 
questions you have. 

N/A 

Kafarabida Fishermen 
Coop 

If they drilled in this location, then our work 
will be stopped. What we will get in return? 

Actually, they won’t drill in near locations and 
the fishing activity should not be affected. I 
will explain now everything in this 
presentation. 

4.4 

6 

Beirut 

 

United Nations 
Educational, 
Scientific and 
Cultural 
Organisation 
(UNESCO) 

 

I am really concerned with the pollution.  
 
Is Total willing to destroy our archaeology?   
 
Our conference is in October and you are 
telling me you are starting in September. 
How come?  
 
What are your plans?  Will we be able to 
read your mapping plan and understand it? if 
anyone could give us a copy it would be 
amazing. 

Total is an International company; they have 
their own standard. They will abide by all 
regulations and Laws.  
 
There will be 25 work contracts with local 
companies and NGOs. I am not sure but 
maybe there will be contracts with 
archaeologists. 
 
They are starting in late 2019, September or 
October, I cannot give you the exact date. 

6 

If the nearest distance is 6 km, it means we 
will be able to see the ship.  
 
Apart from archaeology and pollution, people 
come to Lebanon for its sea. If they finish, 
they will leave everything and go. We don’t 
want that to happen. 

6 km is not a small distance, but yes, we will 
be able to see the ship. Now they are in the 
exploratory period. Based on results, they 
will know if the quantity of petroleum is 
commercial and worth the work. And if they 
will stay or leave 

1.3 

5.5 

These ship vessels you talked about will 
cause so much pollution alone. 

Total has ships with filters and sewage 
refining equipment. They also have 
containers for waste. They try to make the 
positive effects bigger. 

4.6 

8.6.1 
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30/05/2019 

 

Dbayeh 

 

Anglers  How can the positive effects increase? First, we need to identify them, and Total is 
working on increasing those positive effects 

6.4 

How can you create positive effects? We need to identify it in order to increase it 6.4 

How long will the drilling last? We are currently within the 12-month period 
for conducting the study and drilling. The 
drilling in Block 4 will end by the end of 2019. 
Including those 12 months, two months are 
just for drilling, unless unplanned weather 
conditions occurred. 

1.3 

When the drilling is over, will they place 
platforms? 

When the drilling starts, they will put some 
sort of cover on the pipeline, and it will be 
compacted, so there can be no leaks. After 
getting done with the exploration drilling, they 
will see how much oil we have and decide if 
they will extract it or not. If there was oil but 
in small quantities or maybe there wasn’t at 
all, then they will pack up and leave, and 
they will close the whole with cement like it 
was never there. 

4.3.1 

You talked about potential benefits. If we 
look at the matter, we might have an 
economical benefit and not a social one. Job 
vacancies might become available but only 
to those who are specialized in oil 
engineering, and I doubt that there will be 
any decrease in oil prices, and even if it did 
happen it is the government’s job to do so. 
So Total should try and compensate for 
those that are being affected by this project 
such as fishermen. They could offer legal 
fishermen a discount on oil prices, maybe 
use their boats for transportation services. 
Some people might get excited to know that 
there is oil drilling happening here and they 
might want to go and see what is happening, 
so fishermen can use their boats for that 
purpose. 

Total contributes in the hosting countries, 
through paying taxes, providing jobs related 
to the project, and its operations.  
 
Will there be job opportunities for locals? 

6.4 

If they do find oil in both blocks, what 
ensures us that the government won’t want 
to drill up the entire coast? 
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In which direction will they start the work? The drill point is between Sabra and Okeibe, 
far for about 12 kilometres from the coast. 

1.3 

Can you please remind us the distance from 
shore? 

It will be 12 kilometres. Block 4 starts at six 
kilometres from shore, but the drill point that 
they have decided on is 12 kilometres from 
shore. 

1.3 

As fishermen, what is our benefit in this 
entire project? 

We will talk about this matter during our 
meeting. 

6.4 

We want to know why you are taking the 
opinion of fishermen 

Because your work is at sea, and you fish 
near the platform, so we want to know what 
your fears and worries are, we want to 
estimate the environmental effects. 

3 

6.4 

I didn’t see any job opportunities for 
fishermen. You will have 180 people on 
board and most probably they’ll all be 
foreigners, so why not offer job opportunities 
for the people whose jobs are going to get 
affected by this project, it will be as a way to 
compensate. 

This is where we talk about probable 
benefits. In case they did find oil then job 
opportunities will increase, it is probable as 
well that the people working on the boat will 
activate the economical circuit. 

4.7 

6 

Everything that they do at sea damages it. 
The drilling will damage it, the exploration, 
and other things. Fish will move away. 
Maybe after they do find oil and start 
extracting it, it could have benefits, we might 
then have fish aggregations around the 
extraction. 
 
[inaudible] 

According to Total, there’s a one in a million 
chance that this might happen. 

6 

You are taking the opinions of fishermen, but 
I don’t think these are only formalities. As 
fishermen we won’t have benefits? 

Moderator: Why did you consider them as 
formalities? 
 
Because our opinion won’t matter, we aren’t 
the only ones that work at sea  
 
Moderator: Yes, you are samples of people 
that work at sea. 
 
Even less than sample if I may say 

3 
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Seasonal fish that we benefit from, it will 
surely now change its direction as long as 
there’s drilling, such as Tuna. 

Until now, studies have shown limited 
damage on fishermen. Our report will 
examine the exploration campaign, and 
define the necessary measures to stop, 
reduce, prevent, or compensate the negative 
environmental effects it has. 

6.4 

Fishermen  

 

The sea will suffer from big damages 
because of this drilling, will the parties in 
charge be able to compensate those 
damages? 

EBS studies showed until now, limited effects 
on fishermen. Our report will examine the 
exploration drill campaign held by Total, and 
define the necessary measures to stop, 
prevent, decrease, limit, or compensate it’s 
damaging environmental and social effects. 

6.3 

6.4 

Six kilometres starting where? From shore, you go out six kilometres. The 
Block begins at six kilometres from shore. 

1.3 

What are the negative side effects? We will try to know that from you later on. 6 

If they started the drilling in Block 4, what 
would they do if there was leakage in oil? 
This is what matters to us most. 

In this study we will talk about the negative 
and positive effects that can occur, as well as 
this subject you have laid. When they want to 
drill, they have this sort of cover that covers 
the pipeline. It will also be compacted so 
there can’t be any leakage. The multinational 
company Total, specialized in this matter, 
confirmed that the chance of having this 
leakage is one in a million. They also 
confirmed that in case a leakage did occur, 
they will handle it, and if they needed any 
specialized help from Europe, they will ask 
for them to come here to end any probable 
danger. 

6 

How many job opportunities will the 
Lebanese have in this entire project? 

 4.7 

You talked about ten trips to the platform, for 
whom these trips will be? 

Those trips are for the crew. If they need 
anything from the base, they will go get it. Or 
if they need to transport some things. They 
might change a group of workers. There will 
be 180 people on board. Those are workers 
of the field and have already concluded 
contracts with Total. In between those 180 
workers there could be Lebanese workers. 
But concerning new contract there will only 

4.5.8 
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be 25 new ones, that could be related to 
essentials like food and water. 

My question was, there are many Lebanese 
that are working on the platforms, some work 
in Saudi Arabia, in all over the world, had 
Total made the effort of finding those people 
because they are competent? 

Total is a private company. After they 
complete the exploration drilling, if the 
Lebanese government had in her conditions 
book that needs to be a certain percentage 
of Lebanese workers, then that would be 
another thing.  

[This correction is provided after the meeting 
to ensure all published data is 
accurate. Opportunities for employment are 
limited during the exploration phase of the 
Project. Offshore drilling personnel are highly 
skilled with many years training. The roles 
are very limited in duration. Contractors will 
be encouraged to consider local labour 
wherever possible and to advertise 
vacancies locally. In the event that the 
Project goes into a development phase, 
employment of Lebanese nationals will be 
prioritised].   

4.7 

6 

How long will it take for the drilling to end? The drilling will last for two months. After that 
we have a five-year range for installation. We 
need at least ten years to start extracting oil. 

4.4 

Will Total have on its website a daily update 
on its progress and plan, that a civilian can 
keep track of, or is a citizen not allowed that 
kind of information? 

You can go on the website and see, but I 
don’t think there’s anything like that, but they 
have your question now and they will 
respond to you on that. 

N/A 

Was it already agreed upon who will be in 
charge of food, transportation, did it happen 
or is it still just a study? 

I don’t know if they have made those 
contracts already, but anyway you have the 
email, so if you have a company and want to 
apply for a biding, you can go on the website 
and see what’s available, and they will get 
back to you. 

N/A 

What is the contract between Total and the 
Lebanese government? 

I don’t know, I am only here to talk about the 
exploration drilling. 

2 

Tuna fish comes at six kilometres deep, if 
you are going to take up 1,700 m2 then we 
won’t be able to fish tuna anymore. 

No, we will only take up 500 meters around 
the boat. 

1.3 

5.4 
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I know that the installation of the base takes 
a lot of time. You haven’t started the 
installation? 

This boat [shown in the picture] will be 
placed in national Lebanese waters, at a 
point where they think that there’s a bigger 
chance of finding Oil. 

1.3 

Did the drilling start? We started with the studies to estimate the 
environmental and social effects. We form a 
plan and give it to the competent authorities, 
then the drilling process starts. 

1.3 

What is the environmental effect that the clay 
factory will have? 

All of the ships that have contracts with Total 
need to take into consideration all of the 
worldly known conditions to when it comes to 
handling waste. They will strictly work to stop 
any pollution that could result from boat. This 
agreement prohibits waste disposal, and that 
arranges waste disposal and any liquid or 
gas emissions. Everything resulting from the 
ships, either liquids or gas, everything will be 
under control. First waste disposed by the 
boat will be, drill waste, meaning rocks or 
sand, sewage water that was already 
processed, food waste, it will be recycled as 
much as possible according to the 
agreement and the national and international 
standards. The ships helping out the drill 
boat, will take all of the waste to the logistic 
base where they will treat and dispose it. 

6 

Do you know where the drill point is? What I know is that its 12 kilometres far from 
shore. Approximately in the middle of the 
block. 

1.3 

When they are drilling, you said they will take 
the rocks and sand resulting from the drill, 
but will the water become troubled? 

As I said before there will be some sort of 
cover, so nothing will leak. 

4.6 

Fish that immigrate pass through this Block, 
as fishermen we wait for those fish to come 
so we can fish them out of the sea, sell them 
to make a living. How much will this process 
affect those fish? 

Let me get back to you on that. I will finish 
talking about the project, and I have heard a 
question and answer sheet, and I will answer 
your question. 

5.4.4 

6 

19/08/2019 Mansourieh National 
Council for 

I am pleased that the environment is being 
considered and an EIA is being prepared. 

Noted. 5 
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Scientific 
Reasearch 
(CNRS) 

Stakeholder is a geologist and has expertise 
in the oil and gas sector. He has come 
papers on oil spills that he will share with us. 

Noted. N/A 

Stakeholder mentioned that he reviewed the 
SEA and provided comments.  

Noted. N/A 

Since neighbouring countries have already 
started oil extraction, the stakeholder 
mentioned that it is all from the same 
common reservoir/basin except for Cyprus, 
there is no proof that it is the same reservoir 
as it is a bit far. It is the same basin as 
occupied Palestine. 

Noted. N/A 

Stakeholder mentioned that in his opinion if 
no accidents occur during the drilling and 
exploration then there is no risk of oil spill. 
He doesn’t expect any major spills to occur.  

It was explained that a contingency plan will 
be in case of accidents. 

8 

Impacts from oil differ from the impacts from 
gas and this should be considered in the 
preparation of the EIA. 

Noted. 6 

Oil spill can be determined through satellite 
images such as Aster as part of the 
monitoring process. 

Noted.  N/A 

Recommended that there should be 
monitoring during the drilling activities as any 
small seepage can be a risk. 

Noted.  N/A 

It is essential to meet with DRM unit for 
disasters. 

Noted with thanks. N/A 

20/08/2019 Beirut MOA 
Department of 
Fisheries and 
Wildlife 

Request to share coordination’s of the well in 
order to educate the fishermen and inform 
them the type of activities that will take place. 

Noted. 4.1 

Requested if it would be possible to share 
the social baseline study as MOA update 
yearly their reports and it would be 
interesting to obtain the data collected 

Stakeholder was informed that this will be in 
the EIA which will be posted online. 

5.5 

Requested the possibility of having someone 
from MOA present during the drilling 
operations. 

Noted.  N/A 

It is essential that any letter of invitation 
should be sent one month ahead of the 

Noted.  N/A 
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meeting/event or at least 10 days before by 
email to ensure attendance. 

21/08/2019 Beirut Ministry of 
Culture (MoC) 
Directorate 
General Of 
Cultural Affairs 

On the 24th and 25th of October, there is a 
workshop/conference at UNESCO 
highlighting the importance of archaeology 
on water in collaboration with Honor Frost. 
LPA is involved and will attend and would 
also like Dar/RSK/Total/Eni/Novatek to 
attend. 

Dar will relay the message to RSK and Total 
and requested that an official letter is sent to 
Dar informing the purpose of the meeting. 
Dar will also be interested in attending. 

N/A 

Requested the list of potential companies, 
authorities’ focal points that would be 
interested. 

Dar informed her that the list we have is from 
LPA and it is best to ask to provide the list of 
concerned people as we are not sure we are 
allowed to provide such information without 
their consent. 

N/A 

It is important to officially inform MOE about 
the waste which was found during the 
archaeological survey and suggested that 
the archaeologist who did the survey for 
Total attend and give a lecture during the 
Workshop on the 24th and 25th. 

Dar will relay the message to RSK and Total. N/A 

Someone already visited and interviewed a 
couple of months ago and provided with the 
same BID. 

Dar explained that the person who visited her 
was part of InfoPro team and explained their 
mission and what the target of the meeting 
today is, and also explained again the role of 
InfoPro, Dar and RSK. 

N/A 

Visual impacts are the main concern 
especially for visitors going to the beach. 

Dar explained that drilling is expected in 
December which is a low season for beach 
(winter) and therefore the impact will be 
minimal. 

6.4 

Ministry of 
Culture (DGA) 

Why did LPA send you to MoEW to ask 
about EITI, they should have all the required 
information? 

We asked for a contact person/focal point 
from MoEW to meet with for data collection. 
LPA are not aware of the questions we are 
asking but we thought you might be aware of 
what is going on. 

N/A 

If there is any information that you require 
and is not available on the website, you can 
contact me and I will dig deeper into it. 

Noted, thank you N/A 

For any invitation letters, please make sure 
to send us the letter at least 2 weeks ahead 

Okay we will. N/A 
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of time because it takes time to process and 
to reach the right person. 

23/08/2019 Bir Hassan CNRS Does the project involve Marine Survey or 
only based on data collection? Any report 
was produced with the results? 

Did TOTAL use an ROV? 

Results will be provided in the EIA report 
done by Creocean company. 

After a 20-day expedition, TOTAL mentioned 
that a lot of waste and tripods were 
witnessed in the deep sea.  

The pictures which were gathered using 
ROV were provided in the slides as part of 
the stakeholder engagement and public 
participation sessions. 

5 

 

If there is any information that you require 
and is not available on the website, you can 
contact me so I can send it to you. 

Noted, thank you. 

 

[post-meeting update: CNRS (Geophysical, 
NCMS and RS departments) sent a range of 
additional information/reports to Dar/RSK. 
This information has been included in the 
baseline chapter]. 

5 

26/08/2019 Beirut DRM Are you working in parallel with LPA? Dar and RSK (UK) are the consultants of 
Total, the project Proponent. We were hired 
by RSK in the UK. We are working with them 
as they are the authority involved along with 
MoE, so we have to submit the scoping and 
EIA reports to both LPA and MoE for review 
and approval. 

N/A 

So as authority you need to work with MoE? We work with both. N/A 

Does Total have a contingency plan? Can 
they give us the hazards? 

The EIA will highlight all the hazards that will 
be considered. 

6 

8 

If someone has a heart attack on board, 
what will happen? 

There are vessels that will be commuting 
back and forth. There are other options being 
considered such as helicopter. 

 

27/08/2019 Beirut Directorate 
General of 
Land and 
Maritime 
Transport 

I will listen to your questions and help where 
possible but for any information you require 
please send an official letter stating what you 
require, and we will officially respond. 

Okay, thank you. N/A 

Was a marine survey conducted? Yes, Total hired Creocean to perform the 
marine studies offshore. 

5 

Where did you conduct your Public 
Consultation session? 

At Radisson Blu Verdun on the 24th of May 
2019. 

3.4 
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28/08/2019 Beirut Port of Beirut Did you know about the ship that came a few 
months ago and did a survey for Total? 

Yes, the results of the survey will be used in 
the EIA. 

5 

Can we get a copy of the EIA? The EIA will be published online and you will 
be able to provide your comments. We also 
plan on conducting a public consultation 
session soon, we will send you a letter of 
invitation. 

N/A 

30/08/2019 Beirut Ministry of 
Tourism 

Recently there was a study done, do you 
have the SEA report? 

Yes, we do, what was done was at a 
strategic level which is a step before this 
one. Our scope is more specific to the 
Environmental and Social Impact 
Assessment of only the exploratory phase 
which is the first ESIA being done for this 
sector in Lebanon. 

N/A 

I don’t have details on the equipment that will 
be used, how will things work? 

There will be a logistic base at the port of 
Beirut where transportation will take place 
through the sea. 

4.5.1 

Ministry of 
Displaced 

Where is block 4, is it near Anfeh? Yes. 4.1 

5.2 

Is it only exploration? For the time being the EIA is only for the 
Exploration stage. 

N/A 

Why is Ministry of Displaced involved in this? As part of the assessment, we are taking into 
consideration the social aspect and 
whenever we address social aspects, we 
also look at the vulnerable groups which 
include displaced. 

5.5 

03/09/2019 Beirut Lebanese 
Atomic Energy 
Commission  

Did you already do the study that you are 
talking about? 

No, we are currently in the process of 
preparing the EIA. We already did the 
scoping report which was submitted, and 
now the EIA will be a more detailed study 
which is why we are conducting the face to 
face meetings at this stage to gather 
information to include in the EIA. 

N/A 

Before going into Block 4 and Block 9, there 
was a study done covering all the blocks, are 
you aware of it and do you have it? 

This was the SEA which was done for all 
blocks not just block 4 and 9 and it was at a 
strategic level covering the different stages. 
What we are doing is more specific as we 
are conducting the environmental and social 
impact assessment at the exploration stage 
and does not cover the production stage. In 

N/A 
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case Oil/Gas is found then another study will 
be done specific to the production stage. 
This ESIA will be the first one done in 
Lebanon for the Oil and Gas sector. 

Did you use the SEA for your report? Yes of course, the SEA is an umbrella and is 
being used. 

N/A 

How far from shore will the activities be? For Block 4 it will be 12 km. 4.1 

When will drilling start? This is scheduled for December. 4.1 

Will you have enough time to finish the study 
before activities start? 

We are working at a fast pace to ensure that 
everything is done before drilling activities 
begin. 

 

Ministry of 
Social Affairs 

What was done from a Social Aspect? Our subconsultant Infopro was responsible 
for data collection and meeting with KIIs and 
FGD. This was done as a baseline to 
determine the impacts and will be included in 
the EIA. 

5.5 

How is this linked to the SEA? The SEA was done for all stages and is used 
as an umbrella for each block. We are still 
talking about the exploration stage. The 
Project is 3 months so the impacts will be 
limited, even the wells have been located 
through geophysical studies. 

N/A 

If gas/oil is found, this EIA covers the 
production stage? 

The EIA that we are currently preparing is 
only for the Exploration stage, if oil/gas is 
found, then another EIA specific to the 
production stage will be done. 

N/A 

How deep will they go? Around 4000 to 5000 meters. 4.1 

When will drilling start? In December for block 4. 4.1 

Ministry of 
Justice 

In this short period of time, will you be able to 
tell if there is oil and gas? 

Yes, the project duration is 3 months and 
because of previous studies done such as 
geophysical, Total was able to identify the 
location of the well where exploration will 
take place. In case oil/gas is found, then 
another study will be done. 

N/A 

Disclosure Phase Public Consultation Meetings 
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19/09/2019  Beirut  International 
Union for the 
Conservation 
of Nature 
(IUCN)  

I did not read all the documents posted 
online yet, but I will comment on some items 
presented today.  
With regards to the presence or absence of 
nutrients, we should note that the 
Mediterranean is semi closed. In 2010, a 
study was done on the Western and Eastern 
basin and considered all seasons. And this 
showed that there is change in nutrients 
depending on the seasons.   
When you did the survey, you did it at a 
specific time without considering the 
seasons, maybe the nutrients were low 
because it varies depending on what the 
river brings in. This should have been 
considered. You are doing a small 
representation that doesn’t represent the 
entire area. This should be clarified for 
people to be aware of the situation. 

Thank you for your comments. In the EIA 
there is a large baseline chapter and that has 
been based on the results of the 
environmental baseline study, which as you 
pointed out, is only a snapshot and cannot 
represent all of the seasons. We also did 
extensive desktop research and we did 
include all the documents you mention, they 
are all mentioned in the reference list. 
In terms of nutrients, it is well known that the 
Mediterranean is an oligotrophic environment 
and we are only focusing on block 4 which is 
20 km offshore so the input from the rivers of 
nutrients is not anticipated. 

 5 

3 turtles were mentioned, the Leatherback 
sea turtle which is rarely seen and appear 
once every 10 years. 1 one was found in 
Tripoli but the main ones were also seen and 
recorded and are 2 big whales 1 is a fin 
whale. Sperm whale, cuviers beaked whales 
(closer to dolphin than whale). These are 
present, and recorded and seen by IUCN, 
CNRS and even fishermen or normal people 
can confirm so you need to mention 
everything seen and not seen. 

For dolphins, we know that there are 
occasional visitors to the AOI, such as fin 
whales, sperm whales and cuviers beaked 
whales and this was taken into consideration 
when we assessed the sensitivity. The 
sensitivity of these whales has been 
assessed as medium because even though 
these creatures visit, they are not resident in 
the area. The creatures that are resident are 
species like the bottlenose dolphin and 
striped dolphin. 

5.4.5 
5.4.6 
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The sea is a dynamic environment so when I 
send an ROV down whether 1000 2000 or 
3000 meters below, it will have high level of 
bias - It will either be positive and attract, or 
contrary as it emits light and noise which 
might affect what is below and make them 
leave.  
 
We are also limited with the angle of the 
ROV so we are not sure what is around it.  
Transects were taken but also at specific 
area.  
 
I will also base my answers on other 
publications such as; a study we did called 
Mediterranean Pelagic habitat by IUCN. This 
is peer reviewed and can be found online 
and should be considered. And it explains 
how the Nile river, during winter, affects the 
exchange of nutrients. If nutrients were found 
to be low during the study, it doesn’t mean 
that nutrients are in fact low in the area and 
in general.  
 
It’s true it’s a silty bottom but there still 
species that can live underneath it from all 
sizes and some species are on the move 
and are not always found in specific areas. 

The baseline survey didn’t just depend on 
ROV surveys, there were also grab samples 
of seabed taken and also photographs, it 
wasn’t just reliant on ROV surveys. 

 5 

Yes, but the ROV took pictures which you 
used and grab samples were done for 
sediments. 

Yes, but you can’t look at what’s there 
without emitting light. You also can’t send 
divers down to such depths so there are 
always going to be limitations with 
methodologies used for surveys. 

5.5.3  
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The UN, under the Barcelona Convention, 
have a plan for the Mediterranean Sea with 
regards to Dark Habitat. In this there is a 
protection plan for dark habitats them, even if 
they are deep, they each have an important 
function in the ecological system. Even the 
deep sea it’s like deep forest where any 
change can affect it. Even if the species are 
not high in abundance but they are highly 
vulnerable  
 
If they are rare doesn’t mean they are not  
 
Whoever worked on it should have more 
knowledge on the existing situation. We 
need to show their function even if they are 
not numerous. 

We have referenced all the species that we 
anticipate being there at such depth and the 
ROV survey did identify some species down 
there, but they were in low diversity. 

5.4 

Diaries of the 
oceans  

First question is for Total, you are saying that 
you have laws specific to the company. Will 
there be a third party involved or will you be 
doing self-monitoring? 

Yes, we have an internal control and very 
soon we will be audited by internal auditor to 
make sure that we are applying the different 
regulations.  
 
In our management system, we have many 
internal company specific regulations and we 
have many certifications; many of which are 
referring to international standards. Our 
internal system is compliant with them too. 
We anticipated this, which is why we had 
someone to help with the local standards.  
We are also under control of the Authority.  
 
In chapter 2 of the EIA there is Legislation 
which was submitted to authorities to make 
sure we are not missing anything, including 
any key regulations. We are making sure at 
many different level that we are not missing 
any regulations. 

2 

Will there be someone on board external to 
Total during the Drilling? 

Yes, we will have the Lebanese authorities 
on board to witness our activities. We will 
have a dedicated person to check that we 
are complying. 

N/A 
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Second question is related to the EIA, did 
you take experience from neighbouring 
countries knowing that nature of the sea is 
similar 

Yes, from Cyprus and other previous 
campaigns. For example, the archaeologist 
on board, which is not something that is 
usually done for EIA, but this was a lesson 
learnt from experience in Cyprus. 

N/A 

With regards to archaeological findings you 
said you didn’t find, based on what did you 
make this conclusion? Did you have a 
specialist on board? Was it based on 
geological assessment? What was the 
baseline for this assessment? 

There was an archaeologist on board during 
the EBS and there were also desktop studies 
done. 

5 

Was it an underwater archaeologist? 
Because it’s very different there are a lot of 
sediments so there is high possibility of 
having ship wrecks 

Yes, he was an expert from France and this 
was agreed with MOC at the beginning of the 
process. 

N/A 

Ministry of 
Culture DGA 

Thank you for the presentation. It was great 
and capturing.  
Even though no archaeological remains were 
found on sea level, it doesn’t mean that there 
are none. Our work is in the second phase. 
In the soundings nothing was identified but 
during the second stage we should confirm 
that it is the case. We have a workshop on 
the 23 and 24 of October regarding 
excavation and ship wreck based on Cyprus 
experience with UNESCO. It is Honor Frost 
Foundation and MOC, and we would like you 
to join us. We will have experts from England 
who will speak on archaeological and 
excavation techniques. During the first 
sounding we didn’t find anything, but this 
doesn’t mean that during the second we will 
also not find. For the Lebanese coast block 4 
and 9 will be almost the same as thousands 
of years ago 3500 BC in Lebanon we had 
trade from Byblos and from Tyre to the West, 
so there is a real possibility for ship wrecks to 
be found and which are preserved and we 
have to be aware on how to drill and where, 
and be open to changing location in case 
any are found. We have a lot of information 
that is precious for the Lebanese and 
government and it will also be important for 

Thank you for the invitation.  N/A 
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Total and is positive if archaeology is found. 
So our workshop on the 23rd and 24 of 
October will be at UNESCO about oil and 
gas and it is by invitation that is why I need 
focal points and those who wish to attend 
can contact myself.  

Lebanese 
Army  

Why are you only doing a block 4 study 
when the impact is for all? Why only block 4? 
We are limiting this study when we should 
consider all the coast as it will all be affected 
all the coast is linked. 

The baseline survey was done for Block 4 
and 9 but today we are focusing on Block 4 
because it is required to conduct a specific 
EIA for Block 4 first. For Block 9, we will do 
the same EIA process.  
 
MOE: Thank you RSK Dar and Total. Usually 
as MOE we do not interfere but for the ESIA 
and anything related to Law I will. We are 
only looking at Block 4 because by Law each 
project should have its own EIA. Each drilling 
is considered a project on its own. In the 
ESIA there will be a part on impacts, 
transboundary impacts and cumulative 
impacts from 1 block to another which is why 
in the AOI there was direct and indirect 
impacts. As the MOE, we look at the 
combination of currents nutrients and the 
AOI and where the impact might reach. This 
will be done when future blocks are working 
but Block 4 is the first one. 

5 

For earthquake and geology, the faults were 
shown, did you consider the impact of the 
drilling on the faults? 

Exploration activity will be a small hole where 
drilling will take place. The tectonic force is 
above and stronger than what we are doing 
and this will have more impact on us than our 
drilling activity will on them. We are looking 
at the placement of faults and the location of 
the well has considered them. 

4.4  

Puntos 
Petroleum  

Thank you for the presentation but have a 
small comment: I felt there is a weakness in 
geology. In the report you spoke about it, but 
in the presentation you didn’t. When we talk 
about upper section and lower section, what 
do you mean? Based on what? What about 
the Lithology? When we talk about the 
choice of drilling compared to the Lithology, I 

We analysed the geology as part of the 
drilling study and we have considered 
lithology. This shouldn’t be part of the 
environmental study but the drilling study. 
This is based on certain criteria and geology 
was considered. 

5.3.2 
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want to know the impact of it, what kind of 
fluid, synthetic? Oil? This wasn’t mentioned 
in both report and presentation. 

I don’t agree that this does not affect the 
environment. There is another weakness. 
There should have also been a well sketch 
showing upper section and lower section, 
what do you mean by upper section and 
Lower? 

I agree with you. We should have put the 
schematic in the EIA. The upper section is 
drilled with sea water and there is no mud. 
The deep section is 800 m and connected to 
the surface so we will collect all mud and 
then treat it. Nothing will be discharged into 
the environment. 

4.6 
8.6.1 

Ministry of 
Public Health - 
Directorate of 
Medical Care  

I have a small question regarding the EIA 
and as a Doctor I think there is also a kind of 
weakness. You did the chemical and 
physical analysis of the marine environment, 
what about the biological/bacteria? For the 
baseline it is important to know to be able to 
compare later on in case any bacteria was 
found after Total drilling. 

I am not sure what sort of pollutants you are 
talking about. 
 
The survey measures the oil and metals as 
pollutants in the environment but for bacteria 
it is not general practice that we include in 
our EIA and very rarely gets included in EBS.  
 
I don’t think it has been in previous Total 
projects and it isn’t standard for EIA. 
 

[This correction is provided after to the 
meeting to ensure all published data is 
accurate.  The Block 4 EBS did cover 
sampling and analysis of water and 
sediments for hydrocarbon-degrading and 
heterotrophic/aerobic bacteria. The results 
are included in Section 5.3.1.7 (water sample 
results) and Section 5.3.2.6 (sediment 
sample results) of the EIA].  

5.3.1.7 
5.3.2.6 

Don’t you think in Lebanon it is important 
because of the pollution here and waste 
crisis? It will impact I won’t go into details but 
should be tested such as heavy metals and 
impacts on cancer. 

We are focusing on the well of Block 4, so if 
there was bacteria on the seabed I don’t see 
how it will impact people.  
 
This is at 1700 m below surface and there is 
no human interaction at that level. 

5.5.3 

Dar I didn’t get the chance to read the report yet 
but I have a question about drilling system: 
are the impacts are detailed in the report and 
why was this type of drill ship chosen? 

When we launched the call for Tender to 
select the rig, we gave them the scope of 
work and asked for efficiency and 
environmental aspects and we selected 
according to our standards and regulations 
 

4.4 
7 
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In the chapter in the EIA regarding 
alternatives, there is explanation and both 
types are included. 

Diaries of the 
oceans  

I read that there will be a jetty that will host 
activities and ships. Are they using existing 
one or will they build one? or are there future 
plans? Are the marine protected areas taken 
into account for protection? 

In terms of the jetty at the port, we will be 
using the existing one.  
 
For marine areas, yes they have been taken 
into consideration and mentioned in the EIA. 

4.5.1 
5  

What are the role of the municipalities and 
local authorities in the oil and gas sector? 
We are all experts and related to the field 
and I got the EIA a couple of days ago, but I 
am curious to know how the local community 
is informed.  As I see it, I don’t think there is 
enough coverage. 

The role of the municipality, as you could see 
in the presentation from the scoping stage, 
involves sessions of stakeholder 
engagement, public consultation meetings 
and data collection at municipality level. So, 
for example, municipalities were invited to 
the meeting today, the public were as well 
through newspaper adverts.  
 
However, in case we notice that the 
presence of concerned stakeholder groups is 
not enough today and tomorrow, then we will 
conduct next week additional sessions in 
municipalities to make sure that we are going 
back to those groups and inform them on 
results of the EIA. 

N/A 

Sheraz 
University  

I wanted to ask about the project and the 
timeframe. You spoke about 2-3 months. In 
another place you said 58 days to be exact. 
For the appraisal after the exploration after 
this well, what is the next step? Is the 
appraisal considered as part of this? 

Concerning block 4 EIA it is drilling one well, 
possibly another one and drilling an appraisal 
well. Block 9 will be in 2020.  
 
After I would say it will depend on what is 
discovered.  
 
For the duration, I cannot tell today the exact 
duration: it is about 60-70 days drilling 
campaign after we can’t tell the exact 
duration. 

1.3 

This is the duration of exploration? Yes. 1.3 

What about appraisal? It will depend on what we find. Today it’s an 
exploration well. After, it will depend on what 
we find and this is not part of our scope yet. 

N/A 
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When we have the result of the fist 
exploration we will be able to identify. 

Lebanese 
Army 

Is there a study related to impacts on 
earthquakes knowing that there are 
important faults on the Lebanese coast and 
in the sea in Lebanon? 

 There is no specific study related to impacts 
on earthquakes. However, the following 
response was provided by Christophe on a 
similar spoken question during the meeting 
"Exploration activity will be a small hole 
where drilling will take place. The tectonic 
force is above and stronger than what we are 
doing and this will have more impact on us 
than our drilling activity will on them. We are 
looking at the placement of faults and the 
location of the well has considered them." 

N/A  

  
  
  

Will today's presentation be made publicly 
available? 

The presentation will not be made publicly 
available on its own. It will however, be 
disclosed with the final EIA as an appendix. 

Appendix 3.18 

First we would like to wish you all the luck 
and to our country Lebanon and the 
Lebanese community. 

 Noted with thanks N/A 

Second of all, we wish that you will proceed 
with your project now and in the future in 
drilling in a way that will have the least 
negative impacts on the marine environment, 
people, animals and the environment as a 
whole. 

 Noted with thanks 6.3 

Fishermen 
Coop Bibneen-
Abdeh  

The environmental impact assessment is 
being done by taking into consideration that 
that the limits for fishermen is 6 miles 
offshore. Knowing that there is the law of the 
economic zone which mentions that the 
distance has been set to 20 miles for 
fishermen, was this taken into consideration 
for this project? 

 It is our understanding that commercial 
fishing is only permitted within 6 nm of the 
coast, additionally, during a national data 
collection meeting with the MoA-DFW, we 
were advised that fishermen do not travel 
further than 2 nm offshore. The specific 
distance of 20 miles has not been taken into 
consideration for this project, however we 
have noted that the exclusion zone that will 
be enforced during the drilling period is small 
(500 m in radius), the drilling period is short, 
and the number of supply vessel movements 
is only approximately 1 per day during the 
drilling period.  Therefore impacts to fisheries 
at such distance from the shore, and in 
depths of around 1500m of water are not 
expected to be significant. 

5.5.3 
6.3 
6.4 
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Mrs. Riwa spoke about the environmental 
impacts and the possibility of having gas 
leaks and identified it as a negative impact. 
She didn’t mention the way of treating or 
minimizing this risk. 

The risk of gas leaks will be minimised by 
following international best practice and by 
using the best available techniques and 
technology for all operations. Total will have 
in place management plans which address 
the procedures to be followed should gas 
leaks occur accidentally. 

6.5.1 
8.6.2 

Will there be any negative impacts on fishing 
grounds that might be affected by noise, light 
and earthquake? 

 The effects of noise and light on fish species 
have been assessed in the EIA. The 
likelihood of the drilling causing an 
earthquake have been discussed during the 
consultation meeting.  Overall, given the 
short duration of the exploration drilling 
activities and expected minor impacts to the 
fish species and populations along the 
Lebanese coast, it is anticipated that effects 
on fishing grounds will be minor too, with a 
limited negative impact. 

6.3 
6.4 

And in case the above occurs, what are the 
compensation measures and solutions? 

The location of exploration well is located 
outside any fishing grounds and with 
mitigation measures in place any potential 
impacts related to temporary limited access 
to 500 m safety zone will be further avoided 
and reduced. Should further negative 
impacts occur during drilling activities, Total 
has in place a grievance mechanism, 
detailed in the Stakeholder Management 
Plan developed for the exploration activities, 
which can be used to address any 
complaints from stakeholders if they feel 
impacted. 

8.6.4 

Thank you again for inviting us and for 
providing us with such information. 

 Noted with thanks N/A 

Puntos 
Petroleum  

Please try to include an 'as built' for the well.  Noted. N/A 

Why mention questions?  Written question not understood.   N/A 

There should be more focus on the geology 
part (try to include possible lithologies to be 
found in block 4). 

The general geology of the Lebanese 
offshore area is included in the 
environmental baseline. The drilling 
programme will help to confirm the lithology 
in Block 4. The EIA will be updated to include 
a figure that shows the likely geology in the 
Block. 

5.3.2 
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Maybe specify the type of mud (no just 
water-based or oil-based, but also which 
specific mud and which company developed 
it)? 

At the current stage of the procedures, the 
specific mud and company used to develop it 
is unknown. It is also noted that the EIA is 
submitted in support of up to 3 wells, for the 
first well NABM will be used for the lower-
well sections, but decisions on which type of 
mud to use in the 2 wells which may be 
drilled subsequently have not been made as 
yet. 

 

20/09/2019 
 

Jbeil 
 

Sheraz 
University 
 

Why aren’t you doing well testing knowing it 
is important for data collection and for 
knowing the limit of the reservoir? Is it for 
technical or financial reasons? Or is it 
because during exploration you don’t usually 
do well testing as part of the plan? 

I am Christophe Minatchy in charge of 
Drilling for Total. Usually for the first well we 
don’t carry out well testing because well test 
needs to be designed according to specificity 
of the well. The purpose of well 1 is to obtain 
information and then if we find anything 
interesting then we will conduct the appraisal 
well which could have a well test. 

N/A 

You said that the cuttings that will have oil 
based mud will be sent to Cyprus or to shore. 
What about the mud that contains oil/gas if 
found during drilling? How will this be treated 
noting that small quantities of gas/oil may be 
mixed with the mud? Is there a plan? How 
will it be treated? Will it be disposed of in the 
sea? 

These cuttings will be recovered in skips on 
the drillship and then sent to a treatment 
facility that has different types of treatment 
such as burning. We do this when cuttings 
have been subject to oil, we always make 
sure to treat them. They are treated even 
though the cost is high. For the first well, we 
will go with an oil base because of the risk 
with the formation but later this might change 
to water-based and we are considering using 
more environmentally friendly ones. 

8.6.1 

What about the mud? It is very minor. The mud is recovered, and 
all gas will be removed even if oil is inside, it 
is expected to be minor. It could pollute but 
we always treat in case gasses are found in 
the mud, so there is no issue. 

8.6.1 

The environmental assessment that was 
done and posted online was conducted 
during a period of one month, which is not 
enough. Sometimes baseline surveys takes 
a year. We felt that the time given was 
limited. Is what you did enough to know if 
these are the only impacts as you mentioned 
in the report? 
 
If the first drilling was done and if you find 

Thank you for your question. We started 
work on the EIA in February, so it has not 
just been one month of work. It has been 
several months of doing lots of baseline 
studies; we went out into the field and did a 
full environmental baseline study. We did 
grab samples to look at what is in the 
sediment; we did ROV surveys to see what 
animals are living on top of the sediment.  
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gas/oil, what will happen after? Will a 
reassessment be done knowing we have 
MPAs such as in Jbeil and Batroun? Some of 
these MPAs will change with time. Will you 
reassess at a later stage or only base it on 
the findings of this ESIA which was done 
very quickly? 

As you say, in an ideal world, you would 
have surveys from every season to feed into 
this report, but this is just a commitment for 
one well and then possibly two more wells. 
You cannot do everything. 
 
If TOTAL are successful in finding reserves 
that are commercially viable, then another 
study for the production phase will be done 
and all MPAs will be accounted for. 

What about the MPAs? All proposed MPAs are included in our 
studies and will be taken into account. 

5.4 

Honor Frost 
Foundation  

Thank you for the presentation. My main 
question is what kind of remote sensing 
technique have you done to determine that 
there are no archaeological sites underwater 
in the zones? 
 
Doing the survey for oil and gas is very 
different from doing archaeological survey. 
What we need to deploy as archaeologist is 
a series of tools such as sonars and then 
followed by ROV. Has this been done? I’m 
sorry maybe you have done this, but it is not 
clear in the report.  
 
What I know from personal contact is that 
there was the archaeologist who joined, and 
I think only ROV was used. If yes, this is not 
enough to determine that there is no 
archaeology underwater. What I would like to 
see or suggest is the need to collaborate and 
maybe revisit the question of presence of 
cultural material submerged. 

I was on board as well. We did the ROV 
survey and we did some desktop research 
before going on site. The archaeological 
expert worked closely with MOC to identify 
the potential places to find them and we had 
some internal results from seismic 
campaigns done before. We didn’t have 
multibeam survey, but we had the 
bathymetry. We used what we had in 
addition to available data, keeping in mind 
that the environmental survey is not an 
archaeological survey, but we wanted to 
exclude the chances of drilling in an 
archaeological area.  In Cyprus campaigns, 
during our environmental baseline survey, 
we found by chance some small 
archaeological findings which is why we 
decided to have an archaeologist on board 
for this project because as environmentalist 
we are not able to identify the presence of 
archaeological elements ourselves. Mourad 
also worked closely with the ROV specialist 
and checked soil and sediment samples that 
we collected to make sure no traces as we 
were desperately looking for something.  
Mourad also reported this to MOC. 
Unfortunately, our survey was limited in time, 
but we tried to collect as much as we could. 

5.5 
6.4 
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Thank you very much. The problem is not 
with the people but with the technology used. 
I am a maritime ecologist as well as working 
with the Honor Frost foundation now. I can 
see that the archaeological desktop study 
assessment needs more work as a lot of 
underwater sites are not reported here. I am 
sure that you are doing the best you can, but 
my recommendation and friendly advice is to 
be able to do more to make sure that no 
submerged archaeology is found. Block 4 is 
facing several coastal archaeological sites 
which we have reviewed together thank you 
very much for that, and that are major on the 
Lebanese coast and surely knowing the 
history of Lebanon there must be 
shipwrecks.  
 
So, our hope as maritime experts is to 
collaborate with you to know more about 
deep sea archaeology. It’s more of a wish 
that we get more deep-sea survey to know 
for sure the findings. 

Please write this down to make sure you get 
an answer and your suggestions, and they 
will be taken into consideration. 

N/A 

Municipality of 
Byblos  

The EIA was done for the exploration phase 
only not production. Is it because of the lack 
of money that you didn’t do a full EIA study 
including the archaeology? Or what is the 
issue? If we reach step 2, why not conduct 
the full study at the same time and include 
production? 

It is only limited to the exploration stage 
because you can’t guarantee before drilling 
that you will find enough reserve. You never 
plan a full development before getting data 
from an exploration well, it is standard 
process all around the world. It would only be 
a waste of resources.  
 
If we find a good quantity, we will do an EIA 
for each stage. For each block, there will be 
an EIA study and as per the decree, each 
phase of a project needs to have a study. We 
will also include cumulative impacts once 
future blocks are working, in addition to 
transboundary impacts; for example, in case 
we will be transferring the hazardous waste 
abroad or in case of accidental impacts. The 
modelling will show how this will go. 
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There is a possibility for gas to be present 
from each well but the chances do not 
exceed 25% at this point which is why we 
don’t do the entire study at the beginning. 

What about funding for Exploration? Is the 
government paying? 

Total is. N/A 

City University  What is the depth of the exploration wells to 
be tested?  
 
This requires high risk technology as 
compared to a well that is 320 meters down? 

1520 m 
 
Block 4, the well is located 1500 m under 
water then we will drill 2500 m below the soil. 

1.3 

Lebanon is on a fault. As civil engineers we 
have to work harder on fortifying our 
buildings at the moment in terms of safety as 
we are waiting for the big one and it’s a 
reality for us.  
 
When we are messing with our underground, 
obviously we will either now or down the road 
be modifying underground pressure, and this 
will induce or create the propensity of having 
earthquakes. In Holland they finally stopped 
drilling because their ground became 
unstable for example. Did you take this into 
consideration? The study did not mention it. 

For the exploration well, the energy 
combined is small compared to the tectonic 
forces. It is the tectonic forces themselves 
that might cause a problem for the well and 
the drilling.  
 
When we design and locate the well, we will 
look at the underground seismic and the 
faults and we will be away from them.  
 
Based on data from the drilling of exploration 
we will conduct several studies such as 
geomechanical studies and we will review 
our strategy for future steps. We will have 
geomechancial experts on board and this will 
be considered in the placement of the well, 
number of wells, and the architecture to be 
decided if production will take place. 

5.3 

I suggest that regarding the seismic study it 
has to be part of the next EIA for production 
stage. It has to be clear to the general public 
and they should be aware of the data. I 
would like to see it in the next EIA. 

Noted. N/A 

Lebanese 
University  

Regarding job opportunities, when will this 
be available? Are there any contracts being 
prepared or that have been signed? How will 
it be addressed? 

Yes, employment is one of the main things 
requested when oil and gas enters a new 
country. As you could see in the presentation 
of Aram, what we are doing now is just a first 
phase exploration period so for each block, 
one well lasting two months each. The 
opportunities are very limited because at this 

4.7 
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stage the chances of finding commercial 
quantities of gas is only 25% maximum. So, 
we cannot start to employ people and then 
two months after say “we didn’t find anything” 
and close. So, it’s very normal for the oil and 
gas in the first stage that opportunities are 
limited but this does not mean there are 
none. We have a number of Lebanese that 
have been employed already and we have in 
our contracts a requirement for employment 
of Lebanese as part of the local content is 
80%. That’s it for the moment, but the drilling 
rig will come with skilled personnel. If we find 
gas, the opportunity will be bigger and any 
opportunity for employment will be publicly 
announced. 

They have to be trained. Yes, in many of the Lebanese universities 
there is already a petroleum engineering 
department so you have to get prepared and 
hopefully Lebanon will become an oil and 
gas country. 

N/A 

In case there is production of oil, what is the 
worst-case scenario when it comes to social 
impacts? Will there be demolition? And what 
is the solution? What about the pipe 
connections, did you study the impacts of 
these? What are the solutions? 

These questions are related to the 
production stage, at the moment we are only 
in the exploration phase. 

6.4 
8.6.4 

What about the mitigation measures to be 
taken into consideration for the negative 
impacts? 

This was presented. All measures are further 
elaborated in the EIA that can be found on 
the link shown. We can provide you with the 
link again at the end of the PC session. 
 
For each impact we have a mitigation 
measure, and this was discussed in the 
presentation. The link to the EIA can be 
found in the invitation and public 
announcement.  
 
We understand the expectation of the 
country, but we must keep in mind the scope 
of this EIA today which is one exploration 
offshore for two months. It is a short project 
and if we discover hydrocarbons, it will be 

6 
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another project. We understand the country 
would like us to create many opportunities, 
some are open and when we can employ 
Lebanese people we will. Aram was given as 
an example for Lebanese HSE engineer and 
I have seen Lebanese everywhere in the 
world and I know competent Lebanese exist. 
We understand for the archaeological studies 
you would like a full study, but we need to 
focus on our project. We also understand the 
major social impact concerns, but we also 
need to focus on our project, and it is not the 
case of this small-scale project. We want 
discovery, but today we are still at the 
exploration stage. 

ELARD  I had the pleasure to lead the SEA which 
was done, and I invite the lady asking about 
the social impacts to read it as it covers all 
the phases on environmental and social and 
considered different scenarios. For now, this 
stage is only the exploration.  
 
We started reading the EIA and it is very 
detailed and it does include scenarios for 
major accidents but was not presented here. 
For explorations the impacts are relatively 
limited. The biggest concern is related to 
major accidents. What I would like to hear 
today and hopefully see in the final version of 
the EIA is more on the preventive measures, 
safety systems of the drillship. We heard on 
the news that drillship has been selected, we 
would like to know whether the drillship has a 
safety case what are the safety systems in 
place because this is a risk we would like to 
understand and have confidence that these 
risks have been minimized. Is the POP is 
subject to 3rd party verification for the 
integrity of the POP? What other safety 
components are on board? For Total, based 
on your procedures what is the responsibility 
of Total versus the responsibility of the 
drillship contractor in managing safety risks? 

I will give a general answer, when we are 
considering major spill scenario, we are 
considering the blowout scenario and we are 
considering the major oil spill scenario. This 
week we have experts from Paris coming for 
the assistance on the contingency plan with 
an external 3rd party to identify the main 
major scenarios and their consequence. We 
are considering the presence of gas and/or 
condensate in the reservoir we are not 
working on any product. We know that 
Lebanese have in mind the pollution of 2006 
and I saw a few days ago a picture of Byblos 
port and it was terrible. Lindsay can speak 
about it better than us. And Christophe will 
speak about the technological risk 
assessment and the way we are managing it 
starting from hazard identification to major 
risk register and identifying major risk 
scenarios and mitigation measures to reduce 
to acceptable level. Zero risk doesn’t exist, 
but we are professionals here ready to 
manage the risks.  
 
There is an HSE case that will be shared 
with the authorities.  All safety systems are 
certified by a 3rd party or by the original 
equipment manufacturer. Then we have our 

8.6.5 
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To what extent does Total interfere on the 
management of those risks, and it would be 
good to hear the scenarios that have been 
studied, what is the worst-case scenario? 
What areas in Lebanon could be affected? 
And how would we make sure communities 
are not affected and condensate does not 
reach the shore? If you could explain to 
people for this well the significant of 
condensate compared to oil, is it less 
significant in terms of impact? 

own internal audit where we conduct 
indicative audits with corrective actions that 
will be closed before the drilling starts. We 
conduct 3rd party inspection going on now 
and on board we will have a chain of 
command responsible for HSE on site which 
is responding to someone on shore 
(superintendent) from Total, and ultimately 
reporting to myself. All changes of the 
program will need to be validated through the 
chain of command. We have a lot of barriers 
in place and all of this are illustrated in the 
technological risk assessment that 
concentrates on major risks where we are 
doing a full hazard identification exercise of 
course with mitigation measures. The 
technological risk assessment concentrates 
on the major risks. 

Will some of these measures be in the EIA? Yes. 8 

Many accidents are from human mistakes, 
how will you mitigate this in terms of people 
on board? 

This is contractual. We asked for certain 
level of expertise and certifications. For all 
the critical positions on the rig we screen 
their CVs. 

N/A  

Many accidents are from human mistakes, 
how will you mitigate this in terms of people 
on board? 

All measures are preventative measures to 
avoid accidents from happening. If there is a 
problem with the well there is also a blowout 
contingency plan. If oil is released to the 
environment, then Total will implement an oil 
spill contingency plan which deals with the 
management of the oil released into the 
environment. The drilling is looking for gas, 
maybe there is condensate which is a very 
light oil closer to gasoline. It is a different 
kind of product from what was spilled in 2006 
during bombing which was heavy oil, thick, 
black, sticky and consistent. Here we are 
speaking of a light refined product and if 
spilled in the sea, will evaporate quickly and 
the condensate very quickly in 24-48 hours. 
There may be residues. Even oil can be 
dispersed naturally by the waves. Those two 
products are light and non-consistent and 

8.6.5 
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can evaporate maybe not completely if sea is 
calm. There are some techniques to remove 
residues. Total can use booms to recover 
residual oil and the oil contingency plan will 
also include monitoring of the oil.  
The likelihood of having a significant impact 
to shore is limited considering the nature of 
the project. Total Liban is not drilling crude 
oil.  
(Video was shown showing the different 
types of oil and how they react in the marine 
environment). 

My next question is related to the discharge 
of the water-based cuttings. Is it for the first 
section without the riser? During the SEA 
consultation experts were concerned with the 
water-based cuttings because of the impacts 
on fish. Was this assessed in the EIA? How 
far and how long will plume material disperse 
in the water? How will these fine particles 
affect the surrounding? 

For well 1, we are only discharging from the 
first and second section and it will be 
discharged into the seabed. We did 
modelling and the risk appeared to be very 
localised and associated with changes in the 
sediment depth. The muds will affect a large 
area and plumes will go far but within 5 days 
they will be gone, and the risk will be 
reduced to nothing. These are only causing 
turbidity, there are no chemical risks and the 
impacts on the fish are minor. 

4.6.2 

  I think this is the most detailed study done for 
Lebanon underwater or on land for 1 well. I 
understand the concern that we are afraid 
and worried about oil spill, but this is a lot of 
work done for 1 drilling well. For the plume, it 
could be similar to what happens after the 
1st rain in the fall which is more important 
than this.  
 
I hear a lot of misused terms or 
misinterpreted one like MPAs or things 
related to marine mammals. We are talking 
about 12 nautical miles offshore. If anything 
happens there it will go to the North not to 
Lebanon unless we have exceptional 
weather. Cyprus and Turkey and Syria 
should be worried.  I understand the 
archaeological part, if we find good quantity 
of gas/oil then I would like to be part of it and 
see the ROVS for a scientific purpose but for 

Thank you for your comment. We received 
this kind of comment as well from some of 
the authorities. 
 
It is not a Mediterranean study, it is only for 
our AOI. You are right it is the first one in 
Lebanon and it is very expensive (studies 
mobilising rigs etc.). For us this is our basic 
rule and general specification and anywhere 
in the world we are working we are working 
under the same philosophy. We are simply 
doing what our environmental culture 
imposes us to do. 

N/A 
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now we are talking too much about 
something that is not so important. This won’t 
affect the MPAs now and zooplanktons are 
everywhere. 

City University  The aspect I want to raise is regarding 
security, we all remember when Iraq went 
into Kuwait what happened. Recently Saudi 
Arabia sent out cruise missiles. So, I expect 
bigger problems. This well will be closed; 
how vulnerable will it be if someone decides 
to attack and target the opening of the well? 

In the way we are organised, the One Total, 
in Lebanon our marketing and supply branch 
is in charge of some topics at national level, 
and security is one of them. I am the focal 
point here for the drilling campaign. It is a 
concern, and some points we can’t talk 
about, but we have experts from Paris, and 
we have a strong contact. Security on block 
4 is not as major as block 9 which will be 
different. When we did the survey, we did a 
security assessment and we obtained the 
right information to identify the risks and set 
an action plan in collaboration with the 
Lebanese authority. It is a concern that we 
are managing. 

4.5.6 

My question is more technical. You are doing 
something that is making us all vulnerable 
once you leave, and if you decide to seal it 
and leave what happens of someone 
decides to throw a bomb for terrorism, is it 
more risky because of drilling and sealing? 
What is the difference in risks? What is the 
bigger risk? 

At the end of the well drilling, we do plug and 
abandonment which is to restore all the 
barriers/natural ones that were present 
before we drilled. After we isolate from the 
surface seabed, we are putting a plug tested 
and verified to avoid leaks. We have to keep 
in mind that this is in deep water (1500 m 
below seabed) and in this particular case the 
risk is low. If it was a land well then, the risk 
would have been higher because you will 
have direct access to the well but offshore 
the risk is minimal. 

4.4.7 
4.4.10 
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Honor Frost 
Foundation  

You mentioned there was a waste 
management facility for drillings, you said 
you will use water-based mud then the next 
one maybe oil based is that understood 
correctly? 

For this well, the first section cannot be 
drilled connected to the drillship so 
everything will be drilled is discharged at sea. 
The deep section will be drilled with 
seawater. At the end, we will drill with water-
based mud only salted brine will be used to 
avoid wellborn instability. The minimum 
impact will be localised then the tube will be 
placed connected to the ship and then we 
will drill with oil-based mud and all waste will 
be collected and treated. 

4.4 
8.6.1 

You said something about outsourcing to 
Cyprus. If you are based at the port of Beirut, 
recyclable and drilling waste will result 
among others, what is the plan for this facility 
in Beirut? 

Today there is no defined plan for such a 
facility in Lebanon in general. Should we 
discover that this is needed then it will make 
sense for Lebanon to create this business. 
From what I have seen elsewhere in the 
world, everything is done locally. 

8.6.1 

Everyone was saying the permit comes 
towards the end of the year, how soon after 
will drilling start? 

When the permit comes the drilling will start 
immediately. 

1.3 

Lebanese 
University  

How will the negative impacts be handled in 
the water during works? 

There will be mitigation measures in place 
that include the use of best available 
techniques and technology and ensuring 
activities are conducted in such a way that 
minimises the effect on the environment.  
These techniques will ensure that discharges 
to water comply with MARPOL and other 
applicable regulations and guidance. 

6 

What are the management plans and 
mitigation measures that will be taken? Can 
you give examples? 

Management plans are currently being 
developed as discussed in chapter 8 of the 
EIA report. The mitigation measures are 
included in conjunction with the impacts in 
the impacts chapter (6) of the EIA report and 
all commitments (mitigations) are included in 
the commitments register (Appendix 8.1). 

8 

How will drilling in December start knowing it 
is the rainy and stormy season? What are 
the barriers? Will drilling not be affected and 
increase negative impacts? 

The MODU will be very stable in the water, 
but in extreme circumstances drilling will be 
suspended temporarily. The MODU chosen 
will have procedures in place for working in 
poor weather conditions, and operations 
would be suspended before weather 
conditions became unsafe for working. 
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What are the negative impacts on food 
resources and their effect on fishermen and 
their livelihood? 

There are no anticipated effects on food 
sources, fishermen and their livelihoods. 
Impacts to fish are considered minor and 
therefore the associated impact on fishing is 
also minor. Limited minor effects are 
anticipated in relation to the slight increase in 
vessel movements due to the short duration 
of the exploration drilling activities. 

6.4 

Will turbidity during the works have a 
negative and direct impact on tourism? 

Turbidity is not expected to have a negative 
and direct impact on tourism as the well site 
is approximately 20 km offshore and turbidity 
will only be increased in the immediate 
vicinity of the well site (within 2 km). 

6.4 

Will the impacts on the findings be so big that 
it might destroy archaeological findings? 
What about the collision of pipes with the 
railway? 

This ESIA covers only the exploration drilling, 
the site of which is located around 20km 
offshore for the first well, and a minimum of 
12km for any subsequent well in the 
exploration/appraisal phase.  The operations 
will also have a small footprint inside an 
already industrialised port. A chance finds 
procedure will be in place to address 
unknown archaeological findings, but the 
location of the first well was chosen to avoid 
any negative impacts, such as destruction of 
archaeology.  
Apart from the logistics base located in Beirut 
Port, this phase of work will not create any 
infrastructure onshore. If the drilling is 
successful and Block 4 is to be developed for 
commercial extraction of gas a further EIA 
would be produced which would address the 
effects of additional onshore infrastructure 
such as onshore pipes. 

6.4 

What do you mean by social conditions? Is 
there a possibility to destroy residential 
buildings for example? What about any land 
pipelines in case needed? 

Social conditions refers to safety and security 
(potential impact on safety and security, 
including road safety at the Port of Beirut). 
There is no threat to residential buildings and 
no requirement for land pipelines from the 
proposed exploration activities. If commercial 
exploitation of the Block 4 reservoir is 
considered viable as a result of the 
exploration and appraisal drilling, a separate 
ESIA will be conducted to assess the 

6.4 
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impacts from that phase- which would 
probably require the construction of onshore 
infrastructure, including land pipelines. 

How will employment take place within Total 
Company? What about training? Are there 
any job opportunities that will be available 
soon? When will the contracts be made 
available for opportunities at the logistics 
base? 

Total has a strategy in place for employment 
with its company. Training will be 
implemented as needed. Job opportunities at 
the logistics base will be available soon, 
however as noted deign the meeting 
opportunities for such employment during the 
exploration phase are limited, more will be 
available if the project goes into a production 
phase. 

4.7 

EIA Comments Received Online from Stakeholders 

N/A N/A NGO It's interesting to know about oil & gas. Noted. N/A 

Private sector Need to discover Oil & Gas field. Noted. N/A 

Private sector Helpful event. Noted. N/A 
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Scoping Phase Meetings 

 

Authorities (National) Authorities (Governorates and 
Municipalities) 

Agencies: International 
Agencies, Civil Society, 
Academia, Business 

 

• Ministry of Environment (MOE) 

• Lebanese Petroleum 
Administration (LPA) 

• Ministry of Energy and Water 

• Ministry of Public Works and 
Transport (MoPWT)- 
Directorate General of Land & 
Maritime Transport 

• Directorate General of Civil 
Aviation-Meteorological 
Department (DGCA) 

• Ministry of Culture (MoC)- 
Directorate General of 
Antiquities (DoA) Ministry of 
Culture (MoC)- Directorate 
General of Cultural Affairs 

• Ministry of Agriculture- 
Directorate of Fisheries and 
Aquaculture 

• Ministry of Economy and 
Trade 

• Ministry of Interior and 
Municipalities- General 
Directorate of Civil Defence 

• Ministry of Interior and 
Municipalities- General 
Directorate of Public Security 

• Lebanese General Force 

• Ministry of Social Affairs-
General Directorate 

• Ministry of Tourism-General 
Directorate 

• Ministry of Industry 

• Ministry of Public Health- 
Directorate of Medical Care 

• Ministry of Defence 

• Ministry of Post and 
telecommunication 

• Ministry of Labor 

• Ministry of Finance 

• Lebanese Directorate General 
of Civil Aviation (DGCA) 

• Disaster Risk Management 
Unit 

• Port authorities Port of Beirut 

• Port security – ISF 

• Lebanese Customs 

• Lebanese Armed Forces (LAF) 

• Lebanese Navy 

• Lebanese Security Force 

• CNRS  

• Lebanese Centre for Policy 
Studies 

• Governorate of Akkar 

• Municipality of Al-Kleiat, Akkar 

• Municipality of Al-Mehamra, 
Akkar 

• Municipality of Al-Moukaiteh, 
Akkar 

• Municipality of Arida, Akkar 

• Municipality of Bebnine, Akkar 

• Municipality of Cheikh Zennad 
Tal Bibé, Akkar 

• Municipality of Kobbet 
Bchamra, Akkar 

• Governorate of North Lebanon 

• Municipality of Bhanine, North 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Al Minieh, North 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Deir Ammar, 
North Lebanon 

• Municipality of Baddaoui, North 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Tripoli, North 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Al-Mina, North 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Chekka, North 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Selaata, North 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Koubba, North 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Batroun, North 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Kafarabida, 
North Lebanon 

• Municipality of Damour, Mount 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Koubayat, North 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Al-Mehamra, 
Akkar 

• Municipality of Al-Hery, North 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Hamat, North 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Rass Maska, 
North Lebanon 

• Municipality of Thoum, North 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Anfeh, North 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Qalamoun, 
North Lebanon 

• Municipality of Al-Hraicheh, 
North Lebanon 

• Governorate of Mount Lebanon 

• Association of Travel and 
Tourist Agents in Lebanon 

• Hotel owners syndicate 

• National Socio-economic 
Council 

• Federation of Chamber of 
Commerce 

• Association of Lebanese 
Industrialist (ALI) 

• Fishermen syndicates 
(representatives from Akkar, 
Tripoli and Jounieh) 

• Hotel owners syndicate 

• Public transportation syndicate  

• United Nations Interim Force in 
Lebanon (UNIFIL) 

• United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural 
Organisation (UNESCO) 

• United Nations High 
Commissioner for Human 
Rights (UNHCHR) 

• International Labour 
Organisation (ILO) 

• Eco-Movement organisation) 

• The Lebanese Environment 
Party 

• Lebanese Oil and Gas Initiative 
(LOGI) 

• Society for the Protection of 
Nature in Lebanon (SPNL) 

• Green line 

• Geoflint 

• International Union for the 
Conservation of Nature (IUCN) 

• Legal Agenda 

• Nahnoo 

• Terre Liban 

• Operation Big Blue 

• Diaries of the oceans 

• American University of Beirut 
(marine biology research) 
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• Municipality of Bouar, 
Kesrouane, Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Safra, 
Kesrouane, Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Adma, 
Kesrouane, Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Okiabe, 
Kesrouane, Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Jounieh, 
Kesrouane, Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Zouk Mosbeh, 
Kesrouane, Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Zouk Mikhael, 
Kesrouane, Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Dbayeh, Matn, 
Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Antelias, Matn, 
Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Jal El-Dib, 
Matn, Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Zalka, Matn, 
Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Burj hammoud, 
Matn, Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Beirut 

• Governor of Beirut 

• Municipality of Berbara, Jbeil, 
Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Aamchit, Jbeil, 
Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Monsef, Jbeil, 
Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Jbeil, Mount 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Fidar, Mount 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Halet, Jbeil, 
Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Naher Ibrahim, 
Jbeil, Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Ghoubrayreh, 
Mount Lebanon 
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Baseline Phase Meetings 

 

Authorities 
(National) 

Authorities 
(Municipalities) 

 

Agencies: International 
Agencies, Civil Society, 
Academia, Business 

Potentially Affected 
Groups (across the 
municipalities included 
in the baseline) 

 

• MOE 

• MOEW 

• MOC (DGA) 

• MOA (DFA) 

• Ministry of 
Displaced 

• Ministry of 
Tourism 

• MOSA 

• Central 
Administration 
of Statistics 
(CAS) 

• CNRS (NCMS, 
Geophysics 
Department, 
Geology 
Department and 
RS) 

• Ports Authority  

• MOPWT 

• Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs 

• Ministry of 
Justice 

• Disaster Risk 
Management 
Unit 

• Lebanese 
Atomic Energy 
Commission 
(LAEC) 

• Municipality of 
Bebnine, Akkar 

• Municipality of Al-
Mina, North Lebanon 

• Municipality of 
Chekka, North 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of 
Batroun, North 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Anfeh, 
North Lebanon 

• Municipality of Safra, 
Kesrouane, Mount 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of 
Dbayeh, Matn, Mount 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of 
Aamchit, Jbeil, Mount 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Jbeil, 
Mount Lebanon 

• UNESCO 

• Development for 
People and Nature 
Association (DPNA) 

• Green Square 

• Lebanese University 

• AUB 

• Balamand University 

• City University 

• USEK 

• Divers syndicate  
 

• Fishermen 

• Fishing Households 
(Women) 

• Anglers 

• Coastal farmers  

• Natural resource 
users 

• Women 

• Unemployed Youth 

• Business – Yacht and 
Boat Services 

• Business – Industry 

• Business – 
Restaurants 

• Business – 
Fishermen 
Cooperative 

• Business – Traders 
and Services 

• Business – Hotels 

• Business - Beach 
Resort 

• Business – Informal 
Businesses 
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Disclosure Phase Meetings 

 

Authorities (National) Authorities (Governorates and 
Municipalities) 

Agencies: International 
Agencies, Civil Society, 
Academia, Business 

 

• Central Administration of 
Statistics (CAS) 

• CNRS (NCMS, RS, 
Geophysical Department, 
Geology Department) 

• Directorate General of Civil 
Aviation-Meteorological 
Department (DGCA) 

• ISF  

• Lebanese Atomic Energy 
Commission 

• Lebanese Centre for Policy 
Studies (LCPS) 

• Lebanese General Security 
Force 

• Lebanese Petroleum 
Administration (LPA) 

• Ministry of Agriculture- 
Directorate of Fisheries and 
Aquaculture 

• Ministry of Culture (MoC)- 
Directorate General of 
Antiquities (DoA) 

• Ministry of Culture (MoC)- 
Directorate General of 
Cultural Affairs 

• Ministry of Defence Lebanese 
Armed Forces (LAF) 

• Ministry of Defence Lebanese 
Navy 

• Ministry of Displaced 

• Ministry of Economy and 
Trade 

• Ministry of Energy and Water 

• Ministry of Environment 
(MOE) 

• Ministry of Finance 

• Ministry of Finance- Lebanese 
Customs 

• Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
(MOFA) 

• Ministry of Industry 

• Ministry of Interior and 
Municipalities- General 
Directorate of Civil Defence 

• Ministry of Interior and 
Municipalities- General 
Directorate of Public Security 

• Ministry of Interior Lebanese 
General Force 

• Ministry of Justice 

• Ministry of Labor 

• Ministry of Post and 
Telecommunications 

• Ministry of Public Health- 
Directorate of Medical Care 

• Ministry of Public Works and 
Transport (MoPWT)- 

• Municipality of Aamchit, Jbayl, 
Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Adma, 
Kesrouane, Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Al Minieh, North 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Al-Hery, North 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Al-Kleiat, Akkar 

• Municipality of Al-Mehamra, 
Akkar 

• Municipality of Al-Mina, North 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Al-Moukaiteh, 
Akkar 

• Municipality of Anfeh, North 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Antelias, Matn, 
Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Baddaoui, North 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Batroun, North 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Bebnine, Akkar 

• Municipality of Beirut 

• Municipality of Berbara, Jbayl, 
Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Berj Al barajneh, 
Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Bouar, 
Kesrouane, Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Burj hammoud , 
Matn, Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Cheikh Zennad 
Tal Bibé, Akkar 

• Municipality of Chekka, Batroun, 
North Lebanon 

• Municipality of Chouaifat, Mount 
Lebanon  

• Municipality of Dbayeh, Matn, 
Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Deir Ammar, 
North Lebanon 

• Municipality of ElAkaybeh, 
Kesrouane, Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Fidar, Jbayl, 
Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Ghoubayreh, 
Mount Lebanon  

• Municipality of Halet, Jbayl, 
Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Hamat, North 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Jadra, Mount 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Jal El-Dib, Matn, 
Mount Lebanon 

• Federation of Chamber of 
Commerce 

• Association of Lebanese 
Industrialist (ALI) 

• Organization for Petroleum 
and Energy Sustainability 
(OPES) 

• Geoflint 

• ELARD 

• Fishermen syndicates 

• Hotel owners syndicate 

• Association of Travel and 
Tourist Agents in Lebanon 

• Divers Syndicate 

• Engineers Syndicate 

• United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural 
Organisation (UNESCO) 

• United Nations Interim 
Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) 

• International Labour 
Organisation (ILO) 

• International Union for the 
Conservation of Nature 
(IUCN) 

• Eco-Movement organisation 

• The Lebanese Environment 
Party 

• Lebanese Oil and Gas 
Initiative (LOGI) 

• Society for the Protection of 
Nature in Lebanon (SPNL) 

• Green line 

• Legal Agenda 

• Nahnoo 

• Terre Liban 

• Operation Big Blue 

• Diaries of the oceans 

• Development for People 
and Nature Association 
(DPNA) 

• Green Square, Aamchit 

• Lebanese Association for 
Safety and Emergency, 
Batroun 

• Women in Front, Dbayeh 

• Bahr Lubnan NGO 

• Jouzour Loubnan 

• Green Orient 

• Kulluna Irada 

• Beity Association 

• Inno Dev/Green Area 

• LTA 

• Baldati 

• Common Space Initiative 

• Creativity Development 
Centre (CDC) 
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Directorate General of Land & 
Maritime Transport 

• Ministry of Social Affairs-
General Directorate 

• Ministry of Tourism- General 
Directorate 

• Port Authorities - Port of 
Beirut 

• Port security  

• Presidency of the Council of 
Ministers- Disaster Risk 
Management Unit 

• Municipality of Jbeil, Jbayl, 
Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Jieyh, Mount 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Jounieh, 
Kesrouane, Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Kfaraabida, 
North Lebanon 

• Municipality of Kobayat, North 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Kobbet Bchamra, 
Akkar 

• Municipality of Koubba, North 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Monsef, Jbayl, 
Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Naameh, Mount 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Naher Ibrahim, 
Jbayl, Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Qalamoun, North 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Rass Maska, 
North Lebanon 

• Municipality of Rmeileh, Mount 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Safra, 
Kesrouane, Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Selaata, North 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Siblin, Mount 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Thoum, North 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Tripoli, North 
Lebanon 

• Municipality of Zalka , Matn, 
Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Zouk Mikhael, 
Kesrouane, Mount Lebanon 

• Municipality of Zouk Mosbeh, 
Kesrouane, Mount Lebanon 

 

• Fenasol 

• Meeting the Civil Voice 

• Byblos Ecologia 

• American University of 
Beirut (marine biology 
research) 

• Lebanese University 

• Balamand University 

• City University 

• USEK 
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Question Answer 

Project characteristics 

What is the project?  

On 29 January 2018, the Republic of Lebanon represented by the Minister of Energy and Water signed 
two exploration and production agreements with the consortium composed of Total E&P Liban SAL (TEP 
Liban), Eni Lebanon BV and Novatek Lebanon SAL. TEP Liban, in its capacity as operator, is planning to 
carry out exploration drilling activities within Block 4 in late 2019.  

Who is TOTAL?  

TOTAL is a major energy player that produces and markets fuels, natural gas and low-carbon electricity in 
more than 130 countries. TOTAL’s 98,000 employees are committed to better energy that is safer, more 
affordable, cleaner and accessible to as many people as possible. TOTAL’s ambition is to become the 
world’s most responsible energy major. 

Climate issues are an integral part of TOTAL’s corporate strategic vision with an objective to have low -
carbon businesses account for around 20% of the company portfolio by 2035. 

Who is TOTAL?  

TOTAL S.A., a French société anonyme (limited company) incorporated on March 28, 1924, together with its 
subsidiaries and affiliates, is the fourth largest publicly-traded integrated international oil and gas company in 
the world. 

With operations in more than 130 countries, TOTAL has activities in every sector of the oil industry: including 
in the upstream (oil and gas exploration, development and production, liquefied natural gas) and downstream 
(refining, petrochemicals, specialty chemicals, the trading and shipping of crude oil and petroleum products, 
marketing). In addition, TOTAL operates in the power generation and renewable energy sectors and has 
equity stakes in coal mines. 

TOTAL is involved in exploration and production projects all over the world. The Group’s investment priorities 
focus especially on four strategic sectors: the deep offshore, liquefied natural gas, unconventional gas, and 
extra-heavy oils and oil sands. TOTAL recorded its first deep-water feat back in 1982, drilling an experimental 
well in 1,714 meters of water, making oil industry history as a pioneer of deep offshore development.  

TOTAL is also broadening its offering by developing energies that can partner oil and gas — today, solar 
energy and tomorrow, biomass. 

As a responsible corporate citizen, TOTAL focuses on ensuring that its operations consistently deliver 
economic, social and environmental benefits. 
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Question Answer 

What is oil & gas exploration? 

Oil&Gas exploration is the process that involves the efforts of many trained professionals such as geologists, 
geophysicists and engineers working with both the National and Regional Governments as well as local 
communities in search of oil and gas deposits beneath the Earth’s surface onshore or offshore. This is very 
specific business both in terms of technologies applied, financial investment and risks associated. 

What type of hydrocarbons does Total 
expect/target to find in Block 4, oil or gas?  

Total expects gas with a small amount of condensate. There are no wells drilled there so far and a lot of 
geological questions will be elucidated only after drilling into this deep-water sector.   

What does condensate mean?  

Condensate is very light oil (eg gasoline) that evaporates quickly and therefore it’s impact on the environments 
is quite limited. 

Condensate is very light oil product (comparable to gasoline) that will evaporate very rapidly and disperse in 
the water column (with waves) when reaching the surface. Modelling studies anticipate a very high natural 
biodegradation rate of dispersed condensate in the water-column which will reduce the contamination.  

According to modelling studies, in case of a blow-out and after 120 days, the mass balance will be as follows: 

•    47% is evaporated and 51% is biodegraded; 

•    Only 0,3% (about 45 metric tons) remains dispersed in the water-column; and 

•    No oil perceived at surface 

•    Stranded hydrocarbon represents 0,1% of total hydrocarbons released 

What is deep offshore exploration and 
production?  

Deep offshore exploration and production as principles is same as shallow offshore and onshore. The 
difference is related to special technologies applied in such difficult environment that requires special 
equipment and operations. This apart from being more time consuming is also very expensive 

What is the cost of the exploration?  This is difficult to give a precise cost because they are depending on a large number of parameters: market 
condition, duration of the operation. As a range the daily drilling cost is between 700K and 1M€ per day. 

Which administrative divisions and 
villages will be affected by the exploration 
drilling activities? 

The exploration drilling activities will be carried out offshore.  

The minimum distance of Block 4 from the nearest coastline is 6 km, but during the proposed drilling work, the 
minimum distance from shore to a well would be around 12 km. 

An onshore logistics base will be used for transporting supplies and crew out to the exploration drilling area. 
The logistics base will be located in the Port of Beirut, however the exact location is not yet confirmed. 

When will the exploration drilling activities 
start?  

TEP Liban proposes to conduct the exploration drilling activities in late 2019. 

Exact mobilisation date is yet to be confirmed and is dependent on the permitting process. 
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How long will the exploration drilling 
activities last?  

Drilling of each potential well in Block 4 is estimated to last about two months. 

Weather downtime, crew changes and reconfiguration of the equipment may extend the exploration drilling 
activity period. 

How long will it take to produce gas?  

To define the life of some deposit, there shall be first discovery to be made and then to make assessment of 
the discovery. A lot of factors define the life of production – among them there is a group of geological factors, 
which will give the answer what can be the optimum rate of production depending on reservoir properties, 
pressures etc. It is also important to know the production technology and infrastructure system, which are 
imposing their limitations as well. Every single deposit in the world has its own specifics that define the life of 
production. 

What is exploration drilling and what 
methods will be used? 

The proposed exploration drilling wells will be placed on exploration targets identified in Block 4.  

These would be drilled using a modern drilling vessel held in place by a dynamic positioning system, and 
possibly some anchors. 

The well design is yet to be finalised but will comprise the jetting in or drilling of a conductor pipe (about 36 
inches) using seawater, then drilling of the next hole section using water-based fluids, and possibly changing 
to a synthetic-based fluid for the lower sections of the well.   

The drilling vessel will be mobilised from outside Lebanon and will arrive with all significant exploration drilling 
equipment on board. One support vessel will be based permanently at the drill site to provide security. Two 
supply vessels will transfer supplies, materials, equipment and waste between the drill ship and the logistics 
base. It is estimated that up to 10 return trips will be required per week. Crew changes are planned by 
helicopter from Beirut International Airport, with an estimated 10 return trips per week. Crew transfer by vessel 
is also being considered. 

If oil or gas is found, when will commercial 
drilling begin?  

In case we find hydrocarbons we first have to assess if it is commercial or not to produce them. From 
discovery to first commercial production it could take up to 10 years. 

What are the environmental impacts 
associated with crew changes by 
helicopter or vessel? 

The helicopter flight path has not yet been confirmed but it will be defined to ensure that it is as safe as 
possible. In terms of environmental impacts there will be some noise from helicopter transfers that may affect 
people along the flight path, and some air emissions from combustion of aviation fuel. Given the relatively 
short flight time (8 minutes between airport and drill ship) we don’t expect these emissions to have a 
noticeable effect on air quality. If vessels are used for crew change, they will create additional sea traffic, but 
again we don’t expect the number of vessel movements to create any significant constraints to other vessel 
movements in the area. 
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Question Answer 

Where will personnel and equipment be 
accommodated?  

 

Personnel will fly into Beirut airport and then out to the drilling rig. 

Most of the equipment will remain on the exploration drilling vessel. Some equipment will be stored at the 
logistics base inside Beirut Port. 

Will new roads need to be built?  No new roads are required for this project. 
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How will waste be managed? 

The drill ship and vessels contracted by TEP Liban will be required to follow international and national 
requirements with regard to handling of their waste streams, in particular requirements in the International 
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL 73/78). 

This Convention prohibits the discharge of garbage, sets limits for oil content of drainage water, specifies 
requirements for sewage treatment and discharge and discharge of food waste, and sets limits for certain 
atmospheric emissions. 

Solid wastes will be returned to the logistics base for recycling, treatment and disposal.  

Water based cuttings will be discharged at sea. If synthetic drilling fluid is used to drill the lower hole sections 
of the well the resulting cuttings will be shipped to shore for treatment and disposal (probably in facilities in 
Cyprus). 

What type of drilling mud will you use and 
what is the impact on the environment?   

The drilling fluids to be used in the first (upper) well sections will be water-based muds (WBM). There is no 
way of collecting the cuttings created from the upper well sections, and they will be discharged directly onto 
the seabed from the well. They will bury some seafloor organisms in close proximity to the well (<100m).   

In the lower well sections the muds will either be water-based drilling fluid or non-aqueous based (synthetic) 
drilling fluid (NADF).  Water based fluids and cuttings will be discharged to the sea from the MODU.  Water 
based muds have a low impact on the environment. The chemicals in the water-based mud drilling fluid are 
low in toxicity so will not harm the environment.   

Modelling of the risk from discharge of water-based mud on cuttings both directly onto the seabed (from the 
upper well sections), and from the MODU during drilling of the lower well sections has been carried out.  
Results from the modelling show that there is a potential risk of moderate effects on water quality close to the 
seabed (from direct discharge onto the seabed), and minor effects to water-quality closer to the surface if 
WBM on cuttings is discharged from the MODU. 

Non-aqueous based drilling fluids will be recycled on the drill ship and then taken back to shore along with the 
drill cuttings. These will be disposed of onshore.   

How will waste be treated? What 
measures will be in place? Where will 
waste be taken? 

A Waste Management Plan is being developed that will describe how each type of waste stream will be 
treated in line with local regulatory requirements and international conventions and corporate requirements.  

How will drilling waste disposal be 
monitored? 

The volume of cuttings discharged to sea will be recorded by the drilling contractor. An ROV site clearance 

survey will be conducted after drilling operations are complete to provide a status of the seafloor condition 
around the wellsite. 
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Who gave Total E&P Liban permission to 
undertake the exploration drilling 
activities?  

 

Exploration and production rights are awarded through an Exploration and Production Agreement (EPA) 
approved by the Council of Ministers and signed by the oil and gas company and the Minister of Energy and 
Water.  

Project is subject to an EIA study under the Decree 8633/2012 and as confirmed by Lebanese authorities. The 
EIA will need to be approved by the Ministry of Environment for the exploration drilling project to go ahead. 

Who will be doing the exploration drilling 
activities?  

TEP Liban’s drilling and well services contractor (and several support contractors) will undertake the activities 
under the supervision and coordination of the operator.  

Environmental impact assessment (EIA) 

What is an EIA and why are you doing 
one?  

An EIA is an independent scientific study that identifies the potential environmental and social impacts of a 
project. It aims to predict impacts at an early stage in project planning and find ways to reduce adverse 
impacts through the implementation of mitigation measures.  

It is a requirement under the Decree 8633/2012 ‘Fundamentals of Environmental Impact Assessment’.  

The EIA has several phases:  

Scoping phase: This aim of this phase is to identify the scope of the EIA, the study area, available baseline 
information and high-level potential impacts that need to be evaluated further during the EIA. 

Baseline study phase (EIA phase): This phase involves various studies to understand the natural and social-
economic environment. An offshore environmental baseline survey has been carried out in Block 4 and 
specialists from RSK, Dar and InfoPro have met with people in the project -affected communities to better 
understand the social environment and the way people live.    

Impact assessment phase (EIA phase): In this phase, the potential impacts are identified, defined and 
evaluated in terms of effects on environmental receptors and people.   

Management plans (EIA phase): In this phase, plans are created (based on mitigation measures in the EIA) to 
minimise the potential negative impacts and optimise the potential positive impacts.  

Disclosure phase: After completion of the draft ESIA, there is a period of information disclosure to ensure 
stakeholders are able to comment on the outcomes of the study and to explain how their concerns have been 
addressed / will be addressed. 

How long will it take for the EIA to be 
completed? 

Work began on the EIA phase in February this year and we are now in the disclosure phase. It is expected 
that the final version of the EIA for Block 4 will be complete by the end of October 2019. 
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Question Answer 

Were local experts part of the EIA 
process? 

Local experts are an important part of the EIA process. To complete the study, an international team (RSK) 
and local consultancies (Dar and INFOPRO) worked closely together to examine the environmental and social 
effects that the project may have. 
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Question Answer 

What environmental studies have been 
undertaken? 

An environmental desk study and an offshore environmental baseline survey of Block 4 were undertaken by 
an international team (Creocean) and local consultancies (Keran Liban, DEP and ELARD) during the first 
quarter of 2019. 

Impacts on health and safety 

Will the exploration drilling activities lead 
to an increase in noise levels? What will 
be done to mitigate these impacts?  

In terms of the public, increases in airborne noise levels will be limited to those associated with the helicopter 
and vessel transfers and operations at the logistics base. 

The logistics base is located within the Beirut commercial port therefore sensitive residential areas not in close 
proximity. If noise from the logistics base is likely to present a nuisance Total will take measures to ensure that 
levels are mitigated at source. 

Will oil exploration affect the health of my 
family or the integrity of the environment?  

No.  

Well managed operations work to limit the negative impact on people, animals and the environment.  

• Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) studies have been done and processed through 
Environmental Authorities. Regional Inspectorate Environment and Water has reviewed and approved 
the operation.    

• All risks identified during these studies are adequately mitigated during operations.  

• TOTAL applies very high Health and Safety standards – same as those in other places in the world: 
North Sea/ Gulf of Mexico…which oblige them to ensure that human, animal and environmental 
degradation is avoided at all costs. This is one of the contractual obligations any oil company has with 
the Government. 

A comprehensive Environmental Management System will be put in place. Several documents will be 
prepared, including the Emergency Response Plan and The Oil Spill Contingency Plan. In addition, TOTAL 
E&P Liban will hire a drilling contractor that has strong environmental, health and safety programs. 

The Block, which is located in the exclusive economic zone in the Mediterranean Sea, is very remote and 
away from people and any environmentally sensitive areas. 
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Question Answer 

What will be the impact on our water 
sources? Will the marine water be 
impacted (polluted) by the exploration 
drilling activities? What will be done to 
mitigate these impacts? 

As stated earlier, the drill ship and vessels contracted by Total E&P will be required to follow international and 
national requirements with regard to handling of their waste streams, in particular requirements in the 
International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL 73/78).  

Impacts from drill cuttings and fluid discharges are anticipated to be extremely short term with respect to the 
water column and localised with respect to the sediment. Only water-based cuttings will be discharged. If 
NADFs are used the cuttings will be returned to shore for treatment and disposal. 

Will these activities make me sick? Will 
there be air pollution? 

Emissions to air will be limited to exhaust emissions from the drilling vessel, the support vessels and 
helicopter exhausts which will disperse rapidly in the offshore environment. No health impacts on the public 
anticipated from these sources. 

Impacts on livelihoods 

Will there be any impacts on fishing in the 
project area? How will you compensate 
for the loss of income for those engaged 
in fishing? 

Fishing activities in Lebanon legally restricted to 6 nm from the coast, the Block 4 priority drilling area is 
located further offshore therefore fishing activity will be limited. 

We believe that the project will have a low impact on fishing livelihoods – there will be a small temporary 
exclusion area around the drilling rig and the supply vessels will move between the drill site and the logistics 
base in Beirut port at a frequency of 8-10 return trips per week.  

Following the drilling work the well will be plugged and abandoned. A 5m high well head structure will remain 
on the seabed. As water depths at the well site are 1450 m the wellhead is unlikely to have any impacts on 
fishing activities (fishing limited in Block 4 and water depths not conducive to trawling activities).  

Will there be any impact on tourism in the 
project area? How will you compensate 
for the loss of income for those engaged 
in tourism-related jobs? 

It is acknowledged that there are tourist activities along the coast of Lebanon. As the closest exploration 
drilling activity area in Block 4 would be at least 12 km offshore, impacts on tourism in this area are not 
anticipated. 

 

Impacts on cultural heritage 

Will the exploration drilling activities 
damage offshore archaeology? 

Cultural heritage sites have not been identified in the Block 4 priority area.  If you are aware of any cultural 
heritage sites that may not be officially recognised, please let us know via this email address: ep.tepl-
info@total.com 

Impacts on biodiversity 
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What is the current state of the sea? 
The baseline section of the EIA provides detailed information on the state of the sea around Lebanon. 
Nearshore waters and sediments are contaminated in some areas. Further offshore, including in the proposed 
drilling area, water and sediments are relatively clean. 

Will there be any impacts on biodiversity? 
The EIA report identifies potential impacts on biodiversity and includes information on industry best practice 
mitigation which will be used. 

Will there be any impact on critical 
habitats?  

A critical habitat is a specific geographic area that contain features essential to the conservation of an 
endangered or threatened species and that may require special management and protection. There are no 
designated critical habitats in the AOI and the EBS undertaken in March 2019 confirms this.  

Will there be any impacts on marine 
protected areas? 

In terms of the coastal and marine environments, there are only two protected areas in Lebanon - the Palm 
Islands Nature Reserve (although this is not close to Block 4) and the Tyre Coast Nature Reserve which is 
located in the south of Lebanon. Impacts on these protected areas are not anticipated from routine planned 
activities associated with the exploration drilling programme. 

Will there be any impacts on fauna of 
tourism value (e.g., whales, dolphins, big 
fish)? 

The presence of marine mammals was monitored during the EBS by marine mammal observers during the 
EBS survey. The EIA lists the mitigation measures which will be engaged to reduce impacts to marine 
mammals, turtles and fish from underwater noise, reduction in water quality, etc. 

Will there be any Ecologically or 
Biologically Significant Marine Area 
(EBSA) impacts? 

Block 4 is within the East Levantine Canyon Area EBSA that runs along the Lebanese coast and contains 
deep canyons, hydrothermal vents, submarine freshwater springs and is of particular biological importance. 

No seabed features or habitats of particular interest / importance were identified in the B4-1 wellsite area 
during the EBS (grab samples, photography, ROV footage used to survey area).  

What is the effect of deep offshore drilling 
on the marine environment?  

Exploration drilling under normal operations has a limited impact on the environment because it is limited in 
time and leaves no permanent installation in the sea.   

What measures is Total taking to protect 
the environment? 

 

To protect the environment, we first have strict waste management plan, and we use best engineering 
practices and high technology to prevent any accidental releases. We will also be carrying monitoring of the 
environment during and after drilling. 

Accidental events 

In the light in Macondo, is an oil spill 
possible? 

 

It cannot be said that an oil spill is not possible. But the industry in general and Total in particular have worked 
before and after Macondo to prevent such accident to happen, by reinforcing its referential and control system, 
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 multiplying safety barriers, strengthening operational procedures, and so on. But even if a major oil spill is then 
extremely improbable, an operational plan is prepared to face such an accident. 

The blow-out scenario (worse case) is not comparable to Macondo event for the following reasons: 

• B4 non-persistent condensate and gas versus Macondo crude oil 

• B4 blow-out flow-rate range 250m3/day versus Macondo 5 to 6000 m3/day 

Oil industry has developed subsea intervention tools post Macondo and TEPL has contracts in place to 
access these tools (CAPPING STACK, Subsea dispersant injection...). 

What sort of accidents may occur and 
what would the impact be? 

A critical review of all possible accidental event scenarios are considered in the EIA and mitigation measures 
proposed to reduce the impacts to as low as possible. 

Worst case accidental events such as a well blowout or a ship collision could result in a large release of 
hydrocarbons. Spill modelling has been conducted to better understand oil dispersion in the environment and 
areas that could be affected by such a release as part of the EIA. TEP Liban will implement operational 
controls and will implement Oil Spill Response & monitoring capabilities to respond at sea and minimise 
coastal impacts and impacts on neighbouring countries.  

Total has enhanced measures to prevent the risk of blowouts when drilling wells and developed tools and 
procedures to bring subsea blowouts under control (BOCP) as quickly as possible. 

What are TEPL’s arrangements in case of 
accident? (blow out).  

Worst case oil spill scenarios have been identified: 

-  well blow-out (1560 barrel of condensate per day + 12.3 millions SM3/ day of gas)  

- loss of the RIG which would lead to the release of up to 6,000 M3 of Marine Gas Oil at sea + drilling mud (few 
100’s m3). 

TEPL’s response arrangements are described in the Blow-Out Contingency Plan (in preparation) and the Oil 
Spill Contingency Plan (in preparation). Both BOCP and OSCP are integrated within the Liban Emergency 
Response Plan (ERP) and are consistent with the provisions of the National Oil Spill Contingency Plan in 
Lebanese Water (NOSCP, 2017) and in line with international best practices. 

Do you have a capping system available? 
And how long would it take to install it?  

TEP Liban has contractual arrangements in place with Oil Spill Response Limited (OSRL) for the mobilization 
of a capping stack device. Exact mobilization time is currently being assessed and will be available in the BOCP 
(expected to be in the range of 20-25 days). 

What about relief wells? How long would it 
take to install it and to regain control of 
the well?  

Current estimation for the drilling of a relief well is 90 days, under consolidation in the development of the BOCP. 
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Would you use dispersants and if yes 
what would be the impact on the marine 
life?  

Surface spraying of chemical dispersant product has been discarded as ineffective for condensate and MGO at 
the sea surface.  

In case of a blow-out, and if significant amount of condensates is observed at the sea surface, the option of 
subsurface injection of chemical dispersants may be considered using a SSDI device (Estimated mobilization 
time of SSDI: 10 days). The estimated amount of dispersant that would be needed is 1:100 of the amount of 
condensate; i.e. for a 1560 bopd, the amount of dispersant needed would be 15,6 barrel per day. The impact 
of this very limited quantity of dispersant and dispersed condensates and oil mixture at this depth is expected 
to be none significant (dilution, biodegradation, drift etc.). 

Do you have an oil spill response 
organization in place?  

TEP Liban, along with the development of its OSCP, is implementing oil spill response capabilities and an 
incident management system. TEP Liban will have in country some equipment to initiate oil spill response if 
needed, and contracts/ arrangement sin place to mobilize further resources (for larger incidents). 

The TEP Liban oil spill organization will interface with the Lebanese national oil spill response organization (if 
and when mobilized). 2019), to ensure an efficient coordination with the national authorities in case of an oil spill 
incident. 

What are your oil spill response means? 
How long would it take to have them on 
site?  

Oil spill response resources are defined in accordance with the NOSCP, using a “Tiered approach” whereby, 
‘small’ incidents (Tier 1) will be managed with resources to be available onsite only, ‘medium’ (Tier 2) less 
probable incidents will require assistance from within the country (possibly close country) and response to large 
(Tier 3) and very unlikely incidents requires the additional mobilization of international assistance. Equipment 
and response tactics are detailed in the OSCP. 

What is the volume of spill in case of blow 
out?   

In the EIA a scenario was considered that involved a continuous release (subsea blowout) of condensate for 
90 days at well site B4-1 with a flow rate of 1562 bb/s/day with no response measures applied; 

Working Hypothesis is 1560 bpd of condensate and 12,300,000 sM3/day of gas. Approximately 250 m3/ day of 
condensates? 

How large will be contaminated area in 
case of blow out?  

Spill main drift is observed towards the northeast and north-northeast, potential impacts to northern coast of 
Lebanon and low probability of impacts to southern coast of Syria. 

In case of a blow-out, due to the depth of the well, it is expected that no gas will reach the surface.  

According to a modelling study carried out by Total EP, although most of the condensate will disperse in the 
water column, weathered condensate residues may strand on the shoreline with most effect perceived to the 
North of the Lebanese shoreline. 
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What impact for environment (water or air 
contamination, hazards for flora, fauna) in 
case of blow out?  

Due to the water depths at the B4-1 well site, which favours dissolution of hydrocarbons in the water column, 
and the tendency for condensates to evaporate rapidly (within a few days following release), there is limited 
predicted impact to benthic communities, sensitive seabed features, plankton and fish from a blowout. A 
condensate spill at the surface may affect marine mammals, turtles and seabirds through inhalation or oiling. 
Sensitive coastal habitats such as seagrass beds may also be affected but there is low probability for coastal 
waters to be impacted. The Oil Spill Contingency Plan will limit impacts should a blowout occur. 

Potential impacts on the environment are summarized in the EIA “Total E&P Liban Sal Block 4 (Lebanon) 
Offshore Exploration Drilling EIA RSK/H/P/P80754/04/01 Block 4 rev0”. 

Any hazard for inhabitants of 
neighbouring villages? - Which coastal 
communities may be affected by a blow-
out? 

From the worst-case modelling scenarios considered condensate make first contact with coastal communities 
just north of Byblos (Jbeil) 3 days after a blowout. The spill drift continues north up the coast with potential 
impacts to communities around Batroun and Selaata. The Oil Spill Contingency Plan will limit impacts should 
this blow out occur. 

Any impact for their activities (fishing, 
diving, recreation areas)? 

Fisheries and tourism may be affected due to hydrocarbon contaminated fishing gear, coastal waters and 
beaches should a blowout occur. These may also be impacted during clean up, however the Oil Spill 
Contingency Plan will optimise the response at sea to limit impacts to coastal community activities. If 
dispersants are used as part of the response, only those which have been previously approved by the MoE 
will be applied. 

Employment and community development 

What will the project bring us in terms of 
local development? 

Total E&P principally contributes to host societies through revenues, taxes, employment and business 
opportunities associated with its projects and operations.  

Exploration drilling is intended to prove the value of any oil and gas reserves. If oil or gas is discovered in 
commercial quantities, then a further EIA will be required to cover a “development” stage of the project. If the 
project proceeds to development, then there will be greater opportunities for employment. 

What will be the contribution of the project 
to the local economic development?  

 

The contribution to local economic development will be limited initially in the exploration phase. It will mainly be 
linked to the shore logistics base presence and related activities (transportation of goods, waste 
management etc.). 
Whenever possible, we give opportunity to local providers to compete to tenders in order to support the local 
economy. 
Significant contribution can be expected in case of production. Like the development of new industrial sector 
highly technological (Engineering, construction, operators…) where Lebanon can build expertise on the long 
term and be very competitive. 
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Will there be an opportunity for local 
people to get employed in the project? 
How many people will be employed for 
the project? Where will the project hire 
casual labour from? Will jobs be available 
for skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled 
workers? 

The exploration drilling will be carried out by a drilling and well services contractor that employs professionals 
with specialist skills and qualifications that will be recruited internationally.  

Opportunities for a small number of Lebanese nationals are anticipated associated with the logistics base 
operation and for provision of HSE / Community Liaison Officers. 

The project will also generate revenue for local businesses, for example, through provision of accommodation 
and catering services.  If new job positions are open this will be announced through our corporate website. 

Will any job training be available to make 
sure that local people will have access to 
semi-skilled and skilled positions? 

In order to work on a drilling rig, a certain level of training is required. Given that the drilling is expected to 
have a duration of only around 60 days per well, TEP Liban do not intend to commence a training programme 
at this stage.  

In the event that the exploration drilling is successful, and the project moves on to development phase, TEP 
Liban will work closely with the government and other key stakeholders to identify opportunities to equip  This 
SEP has been updated to reflect additional stakeholder engagement phases following the scoping phase 
engagements; based on lessons learnt, this SEP includes scoping, baseline and disclosure phases.  

Lebanese nationals and enterprises with the right competencies and capabilities to access any potential future 
employment / opportunities.  

How will Total E&P ensure jobs are 
shared fairly between the different 
fractions?  Will there be any preference 
for women, ethnic minorities and 
vulnerable groups? 

At the early stage that TEP Liban is at in Lebanon, opportunity for local employment is very limited. In its hiring 
decisions, Total E&P follows the principles of fairness, diversity and inclusion. 

Will the drilling contractor purchase food 
and other resources/services locally? 

Through the contractual process TEP Liban will encourage contractors to maximise local procurement where 
feasible. 

What plans are in place for corporate 
social responsibility programmes? 

At this exploration phase it is not anticipated that large-scale corporate social responsibility programmes will 
be initiated. However, TEP Liban believes that it has a role to play in creating positive social and economic 
benefits from its operations and will liaise with relevant stakeholders to identify potential socio-economic 
investment initiatives if the project moves on to development phase. 

Consultation and feedback 

How will our views be considered? We will ensure that any concerns raised during this disclosure process are documented and considered in the 
final EIA. The public is invited to review and comment on the EIA report, which is available online at 
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http://www.rsklebanon.com/total/block4/eia-comments/. This will be the primary comment method. There will 
also be public consultation meetings on 19 September 2019 at the Radisson Hotel, Verdun, Beirut at 10.00 – 
13.00, and on 20 September 2019 at the Cultural Centre, Byblos. 

Will we get any feedback on this 
consultation? 

When the final EIA report has been compiled it will be made publicly available review and will contain a 
section that lists where previous comments have been acknowledged and addressed. The draft EIA already 
contains similar acknowledgments and updates as a result of the scoping phase engagement. 

When will we get formal documents about 
the project? 

A flyer (background information document) describing the project is provided. 

The main public document relating to the project is the EIA report, and an executive summary of the EIA 
report. These are available on the following website http://www.rsklebanon.com/total/block4/eia-comments/ 
from 4th September to 4th October. 

How will our questions and concerns be 
answered? 

During the consultation meetings, you will have the opportunity to ask questions and express your concerns to 
TEP Liban and the EIA team. We will try to answer these questions verbally at the time of the meeting. 
However, in some cases, we may have to clarify and respond at a later date. TEP Liban welcomes feedback 
at any stage of the project, so please get in touch with us if you have a concern, a grievance, or a question at 
this email address: ep.tepl-info@total.com 

To what extent will local communities and 
other affected stakeholders be engaged 
during the development of the project? 

Engagement with local communities and other identified stakeholders has started and will continue throughout 
the duration of the EIA process and the exploration drilling activities. 

Who do we contact if we have any 
grievances? Will you be the team 
handling grievances, or will there be new 
people for us to talk to during seismic 
operations? 

TEP Liban takes all concerns and complaints from local communities seriously. A community feedback 
mechanism has been designed to ensure it is free, fair, transparent and user-friendly. 

Concerns can be shared directly with TEP Leban via this email address: ep.tepl-info@total.com 

Data collection 

Which communities where concerned by 
data collection and how did you select 
them? 

A sample of communities was selected for primary data collection along the entire coastline (to accommodate 

potential impacts of a worst-case spill scenario). Communities were selected using purposive sampling [1], 

based on a diversity of land uses and activities linked to the receptors. The sample aimed to include the 
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receptors important for the impact assessment. The sample included communities with the following 

characteristics: 

• urban and rural populations  

• fishing ports 

• fishing activities 

• tourist resorts, areas providing touristic services and areas where recreational activities are 
undertaken (e.g., swimming, sea angling, dive centres, boat tours) 

• industrial areas 

• areas where natural resources are collected (e.g., sea shell collecting, salt production) 

• United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) World Heritage Sites 
(WHS). 

How many FGD’s & KII’s were 
conducted?  

29 KIIs  

14 FGDs 

What will you do with the information you 
collect? Will we get to see it? 

The information collected by the EIA team has been, and will continue to be, evaluated and included in the 
EIA report. The draft EIA and non-technical summary has been made available for you to review and 
comment before the final EIA report is prepared and formally submitted to the authorities (MoE and LPA). 

Why did Total E&P Liban hire an 
international company to conduct the 
ESIA? 

TEP Liban have chosen to engage an internationally experienced team that includes RSK and Lebanese 
consultancy DAR and INFOPRO to complete the EIA work. This team of international and national experts has 
undertaken the EIA (explained above) and ensured that the EIA is compliant with national and Total E&P 
standards and international best practice.  

Next steps 

What happens next?  
If the exploration drilling finds commercially viable hydrocarbon reserves, it may be a further 5–10 years until 
‘first oil’ production. 
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APPENDIX 4.1  
PROJECT COORDINATES 

Table A.1: Coordinates for Block 4, the Priority Area. and Well B4-1  

 Longitude (°) Latitude (°) X UTM 36N Y UTM 36N 

Block 4 

A4 35.66436 34.36667 745018 3806030 

B4 35.59759 34.32376 738998 3801111 

C4 35.52466 33.96578 733269 3761234 

D4 35.41843 33.95002 723493 3759249 

E4 35.11667 33.95000 695601 3758630 

F4 35.11667 34.02917 695419 3767411 

G4 35.11667 34.36667 694642 3804843 

H4 35.21667 34.36667 703839 3805039 

Priority area 

4PA 35.17267 34.15586 700292 3781570 

4PB 35.35282 34.15632 716902 3781990 

4PC 35.35116 33.94981 717275 3759081 

4PD 35.17451 33.95100 700945 3758848 

Proposed location for first exploration well 

 35.32986 34.04131 715076 3769185 

WGS84/UTM zone 36 EPSG code: 32636 
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MoEW (also a regulator) Mandate: The Ministry of Energy and Water is responsible for 
water, electricity, oil, minerals, mining and quarrying. 

The government of Lebanon has announced its intention to join the Extractive Industries 
Transparency Initiative (“EITI”) with the aim to enhance transparency and accountability in 
Lebanon’s oil and gas sector. The EITI is a voluntary initiative through which the 
government of Lebanon will commit to publishing reports on how the government 
manages the oil and gas resources. It should be noted, however, that the Lebanese 
government has yet to make a formal commitment to joining this initiative. 

Oil and Gas Sector 
Lebanon’s intention to join the EITI has been welcomed nationally and internationally. How will 
this take place? What are the main issues facing the commitment of joining EITI? 
How are these being overcome? 

Electricity sector 
What are the main issues facing the activities of the electricity sector in Lebanon? 
What future plans are there? 
Are there any recent studies that you could let us know about? 

Water sector 
What are the main issues facing the water sector? 
Are there any regional variations? 
What development plans are in place for this sector? 

Formal/illegal sand or gravel extraction in coastal regions  
Can you confirm the status of the sand/gravel extraction that takes place along the coastline? 
Where are prime locations where it takes place? 
What are the demographics of those doing it? (male/female/foreign/national/youth?) 
Legislation states that it is illegal can you confirm? 

Potential Impacts  
Do you feel that the exploration project (3 months) will have any potential impact? 
Which other stakeholders might be A) potentially affected by or B) interested in the project 
activities? 

Ministry of Culture, Directorate General of Antiquities, is responsible for the protection, 
promotion and excavation activities in all sites of national heritage in Lebanon 
Directorate of Archaeological Monuments and Built Heritage  

It is recognised that there are a number of antiquities on the coast of Lebanon and some have 
been designated UNESCO world heritage sites, others have not yet got this status. Could you 
share with us any listings in the general antiquities inventory, recognized or categorized cultural 
property lists which are appropriate to the shoreline of Lebanon? 
Of these catalogued sites are there which have particular importance? If so which ones? 
Are here any particular studies or research you could share with us? 

What legislation protects these antiquities? Is there any recent legislation? Is the legislation 
adequate for the protection of these sites? 
Does the ministry come up against any issues enforcing legislation? 
It is recognised that Lebanon is a popular Tourist destination and one of the attractions is the 
cultural heritage and the antiquities. What proportion of tourists come and visit places of 
archaeological sites? (particularly on the coastline here in Lebanon?) 
Are there any archaeological studies planned for locations/sites on the coastline? 
Is there any international funding designated to particular sites? 
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Do you feel that the exploration project (3 months) will have any potential impacts on the sector? 
Which other stakeholders might be A) potentially affected by or B) interested in the project 
activities? 

Ministry of Agriculture Directorate of Fisheries and Aquaculture 
Facilitator: 
Please explain that we have undertaken baseline studies at local level and carried out 
interviews with fishermen, and those within the fisheries supply chain. As part of our study 
we would also like to collect information from the Ministry. 
General   
What are the roles and functions of the Ministry of Agriculture (Directorate of Fisheries and 
Aquaculture)? 
There are few up-to-date statistics available on the fisheries sector as CAS captures data 
relating to agricultural production but not fisheries, can you point us in the direction of any 
unofficial data/ studies undertaken in the sector to get an up-to-date snap shot annual 
catches/fleet size/contribution to GDP and local economy? Are there plans to track the sector? 
What main issues does the fisheries sector face in Lebanon (fleet/stock/methods-net etc)? 
What long term development plans does the sector have? 
What is the status of fish stocks? Are there any plans to protect/support this? 
 
Legislation   
The legislation stipulates that fishing can only be carried out within a 6 nautical mile limit from the 
coastline. Is this largely upheld? Is it enforced at all? How? 
Is there any other legislation that is pertinent to our study? 
 
Fishing locations  
What are the fishing areas along the coastline in Lebanon? Where are the prime areas that fishing 
takes place? Any reason that people fish in certain locations? 
What are the main fishing seasons? 
Are there any particular seasonal movements that the project may need to know about? 
How far out to sea do sports fishermen travel? 
Do any foreign vessels fish in the sea off shore Lebanon? Is this an issue? 
 
Marketing   
It is understood that fish sales in Lebanon are mainly through auctions to 
fishmongers/restaurants/individuals. There is one official Central Fish Auction Yard next to Beirut 
Sea Port and a fish auction yard/fish stalls at each fishing port which is run by the fishermen 
cooperative at that port. Do you know how many auction yards there are? Detail of 
sales/revenue/taxes? Are records tracked? Is it enforced? 
What is the extent of fishing sales on the informal economy? 

Organisation   
What is the function of fishing syndicates? How many are there? Membership? 
How many fishing cooperatives are there in the country? How many? 
What is the demographic characteristic of people carrying out fishing? 
Are there any particular places on the coastline where there is a high concentration of fishermen? 
 
Potential Impacts  
Do you feel that the exploration project (3 months) will have any potential impact on the fishing 
sector? 
Which other stakeholders might be A) potentially affected by or B) interested in the project 
activities? 
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Ministry of Social Affairs Department of social welfare and or Department of Social 
Development 
 
General   
We have conducted local level baseline fieldwork on social aspects. We recognise that the 
Ministry is an important stakeholder and would like to ask some questions. 
What social development progress has taken place in Lebanon recently? 
What are the main issues facing progress? How are they being tackled? 
What social protection is available to citizens/non citizens? (probe pension/child care) 

Vulnerable groups  
We are developing a profile of who are the vulnerable groups in Lebanon (in particular on the 
coastline)? Who would you define as vulnerable within the context? 
Are displaced people deemed vulnerable? If so how? What kind of protection is there for them? 
What is the demographic of displaced people (male/female; youth/elderly etc) 
Where are the main clusters of displaced people (are any along the coastline) in Lebanon? 
What are the main issues facing displaced people? 
Is there any kind of social protection for displaced people? 
Is there any kind of movement of displaced people/ migratory route across Lebanon and on to 
European destinations from coastal locations (a UNHCR (2018) report states that there is to a 
small degree? (this is sensitive) 
What issues face other vulnerable groups? 
What social protection is there for vulnerable people? 
Are there any action plans and national strategies for the protection of those deemed vulnerable? 

Gender  
According to Lebanese law and the Lebanese constitution, men and women enjoy equal rights in 
social and economic life. Notwithstanding some progress, according to literature women remain 
underrepresented in public, political life and face obstacles in the labour market – what issues do 
you feel face women in Lebanese society (girls/adults) 
Are there any kind of particular gender issues in Lebanon? If so how are they being addressed? 
(probe carefully about Gender based violence etc.) 

Youth   
What are the main issues facing youth in Lebanon? How are they being addressed? 
Which segment of youth are deemed potentially vulnerable? 

Poverty  
Poverty in Lebanon exhibits considerable geographic and social variation, reflecting the 
unevenness of economic growth across the country over time. Where are the geographical 
locations with the highest poverty? Are there any reasons for this? 
What social programmes are in places to address poverty? 

Potential Impacts  
Do you feel that the exploration project (3 months) will have any impact? 
Do you have any concerns? 
Which other stakeholders might be A) potentially affected by or B) interested in the project 
activities? 

Ministry of the Displaced 
General   
National level data on displaced people; main issues facing this category of the population; 
geographical areas with high density of displaced people; Government initiatives 
What are the main issues facing displaced people in Lebanon? 
Is there any kind of social protection for displaced people? 
What is the demographic of displaced people (male/female; youth/elderly etc) 
Where are the main clusters of displaced people (are any along the coastline) in Lebanon? 
Is there any kind of movement of displaced people/ migratory route across Lebanon and on to 
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European destinations from coastal locations (a UNHCR (2018) report states that there is to a 
small degree? (this is sensitive) 
Are there any action plans and national strategies for the protection of displaced people? 

Potential risks for the project 

It is recognised that sometimes vulnerable categories of people are engaged in work in supply 
chains and owing to their status they can be exploited. Would this be a risk for any service provider 
in the supply chain to the project e.g. food, construction etc? 
 
 
Potential Impacts  
Do you feel that the exploration project (3 months) will have any potential impact? 
Which other stakeholders might be A) potentially affected by or B) interested in the project 
activities? 

The Presidency of the council of ministers (A dedicated team working on the Syrian crisis 
working within this office) 
Same questions as above 
 
General   
National level data on displaced people; main issues facing this category of the population; 
geographical areas with high density of displaced people; Government initiatives 
What are the main issues facing displaced people in Lebanon? 
Is there any kind of social protection for displaced people? 
What is the demographic of displaced people (male/female; youth/elderly etc) 
Where are the main clusters of displaced people (are any along the coastline) in Lebanon? 
Is there any kind of movement of displaced people/ migratory route across Lebanon and on to 
European destinations from coastal locations (a UNHCR (2018) report states that there is to a 
small degree? (this is sensitive) 
Are there any action plans and national strategies for the protection of displaced people? 

Potential risks for the project  
It is recognised that sometimes vulnerable categories of people are engaged in work in supply 
chains and owing to their status they can be exploited. Would this be a risk for any service provider 
in the supply chain to the project e.g. food, construction etc? 
Potential Impacts  
Do you feel that the exploration project (3 months) will have any impact? 
Do you have any concerns? 
Which other stakeholders might be A) potentially affected by or B) interested in the project 
activities? 

Ministry of Tourism 

We have undertaken baseline data collection at local level with tourist service sector industry e.g. 
hotels, restaurants, resorts etc. And we have detailed a desk study and understand that Lebanon is 
a popular tourist destination, and this is increasing. 

Does the ministry have any plans for the Tourism sector? (Are they targeting particular aspects of 
tourism/nationalities etc) 

Do you have any recent statistical data on numbers visiting/nationalities/ revenues? 
Are there any Government initiatives to boost the Tourist sector? 
Are there are priority geographical areas (probe coastal areas) that will/are being developed? 
And long-term plans? 
What are the main hindrances that the tourist sector faces? Are there any plans to address these? 
What hindrances in the past has the sector faced? 
How will the perceptions of the development of an oil and gas sector in Lebanon influence 
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(affect) the tourist sector? 
How could this be overcome? 
What potential impacts could the exploration project pose? How could these be overcome? 

Central Administration Statistics CAS 

We are interested in getting data and statistics relevant to the socio economic and cultural heritage 
baseline study. It is understood that a census has not taken place but we would like to talk to you to 
you to try and get more information or be directed to sources of information. In particular we are 
looking at the socio economic detail of the coastal Governorates and Municipalities (meso and 
micro level). The indicators in our study are: demographics; education and skills: economy and 
livelihoods (particularly fisheries, tourism and agriculture); land and property; infrastructure 
(particularly waste); public safety, security and welfare; cultural heritage. Gaps in our study are that 
there is a lack of data at Governorate/Municipality level such as: 

• demographic data 

• information relating to infrastructure (e.g., telecoms, electricity, waste) 

• education (e.g., male to female ratio, education level) 

• information on small and medium enterprises (SMEs) specific to each governorate 

• detailed information on public safety (e.g., childcare and pension, access to justice, social 
security and insurance, and crime rates) 

• unemployment levels 

• health data 

• Land management and land holdings 

We seek: 
Local level (Governorate and municipality) demographic data for coastal Governates 

• demographic data 

• Coastal land use/cover data (data we have is from 1998) 

• Governorate/Local level health indicators 

• Data or studies relating to natural wealth especially fisheries sector and (coastal) 
agriculture sector 

• Local level Employment/unemployment 

• SMEs 

• fisheries 

MoPWT Ministry of Public Works and Transport  
Directorate General of Land and Maritime Transport 

As the Ministry provides oversight to maritime transport are there any important maritime routes 
that this study should detail, understanding that there are shipping lanes in to Beirut port? Are 
routes regularly used/seasonal/times of particular importance that should be detailed? What types 
of vessel? 

Fishing vessels  
Seaworthiness and sailing licensing for fishing vessels is under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of 
Public Works & Transportation, it is understood that the Ministry is in the process of designing 
and implementing a new computerized vessel registry. Is this imminent? 
Are there any recent statistics on the size of the fleets? Are there any trends? 

Registering of Fishermen/folk  

It is understood that the Ministry of public works & Transportation issues fishermen 
licenses/passports (based upon the recommendation of a fishing cooperative). No computerized 
registry for those fishermen exists, to date. However, Ministry of Public Works & Transportation is in 
the process of issuing new version of fishermen passports aimed at decreasing possibility of 
forgery and misuse. Has this been implemented? 
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Do you have up-to-date figures on numbers of registered fishermen? (can we have statistics)? 
Are there any trends? Have all fishermen on the coastline registered? How is this monitored? 
Have there been issues implementing these new systems? 

Potential Impacts  

Are there aspects of the exploration project (3 months) that you may think will have any potential 
Impact? 

Which other stakeholders might be:  
A) potentially affected by or  

B) interested in the project activities. 

Port Authorities – Port of Beirut 

• Port of Beirut – ownership status (public or private) and type of land use (industrial, 

residential, mixed etc). If pure industrial land use, then what is buffer zone between port 

buildings and residential houses? 

• It is assumed that the jurisdiction of the Port of Beirut extends to a distance out from the 

port; is the Ministry of Transport responsible for vessel routes beyond that point? Does the 

port issue any local notices to mariners? 

• What is the general security situation around the port? Have there been incidents of 

thefts? 

• What are Port security arrangements? 

o Is the port fenced? 

o Is there buffer zone between port boundaries and any residential areas around it. If 

yes, what is the distance requirement between industrial and residential building? 

o Are there 24/7 security guards? Are they aware of Voluntary Principles on 

Security and Human Rights? (are security guards armed?) 

o CCTV/surveillance cameras etc? 

o Is inland access to the port through the main gates/entrance? 

o Is there registered access control point/gate? 

o What is the emergency response procedure? 

• How do sea users communicate with the Port in case of problems at sea? What’s the 

communication system used? 

• Project will need to communicate temporary restrictions around offshore installations 

(drillship) – 500 m safety zone, so what’s the procedure and what is the role of Port 

authorities in this process? Who can advise on alternative transport corridors for other 

sea users to avoid drilling location? 

• What is the busiest time of the year for the Port? Are there seasonality changes and 

when is the less busy time? 

• Communities adjacent (what are their main activities?) and their exact distances from the 

Port. Presence of any residential houses inside or immediately outside Port’s boundaries? 

Any complaints from neighbouring communities so far? 

• Are there any leisure or tourism focused businesses inside the port area or immediately 

adjacent to the port? (e.g., yacht club) (may be specifically ask if two proposed areas for 

Project logistics base have any noise/traffic/light sensitive business neighbours?) 

• Are there any aquaculture or bathing waters in immediate vicinity to the Port (any 

public/private beaches, yacht clubs or fishing/landing areas)? 

• Is there one or several land accesses to the Port? 

• What is the existing volume of traffic at the Port? Are there particularly busy periods? 

How is traffic managed at the Port (designated routes for example)? 

• How is waste managed at the Port? 
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Ministry of Justice 

Responsible for the public grievance mechanism; play a role as environmental prosecutor. 
Facilitator: 
We have conducted local level baseline fieldwork on social aspects. We recognise that the 
Ministry is an important stakeholder and would like to ask some questions. 
 
General   

1. What are the roles and functions of the Ministry of Justice? 

2. What role does the Ministry play in regard to oil and gas in the country? 

3. Does the Ministry play any specific role in the enforcement of regulation of the oil and gas 

sector? 

 4. How does the Ministry work together with other ministries and stakeholders relevant to  

the oil and gas sector? 

 5. How does the implementation and monitoring of the public grievance mechanism occur?  

Roles and responsibilities? Which timeframes are applicable? What reporting mechanisms 

are in place to provide information on the number and nature of grievances received, 

managed and closed out? Do pending cases have an impact on the progress of licensing 

activities? 

6. How does the ministry resolve environmental cases? Does the ministry provide 

opportunities to resolve environmental cases through arbitration? 

 7. Does the Ministry of Justice have a public grievance mechanism in force, and if yes, what  

are the modalities? 

 8. From your perspective as the Ministry of Justice, what challenges does the sector face in  

general? 

9. What challenges and risks are exploration activities exposed to from your perspective? 

Legislation   
1. Are there any precedents that we should be aware of? 

Potential Impacts  

1. Do you feel that the exploration project (3 months) will have any potential impacts? Do 

you have any concerns? 

2. Knowing that exploration activities will be taking place offshore and that project support 

vessels will transit between Block 4 (20km from Beirut Port – visible from shoreline) and 

the Port of Beirut, with onshore logistics base located inside the Port of Beirut, do they see 

any potential impacts or risks to security at sea or in the area around the port? If so, what 

impacts/risks and what do they think the Project needs to do about it? 

3. Which other stakeholders might be A) potentially affected by or B) interested in the 

project activities? 

Lebanese Atomic Energy Commission (LAEC) 
LAEC is one of the centres under CNRS, the national agency mandated to establish the 
radioprotection infrastructure of all radioactive sources emitting radiation in Lebanon and 
to carry out surveys on possible radioactive pollution. 
General   

10. What are the roles and functions of the LAEC? How is the LAEC involved in permitting 

and/or monitoring? 

11. Does the LAEC play any specific role in the regulation of the oil and gas sector? 

12. How does the LAEC typically treat radioactive waste? In Lebanon or abroad? If abroad, 

where? 

13. There will be a need to transport a radioactive (ionising) source to the drillship and use it 

during logging activities. What are the procedural requirements for notifying the ministry 

about movements, storage and use of this source, or otherwise communicating with the 

ministry? 
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14. What guidelines do you use for transport, storage and disposal of radioactive material? 

Lebanese guidelines or international? 

Potential Impacts  

4. Do you feel that the exploration project (3 months) will have any potential impacts? Do 

you have any concerns? 

1. Which other stakeholders might be A) potentially affected by or B) interested in the 

project activities? 

Mitigation   

1. Do you have any recommendations and/or requirements for specific mitigation measures 

for radioactive transport, use and disposal? 
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KIIs Tentative Field Plan - North 

Day Cluster Location Stakeholder 
Category of 
stakeholder 

Activities 
(KII, FGD) 

who (data 
collector 1 

data 
collector 2 

No of 
people  

No 
of 

Cars 

Overnight 
location 
of data 

collector 

Day 
1 

4 Okaibeh 
Municipality 
of Okaibeh 

Local 
Authorities 

KII 
Interviewer 

6 
1 1 

Own 
Home 

4 Safra 
Municipality 

of Safra 
Local 

Authorities 
KII 

Interviewer 
6 

1 1 
Own 

Home 

2 Batroun 
Municipality 
of Batroun 

Local 
Authorities 

KII 
Interviewer 

1 
1 1 

Own 
Home 

2 Chekka 
Municipality 

of Chekka 
Local 

Authorities 
KII 

Interviewer 
1 

1 1 
Own 

Home 

1 Tripoli 
Municipality 
of Al Mina - 

Tripoli 

Local 
Authorities 

KII 
Interviewer 

1 
1 1 

Own 
Home 

Day 
2 

3 Jbeil 
Municipality 

of Jbeil 
Local 

Authorities 
KII 

Interviewer 
6 

1 1 
Own 

Home 

3 Aamchit 
Municipality 
of Aamchit 

Local 
Authorities 

KII 
Interviewer 

6 
1 1 

Own 
Home 

1 
Al 

Aabdeh 

Municipality 
of Bebnine- 

Al Abdeh 

Local 
Authorities 

KII 
Interviewer 

1 
1 1 

Own 
Home 

Day 
3 

5 Dbayeh 
Municipality 
of Dbayeh 

Local 
Authorities 

KII 
Interviewer 

6 
1 1 

Own 
Home 

  

Fidar 
 

 

 

Municipality 
of Fidar 

Local 
Authorities 

KII 
Interviewer 

6 
1 1 

Own 
Home 
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4 Jounieh 
Makhluf Sur 

Mer, 
Jounieh 

Restaurant KII 
Interviewer 

2 
1 1 

Own 
Home 

5 Dbayeh 

Xtreme Dive 
Center - 

XDC - 
Dbayeh 

Commercial 
Businesses 
(Traders & 
Services) 

KII 
Interviewer 

2 
1 1 

Own 
Home 

2 Anfeh 

Informal 
Businesses(s
alt miners - 

Anfeh) 

Commercial 
Businesses 
(Traders & 
Services) 

KII 
Interviewer 

1 
1 1 

Own 
Home 

2 Chekka 

Informal 
Businesses 
(sea shell 

collectors) 

Commercial 
Businesses 
(Traders & 
Services) 

KII 
Interviewer 

1 
1 1 

Own 
Home 

Day 
4 

5 Dbayeh 
Women in 

Front 
NGOs KII 

Interviewer 
2 

1 1 
Own 

Home 

2 Batroun 

Lebanese 
Association 
for Safety 

and 
Emergency 

CSOs & 
CBOs 

KII 
Interviewer 

6 
1 1 

Own 
Home 

2 Anfeh 
Naim Awad 
Salt, Anfeh 

Industries KII 
Interviewer 

1 
1 1 

Own 
Home 

2 Chekka 
Florida 

Beach Hotel 
And Resort 

Beach 
Resorts 

KII 
Interviewer 

1 
1 1 

Own 
Home 

Day 
5 

2 Anfeh 
Municipality 

of Anfeh 
Local 

Authorities 
KII 

Interviewer 
1 

1 1 
Own 

Home 
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5 Dbayeh 
Yacht and 

Boat 
Services 

Commercial 
Businesses 
(Traders & 
Services) 

KII 
Interviewer 

2 
1 1 

Own 
Home 

2 Batroun 
San 

Stephano, 
Batroun 

Beach 
Resorts 

KII 
Interviewer 

1 
1 1 

Own 
Home 

3 Aamchit Chez Zakhia Restaurant KII 
Interviewer 

2 
1 1 

Own 
Home 

Day 
6 

2 
Kfaraabi

da 
Fishermen 

Coop 

Commercial 
Businesses 
(Traders & 
Services) 

KII 
Interviewer 

1 
1 1 

Own 
Home 

2 Batroun 
Fishermen 

Coop 

Commercial 
Businesses 
(Traders & 
Services) 

KII 
Interviewer 

1 
1 1 

Own 
Home 

3 Aamchit 
Green 
Square  

NGOs KII 
Interviewer 

2 
1 1 

Own 
Home 

3 Jbeil 

UNESCO 
World 

Heritage 
site - Byblos 

(Jbeil) 

UN agencies KII 
Interviewer 

6 
1 1 

Own 
Home 

Day 
7 

1 Tripoli 

Developme
nt For 

People And 
Nature 

Association 

NGOs KII 
Interviewer 

1 
1 1 

Own 
Home 
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5 Dbayeh 

Informal 
Businesses 
(sea shell 

collectors) 

Commercial 
Businesses 
(Traders & 
Services) 

KII 
Interviewer 

1 
1 1 

Own 
Home 

FGDs Field Plan - North 

Date Cluster 
Category of 

Affected 
Groups 

Activities 
(KII, FGD 

who (data 
collector 1 data 

collector 2 

No of 
people  

No of 
Cars 

Time 
allocation 
(number 
of days)  

Overnight 
location 

Day 1 

2 Fishermen FGD 
Moderator 1 & 

Assistant 1 

4 2 1 
Own 

Home 

2 
Fishing 

Household 
(Females) 

FGD 
Moderator 2 & 

Assistant 2 

4 Fishermen FGD 
Moderator 1 & 

Assistant 1 

4 
Fishing 

Household 
(Females) 

FGD 
Moderator 2 & 

Assistant 2 

Day 2 

1 Fishermen FGD 
Moderator 1 & 

Assistant 1 

4 2 1 
Own 

Home 

2 Fishermen FGD 
Moderator 1 & 

Assistant 1 

2 

Unemployed 
Youth 

(Female) 
18-25 

FGD 
Moderator 2 & 

Assistant 2 

3 Anglers FGD 
Moderator 2 & 

Assistant 2 
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Day 3 

3 Fishermen FGD 
Moderator 2 & 

Assistant 2 

4 2 1 
Own 

Home 

3 Women FGD 
Moderator 2 & 

Assistant 2 

4 Anglers FGD 
Moderator 1 & 

Assistant 1 

4 
Farmers 

Lebanese 
FGD 

Moderator 1 & 
Assistant 1 

Day 4 

5 Fishermen FGD 
Moderator 1 & 

Assistant 1 

4 2 1 
Own 

Home 

5 Anglers FGD 
Moderator 1 
& Assistant 1 
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FGDs Field Plan - North 

Date Cluster 
Category of 

Affected 
Groups 

Activities 
(KII, FGD 

who (data 
collector 1 data 

collector 2 

No of 
people  

No 
of 

Cars 

Time 
allocation 

(number of 
days)  

Overnight 
location 

Day 4 

6 Fishermen FGD 
Moderator 1 & 

Assistant 1 

4 2 1 Own Home 

6 Fishermen FGD 
Moderator 1 & 

Assistant 1 

6 Anglers FGD 
Moderator 2 & 

Assistant 2 

6 
Fishing 

Household 
(Females) 

FGD 
Moderator 1 & 

Assistant 1 

Day 5 

8 Anglers FGD 
Moderator 2 & 

Assistant 2 

4 2 1 Own Home 

8 Fishermen FGD 
Moderator 1 & 

Assistant 1 

8 Fishermen 
FGD 

Moderator 1 & 
Assistant 1 

8 
Farmers 

Lebanese 
FGD 

Moderator 2 & 
Assistant 2 

Day 6 

7 Fishermen 
FGD 

Moderator 2 & 
Assistant 2 

4 2 1 Own Home 

7 
Unemployed 
Youth (Male) 

18-25 
FGD 

Moderator 2 & 
Assistant 2 
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TOTAL E&P Liban Offshore Drilling, Lebanon 
FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR SMALL MARGINAL FARMERS  

Name of village:  Date of the discussion:  

Name(s) of attendees :  

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

THEME 1 – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
DEMOGRAPHICS 

Q1. Please introduce the oil drilling 
activities using the BIDs and posters. 
Once completed give the participants 
an opportunity for questions and you 
provide an answer to their questions 
as far as possible. If you cannot 
answer then please take the 
stakeholders contact details and tell 
them you will get the answer and get 
back in contact as soon as possible. 
 

 

Q2. Now, do you have questions?  

 

 

THEME 2: SOCIO-ECONOMIC OVERVIEW 

A. DEMOGRAPHICS  

A.1.1. What is your name?  

A.1.2.What is your age?  

A2.1. Are you married?  

A2.2. If yes, how many kids do you 
have?  

A3.1. Are you from this village?  

A3.2. How long have you been 
residing in this village?   

A4. How many people live in the 
village?  

A5.  What is your profession?  

B. FARMING ACTIVITIES 
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B1. Are you/ or is anyone in your 
household currently involved in coastal 
agricultural activities?  
 

 

B1.a. How big is the agricultural area 
you farm/ work in? 
 

  

B1.b. What type of farming do you 
exactly do? 
 
(Note to moderator: please probe into 
details whether crop farming, what crops, 
market gardening, animal husbandry and 
which animals…) 

  

B1.c. What seasonal variations are 
there? 
 

  

B1.d.1. Do you use irrigation?   

B1.d.2. If yes, what types, and where does 
the water come from?  

B1.e. How far is your land from the 
shore? 
 

 

B1.f. Does anyone help you with 
farming? 
 
 
(Note to moderator: please probe into family 
members, members of community, 
refugees…) 

  

B1.f.i.1 If yes, what is their role?   
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B1.f.i.2. How do they exactly help you? 
  

B1.f.ii.1. Are there any similar 
examples in community?  

 

B1.f.ii.1. What are the roles of people 
engaged in fishing in your community?  

 

B1.g. Approximately, how many 
farmers are there in this village?  
 

 

B1.h. Are women involved in the 
farming activities and how are women 
involved in the farming activities? 
 

 

 

B2. What do you do with the 
agricultural products?  
 

 

B2.a. Are the goods for sale/used for 
own consumption/ for leisure?  
 
If for sale, please describe how 

 

B2.b. Are there markets available for 
farmers to sell their products in this 
village?   
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B2.c.1. Do you advertise your 
products?  

B2.c.2. If yes, who is engaged in this 
process and how? 

-  

B2.d.1. Do you/ or does any household 
member earn any income from 
farming? 

 

B2.d.2. If yes, what is its share from 
the total household income? 

-  

B2.d.3. And do you have any 
alternative livelihood activities?  

B3.1. From your experience, what 
problems does farming in this village 
face?   

  

B3.2. And what changes have you 
noticed over the years?   

B4. What are the factors that positively 
and negatively influence farming 
activities in your area?  
 

 

C. SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS AT THE LOCAL LEVEL 
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C1. How would you describe the 
current coastal resource conditions in 
your community? 
 

  

C2.1. What are the water sources 
(drinking/irrigation) in your area?   

C2.2. Are they considered clean?  

C3. What are the top 3 major threats 
to the health of coastal resources in 
your community? 

 

 

C4. Who do you identify as vulnerable 
in your community? 
 

 

C5. In your opinion, are there any 
marine activities available in this 
village? 
 
 
(Note to moderator: Please probe into 
fishing, boat repairing, net making, 
collecting seashells, sand extraction, sea 
worm collection salt extraction, rubbish 
scavengers …etc.) 
 

 

C5.a.  If yes: 
Who performs those activities? 
 
(Note to moderator: Please probe into 
gender: female vs. male, age groups: 
youth vs. adults vs. elderly, nationality 
groups: Lebanese vs. refugees) 

-  

C5.b.  If yes: 
How are women involved in such 
activities? 
 

-  
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C5.c. If yes: 
Which season in a year are these 
activities performed? 

 

C5.d.1.  If yes: 
Do they earn income from those 
activities? 

-  

C5.d.2.  If yes: 
And do they have alternative 
livelihoods? 

-  

C6.a. What other types of economic 
activities are available in this village? 
 
(Note to moderator: Please probe into land-
based livelihoods like businesses, markets, 
artisans… etc.) 

 

C6.b. What about those specifically 
located on the coastline? 
 
(Note to moderator: please probe into 
beach resorts, hotels, marine tourism by 
tour operators, diving/surfing schools, 
retail/rental services of fishing supplies or 
sea equipment…etc.) 

  

C6.c. Can you give estimate shares of 
each of those economic activities, at 
the local level? 
 

 

C7.1. Do you have any touristic site in 
this village 

 Yes    No 

 Y/N Location 
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C8. Do you have any of the following 
in your village? If yes, please describe 
and indicate the location 

a. Nature reserves    

b. Temples, palaces, 
castles 

  

c. Ottoman structures   

d. Museums    

e. Religious heritage   

f. World Heritage   
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C9.1. Do you have adequate water 
supplies in your village? 

  Yes    No 

C9.2. What about electricity and waste 
management services? 
 
(Note to moderator: Please probe on the 
coastal part of the village as well) 

 

C10.1. In general, are the roads in 
your village in good condition? 

 Yes    No 

C10.2. Are there any public transport 
services? 
 
 
 

(Note to moderator: Please probe on the 
coastal part of the village as well) 

 

C11.a. What are the main illnesses in 
the community?  

C11.b. Which healthcare facilities are 
available in your village?   

C11.c.1.  Are they reliable services?  Yes    No 

C11.c.2. If no, why not? -  
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C11.d.1. Do they meet the community  
healthcare needs? 

 Yes    No 

C11.d.2. If no, why not?  

C12. a.1. What about the educational 
services?  

C12. a.2. Do you have schools/ 
training centers in your village? 
 
(Note to moderator: please probe into the 
different levels: primary schools, secondary 
schools, universities and technical 
schools…) 

 

C12.b. How do you evaluate the 
educational levels by age groups 
(youth, adults and elderly) in your 
communities? 

 

C12.c.1. Do you have any public/ or 
private center for Marine Sciences?  

C12.c.2. If yes, in which marine 
activities are they involved?  

C13.1. How do you describe the safety 
and security conditions in your area?  
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C13.2. Which parties play the major 
role(s) in this regard?  

THEME 3: COMMUNICATION AND FEEDBACK MECHANISMS 

Q1. What are your most important 
information needs in relation to the 
upcoming oil exploration activity? 

 

  

Q2. How do you like to receive any 
future project updates?  

 
 

 

Q3. If you have a problem/complaint, 
who do you go to in the community? 

 

 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 
FOCUS GROUPS DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR  

FISHERMEN / ANGLERS/ FISHING HOUSEHOLDS (WOMEN) 

Name of village: 
 

Date of the discussion: 
 

Name(s) of attendees: 
 

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

THEME 1 – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
DEMOGRAPHICS 

Q1. Please introduce the oil drilling 
activities using the BIDs and posters. 
Once completed give the participants 
an opportunity for questions and you 
provide an answers to their questions 
as far as possible. If you cannot 
answer then please take the 
stakeholders contact details and tell 
them you will get the answer and get 
back in contact as soon as possible. 
 

 

Q2. Now, do you have questions?  

 

 

THEME 2: SOCIO-ECONOMIC OVERVIEW 

B. DEMOGRAPHICS  

A.1.1. What is your name? 
 

A.1.2.What is your age?  

A2.1. Are you married?   

A2.2. If yes, how many kids do you have?  
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A3.1. Are you from this village?  

A3.2. How long have you been residing in this 

village?  

A4. How many people live in the village?  

A5.  What is your profession?   

B. FISHING ACTIVITIES 

B1.1. Are you/ or is anyone in your household, 

currently involved in fishing?    

B1.2. What types? 

 

(Note to interviewer: please probe into 

artisanal/traditional, commercial, 
recreational…) 

 

 

B2. What type of boats/ powerboats are you 

using for fishing?  

 
(Note to moderator: please probe into size of 

boat, motor/sail, number of fishermen in each 

boat…) 
 

 

 

B3. What are the specific fishing gears 

employed?  

 
(e.g. hook and line, traps, nets,  diving gears, 

dynamite etc…) 

 

 

B4.1. What types of fish?  

    

B4.2.  Where do you go for fishing?  

 
(Note to moderator: please probe into distances 

in kilometers, near/ far from shore (for anglers in 

specific), also ask if they fish from the shore) 

 

B5. When do you usually go for fishing? 

 

 (Note to moderator: please probe into hour, time 
of the day and seasons) 
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B6. How much fish do you catch on an average 

fishing trip? 

 
  

B7. How do you preserve the fish? 

 

 (Note to moderator: ice or smoked, other?) 

 

 

 

B8. Does anyone help you with fishing? 

 
 (Note to moderator: please probe into who are 

the crew members if any e.g family members, 

poorer members of community, refugees…) 
 

 

B8.a. If yes, what is their role? How do they 

exactly help you? 

 
 

B8.b. How females are involved in fishing? 

Are there gender differentiated roles? 
 

 

B8.c.1. Are there any similar examples in 

community?  

B8.c.2. What are the roles of people engaged 

in fishing in your community?  

B9. What type of fish do you catch and what 

do you do with the fish catch?  
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B9.a. Are these goods for sale/ Used for own 

consumption/ For leisure?  If for sale, please 

describe how. 

 

(through a cooperative, wholesaler, street 

vendors, how much per kilo…) 

 

 

B9.b.1. How do you advertise your fish?   

B9.b.2. Who is involved in the marketing and 

sales process?  
 

(Note to moderator: please probe into the roles 

of men vs. women in the household) 

 

 

B9.c. Are there markets available for 

fishermen/ individuals conducting marine 

activities to sell their fishes/ products/ 

services?   

 

  

B9.d.1. Do you/ or does any household 

member earn any income from fishing?   

 Yes  No 
 

B9.d.2. If yes, what is its share from the total 

household income?  

B9.d.3. Do you have any alternative livelihood 

activities that you undertake alongside 

fishing? 
 

B10. Approximately, how many fishermen are 

there in your village (as a livelihood or as a 

recreational activity please specify)? 
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B11.1. From your experience, what problems 

at seas are there?  

B11.2. What changes have you noticed over 

the years?  

 
(Note to moderator: please probe into safety, 

equipment, pollution, fish stock (plenty of fish or 

few fish)…etc.) 

  

B12. What are the factors that positively and 

negatively influence fishing activities in your 

area?  
 

(Note to moderator: please probe into problems 

faced by fishermen in this village, work 
conditions and welfare)  

 

 

C. SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS AT THE LOCAL LEVEL 

C1. How would you describe the current 

coastal resource conditions in your 

community? 

 

 

C2. What are the top 3 major threats to the 

health of coastal resources in your 

community? 
 

  

C3. Who do you identify as vulnerable in your 

community? 

 
  

C4. Besides fishing, are there any other 

marine activities available in this village? 

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe into boat 

repairing, net making, collecting seashells, sand 

extraction, salt extraction, sea worm collection, 

molluscs or small fish collection, rubbish 
scavengers…etc.) 

 

C4.a. Which activities? Who performs those 

activities and where? 

 

 (Note to moderator: Please probe into gender: 
female vs. male, age groups: youth vs. adults vs. 

elderly, nationality groups: Lebanese vs. 

refugees) 
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C4.b. How women are involved in such 

activities? 

 
 

C4.c. Which season in a year are these 

activities performed?  

 

 

 

C4.d.1. Do they earn income from those 

activities?  

 
  

C4.d.2. And do they have alternative 

livelihoods? 

 
 

 

C4.e. Do they have any major problems or 

sensitivities in community? 

 
 

C5.a. What other types of economic activities 

are available in this village?  

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe into land-
based livelihoods like farming, businesses, 

markets, artisans… etc.) 

  

C5.b. What about those specifically located on 

the coastline?  
 

(Note to moderator: please probe into beach 

resorts, hotels, marine tourism by tour operators, 
diving/surfing schools, retail/rental services of 

fishing supplies or sea equipment…etc.) 

 

 

C5.c. Can you give estimate shares of each of 

those economic activities, at the local level? 
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C6.1. Do you have any touristic site in this 

village? 

 

  Yes    No 

C6.2. If yes, what is it exactly? where is it 

located and do you have tour operators? Boat 

trips? 
  

C7. Do you have any of the following in your 

village? If yes, please describe and indicate 

the location 
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C8. Do you have adequate water supplies in 

your village? 
 Yes  No 

C9. What about electricity and waste 

management services? 

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe on the coastal 
part of the village as well) 

 

C10.1. In general, are the roads in your 

village in good condition? 
 Yes  No 

C10.2. Are there any public transport 

services? 

 

 
 

(Note to moderator: Please probe on the coastal 

part of the village as well) 

 

C11.a.1. What illnesses are most prevalent in 

your community?  
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C11.a.2. And does fishing cause any health 

hazards?  

C11.b.  Which healthcare facilities are 

available in your village? 

 
 (Note to moderator: Please probe into 

hospitals, public clinics, mobile clinics, how far 

they are…etc.). 

  

C11.c.1. Are they reliable services?  Yes  No 

C11.c.2. If no, why not?  

C11.d.1. Do they meet the community 
healthcare needs? 

 Yes  No 

C11.d.2. If no, why not and do you think you 

need more healthcare facilities in the area?  

C12. a.1. What about the educational 

services?  

C12. a.2. Do you have schools/ training 

centers in your village? 

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into the 
different levels: primary schools, secondary 

schools, universities and technical schools…) 
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C12.b. How do you evaluate the educational 

levels by age groups (youth, adults and 

elderly) in your communities? 
  

C13.1. How do you describe the safety and 

security conditions in your area?  

C13.2. Which parties play the major role(s) 

in this regard?  

C14. Are there any associations or NGOs in 

your community (if so what do they do?) 

 
 

C15. What problems exist in the community? 

   

THEME 3: COMMUNICATION AND FEEDBACK MECHANISMS 

Q1. What are your most important 

information needs in relation to the 

upcoming oil exploration activity? 

 

 

Q2. How do you like to receive any future 

project updates?  

 

 

 

Q3. Are there any stakeholders that you 

would recommend that we talk with?  

 

 

 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 
FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR WOMEN 

Name of village:  Date of the discussion:  

Name(s) of attendees :  

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

THEME 1 – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
DEMOGRAPHICS 

Q1. Please introduce the oil drilling 
activities using the BIDs and posters. 
Once completed give the participants 
an opportunity for questions and you 
provide an answer to their questions 
as far as possible. If you cannot 
answer then please take the 
stakeholders contact details and tell 
them you will get the answer and get 
back in contact as soon as possible. 
 

 

Q2. Now, do you have questions?  

 

 

THEME 2: SOCIO-ECONOMIC OVERVIEW 

A. DEMOGRAPHICS  

A.1.1. What is your name?  

A.1.2. What is your age? 
 

 

A1.3. What is your marital status?  

A1.a. If married, how many children do 
you have? 
 

 

A2.1. Are you from this village?  

A2.1. How long have you been 
residing in this village?  
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A3. How big is the village? 
  

A4.1. Do you currently work?  
If yes, where and in which field?   

A4.2. If no, why not?  

B. SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS AT THE LOCAL LEVEL 

B1. What are the sources of income 
(including agriculture, wage 
employment, public transfers, 
remittances, gift-giving, etc.) available 
in your household? 
 

  

B1.a. Which of the sources of 
income/income-generating activities 
that you have mentioned are typically 
performed by men and which by 
women? Why? 
 

 

B1.b.1. Is credit available to access?   

B1.b.2. What are the different 
constraints/challenges that men and 
women face when accessing these 
types of credit? Why? 

 

B1.b.3. Are they accessible equally to 
men/women? 
 

 

B2.1. In your household, could you 
describe who carries out which 
household chores and employment 
(household work, child care, farming, 
etc.)? 

 

B2.2. Who decides this allocation? 
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B3. Do you make economic decisions in 
the household (e.g. selling crops, 
livestock or land, purchasing tools, 
asking for a loan)?  
 
 

 

B4.  Which types of economic 
activities are available in this village?  
 
(note to moderator: please probe into low, 
medium and high skilled jobs as well as 
land-based livelihoods vs marine activities) 

Skill level Job Type 

Low skilled 
 

 

Medium skilled 
 

 

High skilled  
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Other (please specify)  

B4.a. Who performs those activities? 
(note to moderator: please probe into 
gender: female vs male, age groups: youth 
vs adults vs elderly, nationality groups: 
Lebanese vs refugees) 
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B5. What other services (education, 
health, agricultural extension or any 
other rural services) and 
infrastructures (electricity, roads, 
water pumps) are available in this 
community? 
  

 

  

B5.a. Who in your household has 
access to and uses these services? 
 

 

B6. What are the main risks (economic, 
climatic, and political) that people in 
your community are confronted with? 
 

 

B6.a.1. Do they affect all households 
equally?  
 

 

B6.a.2. Do they affect men/women 
differently?  

B6.b. How do households with varying 
degrees of wealth cope with and 
manage risks differently? 
 

 

 

B6.c. Do women/men cope with and 
manage these risks differently? 
 

 

 

B7. What social networks, formal and 
informal, exist in the community?  
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B7.a. Are these mixed or gender-
specific?  
 
 

 

 

B7.b. What roles do women/men play 
in their social networks? 
 
 

 

B8. In your opinion, what are the 
factors that positively and negatively 
influence women empowerment in 
your community?  
 
(Note to moderator: please probe into 
details of the main issues for women in this 
community) 

 
 

 

B9.1. Do you have any touristic site in 
this village?  
  
 
 

 Yes  No 

B9.2. If yes, where is it located and do 
you have tour operators? Boat trips? 

 
 

B10. Do you have any of the following 
in your village? If yes, please describe 
and indicate the location 

 Y/N Location 

g. Nature reserves    

h. Temples, palaces, 
castels 
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i. Ottoman structures  
 

 

j. Museums    

k. Religious heritage    

l. World Heritage  
 

 

B11.1. Do you have adequate water 
supplies in your village? 

 Yes  No 

B11.2. What is the quality of water?  

B11.3. What about electricity and 
waste management services?  
 
(Note to moderator: Please probe on the 
coastal part of the village as well) 
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B12.1. In general, are the roads in 
your village in good condition? 

 Yes  No 

B12.2. Are there any public transport 
services? 
 
 (Note to moderator: Please probe on the 
coastal part of the village as well) 

 

B13.a. What illnesses are most 
prevalent in your community?  

B13.b. Which healthcare facilities are 
available in your village?  
 

(Note to moderator: Please probe into 
hospitals, public clinics, mobile clinics, 
distances…etc.).  
 

 

B13.c.1. Are they reliable services? If 
no, why not? 
 

 Yes  No 

B13.c.2. If no, why not? 
  

B13.d.1. Do they meet the community  
healthcare needs?   

B13.d.2. If no, why not and do you 
think you need more healthcare 
facilities in the area? 
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B14.a.1. What about the educational 
services?  

B14.a.2. Do you have schools/ training 
centers in your village?  
 
(Note to moderator: please probe into the 
different levels: primary schools, secondary 
schools, universities and technical 
schools…) 

 

B14.b. How do you evaluate the 
educational levels by age groups 
(youth, adults and elderly) in your 
communities? 

 

B15.1. How do you describe the safety 
and security conditions in your area?  

B15.2. Which parties play the major 
role(s) in this regard?  

B16. If you have a problem/complaint, 
who do you go to in the community? 

 

 

 

THEME 3: COMMUNICATION AND FEEDBACK MECHANISMS 

Q1. What are your most important 
information needs in relation to the 

upcoming oil exploration activity? 

 

 

Q2. How do you like to receive any 
future project updates?   

ADDITIONAL NOTES 
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 
KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW GUIDE – STAKEHOLDERS – BUSINESS 

SECTORS 

Location of Interview: 
(Village/Caza/Block Number): 

 Date of interview:  

Name of Interviewee :  

Interviewee Gender :  

Interviewee Postion :  

Name of Interviewer :  

Notes  

THEME 1 – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
DEMOGRAPHICS 

Q1.  Please introduce the oil drilling 
activities using the BIDs and posters. 
Once completed give the participants 
an opportunity for questions and you 
provide an answers to their questions 
as far as possible. If you cannot 
answer then please take the 
stakeholders contact details and tell 
them you will get the answer and get 
back in contact as soon as possible. 

 

Q2. Now, do you have questions?  

 

 

A. INDUSTRIES 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

A1.1.  Are you from this village?  

A1.2.  How long have you been 
residing here? 

 

A2. What is the population size of the 
community? 

 

A3. Please describe briefly your 
economic/business activity. What do 
you exactly do? 
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A4. How long has your business been 
operating? 

 

A5. Is it the main source of income in 
your household? 

 

A6. How many dependents are there 
in your household? 

 

A7. Do you have employees?  Yes    No 

A7.1 If yes, how many and please 
probe into Gender, Nationality, and 
Age Groups 

 

A8. In what roles are women 
involved? 
 

 

A9. How would you evaluate the 
performance (growth/decline) of 
your business for the past three 
years?  
  

 

A9.a. What factors have influenced 
this growth/decline? 
 

 

A9.b. What were approximately the 
annual revenues vs. expenses last 
year (2018)?  
 

 

A10. What are the conditions for 
business development in your 
community? 
 

 

CLIENTELE AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC ASPECTS  
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A11. Who are your clients?  

A12. Is your business seasonal? 
Please describe 

 

A13. What other types of businesses 
are available in this area? Specifically 
on the shore? 

 

A14. How would you describe the 
current coastal resource conditions in 
your community? 
 

 

A15. What are the factors that 
positively or negatively influence 
your business? 

 

A16. How much does your business 
rely on marine resources? 
 

 a. Extreme    b. Very High   c. High   d. Moderate   b. Low   b. None 

A17.1. Are you located in a village 
with cultural heritage? 
 

 Yes    No 

A17.2. Are there any touristic sites or 
nature reserves in the neighborhood? 
If yes, please describe them 
 

 Yes    No 

A18. How much your business relies 
on such sites?   
 

 a. Extreme    b. Very High   c. High   d. Moderate   b. Low   b. None 
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A19.1. Do you have adequate water 
supplies in this area?  
 

 

A19.2. What about electricity and 
waste management services? 
 

 

A19.a. Are you satisfied with the 
infrastructure in this village? 
 

 

A19.b. How the infrastructure can 
affect your business? 

 

A20.1. How do you find the condition 
of local roads? 

 

A20.2. Are there any public transport 
services? 

 

A21.1. How do you describe the 
safety and security conditions in this 
area? 

 

A21.2. Which parties play the major 
role(s) in this regard? 
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A22.1. What illnesses are most 
prevalent in your community and how 
do you describe the healthcare 
facilities in this area? 

 

A22.2. Do they satisfy the community 
needs? 

 

A23. What are the forms of 
communication used by people in 
your community? 

 a. Telephone    b. Internet   c. Mail Services   d. Other   

ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

A24.1. Are there any natural 
resources (both offshore and 
onshore) available in the 
neighborhood? 

 Yes    No 

A24.2. If yes, who are the parties 
managing those natural resources? 
And who are the ones who make use 
of them? 

 

A25.a. Please describe briefly the 
climate in this area? 

 

A25.b. Please describe briefly the air 
quality in this area? 

 

A25.c. Please describe briefly the 
water quality in this area? 

 

A25.d. Please describe briefly the 
Offshore Ecology and Geology in this 
area? 

 

A25.e. Please describe briefly the 
shore side Ecology and Geology in 
this area? 

 

A25.f. Please describe briefly the 
Natural Resources in this area? 

 

A26.1. From your experience, are 
there any industrial (e.g. airborne, 
waterborne, solid waste, noise…) or 
natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, 
floods…) which affect the 
environment in this area? 

 Yes    No 
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A26.2. If yes, how is your business 
impacted? Please describe. 

 

B. COMMERCIAL BUSINESSES (TRADERS & SERVICES – FORMAL /INFORMAL) 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

B1.1. Are you from this village? How 
long have you been residing here? 

 

B1.2. How long have you been 
residing here? 

 

B2. How big is the 
community/population size? 

 

B3. Please describe briefly your 
economic activity. What do you 
exactly do? 

 

B4. Is the business small or medium 
size? 

 

B5. How long has your business been 
operating? 

 

B6. Is it the main source of income in 
your household? 

 

B7. How many dependents are there 
in your household? 

 

B8.1. Do you have employees?  Yes    No 
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B8.2. If yes, how many and please 
probe into Gender, Nationality, and 
Age Groups. 

 

B9. In what roles are women 
involved? 

 

B10. How would you evaluate the 
performance (growth/decline) of 
your business for the past three 
years?   

 

B10.a. What factors have influenced 
this growth/decline? 

 

B10.b. What were approximately the 
annual revenues vs. expenditure last 
year (2018)? (Note to interviewer: 
please ask for a range of the business 
turnover in USD) 

 

B11. What are the conditions for 
business development in your 
community? 

 

CLIENTELE AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC ASPECTS 

B12. Who are your clients?  

B13. Is your business seasonal? 
Please describe 

 

B14. What other types of businesses 
are available in this area? Specifically 
on the shore? 
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B15. How would you describe the 
current coastal resource conditions in 
your community? 

 

B16. What are the factors that 
positively or negatively influence 
your business? 

 

B17. How much does your business 
relies on marine resources? (Note to 
interviewer: please ask for the 
degree of reliance) 

 a. Extreme    b. Very High   c. High   d. Moderate   b. Low   b. None 

B18.1. Are you located in a village 
with cultural heritage? If so please 
describe it and provide an 
approximate location? 

 

B18.2. Are there any touristic sites or 
nature reserves in the neighborhood? 
If yes, please describe them 

 

B19. How much your business relies 
on such sites?  (Note to interviewer: 
please ask for the degree of reliance) 

 a. Extreme    b. Very High   c. High   d. Moderate   b. Low   b. None 

B20.1. Do you have adequate water 
supplies in this area? 

 

B20.2. What about electricity and 
waste management services? 

 

B20.a. Are you satisfied with the 
infrastructure in this village? 

 

B20.b. How can the provision of  
infrastructure affect your business? 
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B21.1. How do you find the condition 
of local roads? 

 

B21.2. Are there any public transport 
services? 

 

B22.1. How do you describe the 
safety and security conditions in this 
area? 

 

B22.2. Which parties play the major 
role(s) in this regard? 

 

B23.1. What are the main illnesses in 
the community? 

 

B23.2. How do you describe the 
healthcare facilities in this area (what 
are they and where are they?)? 

 

B23.3. Do they satisfy the community 
needs? 

 

B24. What are the forms of 
communication used by people in 
your community? 

 a. Telephone    b. Internet   c. Mail Services   d. Other   

ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

B25.1. Are there any natural 
resources (both offshore and 
onshore) available in the 
neighborhood? 

 Yes    No 
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B25.2. If yes, who are the parties 
managing those natural resources? 
And who are the ones who make use 
of them? 

 

B26.a. Please describe briefly the 
climate in this area? 
 

 

B26.b. Please describe briefly the air 
quality in this area? 
 

 

B26.c. Please describe briefly the 
water quality in this area? 
 

 

B26.d. Please describe briefly the 
Offshore Ecology and Geology in this 
area? 
 

 

B26.e. Please describe briefly the 
shoreside Ecology and Geology in this 
area? 

 

B26.f. Please describe briefly the 
Natural Resources in this area? 

 

B27.1. From your experience, are 
there any industrial (e.g. airborne, 
waterborne, solid waste, noise…) or 
natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, 
floods…) which affect the 
environment in this area? 

 Yes    No 

B27.2. If yes, how is your business 
impacted? Please describe? 

 

C. TOURISM (TRAVEL AGENCIES & TOUR OPERATORS) 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
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C1. Please describe briefly your 
economic activity. What do you 
exactly do? 

 

C2. How big is your business?  a. Small    b. Medium   c. Large   

C3. How long has your business been 
operating? 

 

C4. Is it the main source of your 
household income? 

 

C5.1. How would you evaluate the 
performance (growth/decline) of the 
business (tourism) for the past three 
years? 

 

C5.2. What has affected this?  

C6. What was your business’s 
turnover last year? (USD) 

 

C7. What is your view on the 
strengths and weaknesses of the 
tourism sector all over the Lebanese 
coastline? 

 

CLIENTELE AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC ASPECTS 

 
 
 
 

 

 High Season Low Season 
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C8.a. Families % % 

 
C8. What is the profile of your 

clients? 
 

C8.b. Couples/ Honeymooners % % 

C8.c. Singles % % 

C8.d. Tour groups (including 
incentives*) 

% % 

C8.e. 
Businessmen/Businesswomen 

% % 

C8.f. other: ____ % % 

 
C9. What is the profile of your clients 
by nationality? 
 

 High Season Low Season 

C9.a. Lebanon % % 

C9.b. Arab Countries % % 

C9.c. European % % 

C9.d. American % % 
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C9.e. Asia % % 

C9.f. Other: ____ % % 

C10. Which group of nationals (from 
which countries) has been visiting 
Lebanon increasingly over the past 
three years? 

 

C11. What is the average number 
(and percentage) of tourists who 
requested marine or coastal tours 
from you in 2018? 

 

C12.1. What is usually the main 
coastal/ marine destinations 
requested? 

 

C12.2. Where are they and why?  

C13. What is usually the seasonality 
of these requests? (per months) 

 a. Peak : ______     b.Moderate: ______   c. Low: ______ 

C14. What is the average number 
(and percentage) of tourists who 
requested cultural tours from you in 
2018? 

 

C17.1. How do you describe the 
Lebanese coastal and marine touristic 
sites 

 

C17.2. Are your satisfied with the 
management of those sites? 

 Yes    No 
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C17.2.a. If yes, why? If no, why not?  

C18. From your experience, do the 
tourists face transportation 
difficulties in getting to the touristic 
sites mentioned above? (E.g. traffic, 
lack of transportation means…) 

 

C19. For Local Operators Only: Are 
you satisfied with the infrastructure 
(e.g. electricity, water, waste 
management…) and land and marine 
use in this area? 

 

C20.1. For Local Operators Only: 
What illnesses are most prevalent in 
your community and Are you satisfied 
with the healthcare facilities in this 
area? 

 

C20.2. Do they satisfy the community 
needs? 

 

C21.1. For Local Operators only: How 
do you describe the safety and 
security conditions in this area? 

 

C21.2. Which parties play the major 
role(s) in this regard? 

 

ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

 
 
 
C22.a. Please describe briefly the 
climate in this area? 
 
 

 

C22.b. Please describe briefly the air 
quality in this area? 
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C22.c. Please describe briefly the 
water quality in this area? 
 

 

C22.d. Please describe briefly the 
Offshore Ecology and Geology in this 
area? 
 

 

C22.e. Please describe briefly the 
shoreside Ecology and Geology in this 
area? 
 

 

C22.f. Please describe briefly the 
Natural Resources in this area? 

 

C23.1. From your experience, are 
there any industrial (e.g. airborne, 
waterborne, solid waste, noise…) or 
natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, 
floods…) which affect the 
environment on the Lebanese 
coastline/in this area? 

 Yes    No 

C23.2. If yes, how the tourism is 
impacted? Please describe 

 

D. BEACH RESORTS 

DEMOGRAPHICS AND CAPACITY 

D1. Please describe briefly your 
economic activity. What do you 
exactly do? 

 

D2. How long has your business been 
operating?  

D3. Is it the main source of your 
household income?  
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D4. How is your establishment is best 
described? 

  a. Beach Resort     b.Spa:   c. Other, please specify:_____ 

D5. What is the total number of: 

 Chalets/ Rooms:     Cabins:    Bungalows:  Other, specify:  
 

 

D6. Do you have direct and private 
access to the beach?  

  Yes    No 

D7. What is the total number of your employees? 
 

 

Total Females: _____ Males: _______ 

Professionals: Females: _____ Males: _______ 

Skilled Workers: Females: _____ Males: _______ 

 
Unskilled Workers Females: _____ Males: _______ 

D8. Over the last year (2018), what was your resort’s average occupancy rate? 

  

Average Annual  

High-Season  

Low-Season  

D9.1. From a financial perspective, 
how was your business doing for the 
past five years?   
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D9.2. What has influenced these 
trends?   

Socio-Economic Aspects 

D10.1. Who are your main guests?  

D10.1. In your opinion, what makes 
them attracted to your resort?   

D11.1. Are you located in a village 
with cultural heritage?  

D11.2. And are there any touristic 
sites in the neighborhood? 

  Yes    No 

D11.3. If yes, please describe  
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D12. Do you offer any specific 
tourism services? (E.g. tours, 
expeditions, boat tours…) 

 

D13. What type(s) of marine 
recreational activities you offer to 
your guests? Please describe 

 

D14.1. Do you offer any other 
recreational activities? If yes, please 
describe 

 Yes    No 
 

  

D14.2. If yes, please describe:  

D15. Do you have restaurants?    Yes    No 

D15.a. Which types and do they have 
a seafood menu?   
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D15.b. If yes, from where do you 
purchase the seafood items?  

D16. Are you reliant on any goods 
used for your business which are 
shipped? 

 

D16.a. Are your resort’s purchases of 
supplies imported through any of the 
Lebanese ports? 

 

D17. Do your resort’s guests face 
transportation difficulties in getting 
to/or leaving the resort? (E.g. traffic, 
lack of transportation means…) 

  

D18. Are you satisfied with the 
infrastructure (e.g. electricity, water, 
waste management…) and land and 
marine use in this area? 

  Yes  No 
 

 

D18.a. If yes, why? If no, why not?  

Environment and Natural Resources 
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D19. Are there any natural resources 
(both offshore and onshore) available 
in the neighborhood? 

  Yes  No 
 

 

D19.a. If yes, who are the parties 
managing those natural resources?   

D19.b. If yes, who are the ones who 
make use of them?  

D20.a. Please describe briefly the 
quality of the climate in this area?  

D20.b. Please describe briefly the air 
quality in this area?  

D20.c. Please describe briefly the 
water quality in this area?  
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D21. From your experience, are there 
any industrial (e.g. airborne, 
waterborne, solid waste, noise…) or 
natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, 
floods…) which affect the 
environment in this area? 

 Yes    No 
 

 
  

D21.a.If yes, how is your business 
impacted? Please describe  

E. HOTELS 

DEMOGRAPHIC AND CAPACITY 
 
 

E1. Please describe briefly your 

economic activity. What do you exactly 

do? 

 

 

E2. How long has your business been 

operating?  

 

 

E3. Is it the main source of your 

household income? 

 

 

E4. What best describes your 

establishment?  

 

 a .Hotel    b. Motel   c. Inn or lodge   d. Spa  e. Other, please specify: ____ 

 

 

E5. What is the total number of rooms 

in your hotel?  

 

 

E6. What is the total number of your employees? 

 

Total Females: _____ Males: _______ 

Professionals Females: _____ Males: _______ 

Skilled Workers Females: _____ Males: _______ 

Unskilled Workers Females: _____ Males: _______ 
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E7. Over the last year (2018), what was your resort’s average occupancy rate?  

Average Annual 
% 

 

High-Season 

% 

Low-Season 
% 

E8. From a financial perspective, how 

was your business doing for the past 

five years?  What has influenced these 

trends? 

 

 

 

Socio-Economic Aspects 

E.9.1. Who are your main guests?  

E.9.2. in your opinion, what makes 

them attracted to your hotel? 
 

E.10.1. Are you located in a village 

with cultural heritage? 
 

E.10.2. What is it exactly and where is 

it? 
 

E.10.3. are there any touristic sites in 

the neighborhood? 
 Yes     No 
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E10.4. If yes, please describe 

 

 

 

E11. Do you offer any specific tourism 

services? (E.g. tours, expeditions…) 

 

 

E12. Does your hotel have direct or 

easy access to the sea? What about a 

sea view? 

 

 

E.13.1. Do you offer any recreational 

activities (including marine activities) 

to your guests?  

 

 Yes     No 

E.13.2. If yes, please describe  

E.14.1. Do you have restaurants?  

E.14.2. Which types and do they have 

a seafood menu? 
 

E.14.3. Which types and do they have 

a seafood menu? 
 Yes     No 
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E.14.4. If yes, from where do you 

purchase the seafood items? (Note to 

interviewer: please ask for details)? 

 

E.15.1. Are you reliant on any goods 

used for your business which are 

shipped? 

 

E.15.2. Are your hotel’s purchases of 

supplies imported through any of the 

Lebanese ports? 

 

E16. Do your hotel’s guests face 

transportation difficulties in getting 

to/or leaving the hotel? (E.g. traffic, 

lack of transportation means…) 

 

E.17.1. Are you satisfied with the 

infrastructure (e.g. electricity, water, 

waste management…) and land-use in 

this area?  

 Yes     No 

E.17.2. If yes, why? If no, why not?  

Environment and Natural Resources 
 

E.18.1. Are there any natural 

resources available in the 

neighbourhood? 

 Yes     No 

E.18.2. If yes, who are the parties 

managing those natural resources? 
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E.18.3. who are the ones who make 

use of them? 
 

E19. Please describe briefly the 

Climate, Air quality and Water quality 

in this area? 

 

E.20.1. From your experience, are 

there any industrial (e.g. airborne, 

waterborne, solid waste, noise…) or 

natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, 

floods…) which affect the 

environment in this area? 

Yes     No 

E.20.2. If yes, how is your business 

impacted? Please describe. 
 

F. Restaurants 

Demographic and Capacity 

F1.1. 1. Are you from this village?   

F1.2. How long have you been residing 
here?  

 
 

F2.1. Please describe briefly your 
business. 
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F2.2 Which type of restaurant do you 
have? 

 

 

 

F2.a.Do you have a seafood menu?  Yes     No 

F2.b. If yes, from where do you purchase the seafood items?  

F3. How long has your restaurant been operating?  (Note to interviewer: please probe into seasonality of the business, and operations 

during weeks vs. weekends) 

F4. Is it the main source of income in your household? 

F5. How many dependents are there in your household? 

F6. Do you have direct access to the beach from your restaurant?   Yes     No 

F7. Do you have a sea view?   Yes     No 

F8. What is the total number of your employees? 

Total Females: _____ Males: _______ 

Professionals Females: _____ Males: _______ 

Skilled Workers Females: _____ Males: _______ 

Unskilled Workers Females: _____ Males: _______ 

F9. How would you evaluate the performance (growth/decline) of your business for the past three years?   
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F9.c. What factors have influenced this growth/decline? 

F9.d. What were approximately the annual revenues vs. expenses last year (2018)? (Note to interviewer: please ask for a range of the 

business turnover in USD) 

F10. What are the conditions for business development in your community? 

Socio-Economic Aspects 

F11.1. Who are your main guests?  

F11.2. in your opinion, what makes 

them attracted to your Restaurant? 
 

F12.1. Are you located in a village 

with cultural heritage? 
 

F.12.2. What is it exactly and 

approximately where? 
 

F.12.3. Are there any touristic sites in 

the neighborhood? 
 Yes     No 
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F.12.4. If yes, please describe 

 

 

 

F13. 13. Do your restaurant’s guests 

face transportation difficulties in 

getting to the restaurant? (E.g. traffic, 

lack of transportation means…) 

 

F14. 14. Are you satisfied with the 

infrastructure (e.g. electricity, water, 

waste management…) and land and 

marine use in this area?  

Yes     No 

F.14.c .If yes, why? If no, why not? 

 

             

 

Environment and Natural Resources 
 

F.15. Are there any natural resources 

(both offshore and onshore) available 

in the neighborhood? 

 Yes     No 

F.15. a. If yes, who are the parties 

managing those natural resources? 
 

F.15. b. If yes, who are the ones who 

make use of them? 
 

F16.a. Please describe briefly the 

Climate in this area? 
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F16.b. Please describe briefly the Air 

Quality in this area 
 

F16.c. Please describe briefly the 

Water Quality in this area 
 

F17. 17. From your experience, are 

there any industrial (e.g. airborne, 

waterborne, solid waste, noise…) or 

natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, 

floods…) which affect the 

environment in this area? 

 Yes     No 

F.17.a. If yes, how is your business 

impacted? Please describe 
 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 
KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW GUIDE - STAKEHOLDERS – MUNICIPALITY 

OFFICIALS 

Location of Interview: 
(Village/Caza/Block Number): 

 Date of the interview :  

Name of interviewee:  

Interviewee Gender :  

Interviewee Position :  

Name of Interviewer :  

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

THEME 1 – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
DEMOGRAPHICS 

Q1.  What do you exactly know about 
the oil drilling operations which are 
going to take place in this area? 

 

Q2. Now, do you have questions?  

 

 

A. BACKGROUND 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

A1. Please tell me briefly how long 
have you been head of/working with 
this municipality, and what is your 
current role?  
 

 

B. DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS AND COMMUNITY STRUCTURE 

C. DEMOGRAPHICS 
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B1.a. Could you tell us about the 
population in your village: 
 
 
What is the total number of 
inhabitants? (Note to interviewer: if 
possible please ask for distribution: 
percentages by gender and age groups 
(</> 18, or youth vs. adults vs. 
elderly)) 

 

 

B1.b. Who do you identify as 
vulnerable in your community? 
 
 

 

B1.c.1. Is there any cultural diversity? 
 

  Yes    No 

B1.c.2. If yes, please describe what is 
the diversity? 
 
(Note to interviewer: please identify who) 

 

B1.d. Are there different religious 
beliefs in this village? 
 
 (Note to interviewer: please ask for 
percentages if possible) 
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B2.1. Who are the important leaders in 
the village?   

 
 

B2.2. What are their roles and how 
decisions are made? 
 
(Note to interviewer: please probe into 
mayors, religious figures, policemen, 
teachers…) 

 

 

C. SOCIAL SERVICES AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

D.  

C1. How many schools and universities 
are available in your village ( specify 
primary/secondary etc)?  
 
 

 

C2.1. Are you satisfied with the 
educational level of the inhabitants of 
this village? 

 

C2.2. Who are the least vs. most 
educated/ skilled people in your 
village?  
 
(Note to interviewer: please ask about 
profiles not names). 
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C3. In your opinion, what problems do 
the education system in your 
community face? 
 

 

C4.1. Which healthcare facilities are 
available in this village? And which 
type of care do they provide  
 
 

 

C4.2. And which type of care do they 
provide ? 
(e.g. acute care, preventive, immunization 
etc.)? 

 

C5. What illnesses are most prevalent 
in your community? 
 

 

C6.1. How would you describe the 
infrastructure and facilities serving this 

community? 
 
(e.g. buildings, roads, power supplies, 
sanitation and waste management…)  
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C6.2. What are the biggest problems in 
this regard? 
 

 

B7.1. Which types of public 
transportation means are available in 
this village? 

 

B7.2. And do you have any traffic 
issues? 

 

B8.1. Who provides the law 
enforcement in the village?  

 

B8.2. And how do you estimate the 
level of crime in this village? 
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B9. Who are the main players in public 
safety issues ? 
 
(e.g. fire, earthquake, coastal flood, 
maritime accidents…)  
 

 

B9.a. How many centers are available?  
 

 

B9.b. How fast and qualified is aid 
normally administered by those 
players? 
 

 

B9.c. Are there fire engines, 
ambulances and hospitals in this 
village?  
 

 

B10.1. What are the forms of 
communication used by people in your 
community?   
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B10.2. And what problems connected 
with communication services are 
typical for your community? 

 

B11.1. What are the historical and 
cultural sites available in your village? 

 

B11.2. Where are they located?  

B11.3. what traditions and customs 
still exist in your community? 

 

D. ECONOMY AND LIVELIHOOD 

C.  
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D1. What are the main economic 
drivers, or the main work sectors 
available in this village?  
 
(Note to interviewer: please try to ask for 
percentages) 
 

 

D2. What is the percentage of formal 
vs. informal businesses in this village? 

 

D3.1. What are specifically the 
businesses available on the shore line?   

 

D3.2. And who are engaged in those 
businesses?  
 
(Note to interviewer: please ask for profiles 
not names) 

 

D4.1. Do you have any port in this 
village?   

  Yes    No 
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D4.2. If yes, by whom it is managed? 
Used? and for what purposes? 

 

D5. What is the percentage of 
employed vs. unemployed individuals 
in this village? 
 

 

D6. What are the employment rates 
distributed across sectors?  
 

 

D7. What are the main reasons behind 
unemployment in your community?  
 

 

D8. Which section of the population is 
most affected by unemployment? 
 
 (graduates, young people, people in the 
right age to work, retired persons, women, 
men, people of what nationality, former 
military people, refugees, etc.) 
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D9.1. How do you describe the tourism 
in your village? 

 

D9.2. What are the main touristic sites 
and activities? Where are they? Do you 
have any coastal or marine tourism? 

 

D10. How dependent is this village on 
tourism/ marine tourism? Please 
describe. 
 

 

D11. What are the main issues in the 
village? 
 

 

E. ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCE USE 

E1. What are the natural resources 
available in this village?  
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E2.1. Who are the parties managing 
those natural resources?   

 

E3.a. Please describe briefly the 
climate 
 

  

E3.b. Please describe briefly the air 
quality 

 

E3.c. Please describe briefly the water 
quality 

 

E4.1. Are there any local organization 
engaged in environmental matters in 
this village?  
  

 

E4.2. What are their roles exactly?  

E5. Are there any industrial which 
affect the environment and natural 
resources of this village? 
 
(e.g. airborne, waterborne, solid waste, 
noise…) or natural hazards (e.g. 
earthquakes, floods…) 

 

F. CLOSING 

F1. Do you have any question or issue 
that you would like to raise? 
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F2. Are there any stakeholders that you 
may recommend us to also talk with? 
 

 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 
KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW GUIDE - STAKEHOLDERS – NGO’S AND 

AGENCIES 

Name of village: 
(Village/Caza/Block Number): 

 Date of interview :  

Name of Interviewee :  

Gender of Interviewee  

Position of Interviewee  

Name of interviewer :   

Notes 
● Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

Q1. Please introduce the oil drilling 
activities using the BIDs and posters. 
Once completed give the participants 
an opportunity for questions and you 
provide an answers to their questions 
as far as possible. If you cannot answer 
then please take the stakeholders 
contact details and tell them you will 
get the answer and get back in contact 
as soon as possible. 
 

 

Q2. Now, do you have questions?  

 

 

      CULTURAL HERITAGE 

A. DEMOGRAPHICS 

A1. What is your name?  
 

 

A2. ARE YOU FROM THIS VILLAGE?   

A2.1 HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN 
RESIDING IN THIS VILLAGE? 

 

                                                                                           B.   AREA OF INTEREST 
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B1. PLEASE CAN YOU TELL US ABOUT 
THE CULTURAL SITE THAT YOU 
MANAGE 

 

B1.1. WHAT IS IT ? (BRIEF SUMMARY)  

B1.2. WHERE IT IS SPECIFICALLY 
LOCATED (GEOREFERENCED)? 

 

B1.3. IS IT ON THE SEA SHORE?  

B2. WHY IS THIS SITE IMPORTANT?  

B3. WHEN DID IT BECOME A MANAGED 
SITE? 

 

B4.  IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT IS THE 
CURRENT CONDITION OF THE SITE 
(GOOD, IN DECLINE, POOR ETC)? IF IN 
DECLINE OR POOR, WHY? 

 

B5. DOES THE SITE RECEIVE ANY KIND 
OF FUNDING (NATIONAL OR 
INTERNATIONAL)? 

 

B6. HOW MANY STAFF DOES IT 
EMPLOY? 

 

B7.  DO YOU UNDERTAKE ANY 
RESTORATION ACTIVITIES? 

 

B8.  IN GENERAL, WHO VISITS THE 
SITE (TOURISTS/LEBANESE?) 

 

B9. WHEN IS THE BUSIEST SEASON?  

B10.  HOW MUCH DOES IT COST TO 
ENTER THE SITE? 
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B10. A. IS THERE A DIFFERENT TARIFF 
FOR LEBANESE? 

 

B10. B. DO YOU OFFER TOUR 
PACKAGES? 

 

B11.  DO TOURISTS STAY OVERNIGHT 
LOCALLY IN HOTELS OR ARE THEY 
PASSING THROUGH? 

 

B12.  DO YOU ENCOUNTER ANY 
ISSUES WITH THE SITE? IF SO WHAT 
ARE THEY? ARE THEY SEASONAL? 

 

B13.  WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS FOR 
THE COMMUNITY YOU ARE IN FOR 
HAVING THIS CULTURAL HERITAGE 
SITE NEARBY 

 

B14. Do you know any other cultural 
heritage sites nearby in the coastal 
areas or in the sea? 

 

 

                                                                        C. ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCE USE 

C1. WHAT ARE THE NATURAL 
RESOURCES (BOTH OFFSHORE AND 
ONSHORE) AVAILABLE IN THIS 
VILLAGE?  

 

C2.1.  WHO ARE THE PARTIES 
MANAGING THOSE NATURAL 
RESOURCES? 

 

C2.2. WHO ARE THE ONES WHO MAKE 
USE OF THEM?  
 
(NOTE TO INTERVIEWER: PLEASE PROBE 
INTO AVAILABILITY OF SEASHELL AND SEA 
WORM COLLECTORS, SAND EXTRACTION, 
SALT HARVESTING…) 

 

C3.A. PLEASE DESCRIBE BRIEFLY THE 
CLIMATE 

 

C3.B. PLEASE DESCRIBE BRIEFLY THE 
AIR QUALITY 

 

C3.C. PLEASE DESCRIBE BRIEFLY THE 
WATER QUALITY 

 

C4.1. ARE THERE ANY LOCAL 
ORGANIZATION ENGAGED IN 
ENVIRONMENTAL MATTERS IN THIS 
VILLAGE? 

 

C4.2. WHAT ARE THEIR ROLES 
EXACTLY? 
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C5. FROM YOUR EXPERIENCE, ARE 
THERE ANY INDUSTRIAL (E.G. 
AIRBORNE, WATERBORNE, SOLID 
WASTE, NOISE…) OR NATURAL 
HAZARDS (E.G. EARTHQUAKES, 
FLOODS…) WHICH AFFECT THE 
ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL 
RESOURCES OF THIS VILLAGE? 

☐ YES  ☐ NO 

C.5.A. IF YES, HOW IS YOUR 
BUSINESS IMPACTED? PLEASE 
DESCRIBE 

 

EDUCATION AND SKILLS 

A. DEMOGRAPHICS 

A1. What is your name?  
 

 

A2. ARE YOU FROM THIS VILLAGE?   

A2.1 HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN 
RESIDING IN THIS VILLAGE? 

 

                                                                                           B.   AREA OF INTEREST 

 
B1. What is the overall objective of your 
organization and who are the intended 
beneficiaries? 

 

 

B2. What is the geographical area 
covered by your organization? 

 
 

B3. In what ways does your organization 
support the education in this community 
(or Caza/Governorate)?  
 
(Note to interviewer: please probe into 
provision of access to all children including 
refugees, advocacy for government, provision 
of non-formal education, and provision of 
support for small and rural schools…) 

 

 

B4. What barriers exist for you/ and all 
organizations that work in the education 
field to enhancing the education 
system? 
 
 (Note to interviewer: Please probe into laws, 
policies, social norms or beliefs, government 
roles/responsibilities, access to resources, 
power of decision making) 

 

 

B5. How many schools and universities 
are available in this community (and/or 
area they cover)(specify 
preschool/primary/secondary/tertiary 
etc)?  

 

 

B6. How would you describe the current 
education system in this community 
(probe as to why and ask about gender 
issues)?  
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B7.1. DOES IT PREPARE STUDENTS 
FOR WORKFORCE? 

☐ YES   ☐ NO 

B7.2. If yes, how? If no, why not? 

 
 

B8. In your opinion, what problems do 
the education system in this community 
face?  

 
 
 
 

 

B9.1. ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH THE 
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF THE 
INHABITANTS OF THIS COMMUNITY?   

 

B9.2. WHO ARE THE LEAST VS. MOST 
EDUCATED/ SKILLED PEOPLE IN YOUR 
VILLAGE?  
 
(NOTE TO INTERVIEWER: PLEASE ASK 
ABOUT PROFILES NOT NAMES) 

 

B10. Who do you identify as vulnerable 
in this community ( categories e.g. 
elderly not names)? 

 

 

B11. Are you satisfied with the 
educational level of the vulnerable 
people in this community? Please 
describe 

 

 

B12. IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT ARE 
THE FACTORS THAT POSITIVELY AND 
NEGATIVELY INFLUENCE VULNERABLE 
PEOPLE IN YOUR COMMUNITY? 
 
(Note to moderator: please probe into details 
of the main issues for vulnerable people in 
this community – are there any positive 
aspects? Are issues different for male to 
female?) 

 

B13. From a statistical perspective, 
please share the current status of the 
below indicators:  
 
(Note to interviewer: please try to get 
percentages or at least approximate answers) 

 

a. Net Enrolment Rate 

 

 

b. Dropout Rate 

 
 

c. Repetition Rate 

 
 

d. Gender Parity Index 
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e. Youth Literacy Rate 

 
 

f. Percentage of Out-of-

school Children 

 

 

g. Adult Literacy or 

Illiteracy Rate 

 

 

B14. Which types of economic activities 
are available in this village?  
 
(Note to interviewer: please probe into low, 
medium and high skills jobs as well as land-
based livelihoods vs. marine activities) 

 

 

B14.a. Who performs those activities?  
 
(Note to moderator: Please probe into 
gender: female vs. male, age groups: youth 
vs. adults vs. elderly, nationality groups: 
Lebanese vs. refugees) 

 

 

ENVIRONMENT 

B. DEMOGRAPHICS 

A1. What is your name?  
 

 

  

A2. ARE YOU FROM THIS VILLAGE?   

A2.1 HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN 
RESIDING IN THIS VILLAGE?  

A3. What is the population of the 
community? 

 
 

                                                                                           B.   AREA OF INTEREST 

 
B1. What is the objective of your 
organization and who are the 
beneficiaries? 

 

 

B2. Please describe briefly the: … in this 
community. 

 

a. Climate 

 
 

b. Air quality 

 
 

c. Water quality 
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d. Onshore ecology 

and geology 

 

 

e. Offshore ecology 

and geology 

 

 

f. Natural Resources 

 
  

B3. What are the natural resources 
(both offshore and onshore) available in 
this village?  

 

 

.B4.a. Who are the parties managing 
those natural resources? 

 

B4.b. And who are the ones who make 
use of them?  
 
(Note to interviewer: please probe into 
availability of seashell and sea worm 
collectors, sand extraction, salt harvesting, 
tourism…) 

 

B5. Do the coastline villages have 
unique environmental features? If yes, 
please describe 
 

 

B6. What are the most important coastal 
and marine resources located in this 
area?  
 

 

 

B7. In what ways does your organization 
support or protect the Environment in 
this area? 

 

 

B8.1. What are the biggest 
environmental issues in this area?   

 

 

 

B8.2. And what are the biggest marine 
environmental issues in specific? 

 
 
 
 

 

B9. Who are the main/ key players that 
heavily influence the Environment in 
Lebanon?  
 
(Note to interviewer: please probe into parties 
managing coastal and marine resources in 
specific) 
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B10.a. Are there any other local 
organization engaged in environmental 
matters in this village? What are their 
roles exactly? 
 

 

 
B10.b. What are their roles exactly? 
 

 

 

B11. What barriers exist for you/ and all 
organizations that work in the 
environmental field, to protecting and 
enhancing the “Environment of 
Lebanon” in all its aspects?  
 
(Note to interviewer: Please probe into laws, 
policies, social norms or beliefs, government 
roles/responsibilities, access to resources, 
power of decision making) 
 

 

 

B12. From your experience, are there 
any industrial (e.g. airborne, 
waterborne, solid waste, noise…) or 
natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, 
floods…) which affect the environment 
and natural resources of this village? 
 

 

B13. How do you describe the fishing 
activities in this area (probe what 
fishing activities are there? How do they 
fish? Where do they fish?)?  

 

  

B14. From your experience, who are the 
people involved in fishing in this area? 
In what types?  
 
(Note to interviewer: please probe into 
artisanal/traditional, commercial, 
recreational…) 

  

 

B15. Approximately, how many 
fishermen are there in this village (as a 
livelihood or as a recreational activity 
please specify)? 
 

 

B16. Is fishing properly managed? 
(what are the issues?) 
 

 

 
 

HEALTH 

C. DEMOGRAPHICS 

A.1. What is your name?  
 

 

A2. ARE YOU FROM THIS VILLAGE?   

A2.1 HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN 
RESIDING IN THIS VILLAGE? 

 

A3. How large is your village?  
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                                                                                           B.   AREA OF INTEREST 

 
B1. What is the objective of your 
organization and who are the 
beneficiaries? 

 

 

B2. Please briefly describe the 
healthcare system in this area: 
 

a. What is your view on the 

strengths and weaknesses of 

the healthcare system in this 

area? How do you evaluate 

its growth in the last five 

years? 
 

 

b. What is your view on the 

strengths and weaknesses of 

the healthcare system in this 

area? How do you evaluate 

its growth in the last five 

years? 

 

 

c. Which types of healthcare 

facilities are available? Do 

they meet the needs of the 

entire population?  

 

 

 

d. Are there sufficient numbers 

of health workers? How 

qualified are the healthcare 

professionals at those 

facilities? And what about 

technologies and 

equipment? 

 

 

e. Is medical treatment costly? 

And what types of support 

are available in this regard? 

 

 

f. Is non-traditional medicine 

common in this area? If yes, 

in what form does it exist? 

 

 

 

g. Who do you identify as 
vulnerable in this 
community (categories of 
people not names)? Do they 
receive proper medical 
care? Please describe. 
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B3. What are the most prominent 
illnesses and diseases in this area? 

 
 

B4. In what ways does your 
organization work in the health 
sector in this village/area? 
 

 

B5.a. Are there any other local 
organization engaged in health 
matters in this village? 
 

 

B5.b. What are their roles exactly? 
 

 

B6. What barriers exist for you/ and 
all organizations that work in the 
health sector?  
 
(Note to interviewer: Please probe into 
laws, policies, social norms or beliefs, 
government roles/responsibilities, access 
to resources, power of decision making) 
 

 

B7. Are there any industrial (e.g. 
airborne, waterborne, solid waste, 
noise…) or natural hazards (e.g. 
earthquakes, floods…) which affect 
the human health in Lebanon in 
general and in coastal villages in 
specific? 
 

 

 

B8.1. What are the biggest 
environmental issues in this area?   

 
 

B8.2. And what are the biggest 
marine environmental issues in 
specific? 

 
 
 
 

 

B9. Who are the main/ key players 
that heavily influence the 
Environment in Lebanon?  
 
(Note to interviewer: please probe into 
parties managing coastal and marine 
resources in specific) 

  

 

B10.a. Are there any other local 
organization engaged in 
environmental matters in this 
village? What are their roles exactly? 
 

 

 
B10.b. What are their roles exactly? 
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B11. What barriers exist for you/ and 
all organizations that work in the 
environmental field, to protecting 
and enhancing the “Environment of 
Lebanon” in all its aspects?  
 
(Note to interviewer: Please probe into 
laws, policies, social norms or beliefs, 
government roles/responsibilities, access 
to resources, power of decision making) 
 

 

 

B12. From your experience, are there 
any industrial (e.g. airborne, 
waterborne, solid waste, noise…) or 
natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, 
floods…) which affect the 
environment and natural resources 
of this village? 
 

 

B13. How do you describe the fishing 
activities in this area (probe what 
fishing activities are there? How do 
they fish? Where do they fish?)?  

 

 

B14. From your experience, who are 
the people involved in fishing in this 
area? In what types?  
 
(Note to interviewer: please probe into 
artisanal/traditional, commercial, 
recreational…) 

  

 

B15. Approximately, how many 
fishermen are there in this village 
(as a livelihood or as a recreational 
activity please specify)? 
 

 

B16. Is fishing properly managed? 
(what are the issues?) 
 

 

                                                                        C. ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCE USE 

C1. WHAT ARE THE NATURAL 
RESOURCES (BOTH OFFSHORE AND 
ONSHORE) AVAILABLE IN THIS 
VILLAGE?  

 

C2.1.  WHO ARE THE PARTIES 
MANAGING THOSE NATURAL 
RESOURCES? 

 

C2.2. WHO ARE THE ONES WHO 
MAKE USE OF THEM?  
 
(NOTE TO INTERVIEWER: PLEASE PROBE 
INTO AVAILABILITY OF SEASHELL AND 
SEA WORM COLLECTORS, SAND 
EXTRACTION, SALT HARVESTING…) 

 

C3. From your experience, are there 
any industrial (e.g. airborne, 
waterborne, solid waste, noise…) or 
natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, 
floods…) which affect the 
environment and natural resources 
of this village? 

 

 

C3.a. If yes, how is your business 
impacted? Please describe 
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HUMAN RIGHTS AND VULNERABLE GROUPS 

A. DEMOGRAPHICS 

A.1. What is your name?  
 

 

A2. ARE YOU FROM THIS VILLAGE?   

A2.1 HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN 
RESIDING IN THIS VILLAGE? 

 

A3. How big is the village? 
 

 

                                                                                           B.   AREA OF INTEREST 

 
B1. What is the objective of your 
organization and who are the 
beneficiaries? 

 

 

B2. Please briefly describe the 
demographics of Lebanon: 

a. Total Population 
 

 

b. Density  

 
 

c. Religious Groups 

 
 

d. Diaspora 

 
 

e. Lebanese Civil War refugees 

and displaced persons 

 

 

f. Immigrants and Ethnic 

Groups (including refugees) 

 

 

g. Any others? 

 
 

B3.a. How do you evaluate the living 
standards of Lebanese people and 
the life expectancy? 
 

 

 

B3.b. In this community in specific? 
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B4. What are the main issues faced 
by the community? 
 

 

B5. Who are the vulnerable groups in 
this community/area?  
  

 

B6. What are the biggest issues faced 
by the vulnerable groups? 
 
 

 

B7. In what ways does your 
organization support vulnerable 
groups in this community? 
 
 

 

B8. How do you describe the state of 
human rights in this community?  
 
(Note to interviewer: please probe into 
torture, political detentions, limitations on 
freedom of speech, abuse and 
discrimination cases, freedom of religion, 
voting rights, internet restrictions etc…) 

 
 

 

 

B9.a. What types of human rights 
violations are committed most often in this 
community?  
 

 

 

B9.b. Against whom?  
 

 
 
 
 

 

B9.c. By whom? And why? 

  
 

B10. In what ways does your 
association protect human rights in 
this community? 
 

 

 
B11.a. Are there any other local 
organization engaged in similar activities in 
this village?  
 
 

 

 

B11.b. What are their roles exactly? 
 

 
 

B12. What barriers exist for you/ and 
all organizations that work in this 
field?  
 
(Note to interviewer: Please probe into 
laws, policies, social norms or beliefs, 
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government roles/responsibilities, access 
to resources, power of decision making) 

 
 

                                                                        C. ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCE USE 

C1. WHAT ARE THE NATURAL 
RESOURCES (BOTH OFFSHORE AND 
ONSHORE) AVAILABLE IN THIS 
VILLAGE?  

 

C2.1.  WHO ARE THE PARTIES 
MANAGING THOSE NATURAL 
RESOURCES? 

 

C2.2. WHO ARE THE ONES WHO 
MAKE USE OF THEM?  
 
(NOTE TO INTERVIEWER: PLEASE PROBE 
INTO AVAILABILITY OF SEASHELL AND 
SEA WORM COLLECTORS, SAND 
EXTRACTION, SALT HARVESTING…) 

 

C3. From your experience, are there 
any industrial (e.g. airborne, 
waterborne, solid waste, noise…) or 
natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, 
floods…) which affect the 
environment and natural resources 
of this village? 

 

 

C3.a. If yes, how is your business 
impacted? Please describe 
 

 

PUBLIC SAFETY AND SECURITY 

B. DEMOGRAPHICS 

A.1. What is your name?  
 

 

A2. ARE YOU FROM THIS VILLAGE?   

A2.1 HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN 
RESIDING IN THIS VILLAGE? 

 

                                                                                           B.   AREA OF INTEREST 

 
B1. How do you evaluate the general 
security and stability in this 
community?  

 

 

B2. Who are the main players in 
public safety issues (e.g. fire, 
earthquake, coastal flood, maritime 
accidents, disasters, emergency medical 
services…)?  

 

a. How many centers are available?  

 

 

b. How fast and qualified is aid 

normally administered by those 

players? 
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c. Are there fire engines, ambulances 

and hospitals in this village?  

 

 

B3.1. Who protects the maritime 
boundaries and natural resources of 
the republic? 
 

 

 

B3.2. Who protects the offshore 
resources in this village? 

 

B3.a. How many coastal agents/units 
are there?  
 

 

B3.b. Where are they located? 
  

 

B4.1. Who provides the law 
enforcement in the village?  
 
 
 

 

B4.2. What is the role of each? 
 
 

 

B4.a. How do you estimate the level 
of crime in this village? 
 

 
 

 

 

B4.b. What types of crimes/excesses 
of laws and order are committed 
most often in this village and why? 
 
 
B4.c. What categories of population 
commit crimes/excesses of laws and 
order most often and why? 

 

 

B4.d. Characterize local police 
authorities (performance of duties, 
competence, professionalism, 
sufficiency of equipment, etc.)? 

 
 
 
 

 

B5. From your experience, what are 
the current biggest threats on this 
community public safety and 
security? 

  

 

B6.1. In what ways does your 
organization promote public safety 
and security?  
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B6.2. What types of interventions 
your organization makes in this 
community? 
 
 

 

 

B7.1. Are there any other local 
organization engaged in safety and 
security matters in this village?  
 

 

 

B7.2. What are their roles exactly? 

 
 

 

B8. What barriers exist for you/ and 
all organizations that work in the 
public safety and security?  
 
(Note to interviewer: Please probe into 
laws, policies, social norms or beliefs, 
government roles/responsibilities, access 
to resources, power of decision making) 
 

 

                                                                        C. ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCE USE 

C1. WHAT ARE THE NATURAL 
RESOURCES (BOTH OFFSHORE AND 
ONSHORE) AVAILABLE IN THIS 
VILLAGE?  

 

C2.1.  WHO ARE THE PARTIES 
MANAGING THOSE NATURAL 
RESOURCES? 

 

C2.2. WHO ARE THE ONES WHO 
MAKE USE OF THEM?  
 
(NOTE TO INTERVIEWER: PLEASE PROBE 
INTO AVAILABILITY OF SEASHELL AND 
SEA WORM COLLECTORS, SAND 
EXTRACTION, SALT HARVESTING…) 

 

C3. From your experience, are there 
any industrial (e.g. airborne, 
waterborne, solid waste, noise…) or 
natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, 
floods…) which affect the 
environment and natural resources 
of this village? 

 

 

C3.a. If yes, how is your business 
impacted? Please describe 
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 
FOCUS GROUPS DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR  

FISHERMEN / ANGLERS/ FISHING HOUSEHOLDS (WOMEN) 

Name of village: 
− Byblos  

Date of the discussion: 
− 22/05/2019 

Name(s) of attendees: 

− Naji 

− Elie 

− Ibrahim 

− Peter 

− Moustafa  

− Joseph 

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

THEME 1 – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
DEMOGRAPHICS 

Q1. Please introduce the oil drilling 
activities using the BIDs and posters. 
Once completed give the participants 
an opportunity for questions and you 
provide an answers to their questions 
as far as possible. If you cannot 
answer then please take the 
stakeholders contact details and tell 
them you will get the answer and get 
back in contact as soon as possible. 
 

 

Q2. Now, do you have questions?  

 

 

THEME 2: SOCIO-ECONOMIC OVERVIEW 

A. DEMOGRAPHICS  

A.1.1. What is your name? 

− Naji 

− Elie 

− Ibrahim 

− Peter 

− Moustafa  

− Joseph 

A.1.2.What is your age? 

− 44 

− 30 

− 49 

− 32 

− 25 
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− 67 

A2.1. Are you married? 

- No 

- No  

- Yes  

- Yes  

- No 

- Yes  

A2.2. If yes, how many kids do you have? 

- 3 

- 1 

- 4 

A3.1. Are you from this village?  

A3.2. How long have you been residing in this 

village?  

A4. How many people live in the village? One stated: Between 4000 and 6000 citizen  

A5.  What is your profession? 

- University professor and audiovisual (photography) freelancer  

- Chef  

- Carpenter  

- Info  

- Unemployed  

- Carpenter  
B. FISHING ACTIVITIES 

B1.1. Are you/ or is anyone in your household, 

currently involved in fishing?  

One stated: Yes my son accompanies me  

One stated: my girlfriend (jokingly) 

One stated: family members are often involved  

B1.2. What types? 

 

(Note to interviewer: please probe into 

artisanal/traditional, commercial, 
recreational…) 

 

One stated: All kinds of fishing; it’s  mainly a hobby, but when we have excess 

fish, we tend to sell it 

B2. What type of boats/ powerboats are you 

using for fishing?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into size of 

boat, motor/sail, number of fishermen in each 

boat…) 
 

 

One stated: The boat is six meters and a half, and six people can use it.  

One stated: The boat is five meters, and four people can use it. 

One stated: I don’t have a boat, sometimes I sail on my friend’s boat. 

B3. What are the specific fishing gears 

employed?  

 
(e.g. hook and line, traps, nets,  diving gears, 

dynamite etc…) 

 

One stated: We use nets, hooks, fishing rods, ropes  

One stated: bang sticks 
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B4.1. What types of fish?  

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

One stated: We used to catch all kinds of fish, but right now not so much 

anymore.  

One stated: Every season brings different kinds of fish (in the winter we catch 

 ,however there are specific kinds of fish (Sargus, Pagellus ,( اللؤس و البراق  

Squid, العقيس) that we always catch regardless of the season.  

One stated: There are kinds of fish (Tuna, Pagrus pagrus 2) who travel like 

birds 

One stated: fishermen tend to catch large quantities of fish and store them in 

order to sell them (indiscriminate fishing). In addition to the weather change 

that resulted in the disappearance of certain types of fish. 

One stated: The 2006 war did damaging effects to the fishing business like the 

disappearance of certain kinds of fish (Sea Urchin).  

One stated: Some kinds of fish who came from the Dead Sea like catfish and 

light fish are also affecting the fish culture (these fish are considered as 

predators and right now they are located outside of their environment)  

B4.2.  Where do you go for fishing?  

 
(Note to moderator: please probe into distances 

in kilometers, near/ far from shore (for anglers in 

specific), also ask if they fish from the shore) 

One stated: it depends, fishermen who use fishing rode fish on the shore, and 

others fish on the boat.  

One stated: people who fish tuna usually go six to ten miles away from the 

shore (year after year the number of fish in the sea is getting lower, like tuna 

for example) 

One stated: we go on the boat from aqua, to Amchit and finally to Batroun. We 

go to certain locations for specific types of fish.  

One stated: boats are not allowed to go beyond a 10 miles radius, if a boat does 

get beyond the 10 miles radius, the owner has to talk with the army because of 

the regional boundaries.  

B5. When do you usually go for fishing? 
 

 (Note to moderator: please probe into hour, time 

of the day and seasons) 
 

One stated: I go fishing almost 3 times a week (in the morning and evening) 

One stated: we aren’t enjoying it anymore, we are paying gas but we can’t 

catch fish 

One stated: I don’t go during winter, but I go two times a week in summer 

One stated: We go fishing one or two times a month on the shore (depending 

on the weather) 

B6. How much fish do you catch on an average 

fishing trip? 

 

One stated: Sometimes we don’t catch anything  

One stated: Almost four kilograms (one month ago) 

One stated: Three kilograms  

One stated: It depends what type of fish is available  

B7. How do you preserve the fish? 

 

 (Note to moderator: ice or smoked, other?) 

 

(The interviewer asked: what do you do with the fish?) 

One stated: We eat it directly (we don’t sell it) 

B8. Does anyone help you with fishing? 

 
 (Note to moderator: please probe into who are 

the crew members if any e.g family members, 

poorer members of community, refugees…) 
 

One stated: of course 

One stated: it’s a hobby, so we take our friends mostly so we can have fun 
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B8.a. If yes, what is their role? How do they 

exactly help you? 

 
 

B8.b. How females are involved in fishing? 

Are there gender differentiated roles? 

 

One stated:  Many females (and kids) go fishing; it’s a hobby suitable for 

everyone. 

One stated: A smaller percentage of females than males go fishing.  

One stated: 90% of men fish, while only 50% of women fish 

B8.c.1. Are there any similar examples in 

community?  

B8.c.2. What are the roles of people engaged 

in fishing in your community?  

B9. What type of fish do you catch and what 

do you do with the fish catch?  
 

Answered above  

B9.a. Are these goods for sale/ Used for own 

consumption/ For leisure?  If for sale, please 

describe how. 

 

(through a cooperative, wholesaler, street 
vendors, how much per kilo…) 

 

 

B9.b.1. How do you advertise your fish?   

B9.b.2. Who is involved in the marketing and 

sales process?  

 
(Note to moderator: please probe into the roles 

of men vs. women in the household) 
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B9.c. Are there markets available for 

fishermen/ individuals conducting marine 

activities to sell their fishes/ products/ 

services?   

 

One stated: fisheries  

One stated: Fish markets are available in Tripoli and Beirut. 

One stated: fish markets are similar to auctions (bidding on fish  

B9.d.1. Do you/ or does any household 

member earn any income from fishing?   

 Yes    No,  

One stated: this hobby does cost us money and we don’t earn any income from 

it.  

One stated: The fisherman pays money to go fishing and has fun, but he 

doesn’t always catch fish and when he does he forgets everything else and 

enjoys it. What we like about this hobby is simply catching fish and eating 

them.  

One stated: The amount we pay to fish is greater than the income we earn 

practicing this hobby; if someone makes a living out of fishing he would quit 

it.  

B9.d.2. If yes, what is its share from the total 

household income? NOT ASKED 

B9.d.3. Do you have any alternative livelihood 

activities that you undertake alongside 

fishing? 
NOT ASKED 

B10. Approximately, how many fishermen are 

there in your village (as a livelihood or as a 

recreational activity please specify)? 

 

One stated: They are many  

One stated: the coast is filled with fishermen.  

One stated: If someone wants to go fishing, he’d see fishermen more than fish.  

One stated: small fish are thrown on the ground instead of in the sea  

B11.1. From your experience, what problems 

at seas are there? 

One stated: Lack of organization  

One stated: If you go to Nahr Ibrahim, you see people putting their nets from 

one side of the coast to another in front of your hook. And if you go fishing on 

the boat, you see the same thing before even arriving to the port. 

One stated: The staff of the Ministry of Agriculture earns their salaries but do 

not do their job, they do not supervise or give fishermen assistance. 

One stated: They bought control boats, but did not use them (they probably 

threw them) 

One stated: The amount of sewage reaching the sea is very high 

One stated: Pollution 

One stated: garbage (from fishermen and boats) 

One stated: Boats often dispose of their fuel in the sea 

One stated: Humans are the cause of these problems 
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B11.2. What changes have you noticed over 

the years?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into safety, 

equipment, pollution, fish stock (plenty of fish or 
few fish)…etc.) 

One stated: We used to enjoy fishing and used to catch a lot of fish, now 

there’s no more fish.  

One stated: The sea was very clean and not polluted  

One stated: The number of fishermen and housing increased, and so did the 

pollution. Domestic sewages are directly poured into the sea.  

One stated: Chemicals thrown into the sea.  

One stated: many factories are disposing their sewage in the river (Nahr 

Ibrahim) which connects with the sea.  

B12. What are the factors that positively and 

negatively influence fishing activities in your 

area?  

 
(Note to moderator: please probe into problems 

faced by fishermen in this village, work 

conditions and welfare)  
 

Factors affecting negatively:  

One stated: lack of organization  

One stated: indiscriminate fishing 

One stated: lack of awareness  

One stated: There are a couple of accounts on social media that are trying their 

best to spread awareness when it comes to indiscriminate fishing. People are 

sending to these accounts complaints, which are then sent to the Ministry of 

Agriculture. But people started to think that it’s useless to send complaints 

since the Ministry is not acting upon them. One time, the ministry actually 

responded and acted (a fine was given to fishermen doing indiscriminate 

fishing) and people were very pleased. But that was it. There is no positive 

factor; the ministry is not working on the problems. Many accounts contacted 

the ministry offered to help and work on the problems but nobody would listen 

to a civilian if the Ministry does not back him up. The Ministry only cares 

about burning trees. 
C. SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS AT THE LOCAL LEVEL 

C1. How would you describe the current 

coastal resource conditions in your 

community? 

 

One stated: Dirty  

 

C2. What are the top 3 major threats to the 

health of coastal resources in your 

community? 
 

One stated: The large number of resorts popping up on the coast (garbage, 

large number of swimmers, boats close to the coast) 

One stated: Factories  

One stated: The sewage network is not refining the water; instead it’s 

disposing the dirty water in the sea.  

C3. Who do you identify as vulnerable in your 

community? 

 

One stated: the poor 

One stated: poor fishermen who try to make a living out of selling fish 

One stated: Anyone who cares about the sea and is trying to help  

One stated: Unemployed men and women  

C4. Besides fishing, are there any other 

marine activities available in this village? 

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe into boat 

repairing, net making, collecting seashells, sand 
extraction, salt extraction, sea worm collection, 

molluscs or small fish collection, rubbish 

scavengers…etc.) 

One stated: boat repairing is available, there are experts who give this service 

in exchange of a certain fee (nobody is nice enough to help for free) 

One stated: since the war of 2006, many activities like collecting seashells 

have stopped. This war affected the economy.  

One stated: because of the oil that was drilled in the sea back in 2006, fish are 

having a hard time finding food, they started to disappear. Certain types of fish 

(Mediterranean fish) traveled to the red sea (and vice versa) 
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C4.a. Which activities? Who performs those 

activities and where? 

 

 (Note to moderator: Please probe into gender: 
female vs. male, age groups: youth vs. adults vs. 

elderly, nationality groups: Lebanese vs. 

refugees) 

 

One stated: Diving activities (Using a bang stick while diving is against the 

law, however people are taking diving courses in order to use bang sticks and 

fish) 

One stated: Swimming  

One stated: Water sports (water skiing, wind surfing, Jet Ski…) 

C4.b. How women are involved in such 

activities? 

 

One stated: Some women practice and teach scuba diving. 

One stated: we have professional women divers  

One stated: Some of them don’t even use gears (free diving) and they are 

usually dedicated to this lifestyle. 

C4.c. Which season in a year are these 

activities performed?  

 

 

 

C4.d.1. Do they earn income from those 

activities?  

 

All stated: yes 

One stated: from gear rental, course fees…  

C4.d.2. And do they have alternative 

livelihoods? 

 
 

 

C4.e. Do they have any major problems or 

sensitivities in community? 

 
 

C5.a. What other types of economic activities 

are available in this village?  
 

(Note to moderator: Please probe into land-

based livelihoods like farming, businesses, 
markets, artisans… etc.) 

One stated: parking and shisha cafes  

One stated: Restaurants 

One stated: Cultivation of vegetables (cucumber, lettuce, tomato…)  

One stated: Artisans and craftsmen in the past (but their number has decreased 

and they mostly left and disappeared) what happened was that craftsmen did 

not teach their kids this “hobby” since they know it’s not a good source of 

income. Kids started to search other jobs, they opened restaurants and pubs.  

C5.b. What about those specifically located on 

the coastline?  
 

(Note to moderator: please probe into beach 

resorts, hotels, marine tourism by tour operators, 
diving/surfing schools, retail/rental services of 

fishing supplies or sea equipment…etc.) 
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C5.c. Can you give estimate shares of each of 

those economic activities, at the local level? 

 

One stated: resorts and restaurants make tons of money 

One stated: Resorts are investing on the public beach, they are paying a certain 

amount, and I’d like to know where the taxes go.  

One stated: they are taking a big portion of the beach (trespassing) for free.  

One stated: Marine tourism helps the economy of our community but it’s 

declining.  

One stated: we used to see many foreigners  

One stated: there are many fishing stores.  

One stated: many fishing stores opened and then closed  

One stated: There are only three or four real fishing supply stores that sell good 

quality products. Small fishing stores sell low quality products that are made in 

china, but real fishermen prefer to buy good quality products that last longer 

(Samir Sport and Azzi Sport).  

C6.1. Do you have any touristic site in this 

village? 
 

 Yes    No 

C6.2. If yes, what is it exactly? where is it 

located and do you have tour operators? Boat 

trips? 

One stated: Byblos is filled with touristic sites 

One stated: The castle and the port  

One stated: The old market 

One states: The beach is touristic  

C7. Do you have any of the following in your 

village? If yes, please describe and indicate 

the location 

 Y/N Location 

Nature reserves  Yes  (Bentael) Near Anaya  

Temples, 

palaces, castles 
Yes  Byblos  
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Ottoman 

structures 
Yes  Near the old market  

Museums  Yes  In the old market 

Religious 

heritage 
Yes  Edde and near the market 

World Heritage   

C8. Do you have adequate water supplies in 

your village?  Yes    No  

C9. What about electricity and waste 

management services? 

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe on the coastal 

part of the village as well) 

One stated: they started recently managing the waste 

One stated: In Byblos, the municipality is collecting and sorting the garbage 

One stated: We have electricity generators. 

C10.1. In general, are the roads in your 

village in good condition?  Yes    No 
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C10.2. Are there any public transport 

services? 

 

 
 

(Note to moderator: Please probe on the coastal 
part of the village as well) 

One stated: Yes, the municipality offers battery electric vehicles to facilitate 

transportation near the sites. 

C11.a.1. What illnesses are most prevalent in 

your community? 

One stated: Being broke (sarcastically) 

One state: Cancer is not common. There isn’t a lot of illness in Keserouane. 

One stated: There is no specific illness in Byblos 

C11.a.2. And does fishing cause any health 

hazards? 

One stated: No, it’s the same as any sport  

One stated: Diving and free diving is dangerous (the divers are not always 

responsible and get into many accidents. Divers need to use the right 

equipment, which is not the case here) 

C11.b.  Which healthcare facilities are 

available in your village? 

 

 (Note to moderator: Please probe into 
hospitals, public clinics, mobile clinics, how far 

they are…etc.). 

One stated: healthcare facilities are available if you can afford to get treated, if 

you don’t have enough money they’ll throw you out (jokingly). 

One stated: Two hospitalities (hôpital notre dame maritime, Bouar 

governmental hospital) 

One stated: there’s also a hospital in Batroun  

C11.c.1. Are they reliable services? 
 Yes    No 

One stated no, but did not explain why 

C11.c.2. If no, why not? NOT ASKED 

C11.d.1. Do they meet the community 
healthcare needs?  Yes    No 

C11.d.2. If no, why not and do you think you 

need more healthcare facilities in the area?  
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C12. a.1. What about the educational 

services? 

One stated: There are many schools, and some universities 

One stated: Schools are very good, universities (LAU) are average 

One stated: There are private and public schools  

One stated: Religious and secular schools 

C12. a.2. Do you have schools/ training 

centers in your village? 

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into the 

different levels: primary schools, secondary 

schools, universities and technical schools…) 

Answered ABOVE 

C12.b. How do you evaluate the educational 

levels by age groups (youth, adults and 

elderly) in your communities? 

One stated: educated men and women are not finding jobs. Only people who 

have connections can succeed.  

One stated: Education wasn’t available in the old days.  

(the question was also asked differently: related to gender) 

One stated: The educational level between both genders is the same 

One stated: Females tend to reach a higher level of education, males have more 

hobbies (sport…) unlike females  

C13.1. How do you describe the safety and 

security conditions in your area? All stated: It’s secure and safe 

C13.2. Which parties play the major role(s) 

in this regard? All stated: The municipality, the army and the Internal Security Forces.  

C14. Are there any associations or NGOs in 

your community (if so what do they do?) 

 

All stated: Yes 

One stated: Unesco 

One stated: kafa 

One stated: the red cross 

C15. What problems exist in the community? 

 

One stated: Unemployment (there’s no job opportunities) 

One stated: Health care problems (he’s talking about on a personal level): 

factories and crushers are close to the villages and houses (there is a Formica 

factory in Byblos that spreads polluted air since the 1970s) and when we report 

it to the ministry, they shut it down, than the factory reopens (it’s backed up by 

the Ministry)  

THEME 3: COMMUNICATION AND FEEDBACK MECHANISMS 

Q1. What are your most important 

information needs in relation to the 

upcoming oil exploration activity? 

 

One stated: We hope that the maritime traffic will be monitored and organized 

by the Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of Public Works and the 

Ministry of Transportation  

One agreed and stated: yes, for the sake of elderly fishermen, and any 

fisherman not equipped with a good light and we hope awareness will be 

spread on the port to fishermen.  
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One stated: if the project was successful and oil was found within 12 months, 

when will the drilling activity begin? And how much is the government going 

to benefit from this project? (the last question was unclear) 

One state: are we going to have free gas for a year or gas at a discounted prices 

(joking)? 

One stated: because in Lebanon we are used to the fact that the government 

(politicians) benefits from the deal and as a result, we as citizen do not see any 

positive change. 

One stated: Are fishermen going to receive proper assistance? 

Q2. How do you like to receive any future 

project updates?  

 

 

One stated: By social media 

One stated: Television (news) 

Q3. Are there any stakeholders that you 

would recommend that we talk with?  

 

 

One stated: Hire Lebanese instead of foreigners, many Lebanese are 

unemployed 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 
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• Kids are not following their parent’s footsteps, and this is why artisans have disappeared from Byblos.  

• There is specific hospital in Tripoly that is not reliable.  

• One fisherman believes that prospecting will attract more fish, because of the metallic structure (iron) that 

will be placed in the sea. Fishermen are seeking locations with oil wells which is attracting a large 

number of fish.  

• The interviewer also asked about General safety conditions (if the roads are lit, signs, traffic lights…)  

• One stated: generally these are available  

• One stated: it’s getting better  
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 

FOCUS GROUPS DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR  

FISHERMEN / ANGLERS/ FISHING HOUSEHOLDS (WOMEN) 

Name of village: jounieh-safra Date of the discussion: 21st of may 1:00 PM 

Name(s) of attendees: 

− Tony Moughaizel 

− Zuhair Zimne 

− Georges Mardini 

− Joseph Chehabi 

− Elias Maalouf 

− Christian Maalouf 

- Rony nassif 

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

THEME 1 – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

Q1. Please introduce the oil drilling 

activities using the BIDs and posters. 

Once completed give the participants 

an opportunity for questions and you 

provide an answers to their questions 

as far as possible. If you cannot 

answer then please take the 

stakeholders contact details and tell 

them you will get the answer and get 

back in contact as soon as possible. 

 

 

Q2. Now, do you have questions?  

 

 

THEME 2: SOCIO-ECONOMIC OVERVIEW 

A. DEMOGRAPHICS  

A.1.1. What is your name? 

− Tony Moughaizel 

− Zuhair Zimne 

− Georges Mardini 

− Joseph Chehabi 

− Elias Maalouf 

− Christian Maalouf 

− Rony nassif 
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A.1.2.What is your age? 

- 43 

- 47  

- 30 

- 63  

- 69  

- 31 

- 34 

A2.1. Are you married? 

- Yes  

- Yes 

- Yes   

- Yes  

- Yes  

- Yes  

- Yes  

A2.2. If yes, how many kids do you 

have? 

- 2 

- Doesn’t have kids 

- Doesn’t have kids 

- 2 

- 4  

- 1 

- 2 

A3.1. Are you from this village? 

- Yes but my personal status is outside of jounieh 

- No (from Beirut) 

- Yes  

- Yes (haret sakher) 

- Born and lived in Jounieh  

A3.2. How long have you been 

residing in this village? 

One stated: 34 years  

One stated: 20 years  

A4. How many people live in the 

village? 

One stated: More than 20,000 citizen live in Jounieh 

One stated: 50,000 citizen  

One stated: Jounieh includes Haret sakher, Sahel Alma, Ghazir and until Kaslik 

One stated: 150,000 citizen (2014 statistics)  

A5.  What is your profession? 

- Lawyer  

- Concrete contractor  

- Concrete contractor  

- Teacher  

- Sales man 

- Sales and application specialist 

B. FISHING ACTIVITIES 

B1.1. Are you/ or is anyone in your 

household, currently involved in 

fishing?  

One stated: My father likes to fish, but lately he doesn’t anymore. My son on 

the other hand is beginning to like this hobby 

One stated: All the family  
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One stated: All the family  

Interviewer: does your wife also fish? 

He replied: yes she does, we fish using a fishing rod 

One stated: One of my two kids likes to fish, we sometimes fish together 

One stated: My two kids like to fish, and one of them goes fishing regularly  

One stated: Me and my father go fishing together 

B1.2. What types? 

 

(Note to interviewer: please probe into 

artisanal/traditional, commercial, 

recreational…) 

 

One stated: It’s a hobby  

One stated: Many fishermen fish for commercial reasons  

One stated: People who use fishing rods usually practice fishing as a hobby 

One stated: For me it’s commercial and a hobby at the same time 

One stated: people like Elie who don’t have a job or are retired enjoy fishing as 

a pass time, they go everyday to the sea and fish. And since he’s a professional 

and catches large quantities of fish, he can’t consume all of it so he sells it. 

B2. What type of boats/ powerboats 

are you using for fishing?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into size 

of boat, motor/sail, number of fishermen in 

each boat…) 

 

 

One stated: We use fiber boats, they are similar to Felucca boats 

Interviewer: so you don’t use wooden boats? 

All stated: no 

Two stated: we fish using fishing rods on the shore 

One stated: Small launches (fiber) 

Interviewer: what about their size? 

One stated: These boats are between four and eight meters  

Interviewer: how many fishermen per boat? 

One stated: Five people can use my boat  (maximum) 

One stated: Three people can use my boat, four as a max 

B3. What are the specific fishing gears 

employed?  

 

(e.g. hook and line, traps, nets,  diving 

gears, dynamite etc…) 

 

One stated: fishermen who fish on the coast use telescopic fishing rod on the 

coast, and fishermen who fish on boats use trolling fishing ropes. There are also 

electric fishing ropes for 500 meters and 600 meters deep (we are very up-to-

date when it comes to fishing). We also use GPS and sonar. 

Interviewer: do you use all of these tools? 

All stated: yes 

One stated: We also use cages 

Interviewer: do you practice diving? 

Two stated: no 

One stated: I dive but close to the shore (no deep diving) 

One stated: I also dive 

B4.1. What types of fish?  

  

One stated: Jarbidi,  on the shore. Fish have disappeared nowadays 

(jokingly).Al Bariq (although they disappeared two or three years ago). 

One stated:Lekoz mostly 

One stated: Grauie 

One stated: Bullet and  Sargus 

One stated: Tuna 

One stated:  Ankawa (This fish is very intelligent; it eats the nets, and harms the 

fish. You even might get poisoned if you eat it) 
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B4.2.  Where do you go for fishing?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

distances in kilometers, near/ far from 

shore (for anglers in specific), also ask if 

they fish from the shore) 

One stated: No place specific, I fish on the whole coast 

One stated: From Saida to Beirut 

One stated: From Antelias to Anfeh 

One stated: from Ras Beirut until chekka. And on the shore of Jounieh.  

Interviewer: do you use nets?  

All stated: We don’t use nets  

One stated: I use nets (not padded) on the shore 

Interviewer: how far do you go? 

One stated: We go 20 to 30 kilometers far from the coast 

One stated: if you want to fish Tuna, you have to go far. If a boat wants to go 

beyond a nine kilometers radius, he has to get a permit from the army/the 

Presidency of the Port of Beirut, Chekka, jbeil... when you go beyond the nine 

kilometers radius, you take a device with you (undulation 16) and the boat’s 

permit and you communicate with the army.  

One stated: In Jounieh we go 30 kilometers maximum and in Beirut 20 or 25 

kilometers 

B5. When do you usually go for 

fishing? 

 

 (Note to moderator: please probe into 

hour, time of the day and seasons) 

 

Interviewer: do you go fishing early in the morning? 

One stated: yes 

One stated: Sometimes I go fishing at 3:00 AM and come back at noon or the 

afternoon.  

One stated: We always go fishing on holidays early in the mornings and come 

back around noon 

One stated: I go fishing at 6:00 AM or 7:00 AM and sometimes I go at 11:00 

PM and stay till 2:00 AM.  

One stated: I go fishing at 2:00 PM until 6:00 PM or 7:00 PM 

One stated: Today I went at 4:30 AM and came back at 12:30 PM 

Interviewer: is it the same case during summer and winter?  

One stated: when the sea is in a good condition we go fishing 

One stated: it’s always in the morning  

Interviewer: so it’s the same 

B6. How much fish do you catch on an 

average fishing trip? 

 

One stated: 20 kilograms  

One stated: Sometimes I catch nothing at all 

One stated: It depends (8/9 kilograms) 

One stated: if you’re fishing Tuna it might weighs more 

One stated: One time I caught 25 kilograms 

One stated: 5 to 10 kilograms 

One stated: 10 kilograms  

One stated: 2 to 3 kilograms per fisherman (amateur) 

B7. How do you preserve the fish? 

 

 (Note to moderator: ice or smoked, other?) 

 

Interviewer: what do you do with the fish you catch? 

One stated: we eat it 

One stated: we don’t freeze it 

One stated: We freeze it 

Interviewer: does anyone sell the fish? 

One stated: yes I sell fish but only fresh fish, I don’t freeze it 

Interviewer: where? 
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One stated: at fish markets and restaurants  

Interviewer: does anyone smoke fish? 

All stated: no 

B8. Does anyone help you with 

fishing? 

 

 (Note to moderator: please probe into who 

are the crew members if any e.g family 

members, poorer members of community, 

refugees…) 

 

One stated: We go as a group of friends and help each other (three or four 

fishermen) 

One stated: We’re a group of three or four people 

One stated: I go alone and sometimes with family members 

Interviewer: how do you help each others? Does every fisherman have his own 

tools? 

One stated: of course 

B8.a. If yes, what is their role? How do 

they exactly help you? 

 

 

B8.b. How females are involved in 

fishing? Are there gender 

differentiated roles? 

 

One stated: sometime men take their wives when they go fishing, but this is not 

common.  

One stated: We try not to take our wives because we want to have fun 

(jokingly) 

One stated: Yes women are involved in fishing 

One stated: My wife accompanies me and she fishes with me 

One stated: Half of the fishermen I know are women and they are very 

professional, even better than me.  

One stated: they get lucky when they fish 

One stated: it’s hard for a woman to go on a boat fishing trip (no WC) 

One stated: yes but they can fish on the shore 

One stated: a woman might catch five kilograms of fish meanwhile you 

wouldn’t have caught anything 

B8.c.1. Are there any similar examples 

in community? 
 

B8.c.2. What are the roles of people 

engaged in fishing in your 

community? 
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B9. What type of fish do you catch and 

what do you do with the fish catch?  

 

One stated: I don’t eat fish 

One stated: I send them as a gift, I don’t eat fish. 

Interviewer: do you sell them? 

He replied: no 

One stated: what is he going to sell if he’s fishing using a fishing rod? 

B9.a. Are these goods for sale/ Used 

for own consumption/ For leisure?  If 

for sale, please describe how. 

 

(through a cooperative, wholesaler, street 

vendors, how much per kilo…) 

 

One stated: Between 10.000LL and 35.000LL 

One stated: three kilogram of مواسطة might be sold for 10.000 

B9.b.1. How do you advertise your fish?  

One stated: I sell my fish through phone calls (to restaurants and fish markets) 

Interviewer: so you don’t need to advertise, they already know that you sell 

fresh fish 

He replied: yes, and they reserve what they want (order beforehand) 

B9.b.2. Who is involved in the 

marketing and sales process?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into the 

roles of men vs. women in the household) 

 

 

B9.c. Are there markets available for 

fishermen/ individuals conducting 

marine activities to sell their fishes/ 

products/ services?   

 

One stated: There are a lot of fish markets here. 

One stated: keep in mind that we are not professionals, for us this is only a 

hobby 

One stated: there are professionals that catch 100 kilograms of 

B9.d.1. Do you/ or does any 

household member earn any income 

from fishing?   

-  Yes    No ,  

All stated: it actually costs us money (about 500 USD per month)  

B9.d.2. If yes, what is its share from 

the total household income? 

One stated: Between 500 USD and 600 USD (only one of the anglers sells fish, 

the others do not make an income out of fishing) 

One stated: yes he might make 1,000,000 LL and other months he might not 

catch anything at all. 

B9.d.3. Do you have any alternative 

livelihood activities that you 

undertake alongside fishing? 
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B10. Approximately, how many 

fishermen are there in your village (as 

a livelihood or as a recreational 

activity please specify)? 

 

One stated: 1000 or 2000 fishermen? Anyone takes a fishing rod and goes 

fishing nowadays  

One stated: many come from outside of jounieh to fish (Batroun, Beirut…) 

Interviewer: what about the fishermen of Jounieh’s port?  

One stated: If you go on a Sunday, you’d see up to 50 fishing boats, and 20 

fishermen on the coast. In every point in the port there are at least 10 fishermen. 

One stated: if you go to Dbaye you can easily spot 10 to 15 fishermen and up to 

30 fishermen 

One stated: There are minimum 10 fishermen at the port daily (it’s easy to stand 

and it’s suitable for everyone) 

B11.1. From your experience, what 

problems at seas are there? 

One stated: there are many problems 

One stated: Pollution, indiscriminate fishing (fishing in the wrong seasons, tight 

nets, nets near the coast, catching fish before they reproduce...), invasive fish 

(lion fish, catfish (not as dangerous as other invasive fish)).  

One stated: Garbage is one of the main problems!  

One stated: there are also fishermen who put nets right under our fishing rods, 

this is unacceptable! Not to mention that they are not waiting for the fish to 

reproduce (مواسطة)  

One stated: Divers who don’t abide by the law (they catch the fish without 

caring about its size) and the Toutia disappeared because of the pollution and 

indiscriminate fishing of the divers.  

One stated: The coast is hardly accessible anymore (you either can’t go back to 

the location where you always fish or have to suck up to many, or you just 

change your location (marine property trespassing) 

Interviewer: is there a law concerning this issue? 

One stated: yes there is, but it’s not applied  

One stated: Resorts who are trespassing, they are preventing us from accessing 

the sea (security, doors…) if you don’t pay money you can’t access 

One stated: Domestic sewages are directly poured into the sea without 

refinement  

One stated: although we have refineries but they are not using them. 

Interviewer: where exactly? 

One stated: in port Jounieh  

One stated: in Tabarja 

One stated: in front of the municipality  

One stated: Oil pollution (from electric utility companies or from ships who are 

disposing and changing their oil in the sea due to lack of organization) 

One stated: I agree, I fish in Dawra and in my opinion; the garbage mountain is 

missing a port (sarcastically). And one time I got into a fight with a man at the 

port disposing of a cistern of sewage in the sea. (Bourj Hamoud) 
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B11.2. What changes have you 

noticed over the years?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

safety, equipment, pollution, fish stock 

(plenty of fish or few fish)…etc.) 

One stated: There are certain types of fish that disappeared (Toutia, shrimps, 

octopus, small fish…) and large fish are hard to find 

One stated: fish that live near the shore also disappeared because they can’t find 

food anymore  

Interviewer: what type of food? 

One stated: seashells, scorpions, small crabs, small shrimps… because these 

types of fish also became very hard to find (like زالق for example) 

One stated: seaweeds  

Interviewer: how can we protect them?  

One stated: We have to create marine reserves  

One stated: we need a fishing law and supervision  

One stated: fishing must be organized  

Interviewer: how did fishing tools change over the years? Did they become 

more dangerous?  

One stated: Fishing tools are more advanced (they make fishing easier), but 

they form a greater danger to the fish stock. (especially the sonar, which direct 

us straight to the fish, and it’s against the law) 

One stated: is dynamite being used?  

One stated: Dynamite is not used anymore  

One stated: I disagree, dynamite is still being used 

One stated: yes in Damour 

B12. What are the factors that 

positively and negatively influence 

fishing activities in your area?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

problems faced by fishermen in this village, 

work conditions and welfare)  

 

One stated: Fish are safe during storms  

One stated: there is a law concerning fishing, if it was applied the sea would 

have been safe 

One stated: natural reserves  

One stated: Certain types of fish that travel from Suez Canal (flute, the stripped 

red mullet, barracuda, the lionfish) have a positive effect (they are filling a 

certain void) 

One stated: Sustainable fishing (accounts on social media “fishing in Lebanon” 

and “ISPL” are spreading awareness in the fishing community) [this answer 

was stated in a question C3) 

One stated: these accounts care more about advertising 

C. SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS AT THE LOCAL LEVEL 

C1. How would you describe the 

current coastal resource conditions in 

your community? 

 

One stated: Chaotic 

One stated: Fishermen who make a living out of fishing are poor; they don’t 

have social security, the government is not helping them neither is the sea 

anymore. Few are the fishermen who can only rely on their fishing income. In 

addition, Marine tourism is weak (because of the pollution and lack of 

awareness) tourists don’t come to Lebanon for its beach because it has a bad 

reputation  

One stated: Fishermen are getting greedy 

C2. What are the top 3 major threats 

to the health of coastal resources in 

your community? 
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C3. Who do you identify as vulnerable 

in your community? 

 

One stated: The government 

One stated: The unemployed  

One stated: Anyone who lives without social security or insurance (like the 

fishermen) 

One stated: fishermen fish in order to make a living; they go to the sea and 

catch small fish (they don’t return it to the sea). They are hurting themselves by 

doing so. 

 One stated: you can’t tell the fisherman to stop fishing for three months 

because the fish are reproducing! How will he make money? He needs a salary! 

One stated: one time, they requested every fisherman who has a sea permit and 

registered our names so they can give us a salary during the three months when 

fish are reproducing. But we didn’t get anything, the project was a fail.  

One stated: fish reproduce from march until june 

One stated: in Syria the fisherman has a salary  

C4. Besides fishing, are there any 

other marine activities available in 

this village? 

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe into 

boat repairing, net making, collecting 

seashells, sand extraction, salt extraction, 

sea worm collection, molluscs or small fish 

collection, rubbish scavengers…etc.) 

All stated: Yes 

One stated: Marine tourism 

One stated: Diving  

One stated: Paragliding, water skiing 

One stated: swimming 

Interviewer: what about net making and boat repairing?  

One stated: they repair nets at the port. But nowadays they are importing nets 

from China, and they are not repairing anymore.  

Interviewer: and what about sand extraction?  

One stated: yes this activity is available 

One stated: yes at Nahr el Kaleb but we don’t know who is behind it 

One stated: this year they made it illegal, if someone wants to extract sand he 

has to throw it 300 meters far 

One stated:  they are making tons of money 

Interviewer: what about sea worm collecting?  

One stated: some collect fish worm in order to sell them for fishermen 

Interviewer: why? 

One stated: they use it to fish (bait) 

One stated: one box is sold for 7.000 LL 

C4.a. Which activities? Who performs 

those activities and where? 

 

 (Note to moderator: Please probe into 

gender: female vs. male, age groups: 

youth vs. adults vs. elderly, nationality 

groups: Lebanese vs. refugees) 

 

Interviewer: who performs these activities? 

One stated: some people made these activities their livelihood  

Interviewer: do you know people who perform these activities?  

One stated: no  

One stated: I know someone in Dbaye and someone in Antelias 

One stated: I know someone at Ouzai 

One stated: but they are not the ones who are collecting the worms 

Interviewer: do you know when they perform these activities? 

One stated: no 

One stated: if the government wanted to know, they would have known 

(through sellers)  
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C4.b. How women are involved in such 

activities? 

 

 

C4.c. Which season in a year are these 

activities performed?  

 

 

 

C4.d.1. Do they earn income from 

those activities?  

 

 

C4.d.2. And do they have alternative 

livelihoods? 
 

C4.e. Do they have any major 

problems or sensitivities in 

community? 

 

 

C5.a. What other types of economic 

activities are available in this village?  

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe into 

land-based livelihoods like farming, 

businesses, markets, artisans… etc.) 

One stated: Banana cultivation  

One stated: yes mostly bananas and citrus fruit cultivation  

One stated: cabarets  

One stated: Hotels, restaurants 

One stated: resorts 

One stated: sport fields 

One stated: private companies  

One stated: malls, law firms, architecture firms…  

C5.b. What about those specifically 

located on the coastline?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

beach resorts, hotels, marine tourism by 

tour operators, diving/surfing schools, 

retail/rental services of fishing supplies or 

sea equipment…etc.) 
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C5.c. Can you give estimate shares of 

each of those economic activities, at 

the local level? 

 

Interviewer: what’s the percentage of fishermen who make a living out of 

fishing?  

One stated: 1% 

Interviewer: what economic activity is the most widespread?  

One stated: business (most of Jounieh’s citizen work in Beirut) 

One stated: tourism  

Interviewer: what’s the percentage of tourism in Jounieh? 

One stated: the tourism in Jounieh became poor 

One stated: around 40% 

C6.1. Do you have any touristic site in 

this village? 

 

 Yes    No 

 

C6.2. If yes, what is it exactly? where 

is it located and do you have tour 

operators? Boat trips? 

One stated: The cable car (telepherique), the casino, our lady of Harissa 

One replied: our lady of Harissa and the casino is not in Jounieh 

One disagreed 

One stated: The beach  

One stated: we have religious sites (churches) 

Interviewer: what about tour operators?  

One stated: We do have boat tours in port jounieh; 15 or 20 people can fit on 

the boat (10.000 LL per person)  

Interviewer: how many boats (that organize tours) are there in Jounieh?  

One stated: 11 boats 

C7. Do you have any of the following 

in your village? If yes, please 

describe and indicate the location 

 Y/N Location 

a. Nature reserves  - Yes   Harissa mountain  

b. Temples, palaces, 

castles 
- No   
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c. Ottoman structures - No   

d. Museums  - Yes  The museum of independence  

e. Religious heritage - Yes   

f. World Heritage - No   

C8. Do you have adequate water 

supplies in your village? 

 Yes    No,  

One stated: water is sometimes available but it’s not in a good condition  

One stated: it’s not always available 

One stated: and when it’s available it’s muddy  

Interviewer: does it have pressure? 

One stated: in certain places yes, but in other places no  

C9. What about electricity and waste 

management services? 

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe on the 

coastal part of the village as well) 

One stated: it’s terrible  

One stated: Waste management is not available yet, but it will be soon because 

they started in Zouk (in general only 1% manage the waste) 

Interviewer: so who picks up the garbage? 

One stated: Ramco  

One stated: We have electricity generators. 
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C10.1. In general, are the roads in 

your village in good condition? 

 Yes    No 

One stated: for 18 years, I’ve never seen a tar truck in my neighborhood (in 

Dahr Salba)  

 

C10.2. Are there any public transport 

services? 

 

 
 

(Note to moderator: Please probe on the 

coastal part of the village as well) 

One stated: No  

One stated: some public buses pass in Jounieh  

One stated: they go from Dawra until Jbeil, or until Tripoli  

One stated: We have a lot of cab companies  

C11.a.1. What illnesses are most 

prevalent in your community? 
One stated: Mostly cancer (because of the Zouk factory) 

C11.a.2. And does fishing cause any 

health hazards? 

One stated: Yes, fish may cause an illness due to pollution (زيبق)  

One stated: yes if the fishermen is fishing in a polluted area 

One stated: so on the danger is mainly on the consumer 

C11.b.  Which healthcare facilities are 

available in your village? 

 

 (Note to moderator: Please probe into 

hospitals, public clinics, mobile clinics, how 

far they are…etc.). 

One stated: There are many hospitals and clinics  

Interviewer: how close are the hospitals? 

One stated: there’s a hospital in every village 

One stated: You only need seven minutes to reach the closest hospital  

C11.c.1. Are they reliable services?  Yes    No 

C11.c.2. If no, why not?  

C11.d.1. Do they meet the 

community healthcare needs? 

 Yes    No 

One stated: you only need money 

One stated: most of the times they don’t have a place 
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C11.d.2. If no, why not and do you 

think you need more healthcare 

facilities in the area? 

 

C12. a.1. What about the educational 

services? 
One stated: We have nurseries, schools and universities.  

C12. a.2. Do you have schools/ 

training centers in your village? 

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into the 

different levels: primary schools, 

secondary schools, universities and 

technical schools…) 

 

C12.b. How do you evaluate the 

educational levels by age groups 

(youth, adults and elderly) in your 

communities? 

One stated: Jounieh is filled with educated females and males (regardless of 

their age) 

One stated: a fewer percentage of elderly have completed their education  

One stated: our parents did not go to university but they make do with what 

they have 

C13.1. How do you describe the 

safety and security conditions in your 

area? 

[did not have the time to respond] 

C13.2. Which parties play the major 

role(s) in this regard? 

One stated: The Lebanese army and the army intelligence 

One stated: The municipality provides security on a smaller level  

C14. Are there any associations or 

NGOs in your community (if so what 

do they do?) 

 

One stated: they are all about politics 

One stated: The red cross 

One stated: caritas  

One stated: there’s also the governmental hospital in Bouar 

Interviewer: yes what about it? 

One stated: they are repairing it 

One stated: it’s not reliable  

Interviewer: is it reliable? 

All stated: no 
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C15. What problems exist in the 

community? 

 

All stated: Pollution  

One stated: Traffic  

One stated: air and water pollution  

One stated: No electricity and no water and the living expense ( 

One stated: outside of jounieh, in Tripoli and Dahye you can find the same item 

for cheaper 

THEME 3: COMMUNICATION AND FEEDBACK MECHANISMS 

Q1. What are your most important 

information needs in relation to the 

upcoming oil exploration activity? 

 

One stated (Roni): How would they prevent a gas leak?  

Interviewer: they will definitely treat it and will call experts to check the 

situation  

He replied (Roni): is there a plan b in this case? 

Interviewer: of course, and this is part of the plan 

One stated (Georges): Are they going to work according to the law?  

Interviewer: yes Total will abide by the law  

One stated: Will Total give fishermen assistance in case the project was 

successful? 

Interviewer: right now we are still in the drilling stage 

One stated: give them this idea 

Interviewer: what idea? 

He replied: if the project was a success,  they need to give fishermen assistance 

because they are also sea partners  

Interviewer: would you like me to send it to Total or to the Lebanese 

Government? 

He replied: the government is taking taxes from the fishermen. The government 

also needs help. Total [incomprehensible] 

One stated: Why are they doing this project now?  

Interviewer: they need to drill in order to find out the oil’s quantity 

One stated: Will this project (the ship) create air pollution? 

Interviewer: the ship will not create air pollution. All vessels contracted by 

Total E&P will be required to follow international and national requirements 

with regard to handling of waste. 

The drillship will operate in strict accordance with both the International 

Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL, 1973/1978), 

which prohibits the discharge of trash and regulates the discharge of liquid 

waste and atmospheric emissions from marine vessels.  The primary discharges 

from the drillship will be, drill cuttings, treated wastewater effluent, and 

macerated food waste.   

One stated: we hope this will truly be applied  

Q2. How do you like to receive any 

future project updates?  

 

 

One stated: Television  

One stated: Social media 
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Q3. Are there any stakeholders that 

you would recommend that we talk 

with?  

 

 

One stated: The company’s HR (for employment) 

One stated: We hope they will hire Lebanese, because it’s a project in Lebanon 

and for Lebanon (security, HR, project manager…)  

ADDITIONAL NOTES 
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 

FOCUS GROUPS DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR  

FISHERMEN / ANGLERS/ FISHING HOUSEHOLDS (WOMEN) 

Name of village: Dbayeh Date of the discussion: 30/05/2019 

Name(s) of attendees: 

-George El Khoury 

-David Atallah  

-Abboudi Al Moualem  

-Imad Mezher  

-Elie Khalil 

-Roland Makhlouf 

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

THEME 1 – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

Q1. Please introduce the oil drilling 

activities using the BIDs and posters. 

Once completed give the participants 

an opportunity for questions and you 

provide an answers to their questions 

as far as possible. If you cannot 

answer then please take the 

stakeholders contact details and tell 

them you will get the answer and get 

back in contact as soon as possible. 

 

 

Q2. Now, do you have questions?  

 

 

THEME 2: SOCIO-ECONOMIC OVERVIEW 

B. DEMOGRAPHICS  

A.1.1. What is your name? 

-George El Khoury 

-David Atallah  

-Abboudi Al Moualem  

-Imad Mezher  

-Elie Khalil 

-Roland Makhlouf 

A.1.2.What is your age? 

-26 

-37 

-57 

Two stated :55 

-33 
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A2.1. Are you married? 

One stated : I am engaged  

Four stated : Yes 

One stated : I am single   

A2.2. If yes, how many kids do you 

have? 

One stated : One  

Three stated : Two 

A3.1. Are you from this village? 

One stated : I am from Sin El Fil  

One stated : I am from Broummana  

One stated : I am from Ashrafieh 

One stated : I am from Antelias  

One stated : I live in Zouk Mosbeh  

A3.2. How long have you been 

residing in this village? 
Not asked 

A4. How many people live in the 

village? 
Not asked 

A5.  What is your profession? 

[inaudible] 

One stated : IT in Balamand  

One stated : I work as an audit  

One stated : I own a library  

One stated : I own a cab driving business  

One stated : Electronic  

B. FISHING ACTIVITIES 

B1.1. Are you/ or is anyone in your 

household, currently involved in 

fishing?  

Not asked 

B1.2. What types? 

 

(Note to interviewer: please probe into 

artisanal/traditional, commercial, 

recreational…) 

 

One stated : It has two sides, commercial and recreational  

One stated : Each trip to the sea costs money, so it is normal that a person aims 

to make profit out of the fish he catches  

One stated : Fishermen that go down to catch fish everyday, it is normal that 

this is there profession and they are making use of it, but people that go down 

once a month that’s would probably be just recreational fishing  

One stated : For me it’s more of recreational fishing, but for time to time it 

does happen that I sell some of the fish [one agreed]   

B2. What type of boats/ powerboats 

are you using for fishing?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into size 

of boat, motor/sail, number of fishermen in 

each boat…) 

 

 

One stated : We all have boats 

One stated : I don’t own one, my friends have a boat and I tag along, they have 

a small yacht, and it’s about 15 meters long 

One stated : I have two wooden fishing boats, approximately six meters each, 

and another boat 

One stated : I am currently making a wooden fishing boat that runs on benzene  

One stated : I have two fiber boats, one is five meters, and the other is six, they 

run on benzene  

One stated : I have a seven meter long boat that runs on benzene  
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B3. What are the specific fishing gears 

employed?  

 

(e.g. hook and line, traps, nets,  diving 

gears, dynamite etc…) 

 

One stated : Each season has its gear [several agreed]  

One stated : None of us uses nets or padded nets 

One stated : We use cages for Mwasta [type of fish] 

[inaudible] 

B4.1. What types of fish?  

  

One stated : When fishing on shore you can catch Marmout, Sraghis, Ajej, 

Frafir, and Zerrek. If you go deeper you catch, Dakar Jarbidi, Jarbidi, Behlouk, 

Shtroubbet,and Abou Tabloush similar to Farride, you catch Douradroz on 

maybe 300 meters  

B 

One stated : From Ras Beirut to Tabarja  

One stated : We sometimes get to Khaldeh 

One stated : If you are going for a deep drop [fishing at the deep] then you will 

go from Ras Beirut to Jounieh or Tabarja  

One stated : I go from Nakoura to Abdeh, i go maybe 12 meters deep  

One stated : There are permits you need to have, to go in between six and 12 

miles you need to have a permit from the army  

One stated : We take it from Head of the Mina, but the army keeps track on us 

Moderator: Where do you usually use a fishing hook  

One stated : Maximum, two or three kilometeres from shore. As long as you 

are still under 100 meters deep you can fish with a fishing hook 

B5. When do you usually go for fishing? 

 

 (Note to moderator: please probe into hour, 

time of the day and seasons) 

 

One stated : At times like these, if we weren’t with you right now we would be 

at sea [they had this focus group at around 06:30 P.M.], and we stay out until 

maybe 03:00 A.M. 

One stated : Timing differs according to seasons  

One stated : If we wanted to go fish Jarjara, we need to eiher go really early in 

the morning, or late in the afternoon 

Moderator: What differs in winter? Does anything change? 

One stated : In winter we usually didn’t try to fish, because the Mina used to be 

open, so we don’t know. We usually bring our boats down starting April 25th. 

Now the port is more secure so maybe we can leave our boats in until 

November maybe  

One stated : It differs from port to port  

B6. How much fish do you catch on an 

average fishing trip? 

 

One stated : I usually fish for Marmour, so at least you can have five or six 

kilos u until ten or 12 kilos depends on the time you spend at sea.  

One stated : We fish out more than 100 kilos 

Moderator: So you have the same boat size but you fish out more because you 

use a trolley 

One stated : Yes  

Moderator: So what is the maximum weight you’ve reached? 

One stated : Today we don’t fish out as much as we used to maybe 20 years 

ago 

One stated : In the season where Abou Sin is out, we might catch seven or 

eight fish, each one weighs minimum one kilo  
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B7. How do you preserve the fish? 

 

 (Note to moderator: ice or smoked, other?) 

 

One stated : We sell them 

One stated : We sell them or eat them 

One stated :  No one process it  

B8. Does anyone help you with fishing? 

 

 (Note to moderator: please probe into who 

are the crew members if any e.g family 

members, poorer members of community, 

refugees…) 

 

One stated : If someone is going at night, he can’t go alone he needs help, it’s 

rare to find someone going alone at night 

One stated : I take my freinds  

Moderator: How many are they? 

One stated : I sometime go with one, or two friends  

One stated : I go alone, i take no one with me  

One stated : I usually go by myself, but like he said if i’m going at night I take 

someone with me 

One stated : If we dive we would be two  

One stated : I take my brother with me   

One stated : My father tags along sometimes 

One stated : I take my uncle with me  

Moderator: Do you help each other out? Or is it every fisherman for himself? 

One stated : Of course we cooperate in everything, maybe in taking the fish out 

of the sea, give each other bait  

Moderator: But we are not talking about nets here right? 

One stated : No, no one of us uses nets  

[Inaudible] 

B8.a. If yes, what is their role? How do 

they exactly help you? 

 

Not asked 

B8.b. How females are involved in 

fishing? Are there gender 

differentiated roles? 

 

Not asked 

B8.c.1. Are there any similar examples 

in community? 
Not asked 
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B8.c.2. What are the roles of people 

engaged in fishing in your community? 
Not asked 

B9. What type of fish do you catch and 

what do you do with the fish catch?  

 

Not asked 

B9.a. Are these goods for sale/ Used 

for own consumption/ For leisure?  If 

for sale, please describe how. 

 

(through a cooperative, wholesaler, street 

vendors, how much per kilo…) 

 

One stated : We store some, we sell some 

One stated : We give some out  

One stated : You need to know something about fishing, if we are talking just 

as anglers, this job is not sustainable it is more of a hobby than a job, if you 

want to talk about sustainability, you then talk about the use of nets and traps 

B9.b.1. How do you advertise your fish?  Not asked 

B9.b.2. Who is involved in the 

marketing and sales process?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into the 

roles of men vs. women in the household) 

 

Not asked 

B9.c. Are there markets available for 

fishermen/ individuals conducting 

marine activities to sell their fishes/ 

products/ services?   

 

One stated : Yes [several agreed] 

Several stated : We sometimes have our own customers to sell, we sell friends 

One stated : We sell fisheries 

Moderator: How much would you sell a kilo? 

One stated : You have a margin between 5,000 and 45,000 LBP  

Moderator: So you don’t need to advertise your fish 

One stated : The local fish are in high demand, because it is tastier, eventhough 

there is competition, people want to eat local fish, that is why you sometimes 

find fish that are very expensive. Some of those fish are almost extinct  

B9.d.1. Do you/ or does any household 

member earn any income from fishing?   

 Yes    No 

One stated : As we said no one make profit from fishing, we only make the 

money for the trip that’s it  
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B9.d.2. If yes, what is its share from 

the total household income? 
Not asked 

B9.d.3. Do you have any alternative 

livelihood activities that you undertake 

alongside fishing? 

All stated : Yes of course  

Moderator: If we want to discuss the expenses you pay for fixing and repairs 

One stated : The revenues we get from fishing doesn’t cover it we need to pay 

more out of our own pockets  

Moderator: How much would you pay? 

One stated : I will give you the example of fishing for Marmour. If I want to 

fish for Marmour, I have to go to Jounieh, I will need three cans of worms 

which cost 30,000 LBP, and a half of tank of benzene, so that’s 45,000 LBP 

per night for both worms and benzene, that’s a minimum besides repairs, 

fishing hooks  

Moderator: How much would you make? 

One stated : I catch between five to eight kilos of fish 

One stated : A tuna fishing trip costs about 200 USD for Benzene only  

One stated : Benzene expenses are huge  

B10. Approximately, how many 

fishermen are there in your village (as 

a livelihood or as a recreational activity 

please specify)? 

 

One stated : The fishermen cooperative has about 260 members, but not all 

members own boats 

Moderator: How many boats are there? 

One stated : This question you will have to ask to the head of the cooperative 

we are not authorized to say  

Moderator: If we want to talk about recreational fishing, are there a lot of boats 

for that? 

One stated : Yes, there’s about 200 maybe 

One stated : They go on seasons, they start to bring there boats now at this time 

of year and they take them out by the end of summer  

B11.1. From your experience, what 

problems at seas are there? 

One stated : Fish decreased these days, there isn’t as much fish anymore. We 

used to catch shrimp or [incomprehensible], but we don’t anymore. I fish 

Marmour, but it’s been two years since I’ve fished any, I don’t know why. All 

I know is that there is some sort of black sand, maybe oil residues, they come 

from the power company, so you can’t fish Marmour from there until Dbayeh. 

Last year I’ve only fished maybe seven or eight fish, I pay 50,000 LBP per trip 

and all I get are two or three fish 

One stated:  The large quantity of  fishermen. They sometimes make trouble.  

Moderator: So they do them on purpose   
 

B11.2. What changes have you noticed 

over the years?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

safety, equipment, pollution, fish stock 

(plenty of fish or few fish)…etc.) 

[Note that while the moderator was asking question B11.1 he merged question 

B11.2 with it] 
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B12. What are the factors that 

positively and negatively influence 

fishing activities in your area?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

problems faced by fishermen in this village, 

work conditions and welfare)  

 

One stated : No there isn’t any factors that influence fishing positively [several 

agreed] 

One stated : Something can be done though, they can make fish farms. 

Sometimes fish eggs don’t survive in the natural habitat that they were laid in, 

so due to fish farms they can re-place them to somewhere fish egg-friendly, 

and when the hatch they can bring them back to sea.  

One stated : I saw it with my own two eyes, they catch small fish with nets and 

then throw them at the surface, so fish aren’t growing like they should.  

One stated : In lebanon we have something that is called Guerguere, which is a 

net with very small netting, they throw it in and use a light, and take out the 

fish when they’re still very small. A fish that could grow from here to there 

[the participant most probably did a hand gesture] is getting taken out when it’s 

still small.  

One stated : This is a subject that we specialized in at Fishermen Lebanon. 

Other than global warming, pollution, and trespassing marine property, we see 

all of those walls and resorts being build up next to shore, and this affects fish 

culture. Let’s not forget that a lot of our beaches in Lebanon are either sand or 

rock beaches. Rocks are where fish gather, and most of the rocks are near 

shore, where they build those walls or resorts. We also face reckless fishing  

C. SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS AT THE LOCAL LEVEL 

C1. How would you describe the 

current coastal resource conditions in 

your community? 

 

One stated : The most important thing we have in Lebanon is wind current, in 

some part you might not have any waste, in other places it might be filled with 

waste. It all depends on how the current moves the waste  

Moderator: What happens then? 

One stated : The water becomes troubled   

C2. What are the top 3 major threats to 

the health of coastal resources in your 

community? 

 

One stated : Pollution and reckless fishing [several agreed] 

One stated : Guerguere  

One stated : There should be some sort of law enforcement regarding this 

matter  

One stated : There is a page on Facebook called Sohhit Sayadeen Rmeish, they 

post on a daily basis what is the length of the fish that fishermen can catch. For 

example the legal length of Brak [type of fish] is 26 centimeters. Here 

fishermen catch them when they’re maybe ten centimeters long    

One stated : That is the context of reckless fishing and not abiding by the law  

One stated : There was this video posted by this page of someone that is 

throwing is net at a depth of ten meters, and it was sent to the Agriculture 

Municipality that is supposedly responsible for fishing, yet they never took any 

measures  

One stated : The government is very neglecting towards this field of work, 

because this profession is not even specified, we don’t have social security, if 

god forbids a fisherman needed to go to the hospital, he will pay his year’s 

profit for only one night at the hospital. We need social security. Why won’t 

every fisherman be registered in social security, we need to have our rights 

preserved, we at least need hospitalization, we face many dangers in our job. I 

personally have faced life threatening events, no one knows what might 
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happen. So as a company that is benefiting with millions from this project, how 

will it compensate for us  

Moderator: The paper you hold in hand has an email that you can send to 

whatever question comes to mind, or whatever complaint you might have    

C3. Who do you identify as vulnerable 

in your community? 

 

One stated : All of the fishermen are considered from the poor class, no 

fisherman can only make a living out of fishing 

One stated : Fishermen and liberal professions, my dad is a carpenter for 

example. All local carpenters and blacksmiths are considered poor. They don’t 

have a social security, nor do they have an old age security, and on top of that 

they have to deal with foreign competition  

C4. Besides fishing, are there any 

other marine activities available in 

this village? 

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe into boat 

repairing, net making, collecting seashells, 

sand extraction, salt extraction, sea worm 

collection, molluscs or small fish collection, 

rubbish scavengers…etc.) 

One stated : Yes, we have sand extractors, they are located in Nahr El-Kalb 

One stated : We have worm collectors  

One stated : Salt extraction and sea worm collections don’t hurt the sea, there’s 

a certain way they can do those things to not hurt or damage the sea  

C4.a. Which activities? Who performs 

those activities and where? 

 

 (Note to moderator: Please probe into 

gender: female vs. male, age groups: 

youth vs. adults vs. elderly, nationality 

groups: Lebanese vs. refugees) 

 

Not asked 

C4.b. How women are involved in such 

activities? 

 

One stated : No 

One stated : I have been seeing many female teenagers recently that are getting 

involved  

One stated : Are you talking about fishing? 

Moderator: All sort of marine activities 

One stated : We have diving, canoeing, sailing 

Moderator: Do you have any touristic trips? 

One stated : Yes  

Moderator: Approximately how many boats are there for tourism? 

Several stated : I don’t know 

C4.c. Which season in a year are these 

activities performed?  

 

 

Not asked 

C4.d.1. Do they earn income from 

those activities?  

 

Not asked 
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C4.d.2. And do they have alternative 

livelihoods? 
Not asked 

C4.e. Do they have any major problems 

or sensitivities in community? 

 

Not asked 

C5.a. What other types of economic 

activities are available in this village?  

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe into land-

based livelihoods like farming, businesses, 

markets, artisans… etc.) 

Not asked 

C5.b. What about those specifically 

located on the coastline?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into beach 

resorts, hotels, marine tourism by tour 

operators, diving/surfing schools, 

retail/rental services of fishing supplies or 

sea equipment…etc.) 

 

One stated : Yes we have a diving school, and canoeing  

Moderator: Do you know how many fishermen are there in this area? 

One stated : Thousands, way too many  

One stated : Professional fishermen are not that much, but recreational fishers 

are plenty  

C5.c. Can you give estimate shares of 

each of those economic activities, at 

the local level? 

 

Not asked 

C6.1. Do you have any touristic site in 

this village? 

 

 Yes    No 

One stated : As tourism we can say that we have those boat touristic trips  

One stated : We have diving trips 

One stated : Trips that go around Nahr El-kalb 

One stated : We also have fishing trips  

C6.2. If yes, what is it exactly? where 

is it located and do you have tour 

operators? Boat trips? 

Not asked 

 Y/N Location 
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C7. Do you have any of the following 

in your village? If yes, please describe 

and indicate the location 

g. Nature reserves  N  

h. Temples, palaces, 

castles 
N 

One stated : Castles we have the castle in 

Jbeil  

i. Ottoman structures N  

j. Museums  N  

k. Religious heritage N  

l. World Heritage N  
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C8. Do you have adequate water 

supplies in your village? 

 Yes    No 

One stated : Yes we have a big water pressure  

C9. What about electricity and waste 

management services? 

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe on the 

coastal part of the village as well) 

[inaudible they were all laughing] 

One stated : I think it’s the same in all of Lebanon [several agreed]  

One stated : We dealt with a problem here in Keserwan when the whole waste 

management issue occurred in Burj Hammoud. We got swamped with waste 

because it was dealt in an unorganized way. And that waste dump already has a 

huge negative influence on all generations that will come later on.  

Moderator: What was the effect on you? 

One stated : The water there is always black 

One stated : You can’t even stand  

One stated : Water there has no longer any life. The dump is full now and there 

is no more room to dump waste. If this matter isn’t treated in a correct way. 

We have over two million refugees that are dumping their waste in the river. 

And Lebanon’s infrastructure isn’t big enough to contain our waste, let along 

two other millions. There isn’t any functional treatment for water, electricity, 

sewage 

One stated : Do you think that this project will come back with benefits on the 

country concerning these maters? 

Moderator: The project will bring back revenues, but that concerns the 

government 

One stated :  The problem is that revenues go straight to the government, so the 

people won’t benefit from them, and I think we can all agree on that  

One stated : If we talk about this project and its impact on fishermen, just like 

you said they will no longer be able to fish in certain zones, and the 

environmental impact might endanger fish culture    

One stated :  I personally think that fishermen won’t get affected by the 

prohibited zones, because no fisherman goes that deep into the sea, he aid that 

it will be between six and 12 kilometers from shore, no one goes that deep.  

One stated : We might not reach that deep, but any oil leakage or the building 

of platforms can endangers our work   

C10.1. In general, are the roads in 

your village in good condition? 
 Yes    No 

C10.2. Are there any public transport 

services? 

 

 
 

(Note to moderator: Please probe on the 

coastal part of the village as well) 
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C11.a.1. What illnesses are most 

prevalent in your community? 

Several stated : Cancer  

One stated : Heart diseases  

One stated : Diabetes   

C11.a.2. And does fishing cause any 

health hazards? 

One stated : On the contrary, it boosts your health  

One stated : There are some exceptional cases where maybe a fishhook might 

get stuck in a man’s arm 

C11.b.  Which healthcare facilities are 

available in your village? 

 

 (Note to moderator: Please probe into 

hospitals, public clinics, mobile clinics, how 

far they are…etc.). 

One stated : We have hospitals, clinics 

Moderator: What is the closest hospital here? 

One stated : Abou Jaoude Hospital 

One stated : Saydit Lebanon Jounieh  

C11.c.1. Are they reliable services? 

 Yes    No 

One stated : The hospitals that are well known and trusted are far 

Moderator: Such as? 

One stated : Bellvue it’s in Mansourieh, Hotel Dieux, AUB  

Moderator: how much time would you need to get there 

One stated : If there’s traffic you need maybe two hours  

C11.c.2. If no, why not? Not asked 

C11.d.1. Do they meet the community  
healthcare needs? 

 Yes    No 

One stated : If we wanted to talk about governmental hospitals, no they don’t  

C11.d.2. If no, why not and do you 

think you need more healthcare 

facilities in the area? 

Several stated : Yes of course 

C12. a.1. What about the educational 

services? 
Not asked 
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C12. a.2. Do you have schools/ 

training centers in your village? 

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into the 

different levels: primary schools, secondary 

schools, universities and technical 

schools…) 

One stated : Yes they are all available [all agreed] 

One stated : Public schools need to be renovated, so that we can put our 

children in them and not pay our life’s work as school fees  

C12.b. How do you evaluate the 

educational levels by age groups 

(youth, adults and elderly) in your 

communities? 

One stated : If we want to talk about this area specifically, the youth are all 

educated 

One stated : The rate is high, but you need to see how many people are getting 

hired in their line of education 

One stated : The rate decreases when it comes to adults and elderly, but we 

don’t have any illiteracy  

One stated : The generation before us surely didn’t get the education they 

wanted due to war  

C13.1. How do you describe the safety 

and security conditions in your area? 

One stated : There is safety but there’s no law  

One stated : Crimes do occur but not in big quantities 

One stated : Law enforcement is practically non-existent at sea because they 

don’t have the right equipment, such as boats, and if equipment  were 

available, they lack maintenance and essentials   

One stated : There isn’t any safety, you feel that safety is only applied in 

certain cities 

Moderator: How come? 

One stated : We have certain places here in Keserwan where safety is 

available, meanwhile in other places such as Bekaa, it lacks security  

[inaudible] 

One stated :  There are a lot of people who are wanted and the government 

knows who they are and where they are, but they keep on roaming free   

C13.2. Which parties play the major 

role(s) in this regard? 
Not asked 

C14. Are there any associations or 

NGOs in your community (if so what do 

they do?) 

 

One stated : Yes, we have Work Vision, Granuble, New Heights 

Moderator: What do they do? 

One stated :  They do social awareness on illnesses, hygiene, sexual assault, 

everything related to assaults. They care for helping the children with their 

education    

C15. What problems exist in the 

community? 

 

One stated : Financial problems 

One stated : Economical problems  

One stated : Lack of job opportunities, and if you do find a job then it would be 

of low wage.  

One stated : And if we want to talk about the problems a fisherman faces, then 

theres is a very low income 

THEME 3: COMMUNICATION AND FEEDBACK MECHANISMS 
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Q1. What are your most important 

information needs in relation to the 

upcoming oil exploration activity? 

 

One stated : The important thing is that this project benefits the entire country, 

the sea, fishermen, and fish, it shouldn’t have any damages, not even a one per 

cent. It should have a positive effect not a negative effect 

One stated : As long as Total brought us in here today, and it cares for our 

opinions, then I advise it to collaborate with the Agriculture Municipality, and 

the Fishermen cooperative, to do what’s best for the fishermen   

One stated : It is very important that they provide us with jobs, if there is going 

to be damages, they should provide job opportunities instead. We can be boat 

taxis, if they need people to drive people or things, then they shouldn’t bring in 

stangers, they should uses us  

One stated : Even though fishermen might not all be competent to work on this 

project, they can work the things they do know how to do, because they know 

the sea. Especially that there are some seasons where a fisherman cannot fish, 

so he would be making use of his time and making money at the same time  

One stated : Leaving fishermen out of this, Total can provide jobs for 

Lebanese, maybe working in their gas stations. I see many foreigners that work 

in the stations  

One stated : There are some stations that are completely run my Total, and 

usually the employees are all foreigners  

One stated : Total can help create an education regarding the idea of a gas 

station worker, it’s not shameful, it just needs a new set of mind  

Q2. How do you like to receive any 

future project updates?  

 

 

Two stated : In a meeting similar to this one  

One stated : They can create a Facebook page  

Q3. Are there any stakeholders that 

you would recommend that we talk 

with?  

 

 

One stated : It would be really good if we could sit down with the CEO or 

someone from Total, that way we can discuss the current and future situation 

of the project, and whatever we can help with, we are more than happy to  
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 

FOCUS GROUPS DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR  

FISHERMEN / ANGLERS/ FISHING HOUSEHOLDS (WOMEN) 

Name of village: Bebnin- Al Abdeh Date of the discussion: 22-05-2019 

Name(s) of attendees: 

Khodor Taleb 

Mahmoud Oweiza 

Haitham owiza 

Khalil Taleb 

Ahmad Mohsyamashani 

Mourad Al-Haj 

Nasser Eid 

Abed Khaled 

Mustafa Soufan 
 

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

THEME 1 – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

DEMOGRAPHICS 
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Q1. Please introduce the oil drilling 

activities using the BIDs and posters. 

Once completed give the participants 

an opportunity for questions and you 

provide an answers to their questions 

as far as possible. If you cannot 

answer then please take the 

stakeholders contact details and tell 

them you will get the answer and get 

back in contact as soon as possible. 

 

 

Q2. Now, do you have questions?  

 

 

THEME 2: SOCIO-ECONOMIC OVERVIEW 

C. DEMOGRAPHICS  

A.1.1. What is your name? 

 

Khodor Taleb 

Mahmoud Oweiza 

Haitham owiza 

Khalil Taleb 

Ahmad Mohsyamashani 

Mourad Al-Haj 

Nasser Eid 

Abed Khaled 

Mustafa Soufan 

 

A.1.2.What is your age? 

Born in 1957 

Born in 1960 

Born in 1979 

Not mentioned. 

Born in 1970 

Born in 1973 

Not mentioned. 

Born in 1963 

Born in 1956 

 

A2.1. Are you married? 

 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
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Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
 

A2.2. If yes, how many kids do you 

have? 

 

Seven 

Twelve 

Four  

Fourteen 

Ten 

Three 

Ten 

Fourteen 

Sixteen 
 

A3.1. Are you from this village? 

 

Bebnin 

Bebnin 

Bebnin 

Bebnin 

Bebnin 

Bebnin 

Bebnin 

Bebnin 

Bebnin 
 

A3.2. How long have you been 

residing in this village? 
 

A4. How many people live in the 

village? 
There are 35000 to 40000 people who live in Abdeh. 

A5.  What is your profession? 

Fisherman 

Fisherman 

Fisherman 

Fisherman 

Fisherman 

Fisherman 

Fisherman 

Fisherman 

 

 

B. FISHING ACTIVITIES 

B1.1. Are you/ or is anyone in your 

household, currently involved in 

fishing?  

One stated: The people of Bebnin. 

 

One stated: Our children. 
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B1.2. What types? 

 

(Note to interviewer: please probe into 

artisanal/traditional, commercial, 

recreational…) 

 

One stated: All our fishing activities are commercial. 

 

One stated: Our work barely provides food. 

 

B2. What type of boats/ powerboats 

are you using for fishing?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into size 

of boat, motor/sail, number of fishermen in 

each boat…) 

 

 

 

All stated: Wooden boats. 

 

One stated: They are from six to ten meters long. 

 

One stated: We have boats that are up till 15 meters long. 

 

One stated: 20-22 people go on board. 

 

One stated: Sometimes two or three people. 

 

One stated: Seven or eight people go on board. 

 

One stated: It depends on the fishing trip. A padded net fishing method needs 

three or four people on board. 

 

One stated: A shovel needs 15-20 men. 

 

B3. What are the specific fishing gears 

employed?  

 

(e.g. hook and line, traps, nets,  diving 

gears, dynamite etc…) 

 

 

One stated: Shovels. 

 

One stated: Traps. 

 

One stated: Hooks and lines. 

 

One stated: Padded Nets. 

 

Moderator: What about dynamite? 

 

One stated: Dynamite is banned? 

 

One stated: There is a lot of dynamite. 

 

One stated: You should warn your people, if dynamite is used, it will damage 

the project. 
 

Moderator : Explain more to me 
 

(All talk at the same time) 
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One stated: Let us be clear, my fellow fishermen are trying to warn you of the 

damages that dynamite might cause. However, it is banned. 

 

One stated: One explosive used to kill the fish while fishing, is enough to 

demolish this whole building if its as placed here. 
 

B4.1. What types of fish?  

  

 

One stated: All kinds of fish. 

 

One stated : Le’os , Bezri, Sardin, Mallifa, Sferna,  

 

One stated: Fish is seasonal. Depends on the time and weather. 

 

One stated: What does he know about kinds of fish? Nothing (Sarcastic). To 

many, anything that swims is fish. 
 

B4.2.  Where do you go for fishing?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

distances in kilometers, near/ far from shore 

(for anglers in specific), also ask if they fish 

from the shore) 

 

One stated: At the point of the tunnel. 

One stated: We fish in Al-Heri waters till the Syrian borders. 

One stated : We fish in the waters facing Al-Madfoun Checkpoint, 

One stated: It is near Selaata. 

 

One stated: We fish at the depth of 120 to 50 meters. It is located four miles 

away from the shore. 

 

(Here attendees quarrel about the miles, some say it is four miles others claim 

they are six miles). 
 

Moderator: And those who use hooks? 
 

One stated: We fish at the depth of 200 meters. 

 

One stated: No, it is 350 meters. 

 

One stated: In Al-Abdeh the usage of hooks is very low, while in Al-Mina, 

Tripoli, fishermen do use hooks a lot. 
 

One stated: Some fishermen sail to six or even twelve miles, and they have 

special licensed gears. 
 

One stated: I know one of those fishermen, Ahmad Sabra. They contact the 

marine military operationalists to inform them of their location. 

 

Moderator: Does anyone fish on the shore? 

 

One stated: No one. 
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One stated: Of course, all land shovels users fish on shore. 

 

One stated: There is another method of fishing on shore, and it needs twelve 

fishermen to spread the nets and the then pull them out. 

 

B5. When do you usually go for fishing? 

 

 (Note to moderator: please probe into hour, 

time of the day and seasons) 

 

 

One stated: We sail to fish around four of five in the morning, and return four 

or five in the afternoon. 

 

Moderator: No one fishes at noon? 

 

One stated: Some fishermen do. 

 

One stated: It depends. I work on a shovel, my fellow fisherman here fishes 

with a padded net, he fishes at noon and take a lunch break. 

 

 

One stated: We are all fishermen but each one of us has his own method of 

fishing. I work on a shovel; I leave in the afternoon and return the next day. 

 

One stated: I fish with a padded net, I spread them four in the, morning and 

come back the next day. 

 

Moderator: Does your work vary with seasons ? 
 

One stated: Of course, in winter it is different than summer. 

 

One stated: In winter you have two methods of work with the nets, one might 

spread them in the afternoon and pulls them at eight p.m. ; and the other 

method is to spread them at night and pull them the next day. 
 

 

B6. How much fish do you catch on an 

average fishing trip? 

 

 

One stated : On a lucky day, we catch a ton of fish, or 700 to 800 kilos per day. 

 

All agreed. 

 

One stated : A shovel’s catch is a minimum of seven tons. On usual days it 

pulls 400 to 500 kilos.  

 

One stated : Now he (the moderator) will  think that he is in Mauritania. 

(Joking) 

 

One stated: I do not want to talk about others. 
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One stated: I have been working three months to pay for a debt of 3.100.000 

L.L. I didn’t even earn a 100.000L.L. 

 

One stated: You might unlucky, but that does not mean others have to be 

unlucky. 

 

One stated: I did not say that. 

 

One stated: We have a production of 4000 tons per year; this is according to 

the Ministry of Agriculture. We need 20.000 tons per year to cover the market. 

So, when we pull 3.000or 4.000 kilos we are forced to import fish from 

Mauritania, Senegal, or from Egypt. 

 

One stated: And Turkey. 

 

One stated: We have 270 generators (meaning fishing boats). The majority of 

us pull 20, or 40 kilos per trip. Those who pull hundreds of kilos are other 

category of fishermen. In Lebanon there are no fish anymore. 

 

Moderator: Why is that? 

 

One stated: Pollution is a reason. Sometimes the reason is the huge number of 

boats in limited water. 

 

One stated: The Ministry of Agriculture is absent. 

 

One stated: I will tell you why. The Mediterranean Sea contains fish more than 

Mauritania, but there is not preserving of the Fishery. Sometimes I pull a ton of 

fish, and I throw it all away as waste; the whole ton! There is no Syndicate for 

the Fishermen, the Ministry of Agriculture does not support us. 

 
 

B7. How do you preserve the fish? 

 

 (Note to moderator: ice or smoked, other?) 

 

All Stated : We do not preseve it. 

 

One stated : There has been discussions among the Ministry of Agriculture, 

The Ministry of Defence, and the Monastery of Al-Balamand about us. 

 

Moderator : They want to buy fish from you ? 

 

One stated : The discussions are about the future, where are we heading to. The 

fish is reproducing in all countries except here, they want to know the reason. 

There is a document which is still in the Parliament, it is not issued yet. They 

want to find a way to get big fishing boats for trial. They will try them from 

Al-Naqoura till al-Abdeh. They want to study the fish in regional waters. 
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B8. Does anyone help you with fishing? 
 

 (Note to moderator: please probe into who 

are the crew members if any e.g family 

members, poorer members of community, 

refugees…) 

 

 

One stated : Family members. 

 

One stated : People from Bebnin. 

 

One stated : Relatives. 

 

All stated : No refugees help us. 

 

One stated : My children and my nephews help me. 

 

B8.a. If yes, what is their role? How do 

they exactly help you? 

 

One stated : They help us with fishing. They pull nets with us. 

 

One stated : They pull nets. 
 

B8.b. How females are involved in 

fishing? Are there gender 

differentiated roles? 

 

 

One stated : The prepare nets for their husbands. 

 

One stated : Not all women help. 

 

One stated : There is a specific group of females that help with nets. 

 

One stated : There is an association that hires a rate of thirty Syrians to ten 

Lebanese, and they change their program continuously. The association lets the 

women prepare nets, and sometimes they sell the nets. 
 

B8.c.1. Are there any similar examples 

in community? 
 

B8.c.2. What are the roles of people 

engaged in fishing in your community? 
 

B9. What type of fish do you catch and 

what do you do with the fish catch?  
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B9.a. Are these goods for sale/ Used 

for own consumption/ For leisure?  If 

for sale, please describe how. 

 

(through a cooperative, wholesaler, street 

vendors, how much per kilo…) 

 

 

One stated : We sell in Al-Mina and Al-Abdeh. 

 

One stated : I own a fishery and they bring their catches to me to sell them. 

 

One stated : We sell to Beirut. 

 

One stated : I sell by auction. 

 
 

B9.b.1. How do you advertise your fish?  

 

One stated : I fish, the mayor has a fishery, I take my fish to him and sell them 

there. I take my fish and sell them wherever I want. I put them in my van and 

drive to Al-Karantina - Beirut to sell them there. 

 

One stated : It is the same as the vegetables market. You take your goods to the 

market and the market advertises them. 

 

One stated : Market owners take a commission of 10%. 

 

One stated : The market i take my fish to, takes a commission of 10%. 
 

B9.b.2. Who is involved in the 

marketing and sales process?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into the 

roles of men vs. women in the household) 

 

 

B9.c. Are there markets available for 

fishermen/ individuals conducting 

marine activities to sell their fishes/ 

products/ services?   

 

One stated : There is the fish market in Al-Abdeh , the COOP, and street 

sellers. 

 
 

B9.d.1. Do you/ or does any household 

member earn any income from fishing?   
 Yes    No Our only income is from fishing. 

B9.d.2. If yes, what is its share from 

the total household income? 
All stated : The total household income is from fishing. 
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B9.d.3. Do you have any alternative 

livelihood activities that you undertake 

alongside fishing? 

 

All Stated : No. 

 

One stated : We all inherited the work from our fathers and grandfathers. 

 

Moderator : What is the rate of expenses from your income ? 

 

One stated : There are nets that cost 20.000L.L. and nets that cost 5.000L.L. 

 

One stated : If my income is 1.000.000L.L. I pay 250.000L.L. expenses on the 

nets and deisel. 

 

Moderator : You all agree that quarter of your income is expenses ? 

 

All stated : Yes we do. 

 

Moderator : How much is your monthly income ? 

 

One stated : It depends on the catch. 

 

One stated : It is between 250.000L.L. and 500.000L.L. 

 

Moderator : How much does a kilo of fish costs ? Especially the kind you catch 

in large numbers? 

 

One stated : the price is not stable, it varies between 100.000L.L. and 

20.000L.L. 

 

One stated : Sometimes we throw the fish away. 

 

Moderator : What about Le’os and Jarbidi ? 

 

One stated : A kilo of Le’os costs 40.000L.L. 

 

Moderator : What kind is the most expensive ? 

 

One stated : Shrimps, a kilo costs 100.000L.L. 

 

One stated : Sultan, shrimps, and Le’os. 

 

One stated : All kinds are variable, a kilo that costs 100.000L.L. today, costs 

40.000L.L. in few months. 
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B10. Approximately, how many 

fishermen are there in your village (as 

a livelihood or as a recreational activity 

please specify)? 

 

 

One stated : I have a file, it says that there are 970 families. 

 

Moderator : How many fishermen ? 

 

One stated : About 4.000 to 5.000 fishermen. 

 

One stated : 270 generators. 

 

Moderator : Are amateurs included ? 

 

One stated : We do not have any amateur, 

 

 
 

B11.1. From your experience, what 

problems at seas are there? 

 

One stated : Explosives. 

 

One stated : Garbage and waste. 

 

One stated : There is a marine law that bans explosives and guns, but they are 

being used. The is an absence of the government. If i ask someone to stop 

using a certain methods, he answers: « Go stop those who catch larger numbers 

before stopping me ». 

 

Others stated : Garbage and waste. 

 

Moderator : What about the gears ? Don’t they get damaged? Isn’t that a 

problem? 

 

One stated : The garbage causes damage to our gears. 

 

One stated : Nets get torn because of garbage and we throw them away. 
 

 

 

B11.2. What changes have you noticed 

over the years?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

safety, equipment, pollution, fish stock 

(plenty of fish or few fish)…etc.) 

 

One stated : The fish stock decreased for sure. 

 

One stated : The reason is the garbage. 

 

One stated :The fish stock decreased about 70%. 

 

One stated : If the government does not protect the sea, the se ais gone. Our sea 

was the richest sea in the world. 
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Moderator : How could the government protect it? 

 

One stated : In many ways, it can spread boats, to stop those who use 

explosives. 

 

One stated : It can protect the sea from dynamite, the shovels, etc.. 

 

One stated : The camp throws garbage in the river, in winter, the river carries 

all the garbage to the sea. I spent 4.000.000 L.L. to 5.000.000 L.L. on nets, I 

spread them in the sea, and pull either fish, or I throw it away. 
 

B12. What are the factors that 

positively and negatively influence 

fishing activities in your area?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

problems faced by fishermen in this village, 

work conditions and welfare)  

 

All stated : There is nothing positive. 

C. SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS AT THE LOCAL LEVEL 

C1. How would you describe the 

current coastal resource conditions in 

your community? 

 

 

One stated: The port needs work. 

 

One stated: the port is closed, in winter, the wind and tides carries sand into the 

port. The shore is filled with garbage. 

 

One stated: It is disgusting. 

 

Moderator: Does the weather affect fishing? 

 

One stated: Yes, in winter you cannot enter the port. 
 

C2. What are the top 3 major threats to 

the health of coastal resources in your 

community? 

 

One stated: The port must be deepened and cleaned. All ports in the country 

are clean except ours, especially the port of Tripoli. 

C3. Who do you identify as vulnerable 

in your community? 

 

 

One stated : The fishermen. 

 

One stated : All the people here are vulnerable. 

 

One stated : Nets that cost 3.000.000 L.L. are vulnerable, they get damaged. 

 

One stated : We borrow money to work, and to fix our gears. We used to spend 

from our income on fixing, not it is not enough. We borrow the money; we go 

to Beirut to borrow 3.000.000L.L. and 4.000.000L.L. 

 

One stated : All fishermen are in debt. 
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One stated : All the people of Bebnin are vulnerable. 

 

One stated : The fishermen are the most vulnerable. 

 

One stated : Who said that? You, specifically, are doing well. 

 

One stated : This is another subject, my kids are employees. 

 

One stated : The fisherman in Bebnin is spending time in the casino. Some of 

them gamble, and the people of Kaslik do not gamble. All chalet owners are 

from Bebnin. The situation is very good. 

 

One stated : With what money are they gambling ? 

 

One stated : I do not know. 
 

C4. Besides fishing, are there any 

other marine activities available in 

this village? 

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe into boat 

repairing, net making, collecting seashells, 

sand extraction, salt extraction, sea worm 

collection, molluscs or small fish collection, 

rubbish scavengers…etc.) 

One stated : When a net is damaged, some buy new ones and others give them 

to the women for repairing. When it comes to boat repairing, there are workers 

who repair boats. 

 

All stated : We do not have any other activities. 

C4.a. Which activities? Who performs 

those activities and where? 

 

 (Note to moderator: Please probe into 

gender: female vs. male, age groups: 

youth vs. adults vs. elderly, nationality 

groups: Lebanese vs. refugees) 

 

 

C4.b. How women are involved in such 

activities? 

 

 

One stated : Yes they are involved. 

 

One stated : The woman works with everything. 

 

Moderator : What about youth ? Are they involved? 

 

One stated : Children start helping from the age of eleven. 

 

Moderator : The percentage of children ? 

 

One stated : 10%. 

 

Moderator : And youth from the ages 18 to 24 ? 

 

One stated : 150%. 
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Moderator : And the eldely ? 

 

One stated : 15% to 20%. 
 

C4.c. Which season in a year are these 

activities performed?  

 

 

 

C4.d.1. Do they earn income from 

those activities?  

 

One stated : The wives do not earn anything, but the stranger women are paid 

by the net. 

C4.d.2. And do they have alternative 

livelihoods? 
 

C4.e. Do they have any major problems 

or sensitivities in community? 

 

All stated : No. 

 

One stated : Most women work from their homes. 

C5.a. What other types of economic 

activities are available in this village?  

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe into land-

based livelihoods like farming, businesses, 

markets, artisans… etc.) 

 

One stated : We have agriculture, industries, and other works. 

 

Moderator : Industries like what ? 

 

One stated : Furniture. 

 

One stated : We have traders. But add all those together, they are not as much 

as the fishermen. 

 

Moderator : What about artisans ? 

 

One stated : Yes we have artisans, they design trays and baskets. 
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C5.b. What about those specifically 

located on the coastline?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into beach 

resorts, hotels, marine tourism by tour 

operators, diving/surfing schools, 

retail/rental services of fishing supplies or 

sea equipment…etc.) 

 

 

One stated : Nothing. 

 

One stated : Is there a government to support these activities ? The government 

is absent. 

 

Moderator :  What is the percentage of fishermen among these ? 

 

One stated : Here it is 60% to 65%, and in the whole region it is 45%. 

 

All agree. 
 

C5.c. Can you give estimate shares of 

each of those economic activities, at 

the local level? 

 

 

C6.1. Do you have any touristic site in 

this village? 

 

 Yes    No 

C6.2. If yes, what is it exactly? where 

is it located and do you have tour 

operators? Boat trips? 

 

C7. Do you have any of the following 

in your village? If yes, please describe 

and indicate the location 

 Y/N Location 

m. Nature reserves  No.  

n. Temples, palaces, 

castles 
No.  
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o. Ottoman structures No.  

p. Museums  No.  

q. Religious heritage Yes. There are some old mosques. 

r. World Heritage 
 

No 
 

C8. Do you have adequate water 

supplies in your village? 
 Yes    No 

C9. What about electricity and waste 

management services? 

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe on the 

coastal part of the village as well) 

 

One stated : The electricity is all illegal. 

 

One stated : The waste management is fine. The municipality is responsible for 

it. 

 

One stated : No one collects the garbage on the shore. 
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C10.1. In general, are the roads in 

your village in good condition? 
 Yes    No They are filled with holes and gaps. We need new asphalt. 

C10.2. Are there any public transport 

services? 

 

 
 

(Note to moderator: Please probe on the 

coastal part of the village as well) 

One stated : No. 

 

Moderator : How do you go to Beirut ? 

 

One stated : We go in our car or we rent a bus. 

C11.a.1. What illnesses are most 

prevalent in your community? 

All stated : Cancer. 

 

One stated : Cancer is spreading the entire Middle East. 
 

 

C11.a.2. And does fishing cause any 

health hazards? 
One stated : Not at all. 

C11.b.  Which healthcare facilities are 

available in your village? 

 

 (Note to moderator: Please probe into 

hospitals, public clinics, mobile clinics, how 

far they are…etc.). 

All stated : We have public clinics. 

C11.c.1. Are they reliable services?  Yes    No 

C11.c.2. If no, why not?  

C11.d.1. Do they meet the community  
healthcare needs? 

 Yes    No 
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C11.d.2. If no, why not and do you 

think you need more healthcare 

facilities in the area? 

All stated : Yes we need more healthcare facilities. 

 

One stated : We should at least have a hospital. 

C12. a.1. What about the educational 

services? 
 

C12. a.2. Do you have schools/ 

training centers in your village? 

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into the 

different levels: primary schools, secondary 

schools, universities and technical 

schools…) 

 

One stated : We have schools. 

 

One stated : The largest compound of schools is in Bebnin. It was built by 

Saad Al-hariri God rest his soul. 

 

One stated : But the parents’ committees steal all the money instead of 

enhancing the schools. 

 

One stated : It is a public schools compound better than those of Europe. It was 

built by Saad Al-Hariri in coordination with the Ministry of Education 
 

C12.b. How do you evaluate the 

educational levels by age groups 

(youth, adults and elderly) in your 

communities? 

One stated : The biggest percentage on educated people here. People have 

many skills. 

 

One stated :  There are educated people but they are unemployed. Some 

fishermen are educated but have no jobs. 

C13.1. How do you describe the safety 

and security conditions in your area? 
One stated : There is no security in this country at all. 

C13.2. Which parties play the major 

role(s) in this regard? 

One stated : The Lebanese Armed Forces. 

 

One stated : People with power. 

C14. Are there any associations or 

NGOs in your community (if so what do 

they do?) 

 

One stated : Yes we have. 
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C15. What problems exist in the 

community? 

 

All stated : Poverty. 

THEME 3: COMMUNICATION AND FEEDBACK MECHANISMS 

Q1. What are your most important 

information needs in relation to the 

upcoming oil exploration activity? 

 

One stated : We wish you all the best. We hope Oil Production starts 

Q2. How do you like to receive any 

future project updates?  

 

 

One stated : Any way you find appropriate. 

 

One stated : Through the municipality and telephones. 

 

One stated :  We wish you all the best, and we hop ewe flourish at least to pay 

our debts. 

Q3. Are there any stakeholders that 

you would recommend that we talk 

with?  
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 

FOCUS GROUPS DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR  

FISHERMEN / ANGLERS/ FISHING HOUSEHOLDS (WOMEN) 

Name of village: Chekka Date of the discussion: 22/05/2019 

Name(s) of attendees: 

Issam Atik – Head of COOP 

 

Tony Assaf. 

 

Fares Diab. 

 

Elias Moussa. 

 

Walid Boutrous 

 

Jhonny Bolos. 

 

Tarek Saleh 

 

Roustom Daher 

 

Youssef Ibrahim 
 

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

THEME 1 – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

DEMOGRAPHICS 
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Q1. Please introduce the oil drilling 

activities using the BIDs and posters. 

Once completed give the participants 

an opportunity for questions and you 

provide an answers to their questions 

as far as possible. If you cannot 

answer then please take the 

stakeholders contact details and tell 

them you will get the answer and get 

back in contact as soon as possible. 

 

 

Q2. Now, do you have questions?  

 

 

THEME 2: SOCIO-ECONOMIC OVERVIEW 

D. DEMOGRAPHICS  

A.1.1. What is your name? 

Issam Atik – Head of COOP 

 

Tony Assaf. 

 

Fares Diab. 

 

Elias Moussa. 

 

Walid (Last Name not Clear) 

 

Jhonny Issa. 

 

Tareck Saleh 

 

Roustomm Ibrahim 

 

Roustomm Daher 

A.1.2.What is your age? 

- 57 years old. 

 

44 years old. 

 

49 years old.  

 

50 years old. 

 

65 years old. 

 

47 years old. 
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43 years old. 

 

57 Years old 

 

71 years old. 

 

 

A2.1. Are you married? 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

Yes. 

 

Yes. 

 

Yes. 

 

No. 

 

Yes. 

 

Yes. 

 

Yes 

A2.2. If yes, how many kids do you 

have? 

One stated Two 

 

One stated I have two daughters. 

 

One stated Two. 

 

One stated I have one son. 

 

One stated Three 

 

One stated Three. 

 

One stated Two. 

 

One stated Four. 

A3.1. Are you from this village? 

One stated Yes 

 

One stated Yes. 

 

One stated No. 
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One stated Yes. 

 

One stated Yes  

 

One stated Yes, I am from El-Heri, same as Chekka, they are one. 

 

One stated Yes 

A3.2. How long have you been 

residing in this village? 

One stated: A long time ago. 

 

One stated: Always been here. 

 

One stated: I live here since fifty years ago. 

A4. How many people live in the 

village? 

 

One stated: Around 10000 people live here. 

 

One stated: Around 4000 people. 

 

One stated: The number of people who live in Chekka is 20.000, but those who 

are originally from Chekka are about 4000 people. 

 

A5.  What is your profession? 

 

Fisherman 

 

Fisherman. 

 

Employee in Al-Bahry Company. 

 

Fisherman. 

 

Fisherman. 

 

Fisherman. 

 

Fisherman. 

 

Fisherman. 

 

E. FISHING ACTIVITIES 

B1.1. Are you/ or is anyone in your 

household, currently involved in 

fishing?  

 

One stated: We sail two or three people together. 

 

One stated:  No one sails alone. 

 

One stated:  I sail alone.  
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One stated:  A worker – helper sails with me.  

B1.2. What types? 

 

(Note to interviewer: please probe into 

artisanal/traditional, commercial, 

recreational…) 

 

 

One stated:  The majority is commercial fishing.  

 

One stated:  We are all old fishermen with very modest social situation, we fish 

to live. 

 

B2. What type of boats/ powerboats 

are you using for fishing?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into size 

of boat, motor/sail, number of fishermen in 

each boat…) 

 

 

 

One stated: We all use wooden fishing boats.  

 

One stated : All the boats are primitive because the government does not build 

ports for us, and does not offer facilities to us.  

 

One stated : We have been literally crying for three months demanding ports 

but no one listenes, we need 10 men to pull us in and out of the shore.  

 

One stated: The size of boat is an average of seven to ten meters.  

 

B3. What are the specific fishing gears 

employed?  

 

(e.g. hook and line, traps, nets,  diving 

gears, dynamite etc…) 

 

One stated: Nets. 

 

One stated: Fishing Hooks. 

 

One stated: Traps.  

 

One stated: We do not dive. 

 

One stated: We do not use dynamite. 

B4.1. What types of fish?  

  

 

One stated: There are various kinds of fish like (Le’os and Jarbidi ) 

 

One stated: Manfakh (known as the Blowfish), the uncommercial type (They 

all laugh). 

 

One stated: This type of fish is a foreign on and we are not sure where it 

originates from. It is a very ha]rmful fish, it has no teeth, it has cutter jaw. This 

fish cuts the net, and it eats the fish in the net. It is very dangerous. And it 

cannot be sold.  

 

One stated: It eats fish eggs of all kinds and so it cut fish eggs from us.  

 

One stated: Chekka was famous for its shrimps, now it is not found.  
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One stated: Sea Urchins, they are not found anymore because of the blowfish 

and the random fishing. Imagine that the blowfish bit a can of Pepsi put by two 

amateur divers.  

B4.2.  Where do you go for fishing?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

distances in kilometers, near/ far from shore 

(for anglers in specific), also ask if they fish 

from the shore) 

One stated: We fish in our region which is from Sel’ata to Anfeh. 

 

One stated: Sometimes we reach Al-Barbara and Al-Batroun. 

 

One stated: There are people from al-Abdeh fishing in our waters too. And at 

other times we expand too, we follow the fish we go farther than the usual.  

 

One stated: We go as far as the armed forces allows us, and that is 12 

Kilometers. But now the armed forces forbid us to go that far, at the end of six 

miles they are ordering us to retreat. 

 

One stated: Sometimes we fish from the shore, at specific times like these 

days, in winter we go deep. In days like these we fish by swimming. 

 

One stated: You need to know that each fish has its own waters, and we got to 

follow the fish.  

 

B5. When do you usually go for fishing? 

 

 (Note to moderator: please probe into hour, 

time of the day and seasons) 

 

 

One stated: It depends on the good weather and it is mostly in the very early 

mornings, around three in the morning.  

 

One stated: The fishers are devided to two groups, a group that sails at three in 

the morning and sails back around seven or eight in the morning ; and another 

group that sails during the afternoon, they leave at six p.m. and return six a.m. 

 

One stated: Each fish has its own time. There is what is called the morning 

traps and the evening traps. (fishing expressions). 

 

One stated: These timelines are related to seasons, they differ in summer and 

winter, and so it is best to say that we follow the sunrise, when the sun rises, 

we start, no matter the season.  

 

One stated: The fish move during sunrise and during sunset.  

 

B6. How much fish do you catch on an 

average fishing trip? 

 

 

One stated: Sometimes you catch a kilo, sometimes it is five kilos, and very 

very rarely, and if you are lucky you catch ten kilos per fishing trip.  
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One stated: But these days are very bad and we are barely catching, we do not 

allow our children to go fishing because to say it bluntly, it is a very poor 

business.  

 

One stated: Fishery in Lebanon is very poor, the low shores of our coast caused 

the number of fish to deccrease. Five years ago, we did not need to sail 500 

meters to fish. Today there are electric machines that fish at 450 – 500 meters, 

there are waters that do contain fish. 

 

 

One stated: We have nets to catch a ton, we have what it takes, there just has to 

be fish. 

 

(They all talk at the same time) 

 

 

B7. How do you preserve the fish? 

 

 (Note to moderator: ice or smoked, other?) 

 

One stated: We sell it immediately.  

 

One stated: The fresh fish is sold immediately because it is of little amounts. 

 

One stated: We do not freeze. We sell within an hour of fishing. 

 

B8. Does anyone help you with fishing? 

 

 (Note to moderator: please probe into who 

are the crew members if any e.g family 

members, poorer members of community, 

refugees…) 

 

One stated: My brother. 

 

One stated: My brother. 

 

One stated: My brother in law. 

 

One stated: Anyone available hops in to help. 

 

One stated: My brother. 

 

One stated: My son and sometimes Mr. Fadi Kfoury. 

 

One stated: Workers or refugees ask for money if they want to help you, they 

ask for a minimum of 10.000 L.L. or 20.000 L.L., and we are not willing to 

pay. 

B8.a. If yes, what is their role? How do 

they exactly help you? 
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B8.b. How females are involved in 

fishing? Are there gender 

differentiated roles? 

 

One stated: They spend the money I gain. (Everyone laughs because it is a 

joke). 

 

One stated: My wife helps in throwing the net, I taught her so.  

 

One stated: In Al-Abde, women are more involved in the work, they help in 

resewing the nets, and throwing the nets, and also in cleaning nets whereas 

here we do not involve them as much. 

 

One stated: My wife gives me money to buy my tools, I do not have enough 

money. (again laughs, sarcastic talk) 

B8.c.1. Are there any similar examples 

in community? 
 

B8.c.2. What are the roles of people 

engaged in fishing in your community? 
 

B9. What type of fish do you catch and 

what do you do with the fish catch?  

 

One stated: We sell the fish we catch.  

B9.a. Are these goods for sale/ Used 

for own consumption/ For leisure?  If 

for sale, please describe how. 

 

(through a cooperative, wholesaler, street 

vendors, how much per kilo…) 

 

One stated: There are times when each one of us catches a small amount of 

fish, here we group them all and lit the BBQ for our own consumption. 

 

One stated: If the catch is high, we sell in two places, first in Anfe Square, the 

second in Al-Mina Square in Tripoli. 

 

One stated: I sell in Tripoli too. 

 

One stated: Some women come and buy fom us on the spot. We sell to our 

neighbors. 

 

One stated: The price of one kilo varies from 10.000L.L. to 30.000 L.L. 

 

One stated: Ghobbos, Abu Chawke, and Marmour (kinds of local fish) are sold 

for 10.000 L.L. per kilo. 

 

One stated: Sferna and Jarbidi are sold for 20.000 L.L. per kilo. 
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One stated: Sultan, Ghazel, Bouraa are sold for 30.000 L.L. per kilo 

B9.b.1. How do you advertise your fish?  One stated: We present them in the squares, each kind seperate from the other.  

B9.b.2. Who is involved in the 

marketing and sales process?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into the 

roles of men vs. women in the household) 

 

One stated: No one helps us. 

B9.c. Are there markets available for 

fishermen/ individuals conducting 

marine activities to sell their fishes/ 

products/ services?   

 

One stated: There are markets available but there is no fish. 

B9.d.1. Do you/ or does any household 

member earn any income from fishing?   
 Yes    No  

B9.d.2. If yes, what is its share from 

the total household income? 

One stated: It depends on the amount of fish we catch per trip. 

 

One stated: Some months we make 500.000 L.L. per month, other months we 

make 1.000.000 per month. 

 

One stated: On very rare times, we make 2.000.000 L.L. per month.  

 

One stated: The share is more than 50-50. The fishing make us money more 

than the other jobs. 

 

One stated: The problem is that the tools are getting more and more expensive, 

and the generators too, and yet the fish is sold at the same price.  

 

One stated: One kilo of net was priced five USD now it cots us 12 USD.  
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B9.d.3. Do you have any alternative 

livelihood activities that you undertake 

alongside fishing? 

One stated: We all have alternative work. 

 

One stated: I do not work something else but i work double time, i go two 

fishing trips per 24 hours. 

 

 

B10. Approximately, how many 

fishermen are there in your village (as 

a livelihood or as a recreational activity 

please specify)? 

 

One stated: Around 40 to 50 fishermen, and 30 fishing boats. 

 

One stated: There is one touristic boat in our waters.  

B11.1. From your experience, what 

problems at seas are there? 

One stated: We have no protection from the government. 

 

One stated: Random fishing. 

 

One stated: Non-abiding of laws. 

 

One stated: Plastic Bags are the biggest threat to the sea. 

Absence of appropriate ports. 

 

One stated: Al-Manfakh (Blowfish) is a present harm to the sea.  

 

One stated: The feul pollution on the surface of the water.  

 

One stated: There are ships that carry fuel, they dock in Jounieh, and the staff 

washes the generators on deck, sp the wind carries all the fuel discharge to the 

shores.  

 

One stated: The government does not take good care of the fisherman, it did 

not take one single step towards helping us. For example, instead of seven 

meters I can build a boat of 10 to 15 meters, and catch more, but, where would 

i put it, there are no appropriate places to dock it.  

 

One stated: Chekka today is very weak in fishing because it has become an 

industrial city. Some people are using a trap and night light, this is illegal and 

yet no one is stopping them.  

 

One stated: This illegal kind of trap is thrown into the sea for six and eight 

months, it does not get pulled, and so in times like the present, it is the season 

of eggs ovulating, and they pull it all.  

 

One stated: There is also all the shovels, they take away everything.  
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One stated: We simply need a law for fishing. That’s it. The law is the solution 

even if it harmed us we are willing to abide with it.  

 

B11.2. What changes have you noticed 

over the years?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

safety, equipment, pollution, fish stock 

(plenty of fish or few fish)…etc.) 

One stated: Five years ago we had sea urchins, it disappeared. One used to see 

fish swimming in the shores, it disappeared.  

 

One stated: We had seagrass in our waters, it disappeared too. This is due to 

pollution.  

 

One stated: The result is the disappearance of certain kinds of fish, of seagrass, 

and the appearance of foreign harmful kinds of fish in our waters. In five years 

of time we lost the good and gained the bad.  

 

One stated: A while ago Issam was bit by a Lionfish and he barely made it to 

the hospital. We never had this kind of fish in our waters.  

 

One stated: The government rushes to help the farmers whose harvest is not 

spent, it also, for example, enhances the kid of wheat they plant, the farmer is 

looked upon by the government, the government cares about the farmer.  

 

One stated: In all countries, if a certain kind of fish is beginning to vanish, the 

government helps in providing other kinds, or in getting eggs of this certain 

kind. Our government has no Fishery word in its agenda.  

 

(other examples of farmers’ help by government) 

B12. What are the factors that 

positively and negatively influence 

fishing activities in your area?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

problems faced by fishermen in this village, 

work conditions and welfare)  

 

One stated: The absent law is the only positive thing. Everything is negative 

when it comes to fishing.  

C. Socio-Economic Indicators at the Local Level 

C1. How would you describe the 

current coastal resource conditions in 

your community? 

 

One stated: The conditions are all bad.  

C2. What are the top 3 major threats to 

the health of coastal resources in your 

community? 

 

One stated: Random Fishing. 

 

One stated: Pollution. 

 

One stated: High prices of tools. 
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For example, the feathers and blood discharged by Hawa Chicken factory 

(Lebanese poultry company), goes all into the sea.  

 

(Fisherman showing photos of polluted river to moderator).  

 

C3. Who do you identify as vulnerable 

in your community? 

 

 

One stated: The fisherman is the weakest link in the lebanese community. The 

reason is the absence of law and if the law exists, like that of supporting the 

fisherman, it is not applied.  

 

One stated: The syndicate used to provide fishermen with new updated tools, 

since four years ago till today we are receiving nothing. 

 

One stated: No facilitated loans to the Fishrmen. 

 

 

 

 

C4. Besides fishing, are there any 

other marine activities available in 

this village? 

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe into boat 

repairing, net making, collecting seashells, 

sand extraction, salt extraction, sea worm 

collection, molluscs or small fish collection, 

rubbish scavengers…etc.) 

One stated: One touristic boat. 

 

One stated: We fix our own boats. 

 

One stated: We buy and make our own nets. 

 

One stated: No one collects sea shells anymore. 

 

One stated: Anfeh is famous for the salt ponds, but today a truck full of salt 

coming from Egypt costs the same as one salt pond. They prefer getting salt 

from abroad.  

 

One stated: Sea worms disappeared too due to pollution.  

 

 

C4.a. Which activities? Who performs 

those activities and where? 

 

 (Note to moderator: Please probe into 

gender: female vs. male, age groups: 

youth vs. adults vs. elderly, nationality 

groups: Lebanese vs. refugees) 

 

 

C4.b. How women are involved in such 

activities? 

 

One stated: One women in our region, in other places yes there are more.  
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C4.c. Which season in a year are these 

activities performed?  

 

 

 

C4.d.1. Do they earn income from 

those activities?  

 

All stated : No 

C4.d.2. And do they have alternative 

livelihoods? 
 

C4.e. Do they have any major problems 

or sensitivities in community? 

 

 

C5.a. What other types of economic 

activities are available in this village?  

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe into land-

based livelihoods like farming, businesses, 

markets, artisans… etc.) 

One stated: It is an industrial region that contains cement factories, Lime labs, 

sugar manufacturers, and gypsum factories.  

 

One stated: Agriculture forms one percent of the region’s economy, it was in 

the past when Chekka was about agriculture and fishermen.  

C5.b. What about those specifically 

located on the coastline?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into beach 

resorts, hotels, marine tourism by tour 

operators, diving/surfing schools, 

retail/rental services of fishing supplies or 

sea equipment…etc.) 

 

One stated: There are beaches, St. Francois, Crystal Blue, Selena. They are a 

one star rates beaches.  

 

One stated: There is a diving teacher, Mr. David Fares, he plans on diving trips 

and takes people with him. He gives licenses and so on.  

C5.c. Can you give estimate shares of 

each of those economic activities, at 

the local level? 

 

Marine – 10 % 

 

Marine – two percent. 

 

Factories –  

 

(They all talk at the same time) 
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C6.1. Do you have any touristic site in 

this village? 

 

 Yes    No  

C6.2. If yes, what is it exactly? where 

is it located and do you have tour 

operators? Boat trips? 

One stated: One person operates tours during the summer.  

C7. Do you have any of the following 

in your village? If yes, please describe 

and indicate the location 

 Y/N Location 

s. Nature reserves  No  

t. Temples, palaces, 

castles 
No  

u. Ottoman structures No 

(German specialists are expected to 

arrive to dig for a hidden structure and 

no one is yet sure what it is) 

v. Museums  No  
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w. Religious heritage No  

x. World Heritage No  

C8. Do you have adequate water 

supplies in your village? 
 Yes    No  

C9. What about electricity and waste 

management services? 

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe on the 

coastal part of the village as well) 

One stated: Regarding electricity, we are like the rest of Lebanon, but when it 

comes to waste, we have 99% applicance of Waste Sorting. 

C10.1. In general, are the roads in 

your village in good condition? 
 Yes    No  

C10.2. Are there any public transport 

services? 

 

 
 

(Note to moderator: Please probe on the 

coastal part of the village as well) 

One stated: No, people use privates taxis.  

C11.a.1. What illnesses are most 

prevalent in your community? 

One stated: Lung Cancer, caused by the pollution of factories. 

 

One stated: There was an (Eternique) (Fake Ceiling) Factory in Chekka some 

time ago, the factory’s pipes are still on the ground in the sun, visible to 

everyone, the factory’s main material is eteriant, it causes cancer after twenty 

years of exposure to it.  
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C11.a.2. And does fishing cause any 

health hazards? 

One stated: Fishing is what makes you healthy.  

 

 

C11.b.  Which healthcare facilities are 

available in your village? 

 

 (Note to moderator: Please probe into 

hospitals, public clinics, mobile clinics, how 

far they are…etc.). 

One stated: They started building a hospital but did not complete it till now.  

 

One stated: We have a public clinic but it is not for free, and we have private 

clinics.  

C11.c.1. Are they reliable services?  Yes    No  

C11.c.2. If no, why not? 

One stated: If the health situation is urgent, we go to hospitals like Hakyal 

Hospital, Al-koura Hospital, Batroun Hosital etc. 

 

 

C11.d.1. Do they meet the community  
healthcare needs? 

 Yes    No  

C11.d.2. If no, why not and do you 

think you need more healthcare 

facilities in the area? 

One stated: We do not have healthcare insurance, for example, if we make 

2.000.000 L.L. per month we spend them in 15 minutes in a hospital. 

C12. a.1. What about the educational 

services? 

One stated: We have public schools, private schools, and one private university 

the USEC. 

 

One stated: We have one vocational school too. 

C12. a.2. Do you have schools/ 

training centers in your village? 
 

(Note to moderator: please probe into the 

different levels: primary schools, secondary 

schools, universities and technical 

schools…) 

One stated: There are primary schools and secondary schools and technical, 

everything is available. 
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C12.b. How do you evaluate the 

educational levels by age groups 

(youth, adults and elderly) in your 

communities? 

One stated: The new schools’ educational levels are very good, but the old 

ones not so good.  

 

One stated: Elderly, very bad levels.  

 

One stated: Adults, medium levels, it was a time of war.  

 

One stated: Youth, very good levels. 

C13.1. How do you describe the safety 

and security conditions in your area? 
One stated: They are very good. 

C13.2. Which parties play the major 

role(s) in this regard? 

One stated: The Darak (local police), and the armed forces, and the 

Municipality.  

C14. Are there any associations or 

NGOs in your community (if so what do 

they do?) 

 

 

One stated: There are many associations. 

 

One stated: No we do not have, there is only our association the Fishermen’s 

Coop. 

 

One stated: There is a charity organization that help people in paying 

electricity and generator bills. 

 

C15. What problems exist in the 

community? 

 

 

One stated: The economic situation. 

 

One stated: The financial problems. 

 

One stated: Healthcare. 

 

A One stated: bsence of a hospital in our area. 

 

(They all talk about the hardships of being treated in a far hospital). 

 

THEME 3: COMMUNICATION AND FEEDBACK MECHANISMS 
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Q1. What are your most important 

information needs in relation to the 

upcoming oil exploration activity? 

 

 

One stated: If the activity proves the existence of petrol, and if it affected our 

waters and fishing acitivities, we need compensation. 

 

One stated: Everything is already against us, so in case a good thing happened 

and petrol was found, remember the fishermen.  

 

One stated: The sea is our life, so if work opportunities arise the people of the 

village are rightful for them, we have educated young men too.  

 

One stated: Let the locals be the priority.  

Q2. How do you like to receive any 

future project updates?  

 

 

 

One stated: Through seminars like this one. 

 

One stated: Through the internet too, we will always check the email you 

provided for us.  

 

We need to have rights to these contracts too. 

 

One stated: In chekka there is a Con who manages the ships’ movements 

according to his moods. He is known as a (Pilot).  

 

One stated: The (Pilot) issue gets all the benifits from the ships. 

 

Q3. Are there any stakeholders that 

you would recommend that we talk 

with?  

 

 

One stated: We want TOTAL to know that we are ready with our boats if they 

need help. 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 

FOCUS GROUPS DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR  

FISHERMEN / ANGLERS/ FISHING HOUSEHOLDS (WOMEN) 

Name of village: Byblos Date of the discussion: 23/5/2019 

Name(s) of attendees: 

1. Charbel Zaylaa 

2. Joseph Matar 

3. Charles Merhi 

4. Charbel Matar 

5. Naji Daccache 

6. Doumit Al Kouba 

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

THEME 1 – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

Q1. Please introduce the oil drilling 

activities using the BIDs and posters. 

Once completed give the participants 

an opportunity for questions and you 

provide an answers to their questions 

as far as possible. If you cannot 

answer then please take the 

stakeholders contact details and tell 

them you will get the answer and get 

back in contact as soon as possible. 

 

 

Q2. Now, do you have questions?  

 

 

 

 

THEME 2: SOCIO-ECONOMIC OVERVIEW 

F. DEMOGRAPHICS  

A.1.1. What is your name? 

Charbel Zaylaa 

Joseph Matar 

Charles Merhi 

Charbel Matar 

Naji Daccache 

Doumit Al Kouba 

A.1.2.What is your age? 

60  

49 

65 
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Age not disclosed 

70 

65 

A2.1. Are you married? All of them are married  

A2.2. If yes, how many kids do you 

have? 

Three daughters 

No children 

Two children; a son and a daughter 

Two daughters 

Four children 

Two children 

A3.1. Are you from this village? None. All just residents.  

A3.2. How long have you been 

residing in this village? 
Not answered.  

A4. How many people live in the 

village? 
 

A5.  What is your profession? 
All of them are currently fisherman  

Two are retired soldiers.  

B. FISHING ACTIVITIES 

B1.1. Are you/ or is anyone in your 

household, currently involved in 

fishing?  

One stated: My brother and father were both involved, but my father passed 

away. 

Moderator: But mainly all of you are the only members of the family involved 

in fishing? 

All stated: Yes  

B1.2. What types? 

 

(Note to interviewer: please probe into 

artisanal/traditional, commercial, 

recreational…) 

 

Moderator : You all fish to make a living or is just a hobby ? 

One stated : To eat and make a living.  

Moderator : What types of boats do you own ? 

One stated : I have a boat that is about 7 meters long. Around seven to eight 

people fit in it.  

One stated : I also own a seven meter long boat. 

Moderator : it also fits the same amount of people ? 

One Stated : Yes. We all have the same type of boats.They only differ in 

lenght. 

One staated : It depends on what they use it for. In terms of touristic cuises or 

fishing.  

Moderator : So there are people that help you during your fishing trip ? 

One stated : Yes defintely.  

One stated : Some of use need help so they get help from Syrian helpers. 

B2. What type of boats/ powerboats 

are you using for fishing?  

 

All have wooden boats about seven to eight and a half meters long that fit 

about seven to eight people.  
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(Note to moderator: please probe into size 

of boat, motor/sail, number of fishermen in 

each boat…) 

 

 

B3. What are the specific fishing gears 

employed?  

 

(e.g. hook and line, traps, nets,  diving 

gears, dynamite etc…) 

 

All stated: Traps, nets, hooks, cages and taps. 

B4.1. What types of fish?  

  

All types of fish, sardine, Sultan, Akkeis, Jarbidi. Shrimps. 

One stated: There are many types of fish. There are some fish that can’t be 

eaten.  

One stated: There are many fish, if you want me to name them all, it will take 

me two hours. During the night, we throw our nets and hooks and pull out 

Trichogaster leeri  fish , Ankawa fish and  the leon deadly fish. If this fish’s 

needle pokes you, you won’t have enough time to run to the hospital. This fish 

was thrown into our water by our government.  

Moderator: What do you mean the government? 

One stated: It was just a story.  

One stated: nThe government through fish eggs into the ocean and the eggs 

were Leon fish eggs. This fish is not edible and may be deadly and dangerous 

because it cuts our nets as if using a laser machine.  The thing is that it is not 

sure whether or not the government really did throw these eggs, even though 

they were trying to do good with us. But anyway, we don’t have a government 

to refer to.  

B4.2.  Where do you go for fishing?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

distances in kilometers, near/ far from shore 

(for anglers in specific), also ask if they fish 

from the shore) 

One stated: From Byblos to Batroun, three to four kilometers deep.  

One stated: Nothing affects us within six kilometers.  

One stated: It depends on the ground where we can stop.  We sometimes go as 

far as three to four km away. 

One stated: Those who go to fish Tuna fish go six KM away from shore. 

One stated: Six to seven miles away. 

One stated: Sometimes even more. It depends.  

One stated: But I think if someone wants to go farther, the UN will interfere. 

One stated: In general, nothing affects us within the six km region. But we 

don’t know whether or not this project will affect us; us who fish at six km 

away from shore.  

Moderator: You all go with your boats to fish? Do you stand at shore or 

where? 

One stated: Not on shore. 

One stated: Some stay at shore. But we don’t. 

One stated: Shore as in land? Is this what you mean? 

Moderator: Yes. 

One stated: No, we don’t. Those people don’t live in the ocean.  
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B5. When do you usually go for fishing? 

 

 (Note to moderator: please probe into hour, 

time of the day and seasons) 

 

Several stated: Everyday. 

One stated: It depends on the weather. 

One stated: I told you, if you don’t work, then you won’t eat. 

One stated: We sometimes sleep in the sea. We go from 7;00 P.M. till sunset if 

we were able to catch a lot of fish. Sometimes they come back and go again in 

the morning. 

One stated: In general, people go from 11:00 A.M. to 15:30 P.M.  

One stated: It differs on the type of person. For instance, I go from 7:00 A.M. 

until sunset,  I use nets and have two to three drivers with me. I use this 

technique to catch big fish. I sometimes leave the net in the ocean for several 

days, but this technique is used in specific seasons. 

Moderator: Which season? 

One stated: Depends on the fish when they come. I have been throwing my 

nets on shore.   

  

B6. How much fish do you catch on an 

average fishing trip? 

 

One stated: Five to 10 kgs.  

One stated: I stayed in the ocean all night last night and only brought back five 

kilos of fish. 

Onen stated: We sometimes catch 10 kilo grams and barely sell them for LBP 

40,000 and sometimes you may catch two kilo grams but sell them for LBP 

150,000. But in general it all depends on the type of net used.    

B7. How do you preserve the fish? 

 

 (Note to moderator: ice or smoked, other?) 

 

One stated: Coops, marke s and fisheries.  

One stated: If large quantities the fish is taken to Beirut to the Fish Market.  

B8. Does anyone help you with fishing? 

 

 (Note to moderator: please probe into who 

are the crew members if any e.g family 

members, poorer members of community, 

refugees…) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One stated: We sell the fish to the coop, markets and fisheries.  

One stated: Our fishermen cooperative is an actual fishery. We are the ones 

who created it. 

One stated: We did this cooperative and provided rooms for our helpers. 

One stated: Refugees help in taking out the nets and help with cleaning the 

fish. 

One stated: Not everyone follows this strategy. Some go to cooperatives and 

markets, others go to sell their catch outside. 

Moderator: Where do you mean? 

One stated: I go to fisheries and the Fish Market in Beirut.  

One stated: Sometimes if I have one ton of fish, a fishery can’t really take them 

all, so I have to go sell them at an auction. These auctions are in Beirut or in 

Tripoli. 
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Moderator: You don’t have a fish market here? 

One stated: No. We either go to Tripolii or Beirut.  

One stated: There are a few fisheries here. 

Moderator[Asking a participant]: How much fish do you catch?  

One stated: Let me tell you something, a fishermen has lies for dinners and 

cold for breakfast. It all depends on Gods will to give us fish this day. We 

sometimes catch fish that are worth LBP1,000,000 or LBP2,000,000, and 

sometimes you go and come back with nothing; Nothing to even cover the 

expenses paid on the whisky and finger food we take with us. 

Moderator: So you sometime suse equipement and tools that you can’t even 

gather their price? 

Three stated: yes. 

One stated: For example, if we do a small net out of around six hooks; this 

would cost around USD1,500. We may benefit from it for the first one or two 

days but then a dophin swims into our waters and ruins our nets. The dolphin 

hasn’t come for around a week now. 

One stated: I threw a net out of four hooks two days ago, but the ocean 

suddenly got stronger, so my net ended up on stones that ripped it.  

Moderator: So you can’t say that you have a monthly income out of this job? 

One stated: No one can live out of being  fisherman only. 

One stated: The money that comes from fishing stays in the fishing field. If we 

profit from our fish, the money goes to repairing equipment. 

Moderator: Someone was telling me that it costs him around USD1,500 to do a 

net that would eventually get ruined. 

One stated: Yes, for instance, sometimes even if we catch a lot of fish, the 

dolphin manages its way to rip our nets under water. So all we caught goes to 

waste. Additionally, if its not a dolphin, it would be something else in the sea. 

My net got ruined the other day because of a bumper car object in the water.  

One stated: You can find everything in our ocea, don’t forget we are in 

Lebanon. Saida and Karantina’s garbage are coming towards us. Where do you 

think they are going? Before you start drilling, you’ll need two days just to 

remove the garbage from the water. 

B8.a. If yes, what is their role? How do 

they exactly help you? 

 

They buy the fish from us and resell to people.    

B8.b. How females are involved in 

fishing? Are there gender 

differentiated roles? 

 

One stated: They pray for us.  

One stated: Not here. There are in Tabarja and Tripoli. 

One stated: Women here are class. [Sarcastically]  

One stated: Working in the sea is exhausting. If a women went and did her 

nails, she would never accept to go into the ocean and throw nets and smell the 

smell of fish all day. 

Moderator: Do you think this is the only obstacle, or there is something else? 
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One stated: No, this thing is not for women. 

One stated: In our cooperative, we are 30 men, but only 10 go into the ocean. 

Why do you think its like this? Because there isn’t enough fish [not relevant] 

Moderator: How many fishermen are there here? Those who make a living out 

of it.  

One stated: Around 30. In Halat there are about 20.  

B8.c.1. Are there any similar examples 

in community? 
 

B8.c.2. What are the roles of people 

engaged in fishing in your community? 
 

B9. What type of fish do you catch and 

what do you do with the fish catch?  

 

[Answered above] 

B9.a. Are these goods for sale/ Used 

for own consumption/ For leisure?  If 

for sale, please describe how. 

 

(through a cooperative, wholesaler, street 

vendors, how much per kilo…) 

 

[Answered above] 

B9.b.1. How do you advertise your 

fish?  
[Answered above] 

B9.b.2. Who is involved in the 

marketing and sales process?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into the 

roles of men vs. women in the household) 

 

[Answered above] 
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B9.c. Are there markets available for 

fishermen/ individuals conducting 

marine activities to sell their fishes/ 

products/ services?   

 

[Answered above] 

B9.d.1. Do you/ or does any household 

member earn any income from fishing?   
 Yes    No 

B9.d.2. If yes, what is its share from 

the total household income? 
 

B9.d.3. Do you have any alternative 

livelihood activities that you undertake 

alongside fishing? 

 

B10. Approximately, how many 

fishermen are there in your village (as 

a livelihood or as a recreational activity 

please specify)? 

 

 

B11.1. From your experience, what 

problems at seas are there? 

Yes.  

Moderatoe: What are your problems? 

One stated: Pollution. There is a little pollution in the sea today, but hopefully 

it wont get worse after the oil drilling in the sea.  

Moderator: What other than the drilling are you worried about? Total has a 

plan for everything so don’t worry.  

One stated: Fish may travel away due to waste in the sea.  

Moderator: What other than pollution and garbage? 

One stated: Only garbage. I change the gear of my boat because of plastic bag 

in the ocean. It got stuck in my boat.  

One stated: The petroleum in the South pushes fish away. This is a problem.  

 

B11.2. What changes have you noticed 

over the years?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

safety, equipment, pollution, fish stock 

(plenty of fish or few fish)…etc.) 

We have a port today but got wrecked due to storms three years ago.  
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B12. What are the factors that 

positively and negatively influence 

fishing activities in your area?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

problems faced by fishermen in this village, 

work conditions and welfare)  

 

Moderator: You told me a lot of negative aspects, but what about the positive 

things? 

One stated: They aren’t only negative aspects; they’re they truth.  

One stated: Are you asking about your company? 

Moderator: No, I am asking about the positive things about your lifestyle as 

fishermen.  I mean what are the positive factors in your area ? 

One stated: Positively?  nothing. We have the marine that might help but it is 

not available now. They demolished it. 

Moderator: How was the port beneficial to you? 

One stated: Before having the port, we used to park outside, it was very hard 

on us. Plus, the drastic and harsh weather we had ruined it. We are still waiting 

for the government to fix it for us. 

C. SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS AT THE LOCAL LEVEL 

C1. How would you describe the 

current coastal resource conditions in 

your community? 

 

 

C2. What are the top 3 major threats to 

the health of coastal resources in your 

community? 

 

 

C3. Who do you identify as vulnerable 

in your community? 

 

All stated: Us fishermen. 

One stated: All Lebanese are vulnerable, especially fishermen. 

One stated: Let me tell you something, we as people from Halat don’t own a 

port. All areas such as Okaibeh, Jbeil and all Kesserwan own ports except for 

us.  

One stated: Why? 

One stated: We don’t have politicians to do a port for us.  

One stated: We asked the government to add us fishermen to the NSSF system. 

But they only did cards for 2000 people only. The elections happened and 

everything after that and yet no one is thinking about us. All fishermen and not 

only us as fishermen in Jbeil. 

One stated: But fishermen in the North and the South have certain 

characteristics. 

Moderator: What are these characteristics? 

One stated: For example, in Sarafand, fishermen there have the fastest boats. 

Army can’t even follow them.  

Moderator: How far in the ocean are you allowed to go? 

One stated: Six miles or you have to speak to the naval base to go farther. 

Moderator: You never went farther than six miles? What happens if you do? 

One stated: We don’t do it. It is illegal. 

One stated: The fine is around LBP 3,600,000 for every net. In the North they 

still get small fish.  

Moderator: You men in the North and South. 

One stated: For example, we are not allowed to use a bottle of water in the 

ocean, while the wholesaler or the customs.  
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One stated: If I don’t go to the ocean, then my family won’t eat.  

C4. Besides fishing, are there any 

other marine activities available in 

this village? 

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe into boat 

repairing, net making, collecting seashells, 

sand extraction, salt extraction, sea worm 

collection, molluscs or small fish collection, 

rubbish scavengers…etc.) 

Moderator: Activities such as repairers? 

One stated: Yes. Not in Byblos in Tripoli.  

One stated: Net making is found in Tripoli where female Syrian refugees make 

nets and sell them to us fishermen. 

Moderator: What about seashell collectors? 

One stated: There isn’t seashell collection. When a fishermen goes to catch 

fish, he wouldn’t be able to wait to come back home to rest or sell his 

fish .Those who collect seashells do it as a hobby, although it is something 

that’s makes good money. When one works in the ocean and gets attached to 

the ocean, he won’t be able to work something else.  

Moderator: What about sea worm collectors and diving classes? 

One stated: We font haveworm collectors either. It also makes good money. 

One stated: Our shore is full of rocks. Worms can’t be collected here. You can 

find them in Jounieh. The shore there is sandy.  

One stated: There are diving classes but not in Byblos. There is in Dora. 

One stated: There are. They teach diving in pools and not in the sea. There are 

diving classes in San Paul. 

Moderators: Who teaches diving? 

One stated: San Paul. 

Moderator: Are there women who teach diving? 

One stated: No, not in our area. 

Moderator: Is there income from these activities? 

One stated: Yes, of course.  
One stated: You need money to open such a activity. Definitely not us 

fishermen.  

C4.a. Which activities? Who performs 

those activities and where? 

 

 (Note to moderator: Please probe into 

gender: female vs. male, age groups: 

youth vs. adults vs. elderly, nationality 

groups: Lebanese vs. refugees) 

 

Female Syrian refugees.  

[Answered above] 

C4.b. How women are involved in such 

activities? 

 

No.  
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C4.c. Which season in a year are these 

activities performed?  

 

 

 

C4.d.1. Do they earn income from 

those activities?  

+ 

 

Yes. People who do such activities have money and high budget. Hence we 

fishermen are not responsible for such activities. 

C4.d.2. And do they have alternative 

livelihoods? 
 

C4.e. Do they have any major problems 

or sensitivities in community? 

 

 

C5.a. What other types of economic 

activities are available in this village?  

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe into land-

based livelihoods like farming, businesses, 

markets, artisans… etc.) 

One stated: Yes there is agriculture such as planting cucumber and tomatoes.  

One stated:  honey making from bees.  

One stated: Electronics.  

Moderator: Are there any artisans here in the area? 

One stated: Artisans are rare. 

One stated: They are found in the rural areas.  

C5.b. What about those specifically 

located on the coastline?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into beach 

resorts, hotels, marine tourism by tour 

operators, diving/surfing schools, 

retail/rental services of fishing supplies or 

sea equipment…etc.) 

 

One stated: There are resorts but mostly residential buildings. There are 

industries too. 

One stated: There no longer is a shore for our area anymore. All shore lands 

are owned by people or resorts. 

One stated: You have to pay money now, wherever you go. 

One stated: Fishing supplies.  

C5.c. Can you give estimate shares of 

each of those economic activities, at 

the local level? 

 

One stated: Most people live from the sea.  

One stated: Agricultural share: 1% [sarcastically showing the few share] 

One stated: Business (hotels etc.): all profits are for the private owners.  

One stated: There is only one store for fishing supplies.  

One stated: We buy our supplies from Halat and Tabarja. 

C6.1. Do you have any touristic site in 

this village? 

 

 Yes    No 
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C6.2. If yes, what is it exactly? where 

is it located and do you have tour 

operators? Boat trips? 

One stated: Byblos Castle. 

One stated: Mina as people pay for boat trips. Souk Jbeil.  

C7. Do you have any of the following 

in your village? If yes, please describe 

and indicate the location 

 Y/N Location 

y. Nature reserves  No   

z. Temples, palaces, 

castles 
Yes  The Castle in Byblos and the port. 

aa. Ottoman structures   

bb. Museums  Yes  The Candle museum on the Sea side. 

cc. Religious heritage Yes   
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dd. World Heritage   

C8. Do you have adequate water 

supplies in your village? 

 Yes    No 

Not so good.  

 

C9. What about electricity and waste 

management services? 

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe on the 

coastal part of the village as well) 

One stated: The municipality is responsible to collect the waste. The 

government throws all the garbage in Gherfine. 

One stated: There is state electricity and private electric generators.  

C10.1. In general, are the roads in 

your village in good condition? 

 Yes    No 

One stated: Very bad. Accidents can happen due to the bumpy roads.  

Moderator: What about the seaside road? 

One stated: It is worse.  

One stated: You need to buy a jeep. 

C10.2. Are there any public transport 

services? 

 

 
 

(Note to moderator: Please probe on the 

coastal part of the village as well) 

 

C11.a.1. What illnesses are most 

prevalent in your community? 

One stated: No illnesses. No hereditary disease.  

One stated: [argues] yes there are illnesses. Due to dumpsters and factories that 

get rid of their waste into the environment.  

C11.a.2. And does fishing cause any 

health hazards? 

One stated: No.  

One stated: But there is danger in case of hazardous waves.  
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C11.b.  Which healthcare facilities are 

available in your village? 

 

 (Note to moderator: Please probe into 

hospitals, public clinics, mobile clinics, how 

far they are…etc.). 

One stated: Yes, pharmacies are available but no hospitals in Byblos. However 

available in the neighborhood.  

C11.c.1. Are they reliable services? 
 Yes    No 

But very expensive 

C11.c.2. If no, why not?  

C11.d.1. Do they meet the community  
healthcare needs? 

 Yes    No 

C11.d.2. If no, why not and do you 

think you need more healthcare 

facilities in the area? 

One stated: Fishermen should be enrolled in the NSSF system.  

C12. a.1. What about the educational 

services? 
One stated: Yes there are.  

C12. a.2. Do you have schools/ 

training centers in your village? 

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into the 

different levels: primary schools, secondary 

schools, universities and technical 

schools…) 

 

C12.b. How do you evaluate the 

educational levels by age groups 

(youth, adults and elderly) in your 

communities? 
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C13.1. How do you describe the safety 

and security conditions in your area? 

One stated: Under control. 

One stated : It is safe here. 

C13.2. Which parties play the major 

role(s) in this regard? 
One stated: The government.  

C14. Are there any associations or 

NGOs in your community (if so what do 

they do?) 

 

One stated: In Keserwan, school that has a lower tuition fee by Symbolic 

education.  

C15. What problems exist in the 

community? 

 

 

THEME 3: COMMUNICATION AND FEEDBACK MECHANISMS 

Q1. What are your most important 

information needs in relation to the 

upcoming oil exploration activity? 

 

 

Q2. How do you like to receive any 

future project updates?  

 

 

One stated: Facebook.  

Q3. Are there any stakeholders that 

you would recommend that we talk 

with?  

 

 

One stated: Restaurants and hotel owners.  

ADDITIONAL NOTES 
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 

FOCUS GROUPS DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR  

FISHERMEN / ANGLERS/ FISHING HOUSEHOLDS (WOMEN) 

Name of village: Okaibe (Safra) Date of the discussion: 21 May 2019 
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Name(s) of attendees: 

- Rabih Othman 

- Joseph Merhi 

- Jean Mourad 

-Tony Matar 

-Zakhia Bartaa 

-Zakhia Azzi  

-Sami Matar 

-Hanna el Zahran 

-Alfred Nasr 

Notes  

THEME 1 – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

Q1. Please introduce the oil drilling 

activities using the BIDs and 

posters.Once completed give the 

participants an opportunity for 

questions and you provide an 

answers to their questions as far as 

possible. If you cannot answer then 

please take the stakeholders contact 

details and tell them you will get the 

answer and get back in contact as 

soon as possible. 

 

 

Q2. Now, do you have questions? 

 

 

THEME 2: SOCIO-ECONOMIC OVERVIEW 

G. DEMOGRAPHICS  

A.1.1. What is your name? 

- Rabih Othman 

- Joseph Merhi 

- Jean Mourad 

-Tony Matar 

-Zakhia Bartaa 

-Zakhia Azzi  

-Sami Matar 

-Hanna el Zahran 

-Alfred Nasr 

A.1.2.What is your age? 

-47 

-64 

-62 

-55 

-42 

-57 
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-49 

-51 

-73 

A2.1. Are you married? Yes (all fishermen are married) 

A2.2.If yes, how many kids do you 

have? 

-one kid 

-four kids 

-five kids 

-two kids 

-two kids 

-three kids 

-three kids 

-two kids 

-four kids 

A3.1.Are you from this village? 

-no from North of Lebanon, living in Safra 

-no i live in Nahr Ibrahim 

-no from Halat 

-no from El Ka’a 

-Yes 

-Yes 

-from El Ka’a born in Okaibe 

-Yes 

-Yes 

A3.2.How long have you been 

residing in this village? 

-for about 24 years 

- for about 20 years in Nahr Ibrahim 

-since I’ve been a kid 

-for about 70 years 

-since birth 

-since birth 

-since birth 

A4.How many people live in the 

village? 

-(the response cannot be heard) 

-(some unclear negotiations) about 2,500 persons 

-about 3,000 persons 

- Okaibe: about 10,000 people 

-residents in Okaibe: about 10,000 but only 6,000 are natives 

A5. What is your profession? 

-fisherman and owns a pickup 

-fisherman 

-fisherman and diver 

-fisherman 

-fisherman 

-fisherman 

-fisherman and sea investor during summer 

-fisherman and a fisherman technician/mechanician 

B. FISHING ACTIVITIES 
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B1.1.Are you/ or is anyone in your 

household, currently involved in 

fishing? 

One stated: alone, no one helps me 

One stated: my brother 

One stated: my five kids 

One stated: my son 

One stated: sometimes my son or a Lebanese worker 

One stated: my son used to help me but now he’s pursuing his dream of becoming 

a captain abroad 

One stated: my son 

One stated: all alone 

One stated: sometimes my son helps me, but mainly I work alone 

B1.2. What types? 

 

(Note to interviewer: please probe into 

artisanal/traditional, commercial, 

recreational…) 

 

One stated: Yes of course it is commercial fishing, it is our profession. 

One stated: This engagement was our daily job but it massively deteriorated 

during these recent years. 

Moderator: Since what year exactly? 

One stated: From ten years till now the fishing activity has decreased and it’s 

impossible nowadays to support a whole family from this only job. 

One stated: Especially when fuel was thrown in the sea many major components 

of the fishing culture have disappeared, for instance like the Toutya, seashells … 

B2. What type of boats/ powerboats 

are you using for fishing? 

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into size 

of boat, motor/sail, number of fishermen in 

each boat…) 

 

 

We all use wooden boats and powerboats. (they all agreed on that) 

Zakhia stated: I use a nine and a half meters (9.5meters) boat, an eight and a half 

meters (8.5meters) and four meters boat. 

Moderator: How much is the size of each boat? 

One stated: The size of boats varies from four meters to 15 meters. 

Moderator: Who has a 15 meters boat?  

One stated: I do. 

Moderator: How many fishermen can it contain? 

One stated: 5 fishermen are needed to work in a 15 meters boat but recently a 

machine is being used as a fishing net instead of people. 

Moderator: How many people help you Mr. Rabih? 

Rabih: My friends usually assist me. 

One stated: The number of workers varies according to the boat size and the kind 

of fishing gear employed. 

Moderator: What about you Tony? 

Tony: I have a boat where I fish deeply (two to three meters deep). 

B3. What are the specific fishing gears 

employed?  

 

(e.g. hook and line, traps, nets,  diving 

gears, dynamite etc…) 

 

One stated: I usually use nets, and a bakra بكرة 

Moderator: What are some other fishing gears employed? 

One stated: Everyone relies on a different fishing gear. Some prefer a hook and 

a line or a reel 

Two stated: we use a net and a diving gear.  

One stated: All fishermen use a fishing pole. 

Moderator: What about dynamites? 

One stated: None of us depends on dynamite since it’s considered illegal.  
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B4.1. What types of fish? 

 

One stated: No specific type in particular, we fish all different kinds. Each month 

is characterized by its own unique fish and as the sea speeds up and strengthens, 

a new kind is discovered.  

Moderator: Tell me more what does winter season produces fish? 

One stated: Usually during winter, fish like white sea bream سرغوس, grouper 

 ,are widespread أبو سن   ,اللقس

One stated: جربيدي  

Moderator: What about summer? 

One stated: During summer fish like  عقيس،مليفة،سرغوس صغيرgrouper, sultan are 

found. 

One stated: For example, you can catch by my net fish like sultan, جربيدي ,مليفة 

and so on. 

One stated: Everyone has his own choice and style of fish. 

B4.2.  Where do you go for fishing? 

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

distances in kilometers, near/ far from 

shore (for anglers in specific), also ask if 

they fish from the shore) 

One stated: I go fishing in Halat, it’s two kilometers away from the shore  

One stated: I go fishing from Tabarja going to Jbeil and it is two three kilometers 

away from the shore.  

Moderator: You usually go to one specific place all the time? 

One stated: We got used to go fishing in specific places but not further than two 

or three and a half kilometers away from the shore  

Moderator: Why not further than than two or three and a half kilometers away 

from the shore  

One stated: Since the sea will get deeper. (some unclear conversation afterwards)  

Moderator: You told me you can go further than ten kilometers? And how do you 

go? 

One stated: We sometimes go further than 10 kilometers taking into 

consideration the state of the sea. We go in those normal small boats. 

Moderator: Does any of you fish from the shore? 

All agreed and stated: We don’t usually fish from the shore. 

B5. When do you usually go for 

fishing? 

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into hour, 

time of the day and seasons) 

 

One stated: We usually go for fishing at night. (all agreed on that) 

One stated: Sometimes we put the net at night and remove it after a couple of 

hours,  

One stated: whereas other times we put the net at night and remove it the 

following morning.  

One stated: We also alter our fishing hours according to sunrises and sunsets. 

One stated: For instance, mr. Alfred chooses to fish in the morning, while Jean 

prefers going at night; everyone has his own different timing. 

Moderator: But mainly how are the seasons divided in terms of a rich fishing 

culture? 

One stated: Summer is the richest season in fish due to the nice weather and calm 

air currents. 

One stated: The sea doesn’t know summer or winter, both ways it will be rich in 

plenty of fish 
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B6. How much fish do you catch on an 

average fishing trip? 

 

One stated: We could catch one ton of fish a day or no fish at all, it depends. 

One stated: Some days the sea produces strong currents (like the case in Nahr 

Ibrahim) only the fishermen and these currents ruin the fishing nets in their turn 

and hinder our activity. 

One stated: The sea’s strategy is limited so fish don’t settle in one place; 

everything should be studied and examined in order to know the exact position 

for the nets to catch fish. 

Moderator: How many fish do you collect in case of a successful day. 

One stated: I catch a maximum of 25 to 30 kilograms of fish and earn in return 

200L.L – 300L.L, but that’s not  the case every day. 

B7. How do you preserve the fish? 

 

(Note to moderator: ice or smoked, other?) 

 

One stated: Honestly, we Lebanese people live each day by its day and don’t 

think about preserving the fish. In Lebanon purchasers import rotten fish and sell 

them in our markets, where on the other hand we are restricted to freeze fish for 

other days. 

Moderator: Why?  

One stated: Sadly companies that purchase our fish and sell them in different 

markets don’t provide us with specific materials to freeze our fish for upcoming 

days, but they have the right to import iced fish from other nearby countries. 

Moderator: This means that you sell fresh fish? 

One stated: We sell fresh fish only and advertise them in Beirut markets and 

eventually end up with great losses and (20 kilograms of fish for 30,000L.L that 

may reach 5,000L.L or 2,000L.L at the end of the day)  

One stated: Some fish may be thrown in the harbor. 

One stated: Abroad companies motivate and help fishermen in freezing fish 

unlike our case. 

B8. Does anyone help you with 

fishing? 

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into who 

are the crew members if any e.g family 

members, poorer members of community, 

refugees…) 

 

One stated: Our kids normally help us in fishing (all agreed on that) 

One stated: We employ sometimes Syrian or Egyptian workers. 

B8.a. If yes, what is their role? How do 

they exactly help you? 

 

One stated: We employ them for harsh duties in some issues that don’t suit a 

Lebanese worker (like cleaning). Some workers depend on this job they pursue 

during these 7-8 months to fulfill some necessary financial obligations. 

B8.b. How females are involved in 

fishing? Are there gender 

differentiated roles? 

 

One stated: No (All agreed that this activity or job doesn’t suit a woman and none 

of the females in their families are involved in fishing except for one Fisherman) 

One stated: My wife and daughter help me in cleaning the fish and sometimes in 

throwing the net and catching fish. 
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B8.c.1. Are there any similar examples 

in community? 

One stated: Women these days don’t desire working such jobs. 

Moderator: What are they interested in? 

One stated: They are interested in business jobs 

 

B8.c.2. What are the roles of people 

engaged in fishing in your 

community? 

  

B9. What type of fish do you catch and 

what do you do with the fish catch? 

 

  

B9.a. Are these goods for sale/ Used 

for own consumption/ For leisure? If 

for sale, please describe how. 

 

(through a cooperative, wholesaler, street 

vendors, how much per kilo…) 

 

One stated: For sure we catch some fish to consume ourselves with our families 

(all agreed on that) 

One stated: However, selling these goods is a necessary task for us and especially 

placing the renowned fish for sale. 

One stated: The ruined torn fish will be taken with us home (in a sarcastic 

manner). 

Moderator: How much is usually the price of one kilogram of fish? 

One stated: The prices are put according to demand and supply. The prices 

approximately vary between 8,000L.L and 60-80,000L.L. 

Moderator: Which fish attains a price of 80,000 L.L 

One stated: Sultan since it is the most expensive kind of fish. 

One stated: For example, the rocky grouper hasn’t ever reached a price less than 

30,000L.L- 35,000L.L, but now it attained a price of 12,000L.L. One stated: So 

this depends on the supply and demand, if the supply increased the price will 

decrease and the opposite is true. 

Moderator: What is the cheapest kind of fish? 

One stated:  البزريالسمك  

One stated: Look fish caught most frequently have lower prices than other kinds. 

B9.b.1.How do you advertise your 

fish?  

One stated: We usually advertise our fish in the fishery (all agreed on that) 

One stated: Whereas the excess fish are transported to Beirut markets and coops. 
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B9.b.2. Who is involved in the 

marketing and sales process? 

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into the 

roles of men vs. women in the household) 

 

One stated: We don’t actually advertise our fish in cars or display them on roads. 

One stated: Fish are displayed in markets. 

 

B9.c. Are there markets available for 

fishermen/ individuals conducting 

marine activities to sell their fishes/ 

products/ services?   

 

One stated: Yes, there are specific markets that permit fishermen to advertise 

their sea products and services. (all agreed on that) 

B9.d.1. Do you/ or does any household 

member earn any income from 

fishing? 

Yes                        No 

B9.d.2. If yes, what is its share from 

the total household income? 

One stated: 0, some days you cannot save 100,000L.L and other days you save 

maximum an amount of 400,000L.L to 500,000L.L; this all vary accordingly. 

Moderator: Throughout 12 months, how many months of work are 

accomplished? 

One stated: Throughout a year of 12 months, only six months of work is 

accomplished. ( all agreed) 

Moderator: How much do you earn in during these six months. 

One said: Personally speaking, during these 6 months of work I earn a maximum 

of 40 million L.L and 20 million L.L as a minimum. 

Moderator: How much is the income ratio in counter with the fishing expenses? 

One stated: 40% of our work is allocated to the expenses since this latter that 

includes specific materials and equipments is very costly and may be greater than 

the income earned at some points.  

One stated: Some fishermen earn two million L.L during six months, meanwhile 

the equipments cost 100 million L.L 

One stated: Losses are very imminent in our work. 

Moderator: Mr. Alfred please tell us what has changed throughout the recent 

years? 

One stated: Nothing my health case deteriorated (sarcastically) 

B9.d.3. Do you have any alternative 

livelihood activities that you 

undertake alongside fishing? 
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B10. Approximately, how many 

fishermen are there in your village (as 

a livelihood or as a recreational 

activity please specify)? 

 

One stated: If you conduct a survey you can realize that 60% of the people in our 

village are sailors who love the sea and go there frequently but in reality the 

number of fishermen doesn’t exceed 14. 

Moderator: How many available boats are available in the village? 

One stated: There are plenty of boats. 

Moderator: Are they all dedicated to fishing? And how many sailors are? 

One stated: Yes, there are 14 sailors. 

One stated: We are saying that there are 14 active sailors, while there are 70 who 

practice fishing and depend on another profession at the same time. 

 

B11.1. From your experience, what 

problems at seas are there? 

Moderator: Pollution is the major problem right? What are there other major 

problems? 

One stated: Another problem is the dominance of several companies occupying 

the sea and fighting over the distances between their neighboring companies. 

This is illegal but what can be done in a country where bribery and clout pervade. 

One stated: For example, the ATCL compound in Kaslik (Bain militaire) 

threatens fishing and all the maritime activities due to the establishment of 

several companies so near the sea and from all sides. 

B11.2. What changes have you 

noticed over the years?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

safety, equipment, pollution, fish stock 

(plenty of fish or few fish)…etc.) 

One stated: Honestly, the sea became old and void of fish. 

One stated: The population has increased and the fishing methods have 

deteriorated and decreased. In addition to that, the wastes and garbage (from 

Saida recently) thrown in the sea have worsened the sea’s image and sanitation. 

One stated: The pollution and spread sewage are major problems along with 

indiscriminate fishing through breaking the laws. Thus, the sea is in a total 

destruction. If we didn’t put the adequate safeguards to protect the sea and its 

resources, it will sadly worsen day by day until reaching collapse. 

(some unclear example about matchsticks) 

One stated: Throughout my whole experience in sea, pollution is the worst 

catastrophe that caused the sea since it is not polluted anymore it’s toxic. You 

start seeing nylon and cartoon boxes floating in the middle of the sea. This is 

really shameful. I don’t believe in what they claim that the sewage and chemicals 

are affecting the sea, but the wastes thrown are deadly harming the water. 

One stated: If you cut the fish from the middle, you realize something like asphalt 

present in the heart of the fish. 

B12. What are the factors that 

positively and negatively influence 

fishing activities in your area? 

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

problems faced by fishermen in this village, 

work conditions and welfare) 

 

One stated: There’s only one positive influence which is the technological 

dominance on our current generations, yet the fisherman has the chance to go 

fishing without holding any cell phone but doing some physical effort throughout 

his day. 

 

C. SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS AT THE LOCAL LEVEL 

C1. How would you describe the 

current coastal resource conditions in 

your community? 

 

One stated: We already discussed this matter a couple of minutes ago, and it’s 

that there are several companies so near and close to the shore and this threatens 

our sea and its resources. 

-[One ambiguous example mentioned] 
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C2.What are the top 3 major threats to 

the health of coastal resources in your 

community? 

 

One stated: Wastes (pollution), the poisonous fish. 

C3. Who do you identify as vulnerable 

in your community? 

 

One stated: We the fishermen are considered the most vulnerable party in our 

community 

One stated: No no I don’t accept such talk, we are not the weakest party in 

Okaibe, and if you think yourself weak then it’s your opinion. The fisherman’s 

faith is big but his calculations are very little. (in an angry manner) 

One stated: That’s my personal opinion, since we have no insurances, whether 

medical or financial and they’ve been promising us with these grants since 20 

years and we both know in case of entering a hospital with no insurance you’ve 

got to hold the favor of people. That’s the reason behind my harsh opinion, since 

the state doesn’t provide us with any of our rights like the social security, Old-

Age security, and medical insurances. 

We also need Old-Age security to help and aid us during our final years of life. 

Similarly to our current state, we don’t know at what time our health condition 

might worsen or need a medical revision. 

One stated: He’s definitely right, being vulnerable is not being weak but being 

unprotected from the state. 

C4. Besides fishing, are there any 

other marine activities available in 

this village? 

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe into 

boat repairing, net making, collecting 

seashells, sand extraction, salt extraction, 

sea worm collection, molluscs or small fish 

collection, rubbish scavengers…etc.) 

One stated: is a technician, he fixes motors and boats. 

One stated: I’m a diver  

Moderator: why didn’t you study diving in a specialized school? 

One stated: I did study diving and graduate with a diving license, but in the 

meantime my age doesn’t allow me to practice this sports. 

Moderator: Does anyone of you create and construct nets? 

One stated: Some of us do 

One stated: No, we mainly import basic equipments from abroad and we 

construct boats. 

Moderator: Does anyone extract salt, stones or sand from the sea in your village?  

One answered: It’s forbidden to extract stones and salt or else we’ll be 

sanctioned, and as for salt we don’t quite have in our region, except for someone 

who personally manages salt extraction by himself; he’s called Semaan if you’d 

like to talk to him (in a sarcastic manner). 

One stated: No seashells nor sea worm collections take place in our region. 

C4.a. Which activities? Who performs 

those activities and where? 

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe into 

gender: female vs. male, age groups: 

youth vs. adults vs. elderly, nationality 

groups: Lebanese vs. refugees) 

 

One stated: Women in our region are not really involved in such activities, but 

maybe women in Northern villages help in catching fish and throwing nets. 

Moderator: How much is the percentage of youths who are participating in 

fishing activities? 

One stated: Very low percentage of youths are indulging in fishing activities 

One stated: This is due to the lack of insurances to protect this growing party in 

our community and the inconsistency of this profession. 

Moderator: Do you earn from being a technician? 

Alfred: I earn, but not enough. 

Moderator: Who had an additional profession besides fishing? 
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One stated: I have a pickup, in the morning I work on the pickup and in the night 

I go fishing in the sea. 

One stated: I invest in a shore  

Moderator: Who usually help you? 

One stated: My kids 

One stated: The majority of us are mainly fishermen (all agreed) 

C4.b. How women are involved in such 

activities? 

 

One stated: There are high percentage of women working in such activities and 

especially serving in the touristic places and restaurants on the shore and 

managing businesses. 

One stated: The percentage of working women has reached equality with that of 

men. 

C4.c. Which season in a year are these 

activities performed?  

 

 

One stated: These touristic activities are mainly performed during the three 

months of summer, even the licenses are seasonal ones in which as soon as 

summer ends, licenses will be canceled. 

C4.d.1. Do they earn income from 

those activities?  

 

-Yes, ofcourse 

C4.d.2. And do they have alternative 

livelihoods? 
  

C4.e. Do they have any major 

problems or sensitivities in 

community? 

 

  

C5.a. What other types of economic 

activities are available in this village? 

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe into 

land-based livelihoods like farming, 

businesses, markets, artisans… etc.) 

One stated: The agricultural activity of course is highly widespread in our region 

along with a small percentage of industrial activities.  

Moderator: Are there any craftwork? 

One stated: There are very talented craftsmen in our region, but they are very 

small in number. 

Moderator: What about tourism? 

One stated: We have no touristic places in our village. 

One stated: However we are mainly renowned for our sandy shore in Okaibe, 

without denying the presence of all activities but with a very small of percentage 

of their practice. 
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aC5.b. What about those specifically 

located on the coastline? 

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

beach resorts, hotels, marine tourism by 

tour operators, diving/surfing schools, 

retail/rental services of fishing supplies or 

sea equipment…etc.) 

 

One stated:No diving schools present in Okaibe nor any touristic programs and  

due to little or no youths and adult activity and presence. 

One stated: I’ve got a tour boat several years ago, but it didn’t succeed due to 

poor activity. 

 

C5.c. Can you give estimate shares of 

each of those economic activities, at 

the local level? 

 

  

C6.1. Do you have any touristic site in 

this village? 

 

Yes            No 

C6.2. If yes, what is it exactly? where 

is it located and do you have tour 

operators? Boat trips? 

One stated: It is Kanater Zbaide )قناطر زبيدة( located in Naher Ibrahim-Okaibe, 

accurately in a region called Al Jazaer )الجزائر(  . 

Moderator: Do they organize boat trips and stuff like that? 

One stated: Neither tour operators nor boat trips are organised there. 

One stated: There’s also the Roman Bridge   الجسر الروماني, it links between Okaibe 

region and Nahr Ibrahim. 

Moderator: Are there more touristic sites? 

One stated: No 

C7.Do you have any of the following 

in your village? If yes, please 

describe and indicate the location 

 Y/N Location 

ee. Nature 

reserves 

One 

stated :No 
 

ff. Temples, 

palaces, castles 

One 

stated :No 
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gg. Ottoman 

structures 

One stated : 

No 
 

hh. Museums 
One stated : 

No 
 

ii. Religiousheritage 
One stated : 

Yes 

One stated: There are seven churches 

and many old monasteries including St. 

John Monastery aged more than 70 

years. 

jj. World Heritage 
One stated: 

No 
 

C8. Do you have adequate water 

supplies in your village? 
Yes                     No 

C9. What about electricity and waste 

management services? 

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe on the 

coastal part of the village as well) 

One stated: The wastes are managed by the Sukleen company and others. 

One stated: The electricity is backed up by the State and the motors available. 

C10.1. In general, are the roads in 

your village in good condition? 
 Yes                         No 
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C10.2. Are there any public transport 

services? 

 

 
 

(Note to moderator: Please probe on the 

coastal part of the village as well) 

One stated: No particular public transportation services mainly available in the 

village but some buses pass on the highway daily going to Tripoli, Byblos and 

other nearby regions. 

One stated: The railway has stopped. 

C11.a.1.What illnesses are most 

prevalent in your community? 
One stated: The most prevalent illnesses are cancer, blood pressure and diabetes. 

C11.a.2. And does fishing cause any 

health hazards? 

One stated: On the contrary 

One stated: The sea comforts and relaxes the human being and escapes him from 

life’s problems. 

C11.b.Which healthcare facilities are 

available in your village? 

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe into 

hospitals, public clinics, mobile clinics, how 

far they are…etc.). 

One stated: No hospitals and infirmaries available in our village.  

Moderator: What is the nearest hospital? 

One stated: The nearest hospital is in Bouar region (public hospital). 

One stated: There are near hospitals in Jounieh and Byblos  and St. Martine 

Byblos. 

Moderator: Where do you go in case of a medical instability? 

One stated: We go to Jounieh and Jbeil hospitals. 

One stated: The public hospital located in Bouar is in a deplorable and pathetic 

condition. Everyone who goes there stays there (dies there) (sarcastically) 

Moderator: Are there any mobile clinics? 

One stated: No there aren’t. 

C11.c.1. Are they reliable services? Yes                  No (no healthcare facilities in our village) 

C11.c.2. If no, why not? 

One stated: The public hospital located in Bouar is in a deplorable and pathetic 

condition. Everyone who goes there stays there (dies there) (sarcastically) 

One stated: It’s still new and not fully equipped 

One stated: It’s one of the modernist buildings in Lebanon from outside but it 

requires loads of equipments and materials needed in a hospital. 

C11.d.1. Do they meet the 

communityhealthcare needs? 
Yes                        No 
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C11.d.2. If no, why notand do you 

think you need more healthcare 

facilities in the area? 

One stated: Yes definitely since first of all we don’t have hospitals nor infirmaries 

in our region and the nearby hospitals located in Jounieh and Jbeil are costly. So 

if you’re poor with no health insurance they won’t accept you and you might die 

at their hospital doors. 

C12. a.1. What about the educational 

services? 

One stated: The educational services in our region is quite good (no negative 

comments in this regard) 

C12. a.2. Do you have schools/ 

training centers in your village? 

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into the 

different levels: primary schools, 

secondary schools, universities and 

technical schools…) 

One stated: We have two private schools: one primary )مدرسة إم النور(, and one 

secondary )مدرسة مار يوحنا( 

C12.b. How do you evaluate the 

educational levels by age groups 

(youth, adults and elderly) in your 

communities? 

One stated: Nowadays, the youths’ educational level has greatly changed from 

previous years. 99% of the youths are studying and pursuing their educational 

studies in schools and universities. 

One stated: Whereas the adults’ educational level is kind of poor since they’ve 

been living in a village with no awareness for education but practicing 

professions were the trend. 

One stated: Very few elderly are educated and have the knowledge of writing and 

reading. 

C13.1. How do you describe the 

safety and security conditions in your 

area? 

One stated: Safety conditions are secured in our area 

C13.2. Which parties play the major 

role(s) in this regard? 

One stated: The municipality and the state plays a major role in this regard. ( all 

agreed) 

C14. Are there any associations or 

NGOs in your community (if so what 

do they do?) 

 

One stated: No particular association present in Okaibe 

One stated: But there exists a renowned gym(champions in volleyball) that 

comprises many famous athletes from our village like George Azzi .. 

One stated: We have a coop association and we used to have an agricultural 

association but it stopped functioning. 
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C15. What problems exist in the 

community? 

 

One stated: Politically, it’s normal for everyone to favor a particular political 

party, but no witnessed problems. Okaibe is a very safe region. 

Moderator: What about economic and social problems? 

One stated: Economically, many problems are present in each and every home 

and family. 

THEME 3: COMMUNICATION AND FEEDBACK MECHANISMS 

Q1. What are your most important 

information needs in relation to the 

upcoming oil exploration activity? 

 

One stated: We are interested to know whether the fishing culture will be 

affected, knowing that it’s already affected and in a deteriorating state. We really 

hope there’ll be proceeds in return for the sea and in case of oil existence we 

really hope our youths and people will be recruited to ensure their futures. One 

stated: They shall take into consideration the fisherman and prioritize them for 

different job opportunities. 

Q2. How do you like to receive any 

future project updates? 

 

 

One stated: We’d like to receive any future project updates by an interview 

similar to the one happening now. 

One stated: We’d like to receive direct phone calls as well. 

Moderator: If we sent an announcement to the municipality, will you receive it? 

One stated: Our reference and resort is not the municipality but the fishermen 

coop we’re really proud of and its director. 

Q3. Are there any stakeholders that 

you would recommend that we talk 

with? 

 

 

One stated: Our main current interest is to God be with him and bless him and if 

everything planned succeed we’d like to be prioritized and put on top of the list 

if employment vacancies are available. 

One stated: If possible, we’d like to be assisted and helped in the issue concerning 

the port. 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 
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• Some fishermen were complaining about the companies that depended on chemical substances and thus 

attacked the sea and harmed it’s resources. One example he mentioned was about a company in Marina 

Dbaye where it released brimstones into the sewages and eventually into the sea. This activity resulted in 

killing millions of fish. 

• Another mentioned example was also about throwing plenty of garbage and sewage in rivers which lead to 

the same result and damage for the fishing culture. 

• One fishermen said that when fishing, strange chemicals and dirt are found in the heart of the fish and this 

is something deplorable since it is worsening the fishing activity  

• Some other fisherman said mocking the youths and companies indulged in this oil drilling plan saying that 

if the youths need answers from the poor fishermen, then there’s a huge problem here. While the interviewer 

replies saying that Total is a company specialized in Oil, and it is conducting this study in order to collect 

social and environmental evaluations and reach an adequate solution for all by recruiting specialists to start 

with the oil drilling. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 

FOCUS GROUPS DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR  

FISHERMEN / ANGLERS/ FISHING HOUSEHOLDS (WOMEN) 
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Name of village: Dbayeh Date of the discussion: 30/05/2019 

Name(s) of attendees: 

-George El Khoury 

-David Atallah  

-Abboudi Al Moualem  

-Imad Mezher  

-Elie Khalil 

-Roland Makhlouf 

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

THEME 1 – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

Q1. Please introduce the oil drilling 

activities using the BIDs and posters. 

Once completed give the participants 

an opportunity for questions and you 

provide an answers to their questions 

as far as possible. If you cannot 

answer then please take the 

stakeholders contact details and tell 

them you will get the answer and get 

back in contact as soon as possible. 

 

 

Q2. Now, do you have questions?  

 

 

THEME 2: SOCIO-ECONOMIC OVERVIEW 

H. DEMOGRAPHICS  

A.1.1. What is your name? 

-George El Khoury 

-David Atallah  

-Abboudi Al Moualem  

-Imad Mezher  

-Elie Khalil 

-Roland Makhlouf 

A.1.2.What is your age? 

-26 

-37 

-57 

Two stated :55 

-33 

A2.1. Are you married? 

One stated : I am engaged  

Four stated : Yes 

One stated : I am single   
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A2.2. If yes, how many kids do you 

have? 

One stated : One  

Three stated : Two 

A3.1. Are you from this village? 

One stated : I am from Sin El Fil  

One stated : I am from Broummana  

One stated : I am from Ashrafieh 

One stated : I am from Antelias  

One stated : I live in Zouk Mosbeh  

A3.2. How long have you been 

residing in this village? 
Not asked 

A4. How many people live in the 

village? 
Not asked 

A5.  What is your profession? 

[inaudible] 

One stated : IT in Balamand  

One stated : I work as an audit  

One stated : I own a library  

One stated : I own a cab driving business  

One stated : Electronic  

B. FISHING ACTIVITIES 

B1.1. Are you/ or is anyone in your 

household, currently involved in 

fishing?  

Not asked 

B1.2. What types? 

 

(Note to interviewer: please probe into 

artisanal/traditional, commercial, 

recreational…) 

 

One stated : It has two sides, commercial and recreational  

One stated : Each trip to the sea costs money, so it is normal that a person aims 

to make profit out of the fish he catches  

One stated : Fishermen that go down to catch fish everyday, it is normal that 

this is there profession and they are making use of it, but people that go down 

once a month that’s would probably be just recreational fishing  

One stated : For me it’s more of recreational fishing, but for time to time it 

does happen that I sell some of the fish [one agreed]   

B2. What type of boats/ powerboats 

are you using for fishing?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into size 

of boat, motor/sail, number of fishermen in 

each boat…) 

 

 

One stated : We all have boats 

One stated : I don’t own one, my friends have a boat and I tag along, they have 

a small yacht, and it’s about 15 meters long 

One stated : I have two wooden fishing boats, approximately six meters each, 

and another boat 

One stated : I am currently making a wooden fishing boat that runs on benzene  

One stated : I have two fiber boats, one is five meters, and the other is six, they 

run on benzene  

One stated : I have a seven meter long boat that runs on benzene  

B3. What are the specific fishing gears 

employed?  

 

(e.g. hook and line, traps, nets,  diving 

gears, dynamite etc…) 

 

One stated : Each season has its gear [several agreed]  

One stated : None of us uses nets or padded nets 

One stated : We use cages for Mwasta [type of fish] 

[inaudible] 
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B4.1. What types of fish?  

  

One stated : When fishing on shore you can catch Marmout, Sraghis, Ajej, 

Frafir, and Zerrek. If you go deeper you catch, Dakar Jarbidi, Jarbidi, Behlouk, 

Shtroubbet,and Abou Tabloush similar to Farride, you catch Douradroz on 

maybe 300 meters  

B 

One stated : From Ras Beirut to Tabarja  

One stated : We sometimes get to Khaldeh 

One stated : If you are going for a deep drop [fishing at the deep] then you will 

go from Ras Beirut to Jounieh or Tabarja  

One stated : I go from Nakoura to Abdeh, i go maybe 12 meters deep  

One stated : There are permits you need to have, to go in between six and 12 

miles you need to have a permit from the army  

One stated : We take it from Head of the Mina, but the army keeps track on us 

Moderator: Where do you usually use a fishing hook  

One stated : Maximum, two or three kilometeres from shore. As long as you 

are still under 100 meters deep you can fish with a fishing hook 

B5. When do you usually go for fishing? 

 

 (Note to moderator: please probe into hour, 

time of the day and seasons) 

 

One stated : At times like these, if we weren’t with you right now we would be 

at sea [they had this focus group at around 06:30 P.M.], and we stay out until 

maybe 03:00 A.M. 

One stated : Timing differs according to seasons  

One stated : If we wanted to go fish Jarjara, we need to eiher go really early in 

the morning, or late in the afternoon 

Moderator: What differs in winter? Does anything change? 

One stated : In winter we usually didn’t try to fish, because the Mina used to be 

open, so we don’t know. We usually bring our boats down starting April 25th. 

Now the port is more secure so maybe we can leave our boats in until 

November maybe  

One stated : It differs from port to port  

B6. How much fish do you catch on an 

average fishing trip? 

 

One stated : I usually fish for Marmour, so at least you can have five or six 

kilos u until ten or 12 kilos depends on the time you spend at sea.  

One stated : We fish out more than 100 kilos 

Moderator: So you have the same boat size but you fish out more because you 

use a trolley 

One stated : Yes  

Moderator: So what is the maximum weight you’ve reached? 

One stated : Today we don’t fish out as much as we used to maybe 20 years 

ago 

One stated : In the season where Abou Sin is out, we might catch seven or 

eight fish, each one weighs minimum one kilo  

B7. How do you preserve the fish? 

 

 (Note to moderator: ice or smoked, other?) 

 

One stated : We sell them 

One stated : We sell them or eat them 

One stated :  No one process it  
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B8. Does anyone help you with fishing? 

 

 (Note to moderator: please probe into who 

are the crew members if any e.g family 

members, poorer members of community, 

refugees…) 

 

One stated : If someone is going at night, he can’t go alone he needs help, it’s 

rare to find someone going alone at night 

One stated : I take my freinds  

Moderator: How many are they? 

One stated : I sometime go with one, or two friends  

One stated : I go alone, i take no one with me  

One stated : I usually go by myself, but like he said if i’m going at night I take 

someone with me 

One stated : If we dive we would be two  

One stated : I take my brother with me   

One stated : My father tags along sometimes 

One stated : I take my uncle with me  

Moderator: Do you help each other out? Or is it every fisherman for himself? 

One stated : Of course we cooperate in everything, maybe in taking the fish out 

of the sea, give each other bait  

Moderator: But we are not talking about nets here right? 

One stated : No, no one of us uses nets  

[Inaudible] 

B8.a. If yes, what is their role? How do 

they exactly help you? 

 

Not asked 

B8.b. How females are involved in 

fishing? Are there gender 

differentiated roles? 

 

Not asked 

B8.c.1. Are there any similar examples 

in community? 
Not asked 

B8.c.2. What are the roles of people 

engaged in fishing in your community? 
Not asked 
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B9. What type of fish do you catch and 

what do you do with the fish catch?  

 

Not asked 

B9.a. Are these goods for sale/ Used 

for own consumption/ For leisure?  If 

for sale, please describe how. 

 

(through a cooperative, wholesaler, street 

vendors, how much per kilo…) 

 

One stated : We store some, we sell some 

One stated : We give some out  

One stated : You need to know something about fishing, if we are talking just 

as anglers, this job is not sustainable it is more of a hobby than a job, if you 

want to talk about sustainability, you then talk about the use of nets and traps 

B9.b.1. How do you advertise your fish?  Not asked 

B9.b.2. Who is involved in the 

marketing and sales process?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into the 

roles of men vs. women in the household) 

 

Not asked 

B9.c. Are there markets available for 

fishermen/ individuals conducting 

marine activities to sell their fishes/ 

products/ services?   

 

One stated : Yes [several agreed] 

Several stated : We sometimes have our own customers to sell, we sell friends 

One stated : We sell fisheries 

Moderator: How much would you sell a kilo? 

One stated : You have a margin between 5,000 and 45,000 LBP  

Moderator: So you don’t need to advertise your fish 

One stated : The local fish are in high demand, because it is tastier, eventhough 

there is competition, people want to eat local fish, that is why you sometimes 

find fish that are very expensive. Some of those fish are almost extinct  

B9.d.1. Do you/ or does any household 

member earn any income from fishing?   

 Yes    No 

One stated : As we said no one make profit from fishing, we only make the 

money for the trip that’s it  

B9.d.2. If yes, what is its share from 

the total household income? 
Not asked 
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B9.d.3. Do you have any alternative 

livelihood activities that you undertake 

alongside fishing? 

All stated : Yes of course  

Moderator: If we want to discuss the expenses you pay for fixing and repairs 

One stated : The revenues we get from fishing doesn’t cover it we need to pay 

more out of our own pockets  

Moderator: How much would you pay? 

One stated : I will give you the example of fishing for Marmour. If I want to 

fish for Marmour, I have to go to Jounieh, I will need three cans of worms 

which cost 30,000 LBP, and a half of tank of benzene, so that’s 45,000 LBP 

per night for both worms and benzene, that’s a minimum besides repairs, 

fishing hooks  

Moderator: How much would you make? 

One stated : I catch between five to eight kilos of fish 

One stated : A tuna fishing trip costs about 200 USD for Benzene only  

One stated : Benzene expenses are huge  

B10. Approximately, how many 

fishermen are there in your village (as 

a livelihood or as a recreational activity 

please specify)? 

 

One stated : The fishermen cooperative has about 260 members, but not all 

members own boats 

Moderator: How many boats are there? 

One stated : This question you will have to ask to the head of the cooperative 

we are not authorized to say  

Moderator: If we want to talk about recreational fishing, are there a lot of boats 

for that? 

One stated : Yes, there’s about 200 maybe 

One stated : They go on seasons, they start to bring there boats now at this time 

of year and they take them out by the end of summer  

B11.1. From your experience, what 

problems at seas are there? 

One stated : Fish decreased these days, there isn’t as much fish anymore. We 

used to catch shrimp or [incomprehensible], but we don’t anymore. I fish 

Marmour, but it’s been two years since I’ve fished any, I don’t know why. All 

I know is that there is some sort of black sand, maybe oil residues, they come 

from the power company, so you can’t fish Marmour from there until Dbayeh. 

Last year I’ve only fished maybe seven or eight fish, I pay 50,000 LBP per trip 

and all I get are two or three fish 

One stated:  The large quantity of  fishermen. They sometimes make trouble.  

Moderator: So they do them on purpose   
 

B11.2. What changes have you noticed 

over the years?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

safety, equipment, pollution, fish stock 

(plenty of fish or few fish)…etc.) 

[Note that while the moderator was asking question B11.1 he merged question 

B11.2 with it] 

B12. What are the factors that 

positively and negatively influence 

fishing activities in your area?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

problems faced by fishermen in this village, 

work conditions and welfare)  

 

One stated : No there isn’t any factors that influence fishing positively [several 

agreed] 

One stated : Something can be done though, they can make fish farms. 

Sometimes fish eggs don’t survive in the natural habitat that they were laid in, 
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so due to fish farms they can re-place them to somewhere fish egg-friendly, 

and when the hatch they can bring them back to sea.  

One stated : I saw it with my own two eyes, they catch small fish with nets and 

then throw them at the surface, so fish aren’t growing like they should.  

One stated : In lebanon we have something that is called Guerguere, which is a 

net with very small netting, they throw it in and use a light, and take out the 

fish when they’re still very small. A fish that could grow from here to there 

[the participant most probably did a hand gesture] is getting taken out when it’s 

still small.  

One stated : This is a subject that we specialized in at Fishermen Lebanon. 

Other than global warming, pollution, and trespassing marine property, we see 

all of those walls and resorts being build up next to shore, and this affects fish 

culture. Let’s not forget that a lot of our beaches in Lebanon are either sand or 

rock beaches. Rocks are where fish gather, and most of the rocks are near 

shore, where they build those walls or resorts. We also face reckless fishing  

C. SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS AT THE LOCAL LEVEL 

C1. How would you describe the 

current coastal resource conditions in 

your community? 

 

One stated : The most important thing we have in Lebanon is wind current, in 

some part you might not have any waste, in other places it might be filled with 

waste. It all depends on how the current moves the waste  

Moderator: What happens then? 

One stated : The water becomes troubled   

C2. What are the top 3 major threats to 

the health of coastal resources in your 

community? 

 

One stated : Pollution and reckless fishing [several agreed] 

One stated : Guerguere  

One stated : There should be some sort of law enforcement regarding this 

matter  

One stated : There is a page on Facebook called Sohhit Sayadeen Rmeish, they 

post on a daily basis what is the length of the fish that fishermen can catch. For 

example the legal length of Brak [type of fish] is 26 centimeters. Here 

fishermen catch them when they’re maybe ten centimeters long    

One stated : That is the context of reckless fishing and not abiding by the law  

One stated : There was this video posted by this page of someone that is 

throwing is net at a depth of ten meters, and it was sent to the Agriculture 

Municipality that is supposedly responsible for fishing, yet they never took any 

measures  

One stated : The government is very neglecting towards this field of work, 

because this profession is not even specified, we don’t have social security, if 

god forbids a fisherman needed to go to the hospital, he will pay his year’s 

profit for only one night at the hospital. We need social security. Why won’t 

every fisherman be registered in social security, we need to have our rights 

preserved, we at least need hospitalization, we face many dangers in our job. I 

personally have faced life threatening events, no one knows what might 

happen. So as a company that is benefiting with millions from this project, how 

will it compensate for us  

Moderator: The paper you hold in hand has an email that you can send to 

whatever question comes to mind, or whatever complaint you might have    
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C3. Who do you identify as vulnerable 

in your community? 

 

One stated : All of the fishermen are considered from the poor class, no 

fisherman can only make a living out of fishing 

One stated : Fishermen and liberal professions, my dad is a carpenter for 

example. All local carpenters and blacksmiths are considered poor. They don’t 

have a social security, nor do they have an old age security, and on top of that 

they have to deal with foreign competition  

C4. Besides fishing, are there any 

other marine activities available in 

this village? 

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe into boat 

repairing, net making, collecting seashells, 

sand extraction, salt extraction, sea worm 

collection, molluscs or small fish collection, 

rubbish scavengers…etc.) 

One stated : Yes, we have sand extractors, they are located in Nahr El-Kalb 

One stated : We have worm collectors  

One stated : Salt extraction and sea worm collections don’t hurt the sea, there’s 

a certain way they can do those things to not hurt or damage the sea  

C4.a. Which activities? Who performs 

those activities and where? 

 

 (Note to moderator: Please probe into 

gender: female vs. male, age groups: 

youth vs. adults vs. elderly, nationality 

groups: Lebanese vs. refugees) 

 

Not asked 

C4.b. How women are involved in such 

activities? 

 

One stated : No 

One stated : I have been seeing many female teenagers recently that are getting 

involved  

One stated : Are you talking about fishing? 

Moderator: All sort of marine activities 

One stated : We have diving, canoeing, sailing 

Moderator: Do you have any touristic trips? 

One stated : Yes  

Moderator: Approximately how many boats are there for tourism? 

Several stated : I don’t know 

C4.c. Which season in a year are these 

activities performed?  

 

 

Not asked 

C4.d.1. Do they earn income from 

those activities?  

 

Not asked 

C4.d.2. And do they have alternative 

livelihoods? 
Not asked 
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C4.e. Do they have any major problems 

or sensitivities in community? 

 

Not asked 

C5.a. What other types of economic 

activities are available in this village?  

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe into land-

based livelihoods like farming, businesses, 

markets, artisans… etc.) 

Not asked 

C5.b. What about those specifically 

located on the coastline?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into beach 

resorts, hotels, marine tourism by tour 

operators, diving/surfing schools, 

retail/rental services of fishing supplies or 

sea equipment…etc.) 

 

One stated : Yes we have a diving school, and canoeing  

Moderator: Do you know how many fishermen are there in this area? 

One stated : Thousands, way too many  

One stated : Professional fishermen are not that much, but recreational fishers 

are plenty  

C5.c. Can you give estimate shares of 

each of those economic activities, at 

the local level? 

 

Not asked 

C6.1. Do you have any touristic site in 

this village? 

 

 Yes    No 

One stated : As tourism we can say that we have those boat touristic trips  

One stated : We have diving trips 

One stated : Trips that go around Nahr El-kalb 

One stated : We also have fishing trips  

C6.2. If yes, what is it exactly? where 

is it located and do you have tour 

operators? Boat trips? 

Not asked 

C7. Do you have any of the following 

in your village? If yes, please describe 

and indicate the location 

 Y/N Location 

kk. Nature reserves  N  
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ll. Temples, palaces, 

castles 
N 

One stated : Castles we have the castle in 

Jbeil  

mm. Ottoman 

structures 
N  

nn. Museums  N  

oo. Religious heritage N  

pp. World Heritage N  

C8. Do you have adequate water 

supplies in your village? 

 Yes    No 

One stated : Yes we have a big water pressure  
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C9. What about electricity and waste 

management services? 

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe on the 

coastal part of the village as well) 

[inaudible they were all laughing] 

One stated : I think it’s the same in all of Lebanon [several agreed]  

One stated : We dealt with a problem here in Keserwan when the whole waste 

management issue occurred in Burj Hammoud. We got swamped with waste 

because it was dealt in an unorganized way. And that waste dump already has a 

huge negative influence on all generations that will come later on.  

Moderator: What was the effect on you? 

One stated : The water there is always black 

One stated : You can’t even stand  

One stated : Water there has no longer any life. The dump is full now and there 

is no more room to dump waste. If this matter isn’t treated in a correct way. 

We have over two million refugees that are dumping their waste in the river. 

And Lebanon’s infrastructure isn’t big enough to contain our waste, let along 

two other millions. There isn’t any functional treatment for water, electricity, 

sewage 

One stated : Do you think that this project will come back with benefits on the 

country concerning these maters? 

Moderator: The project will bring back revenues, but that concerns the 

government 

One stated :  The problem is that revenues go straight to the government, so the 

people won’t benefit from them, and I think we can all agree on that  

One stated : If we talk about this project and its impact on fishermen, just like 

you said they will no longer be able to fish in certain zones, and the 

environmental impact might endanger fish culture    

One stated :  I personally think that fishermen won’t get affected by the 

prohibited zones, because no fisherman goes that deep into the sea, he aid that 

it will be between six and 12 kilometers from shore, no one goes that deep.  

One stated : We might not reach that deep, but any oil leakage or the building 

of platforms can endangers our work   

C10.1. In general, are the roads in 

your village in good condition? 
 Yes    No 

C10.2. Are there any public transport 

services? 

 

 
 

(Note to moderator: Please probe on the 

coastal part of the village as well) 

 

C11.a.1. What illnesses are most 

prevalent in your community? 

Several stated : Cancer  

One stated : Heart diseases  

One stated : Diabetes   
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C11.a.2. And does fishing cause any 

health hazards? 

One stated : On the contrary, it boosts your health  

One stated : There are some exceptional cases where maybe a fishhook might 

get stuck in a man’s arm 

C11.b.  Which healthcare facilities are 

available in your village? 

 

 (Note to moderator: Please probe into 

hospitals, public clinics, mobile clinics, how 

far they are…etc.). 

One stated : We have hospitals, clinics 

Moderator: What is the closest hospital here? 

One stated : Abou Jaoude Hospital 

One stated : Saydit Lebanon Jounieh  

C11.c.1. Are they reliable services? 

 Yes    No 

One stated : The hospitals that are well known and trusted are far 

Moderator: Such as? 

One stated : Bellvue it’s in Mansourieh, Hotel Dieux, AUB  

Moderator: how much time would you need to get there 

One stated : If there’s traffic you need maybe two hours  

C11.c.2. If no, why not? Not asked 

C11.d.1. Do they meet the community  
healthcare needs? 

 Yes    No 

One stated : If we wanted to talk about governmental hospitals, no they don’t  

C11.d.2. If no, why not and do you 

think you need more healthcare 

facilities in the area? 

Several stated : Yes of course 

C12. a.1. What about the educational 

services? 
Not asked 

C12. a.2. Do you have schools/ 

training centers in your village? 

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into the 

different levels: primary schools, secondary 

schools, universities and technical 

schools…) 

One stated : Yes they are all available [all agreed] 

One stated : Public schools need to be renovated, so that we can put our 

children in them and not pay our life’s work as school fees  
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C12.b. How do you evaluate the 

educational levels by age groups 

(youth, adults and elderly) in your 

communities? 

One stated : If we want to talk about this area specifically, the youth are all 

educated 

One stated : The rate is high, but you need to see how many people are getting 

hired in their line of education 

One stated : The rate decreases when it comes to adults and elderly, but we 

don’t have any illiteracy  

One stated : The generation before us surely didn’t get the education they 

wanted due to war  

C13.1. How do you describe the safety 

and security conditions in your area? 

One stated : There is safety but there’s no law  

One stated : Crimes do occur but not in big quantities 

One stated : Law enforcement is practically non-existent at sea because they 

don’t have the right equipment, such as boats, and if equipment  were 

available, they lack maintenance and essentials   

One stated : There isn’t any safety, you feel that safety is only applied in 

certain cities 

Moderator: How come? 

One stated : We have certain places here in Keserwan where safety is 

available, meanwhile in other places such as Bekaa, it lacks security  

[inaudible] 

One stated :  There are a lot of people who are wanted and the government 

knows who they are and where they are, but they keep on roaming free   

C13.2. Which parties play the major 

role(s) in this regard? 
Not asked 

C14. Are there any associations or 

NGOs in your community (if so what do 

they do?) 

 

One stated : Yes, we have Work Vision, Granuble, New Heights 

Moderator: What do they do? 

One stated :  They do social awareness on illnesses, hygiene, sexual assault, 

everything related to assaults. They care for helping the children with their 

education    

C15. What problems exist in the 

community? 

 

One stated : Financial problems 

One stated : Economical problems  

One stated : Lack of job opportunities, and if you do find a job then it would be 

of low wage.  

One stated : And if we want to talk about the problems a fisherman faces, then 

theres is a very low income 

THEME 3: COMMUNICATION AND FEEDBACK MECHANISMS 

Q1. What are your most important 

information needs in relation to the 

upcoming oil exploration activity? 

 

One stated : The important thing is that this project benefits the entire country, 

the sea, fishermen, and fish, it shouldn’t have any damages, not even a one per 

cent. It should have a positive effect not a negative effect 

One stated : As long as Total brought us in here today, and it cares for our 

opinions, then I advise it to collaborate with the Agriculture Municipality, and 

the Fishermen cooperative, to do what’s best for the fishermen   
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One stated : It is very important that they provide us with jobs, if there is going 

to be damages, they should provide job opportunities instead. We can be boat 

taxis, if they need people to drive people or things, then they shouldn’t bring in 

stangers, they should uses us  

One stated : Even though fishermen might not all be competent to work on this 

project, they can work the things they do know how to do, because they know 

the sea. Especially that there are some seasons where a fisherman cannot fish, 

so he would be making use of his time and making money at the same time  

One stated : Leaving fishermen out of this, Total can provide jobs for 

Lebanese, maybe working in their gas stations. I see many foreigners that work 

in the stations  

One stated : There are some stations that are completely run my Total, and 

usually the employees are all foreigners  

One stated : Total can help create an education regarding the idea of a gas 

station worker, it’s not shameful, it just needs a new set of mind  

Q2. How do you like to receive any 

future project updates?  

 

 

Two stated : In a meeting similar to this one  

One stated : They can create a Facebook page  

Q3. Are there any stakeholders that 

you would recommend that we talk 

with?  

 

 

One stated : It would be really good if we could sit down with the CEO or 

someone from Total, that way we can discuss the current and future situation 

of the project, and whatever we can help with, we are more than happy to  

ADDITIONAL NOTES 
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 

FOCUS GROUPS DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR  

FISHERMEN / ANGLERS/ FISHING HOUSEHOLDS (WOMEN) 

Name of village: Anfeh Date of the discussion: 21/05/2019 

Name(s) of attendees: 

-Bahij Zaatari 

-Gebrayel 

-Mikhael El Dayaa 

-Isam Greige 

-Saad El Dayaa 

-Chawki Doumit 

-Isam Boueiry 

Notes 

• While the interviewer was explaining the negative side effects that 

could occur, polluting the sea with oil specifically, one of the 

attendees interrupted to give him the example of 2006 when Israel 

bombed the oil in Jiyeh, they found the next day traces of oil in 

Anfeh. [everyone agreed to this] The interviewer responded that 

there is an email where they can give their complaints and ask 

questions, which will be studied and evaluated. Then they will get 

back to the people with suggestions on how to deal with the matter 

at hand.  

• The interviewer said at the end of the session if there are any 

questions they would like to ask. Nevertheless, none of the 

attendees asked anything, so he reminded them with the email that 

they can find on the paper in hand where they can ask any 

questions in mind, at any given time.  
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THEME 1 – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

Q1. Please introduce the oil drilling 

activities using the BIDs and posters. 

Once completed give the participants 

an opportunity for questions and you 

provide an answers to their questions 

as far as possible. If you cannot 

answer then please take the 

stakeholders contact details and tell 

them you will get the answer and get 

back in contact as soon as possible. 

 

 

Q2. Now, do you have questions?  

 

 

THEME 2: SOCIO-ECONOMIC OVERVIEW 

I. DEMOGRAPHICS  

A.1.1. What is your name? 

-Bahij Zaatari 

-Gebrayel 

-Mikhael el Dayaa 

-Isam Greige 

-Saad El Dayaa 

-Chawki Doumit 

-Isam Boueiry 

A.1.2.What is your age? 

-64 

-70 

-63 

-60 

-55 

-38 

-65 

A2.1. Are you married? All stated: yes we are 

A2.2. If yes, how many kids do you 

have? 

Two stated: four 

One Stated: two 

Two stated: three  

One Stated: one 

One Stated: five 

A3.1. Are you from this village? All stated: yes  

A3.2. How long have you been 

residing in this village? 

All stated: more than ten years [all of them have been residing in this 

village] 
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A4. How many people live in the 

village? 

One stated: We have approximately 6,000 people that are from Anfeh, 

and between 3,700 and 3,800 that currently live here. [they all said the 

same] 

Interviewer: Where are the rest of the 6,000? 

One stated: they immigrate to America [they all agreed]  

A5.  What is your profession? All stated: fisherman  

B. FISHING ACTIVITIES 

B1.1. Are you/ or is anyone in your 

household, currently involved in 

fishing?  

One Stated: we are not involved, we are the fishermen [they all agreed] 

[said sarcastically] 

B1.2. What types? 

 

(Note to interviewer: please probe into 

artisanal/traditional, commercial, 

recreational…) 

 

One Stated: Fishing by using nets, all types of nets [they all agreed]. It 

is commercial fishing [they all agreed].  

One Stated: It is our source of living 

One Stated: Right now, we are facing difficulties in fishing, because of 

the municipality.  

Interviewer: Why  

One Stated: Because of organizing fishing, to protect fish. 

One Stated: They want to secure fish, or at least that’s what it looks like 

[said sarcastically]   

Interviewer: Is there a law that backs it up? 

One Stated: There is what can be considered a law, and in Lebanon 

specifically, you chose the parts of the law that you want to apply.  

B2. What type of boats/ powerboats 

are you using for fishing?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into size 

of boat, motor/sail, number of fishermen in 

each boat…) 

 

 

One Stated: Fishing boats that are made of wood [they all agreed]  

One Stated: Mine is seven meters long 

One Stated: Mine is eight 

One Stated: Mine is 11 

One Stated: Each boat differs from another, it comes down to the 

number of fishermen 

One Stated: My boat is 11 meters long so I have nine fishermen on 

board 

One Stated: I have five fishermen, myself plus four others, that is what 

my fishing papers say I should have on board 

One Stated: It differs, you can have one or two maybe five 

One Stated: Depends on the business 

B3. What are the specific fishing gears 

employed?  

 

(e.g. hook and line, traps, nets,  diving 

gears, dynamite etc…) 

 

One Stated: Nets 

One Stated: Padded nets 

One Stated: Nets that are smaller than 20 millimeters are prohibited. In 

order for small fish to not get caught. 

One Stated: Cages 

Interviewer: So you are not involved in any diving procedure 

One Stated: It depends for example I dive when using the net. Depends 

on the type of net. I place the net and remove it while I am under water.  
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Interviewer: what is the length of the surface that you throw your nets 

at? 

One Stated: About 50 meters [one replied to that question] 

One Stated: The same length as the net 

One Stated: Depends on the length of the net, mine is 500 meters long 

   

B4.1. What types of fish?  

  

One Stated: Lekkouz 

One Stated: Jarbidi 

One Stated: Abou chawke 

One Stated: Marmour 

One Stated: Barnida 

One Stated: Basically all the types of fish you see in markets, and the 

quantity depends on the season 

Interviewer: If you want to categorize fish by season what would we 

have? 

One Stated: In winter we have Barnida [the rest was inaudible] 

One Stated: The warmer the water the more fish there will be 

B4.2.  Where do you go for fishing?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

distances in kilometers, near/ far from shore 

(for anglers in specific), also ask if they fish 

from the shore) 

One Stated: Every day is spent at a certain spot [they all said the same] 

One Stated: We have a strategy, someone would go to the right 

another to the left another upwards another downwards. 

One Stated: I work right next to my house 

One Stated: I work from Alloun until Al Cheka near Al Nouriyeh 

One Stated: Fishing from shore depends on the type of fish, sometimes 

we could go 100 meters from the shore, and sometime we could go for 

about 4 or 5 miles.  

Interviewer interrupted: So 5 miles is the furthest point you reach, so if 

there was work beyond that distance you would not mind  

One Stated: No [they all agreed] 

Interviewer: So you sometimes go 500 meters from shore, and do you 

catch the same fish you would catch on shore? 

One Stated: No each depth has its catch, it all depends on the fish [two 

of the participants answered that question] 

Interviewer: Does anyone of you fish right on the shore using a fishing 

hook? 

One Stated: No, that is more of a hobby  

Interviewer: Does anyone of you uses fishing hooks in the middle of the 

sea? 

One Stated: Yes, but the depth of the sea would be about 500 meters  

One Stated: What we do is that we tie up several hooks together using 

a plastic thread so they reach the bottom of the sea. 
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B5. When do you usually go for fishing? 

 

 (Note to moderator: please probe into hour, 

time of the day and seasons) 

 

One Stated: Morning 

One Stated: At night 

One Stated: It depends 

One Stated: Some go in the morning, others go at dawn 

One Stated: I would go from 02:30 P.M. and would return home by 

08:00 or 09:00 A.M.  

One Stated: I would go from 05:00 P.M. until 05:00 A.M. 

One Stated: I would go from 05:00 A.M. until 08:00 A.M.  

One Stated: I would go from 12:00 A.M. until 07:00 A.M. 

B6. How much fish do you catch on an 

average fishing trip? 

 

One Stated: It could be five or six kilos per trip 

One Stated: It could be 30 kilos 

One Stated: We could come back empty handed because a sea lion 

tore the net 

One Stated: Sometimes it could be up to 200 kilos 

Interviewer: when is the season where fish fill the sea?  

One Stated: June and July. 

One Stated: Nowadays the sea has changed and we can’t know for 

sure, for example in three days I only fished what was worth 50,000 

LBP. The reason is that there are many people in this business. 

One Stated: The way people fish is reckless; there is no more fish in the 

sea. [outraged] 

One Stated: Fish is extinct [said in a sarcastic/disappointed way] 

One Stated: We used to place nets, now we no longer can because of 

the municipality  

Interviewer: So when does the fishing season get better? 

One Stated: When the water gets warmer [one replied to that question] 

One Stated: Spring time 

One Stated: The best season for fishing is from spring to autumn 

B7. How do you preserve the fish? 

 

 (Note to moderator: ice or smoked, other?) 

 

One Stated: No, we sell it right after fishing it [they all agreed] 

B8. Does anyone help you with fishing? 

 

 (Note to moderator: please probe into who 

are the crew members if any e.g family 

members, poorer members of community, 

refugees…) 

 

One Stated: Yes, we have workers that help 

One Stated: Other fishermen 

Interviewer: Are they all from Anfeh? 

One Stated: Yes [they all agreed] 

One Stated: Some are family members, others are just workers  

One Stated: My brother, other fishermen  

Interviewer: Are the workers Lebanese? 

One Stated: Yes they are all Lebanese [they all agreed] 

One Stated: My two sons 

One Stated: I work on my own, my brothers used to help me, but now 

they are each in a different place 
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One Stated: I work on my own too, sometimes my brother tags along  

One Stated: I work on my own 

One Stated: If I catch fish, Chawki here helps me 

One Stated: Friends help each other 

One Stated: We cannot hire foreign workers to help, workers have to be 

Lebanese and in hold of their fishing papers according to the Lebanese 

law 

B8.a. If yes, what is their role? How do 

they exactly help you? 

 

One Stated: One would throw the net in the sea, another would pull it, 

and another would be in charge of setting the boat right above the 

thrown net 

B8.b. How females are involved in 

fishing? Are there gender 

differentiated roles? 

 

One Stated: There are no female fishermen 

One Stated: Back in the days, if I needed help I would call my wife and 

kids and they would come and help me   

B8.c.1. Are there any similar examples 

in community? 
[not asked] 

B8.c.2. What are the roles of people 

engaged in fishing in your community? 

One Stated: A fishermen is one of the most vulnerable parties in society 

One Stated: Currently we are the weakest link  

One Stated: We do not have social security 

One Stated: What we make sometimes is not enough to buy one pack 

of medication 

One Stated: Currently a fisherman is considered poor 

B9. What type of fish do you catch and 

what do you do with the fish catch?  

 

One Stated: All kinds of fish 

One Stated: We sell them 

One Stated: sometimes sell each other fish, depends on the market’s 

need 

One Stated: I sell him the fish at a retail price, and he would sell them at 

the market price 

B9.a. Are these goods for sale/ Used 

for own consumption/ For leisure?  If 

for sale, please describe how. 

 

(through a cooperative, wholesaler, street 

vendors, how much per kilo…) 

 

One Stated: For sale, each one has his own shop where we sell the 

fish. Sometimes we sell it to the fish market [they all stated the same]  
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B9.b.1. How do you advertise your fish?  One Stated: We don’t [they all agreed] 

B9.b.2. Who is involved in the 

marketing and sales process?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into the 

roles of men vs. women in the household) 

 

Interviewer: Do you sell your fish in person 

One Stated: Yes [they all agreed]  

 

B9.c. Are there markets available for 

fishermen/ individuals conducting 

marine activities to sell their fishes/ 

products/ services?   

 

Interviewer: So there are no markets for your produce. You sell them by 

yourselves or through local retailers. 

All stated: Yes 

B9.d.1. Do you/ or does any household 

member earn any income from fishing?   

 Yes    No 

One stated : i work at the municipality too.  

 

B9.d.2. If yes, what is its share from 

the total household income? 
[Answered below] 

B9.d.3. Do you have any alternative 

livelihood activities that you undertake 

alongside fishing? 

One Stated: Yes, I work at the municipality  

One Stated: No that’s my only income [more than one said this] 

Interviewer: Isam since you have another job, how much expenses 

does the income you get from fishing covers? 

Isam stated: It covers approximately 50% of the expenses  

Interviewer: if I want to talk about the expenses for fishing procedures 

how much would you say it might cost you? 

One Stated: Sometimes it could cost 10% of the income, sometimes it 

could cost 100%  

One Stated: Approximately 40% of the yearly income would go as 

expenses for the boat, and 60% goes to the fishermen’s pocket [more 

than one agreed] 

B10. Approximately, how many 

fishermen are there in your village (as 

a livelihood or as a recreational activity 

please specify)? 

 

One Stated: Between 80 and 100  

One Stated: There are 64 boats, multiply it by two 

One Stated: We have approximately 30 fishermen that have nothing but 

fishing, the rest are retired soldiers  
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Interviewer: And if we want to talk about people that go fishing just for 

fun 

One Stated: They are countless [laughing] 

One Stated: We said we have 64 fishing boats in Anfeh, multiply that by 

ten, that would be the number of boats people use to fish for fun. 

B11.1. From your experience, what 

problems at seas are there? 

One Stated: The nets could disappear, you could throw a net but never 

take it out of the water, due to weather 

One Stated: We need social security 

One Stated: Reckless fishing, every fishing that is illegal  

One Stated: Dynamite, poison, everything that is illegal 

One Stated: Fish are becoming extinct 

B11.2. What changes have you noticed 

over the years?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

safety, equipment, pollution, fish stock 

(plenty of fish or few fish)…etc.) 

One Stated: I speak as a diver, the bottom of the sea changed severely. 

There used to be types of plants that we saw ten years ago on the 

bottom of the sea, that no longer exist today. The quantity of fish we 

used to see is no longer available. We used to see some types of fish 

right on shore, now we have to go 5 miles deep to see them. 

One Stated: The sea is polluted, the majority of fish is becoming extinct   

B12. What are the factors that 

positively and negatively influence 

fishing activities in your area?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

problems faced by fishermen in this village, 

work conditions and welfare)  

 

One Stated: Pollution  

One Stated: The plants that no longer exist at the bottom of the sea  

One Stated: Diving at night and using projectors, this is a reason why 

fish are leaving.   

One Stated: The municipality is currently affecting us negatively  

One Stated: There are no positive factors at this moment 

One Stated: They reopened the refinery a few days ago and it was the 

cherry on top of the cake  

Interviewer: What are they throwing in the sea now, and how deep is 

the refinery? 

One Stated: They are throwing everything, not just from Anfeh from 

Chekka as well, and it is plunged 500 meters deep in sea [They all 

agreed]  

C. SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS AT THE LOCAL LEVEL 

C1. How would you describe the 

current coastal resource conditions in 

your community? 

 

One Stated: The conditions are terrible, and fishermen don’t have 

anything set up in order for the conditions to be any good. The port, the 

area, and the resources we use in fishing are not equipped. 

Interviewer: What are the port’s problems? 

One Stated: The port needs renovation. The amount of sand in it has, 

left at some spots 10 to 15 centimetres of water underneath the boats. 

The boats are getting bigger and bigger, but the port is staying the 

same.  

C2. What are the top 3 major threats to 

the health of coastal resources in your 

community? 

 

One Stated: Reckless fishing, people that are fishing yet they are not 

licensed fishermen, and pollution. Dynamite is the most dangerous form 

of pollution since it damages the entire sea  
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C3. Who do you identify as vulnerable 

in your community? 

 

One Stated: Nowadays, everyone who is poor is vulnerable 

Interviewer: Let’s consider Anfeh as the community 

One Stated: Fishermen [they all agreed]  

One Stated: Fishermen are the poorest of the poor  

One Stated: No don’t have a social security 

One Stated: We work in summer, and then in winter we stay at home 

C4. Besides fishing, are there any 

other marine activities available in 

this village? 

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe into boat 

repairing, net making, collecting seashells, 

sand extraction, salt extraction, sea worm 

collection, molluscs or small fish collection, 

rubbish scavengers…etc.) 

One Stated: No [they all agreed] 

One Stated: We get people to fix our boats 

One Stated: We make and fix our nets with our bare hands 

One Stated: They tried to make new touristic projects, but because the 

port is not equipped, I did not work. 

C4.a. Which activities? Who performs 

those activities and where? 

 

 (Note to moderator: Please probe into 

gender: female vs. male, age groups: 

youth vs. adults vs. elderly, nationality 

groups: Lebanese vs. refugees) 

 

[nanswered below] 

C4.b. How women are involved in such 

activities? 

 

[not asked] 

C4.c. Which season in a year are these 

activities performed?  

 

 

One stated: During the summer 

C4.d.1. Do they earn income from 

those activities?  

 

[not asked] 

C4.d.2. And do they have alternative 

livelihoods? 
[nanswered below] 

C4.e. Do they have any major problems 

or sensitivities in community? 

 

[nanswered below] 
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C5.a. What other types of economic 

activities are available in this village?  

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe into land-

based livelihoods like farming, businesses, 

markets, artisans… etc.) 

One Stated: Right now we have tourism 

One Stated: Restaurants, hotels, Taht El Rih 

One Stated: Farming is rare 

One Stated: We have nothing but the sea. You work, you eat, you do 

not then you do not eat.  

C5.b. What about those specifically 

located on the coastline?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into beach 

resorts, hotels, marine tourism by tour 

operators, diving/surfing schools, 

retail/rental services of fishing supplies or 

sea equipment…etc.) 

 

One Stated: We have one diving school at Lasalinas  

Interviewer: Is tourism boosting the economy in your town? 

One Stated: Yes it is boosting the economy [most answered to that 

question] 

One Stated: Lasalinas have now 5 other branches 

C5.c. Can you give estimate shares of 

each of those economic activities, at 

the local level? 

 

One Stated: Tourism takes about 20%, fishing takes about 10%, 

government jobs take about 60%, and the 10% left is the sum of other 

jobs and unemployment   

C6.1. Do you have any touristic site in 

this village? 

 

 Yes    No 

C6.2. If yes, what is it exactly? where 

is it located and do you have tour 

operators? Boat trips? 

One Stated: Ras Anfeh. It is a castle that was buried, and people are 

excavating it. 

One Stated: It is located at Ras Anfeh 

One Stated: The castle dates back to the Phoenicians 

One Stated: They began to work on touristic trips  

One Stated: I have already told you about touristic boat trips, they have 

tried to achieve it, but because the port is not equipped they could not 

go through with it.   

C7. Do you have any of the following 

in your village? If yes, please describe 

and indicate the location 

 Y/N Location 

qq. Nature reserves  no  
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rr. Temples, palaces, 

castles 
yes One Stated: Several old churches  

ss. Ottoman structures no  

tt. Museums  No  

uu. Religious heritage No  

vv. World Heritage No  

C8. Do you have adequate water 

supplies in your village? 
 Yes    No 
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C9. What about electricity and waste 

management services? 

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe on the 

coastal part of the village as well) 

One Stated: The electricity is like everywhere else in Lebanon, we have 

both generators and government electricity.  

One Stated: As for waste, the municipality has that covered. Even when 

we had a waste crisis, the municipality has never left waste in front of 

our homes  

One Stated: We do have waste on the costal part of the village, 

because waste comes from Beirut  

One Stated: Personally, I gather the waste I find near my house and 

burn it. 

One Stated: The municipality cleaned the entire costal part    

C10.1. In general, are the roads in 

your village in good condition? 
 Yes    No 

C10.2. Are there any public transport 

services? 

 

 
 

(Note to moderator: Please probe on the 

coastal part of the village as well) 

One Stated: No [they all agreed] 

One Stated: You have to go up the main road for you to get a bus down 

to Beirut 

C11.a.1. What illnesses are most 

prevalent in your community? 

One Stated: Cancer  

One Stated: Heart disease 

One Stated: Diabetes 

One Stated: High blood pressure  

C11.a.2. And does fishing cause any 

health hazards? 

One Stated: No, fishing gives you health itself [several agreed] 

One Stated: It is a type of sports.  

C11.b.  Which healthcare facilities are 

available in your village? 

 

 (Note to moderator: Please probe into 

hospitals, public clinics, mobile clinics, how 

far they are…etc.). 

One Stated: Nothing [they all agreed]  

One Stated: The closest hospital is a 15 to 20 minute drive 

C11.c.1. Are they reliable services? 

 Yes    No  

[the participants said that the most reliable service is Al Batroun 

Hospital] 
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C11.c.2. If no, why not? [not asked] 

C11.d.1. Do they meet the community  
healthcare needs? 

 Yes    No [not asked] 

C11.d.2. If no, why not and do you 

think you need more healthcare 

facilities in the area? 

One Stated: Yes we need more healthcare facilities  

One Stated: A clinic like the one in Chekka  

C12. a.1. What about the educational 

services? 

One Stated: we have only one public school  

One Stated: The closest university is in Chekka 

C12. a.2. Do you have schools/ 

training centers in your village? 

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into the 

different levels: primary schools, secondary 

schools, universities and technical 

schools…) 

[not asked] 

C12.b. How do you evaluate the 

educational levels by age groups 

(youth, adults and elderly) in your 

communities? 

One Stated: Youth have the highest educational level, approximately 

80% of the youth 

One Stated: 25% of adults have a good educational level  

One Stated: Elderly such as us barely even had an education, I only 

made it to grade four 

C13.1. How do you describe the safety 

and security conditions in your area? 
One Stated: They are really good 

C13.2. Which parties play the major 

role(s) in this regard? 

One Stated: Recently the army were set in the middle of the town, a 

very strategic point 

One Stated: The municipality ensures safety and security 
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C14. Are there any associations or 

NGOs in your community (if so what do 

they do?) 

 

One Stated: No [they all agreed] 

Interviewer: Is there any scout, or offices for any political parties? 

One Stated: We have one scout for children in collaboration with a 

church, and we have offices for political parties  

C15. What problems exist in the 

community? 

 

One Stated: We don’t have problems 

One Stated: We are peaceful  

One Stated: We don’t have fights or killings 

One Stated: We only have problems concerning our livelihood 

One Stated: We have many graduates who have earned high degrees, 

and the ones who are working, they are working in some job that is 

below the educational level they have reached. Many of those 

graduates have not found a job at the first place. This is the most 

dangerous problem we are facing and not only here, but in all of 

Lebanon.  

THEME 3: COMMUNICATION AND FEEDBACK MECHANISMS 

Q1. What are your most important 

information needs in relation to the 

upcoming oil exploration activity? 

 

One Stated: Where will be at 

One Stated: We don’t want anything that could affect the fishing culture 

One Stated: Oil leakage 

One Stated: We are scared that if oil was found, fishing will be 

prohibited  

One Stated: After maybe one or two years if they actually find oil they 

will want to bring it back to shore, so they will ban us from entering that 

zone.  

Q2. How do you like to receive any 

future project updates?  

 

 

One Stated: A meeting similar to this one [they all agreed] 

One Stated: We exchange ideas, opinions, doubts and fears 

One Stated: We prefer that the party in charge comes and gives us the 

updates 

Q3. Are there any stakeholders that 

you would recommend that we talk 

with?  

 

 

[not asked] 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 

FOCUS GROUPS DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR  

FISHERMEN / ANGLERS/ FISHING HOUSEHOLDS (WOMEN) 

Name of village: Okaiba Date of the discussion: 21/05/2019 

Name(s) of attendees: 

Mirelle Zaylaa 

 

Tanya Azzi  

 

Kawne Azzi  

 

Alexandra 

 

Mary Matar 

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

THEME 1 – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

Q1. Please introduce the oil drilling 

activities using the BIDs and posters. 

Once completed give the participants 

an opportunity for questions and you 

provide an answers to their questions 

as far as possible. If you cannot 

answer then please take the 

stakeholders contact details and tell 

them you will get the answer and get 

back in contact as soon as possible. 

 

 

Q2. Now, do you have questions?  

 

 

THEME 2: SOCIO-ECONOMIC OVERVIEW 

J. DEMOGRAPHICS  
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A.1.1. What is your name? 

Mirelle Zaylaa 

 

Tanya Azzi  

 

Kawne Azzi  

 

Alexandra 

 

Mary Matar 

A.1.2.What is your age? 

53 

 

50 

 

55 

 

49 

 

45 

A2.1. Are you married? 

One stated: Yes 

 

One stated: Yes 

 

One stated: Yes 

 

One stated: Yes 

 

One stated: yes 

A2.2. If yes, how many kids do you 

have? 

One stated: Three 

 

One stated: Three 

 

One stated: Three 

 

One stated: Two 

 

One stated: Two 

A3.1. Are you from this village? 

One stated: Yes 

 

One stated: Yes 

 

One stated: Yes 

 

One stated: Our origin is from Al-Qaa but we were born here and we live here. 

 

One stated: yes 
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A3.2. How long have you been 

residing in this village? 
Two stated : Thirty years. 

A4. How many people live in the 

village? 
All stated: We do not know. 

A5.  What is your profession? 

One stated: I work in the hospital. 

 

One stated: No, i dont work 

 

One stated: Housewive 

 

One stated: No, i dont work 

 

One stated: I work with the Lebanese Armed Forces 

B. FISHING ACTIVITIES 

B1.1. Are you/ or is anyone in your 

household, currently involved in 

fishing?  

Only two women have their sons help their husbands. 

 

One stated: I used to go work with my husband. 

B1.2. What types? 

 

(Note to interviewer: please probe into 

artisanal/traditional, commercial, 

recreational…) 

 

They all live from this profession so it is commercial of course. 

  

They all talk at the same time about the hardships of the fisherman’s work. 

B2. What type of boats/ powerboats 

are you using for fishing?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into size 

of boat, motor/sail, number of fishermen in 

each boat…) 

 

 

One stated: The boats are about nine meters long. 

 

One stated: The boat of  husband is about 10 meters long. 

 

One stated: They all talk at the same time. 

 

One stated: The boats can have two or three people on board. 

 

One stated: Sometimes they use the help of Syrian crews (workers) because the 

Lebanese do not work like that. 

 

One stated: My son can help or it might be a Syrian man. 

 

 

B3. What are the specific fishing gears 

employed?  

 

(e.g. hook and line, traps, nets,  diving 

gears, dynamite etc…) 

 

One stated: Nets, traps, hooks …  

 

One stated: I go out with him all the time last year I left my daughter with her 

grandmother to go with him. 

 

One stated: No I get dizzy. 

 

One stated: On the contrary it is very nice. 
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B4.1. What types of fish?  

  

One stated: Whitebait, Ghobbos, Dakar, Paramida, Okkes, Mallifa, Leptobarbus 

hoevenii, and sometimes crab. (kinds of local fish) 

B4.2.  Where do you go for fishing?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

distances in kilometers, near/ far from shore 

(for anglers in specific), also ask if they fish 

from the shore) 

 

One stated: No more than a kilometer. Theys sail more to the left or the right 

side but forward it is about a kilometer. 

 

One stated: It depends on the gear they are using.  

 

One stated: The fishing trips occur in the early mornings. The men fish in the 

sea not from the shore, it might be close to the shore but the fishing happens in 

sea. 

 

One stated: Some poeple used to use a Land Shovel, but it was banned. 

 

One stated: No it is still used, One stakeholder (Last name not clear) still uses 

them. 

 

Moderator : Why is it illegal or banned ? 

 

One stated: It is banned because when the fish approches shallow waters, it is to 

ovulate and such the shovel might destroy the eggs. 

 

B5. When do you usually go for fishing? 

 

 (Note to moderator: please probe into hour, 

time of the day and seasons) 

 

One stated: Before sunset they go to put light or traps, and they come back to 

have dinner, and then sail in the night. Sometimes they catch and other times 

they do not.  

 

One stated: The fishing business is highly dependent on the weather and on 

seasons. 

 

One stated: There is no schedule. 

 

One stated: The moon might affect. 

 

One stated: The summer work differs from winter. 

 

One stated: In winter they leave at dawn during very early mornings. 

B6. How much fish do you catch on an 

average fishing trip? 
 

One stated: It depends. 

 

One stated: Let me tell you about my son, he went on a fishing trip two days 

ago, he caught a worth of 20.000 L.L., but if you see the gearhe is using, one 

might feel he should have caught a worth of 100.000 L.L. 
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One stated: Some people catch the worth of 50.000 L.L. and 60.000 L.L. 

 

One stated: Sometimes they catch nothing at all only dirt.  

 

Moderator: Does the catch cover the price of the gear used ? 

 

One stated: No, not in winter nor in summer.  

 

One stated: They all talk about the problems that damage the gear. 

 

One stated: Fixing and repairing your boat is very expensive, the fishing 

business is a loser business. 

 

 

B7. How do you preserve the fish? 

 

 (Note to moderator: ice or smoked, other?) 

 

One stated: In the Fishing Coop in Okaiba, and they are presented for selling. 

 

One stated: They catch fish and sell lit after an hour. It is sold fresh.  

 

One stated: There is no coolers on board the boats. 

 

 

One stated: Please I need to ask you, why are you asking us these questions. 

 

Moderator: Because this study is to know the locals’ fears and questions they 

have, all the people who live along the coast. All the people who live by the sea 

are asked the same thing.  

 

One stated: Sorry I need to ask another question,  

The fisherman in lebanon has no social security, no healthcare, he has a family, 

who is looking after this person ? 

 

If we raise those fears here with you, will we benifit ? Is our voice going to be 

heard through this meeting ? 

 

 

Moderator : I can promise you that every single word said in this meeting will 

reach the specialists. 

 

But we want results, we want benifits, in Lebanon we are used to fake promises. 

We did come to this meeting w agreed to your invitation, will you agree to our 

demands ? 

 

 

Moderator : 
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Excuse me but we are gathering information, and not more than that. 

 

We know that but we are asking if you can help in taking in our name and taking 

our fears with you to whom it may concern. 

 

We should have told them that yes the fishing business is booming and we catch 

humangous numbers so that when they see there is no fish then they would 

compensate us. 

 

No, we should not lie to anyone. (They all laugh). 

 

B8. Does anyone help you with fishing? 

 

 (Note to moderator: please probe into who 

are the crew members if any e.g family 

members, poorer members of community, 

refugees…) 

 

One stated: helps her husband. 

B8.a. If yes, what is their role? How do 

they exactly help you? 

 

One stated: I used to help him pull the nets from the sea, or pull the fish from 

the nets, it does not matter if you are a man or a woman. 

B8.b. How females are involved in 

fishing? Are there gender 

differentiated roles? 

 

One stated: I go as a relaxing trip. 

 

One stated: I do not go with him. 

B8.c.1. Are there any similar examples 

in community? 

One stated: No, Okaiba no. But to the north you might find more women who 

help their husbands. In Tripoli maybe. 

B8.c.2. What are the roles of people 

engaged in fishing in your community? 
 

B9. What type of fish do you catch and 

what do you do with the fish catch?  

 

One stated: Many kinds. 
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B9.a. Are these goods for sale/ Used 

for own consumption/ For leisure?  If 

for sale, please describe how. 

 

(through a cooperative, wholesaler, street 

vendors, how much per kilo…) 

 

One stated: Here we do not have a market for fish.  

 

Moderator :Does the COOP help in selling the fish ? 

 

One stated: No it does not. 

 

One stated: The COOP built a square where the fishermen sell their fish. The 

COOP was made to help the fisherman that are registered to it, and to ensure 

that the fish is not sold for low prices, but it was not designed to contain huge 

numbers of fish. That is when the fisherman goes to Beirut. 

 

 

 

 

B9.b.1. How do you advertise your fish?   

B9.b.2. Who is involved in the 

marketing and sales process?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into the 

roles of men vs. women in the household) 

 

 

B9.c. Are there markets available for 

fishermen/ individuals conducting 

marine activities to sell their fishes/ 

products/ services?   

 

 

B9.d.1. Do you/ or does any household 

member earn any income from fishing?   
 Yes    No 

B9.d.2. If yes, what is its share from 

the total household income? 

One stated: As we told you, if they catch then they share with the income if they 

do not catch they do not share. If you do not fish you do not eat. ( A figure of 

speech). 

 

One stated: To say it bluntly, you find someone to loan you money, and when 

you have a good catch you repay back. There comes a time when there is no 

catch for a long time, there should be someone helping with the income. This is 

the life system of the fisherman. 
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One stated: In winter, you have three to four month of no catch and they are 

horrible. And if they go on fishing trips it is very dangerous. The wind, the 

storms, one fisherman, Jergi died. 

 

One stated: He was my uncle, he died from the cold during a trip. 

 

Moderator :Fishermen have no stable income ? 

 

One stated: No. 

B9.d.3. Do you have any alternative 

livelihood activities that you undertake 

alongside fishing? 

 

B10. Approximately, how many 

fishermen are there in your village (as 

a livelihood or as a recreational activity 

please specify)? 

 

One stated: Not much, maybe twenty fishermen. 

 

One stated: No more than forty. 

 

One stated: There are many amateurs. 

B11.1. From your experience, what 

problems at seas are there? 

One stated: Here we say that the sea is treachery, one minute you ar fine the 

other you are threatened and faced by dangers. 

 

One stated: My husband faced an accident while pulling a trap on board his boat, 

his back stiffened and he was alone on the boat and only god’s protection 

brought him back safe. 

 

One stated: It is unstable for a family. 

 

One stated: A fisherman is banned from social security. 

 

One stated: Protection of the fishery, pollution is killing it; the government is 

not providing any help. There are no laws for fishing. Fishermen migh catch 

eggs just so they get a catch. 

 

One stated: It is disastrous. 

 

 

B11.2. What changes have you noticed 

over the years?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

safety, equipment, pollution, fish stock 

(plenty of fish or few fish)…etc.) 
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B12. What are the factors that 

positively and negatively influence 

fishing activities in your area?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

problems faced by fishermen in this village, 

work conditions and welfare)  

 

One stated: In our region one positive thing is that we have rivers in our waters 

which fish are attracted to.  

 

One stated: The chaos is everywhere. 

 

One stated: The positive thing is that the fisherman gets used to relaxing and 

patience, they are not subject to constant stress like us. (They all laugh) 

 

C. SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS AT THE LOCAL LEVEL 

C1. How would you describe the 

current coastal resource conditions in 

your community? 

 

 

One stated: There are some beaches and restaurants, there are few (Big Heads) 

– referring to important people in the country, eating everything but there are 

small bits and pieces for the people. 

 

One stated: Last year the beach was amazing and beautiful, there was a 

municipality, you would go to the beach with ease and comfort. Whereas this 

year, there are many strangers and there is no one to stop them, the 

municipality’s men are not there. 

 

One stated: I heard that they will start arriving at the beach to stop the 

strangers. 

 

One stated: The beach and water are very clean, the municipality cleans the 

beach. 

 

One stated: Locals rent spots on the beach and this is an advantage. 

C2. What are the top 3 major threats to 

the health of coastal resources in your 

community? 

 

One stated: Pollution, sewage and oil in the water. 

 

One stated: Digging, when the river carries soil into the sea, this is a threat to 

the fishermen. 

 

One stated: Before cleaning the beach, you sea many medical discharge and 

this is a kind of pollution and it causes damage to the body.  

C3. Who do you identify as vulnerable 

in your community? 

 

One stated: The fishermen, they talk about their rights but no one listens to 

them. They are deprived of their rights.  

C4. Besides fishing, are there any 

other marine activities available in 

this village? 

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe into boat 

repairing, net making, collecting seashells, 

sand extraction, salt extraction, sea worm 

One stated: People fix their own boats and gear. They might rent people from 

outside the town like Tripoli to do the fixing.  

 

One stated: There used to be seashells collecting but not anymore.  
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collection, molluscs or small fish collection, 

rubbish scavengers…etc.) 

C4.a. Which activities? Who performs 

those activities and where? 

 

 (Note to moderator: Please probe into 

gender: female vs. male, age groups: 

youth vs. adults vs. elderly, nationality 

groups: Lebanese vs. refugees) 

 

 

C4.b. How women are involved in such 

activities? 

 

One stated: I clean my husband’s net and gear.  

C4.c. Which season in a year are these 

activities performed?  

 

 

 

C4.d.1. Do they earn income from 

those activities?  

 

One stated: No 

C4.d.2. And do they have alternative 

livelihoods? 

One stated: No 

 

One stated: Private businesses. 

 

One stated: We plant in our own gardens. 

C4.e. Do they have any major problems 

or sensitivities in community? 

 

 

C5.a. What other types of economic 

activities are available in this village?  

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe into land-

based livelihoods like farming, businesses, 

markets, artisans… etc.) 

One stated: Restaurants. 

 

One stated: Tourism 
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C5.b. What about those specifically 

located on the coastline?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into beach 

resorts, hotels, marine tourism by tour 

operators, diving/surfing schools, 

retail/rental services of fishing supplies or 

sea equipment…etc.) 

 

 

C5.c. Can you give estimate shares of 

each of those economic activities, at 

the local level? 

 

One stated: We do not know. 

 

One stated: It might reach 50%. 

C6.1. Do you have any touristic site in 

this village? 

 

 Yes    No 

C6.2. If yes, what is it exactly? where 

is it located and do you have tour 

operators? Boat trips? 

One stated: The old bridge of Nahr Ibrahim and Zbayde Archs. 

 

One stated: No, they do not operate tours to them. 

C7. Do you have any of the following 

in your village? If yes, please describe 

and indicate the location 

 Y/N Location 

ww. Nature reserves  No  

xx. Temples, palaces, 

castles 
No  
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yy. Ottoman structures No  

zz. Museums  No  

aaa. Religious 

heritage 

No 

 

 

 

bbb. World Heritage No 
Note : They talk about touristic sites in 

Byblos. 

C8. Do you have adequate water 

supplies in your village? 
 Yes    No 

C9. What about electricity and waste 

management services? 

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe on the 

coastal part of the village as well) 

One stated: No, nothing, no services. 

C10.1. In general, are the roads in 

your village in good condition?  Yes    No The roads are all dug up. 
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C10.2. Are there any public transport 

services? 

 

 
 

(Note to moderator: Please probe on the 

coastal part of the village as well) 

One stated: Yes, because the beaches are easy to reach. 

C11.a.1. What illnesses are most 

prevalent in your community? 

One stated: Mosquito bites are being poisonous.  

 

One stated: Diabetes and high blood pressure are evident. 

C11.a.2. And does fishing cause any 

health hazards? 

One stated: They cause health hazards to the fisherman himself. 

 

One stated: The cold and humid weather cause thinning bones. 

C11.b.  Which healthcare facilities are 

available in your village? 

 

 (Note to moderator: Please probe into 

hospitals, public clinics, mobile clinics, how 

far they are…etc.). 

One stated: There is a hospital Al-Bwar located 10 to 15 minutes away from 

here.  

 

One stated: We have no healthcare, if we need to perform any medical 

procedure the doctor fills up papers for the Ministry of Health. 

 

One stated: For serious situations one goes to Lamartin Hospital or to Beirut. 

 

One stated: We do not have public clinics. 

C11.c.1. Are they reliable services?  Yes    No They say the doctors there are good. 

C11.c.2. If no, why not?  

C11.d.1. Do they meet the community  
healthcare needs? 

 Yes    No 
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C11.d.2. If no, why not and do you 

think you need more healthcare 

facilities in the area? 

One stated: The fisherman needs healthcare and social security. We need a 

good public clinic. 

 

One stated: Any medical surgery needs the minimum of 5000 USD or 6000 

USD. 

 

One stated: The hospital in Bwar is a public one. 

 

One stated: No healthcare, I did a surgery, on the expense of the Ministry of 

Health, and if not for all the connections and if not of the doctor, I would not 

have done it. 

C12. a.1. What about the educational 

services? 
One stated: Not good. 

C12. a.2. Do you have schools/ 

training centers in your village? 

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into the 

different levels: primary schools, secondary 

schools, universities and technical 

schools…) 

One stated: There are Primary Schools in our village. 

C12.b. How do you evaluate the 

educational levels by age groups 

(youth, adults and elderly) in your 

communities? 

One stated: Females and males are both educated. Among the elderly, the males 

are more educated than the females. 

C13.1. How do you describe the safety 

and security conditions in your area? 

One stated: The Municipality Police protect the village, and the municipality 

lights the roads and so on.  

 

One stated: Our village runs on solar energy. 

C13.2. Which parties play the major 

role(s) in this regard? 
 

C14. Are there any associations or 

NGOs in your community (if so what do 

they do?) 

 

One stated: No we do not know anything of the sort. 
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C15. What problems exist in the 

community? 

 

 

THEME 3: COMMUNICATION AND FEEDBACK MECHANISMS 

Q1. What are your most important 

information needs in relation to the 

upcoming oil exploration activity? 

 

One stated: We need at least social security for the fishermen. 

 

One stated: I wish that our children and men work with this project, not only 

foreigners. 

 

One stated: We hope that in case any damage was done to the fishery, we would 

be compensated. 

Q2. How do you like to receive any 

future project updates?  

 

 

One stated: Give us a phone number.  

 

One stated: We agree to whatever our men agreed to. 

Q3. Are there any stakeholders that 

you would recommend that we talk 

with?  

 

 

One stated: We need our future youth to participate and have a chance to be part 

of this new work that might be resulted by this exploration drilling. 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 

 
 

TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 

FOCUS GROUPS DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR  

FISHERMEN / ANGLERS/ FISHING HOUSEHOLDS (WOMEN) 

Name of village: Anfeh Date of the discussion: 21/05/2019 

Name(s) of attendees: 

Dolla Abboudi 

Marlin Faris  

Hind Faris  

Amal Dayaa 

Jina Dayaa 

Tania Fares 

Leila Jreish 

Sabah Younis 

Brigitte Nemer 

Georgette Sarkis 

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  
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THEME 1 – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

Q1. Please introduce the oil drilling 

activities using the BIDs and posters. 

Once completed give the participants 

an opportunity for questions and you 

provide an answers to their questions 

as far as possible. If you cannot 

answer then please take the 

stakeholders contact details and tell 

them you will get the answer and get 

back in contact as soon as possible. 

 

 

Q2. Now, do you have questions?  

 

 

THEME 2: SOCIO-ECONOMIC OVERVIEW 

K. DEMOGRAPHICS  

A.1.1. What is your name? 

Dolla 

Marlin 

Faris  

Hind  

Faris  

Amal 

Jina  

Tania 

Leila 

Sabah 

Brigitte 

Georgette 

A.1.2.What is your age? 

One stated: 55 years old 

One stated: 63 years old 

One stated: 45 years old  

One stated: 62 years old 

One stated: 60 years old 

  

A2.1. Are you married? 
One stated: Eight were married  

One stated: Two were not married  

A2.2. If yes, how many kids do you 

have? 

One stated: My husband has two kids, non for me. 

One stated: Three kids 

One stated: Five kids  

One stated: One boy  

One stated: Four boys  

One stated: Three girls  

A3.1. Are you from this village? One stated: Yes [ all are from this village] 

A3.2. How long have you been 

residing in this village? 

One stated: Around 10 years 

One stated: 43 years  

One stated: A very long time, since birth [ five of them] 

One stated: 45 years  
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A4. How many people live in the 

village? 

One stated: One said around 4,505 people are originally from here. 

One stated:  Another, said aound half of the 4,505 are living abroad. 

A5.  What is your profession? 

One stated: Two were tailors  

One stated: Seven were housewives 

One stated: Cleaning fish  

B. FISHING ACTIVITIES 

B1.1. Are you/ or is anyone in your 

household, currently involved in 

fishing?  

One stated: The majority said the husband is the one involved in fishing  

One stated:  One of the women works herself in fishing  

One stated: Some said that their fathers work in fishing  

One stated:  Previously mentioned that one of the womens children also work in fishing  

 

 

B1.2. What types? 

 

(Note to interviewer: please probe into 

artisanal/traditional, commercial, 

recreational…) 

 

One stated: They fish to trade as a job  

One stated: They fish to eat  

One stated: They fish with a net 

[ They all agreed that they fish to eat and trade]  

B2. What type of boats/ powerboats 

are you using for fishing?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into size 

of boat, motor/sail, number of fishermen in 

each boat…) 

 

 

One stated: They all answered the same saying thet use small sized boats  

One stated: Some said they used sail boats, others said they use powerboats  

One stated: One said the boats are around five meters, six meters, or seven meters long (maximum 10 

meters) 

One stated: Some said thier husband goes alone  

One stated: One said two go together, her husband and her son  

One stated: A couple said depending on the task they are performing the number of people increase  

 

B3. What are the specific fishing gears 

employed?  

 

(e.g. hook and line, traps, nets,  diving 

gears, dynamite etc…) 

 

One stated: The majority answered nets are used mostly  

One stated: Another suggested the use of traps to catch the fish  

One stated: One said that every kind of fish has a different way to catch them 

One stated: Another women said that the gears they use depend on the season  

One stated:  One said they use hooks and fish bait  

  

 

 

B4.1. What types of fish?  

  

One stated: One said they get alot of fish such as,  Al ghazel abou seif in October and November mostly, 

Balamika, Al jarou, Shrimp, Boure, 

One stated: Others said  Sarghout, Ghobous, Malifa, Ajej, Abou shawke and many more.  

B4.2.  Where do you go for fishing?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

distances in kilometers, near/ far from shore 

(for anglers in specific), also ask if they fish 

from the shore) 

One stated: One said they go at a distance of six km. 

One stated: One said her husband sometimes goes around three km away and places his basket to fish. 

One stated: More than one said they when they fish on the shore they do it a s a hobby not to actually fish. 

 

B5. When do you usually go for fishing? 

 

 (Note to moderator: please probe into hour, 

time of the day and seasons) 

 

One stated: They all agreed that their men go fishing everyday 

One stated: One said that if they want to go in the morning usually to get big fish they have to stay from 

around seven AM till around three PM  

One stated:  The same women continued to say that at night they go from four PM till 12 AM 

One stated: She also said that for diving they go at around one AM till eight AM  

One stated: Moreover, she said if they use nets they place the mat around two PM and remove it at around 

five AM 

One stated: She alsosaid that if they ended with a net they place i tat around four PM and remve it at eight 

AM from the mina 
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B6. How much fish do you catch on an 

average fishing trip? 

 

One stated: One said that a long time ago they used to catch around 144 KG per trip Now they catch 

around less than one KG per fishing trip.  

One stated: Another said that they sometimes catch nothing for around three days or they catch around 

two KG  

B7. How do you preserve the fish? 

 

 (Note to moderator: ice or smoked, other?) 

 

One stated: One said that they have fridges with ice, they clean then and put ice and cover with plasic 

wrap and place the fish on top [at the shop] 

One stated: Others said that they just lay the fish on ice and drive around the village 

One stated:  

  

B8. Does anyone help you with fishing? 

 

 (Note to moderator: please probe into who 

are the crew members if any e.g family 

members, poorer members of community, 

refugees…) 

 

One stated: One said yes, ofcourse other fishermen help them. 

One stated: Another said that her son goes with her husband 

One stated: A couple said that that if there is no family member going with their husband, then a fellow 

fishermen helps out. 

One stated: Sometimes refugees from Syria and Palestine help, especially on big trips 

  

B8.a. If yes, what is their role? How do 

they exactly help you? 

 

One stated: They help by pulling out the nets out of the water and bringing them to the boat  

 

B8.b. How females are involved in 

fishing? Are there gender 

differentiated roles? 

 

One stated: One said that she knows two people that used to go help their husbands when fishing  

One stated: Another said they help at home  

One stated: One of them works in a fish store and she cleans the fish, cooks the bait and places the bait on 

the hooks [ this is around 75% of the work , the rest is the fishing part] 

One stated: Another women said that she doest help because he puts the fish in the market  

One stated:  

   

B8.c.1. Are there any similar examples 

in community? 
 

B8.c.2. What are the roles of people 

engaged in fishing in your community? 
 

B9. What type of fish do you catch and 

what do you do with the fish catch?  

 

One stated: They all suggested many types of fish such as Sarghout, Ghobous, Malifa, Ajej, Abou shawke 

One stated: One said she sell them in their fish shop  

One stated: The others said that the fish is sold to fish markets  
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B9.a. Are these goods for sale/ Used 

for own consumption/ For leisure?  If 

for sale, please describe how. 

 

(through a cooperative, wholesaler, street 

vendors, how much per kilo…) 

 

One stated: They catch fish to sell them.  

One stated: They are usually sold in the fish market  

One stated: They are sold per kilo  

One stated: Each kind of fish has a diffrent price 

One stated: They have a fishermen market where they can also sell their fish in the mina 

[The majority agreed] 

One stated: One said that some restaurants buy from them fish as well  

B9.b.1. How do you advertise your fish?   

B9.b.2. Who is involved in the 

marketing and sales process?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into the 

roles of men vs. women in the household) 

 

One stated: One person answered that she sells they fish in thier own store  

One stated: Others said that the fish their husbands caught are put in the the mina or in other fish markets  

 

B9.c. Are there markets available for 

fishermen/ individuals conducting 

marine activities to sell their fishes/ 

products/ services?   

 

Yes [they all agreed ] 

B9.d.1. Do you/ or does any household 

member earn any income from fishing?   
X Yes    No 

B9.d.2. If yes, what is its share from 

the total household income? 

One stated: For some it is thier only income  

One stated: For the ones that work they answered that it is their main source of income and their other 

jobs are a very small percentage of thier income  

One stated:  One said that they get around 400,000 to 600,000L.L per month, sometime more and 

sometimes less depending on the season  

One stated: others said that their is no fixed income  

One stated: The majority said that their is no alternative income  

 

 

B9.d.3. Do you have any alternative 

livelihood activities that you undertake 

alongside fishing? 

One stated: No [all agreed] 

B10. Approximately, how many 

fishermen are there in your village (as 

a livelihood or as a recreational activity 

please specify)? 

 

One stated: One said that a livelihood there is approvimately 105 fishermen 

One stated:  another said that the original fishermen for livelihood dont exceed 20 fishermen 

One stated: another said that that for livelihood they dont exceed 50 fishermen 

One stated: another said that around 200 people have other jobs than fishing   
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B11.1. From your experience, what 

problems at seas are there? 

One stated: One said that there isnt the same amount of fish like before 

One stated: Another said that they might put nets and come back to not find it, that is a loss for them  

One stated: Anoter said that there is a problem with the equipment 

[they said that they had the cleanest waters in all Lebanon] 

B11.2. What changes have you noticed 

over the years?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

safety, equipment, pollution, fish stock 

(plenty of fish or few fish)…etc.) 

One stated:  All agreed that the amount of fish has decreased rapidly throughout the past couple of years. 

One stated: Many said that heir water is not polluted and is the cleanest in Lebanon  

One stated: They waste alot of money on equipment and isnt able to make up for all the losses  

B12. What are the factors that 

positively and negatively influence 

fishing activities in your area?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

problems faced by fishermen in this village, 

work conditions and welfare)  

 

One stated: One said that the rain affects fishing negatively (others agreed) 

One stated: They government prevented some of the fishing tecniques they use which affected them 

negatively   

One stated: One said the projector, lights and the oxygen effects them negatively while diving  

One stated: One said that there is nothing positive about it , another one agreed with her  

C. SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS AT THE LOCAL LEVEL 

C1. How would you describe the 

current coastal resource conditions in 

your community? 

 

One stated: One said that it doesn’t belong to them , another agreed with her  

One stated: Another said that people own villas there and especially in the summer. They feel like there is 

nothing positive for them in those times. 

One stated: A couple said that the shore is clean and the water is clean. 

One stated: Others said that there are sewage under them. 

C2. What are the top 3 major threats to 

the health of coastal resources in your 

community? 

 

One stated: Diving  

One stated: Oxygen 

One stated: The equipment they use while diving to catch the fish  

One stated: Chemicals that effect the fish from cement companies in Chekka  

One stated: Sewages  

C3. Who do you identify as vulnerable 

in your community? 

 

One stated: They all agreed the fishermen are the most vulnerable [The original fishermen] 

One stated: A couple suggested to given them insurance and be able to go to doctors without paying alot  

One stated: One suggested as well to give them an assosiation to protect and help them. [All the rest 

disagreed with rage ] 

 

C4. Besides fishing, are there any 

other marine activities available in 

this village? 

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe into boat 

repairing, net making, collecting seashells, 

sand extraction, salt extraction, sea worm 

collection, molluscs or small fish collection, 

rubbish scavengers…etc.) 

One stated: Everyone agreed that there are no other activities that fishing 

One stated: Everyine aid that they create their own nets and repaire their own boats. 

One stated: They said that they extract salt, all agreed  

One stated: One said that inregards to rubbish scavenging, every once in a while they go down as groups 

and clean the water and the shore.[usually done by the scouts, male and female] 

C4.a. Which activities? Who performs 

those activities and where? 

 

 (Note to moderator: Please probe into 

gender: female vs. male, age groups: 

youth vs. adults vs. elderly, nationality 

groups: Lebanese vs. refugees) 

 

One stated: They said that they extract salt  

One stated: For rubbish scavenging, every once in a while they go down as groups and clean the water and 

the shore, this is all volunteering.[usually done by the scouts, male and female]  

One stated: One said that they buy the nets, however, they have to alter it a bit which is mainly done by 

men and women also help, the women who help are the elderly.  

One stated:  When it comes to reoaring the boats only the men do this job [they all agreed] 
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C4.b. How women are involved in such 

activities? 

 

One stated: The women help their husbands with the nets only  

C4.c. Which season in a year are these 

activities performed?  

 

 

They do them whenever they need too, since they do them for personal use   

C4.d.1. Do they earn income from 

those activities?  

 

No  

C4.d.2. And do they have alternative 

livelihoods? 
No 

C4.e. Do they have any major problems 

or sensitivities in community? 

 

No 

C5.a. What other types of economic 

activities are available in this village?  

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe into 

landOne stated: based livelihoods like 

farming, businesses, markets, artisans… 

etc.) 

They have farm olives, olive oil,  they have salt, and extract salt [ all agreed] 

C5.b. What about those specifically 

located on the coastline?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into beach 

resorts, hotels, marine tourism by tour 

operators, diving/surfing schools, 

retail/rental services of fishing supplies or 

sea equipment…etc.) 

 

Chalets, marine tourism and restaurants which are of no benefits to them. 

C5.c. Can you give estimate shares of 

each of those economic activities, at 

the local level? 

 

One stated: No one knew for olive farming  

One stated: For salt extraction it is very low lately, because their equipment is expensive  

One stated: One said that in summer it is 100% [laughing with confidence] they all agreed  

One stated: In the winter there are zero activites  
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C6.1. Do you have any touristic site in 

this village? 

 

X Yes    No 

C6.2. If yes, what is it exactly? where 

is it located and do you have tour 

operators? Boat trips? 

Swiming, eating at restaurants, there are hotels, they can jet ski, and they can also rent and buy equipmnt 

to go fishing with a professional on a boat ride. 

C7. Do you have any of the following 

in your village? If yes, please describe 

and indicate the location 

 Y/N Location 

ccc. Nature reserves  Yes Anfeh Reserves  

ddd. Temples, 

palaces, castles 
Yes Palace 

eee. Ottoman 

structures 
Yes  

fff. Museums  No  
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ggg. Religious 

heritage 
Yes Churches  

hhh. World Heritage No  

C8. Do you have adequate water 

supplies in your village? 

X Yes    No 

They have alot of water [all agreed] 

C9. What about electricity and waste 

management services? 

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe on the 

coastal part of the village as well) 

One stated: One said that the municipality hired people to pick up te garbage from the homes for people. 

One stated: They will start to recycle garbage soon said one participant  

One stated: A couple said that the use state electricity as well as private electricity generators  

C10.1. In general, are the roads in 

your village in good condition? 

X Yes    No 

One stated: Roads are small and rocky [said the majority] 

C10.2. Are there any public transport 

services? 

 

 
 

(Note to moderator: Please probe on the 

coastal part of the village as well) 

No, everyone goes on his /her own [all agreed] 

C11.a.1. What illnesses are most 

prevalent in your community? 

One stated: One said Cancer, because of the dust they inhale 

One stated: Asthma, and allergies  
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C11.a.2. And does fishing cause any 

health hazards? 
All agreed that fishing is very healthy and has not negative side effects  

C11.b.  Which healthcare facilities are 

available in your village? 

 

 (Note to moderator: Please probe into 

hospitals, public clinics, mobile clinics, how 

far they are…etc.). 

One stated: All agreed that they dont have any facilities 

One stated: Only doctors have their own private clinics 

One stated: Some said that they have pharmacies  

One stated: The closest hospital is Al Haykaliye and al Salem, a clinic in Chekka which is around four Km 

away,  

     

C11.c.1. Are they reliable services? X Yes    No 

C11.c.2. If no, why not?  

C11.d.1. Do they meet the community  
healthcare needs? 

Yes   X No 

C11.d.2. If no, why not and do you 

think you need more healthcare 

facilities in the area? 

They all agreed that they dont have any facilities in their cillage and need more public clinics since the 

private ones are very expensive  

C12. a.1. What about the educational 

services? 
It is average  

C12. a.2. Do you have schools/ 

training centers in your village? 

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into the 

different levels: primary schools, secondary 

schools, universities and technical 

schools…) 

Yes, they have one public school only 
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C12.b. How do you evaluate the 

educational levels by age groups 

(youth, adults and elderly) in your 

communities? 

One stated: One said that the youth are the ones getting an education [all agreed] 

One stated: Many said that girls go to school more than boys. 

One stated: They futher said that boys go to school but they usually go to military school or they start to 

fish  

C13.1. How do you describe the safety 

and security conditions in your area? 

One stated: The municipality has a police force to protect the village  

One stated: Night security  

One stated: They rearly have post signs and lights on the roads   

C13.2. Which parties play the major 

role(s) in this regard? 
The municipalities  

C14. Are there any associations or 

NGOs in your community (if so what do 

they do?) 

 

One stated: They have one that is responsible for the festivals 

One stated: They have one that teaches English, and tailoring and encourages musical artisits   

One stat-d: They also have one that helps the disabled   

C15. What problems exist in the 

community? 

 

One stated: They want to be able to get medical help without paying alot 

One stated: They want inurance an daman for the fishermen 

One stated:They remove the Lebanese families to rent the houses to Syrian ones  

THEME 3: COMMUNICATION AND FEEDBACK MECHANISMS 

Q1. What are your most important 

information needs in relation to the 

upcoming oil exploration activity? 

 

  

Q2. How do you like to receive any 

future project updates?  

 

 

One stated:News on TV and in newspapers  

One stated: they want the municipalities to tell them updates 

Q3. Are there any stakeholders that 

you would recommend that we talk 

with?  

 

 

They stated : Farmers, and fishermen   
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• The moderator asked about the safety of the fishermen ?  
One stated: One said that the goverment promised to expand the mina but it never happened.(another agreed) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TOTAL E&P Liban Offshore Drilling, Lebanon 

FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR SMALL MARGINAL FARMERS  

Name of village: Safra Date of the discussion: 23/05/2019 
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Name(s) of attendees : 

George Mouayne  

Antoun  

Antoine Saleme 

George Boaino  

Tony  

Georges  

Philip  
 

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

THEME 1 – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
DEMOGRAPHICS 

Q1. Please introduce the oil drilling 
activities using the BIDs and posters. 
Once completed give the participants 
an opportunity for questions and you 
provide an answer to their questions 
as far as possible. If you cannot 
answer then please take the 
stakeholders contact details and tell 
them you will get the answer and get 
back in contact as soon as possible. 
 

-  

Q2. Now, do you have questions?  

 

-  

THEME 2: SOCIO-ECONOMIC OVERVIEW 

L. DEMOGRAPHICS  

A.1.1. What is your name? 

George Mouayne  

Antoun  

Antoine Saleme 

George Boaino  

Tony  

Georges  

Philip  

 

A.1.2.What is your age? 

62  

56 

46  

55 

59 

56 

A2.1. Are you married? All farmers are married.  

A2.2. If yes, how many kids do you 
have? 

Three kids. Two boys and one girl.  

Two boys.  

Two boys  

Three kids. Two boys and one girl. 

Two kids.  

Two kids. 

Two kids.   
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A3.1. Are you from this village? 

I am from Tabarja but I live in Safra.  

I am from jounieh but I live in Tabarja.  

I am from Tabarja but I live in Safra.  

I am from Safra. 

I am from Safra.  

 

A3.2. How long have you been 
residing in this village? 4: I have been living here for around 57 years.  

A4. How many people live in the 
village? 

Around 1500 electors. If you multiply it by 3 you get the number of 

inhabitants, 4500.  

A5.  What is your profession? Farmers.  

B. FARMING ACTIVITIES 

B1. Are you/ or is anyone in your 
household currently involved in coastal 
agricultural activities?  
 

No.  

B1.a. How big is the agricultural area 
you farm/ work in? 
 

-One stated: 150,000 (Measure nor specified) 

-One stated: 15,000  

- One stated: 20,000 

-One stated: 5,000 

-One stated: 65,000  

 

B1.b. What type of farming do you 
exactly do? 
 
(Note to moderator: please probe into 
details whether crop farming, what crops, 
market gardening, animal husbandry and 
which animals…) 

- One stated: Vegetables (Broccoli, kale, Basil, Chinese cabbage, iceberg…) 
-Fruit trees (Banana, Avocado…)  

-Cucumbers and tomatoes.  

B1.c. What seasonal variations are 
there? 
 

- One stated: The weather can sometimes be unpredictable.  

- One stated: From 10 years till now, 3 sorts of insects invaded our land. There 

is one insect that gives birth to a new generation every 72 hours. If you don’t 

treat the vegetables with 5 sorts of medicine, everything will be ruined. This is 

why we have cancer.  

- One stated: Climate has changed. Temperature is changing. Insects that were 

present 10 or 20 years ago developed immunity over the years.  

- One stated: I honestly can say that we only have one season by the coastline.   

B1.d.1. Do you use irrigation?  Yes.  
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B1.d.2. If yes, what types, and where does 
the water come from? 

- One stated: We are buying water.  

- One stated: 3 methods: Gr, Drip, teeter.  

- One stated: There is no available water for agriculture. The main irrigation 

ditch in Prophet Ibrahim River is broken and the government is not fixing it.  

 

B1.e. How far is your land from the 
shore? 
 

 

B1.f. Does anyone help you with 
farming? 
 
 
(Note to moderator: please probe into family 
members, members of community, 
refugees…) 

- One stated: I have two sons. They both finished their university education in 

NDU. I payed so much money for their education but when they graduated, 

they couldn’t find decent jobs. Now they work in agriculture with me.  

- One stated: Usually, Syrian, Egyptian or Bangladesh workers. [Majority 

agreed]  

B1.f.i.1 If yes, what is their role?  

- One stated: My two sons supervise the work and the land. They buy all 

necessary products, machines or facilities. They distribute everything in 

markets.  

- One stated: Workers do all tough work. (Cultivation, irrigation…) 

- One stated: We are not the real farmers. We are investors in agriculture. We 

only manage.  

- One stated: In Tabarja and Safra there are around 150 farmers. 

B1.f.i.2. How do they exactly help you? 
 

One stated: Supervise work and land.  

One stated: Buy all necessary products, machines or facilities.   

One stated: Distribute everything in markets.  

One stated: Workers do all tough work. (Cultivation, irrigation…) 

 

B1.f.ii.1. Are there any similar 
examples in community?  

 

B1.f.ii.1. What are the roles of people 
engaged in fishing in your community?  

 

B1.g. Approximately, how many 
farmers are there in this village?  
 

One stated: In Tabarja and Safra there are around 150 farmers. But now, we 

are facing a lot of difficulties because of the government’s lack of attention 

towards agriculture. Lands near us are being bought. They are constantly 

building new centers, houses and industries.  
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B1.h. Are women involved in the 
farming activities and how are women 
involved in the farming activities? 
 

- One stated: They are involved but in a very low percentage.  

- One stated: My wife can help me by supervising workers. She can give them 

few tips or information.  

- One stated: No, my wife is dead.  

- One stated: Syrian women help their men in our land. They do most of the 

work.  

B2. What do you do with the 
agricultural products?  
 

- One stated: We sell everything in vegetable markets in Bir Hassan, Beirut, in 

the south or in the north. Shop owners there take 10% and give us the rest. We 

trust each other.   

B2.a. Are the goods for sale/used for 
own consumption/ for leisure?  
 
If for sale, please describe how 

One stated: We sell everything in markets. We may take some for our families.  

B2.b. Are there markets available for 
farmers to sell their products in this 
village?   
 

One stated: Yes, in Tabarja.  

B2.c.1. Do you advertise your 
products? - One stated: No, we don’t advertise our products because it’s expensive.  

B2.c.2. If yes, who is engaged in this 
process and how? 

-  

B2.d.1. Do you/ or does any household 
member earn any income from 
farming? 

 

B2.d.2. If yes, what is its share from 
the total household income? 

-  
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B2.d.3. And do you have any 
alternative livelihood activities? 

One stated: No, we only earn money from agriculture. We sometimes spend 

more than we earn.  

B3.1. From your experience, what 
problems does farming in this village 
face?   

- One stated: Finding markets and good prices for agricultural crops.  

- One stated: New insects.  

- One stated: Expensive medicine to treat crops and its disability to kill the 

insects.  

- One stated: 10 years ago, the Ministry of Agriculture banned few medicines 

but gave nothing in return. Therefor, there are several types of bacteria that kill 

our corps and we can’t do anything about it.  

- One stated: Water is not sufficient.  

B3.2. And what changes have you 
noticed over the years? 

- One stated: New insects.  

- One stated: Less water.  

- One stated: Different medicines.  

B4. What are the factors that positively 
and negatively influence farming 
activities in your area?  
 

- One stated: Nothing positive. 

- One stated: Lots of negative things.  

 

C. SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS AT THE LOCAL LEVEL 

C1. How would you describe the 
current coastal resource conditions in 
your community? 
 

- One stated: The coastline is extremely polluted.  

- One stated: All the area from Tabarja to Jbeil was for agriculture. Now, no 

one is paying any attention for farming and farmers. The government should 

help us more.  

C2.1. What are the water sources 
(drinking/irrigation) in your area? 

- One stated: Water comes from Prophet Ibrahim River. (Drinking/Irrigation) 

- One stated: There is no enough water for agriculture.  

C2.2. Are they considered clean? 

One stated: Generally, yes. However, it should be covered when passing by 

inhabited villages. (People can throw garbage in the water). One time, we 

discovered a new bacterium that came from this water.  

C3. What are the top 3 major threats 
to the health of coastal resources in 
your community? 

- One stated: First thing that comes to mind is the environmental pollution 

caused by industries. These toxic emissions are polluting the air and are 

genetically modifying vegetables. (especially cucumbers and tomatoes) 

- One stated: Temperatures and insects.  
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C4. Who do you identify as vulnerable 
in your community? 
 

- One stated: Us. We are the most vulnerable in this community. We would be 

respected in foreign counties, but not here.  

C5. In your opinion, are there any 
marine activities available in this 
village? 
 
 
(Note to moderator: Please probe into 
fishing, boat repairing, net making, 
collecting seashells, sand extraction, sea 
worm collection salt extraction, rubbish 
scavengers …etc.) 
 

- One stated: You must ask Fishermen.  

C5.a.  If yes: 
Who performs those activities? 
 
(Note to moderator: Please probe into 
gender: female vs. male, age groups: 
youth vs. adults vs. elderly, nationality 
groups: Lebanese vs. refugees) 

-  

C5.b.  If yes: 
How are women involved in such 
activities? 
 

-  

C5.c. If yes: 
Which season in a year are these 
activities performed? 

 

C5.d.1.  If yes: 
Do they earn income from those 
activities? 

-  

C5.d.2.  If yes: 
And do they have alternative 
livelihoods? 

-  

C6.a. What other types of economic 
activities are available in this village? 
 
(Note to moderator: Please probe into land-
based livelihoods like businesses, markets, 
artisans… etc.) 

- One stated: There is the Tourism sector. But it’s worse and worse every year.  

- One stated: Fishing is not so good now because of pollution. 

- One stated: We have markets in Tabarja and Safra. (small shops that sell 

different things) 
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C6.b. What about those specifically 
located on the coastline? 
 
(Note to moderator: please probe into 
beach resorts, hotels, marine tourism by 
tour operators, diving/surfing schools, 
retail/rental services of fishing supplies or 
sea equipment…etc.) 

One stated: When tourists come to resorts, they buy ice cream from shops. 

[Fact, but said sarcastically]  

One stated: We don’t have boat trips for example. We used to have, now we 

don’t. You find that in Jounieh.  

C6.c. Can you give estimate shares of 
each of those economic activities, at 
the local level? 
 

Agriculture 30% 

Tourism 65% 

Trade 5% 

C7.1. Do you have any touristic site in 
this village 

 Yes    No 

C8. Do you have any of the following 
in your village? If yes, please describe 
and indicate the location 

 Y/N Location 

iii. Nature reserves   
One stated: -No, I think there is no 

nature reserves. 

jjj. Temples, palaces, 
castles 

 

- One stated: We have ancient 

monuments that date back to 14,000 

years before Jesus Christ.  

- One stated: In Tabarja lived king 

Burgess, his castle is big and ancient.  

 

kkk. Ottoman 
structures 

 No  
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lll. Museums   No  

mmm. Religious 
heritage 

 
One stated: We have ancient churches 

like Saint George church.  

nnn. World Heritage  
One stated: No, we are farmers, we don’t 

know.  

C9.1. Do you have adequate water 
supplies in your village? 

 Yes    No 

C9.2. What about electricity and waste 
management services? 
 
(Note to moderator: Please probe on the 
coastal part of the village as well) 

One stated: Our Municipality is doing the best work.  

C10.1. In general, are the roads in 
your village in good condition? 

 Yes    No 

C10.2. Are there any public transport 
services? 
 
 
 

(Note to moderator: Please probe on the 
coastal part of the village as well) 

One stated: There are buses on the main road. 
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C11.a. What are the main illnesses in 
the community? 

One stated: Cancerous diseases. However, there is no farmer that died because 

of cancer. 

C11.b. Which healthcare facilities are 
available in your village? 

One stated: There are governmental hospitals, but they are not safe at all. If 

you go there, you die. [Sarcastically] You can’t trust their services because 

there isn’t any. If you want a cardiologist for example, you don’t find one.  

Only private ones are good, but you must pay.  

C11.c.1.  Are they reliable services?  Yes    No 

C11.c.2. If no, why not? -  

C11.d.1. Do they meet the community  
healthcare needs? 

 Yes    No 

C11.d.2. If no, why not? -  

C12. a.1. What about the educational 
services? 

One stated: There are many private and public schools in the area. The closest 

universities are in Jbeil, Kaslik and Zouk Mosbeh. 

  

C12. a.2. Do you have schools/ 
training centers in your village? 
 
(Note to moderator: please probe into the 
different levels: primary schools, secondary 
schools, universities and technical 
schools…) 

One stated: We have private and public schools. 
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C12.b. How do you evaluate the 
educational levels by age groups 
(youth, adults and elderly) in your 
communities? 

- One stated: My father knew 3 languages: French, English and Arabic. In 

Tabarja, we have the smartest people amongst youth and elderly people in all 

Lebanon. Here, we sell lands just to pay for the education of our kids.  

C12.c.1. Do you have any public/ or 
private center for Marine Sciences? One stated: No. 

C12.c.2. If yes, in which marine 
activities are they involved?  

C13.1. How do you describe the safety 
and security conditions in your area? - One stated: 70% (Not really sure what he meant by this percentage) 

C13.2. Which parties play the major 
role(s) in this regard? One stated: The municipality.  

THEME 3: COMMUNICATION AND FEEDBACK MECHANISMS 

Q1. What are your most important 
information needs in relation to the 

upcoming oil exploration activity? 

 

One stated: They say: Eat and feed. [Sarcastically]. Don’t eat alone.  

One stated: Concerning agriculture: we are suffering from the increasing 

numbers of industries; we honestly don’t want to suffer more from pollution.  

Q2. How do you like to receive any 
future project updates?  

 
 

Tv. 

Cellphones.  

Live through conferences.  

Social media. 

 

Q3. If you have a problem/complaint, 

who do you go to in the community? 

 

 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 

FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR WOMEN 

Name of village: Jbeil Date of the discussion: May 23, 2019 

Name(s) of attendees : 

Joseline Abijdid  

Raghida  

Sonya Jarara.  

Milede Matar. 

Gilbert Saker  

Jiselle Mansour 

Mona Matar 

Danielle Antouri  

Hoda Khalife  

Joseline Richani 
 

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

THEME 1 – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

Q1. Please introduce the oil drilling 

activities using the BIDs and posters. 

Once completed give the participants 

an opportunity for questions and you 

provide an answer to their questions 

as far as possible. If you cannot 

answer then please take the 

stakeholders contact details and tell 

them you will get the answer and get 

back in contact as soon as possible. 
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Q2. Now, do you have questions?  

 

 

THEME 2: SOCIO-ECONOMIC OVERVIEW 

A. DEMOGRAPHICS  

A.1.1. What is your name? 

Joseline Abijdid  

Raghida  

Sonya Jarara.  

Milede Matar. 

Gilbert Saker  

Jiselle Mansour 

Mona Matar 

Danielle Antouri  

Hoda Khalife  

Joseline Richani rec 
 

A.1.2. What is your age? 

50 years old  

40 

45 years old.  

35 years old.  

39 years old.  

28 years old.  

52 years old.    

51 years old.  

A1.3. What is your marital status? All women are married.  

A1.a. If married, how many children do 

you have? 

 

I have two kids. 

I have a boy.  

I have three boys. 

I have two girls.  

I have two kids. 

I have two kids.  

I have two kids. 

I have one girl.  

I have two kids. 

 

A2.1. Are you from this village? 

No, originally from Ramout.  

Originally from Chamat. 

Originally from Qaa.  

Yes.  

Originally from Amchit.  

Originally from Qaa.  

Yes.  
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A2.1. How long have you been 

residing in this village? 
 

A3. How big is the village? 

 
 

A4.1. Do you currently work?  

If yes, where and in which field? 

I work as a freelancer.  

I don’t work.  

I am a housewife.  

I am a housewife.  

I am a housewife.  

I am housewife.  

I am a housewife.   

I work as a nurse.  

I am a housewife.  

A4.2. If no, why not?  

B. SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS AT THE LOCAL LEVEL 

B1. What are the sources of income 

(including agriculture, wage 

employment, public transfers, 

remittances, gift-giving, etc.) available 

in your household? 

 

Men or kids [All women agreed]. 

One stated: Industry or employment. 

One stated: My husband works both in the sea and in a company. 

One stated: Employee. 

One stated: Employee. 

One stated: Fishermen. 

- All women agreed that they have no money coming from outside.  

B1.a. Which of the sources of 

income/income-generating activities 

that you have mentioned are typically 

performed by men and which by 

women? Why? 

 

 

B1.b.1. Is credit available to access? 

-One stated:Of course.  

One stated: If you work, you can take a loan. It’s the first question they ask.  

One stated: Well, they ask a lot of questions when taking a loan. If you don’t 

work, you need a big Bank account.  

 

B1.b.2. What are the different 

constraints/challenges that men and 

women face when accessing these 

types of credit? Why? 

One stated: Nothing different.   

B1.b.3. Are they accessible equally to 

men/women? 

 

One stated: Yes. They don’t care about gender. They care whether you work or 

not.  
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B2.1. In your household, could you 

describe who carries out which 

household chores and employment 

(household work, child care, farming, 

etc.)? 

- One stated: Generally, in Lebanon, women work in the house and men 

outside.  

-One stated: Both men and women work in the house. 

-One stated: Few men help their wives.  

- One stated: When my kids were younger, my husband used to help me. 

- One stated: If the man does something in the house, he thinks he’s a hero. 

[All laughed sarcastically]  

- One stated: In some cases, men help their wives. 

B2.2. Who decides this allocation? 
-Some things are known to be mine, and some his. [All agreed] 

 

B3. Do you make economic decisions in 

the household (e.g. selling crops, 

livestock or land, purchasing tools, 

asking for a loan)?  

 

 

-We mutually make decisions. [Majority agreed]  

- One stated: My husband. 

- One stated: If it’s something personal, I can ask for his opinion. However, the 

decision would be mine. 

 

B4.  Which types of economic 

activities are available in this village?  

 

(note to moderator: please probe into low, 

medium and high skilled jobs as well as 

land-based livelihoods vs marine activities) 

Skill level Job Type 

Low skilled 

- One stated: You can open a small shop and start a 

business. But you need a good capital.  

- One stated: Any woman can do a catering business. She 

can make some food in her house, open a social media 

account and sell the products online.  

Medium skilled 

- One stated: Pubs.  

- One stated: Bakeries.  

- One stated: Handmade Crafts. 

- One stated: kiosks by the beach.  

- One stated: Kinder gardens by the beach (organizing 

events and activities for kids) 
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High skilled  
- One stated: Schools.  

- One stated: Cleaning companies. (Managed by women) 

Other (please specify) 
Note: They said that the abovementioned activities need 

license from the Municipality.  
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B4.a. Who performs those activities? 

(note to moderator: please probe into 

gender: female vs male, age groups: youth 

vs adults vs elderly, nationality groups: 

Lebanese vs refugees) 

- One stated: Women in their 40-60s 

- One stated: Women older than 25 years old.  

 

B5. What other services (education, 

health, agricultural extension or any 

other rural services) and 

infrastructures (electricity, roads, 

water pumps) are available in this 

community? 

  

- One stated: We have the best private and public schools and Universities. 

(Number one education)  

- One stated: We also have the best Hospitals.  

- One stated: Concerning agriculture, we can say that we don’t have large 

territories, so we don’t rely on it. We have apple and banana trees. 

- One stated: My husband found that building apartments and shops and 

renting them is better than agriculture. 

- One stated: There is no tendency for agriculture maybe because it’s not easy 

or fast money.  

- One stated: There are no recycling companies. All wastewater goes into the 

sea.  

- One stated: Streets are a catastrophe.   

- One stated: Concerning water, we don’t have drinking water in all parts of the 

city.  
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B5.a. Who in your household has 

access to and uses these services? 

 

 

B6. What are the main risks (economic, 

climatic, and political) that people in 

your community are confronted with? 

 

- One stated: Economically, there are no job opportunities.  

- One stated: Climatically, we suffer from high waves in winter that cover a lot 

of shops on the coastline. 

- One stated: Politically, Muslims and Christians live peacefully together. 

However, we don’t agree so much over politics.   

 

B6.a.1. Do they affect all households 

equally?  

 

- One stated: If someone is not affected by a climatically, he is affected 

politically or economically. 

- One stated: It differs between people and their interests. 

- One stated: If a person works in the sea or in agriculture, his work is 

seasonal. He can’t work in winter because of the bad weather.  

 

B6.a.2. Do they affect men/women 

differently? 

- One stated: All these things affect the family as a whole.   

- One stated: The man can change the city to find a different job, but the 

woman must stick to her family.  

- One stated: In our society, if a woman works, she is constantly exposed to 

provocations, from men. [All laughed sarcastically] 

B6.b. How do households with varying 

degrees of wealth cope with and 

manage risks differently? 
 

- One stated: If there’s any financial or economic problem, it should be 

resolved by men. However, all the family should help.  

- One stated: If a family is rich, it feels like they can handle the situation in an 

easier way. 

- One stated: As they say, Money buys everything.  

 

B6.c. Do women/men cope with and 

manage these risks differently? 

 

- One stated: In my opinion, I think women are more flexible. They know how 

to overcome difficulties.  

 

B7. What social networks, formal and 

informal, exist in the community?  

 

 

- One stated: We have the Civil Defense, the Red Cross and Health clinics like 

Inaash.  

B7.a. Are these mixed or gender-

specific?  
 

 

- One stated: They are mixed, but we can see that women play the biggest part 

in them.  

- One stated: Civil Defense generally consists of men and Health clinics of 

women.  

- One stated: Inaash always organizes activities for women.  
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B7.b. What roles do women/men play 

in their social networks? 

 

 

- One stated: Women are more patient than men. 

B8. In your opinion, what are the 

factors that positively and negatively 

influence women empowerment in 

your community?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into 

details of the main issues for women in this 

community) 

 

 

One stated: Positively: -Education 

- One stated: Strong personality. 

- One stated: Social integration.  

- One stated: Shisha. [All laughed together]  

Some women said that only a strong personality matter. A strong woman can 

raise kids alone even if she was poor. And other women are educated but are 

sitting home with no job.  

One stated: Negatively: - Shisha [all laughed again] 

-Patriarchal norms. 

-Violence.  

-Sickness. 

 

B9.1. Do you have any touristic site in 

this village?  

  

 

 

 Yes    No 

B9.2. If yes, where is it located and do 

you have tour operators? Boat trips? 

- One stated: Jbeil Castle, the Port, the Wax Museum, the Old Souk, the Roman Street, many ancient 

churches.  

- One stated: We have a mosque next to a church.  

B10. Do you have any of the following 

in your village? If yes, please describe 

and indicate the location 

 Y/N Location 

ooo. Nature reserves   

One stated: Yes, we have one on the 

street of Saint Charbel, not on the 

coastline. It’s a plant and animal reserve. 

It’s constantly restored. Families go 

there all the time. 

ppp. Temples, 

palaces, castels 
Yes  

- One stated: It is a roman temple. 

Outside we have Phoenician monuments. 

It was built by several cultures.  

- One stated: All Byblos was surrounded 

by a fence. And the castle was outside 

the fence to protect the city.  
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qqq. Ottoman 

structures 
 

- One stated: Not sure. 

- One stated: They say there is an 

Ottoman city under Byblos.  

rrr. Museums   One stated: The Wax Museum  

sss. Religious 

heritage 
 

One stated: Saint Youhanna ancient 

church. It is one of the oldest churches in 

the world.  

One stated: The Crusades-era Church of 

St. John-Mark. 

One stated: Church of Saint Charbel.  

ttt. World Heritage  

- One stated: The alphabet was created in 

our city. 

- One stated: Wherever you dig in the 

ground, you find ancient things. 

B11.1. Do you have adequate water 

supplies in your village? 
 Yes    No 

B11.2. What is the quality of water? 

- One stated: It differs between regions.  

- One stated: It’s clean. 

- One stated: Water from Afaa is clean but water from Prophet Ibrahim river is 

not clean.  

 

B11.3. What about electricity and 

waste management services?  

 
(Note to moderator: Please probe on the 

coastal part of the village as well) 

- One stated: No recycling companies. (There were many foreign companies 

but due to several reasons they stopped working.) 

- One stated: There is one private company called “Bassil” that gives 

electricity. Electricity in all Lebanon is the same.  
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B12.1. In general, are the roads in 

your village in good condition? 

 Yes    No  

 

(some said yes some no) 

B12.2. Are there any public transport 

services? 

 

 (Note to moderator: Please probe on the 

coastal part of the village as well) 

- One stated: No. The Municipality is bringing soon new buses to the city. 

However, on the coastline, we have ecological taxis that offer free rides.  

B13.a. What illnesses are most 

prevalent in your community? 
- One stated: Cancerous diseases.  

B13.b. Which healthcare facilities are 

available in your village?  

 

(Note to moderator: Please probe into 

hospitals, public clinics, mobile clinics, 

distances…etc.).  

 

 

B13.c.1. Are they reliable services? If 

no, why not? 

 

 Yes    No 

B13.c.2. If no, why not? 

 
 

B13.d.1. Do they meet the community  
healthcare needs?  

 

B13.d.2. If no, why not and do you 

think you need more healthcare 

facilities in the area? 
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B14.a.1. What about the educational 

services? 

One stated: We have many big and important universities and schools Like 

LAU. 

B14.a.2. Do you have schools/ training 

centers in your village?  

 

(Note to moderator: please probe into the 

different levels: primary schools, secondary 

schools, universities and technical 

schools…) 

 

B14.b. How do you evaluate the 

educational levels by age groups 

(youth, adults and elderly) in your 

communities? 

 

B15.1. How do you describe the safety 

and security conditions in your area? 
One stated: We have security checkpoints. Thank God we have no crimes.  

B15.2. Which parties play the major 

role(s) in this regard? 
One stated: The Security Forces. 

B16. If you have a problem/complaint, 

who do you go to in the community? 

 

- One stated: God. 

- One stated: Social media. 

- One stated: Municipalities. 

- One stated: Minister. 

- One stated: To political parties. 

- One stated: To the ones we elected. 

THEME 3: COMMUNICATION AND FEEDBACK MECHANISMS 

Q1. What are your most important 

information needs in relation to the 

upcoming oil exploration activity? 

 

 

Q2. How do you like to receive any 

future project updates?  
- One stated: News bulletin.  
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ADDITIONAL NOTES 

• Not all women seemed interested in the interview. Some of them didn’t talk at all.  

• Women mentioned that the worst thing is that fishermen have no insurance or compensation.   
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 
FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR UNEMPLOYED  

YOUTH AND CHILDREN 

Name of village:      Anfeh Date of the discussion: 22/05/2019 

Names of attendees : 

-Marianne Khabbaz 

-Christine Lamaa  

-Joelle Tannous  

-Rita Khoury 

-Rima Haddad  

-Lynn Dayaa  

-Claire Jreij  

-Rania Fares 

-Jessica Al-ottayik 

Notes  

THEME 1 – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
DEMOGRAPHICS 

Q1. Please introduce the oil drilling 
activities using the BIDs and posters. 
Once completed give the participants 
an opportunity for questions and you 
provide an answers to their questions 
as far as possible. If you cannot 
answer then please take the 
stakeholders contact details and tell 
them you will get the answer and get 
back in contact as soon as possible. 

 

Q2. Now, do you have questions?  
 

THEME 2: SOCIO-ECONOMIC OVERVIEW 

A. DEMOGRAPHICS  

A1.1. What is your name? 

-Mariam  
-Christine Lamaa  
-Joelle Tannous  
-Rita Khoury 
-Rima Haddad  
-Lynn Dayaa  
-Claire Jreij  
-Rania Fares 
-Jessica Al-ottayik 
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A1.2. What is your age? 

-23 
-24 
-21 
-20 
-18 
-22 

A2.1. Are you from this village? 

Moderator: Do you live here? 
 
All Stated: Yes and we live here  
One stated: Yes, but I live in Cheka 

A2.2. How long have you been residing 
in this village? 

All stated: Since birth 

A3. How many people live in the 
village? 

On stated: 3,000 people. 
One stated: Maybe a bit more. 
One stated: The number of names on the voting registry would be way higher 
-But not all of those people live here. 
 

A4. What is the highest education 
level you’ve attained? 

One stated: student studying in elementary level Education 
One stated: studying architecture 
One stated: finished studying film 
One stated: studying financial engineering 
One stated: studying hairdressing 
One stated: Grade 12, general sciences 
One stated: studying Law M1 
One stated: studied banking and finance, graduated 2 years ago and moving to the USA to continue my 
studies and work 
One stated: studying business administration 
 

A5.1.  Do you currently work?  
 
If yes, where and in which field? 
 
 
 

[all participants are unemployed] 

A5.2. If no, why not?  

2. SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS AT THE LOCAL LEVEL 
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B1. How would you describe the 
current education system in your 
community? 

One stated: There is only one school. 
 
Moderator: What is it called? 
One stated: Gebran [inaudible] School. 
 
Moderator: Is it a public school? 
One stated: Yes. 
 
Moderator: Up to which grade does it have classes? 
One stated: Grade nine. 
 
Moderator: Where did you learn? 
One stated: Whoever wants to continue their education they go to Cheka or Balamand, it depends on the 
region and the families. 
 
Moderator: How would you describe the education system of the region you live in here (Anfeh)? 
One stated: You feel like you’re a part of a family. The teachers are your neighbours and they treat you as a 
part of their family. 
One stated: The teachers are very good. Don’t believe that just because it’s a public school the teachers 
aren't good. Now, the teachers have been changed but according to what we’ve experienced, all of the 
teachers are very good and everyone who graduated were successful. 
One stated: But there is an obvious shortage. A whole village has just one school that has classes only up to 
grade nine. 
 
Moderator: Where do you believe is there a shortage? 
One stated: There should be a high school and a university in Anfeh. Anfeh is considered the biggest village 
in the Koura. We have to leave the village to continue our education. 
  
Moderator: Ladies, would you like to add anything that has not been mentioned already? System wise? 
One stated: but there is an upside. Within a radius of 10 km, we have multiple universities and high schools. 
That is something positive. 
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B2.1 Does it prepare students for the 
workforce? 
 
If yes, how? If no, why not? 

One stated: In Anfeh, no.  
One stated: In Anfeh, the school only reaches grade nine. The school is not going to prepare us for the 
workforce because we have to move to another school. 
 
Moderator: But currently in this community, do you not consider Anfeh and Cheka one region? 
[they answered by some form of body language or sign that was not mentioned. I assume they nodded based 
on the rest of the conversation] 
 
Moderator: So is there no preparation?  
One stated: I used to attend Bishmizzine High School which follows student centred classes but there were 
no conferences that prepare students for university. Universities do come and hold orientations for us but 
they are just a form of advertisement for them. They don’t ask us what we like, there is no connection 
between school and university. We get to university confused not knowing what we want to do.  
One stated: They tell us that we can get discounts if we get high grades and introduce us to the majors they 
offer but they don’t try to establish a connection by asking what we like or telling us what we could do with 
those majors.  
One stated: For us, I used to attend Sainte Famille, they used to prepare us and talk to us about the workforce. 
For example, many would like to become engineers but now we have an overload of engineers, so they told 
us to search for majors that aren’t as saturated. The biggest proof is that I chose financial engineering which 
is a major that not many people choose. I chose it because I didn’t want to get to a time when there would 
be too many of us.  
One stated: I attend Balamand. They held an orientation for us and organised competitions in order to find 
out what we liked. For example, if you are creative they ask you questions and offer suggestions. [inaudible] 
But I still haven’t chosen what I’m going to do.  
One stated: It’s the same for me. When I used to attend high school in Cheka, the universities also paid us 
a visit, told us what they offered and we had to choose what we liked most and which university.  
One stated: I would like to add something. There was a major I was interested in and I couldn’t pursue it 
because it was not available in this region, I would’ve had to go to the Beirut. The major was journalism. 
That wasn’t an option for me, my father refused since he lives abroad and my mother is alone here so he 
didn't want me to live in a dorm. We have a shortage here. If you want you can look for a major and maybe 
you’ll forced move to the Beirut. You know here how parents think that we can’t live alone. This needs to be 
resolved. Maybe increase the main branches of private universities. As for the Lebanese university, for those 
who can’t afford private universities or fail to pass the entrance exam, they should open up some majors here 
because there are many people doing majors they don’t even like. I did chose finance and have a high GPA. 
[the moderator interrupts to ask if someone helped the young women choose]. I knew what I wanted to do 
but couldn’t do it. I thought it through and decided that with this major I could adapt to any situation, not 
only in Lebanon. Whereas journalism is an opportunity, it requires talent. This also concerns major related to 
tv, film and theatre. We have a shortage in that respect.  
One stated: The same thing happened to me with film. It wasn’t available here so I went to Beirut. 
One stated: At Balamand University, they do offer mass media and communication but it is only taught in 
English. There are no courses in Arabic or in French. The major is limited to English.  
One stated: There also offer radio tv as a major but it’s different.  

B3.  Which types of economic 
activities are available in this village? 
(note to moderator: please probe into low, 
medium and high skilled jobs as well as 
land-based livelihoods vs marine activities) 

Skill level Job Type 

Low skilled 

 
One stated: The rest of the jobs are working at clothing shops and restaurants. 
One stated: They opened up a Hawa Chicken not long ago, maybe around two 
years ago. One stated: The store employed people from anfeh. 
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Medium skilled 

One stated: There are but they come from abroad. They opened here to create 
job opportunities for young people.There is Nouria Energy which is an office 
belonging to an individual from Anfeh  who owns gas stations abroad. They do 
the accounting here. He employs many women from the village.  
 

High skilled   

Other (please specify) 

Moderator: I want to make a comparison between marine activities and the 
activities you mentioned like Hawa chicken and the accounting firm for the gas 
station. This region is coastal. What marine activities are employing people from 
your age group to work at the beach? 
One stated: Resorts, they employ lifeguards.  
One stated: Some restaurants employ waiters during the summer. 
One stated: Summer camps. 
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B3.a. Who performs those activities? 
(note to moderator: please probe into 
gender: female vs male, age groups: youth 
vs adults vs elderly, nationality groups: 
Lebanese vs refugees) 

Moderator: Does this office you mentioned employ more women or men? 
One stated: There are more women than men. 
One stated: There are a few men. 
One stated: There are four men.  
One stated: There are approximately 10 men among 40 women. 
One stated: There are 60 people.  
 
Moderator: Why are there more women?  
One stated The majority of the men from Anfeh are abroad or have only recently graduated. Men want to 
secure their future and the salary here is not enough. It works better for women. Men looks for other things.  
 
Moderator: How old are the women employed there?  
One stated: Between 23 and 35. 
One stated: There a few married women. 
 
Moderator: Among the people working in resorts and restaurants, are there more men or women? How old 
are they? 
One stated: There are more men.  
One stated: The maximum age is 24. 
One stated: The rest is abroad.  
 
Moderator: You were all quick to say there are more men working at resorts and restaurants. 
One stated: Yes, because they work as lifeguards, bartenders, waiters etc. 
 
Moderator: Are there any syrian refugees in this region?  
[they all agreed] 
 
Moderator: What is the situation like? Do they find more work than the Lebanese youth? 
One stated: Syrians are getting employed more than the Lebanese because they get paid a cheaper wage. 
 
Moderator: Where do they work the most? More than the Lebanese youth. 
One stated: In construction.  
One stated: In restaurants. 
One stated: At gas stations.  
One stated: Like they just said. People only care about their own interests, they’ll employ whoever will get 
paid less money. 
One stated: Sometimes, even in clothing stores, you’ll find the wives of these workers working.  
One stated: But that is relatively limited. Their numbers in Anfeh have decreased.  
 
Moderator: What is the percentage of refugees? 
One stated: There was a refugee camp here. We got them to remove it. They were living in our buildings. 
Anyone who had a store or a garage ranted it out to multiple families. They started arming themselves and 
posed an actual danger. We signed a petition and we made them leave the village. Some moved to a region 
called Talet el Hay and others that have lived in Anfeh for a long time and are known to be trustworthy and 
decent families continued to live among us. 
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B4. In your opinion, what are the 
factors that positively and negatively 
influence youth development in your 
community?  
 
(note to moderator: please probe into 
details of the main issues for youth in this 
community – are there any positive 
aspects? Are issues different for male 
youths to female youth?) 

One stated: For example, we can find job opportunities where we live that help the youth here. It is possible 
that I, a university student, might need to work. I am able to find a job in the area I live in; I don’t have to 
leave it.  
One stated: There should be projects in Anfeh that allow the youth to work. 
Projects like what?  
One stated: Creating job opportunities.  
One stated: They should check the needs of the market before choosing what projects.  
You need projects. What are they? 
One stated: I was talk with a guy I know and I asked him what he liked to do since we were sitting doing 
nothing. He answered something us young people would have fun with, that would unite us instead of us 
sitting separately at home or going out only to party. 
One stated: The only thing we do is eat and party. 
One stated: Something else should be made for the youth. For example, a new internet cafe opened up and 
it also has games like billiards and table football. Somewhere for young people to go and have fun. Also, I 
once did a project for university: In lebanon, we don't have water games. If we organised water games here 
in Anfeh, and I carefully studied this project with the food team and the team of people who would get 
employed, this would employ a lot of the labor force and would strengthen tourism in this area.  
One stated: All of the ideas they mentioned are good like the studies and tourist attractions. 
One stated: The oil project would be the most positive if it takes place. 
One stated: It wouldn’t be positive for us. Not for Anfeh. Anfeh will not benefit as much as the national 
treasury and we don't even know where that money will end up. 
One stated: Yes, of course but they might employ people from Anfeh. 
One stated: Oil is a good thing for the whole country. 
One stated: They won’t share the national treasury with all of us. 
[all the girls laughed] 
One stated: If the oil project needs workers they can employ young men and women from Anfeh or even 
older men that are unemployed or that need to work extra jobs. The would be very positive for Anfeh.  
One stated: Salt. [this was interrupted] 
One stated: Someone mentioned that some projects are hiring non-Lebanese workers because the wage they 
ask for is very low. So if we start any new project, first of all it will cost money and secondly they will recruit 
people who won't demand a high wage. So things will remain the same as long as our community thinks and 
acts this way. The percentage of non-Lebanese working will increase. The first step should be to employ 
locals, people from Lebanon because no Lebanese will accept the same wage as a Syrian or another foreigner.  
One stated: They should enlighten them first. Organise free activities that will actually benefit the people. 
There are still a lot of ignorant people.  
How should they enlighten people? 
One stated: For example, the movement could take a part in this. They can talk more about religion because 
people are still straying away from religion. 
One stated: I want to add that Anfeh is famous for its salt but the white gold, as it’s called, stopped because 
just like they are choosing foreigners over locals, they are choosing foreign products over Lebanese products. 
[someone interrupts by saying “It’s because it's cheaper”.] Customs are not enforcing higher prices. The 
prices of foreign products are lower than that of local products. The government should really work on this 
issue not just for Anfeh but for the whole country. They should increase taxes on imported products so that 
the local product represents the region, such as the marketing of apples in the mountain area. The salt 
marshes are a representative of Anfeh that are disappearing and any livelihood that came from them stopped. 
Working on this issue could lead to the creation of more jobs for the villagers and start production back up. 
 

 

B5.1. Do you have any touristic sites in 
this village?  

 xYes    No 
One stated: There are seven or eight historical churches. 
One stated: The castle. 
One stated: Tahet el-Rih Beach Front. 
One stated: The resorts: Las Salinas and Marina del sol. 
One stated: There are restaurants. 
One stated: There is also the Mar Mtanios Azzi Grotto. 

B5.2. If yes, where is it located and do 
you have tour operators? Boat trips? 

Moderator: Are tours of these touristic sites organised? 
 
All stated: Yes. Many people partake in those tours.  
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B6. Do you have any of the following 
in your village? If yes, please describe 
and indicate the location 

 Y/N Location 

a. Nature reserves  No 

One stated: They were considering making the Tahet el-
Rih Beach Front a natural reserve where fishing would be 
prohibited. I don’t know what ended up happening 
concerning that. 
-Yes, fishing is already prohibited there.  

2. Temples, palaces, 
castles 

Yes 

One stated: There is a citadel. 
One stated: It’s called Bent el-Malak. Only one wall 
remains of it. 
Do they organise tours of that too? do they go by boat? 
One stated: Yes, they tour it but not by boat. When 
strangers come visiting we tell them to go take a look.  
One stated: Some people have more knowledge than we 
do, they can be proper guides. We don’t have much 
experience in that field.  
 

3. Ottoman structures No 

One stated: You’d have to ask Georges Sassine. 
 
 
Moderator: Is he a geography professor? 
One stated: No, he is an architect. He’s also a guide 
because he knows a lot about history, dates and all. 
One stated: He’s an architect and he has also studied 
archeology.  

4. Museums  No 

One stated: The things that would have been exhibited 
were been stolen during the french mandate. When they 
were digging in the water for the citadel, they discovered 
that there is a whole village underneath Anfeh. They 
found many tombs and a church beneath the St. Georges 
church.  
One stated: At Tahet el-Rih. 
One stated: No, besides Tahet el-Rih. That's the head of 
it. There's a church underneath. There are many more. A 
lot of things we stolen. They found pots of gold and of 
teber [unclear]. The teber is a substance that turns 
anything into gold. That’s what they used to tell us. My 
grandfather used to tell me that there were huge 
skeletons, one of which’s legs were as long as the table. 
Everything was stolen.  
 
Moderator:: Ladies have you also heard these stories? 
One stated: I’ve heard that there was a whole other city 
inside the Citadel in the water.  
One stated: There was gold. There was a treasure there. 
One stated: We’ve been told since we were little that it 
had a another city inside.  
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5. Religious heritage  Yes. 

One stated: We have the oldest church of the virgin Mary 
in the world called Our Lady of the Winds. 
One stated: There is also the monastery of Our Lady Al-
Natour.  
One stated: St. Catherine. 
One stated: They're located by the sea. We can take you 
on a tour.  
[they all laughed] 
 

 6. World Heritage No.  

B7.1. Do you have adequate water 
supplies in your village? 

 xYes    No 
 
One stated: The water project was just recently done.  
One stated: Now we have water 24/7. 
One stated: There were households who relied on their own private wells, but now they rely on the 
government project.  
One stated: There is a new sewer system also. 

B7.2. How is the quality of water? 

One stated: It’s good. [several people agree] 
One stated: There is a project at Tahet el-Rih that treats sewage water. Wastewater used to be dumped into 
the sea but now a company manages its treatment. That is why we are known for our clean sea.  
 
Moderator: Is the water that you get at your homes clean?  
One stated: Yes. You can tell it’s clean when you see it from how clear it is.  
One stated: you can tell just by looking, even before swimming in it. 
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B7.3. What about electricity and waste 
management services? 
 
(Note to moderator: Please probe on the 
coastal part of the village as well) 

One stated: There is a problem. 
One stated: The Anfeh scouts are recycling. 
One stated: I was talking to … and he said they stopped it. 
One stated: A week ago, someone posted that they were going to start it up again.  
One stated: There was a landfill they used to throw the garbage that came from Anfeh in, but the ministry 
has now passed a resolution mentioning that there are certain areas where garbage can’t be dumped 
anymore. Since no one knows where to take the garbage, it's been piling up in an area inside of Anfeh. Now, 
we have a problem with waste management. A factory should be built to recycle the waste or an awareness 
campaign should be organised to incite citizens to start recycling at home.  
One stated: I was saying that the scouts’ recycling movement isn’t that strong. It seems like it’s been to be 
just for them and doesn’t include the whole village.  
One stated: No, they're gonna go around to everyone’s homes and pass around special bags.  
One stated: As for the electricity, it’s the same as anywhere else in Lebanon. 
One stated: Relying on generators.  
One stated: They’ve just recently installed meters on generators. 
 
Moderator: Describe the beach, is there any garbage on it? 
One stated: No, there isn't any garbage on the beach. 
One stated: If they don’t find a solution concerning the issue I mentioned previously, it’ll become a problem 
at the outskirts of Anfeh next to Hawa Chicken. They need to find a place to create landfills far from residential 
areas and on soil that is cannot be harvested. so as to not damage the environment.  
One stated: Hawa Chicken is throwing away chicken waste. 
One stated: Yes, that's right. 
One stated: The municipality put a stop to that.  
One stated: When you’re returning home at a round 5 A.M., you can’t open your car winds because of the 
smell.  
One stated: That’s because of the smell of the slaughter.  
 
Moderator: How does that impact marine tourism here? The garbage and what you’ve mentioned. 
One stated: That doesn’t reach this area here. It’s a small area at the outskirts of Anfeh, it’s not open for 
swimming or anything. It is closer to a cement factory and that area is an industrial area, it’s not inhabited.  
One stated: It has no impact.  

B8.1. In general, are the roads in your 
village in good condition? 

 Yes    No 
 
One stated: Some roads are good, some aren’t. 
One stated: In every region there are potholes and bad roads. 
One stated: The roads inside the village are very good. The roads outside of the village are the responsibility 
of the Ministry of Labor not the municipality and those are the ones that needs repairs.  
One stated: The main road. 
One stated: That road was initially good but not long ago, they worked on the sewer system and water 
supplies. The government dug the road and then patched it up. 
One stated: Here they asphalt the roads then they patch them up.  
One stated: I wanted to say exactly that. Usually the roads are okay, but one they need to work on the water 
supplies they start digging and they ruin everything.  

B8.2 Are there any public transport 
services? (note to moderator: please 
probe on the coastal part of the village as 
well)  

One stated: No. 
One stated: People get to the coast by taxi (service) or they park in a parking lot and walk. 
 
Moderator: So there is no need to take the bus? 
One stated: No, it's close.  
One stated: A public transport service like a running bus line inside the village does not exist.  
One stated: The coast is close. 
One stated: It’s a two minutes walk.  
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B9.a. What are the main illnesses in 
the community?  

One stated: Cancer. 
One stated: Because of the pollution. 
One stated: The smoke coming from the cement factory. 
One stated: From the Holsem company and the Sabeh company.  
One stated: Statistics say that people from Cheka and Anfeh die mostly from lung cancer. That is according 
to studies and not rumours.  
One stated: Asthma, cancer, illnesses that are the result of dust more than the result of something you eat. 
One stated: On the coast, they develop illnesses related to the nerves. The sea’s atmosphere affects them. 
A study that has been done says that the wind and the humidity might contribute to that.  
One stated: Rheumatism.  
One stated: In Anfeh, I’ve never heard of anyone saying I have a nerve disease. [they all laugh] 

B9.b. Which healthcare facilities are 
available in your village? (note to 
moderator: please probe into hospitals, 
public clinics, mobile clinics etc.) 

One stated: There are very few facilities. Of course, we don’t have a hospital. There's a clinic. 
One stated: That closed down a while ago. 
One stated: There are some doctors that do come to the clinic though. 
One stated: There a few medical practices.  
 
Moderator: Is there no hospital close by? 
One stated: No. 
One stated: A hospital in Balamand will open soon. It’s not done yet.  
One stated: It’s five minutes away.  
One stated: The nearest hospital is Miri Hospital. 
One stated: Haykaliyeh Hospital. 
One stated: Batroun hospital. 
One stated: Al-Salam Hospital. It’s the closest.  
One stated: Borji hospital.  
One stated: I think the most convenient is Al-Salam Hospital because it's on the main road and only seven 
minutes away.  

B9.c.1. Are they reliable services?   Yes    xNo 

B9.c.2. If no, why not?  

One stated: Those that are reliable are the ones that have a specific private floor. For example, in Batroun 
Hospital, the maternity ward is private. It’s not government owned. 
One stated: All of the hospitals’ departments are separate. 
One stated: You feel that the private wards are the only reliable ones.  
 
Moderator: What makes you say that they are not reliable?  
One stated: Personal experience. [all participants said the same thing] 
One stated: The majority of the patients are dying either because of a doctor’s mistake or the wrong 
medication or because they weren't admitted.  
One stated: We can’t generalise. The doctors [inaudible] are very good. 
One stated: Exactly. The doctors of the region are getting jobs in Beirut. If you go to Beirut, the majority of 
the doctors are from Koura.  
 
Moderator: What about the private practices you mentioned? Do you trust them? 
One stated: Yes. [all agreed] 
 
Moderator: I want to know what you need in this region concerning healthcare facilities. I want each of you 
to say one thing.  
One stated: A clinic. 
One stated: If anything happens to someone in the middle of the night, you need two mins to [could not 
understand what participant meant] 
One stated: First aid centres.  
One stated: Red Cross Centre. 
One stated: There was one before and it closed down. 
One stated: Why did it close down? 
One stated: No idea.  
One stated: Civil defence branch other than the one with medical care. Last time there was a fire in Anfeh, it 
almost burned down because they called the civil defence and they couldn’t get here. The civil defence 
vehicles are here but they are not operational.  
One stated: They are not prepared or filled with water. They fill them up on demand.  
One stated: The market almost burnt down entirely and the civil defence never came.  
One stated: We need people who use their heart the most and that don’t succumb to personal interests. I 
mean that before anyone tried to open any type of medical centre, they need to be truly thinking of helping 
others and not about making money. It’s happening in all hospitals, despite a very few people. People are 
not even being admitted because they don’t have money. That is not logical. That should be the first step.  
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B9.d.1. Do they meet the community 
healthcare needs? 

 Yes    No 

B9.d.2. If no, why not and do you 
think you need more healthcare 
facilities in the area? 

 

B10.a. What about the educational 
services? Do you have 
schools/training centres in your 
village?  
 
(note to moderators: please probe into the 
different levels: primary schools, secondary 
schools, universities and technical schools) 

Moderator: We’ve already established that you have one public school. How would you evaluate it? 
One stated: It’s very good. It has a 100% passing rate. 
One stated: It has classes from kindergarten to grade nine. 
One stated: Its level is good. Even the teachers are good.  
One stated: It is still a bit traditional but they are progressing. It’s still a public school and they don’t the 
financial ressources to fix many things.  
 
Moderator: We’ve established that the universities are a bit far? 
One stated: There is a university in Cheka. The Cheka branch of USEK.  
One stated: There is Balamand University. 
One stated: There are universities in Koura. 
One stated: There's a Lebanese University in Daher el-Naimi. 
One stated: There’s one in Tripoli. 
One stated: The one in Koura is 15 minutes away.  
 
One stated: Level wise, I think it’s very high because according to studies, there is a high rate of educated 
people in Koura.  
One stated: The strongest branches are always located here. I know this because of my university. Balamand 
University is very good. 
 
Moderator: How far is it? 
One stated: 10 minutes away. It’s the best school for architecture in the country. My university USEK is also 
a good school for architecture along with ALBA which is a branch of Balamand. My university is the best at 
computer science in Lebanon. The departments are always different. You can tell thanks to the finals. During 
the midterms, the exams are harder, so when finals come around and the test arrive from the main branch 
to all other branches, they’re easier from what you’ve already done. You then find out how your level was 
actually higher than the rest.  
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B10.b. How do you evaluate the 
educational levels by age groups 
(youth, adults and elderly) in your 
communities? 

Moderator: Who’s getting educated more: men or women? 
One stated: Both men and women are getting educated. We are now in a time when there are as many 
educated men as women. Everyone is getting educated.  
One stated: I think, the percentage of women is actually higher than that of men. 
One stated: Men are being coddled so they’re getting confused. 
One stated: I do believe the same thing, but men have the option to build up a life from something else. 
Parents prefer that ladies go to university so that they can build a life for themselves and become independent. 
A man can adapt to anything.  
One stated: On the contrary. 
One stated: I believe the same number of men and women are getting educated.  
One stated: I think more girls are getting educated. It seems like guys don’t care about education. They 
believe they can do the same jobs as their fathers. They can find work anywhere.  
One stated: I think it’s an equal number. We have a reached a time when women want to learn and so do 
men.  
One stated: It comes back to the parents’ mentality. Some may tell their child that he doesn’t need to continue 
learning. Each person’s reference is their household. We also feel that more women are getting educated is 
higher because the percentage of women is higher. There are men and women without an education 
anywhere, but nowadays there is no one left without an education. There are in the end more women that 
men, it’s seven to one.  
One stated: I believe that the new generation of men are lazy and entitled but the women still want to receive 
an education.  
 
Moderator: Which age group do you think has more education? yours or older people? 
One stated: Ours, of course. 
One stated: Us because they used to tell women they couldn’t get an education and that they had to take 
care of their husband’s homes. They used to teach men more. Now education is available for both. 
One stated: There are more possibilities now also. Before people didn’t continue learning because they had 
to go to Beirut and they couldn’t.  
One stated: Education is a requirement now. 
One stated: Jessy's comment was about the future generation, I believe, not ours. We’ve made it. The 
generation that is now in the ninth grade, those are the people who are getting lazy. 
 
Moderator: So you were talking about the generation after you? 
One stated: Yes. 
One stated: The generation that is in the ninth grade and has not reached grade 12 or university. It's also 
due to the additional exposure to technology that is distracting them. When we were there age, we did have 
phones but it we didn’t possess the same things they do now. They have access to everything.  

B11. How do you describe the safety 
and security conditions in your area? 
Which parties play the major role(s) in 
this regard? 

One stated: There is security here. There are cameras in the street and the municipality has posted guards 
that keep watch.  
One stated: There is a army base also. 
One stated: The region is safe. 
 
Moderator: What are the security conditions here? for example, are the roads lit? 
One stated: Yes [sarcastically] 
One stated: The roads are lit when there’s electricity. 
One stated: 100%. It all depends on whether or not there is electricity.  
One stated: They should find a solution for that because that is dangerous. [meaning it's dangerous not to 
have lit roads at night] 
One stated: At night, in our neighbours, the street lights are lit, but not on the main road. I would rather. 
One stated: I agree. The main road is dangerous. 
One stated: There is one village in Lebanon on the main road. That section is now the responsibility of the 
municipality but I don't know why they don’t turn the lights on. Each municipality should turn the lights on in 
its village. 
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B12. If you have a problem/complaint, 
who do you go to in the community? 

One stated: It depends. As has been said, if it concerns refugees for example, we go to the municipality. 
[inaudible] 
One stated: We go to the concerned party.  
One stated: Depends on the problem 
One stated: If it's about personal matters to the police.  
One stated: Or we resolve the problem on our own. 
One stated: We can resort to social media. Make the people responsible feel ashamed. 
-Social media is very powerful. There are pages that will fight and arouse people to support its cause. Many 
people get influenced and a change often happens. For example, there was a problem in Hamatoura. We 
signed a petition online against a particular party. The power of the internet cannot be suppressed anymore.  
 
Moderator: Do you think that if you want to raise a complaint and it doesn't lead to anything, you would 
resort to social media? 
One stated: Yes, of course. 
One stated: Social media has a lot of influence and will reach the concerned parties.  
One stated: The media reaches everywhere.  
One stated: People get famous off of social media. 
One stated: People are brainwashed because of the media. 

THEME 3: COMMUNICATION AND FEEDBACK MECHANISMS 

Q3-1. What are your most important 
information needs in relation to the 
upcoming oil drilling activity? 

One stated: If you find oil, will it stay in Lebanon or will you export it? 
One stated: How many barrels will they retrieve per day? 
One stated: I want to ask about something current. We’ve heard that oil has been limited in some regions 
and that gas stations don’t have enough oil, only a limited quantity.  
One stated: The strike. 
One stated: I think that has been resolved.  
One stated: Anything that I thought has already been asked. 
One stated: Same as them.  
One stated: I think it would create Jobs. This domain doesn’t have many job opportunities in Lebanon and 
the youth is moving to other countries to get work. So I want to know if they will help with jobs.  
One stated: Security. 
One stated: Will the area where the drilling will take place benefit more than others? From an economic 
standpoint, what are we gaining other than people coming to Anfeh to buy things from here and job 
opportunities. You have said that the chance of an oil spill is one in a million, but if that unfortunately happens, 
how will that be handled. For example, if an accident occurs with the fishermen.  
 
Moderator: As I’ve told you before, the drilling will occur six km away from the beach and there will be a 
500m radius safe zone around drilling vessels that will be free of people. The risk is very low as we have said. 
If it happen, there are plans in place. It is only natural. 
 
One stated: In general, there is no benefit without a disadvantage. That’s life. There is a positive and a 
negative. Something negative will happen for sure but let's hope that it won't outweigh the positive. 
  
One stated: At Balamand University, there is a new major called Petroleum engineering. Will there be 
communication between you and the university? Will you allow the students to see how the drilling procedure 
happen in real life (have practical courses)? Would you need the Balamand graduates that have majored in 
this? Will they be involved in the project.  
 
 
The exploration phase of the project is very small, there is a chance that Total will drill and find nothing. So 
at the minute, everything is quite small. If they discover the potential. [Moderator interrupts to specify that 
the woman meant in the later period]. In the later period, definitely. We are in engaging with Balamand 
University, so there will probably be much more communication between the two. This stage is full, but in 
the future, we will be doing more studies, more engagements, more chances. We will engage with universities 
and get petroleum engineers from Lebanon on board, in the future if they discover hydrocarbure. 
 
Moderator: The exploration will take only two months, so that won’t be enough to sign an employment 
contract or get a position.  
 
One stated: I was talking about later on. They could do internships and be an example for the students. 
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Q-13-1. How would you like to receive 
any future project updates? 

One Stated: By email.  
One stated: Through social media. 
One stated: It doesn’t have to be limited to emails. Anything online, even on whatsapp. 
[everyone agrees that online is the best method] 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 
KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW GUIDE – STAKEHOLDERS – INDUSTRY 

Location of Interview: 
(Village/Caza/Block Number): Anfeh Block Number 4 Date of interview : 27/05/2019 

Name of Interviewee : Naim Awad 

Interviewee Gender : Male 

Interviewee Postion : Does saltworks 

Name of Interviewer : Wahib Izmiraghdi  

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

A. INDUSTRIES 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

A1.1. Are you from this village? Yes. 

A1.2. How long have you been 
residing here? Ever since i was born in 1937. 

A2. What is the population size of the 
community? Between 10,000 and 15,000 citizen live in Anfeh. 

A3. Please describe briefly your 
economic/business activity. What do 
you exactly do? 

I used to work at a factory, and then I started doing salt works (people come to 

me from Beirut and Antelias asking for salt, I sell one kilogram of salt for 1 

USD. One kilogram of commercial salt is sold for 100 LL; people who buy this 

kind of salt do not know what they’re eating. The government should look into 

it.) 

I own one small salt maker  

A4. How long has your business been 
operating? I started doing salt works in 1955 or 1960 

A5. Is it the main source of income in 
your household? 

My kids live abroad. I couldn’t send them to school. They do work, but barely 

make ends meet, and they send me a small amount of money. My second 

income is from this machine.  

I’m 82 years old, and my face is a proof all my hard work. I’m not supposed to 

still be working at this age but the problem is that my salt maker happens to be 

located on Government Property; if I stop working, someone else is going to 

take it. The government used to give us a permit, but not anymore. This is why 

I have no choice but to work and pay my expenses.  

I consider it now like a hobby, people sometimes come from Beirut to buy from 

me but it’s not my main source of income.   

A6. How many dependents are there 
in your household? I have three kids; two sons who live in the US and a daughter who’s married.  

A7. Do you have employees? 
 

 Yes    No 
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A7.1 If yes, how many and please 
probe into Gender, Nationality, and 
Age Groups 

 

A8. In what roles are women 
involved? 
 

My wife doesn’t work with me.  

A9. How would you evaluate the 
performance (growth/decline) of 
your business for the past three 
years?  
  

It didn’t change. The business is still the same, what changes is the salt crop 

(some years the grain is coarse, other years it’s dry…) and the technique used (I 

sieve coarse and soft grains out) 

I used to purify all the salt by myself (100 bags = 15 kilograms), but my 

eyesight became weak so I started paying 5,000 LL per bag to get it purified.  

A9.a. What factors have influenced 
this growth/decline? 
 

The Egyptian salt (the clean Lebanese salt is sold for 140 USD/ton 

approximately, however the Egyptian salt is sold for 30 USD/ ton) 

A9.b. What were approximately the 
annual revenues vs. expenses last 
year (2018)?  
 

With all my hard work, I barely make 2000 USD/year.  

There are also many expenses (helpers and cleaners).  

Last year the annual revenue was between 6,000 USD and 9,000 USD 

A10. What are the conditions for 
business development in your 
community? 
 

There’s no condition. The resources are limited to a salt maker.  

CLIENTELE AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC ASPECTS  

A11. Who are your clients? My clients are from Tanourine, Beirut, Okaibe, Kfarabida...  

A12. Is your business seasonal? 
Please describe 

I fix the salt maker in March, and this process takes up to two months of work.  

If it rains, we can’t work.  

A13. What other types of businesses 
are available in this area? Specifically 
on the shore? 

Restaurants (Tahet el Rih) and Factories. 
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A14. How would you describe the 
current coastal resource conditions in 
your community? 
 

Fishing 

A15. What are the factors that 
positively or negatively influence 
your business? 

Lack of organization (the government is not spreading awareness). The 

fishermen are catching fish before they have the chance to reproduce, in 

addition to the large number of fishermen and pollution. 

A16. How much does your business 
rely on marine resources? 
 

 a. Extreme    b. Very High   c. High   d. Moderate   b. Low   b. None 

A17.1. Are you located in a village 
with cultural heritage? 
 

 Yes    No  

A17.2. Are there any touristic sites or 
nature reserves in the neighborhood? 
If yes, please describe them 
 

 Yes    No (the old market, tahet el rih, the castle, olive trees…) 

A18. How much your business relies 
on such sites?   
 

 a. Extreme    b. Very High   c. High   d. Moderate   b. Low   b. None 

A19.1. Do you have adequate water 
supplies in this area?  
 

Yes, in Anfeh the rain is preserved during winter. At first, the water quantity 

wasn’t enough for the whole village. We also have a spring and a river 

(according to some experts) 

A19.2. What about electricity and 
waste management services? 
 

There’s a company that manages the waste every two days.  

We have electricity generators. 
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A19.a. Are you satisfied with the 
infrastructure in this village? 
 

Yes  

A19.b. How the infrastructure can 
affect your business? No  

A20.1. How do you find the condition 
of local roads? The local roads are in a good condition  

A20.2. Are there any public transport 
services? No  

A21.1. How do you describe the 
safety and security conditions in this 
area? 

It’s safe and secure 

A21.2. Which parties play the major 
role(s) in this regard? Municipalities.  

A22.1. What illnesses are most 
prevalent in your community and how 
do you describe the healthcare 
facilities in this area? 

Cancer. My coworkers died from cancer because of fibrocement. 

We don’t have hospitals in Chekka, the nearest hospitals are in Tripoli  

A22.2. Do they satisfy the community 
needs? Yes  
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A23. What are the forms of 
communication used by people in 
your community? 

 a. Telephone    b. Internet   c. Mail Services   d. Other   

ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

A24.1. Are there any natural 
resources (both offshore and 
onshore) available in the 
neighborhood? 

 Yes    No,  

Chekka is filled with olive trees and there are many kinds of fish in Anfeh 

 .(لؤس)

A24.2. If yes, who are the parties 
managing those natural resources? 
And who are the ones who make use 
of them? 

These are private sectors, people manage their own orchard.  

A25.a. Please describe briefly the 
climate in this area? The weather is good. In the past, the weather used to cause asthma.  

A25.b. Please describe briefly the air 
quality in this area? 

The factories purified the air by adding filters. (this action was not done before 

and it used to cause many problems)  

A25.c. Please describe briefly the 
water quality in this area? The water is not polluted  

A25.d. Please describe briefly the 
Offshore Ecology and Geology in this 
area? 

It’s available in Batroun, not in Anfeh.  

A25.e. Please describe briefly the 
shore side Ecology and Geology in 
this area? 

Not Asked 

A25.f. Please describe briefly the 
Natural Resources in this area? Olive trees are affected by the air polluted by the factories in Anfeh.  

A26.1. From your experience, are 
there any industrial (e.g. airborne, 
waterborne, solid waste, noise…) or 
natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, 
floods…) which affect the 
environment in this area? 

 Yes    No 

A26.2. If yes, how is your business 
impacted? Please describe. 
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 

KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW GUIDE – STAKEHOLDERS – INDUSTRY 

Location of Interview: 

(Village/Caza/Block Number): 
Batroun Date of interview: 29-May-2019 

Name of Interviewee : 
George Mubarak 

Interviewee Gender : Male 

Interviewee Postion : Head of Batroun Fishermen Coop 

Name of Interviewer : Wahib Izmiraghdi 

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

THEME 1 – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

Q1.  Please introduce the oil drilling 

activities using the BIDs and posters. 

Once completed give the participants 

an opportunity for questions and you 

provide an answers to their questions 

as far as possible. If you cannot 

answer then please take the 

stakeholders contact details and tell 

them you will get the answer and get 

back in contact as soon as possible. 

 

Q2. Now, do you have questions?  

 

 

I hope that this project does not affect this country negatively, like tourism for 

example. The Industrial sector is becoming weaker, factory after factory are 

being closed, and we do not want the Tourism sector to be affected too. We do 

not want foreign countries to benefit from our country whilst the people stand 

watching. The fishermen are a priority. There is a sea mafia in a country; they 

take what is not theirs. We are filing complaints but nothing is being done. I do 

not know where we are heading.  

I am glad that this project is here and that it will boost the country, but I do not 

want it to ruin the fishermen’s lives. I want them to have work opportunities 

from this project, maybe they get new improved tools for their fishing, because 

a time will come during drilling when they will fear getting on boats and sailing 

near the site. We want compensation or other alternatives. Maybe the company 

that will work this project, maybe it will offer the fishermen jobs and decent 

salaries, if this happens, everyone will be happy and thankful. There will be no 

fear of this project.  
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A. INDUSTRIES 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

A1.1.  Are you from this village? Yes. 

A1.2.  How long have you been 

residing here? 

I was born here and my home is here, I was raised by the sea, my father made a 

business for us. 

 

A2. What is the population size of the 

community? 
I have a lot on my mind and to be honest I do not know the numbers. 

A3. Please describe briefly your 

economic/business activity. What do 

you exactly do? 

My father started a Commercial Corporation of selling tools and paints. We had 

some problems with VTA and the Ministry of Finance, but today all our papers 

are legal and clear. When it comes to fishing, it might be a hobby or a business 

but nonetheless it is my therapy where I forget all my troubles and problems. 

 

Interviewer: The fishing you do, do you consider it a large or medium 

business? 

 

My work is distinguished; my friends usually wait for me and on weekends I 

distribute my catch. 

 

A4. How long has your business been 

operating? 

I was eight years old when I hopped into a fishing boat for the first time. This 

was forty years ago. 

 

A5. Is it the main source of income in 

your household? 

No. The main source of income is the corporation, but, if the country’s 

circumstances remain as is, then I will not be able to provide for my family. 

People from the outside think that I am doing great, but if you look into the 

inside, it is a disaster.  

 

A6. How many dependents are there 

in your household? 

I have four girls and one boy. One daughter is nineteen years old she started 

university, and the rest are all young. 

A7. Do you have employees? 
 Yes    No   Sometimes I pay a man or two to help me per fishing trip. In the corporation my brothers          

help me. 

A7.1 If yes, how many and please 

probe into Gender, Nationality, and 

Age Groups 

Not Asked. 

A8. In what roles are women 

involved? 

 

They are not involved. 
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A9. How would you evaluate the 

performance (growth/decline) of 

your business for the past three 

years?  

  

In the past three years the performance of my business declined.  

A9.a. What factors have influenced 

this growth/decline? 

 

The work flow is very weak, and all traders need money. We sell our 

merchandise with non-profit prices in order to sell and be able to pay our 

expenses. I might even sell something for half its price in order to eat. This is 

happening to everyone. 

A9.b. What were approximately the 

annual revenues vs. expenses last 

year (2018)?  

 

I have numbers but I do not look at them. My brothers are in charge because I 

am not allowed to get stressed. We lost my dad to diabetes due to stress and we 

do not want the same thing to happen to me.  

 

Interviewer: In the Sea ? 

 

I am better than many others, and the fish I catch is spent instantly. But I am 

happy with my life. 

 

A10. What are the conditions for 

business development in your 

community? 

 

The conditions are that the random and illegal (con) fishermen who catch all the 

fish be stopped. The fishermen then will benefit more. Sometimes each 

fisherman catches two to five kilos of fish, and then this illegal fisherman gets 

the محاوقة and takes everything. They wait for another two weeks to get a 

similar catch. If the government regulates the coastal work it will be great, 

because if things continue as such, there will be no more fishermen in Lebanon.  

CLIENTELE AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC ASPECTS  

A11. Who are your clients? 

Some small companies, and the people of Batroun, sometimes from outside 

Batroun because we are known and people love us. Our prices are not high. 

There are companies in Chekka that prefer to buy tools from Chekka and the 

same applies to Batroun and to Beirut. They sell to whom they feel deserves to 

be benefitted. Here there is Oil Company; they buy tools from both Batroun and 

outside of Batroun. They are better than the Chemical Company, the Chemical 

Company does not buy anything from Batroun and it harms Batroun. 

 

Interviewer: Is there someone you refer to in your work? Someone with higher 

responsibility? 

 

There are people who are responsible but we do not know them. We reached 

out to the General Manager of the Ministry of Agriculture and he wants to help 

us. We reached out to someone in the North and he is willing to help us. 

 

 

A12. Is your business seasonal? 

Please describe 

Yes, it is seasonal. Now is the season when the fish swims near the shore to 

ovulate. And the government made an announcement on 15 May to stop sewage 
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and dirt into the waters, but no one listened, they are pulling huge numbers of 

Batrakh fish, it is catastrophic.  

 

Interviewer: What is the weakest season? 

 

This question is better to be asked to a professional fisherman, my fishing trips 

are random and I fish small things. I go out two or three times per week, the 

professional fisherman goes out every day and every season. Even in winter, 

they suffer a lot because they have to gain money and eat. 

A13. What other types of businesses 

are available in this area? Specifically 

on the shore? 

The municipality should list those to you. We have restaurants and beaches but 

I do not have names. 

There is no fish market on the shore.  

A14. How would you describe the 

current coastal resource conditions in 

your community? 

 

A long time ago, all fishermen used to make salt and sell it. This work stopped 

and I think the reason is importing salt from abroad, it is very cheap. 

A15. What are the factors that 

positively or negatively influence 

your business? 

A factor that negatively influenced my business was the barrels full of 

chemicals thrown into the sea. And they affected the fish, sponges, and sea 

urchins. This was not documented, i do not know if it is true or not. A while 

ago the Chemicals Company threw acid into the sea and it affected the natural 

resource. They said they solved the issue but I do not know if it is true. We find 

fish there more than other spots, but it might be a certain substance attracting 

the fish. 

Another factor is wars, during the 2006 war we were banned from sailing. 

An additional factor is the Lebanese Armed Forces Training sessions. The 

training sometimes affects the nets and therefore the fish. 

And the random chaotic fishing activity is the most harmful factor. Those 

random fishermen and the Oil Drilling Company now are enough causes to 

send Lebanese fishermen to the mountains or outside of Lebanon. 

 

Interviewer: And positively? 

No. The sea mafia is ruining everything. 

A16. How much does your business 

rely on marine resources? 

 

 a. Extreme    b. Very High   c. High   d. Moderate   b. Low   b. None 
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A17.1. Are you located in a village 

with cultural heritage? 

 

 Yes    No 

A17.2. Are there any touristic sites or 

nature reserves in the neighborhood? 

If yes, please describe them 

 

 Yes    No 

 

The Minister of Environment once visited touristic sites in Batroun. 

Archaeology officials too, they visited the Phoenician part of al Batroun but did 

not dare to enter the hidden part of the city which is located underneath the city. 

It is three or four levels below ground. 

A18. How much your business relies 

on such sites?   

 

 a. Extreme    b. Very High   c. High   d. Moderate   b. Low   b. None 

 

In tourism season, fishermen switch to other businesses like selling lemonade to 

make money. This is bad because the fishing sector is very nice and it is 

amazing, I hate to see people leaving it. 

A19.1. Do you have adequate water 

supplies in this area?  

 

Yes, we do. It improved with time. 

A19.2. What about electricity and 

waste management services? 

 

The services improved and evolved a lot over time. 

A19.a. Are you satisfied with the 

infrastructure in this village? 

 

There are contractors whose workers did not do the right job. People 

complained and now the contractors are doing what is right. There are old 

buildings, baton but old. No one is approaching this issue because of moving 

the inmates. 

A19.b. How the infrastructure can 

affect your business? 
Not Asked 

A20.1. How do you find the condition 

of local roads? 
They are improving according to the finances. 
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A20.2. Are there any public transport 

services? 
Yes, there are, and they are very nice services. 

A21.1. How do you describe the 

safety and security conditions in this 

area? 

There has been a lot of focus on Batroun with respect to safety and security 

conditions, and the municipality’s police are good men. 

A21.2. Which parties play the major 

role(s) in this regard? 

It has been peaceful for quite a time now; few quarrels had been witnessed 

before. 

A22.1. What illnesses are most 

prevalent in your community and how 

do you describe the healthcare 

facilities in this area? 

There are no prevalent illnesses, sometimes a case in a hospital spreads out and 

people panic but nothing serious. The Batroun Hospital was a long time ago in 

a bad shape with respect to tools and equipment, but later on it improved and 

evolved and it is very good. 

A22.2. Do they satisfy the community 

needs? 

It does satisfy the community needs but there is a problem; in the case of a 

patients being treated on the expense of the Ministry of Health, the hospital is 

not getting paid for the medication it uses on these patients; and thus, it is not 

receiving more cases. The hospital prefers patients who pay for their own 

treatment because after all it has salaries to pay for the staff. 

A23. What are the forms of 

communication used by people in 

your community? 

 a. Telephone    b. Internet   c. Mail Services   d. Other   

ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

A24.1. Are there any natural 

resources (both offshore and 

onshore) available in the 

neighborhood? 

 Yes    No Only Fishery 

A24.2. If yes, who are the parties 

managing those natural resources? 

And who are the ones who make use 

of them? 

No one. If a certain country would like to manage them, they are most 

welcome. 

Recently, Syrians are making use of them, they are catching urchins, selling 

them, and no one is able to stop them. If the Municipality’s police try to stop a 

Syrian, he makes a deal with him. 

A25.a. Please describe briefly the 

climate in this area? 

The climate of Batroun in general amazing, but there comes an eastern northern 

wind that carries the smoke from the Chemical Factory, this happens for four 

times a year; one is unable to breathe oxygen. After people’s complaints, they 
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were forced to install filter, we did not witness them till no so maybe it worked. 

Humidity is very usual in this area.  

 

A25.b. Please describe briefly the air 

quality in this area? 
It is normal, and be it carrying chemicals or no is the same to me. Air is air.  

A25.c. Please describe briefly the 

water quality in this area? 

We stopped drinking natural water a long time ago; we buy Tannourine 

(Bottled Mineral Water) for the kids. However, they said that after the new 

installations, water id drinkable again especially if you use filters. I want to 

install filters and we are looking to save any amount of money we can. 

 

A25.d. Please describe briefly the 

Offshore Ecology and Geology in this 

area? 

A long time ago, the green on land was the same as the green in the water, 

today; there is no green in water. This is most evident near factories; the far you 

sail away from one, the clearer the water. The same applies to the fishery. At 

times you feel the fish is reproducing then it all vanishes. I remember a long 

time ago, divers saw coloured water, like the land inside the sea was leaking or 

breathing (metaphor). 

 

A25.e. Please describe briefly the 

shore side Ecology and Geology in 

this area? 

Our region is all green. Then the coal mafia appeared, they burn what they can 

but they were stopped. 

A25.f. Please describe briefly the 

Natural Resources in this area? 
 

A26.1. From your experience, are 

there any industrial (e.g. airborne, 

waterborne, solid waste, noise…) or 

natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, 

floods…) which affect the 

environment in this area? 

 Yes    No 

A26.2. If yes, how is your business 

impacted? Please describe. 

I only know of the Chemical Plant, it has storage tanks full of acid, in case a 

tank is broken, the whole area is subject to disasters.  

 

Floods occur sometimes, one time the sea took all my house’s furniture. Sewer 

overflows too. Heavy rains caused a half a meter of water inside my house. 

However, 99% of the problems are solved. 

 

 

 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 
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The people who contacted me before, they assigned twelve tourists and twelve tourists. I did not agree to that. 

The idea is that if I have 20 fishermen, and they asked for twelve, what would I do with the remaining eight? they 

would quarrel. 

 

Interviewer : Who contacted you ? 

 

An Oil Company. I need them to know the exact number of the professional fishermen. It is not fair to ask for 

twelve fishermen our of thirteen. There are professional fishermen and amateur fishermen, I consider myself to 

be an amateur fisherman. Even if they do want to take amateur fishermen to train and teach, let them chose the 

ones with moderate social status, not the billionaires. 

 

After all, Oil Companies revive an entire country. We want them to help this country. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 

KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW GUIDE – STAKEHOLDERS – COMMERCIAL 

BUSINESS  

Location of Interview: 

(Village/Caza/Block Number): 
Dbayeh Date of interview: 23/05/2019 

Name of Interviewee: Salim Mjaaes 

Interviewee Gender: Male 

Interviewee Postion: Owner 

Name of Interviewer: Margueritte Nassif 

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

B. COMMERCIAL BUSINESSES (TRADERS & SERVICES – FORMAL /INFORMAL) 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

B1.1. Are you from this village? Yes, I am from Metn.   
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B1.2. How long have you been 

residing here? 
For about 22 years, on the coast. 

B2. How big is the 

community/population size? 

I am not quite sure, but Mount Lebanon holds about 60% of the population. We 

are considered a part of Mount Lebanon. 

B3. Please describe briefly your 

economic activity. What do you 

exactly do? 

We have a scuba-academy, so we teach scuba diving. Another thing we do is 

we take projects from foreign companies that are related to cleaning the beach 

and the sea.  

Interviewer: XDC? 

Extreme Dive Center 

Interviewer: So you not only teach scuba diving, you do other things as well. 

You can check our website. What we do is that we teach people how to dive, 

that is our activity. We sell gear. We also have a charter board, so we rent out 

boards, and we have a fishing club for people who want to fish using fishing 

hooks. We also give licenses for skippers.  

B4. Is the business small or medium 

size? 

Mainly, our business revolves around small projects, because we are not a 

diving destination. Lebanon in general is not a diving destination, not because 

its environment is not diving material, on the contrary its environment is very 

much diving material. We have a lot of ships that sunk in our sea, so we can be 

a great touristic destination. Nevertheless, many problems are obstructing this 

from happening.   

B5. How long has your business been 

operating? 
Since 1997 

B6. Is it the main source of income in 

your household? 
Yes  

B7. How many dependents are there 

in your household? 
No one, it’s only me.  

 

 

 

B8.1. Do you have employees? 

  

 
 Yes    No 

I have interns.  

Interviewer: And when they do these internships for how long do they stay? 

They come for one or two seasons 

Interviewer: And are they males or females? 
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They are mostly males.   

B8.2. If yes, how many and please 

probe into Gender, Nationality, and 

Age Groups. 

Not Asked 

B9. In what roles are women 

involved? 

To Attract men [Laughing]. This is a reality. When a pretty woman is at a 

resort, everyone would want to come. 

B10. How would you evaluate the 

performance (growth/decline) of 

your business for the past three 

years?   

The business is declining severely.  

B10.a. What factors have influenced 

this growth/decline? 

In our industry, we have three or four factors. First is pollution. I am not talking 

about the actual pollution; I am talking about the commercial pollution. 

Interviewer: So there is no actual pollution? 

Yes there is, but there is a huge difference between when you get a cut on your 

hand and just spread the word, and when you just quietly heal it. Lebanon 

suffered from pollution before the year 1975. The pollution is growing because 

there is an increase in the number of citizens, so the sewage waste increased. 

And our government is still creating fake projects in order to fix this problem, 

but instead it spreads the word that Lebanon is polluted. The problem of 

pollution is a major setback in our community. People think how can I dive, I 

will have fungus if I did. Same thing happened last year, and it affected all of 

the beaches in Lebanon they all witnessed a decrease between 40 and 60% in 

their sales, just because they said that the sea is polluted. The sales of the 

resorts that have pools increased, while the ones that only have beaches 

decreased. It is kind of a money war here in Lebanon, and the government in 

inciting this. This might be off topic but I want to state it, if you curse the 

president, you will be put in jail, but if you curse the sea, they will applaud you. 

I do not know which is logical, and in what kind of farm are we living.  

Interviewer: So we can say that the media is our biggest problem 

It’s not the media it’s the government. 

Interviewer:  The media is delivering ideas. 

The media is obligated to deliver the ideas. They need to earn their living  

Interviewer: So the government is on the same side as the media? 

It’s not exactly like that. The government doesn’t even know on which side it’s 

on.  

Interviewer: It is just delivering ideas through media. 
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The government is not doing anything for the good of this country. So this is 

the first problem; pollution or maybe the advertisement of pollution. I can take 

you right now two kilometres deep in the sea, and the water is clean, you can 

even test it. I dive there every single day, yes we do have sewage waste in the 

sea, I see it, but in every country there’s sewage waste. Hawaii has a bigger 

percentage of pollution, but its tourism ratings are still high, because they have 

a respectful government [emphasis on respectful]. Second, when people travel 

they look for three things, one: cheap communication, two: cheap 

accommodation, three: cheap transportation. Do we have those things? No, they 

don’t exist. Accommodation is very expensive, so is food. Therefore, tourists 

don’t come. Our communication services are horrible, and last our 

transportation doesn’t even exist. We are not even trying to fix the small 

problems so that we can solve the bigger problems. The simplest thing is that 

the bus driver picking up tourists from the airport doesn’t smoke in the bus 

while driving. When people come to Lebanon they love it, but they say that 

there is this and this and this so I won’t come back. Third is that our locals are 

very poor. Checks out restaurants, only 11% maybe of the people that go to 

restaurants are of the rich, the rest is tourists. Last year they made a report on 

CNN concerning the waste crisis in Lebanon. What was the purpose behind 

that? It was like filming your wife in bed with another man and be talking about 

purity. Those are big issues that no one is trying to fix. Each year we have a 

setback. We are not talking about the economic state we have. Lebanon can be 

revived due to some touristic activities. Once I was having dinner with a man, a 

priest that has another job, he told me you think that Lebanon survives off of 

tourism? Lebanon survives off of weed and Palestinians. When those two are 

gone, Lebanon is gone. Nevertheless, if we fix the situation now, Lebaon can 

really survive off of Tourism. I get tons of emails from people who are asking 

me when they can come and dive, I tell them they can come, the next day they 

send me emails containing brochures that states that Lebanon is polluted. 

Interviewer: The community, you told me that there are three factors. 

The problem is community 

Interviewer: Right now, we are talking about oil drilling, what we can find. 

The community is a big problem. First, the people are the ones who are 

choosing this entity that is governing them. Second, we lack education, and I do 

not mean read and write kind of education, a cat can do that nowadays.  

Interviewer: Do you think that education in this area is high? 

No, nowhere in Lebanon is the education high. When a parliamentarian when 

driving throws a trash bag out of the window, which is lack of education. We 

can still see people that are below average, but still has this love for their 

country. No one has love towards his country. They have love towards their 

religion, environment, or the one representing him that is it. They do not care 

for Lebanon. It is very sad.  
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B10.b. What were approximately the 

annual revenues vs. expenditure last 

year (2018)? (Note to interviewer: 

please ask for a range of the business 

turnover in USD) 

2018 was a bad year in revenues, so was 2017. 2016 was a good year. The 

situation began to deteriorate in 2017, it was a bad year, 2018 was even worse, 

and 2019 start off with a big question mark.  

The billing of 2018 was 150,000 USD. Our service is extremely small, and I am 

one of most billers in Lebanon. Other centers might bill 20,000 30,000 40,000 

50,000, some people might hit 100,000. For me it was 150,000 but it used to be 

300,000 USD.   

B11. What are the conditions for 

business development in your 

community? 

 [laughing at the question] There are no conditions 

Interviewer: Are you this hopeless? 

I am not hopeless, I am realistic.  

Interviewer: Realistic there is no doubt, but don’t you think that are some 

conditions that might develop your business?  

Petrol is a disaster for us, in my opinion 

Interviewer: Why do you say it is a disaster? 

Because money is the ultimate evil. They are all fighting to get money. They 

left the garbage for two years on the streets because they were fighting who 

should remove it. We got all sorts of diseases, got poisoned, and most of the 

waste was dumped at sea. So I don’t think we will benefit from Petrol.  

Interviewer: What do expect to gain? 

Nothing at all.  

Interviewer: What do you expect to gain if those men were no longer in 

power? I just came up with that question. 

That is a great question. If we had a government similar to the Sweden 

government then that would be the greatest thing ever, or maybe the German 

government. First, you have a community that holds its government 

accountable for its actions. Men in power are slaves to community; they 

actually say that over there. Unfortunately, in Lebanon we are the slaves. It is 

like I marry you, and then make you my master. It just does not work this way.    

CLIENTELE AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC ASPECTS 

B12. Who are your clients? Not Asked 

B13. Is your business seasonal? 

Please describe 

Yes. We do work both in winter and summer, but the big chunk of work starts 

from May until November.  

Interviewer: So in winter there is no diving 

There is, but it is very minimal. It is maybe 30%. Some people are scared to 

dive in winter because the water is cold, and there will be storms etc… 

B14. What other types of businesses 

are available in this area? Specifically 

on the shore? 

Everything related to water activities. Such as kites, SUVs, boating, jet ski, 

fishing, and tanning. Tanning is a business itself. We also have restaurants, 

pubs. 

Interviewer: If we are talking about this area 

We have nothing. This area is filled with rocks and pollution. The water here is 

black. I was talking in general about the coast from here to Tripoli.  
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Interviewer: If we want to talk about this area, is it considered Dbayeh or 

Zouk? 

Zouk Mosbeh 

Interviewer: Ok so let’s talk about Zouk Mosbeh 

We have two or three ports. We have two fishermen ports. We have NCL, us 

XDC, and resorts. But we don’t have anything on the beach  

B15. How would you describe the 

current coastal resource conditions in 

your community? 

I think there is a deterioration in everything 

Interviewer: Do you think that there are no longer resources? 

By resources, you mean income? 

Interviewer: No, I mean sea resources. Coastal resources such as sand, 

seashell, things that can be extracted from sea and used as resources 

If we go back five or six years, somethings are no longer available. For 

example, we don’t see Sea Urchin anymore [Toutya, a type of seafood]. 

Because we live in a very developed country, and its people are highly 

educated, so a man goes down with his family and collects all Sea Urchins just 

to make 10,000 LBP, and they do not care if there was no more Sea Urchins for 

the next ten years. No one even hold them accountable. There are a lot of 

seashells that no longer exist, even some fish. They no longer exist because no 

one is taking responsibility, and no one is holding people accountable for their 

actions. At some point, I understand the people, because if no one is taking 

serious measures, then everyone will de as he pleases. No one abides by the 

law. 

B16. What are the factors that 

positively or negatively influence 

your business? 

Negatively, are all of the factors I already told you. Positively are also the same 

factors. If their change will not affect tourism, it will affect locals, university 

students, people who are wealthy, because to tell you the truth our business is 

not cheap. It is not extremely expensive, but it is not cheap. Not everyone can 

afford it. No one is willing to throw in 1,000 or 1,200 USD per year to buy gear 

and learn how to dive; they might rather using it for something else.  

B17. How much does your business 

relies on marine resources? (Note to 

interviewer: please ask for the 

degree of reliance) 

 a. Extreme    b. Very High   c. High   d. Moderate   b. Low   b. 

None 

Can you define marine resources? 

Interviewer: Marine resources are as I told you, sand seashell, things like that 

My business only relies on water. They do affect my business, because if those 

things are not present, then people won’t want to dive 

Interviewer: So it does affect 

Of course it does 

Interviewer: how much would you say it would affect it? 

Extremely  

B18.1. Are you located in a village 

with cultural heritage? If so please 

describe it and provide an 

approximate location? 

No, we only have Nahr El-Kalb 

Interviewer: Does it contain cultural heritage? 

Yes, and it is surrounded by waste, because the government is really involved 

in this, and you see foreigners cleaning just so they can see this heritage. It is 

sad. You have the old bridges inside Nahr El-Kalb. That is it.  
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B18.2. Are there any touristic sites or 

nature reserves in the neighborhood? 

If yes, please describe them 

Not asked 

B19. How much your business relies 

on such sites?  (Note to interviewer: 

please ask for the degree of reliance) 

 a. Extreme    b. Very High   c. High   d. Moderate   b. Low   b. 

None 

B20.1. Do you have adequate water 

supplies in this area? 
Yes 

B20.2. What about electricity and 

waste management services? 

Mainly I have everything. When it comes to waste management we have a 

problem with recycling 

Interviewer: There are no recycling companies?  

There are many, let us not name them. Two years ago, they started these 

recycling campaigns and got the garbage bags and cans. That was great. Ask 

them to come and take the garbage, they reply with no you have to pay us. So I 

need to pay so they take away the garbage. I do not understand why they are 

reusing the waste. People pay today and huge amounts of money just so they 

take the garbage.  

B20.a. Are you satisfied with the 

infrastructure in this village? 

Salim: No, whatever you ask me the answer will be no 

Interviewer: I am specifically talking about the infrastructure of this village 

Salim: It is better than other villages, but it is not the best in the world. If we 

compare it between bad and worse, it is the bad not the worse.  

B20.b. How can the provision of  

infrastructure affect your business? 

It affects it highly. Traffic can affect the business. People think that, I need 

maybe an hour and a half to get there, I rather not go.  

B21.1. How do you find the condition 

of local roads? 

Great, best condition. I went to Sweden and I just spit on their roads because I 

missed the holes of the Lebanese roads, and the people that drive opposite to 

the route [said sarcastically] 

B21.2. Are there any public transport 

services? 

Yeah, we have Egyptians, Syrians and Lebanese, they all wear the same shirt, 

they are all stinky, they all curse, smoke, and race right in the middle of a 

highway [said sarcastically]  

Interviewer: We are talking about public transport? Are they the ones that 

drive busses? 

Yes.  
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B22.1. How do you describe the 

safety and security conditions in this 

area? 

Compared to other areas, we live in heaven. In our resort if you place 1,000 

dollars on the table, you will come back to see that it is 1,100 dollars. The area 

is safer than other areas, but still there are people who are willing to do 

everything to buy food in all areas.  

B22.2. Which parties play the major 

role(s) in this regard? 

Not that I care, but judging by the elections that happen, I say the Lebanese 

Forces, and the Free Patriotic Movement.  

B23.1. What are the main illnesses in 

the community? 

Greed, disrespect, oh those aren’t illnesses? [said sarcastically]  

Interviewer: Those can be psychological illnesses, but how about health 

illnesses  

I don’t we have major illnesses, we have things like allergies, because of the 

things we eat, breath, drink 

B23.2. How do you describe the 

healthcare facilities in this area (what 

are they and where are they?)? 

I honestly don’t know, but we have the Red Cross, and other entities 

Interviewer: And do they come as soon as someone calls for help? 

Yes 

B23.3. Do they satisfy the community 

needs? 
Not asked  

B24. What are the forms of 

communication used by people in 

your community? 

 a. Telephone    b. Internet   c. Mail Services   d. Other  Not asked 

ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

B25.1. Are there any natural 

resources (both offshore and 

onshore) available in the 

neighborhood? 

 Yes    No 

We have fishermen that fish and sell them. For me the marine resources are 

leisure. Also the resources are decreasing 

B25.2. If yes, who are the parties 

managing those natural resources? 

And who are the ones who make use 

of them? 

Fishermen are the most ones that exploit these resources 

Interviewer: Can you describe in details the process of diving, how many 

meters do you dive?  

It depends on the level you’ve accomplished  

Interviewer: And in your diving center 

We have all levels. Under 40 meters is technical diving, above 40 meters is 

recreational diving   

Interviewer: What is the distance that you go? 

When diving, we go about four or five kilometers tops. It depends on the spots, 

and we don’t need to go that deep, we need to stay near the shore 
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B26.a. Please describe briefly the 

climate in this area? 

 

Mainly we have four seasons. Yes, sometimes they can get mixed up, but we 

definitely have four seasons.  

B26.b. Please describe briefly the air 

quality in this area? 

 

Awful, we are near Zouk. 

B26.c. Please describe briefly the 

water quality in this area? 

 

The water is really good; we have a spring that comes straight through here. 

You are talking about drinkable water right? 

Interviewer: Yes drinkable water. How about seawater? 

Near the shore, the water is really at its best. The resorts still throw their sewage 

in the water. The down side also that we have here is that Nahr El-Kalb also 

merges with the sea, so all of the waste that the companies throw in the river 

goes to the sea.  

B26.d. Please describe briefly the 

Offshore Ecology and Geology in this 

area? 

 

No one knows anything about this, unless you dive and discover what’s under 

the sea 

Interviewer: Do people who come to experience diving have that knowledge? 

Not really, no 

Interviewer: So the education about this matter in this area specifically isn’t 

high, so people who comes to dive just do it for fun 

Yes just for fun. We have three types of people who come and do this activity. 

We have the ones that come to take pictures and post them on Instagram; we 

have the ones that come under peer pressure so they come with someone, and 

last the people who are curious to know. The first two do not last, but the 

people who are curious always come back. We have this education/mentality 

that if you go diving you will die 

B26.e. Please describe briefly the 

shoreside Ecology and Geology in this 

area? 

 

B26.f. Please describe briefly the 

Natural Resources in this area? 
They are decreasing and becoming extinct 

B27.1. From your experience, are 

there any industrial (e.g. airborne, 

waterborne, solid waste, noise…) or 

natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, 

floods…) which affect the 

environment in this area? 

 Yes    No 

We have the factory in Zouk. The big problem in Zouk are the fuel tanks that 

come and empty their loads 

Interviewer: Are there a lot of wastes in the area? 

It depends on the air current. In Beirut there is more waste. Here it depends how 

the air is shifting waste.  

In winter some [inaudible] happen. Every year I face a big damage, waves 

come crashing into the building. Each wave weighs more than a ton so its 
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damages he property. We do not encounter floods, mainly just big waves. Other 

than that, we are all prepared for wind, rain or any other thing.   

B27.2. If yes, how is your business 

impacted? Please describe? 
Not asked 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 

B1.1. Are you from this village? How 
long have you been residing here? 

No, I’m not from this village. I am Syrian, but I’ve been here since a long time 

ago. I’m in charge of salterns and I work in salt mining and the olive industry. 

B1.2. How long have you been 
residing here? I’ve been here for 50 years. 

B2. How big is the 
community/population size? I don’t know the population size here. This matter is not my business. 

B3. Please describe briefly your 
economic activity. What do you 
exactly do? 

Firstly, I produce salt, and for example traders buy it and sell it in Beirut. This 

salt has different types [he names some types such as Fleur de Sel, clean salt…] 

and each has its price. Secondly, this is the engine from the sea and we fill the 

containers and settle the water in them. This is what we do. 

B4. Is the business small or medium 
size? 

Medium size. There is this saltner, moulding the containers, patching... For 

example, I’m in charge of this saltner. I bring workers and ask them to do this 

and that such as mixing it, filling it. This is what I’m in charge of. The income 

isn’t mine. It’s like you have this saltner and you put me in charge of it. You 

supervise the work, what I need and want from the sale of the saltner, and you 

provide me with it. 

B5. How long has your business been 
operating? 

Interviewer: How long have you been working here? 

For a month. 

Interviewer: Have you worked in another saltner before? 

Yes, I left last year. I worked in the saltner at the marina. Before that, I worked 

in the saltners of the monastery.  

Interviewer: So your work in saltners has been [He was interrupted] 

Yes, I’ve been working in saltners for many years.  

B6. Is it the main source of income in 
your household? 

Yes, of course. What I receive, I send it to my family. Thank God, we have a 

decent living. 

B7. How many dependents are there 
in your household? 

I have eight children. Four girls and four boys.  

Interviewer: Their ages are above or less than 20? 

They’re above 20.  

Interviewer: All of them? 

Yes, I only have one boy who’s 17 or 18 years old. 

B8.1. Do you have employees?  Yes    No 
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B8.2. If yes, how many and please 
probe into Gender, Nationality, and 
Age Groups. 

 

B9. In what roles are women 
involved? 

Women don’t have a particular role here because they have nothing to do with 

this field. 

B10. How would you evaluate the 
performance (growth/decline) of 
your business for the past three 
years?   

It declined to a certain level. 

B10.a. What factors have influenced 
this growth/decline? 

There was no work in the country anymore. For example, those who used to work 

in production would find that work had stopped, and when work stops, the worker 

has to stop, right?  

Interviewer: In your opinion, what factors can have a positive influence? What 

should happen for this to grow and have positive effects? 

This happens when the situation of the country is good and stable, and there are 

no problems. Nowadays, you can’t talk to anybody. The biggest example is when 

people are swimming. Yesterday, there were youths swimming and they had a 

dog with them. I looked as I was working there and saw a boy with the dog 

jumping in the container. He was playing with the dog. I told him: please can’t 

you see that the saltner is newly moulded? In addition, it will produce salt that 

people will eat. That’s a shame. This domestic salt is edible; unlike the Egyptian 

salt [what followed wasn’t clear]. Fleur de Sel, for example, is demanded. They 

come from Beirut and Jounieh because they know that Anfeh in the North is 

known for its salt.  

B10.b. What were approximately the 
annual revenues vs. expenditure last 
year (2018)? (Note to interviewer: 
please ask for a range of the business 
turnover in USD) 

We didn’t have revenues. Revenues are very small every year. 

Interviewer: Revenues are declining? 

They are declining. Every year, work is regressing because the situation of the 

country is not so good.  

Interviewer: Can you give me a number in USD on your expenditures and 

revenues? Did something cost more than something else? Your income was 

maybe a bit [He was interrupted]. 

I’ve spent a lot on this saltner. I mean I have completely [not clear] and moulded 

it. 

Interviewer: You’ve spent a lot of money on it? 

I’ve spent a lot of money on it. I mean if I’m going to calculate, I’ll need a pen 

and a notebook. It’ll need a lot from the owner of the saltner and me. I’ve already 

spent around 500 L.L. on workers’ wages, and that’s besides my work. I’ve spent 

a lot on my work, and the worker now doesn’t please you like old workers such 

as us did.  

B11. What are the conditions for 
business development in your 
community? 

The conditions here are that the situation should be good. The sale of salt here is 

poor because the Egyptian salt ended it. One Egyptian ton costs here, for 

example, 30 USD. They go and sell the 30 USD salt for 50 USD. Here, the costs 

of salt are 80 USD.  

CLIENTELE AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC ASPECTS 
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B12. Who are your clients? 

Interviewer: Probing into question 

I work for someone called Aleco. He put me in charge of this saltern, he comes 

back to me and responds to my demands, for example if I want [not clear] or sand 

he brings it.  

B13. Is your business seasonal? 
Please describe 

Right now, it’s seasonal. My job, as to me, is that I bring workers every month, 

until the saltern is ready, to work on this saltern, and I receive in half, meaning 

that half the salt is mine and the other half is the owner’s. 

B14. What other types of businesses 
are available in this area? Specifically 
on the shore? 

The businesses that are available in this area are put on halt. There are no 

businesses.  

Interviewer: What businesses are available here [He was interrupted]. 

Everything related to salterns. All people used to live by salterns.  

Interviewer: Factories were also built. 

Yes, factories were built and salt was imported, people couldn’t live by salt 

anymore. They left the saltern of the monastery, where the restaurant Gergi El 

Dayaa is located [incomprehensible] was full of salt, but they all left it. 

Interviewer: So, the businesses that were available on the shore line were all 

related to salt? 

A lot of workers used to work in this field. People lived by it. 

B15. How would you describe the 
current coastal resource conditions in 
your community? 

They visit for tourism the fortress there. [The interviewer first said tourism 

instead of coastal leading to this answer]. 

Interviewer: Are there coastal resources? 

There are no resources. What resources? There are none. 

B16. What are the factors that 
positively or negatively influence 
your business? 

On my work?  

Interviewer: Is there any positive influence? 

There is none. Nothing influences my work. The sale of salt is poor as I’ve said. 

They come and buy this salt for 70 USD, 70 or 80 USD don’t work. You either 

have to sell it with a loss, I once sold it with a loss to Haykal Family, I swear they 

owe me 325,000 L.L. I told them to give back this amount; they said they didn’t 

have it. Come on, give it to me I have a family, I need to send them money and 

to my kids, too. I work in a saltern, I also need to pay the workers, I swear I 

borrowed money to pay them. And now, I am fixing some containers and getting 

tired because there are no workers. You have to get one and pay him in full, he 

wants the same wage as everyone, and for example, if he wants to take 30,000 

L.L. or 35,000 L.L., he won’t work for 20,000 L.L. What is in it for me, then? I 

swear, they made this kneading, and as I cast concrete, I told them to make a 

kneading here. They made one, and I’m not stupid, I mean if I see them or not I 

won’t know how was the work? I looked at them, and they were doing this with 

the shovel [He showed the interviewer how]. They were having fun, and passing 

hours and days. I stopped my work and told them good job boys. One thanked 

me, so I said okay and I asked him why they were kneading like that, he asked 

how, so I told him to give me the shovel, and I am 50-60 years old and my foot 

hurts, then I took the kneading and turned it twice. I finished it in five minutes 

and asked them whether they didn’t fear God and didn’t take their money 

legitimately. He said they were working so I said I saw how they had been 

working. They have no conscience or sentiment. What is the job of a worker? 

His conscience. 
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B17. How much does your business 
relies on marine resources? (Note to 
interviewer: please ask for the 
degree of reliance) 

 a. Extreme    b. Very High   c. High   d. Moderate   b. Low   b. None 
 

It has become very low. 

B18.1. Are you located in a village 
with cultural heritage? If so please 
describe it and provide an 
approximate location? 

I am always here. I’ve been here for eight years straight without going back to 

Syria. I’ve worked everywhere. I went to Amin Issa Family, salt traders who had 

salterns which I was in charge of. I also went to Esper Family if you’ve heard of 

them. I came here and went to [name not clear] Khoury, that saltern, and it’s been 

20 years. This is the first time I settle down.  

Interviewer: Does this region have any cultural heritage? 

It doesn’t.  

B18.2. Are there any touristic sites or 
nature reserves in the neighborhood? 
If yes, please describe them 

There are no touristic sites, or nature reserves because it’s an ownership here. 

They came yesterday and did land surveying. 

Interviewer: There are no nature reserves? 

No. 

B19. How much your business relies 
on such sites?  (Note to interviewer: 
please ask for the degree of reliance) 

 a. Extreme    b. Very High   c. High   d. Moderate   b. Low   b. None 
 

My reliance is on saltworks here. Only here.  

Interviewer: This means that the degree of reliance is high in this area? 

Yes. If I find an outside job after I finish and when there is no more work left, I 

will do it. If not, I will retire.  

B20.1. Do you have adequate water 
supplies in this area? Yes. There is water, there is everything, supplies. 

B20.2. What about electricity and 
waste management services? 

There is electricity. Look, this is the electricity meter. There is also sea water, 

and this is the engine. Everything is ready 24 hours a day.  

B20.a. Are you satisfied with the 
infrastructure in this village? 

The infrastructure is good, but that company there sometimes causes dust. 

Interviewer: The company affects your work? 

It affects the salt because it touches it. The salt must be calcinated, and you want 

to extract clean salt. If the company removes this filter, dust moves according to 

the wind.  

B20.b. How can the provision of  
infrastructure affect your business? 

 

Interviewer: If we want to talk about the infrastructure. You’ve said that 

companies affect your business. 

Yes, all the companies in Chekka affect it. 

Interviewer: Is there anything other than companies? 

There is nothing else other than Hawa Chicken. 

Interviewer: Hawa Chicken, the factory? 

Yes, the factory here, in terms of smell and others. 
 

B21.1. How do you find the condition 
of local roads? All roads are good, not bad.  
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B21.2. Are there any public transport 
services? No. 

B22.1. How do you describe the 
safety and security conditions in this 
area? 

They’re good.  

B22.2. Which parties play the major 
role(s) in this regard? 

You can’t talk to any of the parties here. For example, you’re coming here from 

Tripoli for fishing, and I don’t know what party you follow. You can’t talk. 

Interviewer: Is there a dominant party here? 

No. 

B23.1. What are the main illnesses in 
the community? 

Yesterday, there was a manifestation for cancer spreading because of the soil 

company.  

B23.2. How do you describe the 
healthcare facilities in this area (what 
are they and where are they?)? 

Healthcare facilities are available to a certain level. 

Interviewer: There are no healthcare facilities? 

No, not so much, and everything is expensive. The poor dies and nobody will 

look at him. My foot hurts, my knee, and I’ve spent 500 USD on it and it was as 

if I took that money and put it in the sea.  

B23.3. Do they satisfy the community 
needs? Not asked 

B24. What are the forms of 
communication used by people in 
your community? 

 a. Telephone    b. Internet   c. Mail Services   d. Other   
 

As in transportation? 

Interviewer: Telephone and internet for example. 

Yes, telephone.  

Interviewer: Mostly telephones. 

Everything by telephone. 

 
 

ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

B25.1. Are there any natural 
resources (both offshore and 
onshore) available in the 
neighborhood? 

 Yes    No 
 

[At first, answered no then changed to yes]. 

 

There are no offshore resources. 

Interviewer: Such as fish. 

Fisheries were stopped; I don’t know why, the State [he was interrupted by a 

phone call]. 

Interviewer: So as natural resources, the sea here gives fish? 

Yes, it does. 

Interviewer: Onshore resources, there are none? 

There are none. 
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B25.2. If yes, who are the parties 
managing those natural resources? 
And who are the ones who make use 
of them? 

You should ask the municipality. 

Interviewer: Is there a Fishermen’s Syndicate? 

Yes, there is because there are fishermen next to the marina. It is full with 

fishermen. 

Interviewer: So fishermen benefit from it? 

Yes, they do. 

B26.a. Please describe briefly the 
climate in this area? 
 

The climate is good. 

Interviewer: Are there multiple seasons? Four seasons, like the climate of 

Lebanon. 

Yes, the climate of Lebanon. 

B26.b. Please describe briefly the air 
quality in this area? 
 

Interviewer: You’ve said that the air is affected by companies. 

Yes, by companies. 

B26.c. Please describe briefly the 
water quality in this area? 
 

Interviewer: Sea water quality. 

The water is clean. 

B26.d. Please describe briefly the 
Offshore Ecology and Geology in this 
area? 
 

Not asked 

B26.e. Please describe briefly the 
shoreside Ecology and Geology in this 
area? 

Not asked 

B26.f. Please describe briefly the 
Natural Resources in this area? 

Interviewer: There are only fish as natural resources? 

There are only fish. 

B27.1. From your experience, are 
there any industrial (e.g. airborne, 
waterborne, solid waste, noise…) or 
natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, 
floods…) which affect the 
environment in this area? 

 Yes    No 
 

Interviewer: Is there anything that may affect the environment here such as 

things that are done. For example, what are these fans for? 

These fans are like the ones made in the past. Weren’t there fans that were used 

to blow air? It’s like a heritage. They did them. 

B27.2. If yes, how is your business 
impacted? Please describe? 

 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 
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• Stakeholder was cooperative at first and answered all questions. However, by the end of the interview, and 

after receiving a call from the owner of the saltner who asked him to send the interviewer to the municipality 

and to stop answering the questions, he became slightly uncooperative, and his answers became brief.  
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 
KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW GUIDE – STAKEHOLDERS – COMMERCIAL 

BUSINESS 

Location of Interview: 
(Village/Caza/Block Number): 

Kafaraabida, Block 4 Date of interview : 
Wednesday 

29/05/2019 

Name of Interviewee : Mr. Rafik Maroun 

Interviewee Gender : Male 

Interviewee Postion : Head of Coop 

Name of Interviewer : Wahib 

Notes 
● Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

A. COMMERCIAL BUSINESSES (TRADERS & SERVICES – FORMAL /INFORMAL) 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

B1.1. Are you from this village? How 
long have you been residing here? We’ve been living here since hundreds of years. We don’t buy but we inherit. 

B1.2. How long have you been 
residing here?  

B2. How big is the 
community/population size? 

Approximately 1350 individuals. I can’t give you accurate number you should 

contact the concerned party. 

 

B3. Please describe briefly your 
economic activity. What do you 
exactly do? 

I have a maritime based business my grandfather was owner of fishing boats 

and my father worked with him. He got married and I’m an only child but I get 

educated while my father wasn’t but he was really smart and know how to 

work he had six employees. 

I knew how to buy and sell and I got my education in (TS electronic). 

I got married and I have a big family : four boys and two girls they all got 

educated because I use to work in the sea, in addition to a side job of course but 

you can consider my maritime work as main source of income 

B4. Is the business small or medium 
size? You can consider it as small business so basically I’m a fisherman. 

B5. How long has your business been 
operating? I was 8 years-old, we used to have a small house  
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B6. Is it the main source of income in 
your household? 

Yes, it’s considered our main source of income.  

 I also work in the ministry of communication from the day I graduated till 

today, it’s an additional income to the family because as you know our work is 

seasonal. This year it was a very tough year (weather condition) and we also 

have a small port. However, the port needs support and help. 

B7. How many dependents are there 
in your household? 

They are all married. 

They all work in the army and security forces. And I have my daughter, a 

doctor in petroleum engineer. 

B8.1. Do you have employees? ☐√ Yes   ☐ No 

B8.2. If yes, how many and please 
probe into Gender, Nationality, and 
Age Groups. 

Only one employee, Syrian. He’s been working with me for five years. 

B9. In what roles are women 
involved? 

My wife is educated but when my parents died she insisted on keeping the 

business alive. She is responsible for cooking (frying and grilling) 

B10. How would you evaluate the 
performance (growth/decline) of 
your business for the past three 
years?   

Lebanon is volatile. There’s good and bad working days. As you know the 

dead fish lifecycle is limited so sometimes if I found that I’m in a good 

financial situation instead of sealing the fishes I give it to people for nominal 

price. 

Let people eat and benefit rather than throwing the fish away. 

There’s a decline in the performance because people can’t catch up with the 

life requirements. 

B10.a. What factors have influenced 
this growth/decline? 

This decline is the responsibility of all the Lebanese rulers. 

My kids are employed in the government because I couldn’t find better job 

opportunity for them (in companies) 

 

B10.b. What were approximately the 
annual revenues vs. expenditure last 
year (2018)? (Note to interviewer: 
please ask for a range of the 
business turnover in USD) 

Before we used to have some savings but today the expenses are way more 

than the revenues. You have to pay for the electricity, generator, and water. 

B11. What are the conditions for 
business development in your 
community? 

We need more job opportunities and care for each other.  

CLIENTELE AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC ASPECTS 
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B12. Who are your clients? 
I don’t have fixed costumers. It depends on who wants to buy from me. 

 

B13. Is your business seasonal? 
Please describe 

I don’t depend on seasons. I work continuously.   

The continuality is the key, people know me for being a fisherman I can’t go to 

another business however it is where I find myself.  

B14. What other types of businesses 
are available in this area? 
Specifically on the shore? 

Fishing is the main activity but even some of them are taking it as a hobby. 

However, you can find hotels by the shore.  

 

B15. How would you describe the 
current coastal resource conditions 
in your community? 

Only fishes, Tutia is no longer available.  

We used to have sponge back in time however, we used to collect, clean and 

sell them to a man coming from Cyprus.  

The decorators used to search for these sponge because its highly used in their 

job  

B16. What are the factors that 
positively or negatively influence 
your business? 

What affects the business is the situation in general, back in time we faced 

many wars that affected our business and no one cared about its impact nor 

helped us. 

The reduction of dynamite usage increased the fish categories. 

A Turkish ship was loaded with corn and seed of cotton sank, and the product 

loaded are considered as attraction to the fish which increased the fish quantity 

especially in Tripoli and we get affected positively a little bit on us. 

B17. How much does your business 
relies on marine resources? (Note to 
interviewer: please ask for the 
degree of reliance) 

☐ a. Extreme   ☐ b. Very High  ☐√ c. High  ☐ d. Moderate  ☐ b. Low  ☐ b. 

None 

B18.1. Are you located in a village 
with cultural heritage? If so please 
describe it and provide an 
approximate location? 

 

The answer is out of topic 

B18.2. Are there any touristic sites or 
nature reserves in the 
neighborhood? If yes, please 
describe them 

Yes, near villa Wardyeh there’s a mountain that a Jordanian bought in order to 

make a new business 

Stakeholder, with the help of an AEU company payed to the government in 

order to create bungalows (rooms in the sea similar to the Maldives). 

No we don’t have nature reserves but we are planning to. There is one in 

Anfeh. 

B19. How much your business relies 
on such sites?  (Note to interviewer: 
please ask for the degree of reliance) 

☐ a. Extreme   ☐ b. Very High  ☐ c. High  ☐ d. Moderate  ☐ b. Low  ☐√ b. 

None 
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B20.1. Do you have adequate water 
supplies in this area? 

They did new water network supply and its working fine now. 

 

B20.2. What about electricity and 
waste management services? The municipality gathered the waste and through it in a valley in Eddeh. 

B20.a. Are you satisfied with the 
infrastructure in this village? 

They did infrastructure near our home, we requested the concerned party to do 

once the infrastructure work because our buildings are old. 

Instead they come many times to do the same work and it’s affecting our 

buildings structures  

B20.b. How can the provision of  
infrastructure affect your business? 

It affects in one thing, through the infrastructure network supply. 

 

B21.1. How do you find the condition 
of local roads? 

The local roads are bad, people used to come to the clubs near us and drive in a 

very bad manner affecting us since our homes are old and directly on the road. 

B21.2. Are there any public transport 
services? 

Yes, taxis are available. 

 

B22.1. How do you describe the 
safety and security conditions in this 
area? 

There’s no safety everyone is depending on himself. 

People know us and that my children are in the army. 

B22.2. Which parties play the major 
role(s) in this regard? 

The parties care only about election. 

Once elected they forget about us, no one is serving us except Jebran Bassil 

B23.1. What are the main illnesses in 
the community? We don’t have illness we only need to be more careful about the cleanliness.  

B23.2. How do you describe the 
healthcare facilities in this area 
(what are they and where are 
they?)? 

We don’t have any facilities, only in Batroun however it’s for both the army 

and civil. 
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B23.3. Do they satisfy the 
community needs? [Question not asked] 

B24. What are the forms of 
communication used by people in 
your community? 

☐√ a. Telephone   ☐ b. Internet  ☐ c. Mail Services  ☐ d. Other   

ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

B25.1. Are there any natural 
resources (both offshore and 
onshore) available in the 
neighborhood? 

☐ Yes   ☐√ No 

B25.2. If yes, who are the parties 
managing those natural resources? 
And who are the ones who make use 
of them? 

You can’t depend on the fishermen to manage the resources because they don’t 

have time. 

B26.a. Please describe briefly the 
climate in this area? 
 

The climate is moderator and good as long as we keep the atmosphere clean. 

B26.b. Please describe briefly the air 
quality in this area? 
 

The air quality is good but it gets affected from the pollution that covers 

Lebanon in general. 

(the fog is coming from the chemical factory near us, and once the ministry of 

health contact them for filter maintenance the fog disappears) 

 

B26.c. Please describe briefly the 
water quality in this area? 
 

I don’t know about this topic 

B26.d. Please describe briefly the 
Offshore Ecology and Geology in this 
area? 
 

We have clean rock and sand but the sand in this area is affected by the 

chemical industry because every few minutes through it in the sea and even it 

affect the fish. 

B26.e. Please describe briefly the 
shoreside Ecology and Geology in 
this area? 

I have a small land but today it doesn’t produce almonds anymore. It produces 

olives and figs. 

B26.f. Please describe briefly the 
Natural Resources in this area? No, not really. 
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B27.1. From your experience, are 
there any industrial (e.g. airborne, 
waterborne, solid waste, noise…) or 
natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, 
floods…) which affect the 
environment in this area? 

☐ Yes   ☐√ No  

 

 (only the chemical factory already stated above) 

 

 (according to some studies the sea level will increase due to the melting of 

pols) 

B27.2. If yes, how is your business 
impacted? Please describe? 

 

 
 
 
 
 

TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 

KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW GUIDE – STAKEHOLDERS – COMMERCIAL BUSINESS 

Location of Interview: 

(Village/Caza/Block 

Number): 

      Date of interview :       

Name of Interviewee :       

Interviewee Gender :  

Interviewee Postion :  

Name of Interviewer :  

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and 

give the participants an opportunity for questions and answers  

D. COMMERCIAL BUSINESSES (TRADERS & SERVICES – FORMAL /INFORMAL) 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

B1.1. Are you from this 

village? How long have you 

been residing here? 

  I am the head of the fishermen Coop in Dbayeh.  

B1.2. How long have you 

been residing here? 
 I have been living here since I was born. 

B2. How big is the 

community/population size? 

 I have no idea about the population in Dbayeh (70,000 or 80,000 inhabitants 

according to the mayor).  

 

-Interviewer: Do you have any idea about the population size in Lebanon? 
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Approximately 4,000,000 inhabitant?  

 

B3. Please describe briefly 

your economic activity. 

What do you exactly do? 

 I manage a company that rents yachts, and I own a small club where I teach 

people fishing. In addition, I manage a Lebanese restaurant related to the COOP 

where we sell the fishermen’s fish (as well as fish from various regions in 

Lebanon) since we don’t do auctions here. Moreover, we rent private and 

commercial boats.  

B4. Is the business small or 

medium size? 
 I think medium size businesses.  

B5. How long has your 

business been operating? 

 The fishermen COOP was inaugurated in 1993. I have been at the head of the 

COOP since 2013. I started “Dbayeh Fishing Club” in 1996 and “Dbayeh Sea 

Club” in 2015.  

B6. Is it the main source of 

income in your household? 
 Yes, sure.  

B7. How many dependents 

are there in your household? 

 My son only; he is 18 years old approximately. 

 

-Interviewer: How many dependents are there in your household? 

 

My wife and my son only. I have as well another son; he is around eight years 

old.  

 

B8.1. Do you have 

employees? 
 Yes    No 

B8.2. If yes, how many and 

please probe into Gender, 

Nationality, and Age 

Groups. 

 I consider all the fishermen as employees since they provide fish to the 

restaurant and to the fishery located in the COOP.  

 

-Interviewer: How many fishermen work in the COOP? 

 

50 to 60 full-time fishermen, 70 seasonal fishermen and the rest are amateurs 

(i.e. they mainly sell fish). 

 

-Interviewer: What is their age range? 
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Around 35 years old and above. 

 

-Interviewer: Are they Lebanese? 

 

Mainly Lebanese, few Palestinians because there is a camp near Dbayeh, and 

very few Syrians (i.e. around one or two if any).  

 

-Interviewer: What about your private businesses. 

 

We have three Indian sailors and two Lebanese captains that work on the boats 

(whether for fishing or tourism purposes). And, my partner is the captain of our 

main boat.  

 

-Interviewer: What is their age range? 

 

Between 25 and 45 years old.  

 

 

B9. In what roles are women 

involved? 

My wife helps me sometimes in the restaurant. Fishing is mainly for men. In 

addition, we may hire seasonally a woman as a bartender or so.  

 

-Interviewer: Do women fish? 

 

I don’t think there are more than one or two women in Lebanon who work in 

fishing. It is a hard job; it is not womanly.  

 

 

 

B10. How would you 

evaluate the performance 

(growth/decline) of your 

business for the past three 

years?   

My private job is doing great, and the COOP improved approximately 400 or 

500 percent since 2013 (based on everyone’s praise).  

 

 

B10.a. What factors have 

influenced this 

growth/decline? 

COOPs should be supported by governments in order to improve its members’ 

quality of life. Unfortunately, we don’t receive governmental support; therefore 

we collect donations to fund this institute. I would like to note that we pay on 

infrastructure ventures, and we are not allowed to ask for compensations even 

after receiving approval (i.e. thousands of dollars are being paid). We are using 

this money to improve the Mina rather than pay back to the fishermen.  

B10.b. What were 

approximately the annual 

revenues vs. expenditure last 

year (2018)? (Note to 

interviewer: please ask for a 

The season was really bad last year. Everyone who works in the sea knows this 

fact. The COOP is doing well in general; however we are broken now since we 

started a very big project. These projects were supposed to be financed by the 

government. The COOP’s income is around 80,000 USD per year, and the 

current project will cost us around 250,000 USD. My private businesses turnover 
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range of the business 

turnover in USD) 

is around 135,000 USD per year. However, we didn’t reach this amount last 

year.  

B11. What are the 

conditions for business 

development in your 

community? 

I think expenses and deals should be organized at all society levels. A small 

country like Lebanon with a limited number of inhabitants could prosper. We 

hope that it will improve with time.  

CLIENTELE AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC ASPECTS 

B12. Who are your clients? 
My clients are young in general (i.e. between 17 and 45 years old). However, 

there is no specific age range in the COOP and restaurant.  

B13. Is your business 

seasonal? Please describe 

The restaurant and the COOP’ work is not seasonal although few months could 

be better than the others. However, my private businesses are purely seasonal.  

B14. What other types of 

businesses are available in 

this area? Specifically on the 

shore? 

Fishing, maritime tourism, and touristic projects (hotels and so on).  

B15. How would you 

describe the current coastal 

resource conditions in your 

community? 

Very good if organized. 

 

-Interviewer: However, what do you think about it now? 

Some types of coastal resources are already instinct. We provide the Lebanese 

market with approximately 10 percent of its fish production.  

 

B16. What are the factors 

that positively or negatively 

influence your business? 

Weather, political situation and tourism at both levels (i.e. private businesses and 

COOP ). 

B17. How much does your 

business relies on marine 

resources? (Note to 

interviewer: please ask for 

the degree of reliance) 

 a. Extreme (at the COOP level)   b. Very High   c. High   (at the private 

businesses level) d. Moderate   b. Low   b. None 

B18.1. Are you located in a 

village with cultural 

heritage? If so please 

describe it and provide an 

approximate location? 

Yes, sure, “Nahr Al Kalb” monuments.  
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B18.2. Are there any 

touristic sites or nature 

reserves in the 

neighborhood? If yes, please 

describe them 

No.  

B19. How much your 

business relies on such sites?  

(Note to interviewer: please 

ask for the degree of 

reliance) 

 a. Extreme    b. Very High   c. High   d. Moderate   b. Low   b. None 

B20.1. Do you have 

adequate water supplies in 

this area? 

Kind of, we have water here. We buy water from time to time.  

B20.2. What about 

electricity and waste 

management services? 

The “Daoura landfill” is near; however they were able to control the situation. 

“Electricity of Lebanon” is near as well which leads to chemicals’ leakage in 

addition to other factories.  

 

-Interviewer: Are you able to manage waste? 

 

We have waste containers nothing else.  

B20.a. Are you satisfied with 

the infrastructure in this 

village? 

 Nobody is satisfied with the infrastructure here in Lebanon. It needs 

improvement for sure. 

B20.b. How can the 

provision of  infrastructure 

affect your business? 

 We have spoken already about water and electricity.  

B21.1. How do you find the 

condition of local roads? 
Dbayeh is well known for its crowded roads.  

B21.2. Are there any public 

transport services? 
Dbayeh is well known for its crowded roads. 

B22.1. How do you describe 

the safety and security 

conditions in this area? 

 Very safe.  
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B22.2. Which parties play 

the major role(s) in this 

regard? 

 Christian political parties. 

B23.1. What are the main 

illnesses in the community? 

 I don’t think we have many illnesses here in the region. Maybe hunger and 

garbage are spread in remote areas.  

 

B23.2. How do you describe 

the healthcare facilities in 

this area (what are they and 

where are they?)? 

 Healthcare is non-existent here (zero). 

 

 

 

B23.3. Do they satisfy the 

community needs? 

  Only if they have money; however we have the best medical services.  

 

B24. What are the forms of 

communication used by 

people in your community? 

 a. Telephone    b. Internet   c. Mail Services   d. Other   

ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

B25.1. Are there any natural 

resources (both offshore and 

onshore) available in the 

neighborhood? 

 Yes    No 

B25.2. If yes, who are the 

parties managing those 

natural resources? And who 

are the ones who make use 

of them? 

 Maritime resources only.  

B26.a. Please describe 

briefly the climate in this 

area? 

 

 I enjoy it, a bit humid.  

B26.b. Please describe 

briefly the air quality in this 

area? 

 

 The pollution level is mainly low in Dbayeh. The air flow is western and south-

western; it could be northern and eastern mid-season.   
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B26.c. Please describe 

briefly the water quality in 

this area? 

 

 It is very good compared to other regions since the Lebanese water 

establishment is located in Dbayeh.  

B26.d. Please describe 

briefly the Offshore Ecology 

and Geology in this area? 

 

 The offshore geology is amazing due to the maritime life. However, the 

offshore ecology is not good at all. I wish someone could help in this matter.  

B26.e. Please describe 

briefly the shoreside Ecology 

and Geology in this area? 

 The sea coalesces with the mountains here. The shoreside ecology is still 

acceptable as opposed to other regions.  

B26.f. Please describe briefly 

the Natural Resources in 

this area? 

 Non-existent. Only fish.  

B27.1. From your 

experience, are there any 

industrial (e.g. airborne, 

waterborne, solid waste, 

noise…) or natural hazards 

(e.g. earthquakes, floods…) 

which affect the 

environment in this area? 

 Yes    No 

 

 I doubt that factories are affecting the environment in Dbayeh.  

 

B27.2. If yes, how is your 

business impacted? Please 

describe? 

 I don’t know what to say. I heard that oil drilling will surely have a negative 

impact on the shoreside geology. 

 

-Interviewer: However studies didn’t validate it yet. 

 

 This is what I have heard, for that reason I can’t answer your question.  
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 

KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW GUIDE – STAKEHOLDERS – COMMERCIAL 

BUSINESS 

Location of Interview: 

(Village/Caza/Block Number): 
Tripoli Date of interview :       

Name of Interviewee : 
Captain Talal Amin 

Interviewee Gender : Male  

Interviewee Postion : Former Captain, Current Restaurant Owner 

Name of Interviewer : Wahib 

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

E. COMMERCIAL BUSINESSES (TRADERS & SERVICES – FORMAL /INFORMAL) 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
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B1.1. Are you from this village? Yes 

B1.2. How long have you been 

residing here? 

Since birth. But I go away on business, but it usually doesn’t last more than a 

couple of months. 

B2. How big is the 

community/population size? 
Approximately 160,000 people  

B3. Please describe briefly your 

economic activity. What do you 

exactly do? 

I own a seafood restaurant. We count on both tourism and fishing. We aim to 

provide to our customers the best products. People, tourists or citizens, come 

especially to eat healthy seafood, prepared deliciously. This is my field of work 

at the moment. I also fish. I sometimes dive and catch fish to support my work 

[the restaurant] or I sometimes sell fish, or I buy them If I need to. 

B4. Is the business small or medium 

size? 

It is a small business. We do have the potential to grow, but the current 

circumstances of Tripoli, which is classified as the poorer town on the coast, do 

not allow any growth in business 

B5. How long has your business been 

operating? 
Since 1997 

B6. Is it the main source of income in 

your household? 
Yes, the only income 

B7. How many dependents are there 

in your household? 
Six 

B8.1. Do you have employees?  Yes    No 

B8.2. If yes, how many and please 

probe into Gender, Nationality, and 

Age Groups. 

I have three employees, my son, and my wife help me as well. Two of the 

employees are Lebanese, one is Syrian. They are around 23 or 24 years old, and 

me and my wife are above the age of 40.  
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B9. In what roles are women 

involved? 

My wife is my right hand in the business. She cooks the food, she sometimes 

cleans the seashells I bring in. we help each other out. She is my partner after 

all.  

B10. How would you evaluate the 

performance (growth/decline) of 

your business for the past three 

years?   

The foreigners in this town, UN workers, IRC workers, tell each other about my 

business, that this is a clean seafood restaurant. Doctors show up to eat because 

they know that the fish is fresh. And my background as a captain has helped 

know how to be diverse in my selection of food. Thanks to the lord, my work is 

going pretty good, stable. It is not falling back, but it is not witnessing a 

tremendous growth. 

B10.a. What factors have influenced 

this growth/decline? 

First of all, the municipality does not look out after the heritage sites. In the old 

market, the cars roam free. If they could work on that area, the entire country 

would get better. They would encourage people who have business ideas to 

make it a reality. There is no support for business owners. We have a lot of 

potential in Tripoli. For example we have the island reserve; they close it for 

nine months a year, and then open it in the time where it should be closed, June 

July and August, because turtles lay their eggs in that season. So when people 

come in and walk all over the place that seems to be impossible. If only this 

changes, then we would be living in peace. 

B10.b. What were approximately the 

annual revenues vs. expenditure last 

year (2018)? (Note to interviewer: 

please ask for a range of the business 

turnover in USD) 

The revenues I get from this business are enough for me to live a decent life, 

my normal life. I can cover the expenses of my car, motorcycle, boat, my 

family, my children’s school tuition. We are satisfied. We can even save money 

for the rainy days. I have a monthly profit worth 3,000 or 4,000 USD. By the 

end of the year you might still have maybe a 1,000 USD or sometimes nothing 

at all.  

B11. What are the conditions for 

business development in your 

community? 

The simplest thing as I said before is that the municipality lets people run their 

business in a smooth matter. If everyone was unemployed, then no one would 

want to come over and spend money on food. And right now we count on 

foreigner more than citizens 

CLIENTELE AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC ASPECTS 

B12. Who are your clients? 

Foreign workers, tourists, some university professors, doctors, mainly people 

who are financially stable. We don’t see a family going in to have lunch for 

instance like we used to. 

B13. Is your business seasonal? 

Please describe 

It is year round. Sometimes it falls back a bit in summer, but mainly because 

people go to the beach, or the mountains. But at the same time, your sales might 

increase because of people who were on the beach. There is always a flow to 

the work.  

B14. What other types of businesses 

are available in this area? Specifically 

on the shore? 

Since Mina is a place that is surrounded by water. But they ruined our shore 

when they build a Corniche that ruined the environmental façade of the area, it 

ruined the beautiful view. So the least that they can do is let the people benefit 

from this Corniche and use it like what they would do in any other country. 

They should let people do whatever business they want, of course in a technical 
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matter, for example they could place shacks every 50 to 100 meters, and they 

should rent those shacks according to the person’s ID, if he was born in the 

Mina, he is from the Mina, then he could rent the shack. And for the people 

who already own shops and restaurants near the shore, and had to pay tax fees 

for the Corniche to be build, should be granted a share in that Corniche. That 

people would feel more comfortable, and maybe they will keep the shore clean. 

If they do this they would be creating an economic movement in the area, they 

will get the attention of more tourists.  

B15. How would you describe the 

current coastal resource conditions in 

your community? 

We are standing at the lowest level when it comes to benefiting from the coastal 

resources. Today if you have a coast that you can benefit from, perhaps have a 

fish farm, those kinds of activities are prohibited around here. The people from 

this area are not benefiting from the coast. Not only did they ruin the 

environment, they ar also not allowing us to benefit. On the other hand, 

foreigners are roaming free, opening up their own shacks, for example if a 

Syrian opened up a coffee shop/shack they let him, but if a Lebanese did they 

would fine him on the spot.  

B16. What are the factors that 

positively or negatively influence 

your business? 

If I want to talk about the oil drilling project they are planning to do, it will 

most definitely bring engineers and others, a class of workers that isn’t 

currently present in the area. For me this is a positive factor that would affect 

my business, because at some point they will become new clients of mine, and I 

will benefit. Also this project will be good in another way, if a lot of people 

came to town for this project, they might consider opening up a hospital [he 

stated that Mina is a small city, yet it does not have a hospital]. Workers might 

bring along their families as well, so new people will be in town which is really 

good for business.  

As for the negative effects of this project, I still haven’t seen any negative 

effects, and I hope I won’t. But I guess the negative effects could come from 

mistakes that could occur, for example pollution, but at the moment they are 

taking measures for handling any misshape and we can see that. They have the 

resources now that allows them to contain pollution if it did happen. This is the 

only negative factor. 

Interviewer: Aside from the effects that this project might have, what are the 

current factors that are affecting your business? 

Nothing affects me negatively other than the maltreatment of the municipality, 

and responsible parties in this country. The way the deal with people’s 

problems here is disgraceful. We went and cleaned the islands and when we 

brought back the trash the municipality refused to take it, we had to rent trucks 

on our own expenses so we can go to the dump site, when we got there they 

wouldn’t allow us to enter because we needed a permit from the municipality. 

We tried doing well by cleaning, but we became outlaws. So we asked the truck 

driver to deal with the trash, gave him money, and we never knew where he 

threw them. He could have thrown them in sea, the river, no one knows. So 

now we stopped doing those kinds of activities, unless they were okay with 

whatever we wanted to do. That way they can look like the hero, and if some 

television came and took a shot of the work, they take all the credit.     
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B17. How much does your business 

relies on marine resources? (Note to 

interviewer: please ask for the 

degree of reliance) 

 a. Extreme    b. Very High   c. High   d. Moderate   b. Low   b. 

None 

B18.1. Are you located in a village 

with cultural heritage? If so please 

describe it and provide an 

approximate location? 

I think I am a part of the cultural heritage. Even my shop has that cultural 

heritage vibe. And I am someone who is fond of cultural heritage, so I try to 

keep a hold of it whenever I can.   

 

B18.2. Are there any touristic sites or 

nature reserves in the neighborhood? 

If yes, please describe them 

We have the island reserve, but as I told you they closed it, and they won’t let 

the people benefit from it. We talked about this with many officials, and the 

person in charger Dr. Jaroudi. I think the environment committee of the north 

took this matter into its hands, and they promised them money, I think one 

millions USD per year or something around that, but unfortunately they don’t 

seem to care. They only work in the season where people might come, they 

clean the beach, the islands and that’s it. If there was a Ministry of Environment 

that follows up the work, then they would oblige them to open up the reserve all 

year round. I can make a group pf foreigners now and bring them from Beirut 

to hike on the islands, it’s not necessary that they swim, maybe it’s still winter. 

They could bid for a shack on the reserve, that way they take care of it. 

Meanwhile they keep it closed and only open it up in summer where everyone 

bring their barbecue and ruin the territory so turtles can’t lay their eggs 

anymore. Bottom line no one is working for the sake of the town. This reserve 

is most essential environmental resource, there’s nothing like it in the whole 

Mediterranean, yet they neglect it, and choose to not benefit from it.    

B19. How much your business relies 

on such sites?  (Note to interviewer: 

please ask for the degree of reliance) 

 a. Extreme    b. Very High   c. High   d. Moderate   b. Low   b. 

None. My work depends 40% on the sites and 60% on resources we extract 

from the sea, such as fish and other seafood 

[note that the interviewer and the interviewee both did not mention what might 

the degree of reliance be]  

B20.1. Do you have adequate water 

supplies in this area? 
Yes 

B20.2. What about electricity and 

waste management services? 

The electricity here is the same as everywhere else in Lebanon, terrible. We 

need to have more than one electricity source, we have the generator of the 

funder, and we have our own generator, and the spare battery at home. If you 

don’t have 5 or 6 sources of electricity you can’t work properly. If the 

electricity is out, until the generator of our street turns on, you need to have 

power by the battery. And if the generator of our street was broken, then you 

need to turn on your own generator.  
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B20.a. Are you satisfied with the 

infrastructure in this village? 

Not at all. There is a road up ahead, you can see it and even photograph it, they 

turned it into a pedestrian road, and they took out the cement and put tiles on 

top of sand. And they hanged up the presidential decree and its number. Yet 

cars still go through this road. But when you took out the cement and placed 

tiles on top of sand, the ground is no longer protected. The old sewers of this 

town consisted of a dug tunnel. Now sand is collapsing, so the ground is 

becoming squiggly, and they have to open up a sewer every now and then, then 

they see that it is collapsed even more on the other side, so they open up 

another sewer. So you see a sewer opened up every five meters. so we are left 

with chunks of cement, opened sewers, left garbage extracted from the sewers, 

the awful smell, and flies. So of course I am not satisfied with neither the 

sewage, nor electricity infrastructure in the village  

B20.b. How can the provision of  

infrastructure affect your business? 

It has a tremendous effect already. If this current situation of the roads changes, 

our businesses will flourish, because will have easier access to the restaurant, 

they can walk freely. There will be no more cars that block the way of other 

cars, because this road has a dead end, so if you enter you’re stuck and you 

need to drive reverse, but you see that there are more than ten cars parked 

behind each other, and then you’ll have a problem.  

B21.1. How do you find the condition 

of local roads? 

[the interviewer merged both questions B21.1. and B21.2.] 

No, we only have cab drivers that hold red plates, but it is not enough. So if 

people need to go somewhere, not far, they need to take their cars, or do as I 

did, I have a motorcycle, and you either have to pay the mechanic fees that cost 

more than the ones for a car, or you drive it illegally and risk its seizure, and 

maybe get fined as well because you are not wearing your helmet, but why 

would I wear it if it’s a close by drive. And I usually do it because I don’t have 

anyone to drive me. It’s a big problem 

Interviewer: why not buy a bicycle? 

Yes we bought a bicycle, and rollers, and a motorcycle, and a car. And every 

time the level is upgraded, we upgrade our transportation.     

B21.2. Are there any public transport 

services? 
[covered in question B21.1] 

B22.1. How do you describe the 

safety and security conditions in this 

area? 

Safety and security [said while laughing], bye bye safety and security [it was a 

play on words in Arabic], because guess what, you never see a police officer 

nor someone from the municipality, nor a gendarme. And they call them after a 

fight has already happened, and they come to ask what happened. And then 

they go to the hospital to see that people are literally broken [said sarcastically 

and while laughing]. We sort of hold the safety and security in this town. If we 

see two men about to fight we go and take them off of each other, just so there 

won’t be any fighting near our homes and shops.  
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B22.2. Which parties play the major 

role(s) in this regard? 

All parties are playing negative roles, because they are all conspiring with each 

other.  

B23.1. What are the main illnesses in 

the community? 

[Note that the interviewer merged questions B23.1. and B23.2.] 

I told you this is the only city that doesn’t have a hospital. So health care 

facilities are non-existent. They write on the front of the clinic, the clinic is 

open 24/7, but go there right now you will see that it’s closed. There is no 

healthcare. If you healthcare you will have to go to another city, for me Tripoli 

is another city. I was born here in Mina, in Al-Askali. So I have to go to another 

city if I needed healthcare. We don’t have healthcare.  

Interviewer: so what are the main illnesses you see in this community? 

We don’t have a lot of illnesses. Lately we started hearing of this bizarre flu 

that was going around, and you see everyone has the flu.   

B23.2. How do you describe the 

healthcare facilities in this area (what 

are they and where are they?)? 

[covered in question B23.1] 

B23.3. Do they satisfy the community 

needs? 
No 

B24. What are the forms of 

communication used by people in 

your community? 

 a. Telephone    b. Internet   c. Mail Services   d. Other   

We only have telephones, we have no other means 

Interviewer: You use social media 

Yes 

ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

B25.1. Are there any natural 

resources (both offshore and 

onshore) available in the 

neighborhood? 

 Yes    No 

We have fishing, either for fish or seashells, but we still perform them in a 

primitive way. It could be developed but we don’t have the means to develop it.  

B25.2. If yes, who are the parties 

managing those natural resources? 

And who are the ones who make use 

of them? 

There is no one responsible for it. Each person fishes the way he pleases. The 

party responsible should be the Ministry of Agriculture, and each person should 

get a permit. We have maybe 20, 120, or 1,200 boats that don’t even know how 

a permit looks. Only the people who might face problems when fishing using 

nets might go get permits. Even the people who fish right on shore, using a 

fishing hook, as a hobby should have permits. 

No one is benefiting from them, because we are still fishing in a primitive way. 

No one is actually benefiting, except for fish shops maybe, because they sell the 

fish  
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B26.a. Please describe briefly the 

climate in this area? 

 

We are famous for always having cool breeze in summer. This can be maybe 

used for surfing, sports that include sailing, but unfortunately, they ruined our 

shore as I said, which prohibited any access if you want to sail. Nevertheless, 

his breeze might hurt the fishermen, because they will need to go and fish earl 

before the breeze starts.  

B26.b. Please describe briefly the air 

quality in this area? 

 

70% of the time, we have a south western wind; it is clean, salty, and humid.  

B26.c. Please describe briefly the 

water quality in this area? 

 

The sea is polluted, the first one and a half kilometers of it is polluted at least. 

Thank god we have those islands, because when you reach them you would 

have gone two kilometers from shore. There the quality of the water is perfect 

for fishing, and swimming. We also have the reserve that is five kilometers 

from shore, the water there is so refreshing. I take foreigners on trips to go to 

those reserves when they open. I usually take 15 to 20 people, and they have a 

great time. Fresh air, clean water. The only proble is the first one and a half 

kilometers, because they are polluted, sewage waste is dumped in them. we 

have a lot of sewage waste, and instead of it to be dumped in the municipality’s 

tank, they get dumped in sea.  

B26.d. Please describe briefly the 

Offshore Ecology and Geology in this 

area? 

 

There is no one who takes care of the ecology and geology of this area. In case 

they do take care of the environment it won’t be accurate. I was one of the 

people who founded the Environmental Safety Organization, the sea 

environment, and we wanted to plant seashells, we planted them in there right 

spot, and they grew, but unfortunately no one helped. 

Interviewer: So we can say that there is an amenable environment but there is 

no one to take care of it 

Yes, you need a responsible party to take charge of things, to help, to work on 

developing the environment  

B26.e. Please describe briefly the 

shoreside Ecology and Geology in this 

area? 

We have nothing but the island reserves that we already talked about. Ramtin 

island is the closest point to Cyprus, it is the western part of Lebanon. It is a 

great location that we can take advantage of, but no one tries to work on it. 

B26.f. Please describe briefly the 

Natural Resources in this area? 

We have no natural resource other than the sea, and I told you that there is no 

one that takes care of it. It’s a shame to have the poorest city on the eastern 

coast.   

B27.1. From your experience, are 

there any industrial (e.g. airborne, 

waterborne, solid waste, noise…) or 

natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, 

floods…) which affect the 

environment in this area? 

 Yes    No 

We have the waste dump, thanks to our municipality! When the wind blows the 

smell of the waste spreads all over the town, in our homes even. So we need to 

close the windows, put on a mask so we can sleep.  

No we have no floods or earthquakes at the moment. We used to hear of 

earthquakes that used to happen maybe 100 years ago, but I have never seen 

anything like that  
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B27.2. If yes, how is your business 

impacted? Please describe? 

Not only does it affect my business, it affect my entire life. This is something 

that we can’t escape from.  
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 

KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW GUIDE – STAKEHOLDERS – BEACH 

RESORTS 

Location of Interview: 

(Village/Caza/Block Number): 
Chekka Block 4 Date of interview : 5/27/2019 

Name of Interviewee : Denise Rahme 

IntervieweeGender : Female 

IntervieweePostion : Manager 

Name of Interviewer : Wahib Izmiraghdi 

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

F. BEACH RESORTS 

DEMOGRAPHICS AND CAPACITY 

D1. Please describe briefly your 

economic activity. What do you 

exactly do? 

Our business consists of a hotel and a resort which are mostly active during 

summer since we have the finest salty shore in Lebanon. We’ve been always 

striving to activate our work during winter as well, and we thought that the oil 

drilling operations might open doors to more profits and job opportunities. 

Tourists and travellers would start arriving to our resorts and occupying rooms 

and chalets, and we in return would offer them our services. Nothing but positive 

outcomes has crossed my mind as soon as the oil drilling operations were 

introduced to me. 

D2. How long has your business 

been operating? 
We’ve been operating this business since 16 years so far. 

D3. Is it the main source of your 

household income? 

Yes, although we rarely work during winter season and our institution’s income is 

gradually declining year after year, we’re trying our hardest to stay on track and 

score profit and gains. We are hoping for better days! 

D4. How is your establishment is 

best described? 
 a.Beach Resort  b.Spa:  c. Other, please specify:_____ 

D5. What is the total number of: Chalets/ Rooms: 170/ 54 Cabins: 60  Bungalows: 6 Other, specify: Restaurants 
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D6. Do you have direct and private 

access to the beach?  
Yes           No 

D7. What is the total number of your employees? 

We have about 50 employees ( seasonal employees are not included) 

Total Females: _____ Males: _______ 

Professionals: eight Females: Females Are Less Than Males 
Males: Males are more than 

females 

Skilled Workers : Not Specified Females: Not Specified Males: Eight-nine 

 

Unskilled Workers: 10 or more 

Females: Zero; women are housekeepers in our 

resort 
Males: 10 or more 

D8. Over the last year (2018), what was your resort’s average occupancy rate? 

Average Annual A 50% drop in our resort’s average occupancy rate. 

High-Season Last year was the worst year 50%. 

Low-Season 
We are obliged to take the market into account and to lower our prices. 

(unspecified) 

D9.1. From a financial perspective, 

how was your business doing for 

the past five years?   

2010 was our most successful year, but our work deteriorated for the past five 

years. Rumours and accidents have affected harshly our business activity 

throughout the recent years despite our renowned reputation for the finest 

unpolluted water and shore in Lebanon.  

D9.2. What has influenced these 

trends? 

Beside the rumours and accidents, the low purchasing power of people have 

abstained them from frequently visiting our resort. 

Socio-Economic Aspects 
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D10.1. Who are your main guests? Our main guests are the local market and the Lebanese Diaspora and immigrants. 

D10.1. In your opinion, what makes 

them attracted to your resort? 

Our resort grabs the attention and attracts guests since it is family oriented and one 

of the cleanest and most beautiful shores in Lebanon. 

D11.1. Are you located in a village 

with cultural heritage? 
No, there is only a near exhibition called ‘el Nabou”. 

D11.2. And are there any touristic 

sites in the neighborhood? 
Yes (religious touristic churches and sites)                           No 

D11.3. If yes, please describe 
There are religious touristic sites like Saydet El Nourieh, and marvelous 

archaelogical churches in Anfeh. 

D12. Do you offer any specific 

tourism services? (E.g. tours, 

expeditions, boat tours…) 

No, people visit us in order to stay and spend a couple of days at the shore in our 

resort. 
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D13. What type(s) of marine 

recreational activities you offer to 

your guests? Please describe 

All activities are available in our resort, for instance like the skinotic, diving, and 

jet skies. 

D14.1. Do you offer any other 

recreational activities? If yes, 

please describe 

Yes              No 

D14.2. If yes, please describe: Not Asked 

D15. Do you have restaurants?  Yes                               No 

D15.a. Which types and do they 

have a seafood menu? 

We have an international Lebanese restaurant in the hotel, another fast food snack 

near the pool and a Seafood restaurant that opens only during summer season. 

D15.b. If yes, from where do you 

purchase the seafood items? 
We purchase the seafood items from Byblos markets. 
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D16. Are you reliant on any goods 

used for your business which are 

shipped? 

Yes, we rely on Brazilian meat which is usually shipped. 

D16.a. Are your resort’s purchases 

of supplies imported through any of 

the Lebanese ports? 

We don’t directly import purchases since we buy them from suppliers according 

to our needs and requirements. 

D17. Do your resort’s guests face 

transportation difficulties in getting 

to/or leaving the resort? (E.g. 

traffic, lack of transportation 

means…) 

Tourists usually worry about returning back on Sunday to the capital or other 

regions due to heavy traffics at the end of the weekend. Our region doesn’t suffer 

from any traffic problems. In addition, there are no available public transportations 

in our community so everyone is entitled to come in his or her own car. 

D18. Are you satisfied with the 

infrastructure (e.g. electricity, 

water, waste management…) and 

land and marine use in this area? 

Yes                         No 

D18.a. If yes, why? If no, why not? 

No, since the government doesn’t provide us with a water system and 

consequently we are cooperating with the municipality to receive a water system. 

We have our own two refineries, but we are unable to engage in the government’s 

refinery since it seems smaller than expected and designed. 

Environment and Natural Resources 
 

D19. Are there any natural 

resources (both offshore and 

onshore) available in the 

neighborhood? 

Yes                              No 
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D19.a. If yes, who are the parties 

managing those natural resources? 
Fishermen themselves manage those natural maritime resources. 

D19.b. If yes, who are the ones who 

make use of them? 

Some fishermen sell small quantities of their goods in their own small restaurants, 

while others put large quantities of fish in Tripoli market for sale; this market is 

one the most popular and well reputed in Lebanon. 

D20.a. Please describe briefly the 

quality of the climate in this area? 

We have a beautiful mild climate due to the near presence of El sha’ame mountain 

that reduces hot weather and spreads dull breezes into our region. 

D20.b. Please describe briefly the 

air quality in this area? 

The nearby factories don’t affect the quality of air since smokes are being 

discharged away from our resort. 

D20.c. Please describe briefly the 

water quality in this area? 

We use limestone water due to the pervasive white land that causes many damages 

and harms like the destruction of pipes and others. However, our sea water is 

considered unpolluted with only 8% of pollution in comparison with 88% of that 

in Marina Dbaye. 

D21. From your experience, are 

there any industrial (e.g. airborne, 

waterborne, solid waste, noise…) or 

natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, 

floods…) which affect the 

environment in this area? 

Yes         No 
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D21.a.If yes, how is your business 

impacted? Please describe 
Not Asked 
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 

KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW GUIDE – STAKEHOLDERS – BEACH 

RESORTS 

Location of Interview: 

(Village/Caza/Block Number): 

Batroun 
 

Date of interview: 
19/05/28 
 

Name of Interviewee : 
Wissam Makhoul 
 

Interviewee Gender : Male 

Interviewee Postion : 
Manager 

 

Name of Interviewer : 
Wahib Izmiraghdi 
 

Notes 

• It seems like there was someone observing the interview that did not 

state his name or position but did participate once or twice in the 

conversation either to acknowledge what was being said or to add a 

few words in order to help out stakeholder.  

G. BEACH RESORTS 

DEMOGRAPHICS AND CAPACITY 

D1. Please describe briefly your 

economic activity. What do you 

exactly do? 

We are a resort. We have hotel rooms and chalets. We also have food 

and beverages. We have a Lebanese Seafood restaurant as well as a 

beach and a swimming pool. The summer is mainly our high season but 

we do also work during the winter by receiving groups. That’s our main 

business.  

D2. How long has your business been 

operating? 

It has been operating for a really long time. It belonged to someone else. 

The current owner took over in 2006.  

D3. Is it the main source of your 

household income? 
Yes.  

D4. How is your establishment is best 

described? 
 a. Beach Resort     b.Spa:   c. Other, please specify:_____ 

D5. What is the total number of: 

 Chalets/ Rooms: 97    Cabins: 80-90   Bungalows:  Other, specify:  

 

Currently, the number of chalets is 97 but there is a project underway 

which needs a bit of time that will raise that number to around 200.  
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The number of cabins will also double thanks to the project.  

 

Interviewer: are there any small suites or something alike? 

Yes, we have many categories. There are standard rooms, luxury rooms, 

junior suites and big suites. 

 

Interviewer: is there anything else? 

No. There are lockers. Cabins and lockers.  

 

D6. Do you have direct and private 

access to the beach?  
 Yes    No 

D7. What is the total number of your employees? 

 

It changes from winter to summer. When it comes to the total number, I don’t have any concrete numbers 

with me right now, but in winter around 30-35 and in the summer that number rises.  

 

Interviewer: Does it double?  

It depends on how much occupancy we have.  

 

[interviewer asked to give percentages for the categories that follow] 

 

Total Females: _40%____ Males: 60%_______ 

Professionals: Females: _____ Males: _______ 

Skilled Workers: Females: _____ Males: _______ 

 

Unskilled Workers 
Females: _____ Males: _______ 

D8. Over the last year (2018), what was your resort’s average occupancy rate? 

 

 

Interviewer: During the past year, what was the average occupancy rate in this resort in comparison 

with the maximum you offer? If you can provide an 100% occupancy rate, what percentage was it at last 

year? 

In summer or winter? 

Interviewer: The average in general. 

The total.  

Average Annual 

Around 40%, if we count summer and winter together. 

 

Interviewer: So was it a bit low? 

In summer, it was high but in the winter, it was low. 

High-Season 
In summer, there was a long period in which the occupancy rate was at 

100%. Between 90 and 100%. But in winter, it dropped.  
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Low-Season [question answered previously] 

D9.1. From a financial perspective, 

how was your business doing for the 

past five years?   

These past two years were good. The years before that were acceptable, 

but last year and the year before that were better than the three that came 

before them.  

D9.2. What has influenced these 

trends? 

Interviewer: it seems that previously the occupancy rate was low and it 

improved. 

 

The security situation in Lebanon wasn’t good. In the last two years, we 

regained a bit of security and that reassured the Lebanese living abroad 

and the foreigners. Plus, European tourists started coming these last two 

years. It had been a long time since they came.  

Socio-Economic Aspects 

D10.1. Who are your main guests? 

The majority are Lebanese expatriates. There are some foreigners. I say 

this in regards to the hotel.  

 

D10.1. In your opinion, what makes 

them attracted to your resort? 

First of all, it’s far from the chaos of the city. Second of all, the resort is 

very nice, if you get the chance to walk through it. It’s spacious, not 

crowded. There are areas for children to play and a playground. We are 

mainly a family resort. The sea is very safe.  

 

Interviewer: You mean to say the resort is very rich in facilities? 

That’s 100% correct.  

D11.1. Are you located in a village 

with cultural heritage? 

Yes. Batroun possesses many monuments. I am still discovering new 

things here since I am not from this region.  
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D11.2. And are there any touristic 

sites in the neighborhood? 
 Yes    No 

D11.3. If yes, please describe 

Yes, right next to us there is the Phoenician wall. 

Mseilha Fort. There are many. 

The Phoenician wall is within walking distance from here. Mseilha Fort is 

three mins away by car. 

 

Interviewer: So everything is close to each other? 

Yes. We also see here religious tourism like St Rafka. Observer adds Al-

Hardini; We get many groups that are on a religious tour.  

 

D12. Do you offer any specific 

tourism services? (E.g. tours, 

expeditions, boat tours…) 

[question not asked] 

D13. What type(s) of marine 

recreational activities you offer to 

your guests? Please describe 

We have jet skis [observer adds diving school], a diving school and we 

offer boat rentals for whoever wishes.  

D14.1. Do you offer any other 

recreational activities? If yes, please 

describe 

 Yes    No 

 

Usually no. We have a swimming pool and a beach access.  

Interviewer: so everything is in relation with the sea.  

Observer: There is someone right next to us that take care of things like 

bicycles, hiking and events. 

They work in collaboration with us. If anyone wishes to plan a trip, they 

can. We arrange deals with them.  

D14.2. If yes, please describe: Not Asked 
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D15. Do you have restaurants?   Yes    No 

D15.a. Which types and do they have 

a seafood menu? 

One is a seafood and lebanese restaurant. We also have a pool bar and 

a beach par that open in the summer. 

Interviewer: The seafood restaurant has a menu and you’ve picked the 

seafood and everything is operational? 

Yes.  

D15.b. If yes, from where do you 

purchase the seafood items? 

All of the seafood comes from the fisheries of the region. The majority, 

90-95% is fresh.  

D16. Are you reliant on any goods 

used for your business which are 

shipped? 

The items not available in Lebanon are shipped. There are things that are 

not always available, thus we keep a stock of those frozen items. 

D16.a. Are your resort’s purchases of 

supplies imported through any of the 

Lebanese ports? 

We work with suppliers, we don’t import products ourselves.  

D17. Do your resort’s guests face 

transportation difficulties in getting 

to/or leaving the resort? (E.g. traffic, 

lack of transportation means…) 

No. The only difficulty is the traffic for those who are coming here from 

the airport. They arrive here exhausted.  

 

Interviewer: Is there traffic here in the area? 

Here, no but there is traffic from the airport till Jounieh. 

 

Interviewer: Do you think the means of transportation here are good or 

do you find it lacking? 
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They’re not lacking. There are buses and taxis. All means of 

transportation are available.  

Observer: There are also shuttles in the market, those small vehicles, for 

those who want to look around.  

D18. Are you satisfied with the 

infrastructure (e.g. electricity, water, 

waste management…) and land and 

marine use in this area? 

 Yes    No 

 

In this area, yes.  

In terms of waste management, yes we are satisfied. There are no issues.  

When it comes to electricity, it’s the same as all over Lebanon.  

Observer: Nothing has changed here in that regard.  

 

Interviewer: and in terms of waste management? [prodding more into the 

topic] 

Observer: We have no problems whatsoever. Even in the middle of the 

crisis that happened in Lebanon, we were the only region that was not 

affected because the municipality was taking care of everything. 

 

D18.a. If yes, why? If no, why not? Not Asked 

Environment and Natural Resources 
 

D19. Are there any natural resources 

(both offshore and onshore) available 

in the neighborhood? 

 Yes    No 

 

Like what?  

Interviewer: offshore as in anything that might come from the water and 

offshore like beans. 

Of course there are offshore resources like fish. The fishermen here catch 

everything. [observer agrees]  

When it comes to agricultural resources, they come from regions that are 

higher up. [stakeholder adds that they come from the mountains]. Not 

from Batroun or the coastal area but from the areas used for that purpose. 

D19.a. If yes, who are the parties 

managing those natural resources? 

There is no management. The fisheries take care of their business.  

The fishermen of Batroun. The people who work at the port.  
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D19.b. If yes, who are the ones who 

make use of them? 

Interviewer: They’re the ones benefitting from them [referring to the 

fishermen that manage the marine ressources] 

Correct. 

D20.a. Please describe briefly the 

quality of the climate in this area? 

In the winter, it’s moderate. In the summer, there are days, like most 

coastal regions, when it’s hot but less than Jounieh and Beirut in regards 

to heat and humidity. 

Observer: There isn’t much humidity 

D20.b. Please describe briefly the air 

quality in this area? 

No. The nice thing about the area here is that whether it’s the beach or 

the air, both are very clean.  

D20.c. Please describe briefly the 

water quality in this area? 

There are no problems. Do you mean the water provided by the 

government? In principal, there are no problems with it. We’ve never 

suffered from any issue related to that.  

D21. From your experience, are there 

any industrial (e.g. airborne, 

waterborne, solid waste, noise…) or 

natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, 

floods…) which affect the 

environment in this area? 

 Yes    No 

 

[When asked about industrial remains in the air or solid waste, both the 

stakeholders and the observer said no] 

Interviewer: What about natural hazards like earthquakes and floods that 

might impact the environment in this region? 

If earthquakes occur, of course we will be impacted. [Observer talks 

simultaneously adding that there has never been any earthquakes].  

But if an earthquake was to occur, we are right next to the sea and 

generally the regions that are by the sea are the ones that are most 

affected by that. That has never happened though, and hopefully it never 

will.  
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D21.a.If yes, how is your business 

impacted? Please describe 
Not Asked 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 

• Question D7 : 

Interviewer: how many professionals do you employ? 

the number is divided between professionals in hospitality, technicians and others. As you may 

know, there are many departments in hotels like laundry, maintenance, etc. Everyone working in 

the reception and F&B (food and beverage) departments is usually a technical hospitality 

professional. As for the rest, it depends on their departments.  

Interviewer: among professional, is the percentage divided between males and females? 

yes.  

Interviewer: what about the skilled and unskilled employees? Do you have employees that are 

maybe not technicians or that may not have a specific specialty?  

It’s a higher number than that of those who’ve studied hospitality. That’s the case in all of Lebanon, 

not just here unfortunately.  
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 

KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW GUIDE – STAKEHOLDERS – RESTAURANTS 

Location of Interview: 

(Village/Caza/Block Number): 

Jounieh, Keserwan, Mount 

Lebanon 

 

Date of interview : 
19/05/2019 
 

Name of Interviewee: Nancy Nehme 

Interviewee Gender: Female 

Interviewee Position: General Manager 

Name of Interviewer: Margueritte Nassif 

Notes •  

THEME 1 – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

Q1.  Please introduce the oil drilling 

activities using the BIDs and posters. 

Once completed give the participants 

an opportunity for questions and you 

provide an answers to their questions 

as far as possible. If you cannot 

answer then please take the 

stakeholders contact details and tell 

them you will get the answer and get 

back in contact as soon as possible. 

 

Q2. Now, do you have questions?  

 
No 

F. Restaurants 

Demographic and Capacity 
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F1.1. 1. Are you from this village?  No, I’m from Zouk. 

F1.2. How long have you been residing 

here?  

 

Two years for now. 

F2.1. Please describe briefly your 

business. 

 

 

This is a complex that includes a restaurant, a pool, beach access, cabinets, 

lockers, and a very nice terrace. We offer walk-in access. We focus a lot on 

families and don’t allow couple access. I follow up with my customers. I take 

reservations and cover all types of events. We have special programs every 

Saturday that we supervise. [incomprehensible]  

F2.2 Which type of restaurant do you 

have? 

 

  

F2.a.Do you have a seafood menu?  Yes     No 

F2.b. If yes, from where do you purchase the seafood items?  

We have signed contracts with fishermen that catch all the seafood. Not with private companies, but fishermen. 

There is a particular person that makes sure to receive the seafood and checks them all in the presence of the chef. 

I don’t trust companies. I may be annoying to work with, but my customers want to eat good food and I don’t want 

to fool them by telling them the fish is fresh when it’s frozen and we’ve just defrosted and fried it.  

F3. How long has your restaurant been operating?  (Note to interviewer: please probe into seasonality of the business, and operations 

during weeks vs. weekends) 

It’s been nine years. 
 

Interviewer: Do you have any other branches? 

Yes, in Jounieh across from KFC and in Dora. 
 

Interviewer: Is the work here seasonal or all year round? 

All year round. 
 

Interviewer: Are the programs you offer the same in winter and in summer? 

No, we change them. For example, in winter all our programs are indoor. Now that the summer season has officially 

begun, we can throw beach parties, work outdoors, we invite people to perform. We get people from different 

cultures. One night could be Brazilian themed, the next could have a piano theme. We try to change it up.  
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F4. Is it the main source of income in your household? 

Yes, and that isn’t my case alone. We have 80 employees. 

F5. How many dependents are there in your household? 

There are six that are partners in this restaurant.  

F6. Do you have direct access to the beach from your restaurant?   Yes     No 

F7. Do you have a sea view?   Yes     No 

F8. What is the total number of your employees? 

80 employees approximately if we’re counting everyone that works here even in the kitchen.  

Total Females: _nine including me____ Males: _71______ 

Professionals Females: _Six____ Males: ______ 

Skilled Workers Females: _____ Males: _______ 

Unskilled Workers Females: _____ Males: _40______ 

F9. How would you evaluate the performance (growth/decline) of your business for the past three years?   

 

Economically, there was a decline. We’ve witnessed strong tourism and we know the value of the tourists that used 

to visit us. Now, there’s nothing. It’s been a major decline.  

F9.c. What factors have influenced this growth/decline? 

 

The major increase in prices. I am not talking about my complex but we work based on a study of prices. 

It’s been an increase in the prices of resources. Food has become increasingly expensive and we can’t cut back on 

the quality of the ingredients. 
 

Interviewer: The ingredients you mentioned, are they bought locally or imported? 

They’re ingredients we buy from within the country.   

F9.d. What were approximately the annual revenues vs. expenses last year (2018)? (Note to interviewer: please ask for a range of the 

business turnover in USD) 

 

 

The turnover was very low. There was a major decline in 2018. We saw a decline of about 30%.  
 

Interviewer: If I were to say between 5,000 and 100,000 USD? Between 50,000 and 100,000 USD? In which 

category would you place your business?  

Approximately 35,000 USD.  
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F10. What are the conditions for business development in your community? 

 

As a complex, I have already started working on the conditions. Firstly, lowering prices. 
 

Interviewer: Even though the resources are expensive? 

Yes. People shouldn’t pursue the gain they have in mind. Some people choose a specific target. Before, working 

with my employees we’d say for example we want to make 20,000 USD. Knowing we might not reach that amount, 

we’d have to lower the target to motivate the employees and convince our customers. We want the customer to 

come in with his family and not feel like he’s being robbed. We want him to want to come back.  
 

Interviewer: Community wise, what do you think are the conditions that could lead to development? 

As a community here we should develop the culture of citizens. Lessen the impact of politics. For example, a few 

laws have been passed that impacted restaurants negatively instead of benefitting them. That contributed to our 

decline. The law that was passed wasn’t studied well. We should bring back expatriates and encourage them to 

return to their country. In comparison, the number of foreigners here in Lebanon is very high and they are 

occupying most of the jobs. The simplest of examples is that there are no more Lebanese industrial painters, they’re 

all Syrians. I don’t mean to talk about discrimination but that is the reality of the situation. The conditions are being 

implemented on the Lebanese; meanwhile foreigners are coming into our land and doing whatever they want to. 

The Lebanese citizen is the victim of the laws being passed.  
 

Interviewer: So you want to better implement labor laws? 

Yes, exactly. 

Socio-Economic Aspects 

F11.1. Who are your main guests? 

They are locals. There are relatives. I’m originally from the north and we have 

a lot of people visit us from there. People from this region and friends from 

university. 

F11.2. in your opinion, what makes 

them attracted to your Restaurant? 

The nice space, good service, the customer who comes in here and leaves 

comfortably. Here we work based on the customer’s mentality and I focus on 

that when training my employees. We train them to understand the customer the 

minute he walks in. Understand how he should be treated. If they come across a 

customer that might be moody, they need to understand how to approach him in 

a manner that won’t lead to conflict between staff and customer. 

F12.1. Are you located in a village 

with cultural heritage? 
No.  

F.12.2. What is it exactly and 

approximately where? 
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F.12.3. Are there any touristic sites in 

the neighborhood? 
 Yes     No 

F.12.4. If yes, please describe 

 

 

 

F13. 13. Do your restaurant’s guests 

face transportation difficulties in 

getting to the restaurant? (E.g. traffic, 

lack of transportation means…) 

Yes. They face problems on their way here. Basically everything related to 

transportation is a problem. No one uses buses. Everyone arrives by taxi, me 

included.  
 

Interviewer: There are no bus routes that pass by here? 

No. Each bus drivers knows now what areas he cares about and where people 

might be waiting.  
 

Interviewer: Is it possible that if someone is waiting outside this restaurant, the 

bus will pass him by without stopping for him?  

Yes, that happens frequently.  
 

Interviewer: Are there particular reasons why that bus drivers might not stop? 

It depends on the driver and his personality.  

F14. 14. Are you satisfied with the 

infrastructure (e.g. electricity, water, 

waste management…) and land and 

marine use in this area?  

Yes     No 

There are no problems at all. On the contrary, sometimes garbage washes up 

on the shore so we fight that here in Jounieh. We focus on cleaning the shore. 

F.14.c .If yes, why? If no, why not? 

 

             

I am satisfied because recycling is being done. There are companies that, if we 

separate the garbage for them, take all of the plastic and cardboard. We have a 

lot of cardboard, paper and cans that we recycle. We have many specific 

garbage cans for that purpose. We’ve separated our garbage. In addition, we 

always work on cleaning the beach. For example, if we see a garbage bag 

floating in the water, someone will go out to retrieve it on jet skis.  

Environment and Natural Resources 
 

F.15. Are there any natural resources 

(both offshore and onshore) available 

in the neighborhood? 

 Yes     No 
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F.15. a. If yes, who are the parties 

managing those natural resources? 
 

F.15. b. If yes, who are the ones who 

make use of them? 
 

F16.a. Please describe briefly the 

Climate in this area? 

The climate is polluted. It is true that there are trees in the area. It’s not a place 

with any trees or plants. Nonetheless, the percentage of pollution is extreme.  
 

Interviewer: Is it hot or cold? Is the humidity high? 

Depends on each month. Now, in May, the climate is moderate. The high 

humidity occurs in July and August.  
  

F16.b. Please describe briefly the Air 

Quality in this area 
The air is dry.  

F16.c. Please describe briefly the 

Water Quality in this area 

The water is calcareous. We always send a report of the water test to Jounieh’s 

municipality and the result is that the water is always calcareous.   
 

Interviewer: Does it contain bacteria? 

Yes, it contains bacteria. A type that affects the digestive system.  
 

Interviewer: So the use of this water might cause problems ? 

Yes. 

F17. 17. From your experience, are 

there any industrial (e.g. airborne, 

waterborne, solid waste, noise…) or 

natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, 

floods…) which affect the 

environment in this area? 

 Yes     No 

When it comes to noise, here in my location there isn’t much noise. Our 

customers knowingly visit us.  

However, at a certain point we did suffer because of the landfills that the 

municipalities threw around randomly. The waste reached the streets. If it 

weren’t for the high number of complaints, no one would’ve helped us. 

F.17.a. If yes, how is your business 

impacted? Please describe 

It ruined the view. If someone was coming to have lunch here and had to park 

in front of a landfill, they would of course be horrified. The first thing people 

comment on here is the beautiful view and they say that the restaurant is 

amazing but they wish it wasn’t in this region. I’ve heard this many times. 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 
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• For question F8 : [it seems like there is some slight confusion concerning how to classify the employees both from the interviewer and the 

interviewee] 

-If we want to differentiate between professionals and others, how many females and how many males would there be? 

-Everything related to sanitation, the cleaning of vegetables and such matters, I prefer that only women handle those. 

-Those six women are the ones who work in that domain? 

- Yes.  

-What about the male professionals? 

-Everyone working in the kitchen under the chefs is male.  

-We can consider chefs skilled employees. We have to differentiate between the professionals who are the sous-chefs and the chef who is a 

skilled employee. How many sous-chefs are there and how many runners? 

-There are five sous-chefs. The rest are runners.  

-How many skilled employees? How many chefs as skilled employees? Managers? Floor managers? Those individuals that are present as skilled 

employees.  

-We work here as teams. Everyone is specialized in a specific domain. Some of the people here don’t have degrees but they have experience in 

the field.  

-That means they are skilled employees. 

-I’m just making sure if you are talking about people with degrees or about their performance.  

-I mean their performance at work, as a manager or anything. As you may know, a manager must have certain skills. He is a skilled employee. 

So how many managers are there and how many chefs? 

-There is one executive chef. I am the GM (general manager) here. Under me, there is an assistant manager and there are people whose job is 

to work on banquets. 

-How about the people that are unskilled? Those who clean. How many are there? 

-It’s a big number.  

-We have to divide it between men and women. 

-Approximately 40. All men.  

 

• For question F16 : 

-You’ve said before that you disinfect the vegetables among other things. 

-Yes, we have a food and safety manager whose domain this is. She checks everything from A to Z, checks the water and even the pool water. 

She checks everything.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 
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     Tuesday 28-05-
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Name of Interviewee :      M.E. Sadam 

Interviewee Gender : Male 

Interviewee Postion : Manager 

Name of Interviewer : Margheritte Nassif 

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

F. Restaurants 
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Demographic and Capacity 

F1.1. 1. Are you from this village?  No I am from the South.  

F1.2. How long have you been residing 

here?  

 

Been living in Amchit for 20 years.  

F2.1. Please describe briefly your 

business. 

 

Chez Zakhia is a sea food restaurant at the Port of Amchit. We work on all kind of sea 

foods and fisheries found in the sea however our work is neutral. As we discussed 

earlier, all the work we do is linked to the economic status in the country however if 

the outcome of the project was of a good benefit on our economic status, it will help in 

profiting the country’s sectors tremendously.  

Interviewer: Can you please briefly describe yourself? 

The manager of Chez Zakhia restaurant, I am responsible in managing the restaurant 

and interacting with customers.    

F2.2 Which type of restaurant do you 

have? 

 

 

 

F2.a.Do you have a seafood menu?  Yes     No 

F2.b. If yes, from where do you purchase the seafood items?  

We start from Jbeil to Abde and Tripoli. 

Interviewer: You purchase the seafood from fishermen?  

We deal with fishermen and we deal with companies that deal with fishermen on the coast.  

F3. How long has your restaurant been operating?  (Note to interviewer: please probe into seasonality of the business, and operations 

during weeks vs. weekends) 

We started operating back in 1986- 1987 but the restaurant wasn’t named Chez Zakhia however it was named “Restaurant 

Ramel”. Moreover, it’s been operating as Chez Zakhia for 19 years now.  

Interviewer: Does your work operate in seasonality?  

No, we work in winter and summer season.  

Interviewer: Can you value Chez Zakhia’s work during weeks vs. weekends? 

Naturally, the peak of operating is in weekends like any other restaurant however during week days it is normal. In 

percentage, we can say weekends (Friday, Saturday and Sunday) around 70% and week days 30%.  

F4. Is it the main source of income in your household? 

Yes of course.  
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F5. How many dependents are there in your household? 

Three kids and his wife.  

F6. Do you have direct access to the beach from your restaurant?   Yes     No 

F7. Do you have a sea view?   Yes     No 

F8. What is the total number of your employees? 

Depends on the seasonality around 30 to 50 employees.  

Interviewer: In summer, what is the total between males and females? 

Around 40 to 50 employees. 

Interviewer: How much males and females? 

Around 30% Females and 70% Males. 

Interviewer: What about the professionals? 

60 to 70 % professionals however 30% normal employees available only for services.  

Interviewer: What about the skilled workers? Chefs or Managers for example? 

15 for managerial and chef positions.  

Interviewer: How many females and males? 

Around five females and ten males.  

Interviewer: And the unskilled workers between males and females? 

Three to four females and seven males.  

Total Females: ___30%__ Males: _70%______ 

Professionals Females: _____ Males: _______ 

Skilled Workers Females: ____5_ Males: ___10____ 

Unskilled Workers Females: __3-4___ Males: ____7___ 

F9. How would you evaluate the performance (growth/decline) of your business for the past three years?   

The growth level is associated with the economic statues in the country. In the past three years, our performance was inclined 

and growing because we witnessed tourists and foreigners more than any year before.  

F9.c. What factors have influenced this growth/decline? 

One of the factors is the economic stability that made foreigners come to Lebanon however the openness of our country that 

attracted outsiders to come and visit us. In addition to, the international support Lebanon is encountering from different 

countries.  

F9.d. What were approximately the annual revenues vs. expenses last year (2018)? (Note to interviewer: please ask for a range of the 

business turnover in USD) 

Approximately 20 to 30% our annual revenue was last year beyond the political and economic status in the country.   
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F10. What are the conditions for business development in your community? 

We need help from the municipality and the fixation of the infrastructure in Amchit like the roads here. However, we need 

support in all levels from municipalities, but regarding the business conditions inside the restaurant I don’t think we have a 

constraint in this regard.  

Socio-Economic Aspects 

F11.1. Who are your main guests? Political figures, security figures, businessmen, and regular customers.  

F11.2. in your opinion, what makes 

them attracted to your Restaurant? 

The delicious and fresh sea food we have at Chez Zakhia. However, the originated 

Lebanese ingredients and fisheries in Lebanon. In addition, customers are loyal to 

Chez Zakhia; they trust the food they eat and that is why you need to maintain and 

assure that the food quality is excellent. The location of the restaurant is by the sea 

however it is good to sense and eat fish while wondering the sea at the same time.  

F12.1. Are you located in a village 

with cultural heritage? 

We have at the Corniche of Amchit a cultural heritage however the second one stands 

at the upper side of Amchit. Moreover, we have different churches and old houses 

located at the heart of Amchit.  

F.12.2. What is it exactly and 

approximately where? 
 

F.12.3. Are there any touristic sites in 

the neighborhood? 
 Yes     No 

F.12.4. If yes, please describe 

 

 

The Corniche is located by the sea; the water is crystal clear they make sure to 

maintain a clear and fresh image of the sea with no chemicals in it.  

F13. 13. Do your restaurant’s guests 

face transportation difficulties in 

getting to the restaurant? (E.g. traffic, 

lack of transportation means…) 

Not very much. 

Interviewer: Is there any traffic when reaching or leaving the restaurant? 

Not at all. We even welcome guests from the sea; riding on their own boats.  
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F14. 14. Are you satisfied with the 

infrastructure (e.g. electricity, water, 

waste management…) and land and 

marine use in this area?  

Yes     No 

F.14.c .If yes, why? If no, why not? 

 

             

We all face the same challenges in infrastructure like the electricity, water and many 

others. However, the municipality is helping us in waste management and other 

obstacles we might face or encounter.  

Interviewer: You told me, you are satisfied and not satisfied by the infrastructure. 

What are the elements that make you unsatisfied?  

We should accomplish a lot of improvements in electricity and water. However, if we 

explored the oil and gas we should attain a better status in the country.  

Environment and Natural Resources 
 

F.15. Are there any natural resources 

(both offshore and onshore) available 

in the neighborhood? 

 Yes     No 

F.15. a. If yes, who are the parties 

managing those natural resources? 

Fishermen and divers in general that are divided at Port Amchit and Port Jbeil.  

Interviewer: Any companies involved? 

No, small fisher cooperatives. However the army here monitors everything that occurs 

by the sea.  

F.15. b. If yes, who are the ones who 

make use of them? 
 

F16.a. Please describe briefly the 

Climate in this area? 

Low humidity although the restaurant is by the sea. However if the humidity is 20 in 

Beirut, in Amchit it’s the opposite.  

F16.b. Please describe briefly the Air 

Quality in this area 
Very clean because we don’t have industrial companies near the coast.  

F16.c. Please describe briefly the 

Water Quality in this area 
Too clean.  
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F17. 17. From your experience, are 

there any industrial (e.g. airborne, 

waterborne, solid waste, noise…) or 

natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, 

floods…) which affect the 

environment in this area? 

 Yes     No 

F.17.a. If yes, how is your business 

impacted? Please describe 

For example, in three years ago we encountered a severe season were the waves 

wrecked the restaurant completely, but this kind of accident happens once in a 

lifetime. However, we closed the restaurant for two months because we had to 

renovate.   
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Gender of Interviewee Male 

Position of Interviewee 
Executive Director of Development for People and Nature Association 

(DPNA) 

Name of interviewer :  Wahib Izmiraghdi 

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

HUMAN RIGHTS AND VULNERABLE GROUPS 

A. DEMOGRAPHICS 

A.1.What is your name? 

 

My name is Ahmad Halawani. I’m the Executive Director of Development for 

People and Nature Association in Tripoli. 

A2.Are you from this village?  Yes, I’m from North Lebanon, Tripoli. 

A2.1 How long have you been 

residing in this village? 
I’m residing in Tripoli. 

A3. How big is the village? 

 

The population is estimated to be 600,000 persons, while there’s no available data 

for the size of Tripoli. We as an association work in all Northern regions like Akkar, 

Bshareh, Tripoli, Koura and including Batroun. 

                                                                                           B.   AREA OF INTEREST 

 
B1. What is the objective of your 

organization and who are the 

beneficiaries? 

 

Our main work in general is focused on human and nature development in Lebanon 

especially the marginalized regions in North and South of Lebanon. Our nerve 

center is located in Saida and a branch of the association is in Tripoli. 

B2. Please briefly describe the 

demographics of Lebanon: 

a. Total Population 
 

It’s estimated to be 5 million people 

but I’m not sure of the accuracy of this 

number since studies have long been 

made in the country. 

b. Density  

 

It varies between a region and another, 

but I’m really not aware of the data. 

c. Religious Groups 

 

We are mainly 17 confessions in 

Lebanon and they are trying their best 

to introduce an 18th one. 

d. Diaspora 

 

The number of emigrants outside 

Lebanon is estimated to be two thirds 

of the Lebanese population, but still 

not so sure of the number given nor do 

I have recent data studies. 

e. Lebanese Civil War refugees 

and displaced persons 

 

The number of Civil War refugees and 

displaced persons might be equivalent 

to the Lebanese population 
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f. Immigrants and Ethnic 

Groups (including refugees) 

 

It is reported that their numbers exceed 

one million and a half of people. 

(About 800,000-900,000 Syrian 

refugees and about 380,000 Palestinian 

refugees) 

g. Any others? 

 

There are also Egyptian and Iraqi 

refugees but they are considered as 

minorities in comparison with Syrian 

and Palestinian refugees. 

B3.a.How do you evaluate the living 

standards of Lebanese people and the 

life expectancy? 

 

 

The living standards vary from a region to another. For instance, if we talk about 

North Lebanon 41% of people are under the poverty line, as for Bab el Tebbane in 

Tripoli 75% of natives are under the poverty line. As far as I know, the life 

expectancy is mainly in the sixties. 

B3.b. In this community in specific? 

 
(Not asked) 

B4. What are the main issues faced by 

the community? 

 

The economic situation is our main problem that has been existing for seven to 

eight years, in addition to the social problematic that are increasing year by year 

with the Syrian crisis. 

B5. Who are the vulnerable groups in 

this community/area?  

 

We can mention those people who are living with limited incomes or under the 

poverty line. I personally consider them as the most vulnerable category in our 

society especially that they became a majority and the middle class is shrinking 

progressively. 

B6. What are the biggest issues faced 

by the vulnerable groups? 

 

 

Unemployment is a major problem they’re encountering and there exist 

environmental topics due to corruption and the poor management of these natural 

resources (water, wastes, public services…) 

B7. In what ways does your 

organization support vulnerable 

groups in this community? 

 

 

We work in the education, health and livelihood fields plus we have several plans 

and projects concerning the environmental issues and I believe these four cases are 

the main priorities of the Lebanese society. 

B8. How do you describe the state of 

human rights in this community?  

 

(Note to interviewer: please probe into 

torture, political detentions, limitations on 

freedom of speech, abuse and 

discrimination cases, freedom of religion, 

voting rights, internet restrictions etc…) 

 

 

 

In all countries where there exists no proper governance, authorities tend to practice 

non-democratic acts and activities and in this case violations of human rights will 

occur, whether violations between citizens or between citizens and the government. 

B9.a. What types of human rights 

violations are committed most often in this 

community?  

 

 

Torturing prisoners is the most committed violation in this community and it’s 

increasing day by day and it’s frequently highlighted on, in addition to political 

arrests. We are witnessing what’s happening on social media and how social media 

actives are being followed and arrested. Unfortunately due to our confessional 

system, we still have cases of discrimination and prejudices and targeted categories 

that change with time. 
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There are moral and physical abusive acts as well that include bribes and clouts 

which violate the concept of human rights. 

B9.b. Against whom?  

 

 

 

 

 

(NOT ASKED) 

B9.c. By whom? And why? 

 
(NOT ASKED) 

B10. In what ways does your 

association protect human rights in 

this community? 

 

We are mainly involved in ensuring and securing job opportunities, we also try to 

work on developing people’s abilities and capabilities and we spread awareness so 

people gain full knowledge about their rights and regulations. 

 

B11.a. Are there any other local 

organization engaged in similar activities in 

this village?  

 

 

 

Yes, there are many different organizations working on similar activities, for 

instance like the civil society’s association. 

B11.b. What are their roles exactly? 

 

 

These organizations are trying to follow up with the cases in the society and find 

suitable solutions and suggestions. 

B12.What barriers exist for you/ and 

all organizations that work in this 

field?  

 

(Note to interviewer: Please probe into 

laws, policies, social norms or beliefs, 

government roles/responsibilities, access 

to resources, power of decision making) 

 

 

These organizations face poor coordination with other similar organizations and 

misalignment between them and public institutions. 

                                                                        C. ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCE USE 

C1.What are the natural resources 

(both offshore and onshore) 

available in this village?  

For sure, concerning natural resources we’ll be dealing with water, air, shared lands 

that are being maltreated and managed. There’s massive pollution in the running 

water and potable water, in addition to the random projects done in this field. There 

are no available laws that are restricting the air pollution which resulted due to 

factories’ smoke, chemicals and so on. Many violations are being done against 

shared lands whether concerning the green area. 

As for the onshore resources we have 13 islands where 4 of which are protected. 

This signifies that we have a rich maritime resource in our region, in addition to the 

fishing culture that is witnessing a sharp decline due to several violations. 

C2.1.  Who are the parties managing 

those natural resources? 

We have a problem concerning this subject as well since four parties are managing 

those islands including Ministry of Environment, Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry 

of Transport and Works and the municipality. This inconsistency and conflict of 

interest are leading to poor management and coordination. 
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C2.2. who are the ones who make 

use of them?  

 

(Note to interviewer: please probe into 

availability of seashell and sea worm 

collectors, sand extraction, salt 

harvesting…) 

The dominant people on these regions and lands or the ones who inherited such 

resources from their ancestors and fathers. 

C3.From your experience, are there 

any industrial (e.g. airborne, 

waterborne, solid waste, noise…) or 

natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, 

floods…) which affect the 

environment and natural resources of 

this village? 

 

Yes, absolutely since we’re currently working on rehabilitating one of these islands 

which is considered a prominent maritime island so we are being involved in such 

activities. As for seashells and Toutya, unfortunately there are no longer large 

quantities of them in El Mina region. Our fishing culture is being largely affected 

especially with the arrival of anonymous fish outside our sea and affecting 

eventually on the fishermen’s progress and the fish sustenance. (The lion fish 

coming from the red sea are widely increasing in number and negatively affecting 

our fish. 

I guess there are two major points affecting the marine environment, which are the 

sewage problems thrown randomly in our seas and wastes thrown in random 

garbage present on coastal zones. It’s been 170 years since we felt a tremendous 

earthquake, but for sure if any disaster happens not only the maritime environment 

will affected but along with human environment. 

C3.a. If yes, how is your business 

impacted? Please describe 

 

We as organizations are involved in advocacy matters, so if these subjects went out 

of control organizations will step up and plan advocacy campaigns to lessen such 

problems and find suitable solutions. 
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 
KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW GUIDE - STAKEHOLDERS – ENVIRONMENT 

Name of village: 
(Village/Caza/Block Number): 

Amchit/block 4 Date of interview : 
Wednesday 
29/05/2019  

Name of Interviewee : 
Dr. Fifi Kallab    

Gender of Interviewee Female 

Position of Interviewee  

Name of interviewer :  Marguerite Nassif 

Notes 
● Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

ENVIRONMENT 

A. DEMOGRAPHICS 

A1. What is your name?  
 

I have double major diplomas in both mathematics and environment. I used to 

work as United Nations advisor for long time I worked with the UNDP, FA, 

World Bank and Lebanese government (for free).  

And this is why I have the free of speech since I depend on my knowledge, law 

and proofs.  

A2. ARE YOU FROM THIS VILLAGE?  I am from Amyoun and my husband from Amchit  

A2.1 HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN 
RESIDING IN THIS VILLAGE? I have been living here since the 80’s after coming from Paris. 

A3. What is the population of the 
community? 

 
its 30,000 individuals. With 18 000 member of municipality. 

                                                                                           B.   AREA OF INTEREST 

 
B1. What is the objective of your 
organization and who are the 
beneficiaries? 

 

green square main objective  

Some people care about the environment but don’t want to go too far. The 

organization created the first reserved area (back to father Ethien Saker time), 

After bedneyal reserve, there’s Arez El Chouf reserve, Ehden reserve, we did 

the identification of medicinal and aromatic plants for 3 years, we than bought 

water reservoir. We also created birdwatching centers, we taught people to 

become guides in the reserve, we contacted some embassies to do a tour in the 

reserve and we trained 120 people for firefighting. 

We are planning for a sea project with Small Grant Program to create a kiosk 

(60*60m²) to display all the commercial fishes in Lebanon, and to teach 

everyone for free about the sea and how to preserve it this is the theoretical 

aspect, then we move to the practical aspect to teach them how to fish 

(responsible fishing). Unfortunately, we didn’t get approved by the Ministry of 

Inferior.  

 

B2. Please describe briefly the: … in this 
community. 

 

a. Climate 

 

the climate of the Lebanese seashore is 

high humidity.  
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b. Air quality 

 

most of it is south-west air by night it 

comes from the east and rarely northern  

c. Water quality 

 

the water is lime contaminated water and 

they add to it much chlore. 

There’s a huge change in the quantity of 

water supply  

d. Onshore ecology 

and geology 

 

Dr. is the one that know the most about 

this topic. 

There’s no study about this topic Dr. did a 

study regarding the north. 
 

e. Offshore ecology 

and geology 

 

We have many wild animals such as the 

wild boar. 

But there’s no study and that’s why you 

find that there’s a landfill in “hbelin” even 

though you have 12 artesian wells near it 

f. Natural Resources 

 

Amchit is more about rocky area. You 

used to have sea urchin but not anymore, 

We have a well-known fish “Kafarabida” 

fish is very tasty  

B3. What are the natural resources 
(both offshore and onshore) available in 
this village?  

 

Yes, you can find fig, carob and olives. 

.B4.a. Who are the parties managing 
those natural resources? 

It depends if its public or private. The marine property are not managed by 

anyone. 

We used to have an iron factory and a close sea shore area.   

In Amchit the sea shore is a public entity everyone can benefit from it. 
B4.b. And who are the ones who make 
use of them?  
 
(Note to interviewer: please probe into 
availability of seashell and sea worm 
collectors, sand extraction, salt harvesting, 
tourism…) 

we don’t have sea and we are not depending on sand 

B5. Do the coastline villages have 
unique environmental features? If yes, 
please describe 
 

Amchit is known for the sea and restaurant more like a village with some 

touristic place. Amchit’s fish are known and delicious.  

B6. What are the most important coastal 
and marine resources located in this 
area?  
 

 

Fish and Tutia.  
  

B7. In what ways does your organization 
support or protect the Environment in 
this area? 

 

We do some awareness campaign, we are creating a center responsible for 

fishing to coach people, NGOs, and many other.   

B8.1. What are the biggest 
environmental issues in this area?   

 

Just like everywhere in Lebanon, our main issue is the garbage and the health 

iniquities (also affecting the sea) 

The landfill of “Hbilin” is affecting the sea by it lixivia that go directly to a 

point between Jbeil and Amchit’s sea in which they take the water to sell for 

people when they don’t have water anymore.  

In other terms we are drinking water from such places. 
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B8.2. And what are the biggest marine 
environmental issues in specific? 

 
 
 
 

You have the problem of health iniquities, they came 10 years ago to make 

waste water treatment between Jbeil and Amchit but now it’s ruined. There’s 

no supervising. 

There’s residential density because Amchit is known for its small apartments 

and each one has its own iniquity and with the massive construction due to 

lack of planning from the municipalities they gave them authorities to build 

many small apartments for only 1 iniquity while this can serve only 1 

apartment.  

We can predict what will happen after few years. 
 

B9. Who are the main/ key players that 
heavily influence the Environment in 
Lebanon?  
 
(Note to interviewer: please probe into parties 
managing coastal and marine resources in 
specific) 

  

The political parties. You can still find some people that are knowledgeable 

about this topic and some caring people and its growing because people today 

are seeing what we are talking about. 

As I told before I used to work with the united nation, we did a study about the 

climate change until 2080 and I was responsible of the social and economic 

impact of this climate change on Lebanon. 

Unfortunately, this study was not taking into consideration and still until today 

you find that when there’s a conference they don’t assign the right person to 

participate. 
 

 

B10.a. Are there any other local 
organization engaged in environmental 
matters in this village? What are their 
roles exactly? 
 

Yes, Byblos Ecologia is like sister organization and Lebanese enviromental 

forum. 
 

 
B10.b. What are their roles exactly? 
 

 

Byblos Ecologia is interested in waste in “Berbara”, as for Lebanese 

environmental forum is more scientific because it gathers many organizations 

and it will do some studies on fishing, fishermen, and types of fish. It’s more 

related to the sea 

B11. What barriers exist for you/ and all 
organizations that work in the 
environmental field, to protecting and 
enhancing the “Environment of 
Lebanon” in all its aspects?  
 
(Note to interviewer: Please probe into laws, 
policies, social norms or beliefs, government 
roles/responsibilities, access to resources, 
power of decision making) 
 

 

The politician first of all and the law in Lebanon. 

We work on the laws, for example for the waste in 2006 we started talking 

about the zero waste plans with the concerned part in the ministry of 

environment. We always have plans and we criticize the laws, we were the first 

one talking about the waste and the incinerators.  

We work on different aspects as environmental organization. We are trying to 

overcome many obstacles but the hardest one is the financial issue. We try to 

be self-sufficient but sometimes you need financial support but as we know the 

money is given only for the organization that are related to some political 

party. 

As for complaining, it always depends on who you are complaining about if 

the judicial orientation is with or against them. 
 

B12. From your experience, are there 
any industrial (e.g. airborne, 
waterborne, solid waste, noise…) or 
natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, 
floods…) which affect the environment 
and natural resources of this village? 
 

No, we used to have an iron factory but it’s closed now. And we used to have 

the “Gazkhanet” what really encouraged me to invest in the enviroment sector 

is the “Gazkhanet”.  

Today they are available but more organized they don’t preserve gas. 

Now IPT is working on renewal energy and is eco- friendly. 

We don’t have high waves but surely we have waves, we have floods when 

there’s much rains. 
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B13. How do you describe the fishing 
activities in this area (probe what 
fishing activities are there? How do they 
fish? Where do they fish?)?  

 

Fishing is active because we have 3 ports (Jbeil, Amchit and Barbara) 

They don’t use materials that are against law. The fishermen of our city are 

responsible and they love the environment, they don’t go deep into the sea 

because their boats are simple and small.  
B14. From your experience, who are the 
people involved in fishing in this area? 
In what types?  
 
(Note to interviewer: please probe into 
artisanal/traditional, commercial, 
recreational…) 

  

They are few fishermen that only have this as a job most of them have a 

second job as initial income. They depend on both for living. 
 

B15. Approximately, how many 
fishermen are there in this village (as a 
livelihood or as a recreational activity 
please specify)? 
 

No idea I prefer to ask Hassan Rizk or ask the fishermen for more accurate 

information.  

B16. Is fishing properly managed? 
(what are the issues?) 
 

Yes, fishing is managed properly because the fishermen are educated and they 

maintain the culture of fishing. However, that’s why I’m afraid from the 

negative impact of any activity on the sea. 
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 

KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW GUIDE - STAKEHOLDERS – HUMAN RIGHTS 

Name of village: 

(Village/Caza/Block Number): 
Dbaye Date of interview : 27/05/2019 

Name of Interviewee: 
Joelle Abou Farhat Rizkallah 

Gender of Interviewee Female 

Position of Interviewee Founder and CEO of Joe Branding and 50/50 Organization 

Name of interviewer :  Marguerite Nassif 

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

HUMAN RIGHTS AND VULNERABLE GROUPS 

B. DEMOGRAPHICS 

A.1.What is your name? 

 

Joelle Abou Farhat Rizkallah 

A2.Are you from this village?  Yes, I’m from Dbayeh. I was born in Zouk el Khrab 

A2.1 How long have you been 

residing in this village? 

I’ve lived my childhood years in Dbayeh (for about 12 years), then this region 

became industrial so my parents decided to relocate to a house in Adonis, due to 

the massive greenery and nature unlike its state now. Then, I came back and rented 

an office in Dbayeh since I believe it’s a practical middle way spot for everything. 

A3. How big is the village? 

 

I have no accurate knowledge of the region’s area, but i don’t think it’s bigger than 

5 kilometres. 

                                                                                           B.   AREA OF INTEREST 

 
B1. What is the objective of your 

organization and who are the 

beneficiaries? 

 

We have connections with certain companies that offer different services (like 

painting, catering companies and other industries), so our main focus is our clients. 

We aim to help them advertise their services. For example, there’s a big catering 

company we work with, dedicates all its concern to the kinds of food people eat and 

will eat, since it has a collective catering services in universities, schools, etc. 

Furthermore, it is a Lebanese company that works between Lebanon and Dubai, so 

we try our hardest to provide them with all advertising and marketing services, since 

it will definitely benefit from them. On another level, I suppose that these oil 

drilling operations should provide more job opportunities for those living in this 

region, especially because it’s not far. 
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B2. Please briefly describe the 

demographics of Lebanon: 

h. Total Population 
 

According to the latest UN statistics, 

there are about six million people 

living in Lebanon (four and a half 

million Lebanese plus one million and 

a half Syrian and Palestinian refugees). 

i. Density  

 
About six million people. 

j. Religious Groups 

 

Lebanon is divided into 18 confessions 

(50% Christians and 50% Muslims), 

represented partially in the 

Parliamentary and spread throughout 

all the Lebanese regions. There’s no 

doubt that some communities are 

dominated by a certain confession 

more than the other due to a specific 

population density. The 18 confessions 

include: Shiites, Sunnis, Allawi, 

Druze, Maronites, Greek Orthodox, 

Greek Catholic, Armenian Orthodox, 

Armenian Catholic, Latin, Assyrian 

and the list goes on. 

k. Diaspora 

 

According to recent statistics, the 

number of Lebanese people living 

abroad is estimated to be around 18 

million distributed all over the world. 

The highest number is in Brazil (8 

million people), and there are many 

Lebanese dispersed in Venezuela, 

Australia, America, France. However, 

some people contradict my knowledge 

and say that there are only 12 million 

people living abroad. 

l. Lebanese Civil War refugees 

and displaced persons 

 

Normally, developed countries always 

aspire to achieve progress and elevate 

their countries’ conditions by 

benefitting from every refugee 

entering their region and in return 

granting them human civil rights in 

order to live comfortably, while at the 

same time maintaining their countries 

systematic political structure. 

Unfortunately, Lebanon is 

encountering an unbelievable mess, in 
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which refugees enter our land and 

contribute more in the mess. We still 

call Palestinian people refugees, while 

they have been living in Lebanon since 

birth for more than 70 years and some 

even died in our lands; they might be 

somehow Lebanese more than the 

Lebanese people themselves. Our 

country is trying to find solutions but 

sadly nothing is accomplished, since 

one of the priorities is to consider our 

capacity regarding the increasing 

number of refugees every year. We can 

employ them as labour force to benefit 

them and our country equally and 

maintain our systematic social, 

political and economic structure. 

m. Immigrants and Ethnic 

Groups (including refugees) 

 

According to a recent statistic also, 

most of emigrants were Christians, but 

I’m really not sure whether this is 

credible enough. What I know is that 

both Christian and Muslims are 

emigrating and residing in different 

foreign countries. 

n. Any others? 

 

No, I guess those aforementioned are 

the ones causing the population density 

in Lebanon. 

B3.a.How do you evaluate the living 

standards of Lebanese people and the 

life expectancy? 

 

 

The living standards of Lebanese people are extremely unacceptable, in which 40% 

of people are living under the poverty line. In addition to that, the minimum wage 

which is amounted to 680,000 L.L is not logical and enough for livelihood 

especially for fresh graduates. I was once watching a reportage that displayed the 

poor lives of Lebanese where some are living in houses made of cans and this is a 

serious deplorable issue that should be taken into consideration. Personally, I can 

consider myself from the middle class of the society, but I cannot truly accept the 

level of poverty my country’s enduring so I believe that operations like the oil 

drilling one should prioritize enhancing the living standards of Lebanese people, or 

else our country will drown in illegal acts like crimes. 

B3.b. In this community in specific? 

 
 (Not asked) 

B4. What are the main issues faced by 

the community? 

 

Firstly and most importantly, the main issue faced by the community is poverty and 

I really wonder how political parties and officials are not working on this crisis but 

are worrying instead about other useless matters. Secondly, our lack of identities, 

since all we know is that Lebanon is a small Mediterranean country, where you can 
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cross the sea and the mountain in the same day and this country comprises 

Christians and Muslims living together with no specific estimated number of each. 

Thus, nobody knows his true identity, but discussion should be done in this regard. 

It’s commonly known that Muslims are greater in number than Christians (60% 

Muslims and 30% Christians) and this is unlike the case few years ago. However, 

our main concern Lebanon becomes a pure Muslim country, noting that Lebanese 

Muslims are more open-minded than other Arab countries, but we shouldn’t keep 

on mentioning religious beliefs when asked about identities, although we don’t 

know who we really are. Some call us Phoenicians, others claim us as Arabs, but 

honestly we don’t resemble other Muslim Arabs, we have no unique identity! That 

adds up to the reason we don’t have a unified history book. Thirdly, the 

confessionals is increasing and spreading day by day in our country and on it we 

are basing our political distributions of politicians who consecrate the principle of 

confessions in the government. Fourthly, Lebanon is divided into two parts, in 

which 60% of Lebanese people belong to different political parties, while the other 

20% choose to remain silent and the other 20% wants and strives to make a change, 

but unfortunately it’s extremely difficult for this small number of people to produce 

any change for the sake of Lebanon and especially because Lebanon is a politicized 

country. 
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B5. Who are the vulnerable groups in 

this community/area?  

 

The most vulnerable category in all our communities is the woman. This latter lags 

behind and lacks all her basic rights. The law is generally equitable, but considering 

women as a whole their rights are not fully granted and applied since a male 

mentality is still taking over our country. For example, If you refer to the Personal 

Status Law (divorce, marriage, etc) you realize that women’s rights are not taken 

into consideration and are very depreciated, in terms of all lawful applied rights and 

laws. We are demanding a women quota that was applied in 128 countries in the 

world, since the UN decided to contribute in activating women’s role in the society 

by dedicating 30% of seats in the Parliament for women. However the problem is 

that this law is not being implemented in Lebanon and women are still incapable of 

running for presidency, taking over a position in a party. We as women have been 

suffering through Women in front and 50/50 organizations to help women reach 

decision making posts. Hence, a woman is still considered as the weakest link in 

our society although some small amendments and improvements are detected, but 

we still need plenty of time. There’s no doubt we scored a leap, when a woman was 

employed as the Minister of the interior, but yet this is not enough to activate 

women’s roles in general. A Lebanese woman is fully educated and involved in all 

fields and she desires to enroll in different sectors and jobs. We are really in need 

of equality between men and women and of appreciation for women’s outstanding 

potentials and capacities. These problems will only be solved through righteous 

laws and codes. 

Interviewer: Are women the only vulnerable category in your society? 

Lebanese Youths can also be included in this category since they are not really 

granted important roles in terms of elections. We are calling for lowering the 

voting age to 18 instead of 21 and motivating fresh graduates to run for the 

elections in order to increase youth’s participation and to tackle the accountability 

issue occurring in Lebanon. Moreover, There exist in Dbayeh a large number of 

Palestinian camps, who themselves are considered as a vulnerable party since they 

came to our country many years ago and we still haven’t found adequate health 

conditions that suit them. Thus, they are considered as excluded people we can 

employ as labour force to benefit them and our country equally and maintain our 

systematic social, political and economic structure. 

 

 

B6. What are the biggest issues faced 

by the vulnerable groups? 

 

 

The first problem is the unavailability of job opportunities, the shortage of decision 

making positions, and the insufficiency of project utilization and before I forget I’d 

like to add as well unsupported people to the vulnerable people list, since if one 

does not belong to a specific political party he’s surely considered as a marginalized 

person. The laws in Lebanon alone don’t do justice to the citizens if they’re not 

well supported by an important politician. The problems aforementioned also apply 
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to the unsupported people, who consequently won’t find job opportunities nor will 

they live similar to other people’s lives. 

B7. In what ways does your 

organization support vulnerable 

groups in this community? 

 

 

The main objective of our organization is to support women, since we believe that 

Lebanese women should be supported and encouraged and in order to amend all 

prejudicial laws against women, we decided to increase the number of women in 

the Parliament. We took this decision since the Parliament is a place where law- 

making is being done, so if 40 women (according to the quota 30% of women) took 

part as a bloc, they will definitely work hand by hand to score a change regarding 

the unjust laws and regulations. We work with women to shed the lights on their 

desire to occupy political positions and debates against men and enroll in business 

affairs and show up on social media so we eliminate the inequality spread between 

these two genders. We were able to increase the number of female candidates in the 

Parliament from 12 candidates in 2019 to 113 candidates in 2018. This situation 

formed pressure on parties, political decisions with the objective of accepting 

women in political departments and in everything, since women are ready to take 

off and work sincerely and professionally more than males. Hopefully we won’t 

stop here we’re aiming for more and more progress in all different fields and we’re 

calling for our rights. 

B8. How do you describe the state of 

human rights in this community?  

 

(Note to interviewer: please probe into 

torture, political detentions, limitations on 

freedom of speech, abuse and 

discrimination cases, freedom of religion, 

voting rights, internet restrictions etc…) 

 

 

 

Woman’s right is part of human rights and in my opinion it’s extremely 

unacceptable and bad, since in Lebanon unfortunately the law doesn’t apply on all 

people, but on those who like to follow rules. Laws will be meaningless when 

political interventions appear, so if any citizen breaks the law there consecutively 

won’t be any human rights present still. We cannot also neglect the dire situation 

refugees are living in Lebanon; it’s absolutely true that they are causing us problems 

but remaining inactive with no solutions won’t lead us to any relieve (Palestinians 

have been since 70 years in Lebanon and no draft solutions were made). 

B9.a. What types of human rights 

violations are committed most often in this 

community?  

 

 

Interviewer: If we tackled specifically subjects like political arrests, torture, 

limitations imposed on freedom of expression, cases of ill-treatments, 

discrimination and inequality between males and females in a Patriarchal society 

like ours, religious freedom in a confessionalism society, amending voting rights, 

internet issues and others, how would you describe these violations? 

Look I’ll summarize everything in one comprehended sentence; If we proceeded 

like that throughout the ten upcoming years, we’ll become the most country that 

suppresses freedoms in all the Arab countries. We used to say that Lebanon is the 

only Arab country that is Democratic, but we no longer are since we don’t have 

freedom of expression or freedom of action, although the Constitution enshrined 

these rights without any restrictions and prerequisites. Nobody has the right to 

prohibit me from expressing my thoughts and ideas on any kind of social and 

mass media. As for the personal freedom, there still exist some rules in Lebanon 

that ban women from wearing shorts and LGBT from expressing their tendencies 

different other. Nobody is willing to stay in Lebanon anymore, because of the lack 

of freedom, stability and consistency. As for the Internet, we cannot always blame 

people who express themselves on social media ( for example the one who 
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mocked and cursed the Patriarch) since more abusive content is being displayed 

on TVs and radios and are not being judged and charged in return.  

 

B9.b. Against whom?  

 

 

 

 

 

Against people who commit a certain crime or violation. 

B9.c. By whom? And why? 

 

That’s because of the politicization and decadence spread in our country, since 

those people (politicians) have no limits and they are surpassing the laws and 

feeling relieved in their comfort zone and are not willing to share Lebanon with 

anyone else. They endorse confessionalism and policy of intimidation with no 

readiness to commit change and development. 

B10. In what ways does your 

association protect human rights in 

this community? 

 

 

Since our main objective is woman’s rights, we usually call for equality at all levels 

and equality between a man and a woman anywhere. A woman has the full rights 

to be ambitious and reach her goals in her country or abroad, enroll in a career 

similarly to men. A woman should be working and should be financially stable and 

independent; she can help her husband in all financial fees since partnership is a 

must and since one part cannot accomplish everything alone. A man should be 

aware by this time. 

Interviewer: Are you organizing awareness campaigns? 

Yes, of course we organize awareness campaigns in all areas especially in rural 

areas. It’s true that men were raised with this mentality that they are the providers 

and breadwinner but that’s no longer the case in our days now, since women have 

their full rights and are capable of achieving a career and benefitting you in their 

turn. I believe that a woman being financially stable and independent is a crucial 

topic and we’re sustaining it through several plans and programs we’re working on, 

so women be enjoying all their rights like giving their Lebanese nationality to their 

kids and husband, while today many are providing explanations concerning this 

regard in hopes of enhancing this situation. Secondly we have all issues related to 

the civil status for instance in case of divorce, a woman can only have the maternity 

right until breast-feeding. This law is so shameful and deplorable since we’re 

classifying women as robots that produce milk. These laws should be thrown away 

and replaced as soon as possible1 

Interviewer: So you were telling me that your organization 50/50 is working on 

these laws and on presenting submissions to the Parliament? 

Yes as aforementioned our main objective in the time is to increase the number of 

female members in the Parliament, but at the same time we’re working with other 

organizations to support all these laws. Six women already reached the Parliament 

but if there’s a possibility 40 women can enroll in political activities that would be 

better and would enhance their status in the society. We cannot also overlook the 

issue of violence against women which is not fully stipulated in the Law and which 

allows men to abuse their wives with no limitations and restrictions. 
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Interviewer: Are you working also on this issue (violence against women) in 

presenting it to the Law? 

Yes exactly we’re supporting such issues and we’re helping in researches and 

drafts. 

 

B11.a. Are there any other local 

organization engaged in similar activities in 

this village?  

 

 

 

I don’t think there’s a similar organization in this region working on our issue 

“Women in Politics”, but we from our side are indirectly supporting other 

organizations targeting other women problems. With all modesty I don’t think 

anyone in Lebanon is working in the issue we’re involved in. 

B11.b. What are their roles exactly? 

 

 
(Not asked) 

B12.What barriers exist for you/ and 

all organizations that work in this 

field?  

 

(Note to interviewer: Please probe into 

laws, policies, social norms or beliefs, 

government roles/responsibilities, access 

to resources, power of decision making) 

 

 

The first barrier we face is funding, in which we seek to ensure funds from 

international communities since unfortunately it’s extremely hard to be provided 

with funds locally especially for us. That’s due to their concern in funding one 

woman and not the other, although we work globally with all the women in 

Lebanon and in all regions regardless of their political affiliation. 

Interviewer: Are there any laws you encounter that annoy or hinder your journey 

and progress? 

The presence of incompetent politicians hinder our way since those who have 

patriarchal mindsets denounce women and they keep on repeating the same old 

lame sentence that men are feeling they should call for their rights again as well 

(sarcastically). For example, before adopting Ratio Legis they were still not sure 

according to which Law they should follow, meanwhile we were following the 

majority law. However, we took the initiative and did a simulation to clarify and 

help them in choosing a quota and how to apply it and we worked on studies and 

surveys and sadly the Law was implemented and our quota was ignored. 

Interviewer: Do religions and confessions interfere in such issues? 

Definitely! The major obstacle is the religious references and 80% of the 

politicians’ mindsets are patriarchal, so they blame religion for not involving 

women in decision making positions but in fact religion never mentioned such 

information. On the contrary, religion grants women all their rights and laws and 

empowers them to participate in everything similarly like men do. 

Interviewer: Did you face any problems concerning social media and television 

programs that showed contempt concerning the women’s case? 

Yes, we definitely did since we allocated budgets for women to show up on media 

and despite that before the elections in few days we faced many problems, since 

some TVs didn’t accept displaying some women due to their political affiliations. 

No doubt that the elections’ fees were very high and women in Lebanon are not that 

financed like men due to many reasons including the early start of men in work 

fields (unlike women) and the hereditary law that gives heirs to men and deprives 

women. Furthermore, women should acquire the knowledge of organizing 

fundraisings and financing strategies. 

                                                                        C. ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCE USE 
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C1.What are the natural resources 

(both offshore and onshore) 

available in this village?  

There was a coastal sea in Dbayeh, but unfortunately part of it was stolen during 

the War and there’s no longer a tidy public beach in our region. During my 

childhood years, my family and I used to go to Dbayeh Sea where we used to collect 

pebbles and seashells, but sadly that’s not the case now; buildings and factories 

were built on the sea. 

C2.1.  Who are the parties managing 

those natural resources? 

The parties managing those natural resources are six to eight people or categories 

who are generally politicians managing and operating everything in Lebanon that 

lies behind it useful purposes and financial benefits. 

C2.2. who are the ones who make 

use of them?  

 

(Note to interviewer: please probe into 

availability of seashell and sea worm 

collectors, sand extraction, salt 

harvesting…) 

(Not asked) 

C3.From your experience, are there 

any industrial (e.g. airborne, 

waterborne, solid waste, noise…) or 

natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, 

floods…) which affect the 

environment and natural resources of 

this village? 

 

There are numerous factories in our region (food and beverage companies, sweets 

companies, brimstone companies, 7up Company, Abbi Lamaa ‘steel’ companies, 

etc). 

C3.a. If yes, how is your business 

impacted? Please describe 

 

I know that the municipality is handling this subject and we’re generally better than 

other regions. However, all of us aim to contribute in waste segregation. 

Interviewer: These actions are not usually affecting your businesses negatively, 

right? 

No, not at all. 
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 

KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW GUIDE - STAKEHOLDERS – CULTURAL 

HERITAGE 

Name of village:  

(Village/Caza/Block Number): 
Jbeil, Block 4, Cluster 3.   Date of interview :  05/29/2019 

Name of Interviewee:  Tania Zaven. 

Gender of Interviewee Female. 

Position of Interviewee Site Manager.  

Name of interviewer :  Antonio Chitti.  

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

Q1. Please introduce the oil drilling 

activities using the BIDs and posters. 

Once completed give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and you 

provide an answer to their questions as 

far as possible. If you cannot answer 

then please take the stakeholders 

contact details and tell them you will get 

the answer and get back in contact as 

soon as possible. 

 

-  

Q2. Now, do you have questions?  

 
-  

      CULTURAL HERITAGE 

A. DEMOGRAPHICS 

A1. What is your name?  

 
Tania Zaven. 

A2. Are you from this village?  No, i am not from Jbeil. 

A2.1 How long have you been residing 

in this village? 
Not Asked 

                                                                                           B.   AREA OF INTEREST 
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B1. Please can you tell us about the 

cultural site that you manage 

I am the responsible of the cultural heritage in Jbeil. I am the site manager of 

north mount Lebanon. We are always organizing conferences, awareness 

campaigns and cultural and educational projects. 

B1.1. What is it? (brief summary) 

We have Jbeil, Anfeh, Batroun…We have a cultural heritage that is related to 

your project. When I say Jbeil, I mean all the city not only the castle or the Old 

Market. There is also all the old city of Batroun and its waterfront. There are 

also a lot of ancient monuments in Anfeh.  

B1.2. Where it is specifically located 

(georeferenced)? 
Jbeil, Batroun and Anfeh.  

B1.3. Is it on the sea shore? 
Yes, we have a lot of ancient heritage on the coastline of cities and villages and 

we also have some in the sea.  

B2. Why is this site important? 

The regions I mentioned are so important because of the diverse cultures they 

offer. People lived and worked for thousands of years in these areas. Several 

changes happened there.  

B3. When did it become a managed 

site? 

Since the “Directorate General of Antiquities” was established. Since the first 

day. After Independence Day. Before, when we were under the French 

mandate, people were working a little on excavation. There was a Law for 

preserving Antiquities since the 30’s.   

B4.  In your opinion, what is the current 

condition of the site (good, in decline, 

poor etc)? If in decline or poor, why? 

I think their condition is stable. We have employees and guards who work 

perfectly plus we clean everything.  

B5. Does the site receive any kind of 

funding (national or international)? 

The American Embassy offers cultural funds. We always participate. Our 

reports are so accurate and transparent. We won many times even though 

thousands of countries have participated. [Thousands in a higher voice] There 

is also State funding.  

B6. How many staff does it employ? A lot. No maybe not a lot. I don’t know. [Both laughed] 

B7.  Do you undertake any restoration 

activities? 

We don’t do the actual restoration. We say how things must be done and we 

supervise workers. We don’t have equipment.  

B8.  In general, who visits the site 

(tourists/Lebanese?) 

Lebanese and tourists from all around the world. School and university students 

visit the sites a lot.  

B9. When is the busiest season? 

Spring.  

Interviewer: Are they Lebanese or foreigners? In what time do tourists usually 

visit the sites?  

Europeans usually come in Spring.  
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Interviewer: Yeah but when the place is crowded, would the crowed be 

Lebanese or foreigners?  

Lebanese and Arab tourists come during the whole year. But European tourists 

come in Spring.  

 

B10.  How much does it cost to enter 

the site? 

Not so much... 5,000 for Jbeil, 8,000 for Baalbek (Baalbek’s site is so big). 

This so cheap because when we travel to other countries, all entrances are for at 

least 20 USD. When I visited the Twin Towers, I paid 15 USD so I can go in 

the elevator for like half a minute. [Both laughed]. It’s their right to take so 

much money. However, I think we are somehow underrated.  

B10. a. Is there a different tariff for 

Lebanese? 

Yes, students can enter for free. Jbeil inhabitants enter to Jbeil’s castle for free, 

Baalbaki people also don’t pay anything to enter to the temples they have. 

B10. b. Do you offer tour packages? 

Yes, we have the “Journée du patrimoine” where everything is for free for 

everyone. We do a lot of activities, so people don’t forget the importance of 

this cultural heritage. We can make a cultural concert or a play for free.  

B11.  Do tourists stay overnight locally 

in hotels or are they passing through? 

Yes. There is local tourism. When people go to Jbeil, they usually sleep there 

for a night.  

B12.  Do you encounter any issues with 

the site? If so what are they? Are they 

seasonal? 

Yes, I can say that there can be cases were people break things, write on walls 

(Graffiti) or jump on fences. All these acts are manmade.  

Interviewer: Are there anything related to nature? Anything seasonal maybe? 

No, but if we have a very high temperature, the location can be burned. 

Sometimes, people throw cigarettes and the place is burned.  

B13.  What are the benefits for the 

community you are in for having this 

cultural heritage site nearby 

There are lots of benefits. Some can lease their empty apartments, and some 

have restaurants. Hospitality at its best. [They laughed] 

B14. Do you know any other cultural 

heritage sites nearby in the coastal areas 

or in the sea? 

 

All of them.  

Interviewer: Do you know if there anything by the beach?  

Yes, Anfeh is by the beach, Jbeil and Batroun too. Tyr is by the beach. 

Everything is by the beach. [Both laughed]. 

                                                                        C. Environment and Natural Resource Use 

C1. What are the natural resources 

(both offshore and onshore) available in 

this village?  

Yes, in Anfeh there are a lot of seafarers. But in the Jbeil, the natural resource 

is tourism. However, there are a lot of Fishermen. 

C2.1.  Who are the parties managing 

those natural resources? 
The Municipality and few specialized committees.  

C2.2. who are the ones who make use 

of them?  

 

(Note to interviewer: please probe into 

availability of seashell and sea worm 

collectors, sand extraction, salt harvesting…) 

Fishermen and people living there.  
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C3.a. Please describe briefly the 

Climate 
It’s so hot and humid. It rains a lot in winter.   

C3.b. Please describe briefly the Air 

quality 

Cleaner than Beirut. We never spot this black cloud of smoke on top of our 

heads. In Jbeil and in Tyr, the air is so clean. Everything I tell you about Jbeil 

can be applied to Tyr. [Serious tone] 

C3.c. Please describe briefly the Water 

quality 

Very good condition. So clean and transparent. In 2006, we suffered from oil 

spill, but we managed to clean that out.  

C4.1. Are there any local organization 

engaged in environmental matters in 

this village? 

I think there is, but I personally don’t know any.  

C4.2. What are their roles exactly? Maybe they clean the sea.  

C5. From your experience, are there any 

industrial (e.g. airborne, waterborne, 

solid waste, noise…) or natural hazards 

(e.g. earthquakes, floods…) which 

affect the environment and natural 

resources of this village? 

 Yes   No  

 

We don’t have big industries. We only have the Sanita industry for tissues. 

There are no chemicals. Big industries are nearer to Tripoli.  

C.5.a. If yes, how is your business 

impacted? Please describe 
-  

 

 

Additional Notes:  

-I want to say that pollution in our sea comes essentially from ships. We found a lot of plastic 

bags. We should write a book to the Ministry of Environment to say that a lot of ships are not 

following international regulations and laws.  

Moreover, I want to add that we already talked to Total which agreed that there will be one 

archeologist on board of the ship. -Phoenicians were known to be the strongest in trade. We 

have found a lot of shipwrecks in the sea with a lot of Bronze ancient Antiquities so an 

archeologist om board is a must have. We are famous for the trade we had. All the coastline 

from North to South is rich in cultural heritage.  

-We talked to “ARD” (أرض(company that is conducting an environmental impact assessment. 

We should be included from the beginning till the end. Our coastline is highly archeological. 

The park lines on it are also extremely archeological. We are affected by all your sequence of 

actions.  

We need archeological teams on the coastline and maybe few experts on board. For us it’s a 

necessity.   

We are present, UNESCO encourages us, and all NGOs are concerned about the future of our 

beach. If by chance we find anything, you will have to change the lines, or you will excavate, 

or you will extract, or you will bring an archeological team with experts. This is very 

essential for the image of Total. Are they willing to destroy our archeology?  

They should help us shed light on any potential findings (maybe little museums, awareness 

campaigns).  

-We can have many conversations with Total. 

-On the 24th and 25th of October, there will be an international conference in the UNESCO 

in Beirut with NGOs and the most important archeologist divers who already experienced 

this in other countries (Egypt, Greece, Turkey, Cyprus). But this conference is in October and 

you are telling me you are starting in September. How come?  
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-What are your plans?  Will we be able to read your mapping plan and understand it? if 

anyone could give us a copy it would be amazing. We want to check the typography. If total 

gave us a CD with pictures but we can’t read anything, it will be useless. There should be a 

report and something accessible and easy.  These are the assessments we need.  

 

Stakeholder talked a lot in the introduction. She didn’t give Antonio any time to explain. He 

advised her to send the company an email. She also asked him if he could provide her with a 

list of people who are important from InfoPro or RSK or Dar.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 

KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW GUIDE - STAKEHOLDERS – SAFETY AND 

SECURITY 
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(Village/Caza/Block Number): 
Batroun Block 4 Date of interview :  27/05/2019 

Name of Interviewee:  Dr. Gebran Arnaouni. 

Gender of Interviewee Male. 

Position of Interviewee Emergency doctor. Medicine specialist. Safety manager. 

Name of interviewer :  Antonio Chitti 

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

Q1. Please introduce the oil drilling 

activities using the BIDs and posters. 

Once completed give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and you 

provide an answer to their questions as 

far as possible. If you cannot answer 

then please take the stakeholders 

contact details and tell them you will get 

the answer and get back in contact as 

soon as possible. 

 

-  

Q2. Now, do you have questions?  

 

1- I want to say that I don’t tryst anyone. Total is an international company 

I agree, but who is responsible from the Lebanese government in case 

something bad happens? There should be a Lebanese expert on board 

that represents Lebanon and the Ministry of Energy. He should examine 

whether waste is being recycled in a proper manner or no.   

 

2-  Where will waste go after it is put on the coastline? 
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3- I am afraid there will be spills in the sea. I know you said there is a one 

in a million chance. But my question is, will they tell us if it happens?  

4-  I am asking the government to put Lebanese experts to make regular 

inspections.  

5- Does the Lebanese government have any authority?  

6- Will Lebanese workers get paid?  

7- Will they ask NGOs for any consultations? 

8- Did they really examine and study earthquakes in our area?  
 

PUBLIC SAFETY AND SECURITY 

C. DEMOGRAPHICS 

A.1. What is your name?  

 
Dr. Gebran Arnaouni.  

A2. Are you from this village?  Yes. 

A2.1 How long have you been 

residing in this village? 
Ever Since I was born. I’m 51 years old now.  

                                                                                           B.   AREA OF INTEREST 

 
B1. How do you evaluate the general 

security and stability in this 

community?  

 

We are one of the calmest communities. Many local NGOs cooperate to ensure 

stability and seciruty. We are so cool. [small laugh] 

B2. Who are the main players in public 

safety issues (e.g. fire, earthquake, 

coastal flood, maritime accidents, 

disasters, emergency medical services…)?  

 

 

No one in Lebanon. I’m a field 

emergency doctor and disaster 

management and medicine 

specialist working in the safety 

field with many companies one 

of which is Sukleen. I provide 

trainings in occupational safety 

and in risk assessment.  I can 

tell when is there a need for 

control measures to minimize 

the risks or to eliminate it. We 

have five categories to control 

any risks which are 

elimination, substitution, 

engineering control, 

administration control, or by 

using personal protective 

equipment.  Unfortunately, 

a. How many centers are available?  
 

- Not Asked 

b. How fast and qualified is aid normally 

administered by those players? 

 

 

- Not Asked 

c. Are there fire engines, ambulances 

and hospitals in this village?  

 

- Not Asked 
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here in Lebanon we work as a 

reaction and not as prevention. 

No one works to assure public 

safety. Nobody cares. 

B3.1. Who protects the maritime 

boundaries and natural resources of 

the republic? 

 

 

We don’t have anything as coast guards, we do have special forces but I don’t 

know what their job description is.  

We don’t even have much maritime resources.  

B3.2. Who protects the offshore 

resources in this village? 

Maybe several NGOs like “Green peace”. During the war, in 2006, there 

happened to be leakage in Jiyeh, I participated as a doctor for maritime rescue 

with the Lebanese Civil Defense. The fishing culture was at risk, but we managed 

to find fast solutions.  

B3.a. How many coastal agents/units 

are there?  
 

I know that there isn’t many but I’m not sure. 

B3.b. Where are they located? 

  
Question not asked.  

B4.1. Who provides the law 

enforcement in the village?  

 

 

 

Military, Security forces. We have several checkpoints.  

B4.2. What is the role of each? 

 

 

I don’t know.  

B4.a. How do you estimate the level of 

crime in this village? 
 

 

 

 

I don’t know but I told you before, we have a very calm region.  

B4.b. What types of crimes/excesses 

of laws and order are committed most 

often in this village and why? 

 

 

B4.c. What categories of population 

commit crimes/excesses of laws and 

order most often and why? 

 

Maybe we have few scaffolding violations. But nothing serious. 

No one. 

 

B4.d. Characterize local police 

authorities (performance of duties, 

competence, professionalism, 

sufficiency of equipment, etc.)? 

 

 

 

 

Our village is like Lebanese villages. We have Security forces and Municipality 

Police.  

In general, they all work properly. 
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B5. From your experience, what are 

the current biggest threats on this 

community public safety and 

security? 

  

The biggest threat concerning public safety may be frequent car accidents. On the 

social side, drugs are being widely spread. (All over Lebanon, not just Batroun.) 

Best part is that we don’t have crimes.  

B6.1. In what ways does your 

organization promote public safety 

and security?  
 

 

I am broadcasted on national and international TVs regularly. I give so many 

interviews. I have diversity of topics I talk about. Generally, my main topics are 

public safety and security like car accidents, drugs side effects on health, the 

excessive use of cellphones, all things related to plastic and so on…  

I organize trainings.  

I studied in Geneva “Disaster management”. They said that:  

 80% of: You should work on preparing society.  

10% is what did you plan to do for it. 

5%/10% is recovery.   

What I am doing now in my NGO is:  

-Cooperate with other NGOs. 

-I provide trainings concerning firefighting and first aid. (Everything is for free). 

-I also organize Evacuation training for companies. 

-I teach chemical safety, petroleum safety, construction safety and industrial 

safety.  

 
B6.2. What types of interventions 

your organization makes in this 

community? 

 

 

 

Social.  

B7.1. Are there any other local 

organization engaged in safety and 

security matters in this village?  

 

 

No.  

B7.2. What are their roles exactly? 

 

 

Not Asked 

B8. What barriers exist for you/ and 

all organizations that work in the 

public safety and security?  

 

(Note to interviewer: Please probe into 

laws, policies, social norms or beliefs, 

government roles/responsibilities, access 

to resources, power of decision making) 

 

Not enough money.  

                                                                        C. ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCE USE 

C1. What are the natural resources 

(both offshore and onshore) 

available in this village?  

We have several beautiful water wells. (Balou Balaa, Tannourine, al-Joz river). 

People go there for tourism (they are also considered good places for hiking – 

Beautiful views). 

C2.1.  Who are the parties managing 

those natural resources? 

The State.  
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C2.2. who are the ones who make 

use of them?  

 

(Note to interviewer: please probe into 

availability of seashell and sea worm 

collectors, sand extraction, salt 

harvesting…) 

Income goes to the Ministry of tourism. Maybe there is a local authority, but I 

honestly don’t know. 

C3. From your experience, are there 

any industrial (e.g. airborne, 

waterborne, solid waste, noise…) or 

natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, 

floods…) which affect the 

environment and natural resources of 

this village? 

 

To be fair enough i will tell you about our neighbor. Chekka. There is one 

industry for soil that pollutes air, sometimes we breath this polluted air because of 

wind.  

C3.a. If yes, how is your business 

impacted? Please describe 
 

Not Asked 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 
KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW GUIDE - STAKEHOLDERS – MUNICIPALITY 

OFFICIALS 

Location of Interview: 
(Village/Caza/Block Number): 

Municipality of Chekka – 

Block Four 
Date of the interview: 21-05-19 

Name of interviewee: Farajallah Kfoury 

Interviewee Gender : Male 

Interviewee Position : Head of Municipality 

Name of Interviewer : Wahib Izmiraghdi 

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

THEME 1 – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
DEMOGRAPHICS 

Q1.  What do you exactly know about 
the oil drilling operations which are 
going to take place in this area? 

  
 
 

Not asked 
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Q2. Now, do you have questions?  

 
 

A. BACKGROUND 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

A1. Please tell me briefly how long 
have you been head of/working with 
this municipality, and what is your 
current role?  
 

I’ve been the head of municipality since 1998.  

B. DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS AND COMMUNITY STRUCTURE 

C. DEMOGRAPHICS 

B1.a. Could you tell us about the 
population in your village: 
 
 
What is the total number of 
inhabitants? (Note to interviewer: if 
possible please ask for distribution: 
percentages by gender and age groups 
(</> 18, or youth vs. adults vs. 
elderly)) 

 

I will only tell you about my village Chekka. There are all kinds of religions. 

There are around 12 religions in Chekka. The number of its inhabitants is 10,000 

- 12,000. There are approximately 1,500 Syrians that bother us. [Slightly 

laughing]. We suffer from the problem of garbage. There are mostly liberal 

professions, company employees and school teachers. This is how the 

atmosphere is basically like in Chekka.  In terms of sports, Chekka is a three-

time champion in Volleyball in Lebanon. Sports are really important. We have 

sewers and water, but we suffer from neglect from the Establishment of Water. 

No problems arise. There are political parties. All is good. 

Interviewer: How are they distributed according to age and gender?  

The percentages by gender are almost equal. Men and women are equal here. 

Isn’t that right Antoine? 

Antoine: Yes but the percentage of females is slightly higher. 

Interviewer: Is the percentage of youths higher than that of adults? 

Not necessarily 

B1.b. Who do you identify as 
vulnerable in your community? 
 
 

All the inhabitants of Chekka are vulnerable, because every person whom the 

State doesn’t stand by his side is vulnerable.  
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B1.c.1. Is there any cultural diversity? 
 

 Yes    No 

B1.c.2. If yes, please describe what is 
the diversity? 
 
(Note to interviewer: please identify who) 

There are military officers, doctors, university teachers, etc… 

Interviewer: When did the diversity first start in Chekka? 

We can say that it exixts a long time ago and remains until now, isn’t that right 

Antoine? 

Antoine: Yes it started a long time ago. 

Interviewer: Who Caused the natural flow of this diversity? 

The diligence of the village’s inhabitants and not nepotism because we have no 

one to help us.   

B1.d. Are there different religious 
beliefs in this village? 
 
 (Note to interviewer: please ask for 
percentages if possible) 

 

Yes, I’ve already said that there are 12 religions. Some are big, some are not; it 

depends. 

Interviewer: Are there any specific percentages for these religions? 

We don’t really have percentages, but first come the Maronites, the Orthodox, 

the Sunnis, the Catholics, and then the Shia Muslims and the Alawis.  

Interviewer: Are the percentages equal? 

No, we can say 60% are Maronites and 30% are Catholics and Orthodox, 

approximately, and the rest are Muslims and Shia Muslims. 
 
 

B2.1. Who are the important leaders in 
the village?   They are all the same in Chekka. All people are equal. This is how people think.  

B2.2. What are their roles and how 
decisions are made? 
 
(Note to interviewer: please probe into 
mayors, religious figures, policemen, 
teachers…) 

 

The municipality and the municipal council. 

Antoine: The Shura Council. 

C. SOCIAL SERVICES AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

D.  

C1. How many schools and universities 
are available in your village (specify 
primary/secondary etc)?  
 
 

There is one university and seven, or eight schools. 

We also have a public school, a technical school and a nursery 

But they are all leaseholds. 
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C2.1. Are you satisfied with the 
educational level of the inhabitants of 
this village? 

It is not bad. We have a kid that turned out to be an inventor.  

That kid made an invention at a young age.  

He’s 20 years old.  

I think he is even younger than 20 years old. 

C2.2. Who are the least vs. most 
educated/ skilled people in your 
village?  
 
(Note to interviewer: please ask about 
profiles not names). 

We don’t have less educated people. The inhabitants of Chekka go to school. 

The least educated people are the Syrians refugees, but we offer them afternoon-

schools.  

C3. In your opinion, what problems do 
the education system in your 
community face? 
 

We don’t have schools. They are all leaseholds, and the school consists of one 

room here and another one there. There is literally nothing.  

C4.1. Which healthcare facilities are 
available in this village? And which 
type of care do they provide  
 
 

We built a municipal hospital, which is a first among all the Arab countries. It is 

100% ready, and the building is complete, but it only lacks equipment. There are 

two dispensaries.  

There is one that was fully-equipped and the hospital was built according to the 

general hospitals’ specifications and we are now waiting for people to fund it. 

Maybe now, based on what you said previously,  there should be a hospital on 

the shore line, because there is nothing on the coastline and Chekka did not have 

any hospital. 

C4.2. And which type of care do they 
provide ? 
(e.g. acute care, preventive, immunization 
etc.)? 

Not asked 
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C5. What illnesses are most prevalent 
in your community? 
 

Like all people.  

C6.1. How would you describe the 
infrastructure and facilities serving this 

community? 
 
(e.g. buildings, roads, power supplies, 
sanitation and waste management…)  

Good. Acceptable, but there is neglect from the Ministry of Energy. However, 

we have the newest and best projects in Lebanon.  

C6.2. What are the biggest problems in 
this regard? 
 

Neglect. 

Interviewer: By whom? 

Ministry of Energy and Water. 

B7.1. Which types of public 
transportation means are available in 
this village? 

We don’t have public transportation here. We should have in order to be able to 

commute. We are on the coastline and public transportation benefits us and the 

whole coastline, but we do not have it. 

B7.2. And do you have any traffic 
issues? 

Yes, a lot. Due to companies.  

We have cameras all around the village that are accurate and of high sensitivity 

and we do not face any problems in this regard.   
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B8.1. Who provides the law 
enforcement in the village?  

In principle, it is the State and its agencies, as well as the municipality. Each 

from its own position, but they control everything and act as they wish. 

Interviewer: What is the role of each of them? 

Each does his job. The State Security Service takes care of State security, the 

Information Department takes care of information and the Investigation 

Department takes care of investigation. 

We don’t understand the State’s agencies, we only know that as a municipality, 

we work within our legal scope and we sometimes seek the help of the Security 

Forces in major violations which we cannot take care of. 

Each has its own position. 

B8.2. And how do you estimate the 
level of crime in this village? 

We don’t have crime.  

Interviewer: The rate [He was interrupted]. 

The rate is extremely small. You can even say it is nonexistent. 

B9. Who are the main players in public 
safety issues ? 
 
(e.g. fire, earthquake, coastal flood, 
maritime accidents…)  
 

We have an Emergency Committee within the municipality.  

B9.a. How many centers are available?  
 

Interviewer: Only one center? The Emergency one? 

The municipality has an Emergency Committee in cooperation with the UNDP, 

the existent companies and the clubs.  

B9.b. How fast and qualified is aid 
normally administered by those 
players? 
 

We hope that we won’t use them, but in principle we haven’t suffered from 

anything yet and we hope we won’t. 
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B9.c. Are there fire engines, 
ambulances and hospitals in this 
village?  
 

No. We’re building because they are all outside of Chekka. We resort to those 

in Batroun and Koura. However, in the future, with the hospital, everything will 

be complete.   

B10.1. What are the forms of 
communication used by people in your 
community?   

Cars. 

Interviewer: In terms of social media. 

Facebook nowadays. Social media. [Antoine agreed]. 

B10.2. And what problems connected 
with communication services are 
typical for your community? 

In principle, it’s all good.  

Right now, fiber optic cables are being deployed and it is going well. We are 

exposed to the sea and have no problem, and communication is available. 

B11.1. What are the historical and 
cultural sites available in your village? 

There is a region called Tall Omran which was discovered recently. There are 

also global archeological groups that are coming. They have taken permission 

from the State and asked us about a region by the sea called Tall Mahran where 

Phoenician and Crusader archeological sites were found. 

B11.2. Where are they located? Not asked 
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B11.3. what traditions and customs 
still exist in your community? 

Holidays.  

Seasonal ones. 

Seasonal and religious holidays, weddings. We are still a community that 

participates in every event. 

D. ECONOMY AND LIVELIHOOD 

C.  

D1. What are the main economic 
drivers, or the main work sectors 
available in this village?  
 
(Note to interviewer: please try to ask for 
percentages) 
 

We have industrial enterprises, cement companies and a big industrial region in 

Chekka comprising of many handymen. 

Interviewer: So, does industry constitute a big percentage? 

Industry constitutes a really good percentage. Agriculture was fundamentally 

present, but now it no longer exists. 

Interviewer: So, is the percentage of agriculture very low? 

The percentage of agriculture is extremely low.  

D2. What is the percentage of formal 
vs. informal businesses in this village? 

There are no longer informal businesses. There are few of them, which existed 

in the past. Now, we are asking all businesses to give us their [incomprehensible] 

since the State is requesting them.  

D3.1. What are specifically the 
businesses available on the shore line?   Cement companies.  
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D3.2. And who are engaged in those 
businesses?  
 
(Note to interviewer: please ask for profiles 
not names) 

Interviewer: Is someone engaged in those businesses or is their management 

and everything else private? 

Private management.  

D4.1. Do you have any port in this 
village?   

 Yes    No 

D4.2. If yes, by whom it is managed? 
Used? and for what purposes? 

By fishermen.  

There is a Fishermen’s Syndicate which the municipality take care of.  

Companies have their own port. 

A port for discharging and shipping goods. 

Interviewer: Is the companies’ port used? 

Of course.  

Interviewer: For what purposes? 

For industrial and commercial purposes. It is considered a private port and not a 

public one.  

D5. What is the percentage of 
employed vs. unemployed individuals 
in this village? 
 

The percentage of unemployed individuals is in principle not high. 

Around 20%, right? And 80% are doing well.  

I don’t think there is 20% because 20% [He was interrupted]. 

There are the new students. 

The new students, I mean [He was interrupted]. 

Then, around 15%.  

In the municipality, we always have new applications and we help a lot and 

provide jobs, so the unemployment rate is around 15%. 

D6. What are the employment rates 
distributed across sectors?  
 

We have all sorts of sectors. Industry, intellect, new computers and law. 

Interviewer: Are the employment rates higher in the public sector or in 

companies? 

In the public sector.  
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D7. What are the main reasons behind 
unemployment in your community?  
 

Lack of energy. Because if one wants to work, he has to work. This is the truth. 

Interviewer: So, you said the reason for unemployment was inactivity. 

Yes, in principle. [The second reason was not clear due to multiple people 

talking together]. 

D8. Which section of the population is 
most affected by unemployment? 
 
 (graduates, young people, people in the 
right age to work, retired persons, women, 
men, people of what nationality, former 
military people, refugees, etc.) 

Graduates who have certificates. [The rest is inaudible]. 

D9.1. How do you describe the tourism 
in your village? Maritime tourism is good.  

D9.2. What are the main touristic sites 
and activities? Where are they? Do you 
have any coastal or marine tourism? 

We have the sea.  

Interviewer: Is it close to this location? 

Look, the sea is in front of you. 

Interviewer: Is there any coastal tourism? 

No.  

D10. How dependent is this village on 
tourism/ marine tourism? Please 
describe. 
 

In principle, this region is beautiful during the summer, by the sea. Nothing 

more, nothing less. We don’t have anything else. 
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D11. What are the main issues in the 
village? 
 

The main issues? State services which the municipality is now providing. 

Interviewer: So, there is no support?  

No.  

E. ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCE USE 

E1. What are the natural resources 
available in this village?  
 

 

Of course. We have maritime resources. We have the sea which the fishermen 

exploit.  

E2.1. Who are the parties managing 
those natural resources?   

Interviewer: You were citing the available natural resources like fish. 

Yes, fish. There is the Fishermen’s Syndicate. 

Interviewer: They are the prime beneficiary? 

They benefit from the resources.  

Interviewer: Are there other beneficiaries? Such as in collecting seashells, sand 

and gold mining [He was interrupted by the answer]. 

No, these are not allowed.  

E3.a. Please describe briefly the 
climate 
 

It is normal. We have four seasons. 

E3.b. Please describe briefly the air 
quality 

Regardless of what is being said from lies and accusations about the atmosphere 

in Chekka, we have one of the cleanest air qualities here because we no longer 

have pollution. A proof of this is that we can both go out now and check.  

E3.c. Please describe briefly the water 
quality 

Very good. We are located at a lake. We provide water to Koura and Selaata 

from Chekka. 

E4.1. Are there any local organization 
engaged in environmental matters in 
this village?  
  

No, there is an environmental committee within the municipality. In addition, 

environmental nominations arise on social media every day and speak ill of you. 

Interviewer: What is the prime local organization you first talked about, that 

engages in environmental matters in this region? 

We have an association.  
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E4.2. What are their roles exactly? 

Everything environmental. We have environmental things that date back for a 

certain time and that we work on with deliberation. We have a big association, 

not exactly an association. It derives from the municipality and the Civil Society.  

E5. Are there any industrial which 
affect the environment and natural 
resources of this village? 
 
(e.g. airborne, waterborne, solid waste, 
noise…) or natural hazards (e.g. 
earthquakes, floods…) 

We have the company Wilco.  

Interviewer: Are there any industrials that are airborne, or for example solid 

waste, noise, or anything else? 

No, we have a company that produces chicken which is Wilco. It meets the legal 

requirements and works with the International Bank.  

Interviewer: There aren’t any industrials that affect the environment in general? 

No, there are the industrials of soil companies that are said to highly affect the 

environment. They are being well criticized, but not ours. Ours are on mountains 

that are not located here.  

Interviewer: Are there any natural hazards such as earthquakes, floods? 

Everything that happened during winter affected everyone, but thankfully we 

didn’t suffer from anything. We have sewers that are always being treated before 

winter. 

F. CLOSING 

F1. Do you have any question or issue 
that you would like to raise? 
 

As the Head of Municipality has already said, we want to know when it will 

happen. I have a house in Adma and I received a call from someone who wants 

to rent it. I asked how much money to demand in return, they told me that the 

Americans are renting houses. They are coming for the oil. So if they want to 

rent anything in Chekka they are more than welcome. We are ready to cooperate 

with them. We have restaurants and we are now building a big international 

sports playground. There is a possibility for us to be able to cooperate with them. 

F2. Are there any stakeholders that you 
may recommend us to also talk with? 
 

Yeah, why not. Go to a company. Talk with the head of a soil company. You 

can also talk with the owner of Wilco. Go to Narciss Azar. These are big 

companies which you can talk to. Anywhere you go in Chekka, you’ll find 

someone that will respond to you. 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 

• The Head of the Municipality had to leave during the middle of the interview, and the Vice-Head continued 

in his place. 
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Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and 

give the participants an opportunity for questions and answers  

G. BACKGROUND 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

A1. Please tell me briefly how 

long have you been head 

of/working with this 

municipality, and what is your 

current role?  

 

I have been in this position for three years now. I am at the head of the 

municipality and at the head of the federation of the municipalities.  

H. DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS AND COMMUNITY STRUCTURE 

I. DEMOGRAPHICS 

B1.a. Could you tell us about 

the population in your village: 

 

 

What is the total number of 

inhabitants? (Note to 

interviewer: if possible please 

ask for distribution: 

percentages by gender and age 

groups (</> 18, or youth vs. 

adults vs. elderly)) 

 

 The population size here in Tripoli is around 450,000 or 500,000 inhabitants. 

The community is made up of 80 percent Sunnite, 10 or 12 percent Alawite and 

10 percent or less Christian. The unemployment rate in Tripoli is above 50 

percent for both skilled and unskilled workers. The municipality is collaborating 

with NGOs, various donors from outside the area and with the special economic 

zone to conduct vocational trainings in an attempt to prepare workers to join the 

zone whenever it starts operating. And, people here have high hopes in the 

special economic zone since it will create thousands of job opportunities. For 

that reason, I said that the North coast should benefit from the oil drilling project. 

Nobody here will accept a project that will harm them environmentally without 

any benefit in return. Many investors already left the area due to the various 

political circumstances which increased the unemployment rate. I can tell you 

today that Tripoli is one of the safest towns in Lebanon. I know that from my 

experience and from my work in the field. So, I don’t think anyone should worry 

about it. People won’t ruin any project that they are benefiting from. Although 

Tripoli seems to be an extremist town, people from different religions are used 

to live with each other. Indeed, during the various circumstances (starting 1970) 

no church was demolished. Advertisements affected the region a lot, for that 

reason people here need job opportunities. We are working on changing the 

stereotypical image about Tripoli. We were able to work with Western 

embassies on improving the city’s ranking from “red” to “orange” and there are 

still aspirations that the ranking will become “green” with time. In fact, the 

former are visiting Tripoli quite often and are showing interest in it. We are 

hoping that Tripoli will be a logistical point in the reconstruction process of 

Syria and Iraq. For that reason, we are working on improving and expanding the 

port here in Tripoli. People are eager for new job opportunities, therefore when 

you move the activity to Beirut they will be frustrated. People are feeling hopeful 

about the oil drilling project, so when you move the location to Beirut Tripoli 

won’t expand.  

 

-Interviewer: Do you have any idea about the age groups and their percentages 

here in Tripoli? 

 

 I am not that knowledgeable about statistics. Do you want the statistics of “Al 

Tebbaneh”? Because this is what I have now in hand. 

 

-Interviewer: Preferably Tripoli in general.  
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 [The interviewee asked for help from a third party].  

B1.b. Who do you identify as 

vulnerable in your 

community? 

 

 

 Unemployed people are the vulnerable ones.  

B1.c.1. Is there any cultural 

diversity? 

 

 Yes    No 

 

B1.c.2. If yes, please describe 

what is the diversity? 

 

(Note to interviewer: please 

identify who) 

 Like any other country in the world or in Lebanon. Our universities are like the 

ones in Beirut. For instance, you find engineers and doctors as well as 

technicians and unemployed workers.  

 

-Interviewer: What about touristic diversity ? 

 

 We have religious and cultural tourism here. Tripoli is one of the most affluent 

cities in the Mediterannean region after Cairo in the Mamluk civilization. 

Tourism in Tripoli is more culturally rather than leisurally.  
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B1.d. Are there different 

religious beliefs in this village? 

 

 (Note to interviewer: please ask 

for percentages if possible) 

 

 Sure, we have Christians and Muslims. 

 

-Interviewer: So, the percentages are as mentioned earlier ? 

 

 Yes.   

B2.1. Who are the important 

leaders in the village?   

 We have the prime minister Najib Mikati, the ministers Emile El Jeser, 

Mohammad Kebbara, Faysal Karami, Raya Al Hasan (she was responsible of 

the economic zone before becoming a minister), and for sure there are the 

municipality, chamber of commerce, Rachid Karami exhibition, and the port.  

 

B2.2. What are their roles and 

how decisions are made? 

 

(Note to interviewer: please 

probe into mayors, religious 

figures, policemen, teachers…) 

 

 Unfortunately, before it wasn’t effective due to the conflicts amongst the 

different parties and the central government. For that reason, Tripoli used to be 

neglected. Nowadays, there are agreement and coherence with the central 

government, and the prime minister Saad Al Hariri is discussing various projects 

related to Tripoli. They are preparing a list of the projects that the city needs. 

And, we are hopeful that they will be able to accomplish all of them. 

 

-Interviewer : How important decisions are being taken here in Tripoli ? 

 

 It depends on the decision type. If it is on the local level, the municipality will 

take the decisions. If it is on the political level, then the government will take 

the decisions.   

E. SOCIAL SERVICES AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

F.  

C1. How many schools and 

universities are available in 

your village (specify 

primary/secondary etc)?  

 

 

We have around 85 schools in Tripoli; one second there are more, around 90 

schools from the elementary to the secondary level. And, there are plenty of 

universities, for instance Al Azm university, Al Madina university, and LIU. 

There are around 7 or 8 universities in Tripoli.  

C2.1. Are you satisfied with 

the educational level of the 

inhabitants of this village? 

 Yes, there is a good educational level here.  
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C2.2. Who are the least vs. 

most educated/ skilled people 

in your village?  

 

(Note to interviewer: please ask 

about profiles not names). 

 The least educated villages are the poor ones such as Tebbaneh, the internal 

markets area, Quobbe… Ignorance exists wherever there is unemployment.  

C3. In your opinion, what 

problems do the education 

system in your community 

face? 

 

 One of the main problems that the educational system faces is school dropout. 

It is an economical problem not an educational one. Due to the bad economical 

circumstances, poor families prefer to drop their children out of the schools so 

that they can work for 10,000 L.L per week…The level of school dropout is 

high, and we are trying to face it at the municipality level. For instance, we try 

every year to pay the fees and to provide children with the needed school 

supplies.  

C4.1. Which healthcare 

facilities are available in this 

village? And which type of 

care do they provide  

 

 

There exists many healthcare facilities for the poor community. For instance, we 

have many public clinics and hospitals.  

 

 

 

C4.2. And which type of care 

do they provide ? 

(e.g. acute care, preventive, 

immunization etc.)? 

 Healthcare. 

C5. What illnesses are most 

prevalent in your community? 

 

 I have no idea. But, the level of cancerous diseases is increasing.  
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C6.1. How would you describe 

the infrastructure and 

facilities serving this 

community? 

 

(e.g. buildings, roads, power 

supplies, sanitation and waste 

management…)  

 Good. It is good, and it is improving. For instance, Tripoli didn’t face any harm 

(or approximately 10 percent harm) during the storms this winter.  

C6.2. What are the biggest 

problems in this regard? 

 

 The biggest problem in Lebanon (not only in Tripoli) lies in its narrow roads. 

Any infrastructure project will deactivate the road which will obstruct the stores. 

People will start nagging, so we must pay compensations. Other problems could 

occur whilst conducting the projects. For instance, sometimes the ground lines 

could be affected during excavation. Nowadays, all new projects are backed by 

executive strategy  maps.  

B7.1. Which types of public 

transportation means are 

available in this village? 

 « Service » mainly in addition to few taxi offices. However, the main 

transportation mean is « service ». Service drivers pass by the roads and grab 

people. We are conducting a study now in collaboration with a french group and 

the ministry of transportation about new public or shared transportation lines 

that hopefully will be launched soon.  

B7.2. And do you have any 

traffic issues? 

 We have chaos problems due to the limited number of transportation security 

officers. However, the situation will hopefully improve since we will be 

launching a light signals project within the upcoming three months. The overall 

view of the streets as well as the traffic circulation will hopefully improve. We 

will be executing it in 10 or 11 crossroads every year, and hopefully things will 

improve. 

B8.1. Who provides the law 

enforcement in the village?  

 The government and the municipality. [Interruption] 

 

-Interviewer: So, the government and the municipality will enforce the laws ? 

 

 Yes, security forces.  

 

-Interviewer: What is the role of each (i.e. municipality and security forces)? 

 

 Security forces as well as the army are responsible of the overall village 

security. As a municipality, we interfere in building violations, public property 

infringements, organizing sellers on the roads, providing good infrastructure.  
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B8.2. And how do you estimate 

the level of crime in this 

village? 

 Very low.  

B9. Who are the main players 

in public safety issues? 

 

(e.g. fire, earthquake, coastal 

flood, maritime accidents…)  

 

An emergency force was formed in the gorvernorate in an attempt to interefere 

in urgent situations. It did a maneuver attempt two or three weeks ago.  

B9.a. How many centers are 

available?  

 

 We have two firefighter stations in Tripoli in addition to the civil defense and 

the federation of the municipalities.  

 

 

 

B9.b. How fast and qualified is 

aid normally administered by 

those players? 

 

-Question skipped 

B9.c. Are there fire engines, 

ambulances and hospitals in 

this village?  

 

Yes, we have everything. 
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B10.1. What are the forms of 

communication used by people 

in your community?   

 Mobile [laugh], Facebook, social media [a third party interfered]. Yes, social 

media.   

B10.2. And what problems 

connected with 

communication services are 

typical for your community? 

 We don’t have problems, but they say that the prices are high here.  

B11.1. What are the historical 

and cultural sites available in 

your village? 

 I told you, Tripoli is one of the most important cities after Cairo in the 

Mediterannean region. We have a very beautiful old village here; the council for 

development and reconstruction renovated the facade of its buildings. We have 

the castle of Tripoli as well. As I told you earlier, we have many religious sites 

here.  

B11.2. Where are they 

located? 
-Already answered. 

B11.3. what traditions and 

customs still exist in your 

community? 

As you may know, Tripoli is well-know for its soap production, and we still have 

till now « Khan Al Saboun » where people produce soaps. All the traditional 

activities that used to exist are vanishing since they are not economically feasible 

anymore. We are trying to help them, and we are receiving donations as well. 

For instance, we help them install stands to sell their products during holidays. 

We still have the copper market and the fragrance market  as well which are 

specialized markets.  
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J. ECONOMY AND LIVELIHOOD 

D.  

D1. What are the main 

economic drivers, or the main 

work sectors available in this 

village?  

 

(Note to interviewer: please try 

to ask for percentages) 

 

 Trade mainly, manufacturing is still limited here due to the lack of investment 

as I told you earlier. For that reason the unemployment rate is high. Social media 

and the IT sector are available as well since the main IT cable is installed here 

in Tripoli. And, the economic zone took 75,000 meter from the « Rashid 

Karami » exhibition to create a village for…All the activities here in Tripoli are 

mainly related to trade. 

D2. What is the percentage of 

formal vs. informal businesses 

in this village? 

 I think approximately 80 percent of the businesses are registered.  

D3.1. What are specifically the 

businesses available on the 

shore line?   

 Restaurants mainly [laugh]. The trade is located more internally in the city not 

on the shore line. I think the most important site for wood industry is located 

here in Tripoli.  

D3.2. And who are engaged in 

those businesses?  

 

(Note to interviewer: please ask 

for profiles not names) 

The private sector. [Interruption] 
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D4.1. Do you have any port in 

this village?   
 Yes    No 

D4.2. If yes, by whom it is 

managed? Used? and for what 

purposes? 

It is managed by its administrative board. It is being used for all types of products 

(cars, wood, sugar, wheat, containers, all types of products). Even dealers from 

Beirut come to the port here.  

D5. What is the percentage of 

employed vs. unemployed 

individuals in this village? 

 

Above 60 percent [a third party interfered]. As I told you the unemployment rate 

is approximately 50 percent.  

D6. What are the employment 

rates distributed across 

sectors?  

 

 The services sector which is available all over Lebanon (whether skilled and 

unskilled). Here we have many buchers in the Mina and Al Badawi regions (this 

information could be of interest to you).    

D7. What are the main reasons 

behind unemployment in your 

community?  

 

 Lack of investment.  
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D8. Which section of the 

population is most affected by 

unemployment? 

 

 (graduates, young people, 

people in the right age to work, 

retired persons, women, men, 

people of what nationality, 

former military people, 

refugees, etc.) 

 Graduates and literates alike. A huge number of graduates is affected as well (a 

third party interfered). Yes, I told him approximately 50 percent.  

D9.1. How do you describe the 

tourism in your village? 

 As I told you earlier, tourism here is more culturally rather than leisurally. We 

have a shortage in hotels as well; many hotels will be opened soon. Tourism has 

been improving heavily during the last six months.  

D9.2. What are the main 

touristic sites and activities? 

Where are they? Do you have 

any coastal or marine 

tourism? 

 People come mainly to visit the old renovated villages such as « Khan Al 

Saboun », the castle of Tripoli, the specialized markets such as the gold market, 

the fragrance market, the cooper market, the tailors market. Many people still 

work in these old crafts.  

 

-Interviewer: Do you have any coastal or marine tourism ? 

 

Marine tourism…very few, you find it especially in resorts. 

D10. How dependent is this 

village on tourism/ marine 

tourism? Please describe. 

 

 As I told you earlier, we didn’t have much strangers visiting the city since 

Tripoli was ranked as a red zone. Since the rank improved, more people are 

visiting it. And, hopefully the flow will keep improving. Now, we have a new 

plan to improve tourism in the North. And, we will be running a campaign as 

well in collaboration with the ministry of tourism to boost tourism. People come 

to Tripoli to visit « Al Hallab » for example, to visit restaurants mainly. 

However, we have treasures here in Tripoli.  

D11. What are the main issues 

in the village? 

 

-Question skipped. 
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K. ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCE USE 

E1. What are the natural 

resources available in this 

village?  

 

 

 Natural resources…do you mean agriculture ?  

 

-Interviewer: Marine resources… 

 

 Marine resources means petroleum. We have fish [laugh].   

E2.1. Who are the parties 

managing those natural 

resources?   

 The government. Unfortunately, we have islands in the Mina like the « Island 

of Rabbits » and so on that are neglected. However, they are being revived now 

as protectresses. Investers could benefit from these islands since they are near 

from the shore line.  

E3.a. Please describe briefly 

the climate 

 

 The climate here is moderate like the climate in Lebanon. We have few rainy 

months and few hot months. And, the climate in the rest of the year is moderate. 

E3.b. Please describe briefly 

the air quality 

 The air quality is good. The polution level is acceptable. We have stations here 

in the federation of the municipalities that measure the pollution levels and so 

on.  

E3.c. Please describe briefly 

the water quality 

 We have groundwater here in the region and ground wells. We have sweet water 

at 20 meters as well. We have spring water in the sea as well [Interruption].  

E4.1. Are there any local 

organization engaged in 

environmental matters in this 

village?  

  

There are many environmental activities not organizations. But, we have a 

department in the federation of the municipalities responsible of environmental 

matters.  

E4.2. What are their roles 

exactly? 

 The federation of municipalities ? It includes the municipality of Tripoli, Al 

Mina, Al Beddawi, and Al Kalamoun. All the shared activities happen through 

the federation. It is responsible of the cleanliness, waste, firefighting stations, 

slaughterhouse, environmental pollution and so on. 

E5. Are there any industrial 

which affect the environment 

and natural resources of this 

village? 

 

(e.g. airborne, waterborne, solid 

waste, noise…) or natural 

 The wood industry is popular here in the region. We have a waste sorting plant 

as well. We don’t have natural hazards mainly. A flood happened in the river 50 

or 60 years ago, and it became a stream after expanding it.  
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hazards (e.g. earthquakes, 

floods…) 

L. CLOSING 

F1. Do you have any question 

or issue that you would like to 

raise? 

 

 No, we wish you luck, and as I told you earlier, we  hope that each city will 

benefit from the block available it it. Even if people couldn’t benefit directly. I 

think you could save money by choosing Tripoli and Sour as logistical points 

because the prices here are low. It is considered as a poor city, and our prices are 

too low. And, you could find here skilled and unskilled workers.  

F2. Are there any stakeholders 

that you may recommend us to 

also talk with? 

 

 I think the head of the port, the head of the chamber of commerce, and the head 

of the economic zone could help in this matter.  
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THEME 1 – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

Q1.  What do you exactly know about 

the oil drilling operations which are 

going to take place in this area? 

We don’t have enough information about the oil drilling operations which are 

going to take place in this area. I only know that block 4 is included. I don’t 

know where the drilling is going to happen as its location. 
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Q2. Now, do you have questions?  

 
 

A. BACKGROUND 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

A1. Please tell me briefly how long 

have you been head of/working with 

this municipality, and what is your 

current role?  

 

I have been head of the municipality for 19 years and  my current role is head 

of municipality and president of the union.  

B. DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS AND COMMUNITY STRUCTURE 

C. DEMOGRAPHICS 
B1.a. Could you tell us about the 

population in your village: 

 

 

What is the total number of 

inhabitants? (Note to interviewer: if 

possible please ask for distribution: 

percentages by gender and age groups 

(</> 18, or youth vs. adults vs. 

elderly)) 

 

Number of inhabitants in the city of Batroun is between 35,000 to 40,000. In 

Batroun (casa), the number of inhabitants is also between 35,000 to 40,000 

(excluding the city of Batroun) and varies from season to season; most 

inhabitants of Batroun (casa) are located in the coastal cities, which is why the 

greater number of inhabitants is concentrated in Batroun the city. 

Females make an estimated 55% of the population while males are 45% of the 

population.  

Average age range 37-40 makes the largest percentage of the population. 

B1.b. Who do you identify as 

vulnerable in your community? 

 

 

Fishermen are the most vulnerable in my community, some farmers (farmers 

are becoming extinct and they are going towards a different trade). The 

agricultural sector was previously active, but is now almost extinct as the city 

is growing and the real estate prices are increasing; many farmers took 

advantage of the price increase to rent/sell their properties especially the ones 

near the coast which are in higher demand since they are closer to the schools 

etc... 

B1.c.1. Is there any cultural diversity? 

 
Yes  
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B1.c.2. If yes, please describe what is 

the diversity? 

 

(Note to interviewer: please identify who) 

We have cultural diversity and several nationalities living in Batroun such as 

American and French of Lebanese origin, the cultural diversity has increased 

after the war was over, when several families who had immigrated returned. 

Interviewer: how is this reflected in the tourism? 

Batroun is a very touristic area, we rely the most on the tourism sector since 

we don’t have anything else to rely on. All our projects are to support the 

tourism sector. Batroun has a rich heritage and a clean coast, and we are doing 

our best to promote it due to a recent phenomenon of a touristic surge from 

both locals and foreigners. 

B1.d. Are there different religious 

beliefs in this village? 

 

 (Note to interviewer: please ask for 

percentages if possible) 

 

80% Maronite, 10% greek orthodox, and 10% sunni and shi’a. 

 

B2.1. Who are the important leaders in 

the village?   

The minister Jubran Bassil is from Batroun, and there is also a member of the 

parliament representing the Lebanese Forces who is from Batroun. 

B2.2. What are their roles and how 

decisions are made? 

 

(Note to interviewer: please probe into 

mayors, religious figures, policemen, 

teachers…) 

 

Decisions are made according to the best interest of the residents of Batroun 

and the political leaders from our city participate in the decision making as it is 

part of their role to serve their community and their country. 

C. SOCIAL SERVICES AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

D.  

C1. How many schools and universities 

are available in your village (specify 

primary/secondary etc)?  

 

 

Four high schools, two middle schools, and one university. 

In terms of infrastructure, Batroun is the only city on the Lebanese coast that 

has waste water treatment which is why this is the only city which has 0 

pollution because there was awareness raised in the city and because it is a 

touristic city. Right now, we are working on a very important project which 

will be completed soon: a solid waste treatment plant. 
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C2.1. Are you satisfied with the 

educational level of the inhabitants of 

this village? 

Yes, I am very satisfied, the educational level of the inhabitants of Batroun has 

increased significantly, the previous generation had a very low educational 

level but right now, but right now the educational level is very high compared 

to other areas and we are very proud. 

C2.2. Who are the least vs. most 

educated/ skilled people in your 

village?  

 

(Note to interviewer: please ask about 

profiles not names). 

Most of the inhabitants of Batroun are middle class; I cannot classify the 

people according to least/most educated or skilled. 

C3. In your opinion, what problems do 

the education system in your 

community face? 

 

There are always problems, but there is always help for the needy families, for 

example scholarships and so on, sometimes we are able to help. We do not 

have any major problems. 

C4.1. Which healthcare facilities are 

available in this village? And which 

type of care do they provide  

 

 

We have a hospital in Batroun and several dispensaries that provide services to 

the inhabitants. 

 

C4.2. And which type of care do they 

provide ? 

(e.g. acute care, preventive, immunization 

etc.)? 

Not asked 

C5. What illnesses are most prevalent 

in your community? 

 

None 

C6.1. How would you describe the 

infrastructure and facilities serving this 

community? 
 

(e.g. buildings, roads, power supplies, 

sanitation and waste management…)  

The infrastructure and facilities in the city are very good. 

C6.2. What are the biggest problems in 

this regard? 

 

None. A lot of work has been done in Batroun. For example, the Fishermen 

Port is a touristic port and is a very important Port, and has been expanded and 

improved. 
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B7.1. Which types of public 

transportation means are available in 

this village? 

None. We do not have public transport. 

B7.2. And do you have any traffic 

issues? 

Right now we don’t have any traffic issues. We have come up with many 

solutions to reduce traffic problems. We improved our roads, and made them 

into modern roads; we added rain water drainage systems. All our roads are 

built according to modern standards. 

B8.1. Who provides the law 

enforcement in the village?  
Not asked 

B8.2. And how do you estimate the 

level of crime in this village? 

Batroun is an exemplary in that respect in Lebanon. There are no crimes and 

there are no people from Batroun in Lebanese prisons. 

B9. Who are the main players in public 

safety issues ? 

 

(e.g. fire, earthquake, coastal flood, 

maritime accidents…)  

 

The Civil Defense and the Red Cross are two very important players in public 

safety issues. We also have Sea Rescue, which is affiliated with the Civil 

Defense.  

B9.a. How many centers are available?  

 

The Red Cross, the Civil Defense and the Sea Rescue, which is affiliated with 

the Civil Defense. 

B9.b. How fast and qualified is aid 

normally administered by those 

players? 

 

When the staffs in these three organizations are from the city, the level of 

service is always very high because the staff will feel like they are serving 

members of their community and people they know and they will be more 

concerned with helping others. This is why we are always adamant on hiring 

heads for these institutions that are from Batroun.  

B9.c. Are there fire engines, 

ambulances and hospitals in this 

village?  

 

Yes, of course. 
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B10.1. What are the forms of 

communication used by people in your 

community?   

A sports center built by the residents and the municipality, the scouts, NGOs 

etc.… 

B10.2. And what problems connected 

with communication services are 

typical for your community? 

No 

B11.1. What are the historical and 

cultural sites available in your village? 

Batroun is a very rich city in terms of its culture and history; there are so many 

historical and cultural sites for me to list. We are trying to showcase it even 

more by investing in the touristic sector. The challenge is for the inhabitants of 

Batroun to invest more in order to maintain the touristic status of the city. 

B11.2. Where are they located? On the coast and inside the old city.  

B11.3. what traditions and customs 

still exist in your community? 

Every village has its own identity. In terms of food, our specialty is 

winemaking, we have nine wineries in Batroun (more than any other city in 

Lebanon) and we also have breweries.  

D. ECONOMY AND LIVELIHOOD 

C.  

D1. What are the main economic 

drivers, or the main work sectors 

available in this village?  

 

(Note to interviewer: please try to ask for 

percentages) 

 

Tourism is the main economic driver, and a pillar of our economy; we have 

lots of projects in the old city. Batroun is also distinguished by its restaurants 

and hotel resorts. We have an increasing number of hotel rooms for tourists 

and visitors especially with the Batroun International Festival happening every 

year, which have been very successful. 

D2. What is the percentage of formal 

vs. informal businesses in this village? 
I believe most businesses are formally registered. 

D3.1. What are specifically the 

businesses available on the shore line?   

There are no industrial businesses on the coast inside of Batroun city, but 

outside of the city and within the case, there are. 

On the shore line, we have restaurants and hotel resorts. 
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D3.2. And who are engaged in those 

businesses?  

 

(Note to interviewer: please ask for profiles 

not names) 

Private investors/ individuals. 

D4.1. Do you have any port in this 

village?   
Yes. 

D4.2. If yes, by whom it is managed? 

Used? and for what purposes? 

The port is affiliated with the Directorate of Transport - The Ministry of Public 

Works and Transport and is managed/run by the co-operative of fishermen, 

which is an elected body, although the laws need to be developed because the 

co-operative doesn’t have sufficient power to run the port effectively. 

 

There is a basin for fishermen, a basin for amateurs, and some touristic yachts, 

but mostly for amateurs, as fishermen are going extinct. 

D5. What the percentage is of 

employed vs. unemployed individuals 

in this village? 

 

Unemployment rate is less than 10%, and lower than other regions in Lebanon 

D6. What are the employment rates 

distributed across sectors?  

 

The tourism sector has the highest employment rate. 

D7. What are the main reasons behind 

unemployment in your community?  

 

The main reason behind unemployment in the community is the lack of 

development, the freeze on housing loans, lack of financing for companies, the 

freeze on subsidized loans for various sectors. 

D8. Which section of the population is 

most affected by unemployment? 

 

 (graduates, young people, people in the 

right age to work, retired persons, women, 

men, people of what nationality, former 

military people, refugees, etc.) 

The construction sector which employs a multitude of professions, such as 

lawyers, engineers, construction materials sellers, etc.… 

D9.1. How do you describe the tourism 

in your village? 
Tourism is very important in Batroun and its biggest pillar. 

D9.2. What are the main touristic sites 

and activities? Where are they? Do you 

have any coastal or marine tourism? 

The main touristic sites are located on the shore line, the old city and inside the 

city. Sports activities inside the city as well as resorts such as Batroun Village 

Club and so on. 
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D10. How dependent is this village on 

tourism/ marine tourism? Please 

describe. 

 

Not asked. 

D11. What are the main issues in the 

village? 

 

No major issues. 

E. ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCE USE 

E1. What are the natural resources 

available in this village?  

 

 

We rely on our fish – the fish in Batroun are distinguished from other fish in 

the coastal cities of Lebanon and this is mainly due to the fact that the seabed 

in Batroun is rocky, our fish are more expensive than other local fish. 

 

Previously, sea salt, but due to the urbanization of the city, the resource is no 

longer being exploited. 

E2.1. Who are the parties managing 

those natural resources?   

The municipality has a major role in managing these natural resources and the 

main beneficiary from these resources are the inhabitants of the city. 

E3.a. Please describe briefly the 

climate 

 

Middle Eastern moderate climate, four seasons,  

E3.b. Please describe briefly the air 

quality 
Fair 

E3.c. Please describe briefly the water 

quality 

The water quality in Batroun is great and we are working on improving it even 

more, all of Batroun is equipped with sewage treatment. 

E4.1. Are there any local organization 

engaged in environmental matters in 

this village?  

  

There are many activists engaged in environmental matters, but in general 

environmental matters are under our control as a municipality, we deal with 

these issues. 

E4.2. What are their roles exactly? Not asked 

E5. Are there any industrial which 

affect the environment and natural 

resources of this village? 

 

(e.g. airborne, waterborne, solid waste, 

noise…) or natural hazards (e.g. 

earthquakes, floods…) 

No, we do not have any industries which affect the environment and natural 

resources of Batroun and no natural hazards. 
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F. CLOSING 

F1. Do you have any question or issue 

that you would like to raise? 

 

I have a comment about the Brochure you have, first of all, I come from a 

construction work background, but I do have a pretty idea about the oil and gas 

domain to have the infrastructureto do this kind of work (oil exploration). 

What bothers me with this project is that choosing the Beirut Port is very 

unprofessional, while the Batroun Port for example, is very well equipped to 

handle the same work. I don’t have anything against Beirut, but not everything 

should be located in Beirut. I’ll tell you why: Batroun fits the project, and the 

Batroun port is more protected than the Beirut port. The Batroun port (we also 

call it the Oil Port) is also deeper than the Beirut Port and has much less traffic, 

it also is the biggest port in Lebanon and it receives some of the world’s 

biggest ships, it can also land two, three helicopters easily.. There is unbuilt 

space to do the project At the same time, facilities such as hotels and housing 

are readily and widely available and at a cheaper cost. In addition, labor in 

Batroun is cheaper. Overall operating in Batroun Port would be costing at least 

four to five times less than operating from the Beirut Port. If there is anyone 

involved in decision making that would like to meet with me, I am ready and I 

have a file with the required information that is also ready. 

F2. Are there any stakeholders that you 

may recommend us to also talk with? 

 

 Not Asked 
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Interviewee Position: Member of Municipal Council. 

Name of Interviewer: Antonio Chitti 

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

THEME 1 – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

Q1.  What do you exactly know about 

the oil drilling operations which are 

going to take place in this area? 

 

Q2. Now, do you have questions?  

 
I don’t have any questions. Everything you said is clear.  

G. BACKGROUND 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

A1. Please tell me briefly how long 

have you been head of/working with 

this municipality, and what is your 

current role?  

 

I have been working with the Municipality for around 20 years. I am involved 

in its entire works. I examine and study all administrative and financial files. I 

am an employee and I gained lots of experience throughout these 20 years.  

H. DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS AND COMMUNITY STRUCTURE 

I. DEMOGRAPHICS 
B1.a. Could you tell us about the 

population in your village: 

 

 

What is the total number of 

inhabitants? (Note to interviewer: if 

possible please ask for distribution: 

percentages by gender and age groups 

(</> 18, or youth vs. adults vs. 

elderly)) 

 

Around 10,000 inhabitants. However, this number varies between summer and 

winter. In summer, tourism sites or projects are fully booked while in winter 

they are empty.   
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B1.b. Who do you identify as 

vulnerable in your community? 
 

 

I think elderly people, widows and people with special needs are the most 

vulnerable in all Lebanese regions and not only within this area of ours. We 

don’t have proper Old Age Security.  

B1.c.1. Is there any cultural diversity? 
 

 Yes    No 

B1.c.2. If yes, please describe what is 

the diversity? 

 

(Note to interviewer: please identify who) 

I think no. We are all Lebanese in the region. 

[Interviewee seemed uncomfortable answering this question] 

B1.d. Are there different religious 

beliefs in this village? 
 

 (Note to interviewer: please ask for 

percentages if possible) 

 

No. We are all Christians. But we have Syrian refugees.  

B2.1. Who are the important leaders in 

the village?   

Jean Hawa, he is everyone’s father.  

Two elderly people. 

One is 93 and the other 94.  

 

 

B2.2. What are their roles and how 

decisions are made? 

 

(Note to interviewer: please probe into 

mayors, religious figures, policemen, 

teachers…) 

 

Generally, we don’t ask anyone for any decisions. The municipality decides 

everything.  

The church also takes few decisions. 

E. SOCIAL SERVICES AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

F.  

C1. How many schools and universities 

are available in your village (specify 

primary/secondary etc)?  

 

 

We have only one public school. (For both primary and secondary classes.) 

However, this school is being marginalized.   

C2.1. Are you satisfied with the 

educational level of the inhabitants of 

this village? 

Every year, the number of Lebanese students in this school decreases and the 

school is being marginalized.  

Now, we find more Syrian students instead.  

In general, the educational level of inhabitants is good because they don’t rely 

on this school anymore. Students are studying in private schools and 

universities outside the village.  
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C2.2. Who are the least vs. most 

educated/ skilled people in your 

village?  
 

(Note to interviewer: please ask about 

profiles not names). 

It’s like a pyramid. Our grandfathers were less educated than our youth now.  

C3. In your opinion, what problems do 

the education system in your 

community face? 

 

Syrian refugees.  

Our public school is not getting enough attention and help from the 

government. Same teachers teach in private schools. Why there is a lot of 

difference in the educational level of children?  

I will answer you. There is a difference because in private schools there is 

discipline.  

C4.1. Which healthcare facilities are 

available in this village? And which 

type of care do they provide  
 

 

St. George Health Clinic. 

C4.2. And which type of care do they 

provide? 
(e.g. acute care, preventive, immunization 

etc.)? 

This health clinic offers care service.  

They provide vaccination.  

Organize blood test and breast examination campaigns. Yesterday they 

organized a full day for eye examination. 

Dentistry as well. 

C5. What illnesses are most prevalent 

in your community? 

 

All illnesses are present but nothing specific just like any other village.  

C6.1. How would you describe the 

infrastructure and facilities serving this 

community? 
 

(e.g. buildings, roads, power supplies, 

sanitation and waste management…)  

The Municipality worked a lot on infrastructure. Our village is accessible from 

five points. Our past projects included upgrading of the main road and 

asphalting them. But just like all the villages in Kesrewan, we lack a proper 

sewage system. All required studies and funding are already provided but they 

did not start with the project yet. In addition to that, they should initiate the 

Metro in the capital. 

C6.2. What are the biggest problems in 

this regard? 
 

Not Asked. 
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B7.1. Which types of public 

transportation means are available in 

this village? 

None. Maybe small buses.  

B7.2. And do you have any traffic 

issues? 
We may have little traffic on the main road. 

B8.1. Who provides the law 

enforcement in the village?  

Police (Municipality Police).  

If we have big weddings at night or any other big religious ceremonies, we can 

ask the military to be present.  
 

B8.2. And how do you estimate the 

level of crime in this village? No crimes at all.  

B9. Who are the main players in public 

safety issues? 

 

(e.g. fire, earthquake, coastal flood, 

maritime accidents…)  

 

Civil Defense and Red Cross.  

B9.a. How many centers are available?  
 

 

 

The closest stations (for both Civil Defense and Red Cross) are in Jounieh.  

B9.b. How fast and qualified is aid 

normally administered by those 

players? 

 

Generally, they are fast enough.  
 

B9.c. Are there fire engines, 

ambulances and hospitals in this 

village?  

 

Of course. Few years ago, a carpet factory was on fire. It kept burning for 

around four days. All Civil Defense teams were present, and they managed to 

put out the fire.  

B10.1. What are the forms of 

communication used by people in your 

community?   

Social media, especially WhatsApp and Facebook. 

B10.2. And what problems connected 

with communication services are 

typical for your community? 

People are controlled by their cellphones. If someone calls, they immediately 

answer. This may lead to car accidents. 
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B11.1. What are the historical and 

cultural sites available in your village? 

We don’t have any historical or cultural sites in the village. We only have the 

Saint George church that is old and Saint Sophia church. (both are more than 

150 years old)  

B11.2. Where are they located? Not Asked  

B11.3. what traditions and customs 

still exist in your community? 

 

Churches sometime make a type of food called “Harise”.  

J. ECONOMY AND LIVELIHOOD 

D.  

D1. What are the main economic 

drivers, or the main work sectors 

available in this village?  

 

(Note to interviewer: please try to ask for 

percentages) 

 

A lot of people work in agriculture. Others in both industry and tourism 

sectors. We have 4 resorts in the village. You start with Saint Paul, Rabya 

marine, Dar Sur Mer and Safra marine. Other big projects include companies 

like Hawa Chicken, Nakhle Zgheib, the carpet factory, the marble factory and 

Phoenix.  

D2. What is the percentage of formal 

vs. informal businesses in this village? 

In my opinion, the percentage is the same for industry, tourism and agriculture 

sectors. Approximately, 35% each.  

The industry sector was the biggest, but now it’s not the case. Hawa Chicken 

moved to Anfeh.  

D3.1. What are specifically the 

businesses available on the shore line?   

We have a restaurant in Rabya marine, one in Safra marine and one at the end 

of Safra.  

D3.2. And who are engaged in those 

businesses?  
 

(Note to interviewer: please ask for profiles 

not names) 

Safra inhabitants.  

D4.1. Do you have any port in this 

village?   
 Yes    No 

D4.2. If yes, by whom it is managed? 

Used? and for what purposes? 
Not Asked 
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D5. What is the percentage of 

employed vs. unemployed individuals 

in this village? 

 

The percentage of unemployed individuals is extremely low. Yes, the 

economic situation is not easy but it’s so rare to find an unemployed Safra 

inhabitant.   

D6. What are the employment rates 

distributed across sectors?  

 

 Not asked.  

D7. What are the main reasons behind 

unemployment in your community?  

 

The economic situation in general. Companies can no longer handle the big 

number of available employees. 

D8. Which section of the population is 

most affected by unemployment? 

 

 (graduates, young people, people in the 

right age to work, retired persons, women, 

men, people of what nationality, former 

military people, refugees, etc.) 

If the country is flourishing, all sectors work properly and become in need of 

employees. Right now, it’s not the case. 

I think educated young people are the most affected. 

D9.1. How do you describe the tourism 

in your village? 
We don’t have maritime tourism. However, we have several resorts.  

D9.2. What are the main touristic sites 

and activities? Where are they? Do you 

have any coastal or marine tourism? 

 Not Asked  

D10. How dependent is this village on 

tourism/ marine tourism? Please 

describe. 

 

Not Asked  

D11. What are the main issues in the 

village? 

 

We face challenges on how to approach sanitation. We also suffer from the big 

number of cars and parking lots.  

K. ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCE USE 

E1. What are the natural resources 

available in this village?  

 

 

No. We only have two licensed water wells.  

E2.1. Who are the parties managing 

those natural resources?   Their owners. (Safra inhabitants) 
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E3.a. Please describe briefly the 

climate 
 

We have a good and temperate climate. You can live in Safra in both summer 

and winter.    

E3.b. Please describe briefly the air 

quality Air is a bit polluted because of cars.  

E3.c. Please describe briefly the water 

quality Water is good, it’s not polluted. It comes from Anfeh.   

E4.1. Are there any local organization 

engaged in environmental matters in 

this village?  
  

There are no organizations concerned with environmental issues.  

E4.2. What are their roles exactly?  

E5. Are there any industrial which 

affect the environment and natural 

resources of this village? 

 

(e.g. airborne, waterborne, solid waste, 

noise…) or natural hazards (e.g. 

earthquakes, floods…) 

We have a concrete industry, but it’s not big enough to make pollution.  

L. CLOSING 

F1. Do you have any question or issue 

that you would like to raise? 

 

 

No. Everything is clear. We just wish that everything works properly. 

F2. Are there any stakeholders that you 

may recommend us to also talk with? 

 

You can talk to the founder of Hawa Chicken. He opened his first farm in 

Safra and now he has branches all over Lebanon.  
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 
KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW GUIDE - STAKEHOLDERS – MUNICIPALITY 

OFFICIALS 

Location of Interview: 
(Village/Caza/Block Number): 

Okaibeh/Kesrewan/ block 4 Date of the interview :      21/05/2019 

Name of interviewee: 
Mr. Jospeh Daccach 

Interviewee Gender : Male 

Interviewee Position : Head of municipality 

Name of Interviewer : Antonio Chitti 

Notes 
● Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

THEME 1 – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
DEMOGRAPHICS 

Q1.  What do you exactly know about 
the oil drilling operations which are 
going to take place in this area? 

I only know some information from the news and from the ministry.  

Q2. Now, do you have questions?  

 
No, everything is clear. 

A. BACKGROUND 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

A1. Please tell me briefly how long 
have you been head of/working with 
this municipality, and what is your 
current role?  
 

I’m the head of municipality, I have been in this position for 3 years. 

B. DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS AND COMMUNITY STRUCTURE 

C. DEMOGRAPHICS 

B1.a. Could you tell us about the 
population in your village: 
 
 
What is the total number of 
inhabitants? (Note to interviewer: if 
possible please ask for distribution: 
percentages by gender and age groups 
(</> 18, or youth vs. adults vs. 
elderly)) 

 

The residents are about 10,000 persons.  

Interviewer: do you have gender percentage? 

it’s mixed of both men and women you can consider it as 50% men and 50% 

women. 
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B1.b. Who do you identify as 
vulnerable in your community? 
 
 

Interviewer: do you think the refugees are vulnerable? 

no, not at all today the … are in a better situation than us, they get help. 

Interviewer: then whom do you think is vulnerable in your community? 

I think people that don’t have social security, or aging insurance those are the 

people that are vulnerable 

Interviewer: than you are talking about the elderly mainly 

Yes, you can say that the elderly are the vulnerable. 

B1.c.1. Is there any cultural diversity? 
 

☐√ Yes   ☐ No 

B1.c.2. If yes, please describe what is 
the diversity? 
 
(Note to interviewer: please identify who) 

We have engineers, doctors, fishermen because the city is known for fishing in 

its history we have people that work in electricity, water, agriculture, and 

more. 

Today it increases.  

B1.d. Are there different religious 
beliefs in this village? 
 
 (Note to interviewer: please ask for 
percentages if possible) 

 

No, not really the area is mostly Christian. 
 

B2.1. Who are the important leaders in 
the village?   

We have the deputy Shawki Al Daccach he is from the Okaibeh, we have a 

former minister. 

B2.2. What are their roles and how 
decisions are made? 
 
(Note to interviewer: please probe into 
mayors, religious figures, policemen, 
teachers…) 

 

They always had a positive role but they don’t interfere in the managing the 

town we take their opinion when we have some big projects. 

C. SOCIAL SERVICES AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

D.  

C1. How many schools and universities 
are available in your village ( specify 
primary/secondary etc)?  
 
 

We have two schools, primary and secondary (Mar Youhanna school as 

known as ecole saint Charle and Em El nour). 

C2.1. Are you satisfied with the 
educational level of the inhabitants of 
this village? 

We are trying as much as we can to improve the education level so that we can 

have universities.  
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C2.2. Who are the least vs. most 
educated/ skilled people in your 
village?  
 
(Note to interviewer: please ask about 
profiles not names). 

The old generation (now aging in 70) back in the 50’s and 60’s they didn’t had 

schools, we had in this area a school only to teach the basics such as writing 

your name. And since that education improved and became essential Today 

rare are the people that done get education. 

C3. In your opinion, what problems do 
the education system in your 
community face? 
 

The problems are mainly financial (fees). 

C4.1. Which healthcare facilities are 
available in this village? And which 
type of care do they provide  
 
 

As a municipality we have a helping system for people with special situation, 

we used to have a dispensary but not anymore because it didn’t get any 

support and the municipality as you know today is not in good condition (not 

getting help). 

There’s a dispensary related to charitable organization, and we have a hospital 

on the border with Keserwen. 

C4.2. And which type of care do they 
provide ? 
(e.g. acute care, preventive, immunization 
etc.)? 

Not Asked 

C5. What illnesses are most prevalent 
in your community? 
 

Lately we are hearing a lot about heart diseases and cancer.  

C6.1. How would you describe the 
infrastructure and facilities serving this 

community? 
 
(e.g. buildings, roads, power supplies, 
sanitation and waste management…)  

The infrastructure is not bad, we need to improve our infrastructure because 

what was already established is getting old and we don’t have the capabilities 

to build new ones. 
 
 
 
 

C6.2. What are the biggest problems in 
this regard? 
 

Mainly in the sewage, we are promised by an engineering company “Khatib w 

Alami” they already did their study and the money is already funded  

And this is a dilemma because usually everyone is shifting to the new 

machinery that is environment friendly. 

We are located on 350 above sea to 0 so today the nature of our area and the 

geological terrain forces us to have a good sewage. 

As you know other through their waste in the sea but we are maintaining and 

taking care of the sea and the environment.  
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B7.1. Which types of public 
transportation means are available in 
this village? 

The public transportation available are mini buses but not for the public they 

are managed by few people, and the buses that pass by the inner-roads and the 

taxis. 
 

B7.2. And do you have any traffic 
issues? 

Surely the Okeibeh Souk is important and big and we should improve 

infrastructure to help us facilitate our daily routine but this needs support so 

that municipalities can execute it. 

B8.1. Who provides the law 
enforcement in the village?  

The municipality and the municipal police. The municipality take care of the 

internal issues and sometimes the internal security forces for bigger problems. 

B8.2. And how do you estimate the 
level of crime in this village? 0% 

B9. Who are the main players in public 
safety issues ? 
 
(e.g. fire, earthquake, coastal flood, 
maritime accidents…)  
 

We have the municipal police, we have a big center for the civil defense in 

case of accidents (fire, drowning) 

B9.a. How many centers are available?  
 They have only 1 center  

B9.b. How fast and qualified is aid 
normally administered by those 
players? 
 

They are fast because we are near and on the same road. 

B9.c. Are there fire engines, 
ambulances and hospitals in this 
village?  
 

Yes, they have all engines and amulances 

B10.1. What are the forms of 
communication used by people in your 
community?   

Mainly through cellphones and social media platforms (whatsapp) 

B10.2. And what problems connected 
with communication services are 
typical for your community? 

The internet should be faster and better it should be also available for the 

public not only on the private cellphone. 

B11.1. What are the historical and 
cultural sites available in your village? 

We have archeological sites as the archery of Zbeideh , the Romanian bridge 

that ages for 100 of years. And we also have Naher Ibrahim and it 

archeological sites that passes in the Okaibeh . 
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B11.2. Where are they located? Not Asked 

B11.3. what traditions and customs 
still exist in your community? 

The official holidays that take place in the city, especially the pastoral 

We have the pastoral of Youhanna (saint Charle) the biggest one and has 3 

main churches in the area.  

And the yearly customs and traditions like Christmas carnival with the citizen 

participation. 

D. ECONOMY AND LIVELIHOOD 

C.  

D1. What are the main economic 
drivers, or the main work sectors 
available in this village?  
 
(Note to interviewer: please try to ask for 
percentages) 
 

Okaibeh is known for its restaurants and fish restaurants also the fishermen so 

mainly it’s the hospitality sector but this surely is not enough to employ 

everyone. We also have some industries and factories in addition to small 

enterprises (category 4 and 5) also most of them have some agriculture 

activities. 

D2. What is the percentage of formal 
vs. informal businesses in this village? 

The enterprises are mainly all registered but you have small business that 

might not be registered but today everyone is forced to register to be legal.  

Only about 10 to 15% are not registered  

D3.1. What are specifically the 
businesses available on the shore line?   

There are small establishments such as Kamel trading, and 6 medium resorts 

that influence the economic situation of the area in addition to the restaurants 

near. 

D3.2. And who are engaged in those 
businesses?  
 
(Note to interviewer: please ask for profiles 
not names) 

Not Asked 

D4.1. Do you have any port in this 
village?   

☐√ Yes   ☐ No 

D4.2. If yes, by whom it is managed? 
Used? and for what purposes? 

Managed by the fishermen coop of Okaibeh used to organize their work. 

Interviewer: to put their materials? 

Yes, to put their materials and they also have a small restaurant in it   

D5. What is the percentage of 
employed vs. unemployed individuals 
in this village? 
 

More than 20% are unemployed  (less than 80% employed) 

D6. What are the employment rates 
distributed across sectors?  
 

Most people go towards fishy business because this is what the city is known 

for, so they try to make business as chalet or small resorts or a pool near its 

enterprise or a restaurant even if it was a small one. 
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D7. What are the main reasons behind 
unemployment in your community?  
 

The employment opportunity is almost null because you don’t find big 

enterprises in this area, and our city is mainly residential  

D8. Which section of the population is 
most affected by unemployment? 
 
 (graduates, young people, people in the 
right age to work, retired persons, women, 
men, people of what nationality, former 
military people, refugees, etc.) 

People that have agricultural based work. 

Interviewer: I mean age range like youth, elderly? 

Mainly the graduates that don’t find any job opportunities so they decide to 

travel  

D9.1. How do you describe the tourism 
in your village? 

Its perfect, the sea is the most attractive aspect. As you know water is the 

source of life.  

D9.2. What are the main touristic sites 
and activities? Where are they? Do you 
have any coastal or marine tourism? 

Yes, you can say we have coastal and marine tourism.  

D10. How dependent is this village on 
tourism/ marine tourism? Please 
describe. 
 

Not Asked  

D11. What are the main issues in the 
village? 
 

The main issue is mainly its reducing the level of development. The 

municipality is not getting much money in addition to not having any property 

related to the municipality to invest in it for development purposes  

E. ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCE USE 

E1. What are the natural resources 
available in this village?  
 

 

The natural resources that many people depend on are the fish and marine 

resources and some depend on agriculture. 

As for the sand it not used for trading purposes we have some rocks and 

recently we are trying not to sell them. So you Can say we don’t have natural 

resources except for the marine resources 

Interviewer: so you have natural resources but for trading purposes. 

Yes, they are reserved now.  

E2.1. Who are the parties managing 
those natural resources?   

For the marine resources we have a fishermen coop and benefit from it the 

associated of the coop. 

E3.a. Please describe briefly the 
climate 
 

Moderate climate, we benefit from the seashore 

We have the largest public beach  

E3.b. Please describe briefly the air 
quality The air is not polluted 

E3.c. Please describe briefly the water 
quality The water is clean because our sewage are not transferred to the sea. 
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E4.1. Are there any local organization 
engaged in environmental matters in 
this village?  
  

No, the municipality  

E4.2. What are their roles exactly? Not Asked.  

E5. Are there any industrial which 
affect the environment and natural 
resources of this village? 
 
(e.g. airborne, waterborne, solid waste, 
noise…) or natural hazards (e.g. 
earthquakes, floods…) 

No, but we have some industries near Naher Ibrahim but are organized 

regarding the opening and closing time  

F. CLOSING 

F1. Do you have any question or issue 
that you would like to raise? 
 

No, but we want this project to be beneficial for the Okaibeh especially the 

seashore area that is included in this project and most importantly not to affect 

the environment 

We all need new job opportunities and this project hopefully will help create 

new ones.  

F2. Are there any stakeholders that 
you may recommend us to also talk 
with? 
 

No you are already contacting the fishermen and the municipality is sharing 

these information with the concerned parties  
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 

KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW GUIDE - STAKEHOLDERS – MUNICIPALITY 

OFFICIALS 

Location of Interview: 

(Village/Caza/Block Number): 
     Amchit Municipality Date of the interview :      Wednesday 22-05-2019 

Name of interviewee: 
     Dr. Antoine Issa 

Interviewee Gender : Male 

Interviewee Position : Head of Municipality 

Name of Interviewer : Antonio Chiti 

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

THEME 1 – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

Q1.  What do you exactly know about 

the oil drilling operations which are 

going to take place in this area? 

I have an overview idea about the project happening, and I have seen several reportages on television 

regarding the oil drilling activity. I wishfully hope for the exploration to occur the soonest possible because it 

is a good initiative for our country, so we better work on it and explore the oil and gas before anyone comes 

and take it.   

Q2. Now, do you have questions?  

 

This project is being held by experts and specialists and those people are doing the right initiatives in 

studying the social and economic baseline activity. However, I am always positive in projects related to this 

matter in Lebanon because its impact is positive in providing safe and secure future for our country. We’re 

still under the assessment phase and as long as the project is going in the professional and expert way I 

don’t have a problem in this regard.  

M. BACKGROUND 

DEMOGRAPHICS 
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A1. Please tell me briefly how long 

have you been head of/working with 

this municipality, and what is your 

current role?  

 

I preside the Head of the municipality from 21 years ago. And I operate in all matters regarding the Amchit 

area.  

N. DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS AND COMMUNITY STRUCTURE 

O. DEMOGRAPHICS 
B1.a. Could you tell us about the 

population in your village: 

 

 

What is the total number of 

inhabitants? (Note to interviewer: if 

possible please ask for distribution: 

percentages by gender and age groups 

(</> 18, or youth vs. adults vs. 

elderly)) 

 

We have around 33,000 inhabitants in Amchit, half males and half females. 40% are you youth people, 

approximately 40% are adults whereas the rest of the 20% are elderly.  

B1.b. Who do you identify as 

vulnerable in your community? 

 

 

The majority in our society are family people and groups, you can find selected people as widows that are 

vulnerable with no help, sometimes the municipality takes good care of them or their closed family and 

friends provide some help and support. However, we don’t have a major problem but merely the Syrian 

presence in Amchit.  

B1.c.1. Is there any cultural diversity? 

 
 Yes    No 

B1.c.2. If yes, please describe what is 

the diversity? 

 

(Note to interviewer: please identify who) 

Of course we have cultural diversity; we have intellectual people, less intellectual ones and illiterate people.  

B1.d. Are there different religious 

beliefs in this village? 

 

 (Note to interviewer: please ask for 

percentages if possible) 

 

In general, we have two groups the Christianity and the Shiite individuals.  

 

 

 

 

 

B2.1. Who are the important leaders in 

the village?   

We have a patriarch in Amchit along with the former president of the republic, former ministers and former 

deputies.  

 

 

B2.2. What are their roles and how 

decisions are made? 

 

(Note to interviewer: please probe into 

mayors, religious figures, policemen, 

teachers…) 

 

 

G. SOCIAL SERVICES AND INFRASTRUCTURE 
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H.  

C1. How many schools and universities 

are available in your village ( specify 

primary/secondary etc)?  

 

 

We have Freres Maristes secondary school, Lycee Amchit private secondary school, secondary Amchit High 

School, with primary and secondary free school. However, an availability of one university branch which is 

University of Science.  

C2.1. Are you satisfied with the 

educational level of the inhabitants of 

this village? 

Definitely, we have a good academic level.  

C2.2. Who are the least vs. most 

educated/ skilled people in your 

village?  

 

(Note to interviewer: please ask about 

profiles not names). 

In my opinion, we can’t ask this question it depends on the level of education in the family. But Lebanese 

families in general, they love educating their children even if they don’t have money they risk the chance of 

selling a land in order to do so. And in Amchit we have this tendency and mentality.  

C3. In your opinion, what problems do 

the education system in your 

community face? 

 

The problem we face is the management routine like in municipalities. For example, like public schools in 

Amchit if they have a funding packet that contains around 200,000,000 L.L to do some fixations for 

bathrooms, the law here in Lebanon needs a minimum period of three months to approve.   

C4.1. Which healthcare facilities are 

available in this village? And which 

type of care do they provide  

 

 

In Amchit we have a free hospital established from 120 years ago and it was the first free hospital in the 

village and in Batroun, Jbeil and Keserouan districts. It provides primary healthcare services whereas, the 

Syrian patients are the most benefited from it. As well as few dispensaries around the village that provides 

vaccination, X-rays, echoes and check-ups.  

C4.2. And which type of care do they 

provide ? 

(e.g. acute care, preventive, immunization 

etc.)? 

 

C5. What illnesses are most prevalent 

in your community? 

 

Air pollution is the most prominent and dangerous illness in our community. In the neighborhood around 

Amchit, we have an old garbage dump however the materials used for pesticides weren’t under control as 

they should be, following the high rate of smokers in the village. So the illnesses are basically cancer and 

allergies.  

C6.1. How would you describe the 

infrastructure and facilities serving this 

community? 
 

(e.g. buildings, roads, power supplies, 

sanitation and waste management…)  

We started on a sanitization process two years ago regarding the infrastructure in Amchit, but unfortunately 

it stopped due to budget restraints from the state. The water management is not yet on the applicable and 

serviceable level in the village. Moreover, the electricity that we all face as a constraint too.  
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C6.2. What are the biggest problems in 

this regard? 

 

 

B7.1. Which types of public 

transportation means are available in 

this village? 

The public transportation (Taxis and Service).  

B7.2. And do you have any traffic 

issues? 
 

B8.1. Who provides the law 

enforcement in the village?  

The municipality that maintains the safety of its citizens with an available application online to report an 

accident anyone faces or encounters. So basically, the municipality that plays and provides the law 

enforcement in the village.  

B8.2. And how do you estimate the 

level of crime in this village? 
 

B9. Who are the main players in public 

safety issues ? 

 

(e.g. fire, earthquake, coastal flood, 

maritime accidents…)  

 

The first association that plays a huge role is the army foundation that intervenes in safety issues. Then we 

have the Red Cross as well as the civil defense services, prolonging with the help of the municipality too. 

Moreover, the personal initiative which locals provide for each other that is very important and basic.     

B9.a. How many centers are available?  

 
We don’t have centers in Amchit but in Jbeil which is few blocks away from Amchit.   

B9.b. How fast and qualified is aid 

normally administered by those 

players? 

 

Highly qualified and fast aided, in five minutes Red Cross services will be available.  

B9.c. Are there fire engines, 

ambulances and hospitals in this 

village?  

 

 

B10.1. What are the forms of 

communication used by people in your 

community?   

Of course the mobile phones and nowadays Lebanese people are too attached and tied to their cellphones.  

B10.2. And what problems connected 

with communication services are 

typical for your community? 

No problems in this regard.  
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B11.1. What are the historical and 

cultural sites available in your village? 

We have cultural sites in Amchit like the old architectural design in the village, and the heritage 

neighborhood that we take good care of following the old churches in our village. As well as the old port 

originated here.  

B11.2. Where are they located? The old heritage neighbourhood is located from El Seha until the Seyde area.  

B11.3. what traditions and customs 

still exist in your community? 

People love each other in Amchit and we’re famous in palms (Nakhil) because they used to come from 

islands in Arabia and gather under the palm trees. We have a beautiful beach as well as Army barracks 

nearby. Regarding traditions, we don’t have a lot.  

P. ECONOMY AND LIVELIHOOD 

E.  
D1. What are the main economic 

drivers, or the main work sectors 

available in this village?  

 

(Note to interviewer: please try to ask for 

percentages) 

 

We have centers and stations for oil storages like the IPT, Universal and TOTAL. Also, factories and some 

of craftsmanship and industrial works. However, Amchit is considered as an industrial, demographic, and 

touristic zone.  

D2. What is the percentage of formal 

vs. informal businesses in this village? 
All formal businesses are licensed and registered in the village.   

D3.1. What are specifically the 

businesses available on the shore line?   
Small industrial work, oil storages, and small motels.  

D3.2. And who are engaged in those 

businesses?  

 

(Note to interviewer: please ask for profiles 

not names) 

 

D4.1. Do you have any port in this 

village?   
 Yes    No 

D4.2. If yes, by whom it is managed? 

Used? and for what purposes? 

Cooperative fishermen manage the port by the sea. There is a law for cooperatives used under the 

supervision of the Director of Transport for protocols of the port.  

D5. What is the percentage of 

employed vs. unemployed individuals 

in this village? 

 

Around ten percent unemployed individuals however the rest are employed in Amchit.  

D6. What are the employment rates 

distributed across sectors?  

 

Mainly in business sector as well as small businesses like banks for example. 

D7. What are the main reasons behind 

unemployment in your community?  

 

Mostly the lack of decentralization like having different branches around the city for further transport 

facilitations.  

D8. Which section of the population is 

most affected by unemployment? 

 

 (graduates, young people, people in the 

right age to work, retired persons, women, 

men, people of what nationality, former 

military people, refugees, etc.) 

Fresh graduates that are graduating from universities are not finding jobs briefly. However, the poor 

sections that can’t interfere in any businesses other than the agricultural ones are the most affected also. 
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D9.1. How do you describe the tourism 

in your village? 
 

D9.2. What are the main touristic sites 

and activities? Where are they? Do you 

have any coastal or marine tourism? 

We don’t depend on the marine tourism here in Amchit because we don’t have touristic facilities around.   

D10. How dependent is this village on 

tourism/ marine tourism? Please 

describe. 

 

 

D11. What are the main issues in the 

village? 

 

We don’t encounter major issues because the Lebanese citizens are self-sufficient in living. Except for some 

Syrian people that caused a small hit to Amchit’s locals in few jobs like handcrafting.  

Q. ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCE USE 

E1. What are the natural resources 

available in this village?  

 

 

We don’t have any natural resources but we do have fisheries and fish available.  

E2.1. Who are the parties managing 

those natural resources?   
Of course by fishermen.  

E3.a. Please describe briefly the 

climate 

 

Amchit is a coastal city however its area is five kilometers per square. The climate is moderate in both 

season’s winter and summer.  
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E3.b. Please describe briefly the air 

quality 
The air is southwestern but the air is polluted across Lebanon mainly. 

E3.c. Please describe briefly the water 

quality 
We get water from Afqa in Jbeil that is conveyed to Amchit.  

E4.1. Are there any local organization 

engaged in environmental matters in 

this village?  

  

No 

E4.2. What are their roles exactly?  

E5. Are there any industrial which 

affect the environment and natural 

resources of this village? 

 

(e.g. airborne, waterborne, solid waste, 

noise…) or natural hazards (e.g. 

earthquakes, floods…) 

No 

R. CLOSING 

F1. Do you have any question or issue 

that you would like to raise? 

 

 

F2. Are there any stakeholders that you 

may recommend us to also talk with? 

 

IPT companies might help; they are working in an association for exporting oil with TOTAL.   
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 

KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW GUIDE - STAKEHOLDERS – MUNICIPALITY 

OFFICIALS 

Location of Interview: 

(Village/Caza/Block Number): 
Jbeil, Jbeil, Block 4 Date of the interview: 22/05/2019 

Name of interviewee: Wissam Zaarour 

Interviewee Gender : Male 

Interviewee Position : Head of Municipality 

Name of Interviewer : Antonio Chitti 

Notes 
• Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

THEME 1 – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

Q1.  What do you exactly know about 

the oil drilling operations which are 

going to take place in this area? 

No, not really I’m sorry; I’m not familiar with this subject. 

Q2. Now, do you have questions?  
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S. BACKGROUND 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

A1. Please tell me briefly how long 

have you been head of/working with 

this municipality, and what is your 

current role?  

 

Two years for now and this is my role. 

T. DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS AND COMMUNITY STRUCTURE 

U. DEMOGRAPHICS 
B1.a. Could you tell us about the 

population in your village: 

 

 

What is the total number of 

inhabitants? (Note to interviewer: if 

possible please ask for distribution: 

percentages by gender and age groups 

(</> 18, or youth vs. adults vs. 

elderly)) 

 

Approximately 35,000 individuals. 

Interviewer: Do you have a specific percentage of distribution between males 

and females? 

No, we never did such a study. 

B1.b. Who do you identify as 

vulnerable in your community? 

 

 

Not Asked 

B1.c.1. Is there any cultural diversity? 

 
 Yes    No 

B1.c.2. If yes, please describe what is 

the diversity? 

 

(Note to interviewer: please identify who) 

What do you mean by cultural diversity? 

Interviewer: Do you have people from different backgrounds, people who are 

literate, illiterate, those who are from different religions and belong to different 

cultures? 

Jbeil includes people from all religions. Here the church is right next to the 

Mosque. We have Sunnite, Shia, Maronite, Roum, Armenians and the municipal 

council is represented by all. This area is the meeting point of different 

civilizations, and most of the ambassadors visit it regularly. It is a prominent 

touristic area. 

B1.d. Are there different religious 

beliefs in this village? 

 

 (Note to interviewer: please ask for 

percentages if possible) 

 

Not Asked 
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B2.1. Who are the important leaders in 

the village?   

The Deputies of this area mainly. Especially now that we have a deputy from 

Jbeil instead of Ziad Hawat, and we consult him on different topics. After all, he 

was the head of municipality for 7 years in the past and he has all the necessary 

experience. 

B2.2. What are their roles and how 

decisions are made? 

 

(Note to interviewer: please probe into 

mayors, religious figures, policemen, 

teachers…) 

 

Not Asked 

I. SOCIAL SERVICES AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

J.  

C1. How many schools and universities 

are available in your village ( specify 

primary/secondary etc)?  

 

 

We have the Lebanese American University which is in Blat, an area right next 

to us, and not in Jbeil. As for schools, we have many. The city includes 15,000 

students because they come from all areas within this Caza and study here in 

Jbeil. 

Interviewer: This means that there are five to six schools within Jbeil? 

Perhaps more, about seven schools varying between private and public. 
 

C2.1. Are you satisfied with the 

educational level of the inhabitants of 

this village? 

The success rate is really high. 

C2.2. Who are the least vs. most 

educated/ skilled people in your 

village?  

 

(Note to interviewer: please ask about 

profiles not names). 

The youth are the most educated today. The education level of our parents and 

ancestors is way lower than that of today in the city. 
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C3. In your opinion, what problems do 

the education system in your 

community face? 

 

The curriculum. All the curriculums need to be changed.  

C4.1. Which healthcare facilities are 

available in this village? And which 

type of care do they provide  

 

 

We have the biggest hospital in Lebanon; Al Maounat Hospital. Before, when 

we had none, we used to suffer greatly especially with patients with chronic 

diseases who need regular care and hospital visits. We are blessed to have such 

a hospital because it responded to the needs of the area and surroundings. 

Moreover, we have the Maritime Hospital which we consider as our home. 

These two hospitals are within our geographical boundaries and belong to this 

city. 

Interviewer: Do you have any medical clinics? 

No not really, because we already have huge hospitals. 

C4.2. And which type of care do they 

provide ? 

(e.g. acute care, preventive, immunization 

etc.)? 

Not Asked 

C5. What illnesses are most prevalent 

in your community? 

 

I don’t really have an answer. I’ve never received any feedback concerning a 

prevalent illness in the city.  

C6.1. How would you describe the 

infrastructure and facilities serving this 

community? 
 

(e.g. buildings, roads, power supplies, 

sanitation and waste management…)  

We were in need of a proper sewage system and which we did. You may see a 

drainage plant in the waters fully funded by an Italian company but we haven’t 

launched it yet. We finalized the necessary infrastructure and thus we are 

supposed to launch it in the upcoming year.   

C6.2. What are the biggest problems in 

this regard? 

 

Not Asked 

B7.1. Which types of public 

transportation means are available in 

this village? 

We now have a huge transportation project which provides buses for the whole 

Caza. 

Interviewer: As for now, taxis and buses are available right? 

Yes of course. 

B7.2. And do you have any traffic 

issues? 

Yes definitely, we have many traffic issues mainly on the 22nd of each month 

where people head towards Saint Charbel Annaya.   
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B8.1. Who provides the law 

enforcement in the village?  

The municipality. We cooperate regularly with the security forces in certain 

issues. 

Interviewer: But the municipality provides the law enforcement in the village? 

Yes it does. 

B8.2. And how do you estimate the 

level of crime in this village? 
Not Asked 

B9. Who are the main players in public 

safety issues ? 

 

(e.g. fire, earthquake, coastal flood, 

maritime accidents…)  

 

The municipality, in addition to the Civil Defense and the Red Cross. The city 

of Jbeil is a part of Rockefeller Foundation and among the 100 resilient cities in 

the world. We initiated a project to limit, withstand, and avoid disasters and we 

have the Municipal council who takes care of this.  

B9.a. How many centers are available?  

 

Yes. 

Interviewer: How many are they? 

One Civil Defense Center and one Red Cross. 

B9.b. How fast and qualified is aid 

normally administered by those 

players? 

 

They are great. 

B9.c. Are there fire engines, 

ambulances and hospitals in this 

village?  

 

The Civil Defense Center has five fire engines, and the Red Cross here has six 

to seven ambulances in total. 

B10.1. What are the forms of 

communication used by people in your 

community?   

Via social media which is mostly prevalent today, in addition to WhatsApp and 

phone calls. 

B10.2. And what problems connected 

with communication services are 

typical for your community? 

We are currently installing fiber optic cables for the Internet which we have 

some problems with. 

B11.1. What are the historical and 

cultural sites available in your village? 

Jbeil Castle which is 1200 years old. In addition to the Souq of Jbeil, the 

restaurants, the port of Jbeil, the churches and the Mosques. This city is one of 

the most important touristic destinations.  

B11.2. Where are they located? Not Asked 
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B11.3. what traditions and customs 

still exist in your community? 

Fishing for the fishermen and anglers. There still exists affection among people 

where I can assure you that we all know each other and provide all the support 

and sympathy when needed whether in happy or sad events.  

V. ECONOMY AND LIVELIHOOD 

F.  
D1. What are the main economic 

drivers, or the main work sectors 

available in this village?  

 

(Note to interviewer: please try to ask for 

percentages) 

 

Restaurants. 

Interviewer: You mean the hospitality sector? 

Yes mainly.  

D2. What is the percentage of formal 

vs. informal businesses in this village? 

I don’t have a specific percentage but all the businesses are formal and legal. To 

sign a leasing contract, the company must have a commercial registration 

number. 

D3.1. What are specifically the 

businesses available on the shore line?   
Touristic resorts. We don’t have any factories as this city is not industrial.  

D3.2. And who are engaged in those 

businesses?  

 

(Note to interviewer: please ask for profiles 

not names) 

Not Asked 

D4.1. Do you have any port in this 

village?   
 Yes    No 

D4.2. If yes, by whom it is managed? 

Used? and for what purposes? 

It is managed by the Ministry of transportation, in addition to a manager and 

some security forces who control the entrances and exits. It is mainly used for 

fishing and as “Taxi”, by which we mean that we pick up tourists from there, 

give them a tour in the sea, and return them there when finished.  

D5. What is the percentage of 

employed vs. unemployed individuals 

in this village? 

 

I don’t have an answer but the unemployment rate here is not that high. To do 

such a study you have to perform it on a larger scale including the whole country. 

Once done, the percentage you have in whole country (20 percent for instance) 

is the same as that in the city of Jbeil.  

D6. What are the employment rates 

distributed across sectors?  

 

Not Asked 
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D7. What are the main reasons behind 

unemployment in your community?  

 

Level of education in the universities. Universities today are aiming towards 

increasing the number of graduates. This issue needs a proper educational 

system and the Lebanese government should specify each year the number of 

engineers, doctors, lawyers, teachers, computer engineers, and business 

graduates needed to fulfill the demand in the market. The universities should 

limit their number of graduates based on the latter. 

D8. Which section of the population is 

most affected by unemployment? 

 

 (graduates, young people, people in the 

right age to work, retired persons, women, 

men, people of what nationality, former 

military people, refugees, etc.) 

People who have no “Wasta” and are unable to enroll their children in private 

universities for unfortunately, the Lebanese University has no branches here in 

Jbeil. It is so difficult for someone living here to go to any of the available 

branches of the Lebanese University. 

D9.1. How do you describe the tourism 

in your village? 

Excellent. The Minister of Tourism was here yesterday and assured that we are 

the Number one touristic destination in Lebanon. Jbeil Castle welcomes around 

100,000 to 150,000 visitors annually, 10,000 visitors a month in average. 

D9.2. What are the main touristic sites 

and activities? Where are they? Do you 

have any coastal or marine tourism? 

Yes, we have marine tourism and our proximity to the mountains is a key asset 

in tourism here.  

D10. How dependent is this village on 

tourism/ marine tourism? Please 

describe. 

 

Fully dependent. All our revenues come from tourism and trade.   

D11. What are the main issues in the 

village? 

 

Traffic. The city is welcoming a number of visitors which is greatly higher that 

its ability to compass. Thus we are trying to come up with initiatives to face this 

challenge. 

W. ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCE USE 
E1. What are the natural resources 

available in this village?  

 

 

No 

E2.1. Who are the parties managing 

those natural resources?   
We don’t have any. 

E3.a. Please describe briefly the 

climate 

 

The climate is good. 

E3.b. Please describe briefly the air 

quality 
Very good air quality. 

E3.c. Please describe briefly the water 

quality 
Very good water quality. 
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E4.1. Are there any local organization 

engaged in environmental matters in 

this village?  

  

There are a number of NGO’s and our main focus as a municipal council is the 

environment.  

E4.2. What are their roles exactly? Our main theme is the environment. 

E5. Are there any industrial which 

affect the environment and natural 

resources of this village? 

 

(e.g. airborne, waterborne, solid waste, 

noise…) or natural hazards (e.g. 

earthquakes, floods…) 

No, we don’t have factories.  

X. CLOSING 
F1. Do you have any question or issue 

that you would like to raise? 

 

No. 

F2. Are there any stakeholders that you 

may recommend us to also talk with? 

 

No, I don’t know.  

ADDITIONAL NOTES 

• Stakeholder was very cooperative and interested in the subject, however his main concern was not to 

harm the tourism of Jbeil and pollute the sea. He also requested and insisted on having a direct contact or 

means of communication between the municipality and the ship itself in case of any accident or 

emergency.  
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Q1.  What do you exactly know about 

the oil drilling operations which are 

going to take place in this area? 

We have heard about it just like everyone. It will increase tourism in Lebanon, 

provide more money, as well as an increase in the budget of the Lebanese 

Government. 

Interviewer: But don’t you have any idea about the procedures taken, how will 

the oil drilling be conducted, or even who will be involved? 

We’ve read the newspapers and heard the politicians say that European 

companies have won the bid and will be managing the project. We also heard 

that they will be starting here in Safra.  

Q2. Now, do you have questions?  

 
No, all is clear. 

Y. BACKGROUND 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

A1. Please tell me briefly how long 

have you been head of/working with 

this municipality, and what is your 

current role?  

 

I’ve been the head of municipality for 3 years from now, 15th of May, and that 

is my role. 

Z. DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS AND COMMUNITY STRUCTURE 

AA. DEMOGRAPHICS 
B1.a. Could you tell us about the 

population in your village: 

 

 

What is the total number of 

inhabitants? (Note to interviewer: if 

possible please ask for distribution: 

percentages by gender and age groups 

(</> 18, or youth vs. adults vs. 

elderly)) 

 

4000 individuals in average.  

Moderator: Do you have a specific percentage of distribution between males 

and females? 

No, you have to ask the head of the village “Mokhtar” [Sarcastically] 

B1.b. Who do you identify as 

vulnerable in your community? 

 

 

No not really, perhaps we can say that most of the people in the village are from 

the middle class and we don’t have any problems as such. 

B1.c.1. Is there any cultural diversity? 

 
 Yes    No 

B1.c.2. If yes, please describe what is 

the diversity? 

 

(Note to interviewer: please identify who) 

Yes of course, There is. 
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B1.d. Are there different religious 

beliefs in this village? 

 

 (Note to interviewer: please ask for 

percentages if possible) 

 

Very rare, almost 15 persons that belong to the Sunnite and Shia religion 

Interviewer: This means that the majority are Christians constituting 90 

Percent. 

Yes. 

Interviewer: The others constitute the remaining ten percent or less? 

Ten individuals and not ten percent. 

B2.1. Who are the important leaders in 

the village?   

We have Dr. Francois Bassil, Owner of Byblos Bank and the presidant of the 

Banks’ Association as well as many officers and Deans. 

 

B2.2. What are their roles and how 

decisions are made? 

 

(Note to interviewer: please probe into 

mayors, religious figures, policemen, 

teachers…) 

 

Interviewer: Do you consult them or refer to their opinions concerning issues 

related to the area? 

We take into consideration everyone’s opinion, but in the end, the municipality 

issues the final decision. 

K. SOCIAL SERVICES AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

L.  

C1. How many schools and universities 

are available in your village ( specify 

primary/secondary etc)?  

 

 

We have one official school, in addition to AUT university and Don Bosco 

technical school. 

Interview: Is the school primary or secondary? 

Primary School. 

C2.1. Are you satisfied with the 

educational level of the inhabitants of 

this village? 

Yes it is acceptable. 

C2.2. Who are the least vs. most 

educated/ skilled people in your 

village?  

 

(Note to interviewer: please ask about 

profiles not names). 

The generations are constantly changing. 20 years ago, education wasn’t very 

common among people. Whereas now, there exists more balance and most 

people are now oriented towards education. 

C3. In your opinion, what problems do 

the education system in your 

community face? 

 

High or expensive tuition fees. 

C4.1. Which healthcare facilities are 

available in this village? And which 

type of care do they provide  

 

 

None. 

None exist in Fidar, however, we have many close hospitals in the surroundings 

and thus there is no need for ones in Fidar. 
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C4.2. And which type of care do they 

provide ? 

(e.g. acute care, preventive, immunization 

etc.)? 

Not Asked. 

C5. What illnesses are most prevalent 

in your community? 

 

Cancer  

C6.1. How would you describe the 

infrastructure and facilities serving this 

community? 
 

(e.g. buildings, roads, power supplies, 

sanitation and waste management…)  

The infrastructure that we have here in Fidar is excellent. 

With the failure of the Lebanese government to comply with standards, our 

village is very organized and one of the best in Lebanon. Yet, we do have a 

problem in the sewage system just like the rest of the municipalities. We wish 

to be like the European Countries, yet it only remains a dream. 

C6.2. What are the biggest problems in 

this regard? 

 

Of course there is. For instance, the chaos and inorganization of the permits 

given as well as all the issues related to the old buildings where we have to deal 

with them in a primitive kind of way. 

B7.1. Which types of public 

transportation means are available in 

this village? 

Now, there is a new transportation project that started in the City of Jbeil and we 

are a part of it because we offered them two stops. . However, Fidar is a coastal 

village where many buses and taxis pass by and are always available hence why 

we don’t need much. We don’t usually face any problems regarding 

transportation. 

B7.2. And do you have any traffic 

issues? 
No. 

B8.1. Who provides the law 

enforcement in the village?  
The Municipality. 

B8.2. And how do you estimate the 

level of crime in this village? 
Not Asked 

B9. Who are the main players in public 

safety issues ? 

 

(e.g. fire, earthquake, coastal flood, 

maritime accidents…)  

 

We are in direct contact with the Civil Defense association and the Red Cross, 

and we have our own police in the village. 

B9.a. How many centers are available?  

 

No. 

They have in Jbeil. 

B9.b. How fast and qualified is aid 

normally administered by those 

players? 

 

Yes, they are fast and respond to anyone in need immediately.  

B9.c. Are there fire engines, 

ambulances and hospitals in this 

village?  

 

Not Asked. 
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B10.1. What are the forms of 

communication used by people in your 

community?   

Messages and WhatsApp. 

B10.2. And what problems connected 

with communication services are 

typical for your community? 

No. 

 

B11.1. What are the historical and 

cultural sites available in your village? 

Monuments’ Tower. 

We have a monumental tower as well as an old bridge and river. 

There exists an old mill besides the existing churches that are very old. 

B11.2. Where are they located? 
They are all located on the coast mainly. 

 

B11.3. what traditions and customs 

still exist in your community? 

Sports clubs and country evenings. 

Interviewer: But what are the traditions that were and are still present today? 

No we don’t have any. 

BB. ECONOMY AND LIVELIHOOD 

G.  

D1. What are the main economic 

drivers, or the main work sectors 

available in this village?  

 

(Note to interviewer: please try to ask for 

percentages) 

 

Agriculture which adds to the village’s production as well as tourism. 

Interviewer: Do you mean that agriculture comes in the first place followed by 

tourism? Or does it depend on the seasons? 

Yes it does depend on seasons and they are both part of the public sector. In the 

end people are involved in different fields and have various jobs. 

Interviewer: Can you specify a certain percentage? 

The village is considered to be average and every individual takes care of his/her 

own household. 

D2. What is the percentage of formal 

vs. informal businesses in this village? 

I cannot specify a percentage; however there exist approximately 20 factories 

and companies in total. 

But they are all registered and have legal presence. 

Yes. 

D3.1. What are specifically the 

businesses available on the shore line?   

Touristic chalets, restaurants, and pools. 

Interviewer: Mainly everything related to the hospitality sector right? 

You are referring to the ones located on the coast? 

Interviewer: Yes exactly. 

D3.2. And who are engaged in those 

businesses?  

 

(Note to interviewer: please ask for profiles 

not names) 

Not Asked 
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D4.1. Do you have any port in this 

village?   

 Yes    No 

 

We have the Halat Sur Mer Port. 

Interviewer: Is it in Fidar? 

Yes 

Yes, more than half of it is in Fidar. 

D4.2. If yes, by whom it is managed? 

Used? and for what purposes? 

It is privately held and managed by their owners. 

Interviewer: And what do they use it for? 

For tourism. 

D5. What is the percentage of 

employed vs. unemployed individuals 

in this village? 

 

60 percent are employed. 

Interviewer: The remaining 40 percent are all unemployed? 

Not all, some are still studying perhaps. 

An easier question may be whether we have unemployed individuals or not and 

we do not have any. 

D6. What are the employment rates 

distributed across sectors?  

 

The coastal projects and the industrial factories that we have. 

Interviewer: But which sector has the highest employment rate? Is it the 

industry one? 

The coastal projects hire our local people whereas the industries hire different 

people from different areas because the job is tougher and the wages are less. 

Perhaps they hire foreigners in such cases.  

 

D7. What are the main reasons behind 

unemployment in your community?  

 

Interviewer: You mentioned that you don’t have unemployed people. 

No we don’t. 

People are majoring in fields that are not really demanded. For example, if the 

market needs Aluminum specialists, they major in electrical engineering instead. 

We are being replaced by foreigners in certain jobs. 

The majors today are oriented towards limited fields which is wrong. 

D8. Which section of the population is 

most affected by unemployment? 

 

 (graduates, young people, people in the 

right age to work, retired persons, women, 

men, people of what nationality, former 

military people, refugees, etc.) 

The fresh graduates are mainly suffering. 

D9.1. How do you describe the tourism 

in your village? 
Excellent. 

D9.2. What are the main touristic sites 

and activities? Where are they? Do you 

have any coastal or marine tourism? 

Fidar’s Tower. 

Interviewer: Where is it located? 

On the coast. 

Interviewer: Do you have any coastal or marine tourism? 

No. 
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D10. How dependent is this village on 

tourism/ marine tourism? Please 

describe. 

 

It does not rely on the tourism. It relies on the revenues of the touristic projects 

and factories. 

D11. What are the main issues in the 

village? 

 

There are no issues. 

CC. ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCE USE 

E1. What are the natural resources 

available in this village?  

 

 

No, only agriculture, Bananas in specific. 

E2.1. Who are the parties managing 

those natural resources?   

Land owners. 

Interviewer: Are they the only ones who benefit from them? 

They benefit as well as people who work for them, and the ones who sell and 

buy their products respectively. 

E3.a. Please describe briefly the 

climate 

 

The summer season lasts for eight months whereas winter is four months long. 

Some humidity exists on the coast. It is actually one of the best areas in Lebanon. 

Moderate climate. 

E3.b. Please describe briefly the air 

quality 
Good air quality. 

E3.c. Please describe briefly the water 

quality 
The quality of water is good sourcing from Afqa. 

E4.1. Are there any local organization 

engaged in environmental matters in 

this village?  

  

No we don’t have any. 

E4.2. What are their roles exactly? Not Asked 

E5. Are there any industrial which 

affect the environment and natural 

resources of this village? 

 

(e.g. airborne, waterborne, solid waste, 

noise…) or natural hazards (e.g. 

earthquakes, floods…) 

No. 

DD. CLOSING 

F1. Do you have any question or issue 

that you would like to raise? 

 

Are you visiting all the municipalities on the coastal line? 

Interviewer: Yes 

And do you repeat all those explanations? 

Interviewer: Yes 

Why don’t you record them instead of repeating each time? 

Interviewer: We only record to write our final report. 

Interviewer: Are there any questions else? 

No, you are good at this. 
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F2. Are there any stakeholders that you 

may recommend us to also talk with? 

 

I did mention at the beginning of this interview that i would appreciate if all the 

coastal municipalities can benefit equally and refer to them when need of any 

chalets, hotels, car rentals, and restaurant. What‘s important is not to prioritize 

any political party over the other. This is my honest opinion and im not yet sure 

whether this project will benefit the shore or damage it, thus let everyone benefit 

from its revenues in a fair way. We have over 600 chalets that we pay taxes for 

and i, as the head of the municipality, would really prefer to use some instead of 

only relying on those in Batroun and Jounieh for example. 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 

• Stakeholder’s main concern was the equal distribution of benefits and revenues in between the coastal 

municipalities. He admires his village and is concerned about the result of this project, yet what he cares 

most about is the benefit of Fidar from this project and how will it reflect on its economy and resources. 

He requested at the beginning more brochures to be distributed on people who might have inquiries are 

may be more knowledgeable about this subject. 
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Name of interviewee: Mr. Kabalan El Achkar  

Interviewee Gender : Male 

Interviewee Position : Head of municipality  

Name of Interviewer : Antonio Chiti 

Notes 
● Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

A. BACKGROUND 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

A1. Please tell me briefly how long 
have you been head of/working with 
this municipality, and what is your 
current role?  
 

I have been the deputy mayor for 15 years, since 2004. 

B. DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS AND COMMUNITY STRUCTURE 

C. DEMOGRAPHICS 
B1.a. Could you tell us about the 
population in your village: 
 
 
What is the total number of 
inhabitants? (Note to interviewer: if 
possible please ask for distribution: 
percentages by gender and age groups 
(</> 18, or youth vs. adults vs. 
elderly)) 

 

50 000, 60 000 population. 
No study has been made regarding the gender percentage. 

B1.b. Who do you identify as 
vulnerable in your community? 
 
 

No one is marginalized; everybody is surrounded and taking care off. 
Very few even a neglecting number of people can be considered as vulnerable  

B1.c.1. Is there any cultural diversity? 
 

☐√ Yes   ☐No 

B1.c.2. If yes, please describe what is 
the diversity? 
 
(Note to interviewer: please identify who) 

Cultural diversity and it’s increasing due to urbanization. 

B1.d. Are there different religious 
beliefs in this village? 
 
 (Note to interviewer: please ask for 
percentages if possible) 

 

Not really, around 95% are Christians and the rest are mixed of other religion (very 
small percentage). 
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B2.1. Who are the important leaders in 
the village?   

 

We don’t have deputies but there is the local authority such as the mayor, there’s also 
many people that you can take their opinion and can be listed as references such as 
the presidential advisor and others. 

B2.2. What are their roles and how 
decisions are made? 
 
(Note to interviewer: please probe into 
mayors, religious figures, policemen, 
teachers…) 

 

 

C. SOCIAL SERVICES AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

D.  

C1. How many schools and universities 
are available in your village ( specify 
primary/secondary etc)?  
 
 

There’s 2 academic private schools (Armenian school and St. Rita school), also 2 
public schools under the same location but divided into 2 different entities 
(elementary and secondary). Also some technical schools such as the American 
center for language and technical education. 
There are no available universities. 

C2.1. Are you satisfied with the 
educational level of the inhabitants of 
this village? 

Highly satisfied and we are asking the residents to deviate through professional 
education such as painting for example because today everybody is choosing the 
engineering and other careers that it become highly saturated and missing 
professions. 

C2.2. Who are the least vs. most 
educated/ skilled people in your 
village?  
 
(Note to interviewer: please ask about 
profiles not names). 

Youth are more educated for sure. 

C3. In your opinion, what problems do 
the education system in your 
community face? 
 

Its known all over Lebanon not only in Dbaye, especially in the schools and 
universities that the education main issue is related to the financial aspect 

C4.1. Which healthcare facilities are 
available in this village? And which 
type of care do they provide  
 
 

You can find the hospital of “Eye and Ear” in Naccache. In addition to two clinics one 
for the municipality on the main road and the other one is in Zouk El Khrab managed 
by the ladies and women.The medical examination reports are exported to other 
clinics since you can’t find the needed labs. 

C4.2. And which type of care do they 
provide ? 
(e.g. acute care, preventive, immunization 
etc.)? 

[Not answered] 

C5. What illnesses are most prevalent 
in your community? 
 

There’s no access of illness everybody can get sick at the end , there’s no epidemic 
in Dbayeh 

C6.1. How would you describe the 
infrastructure and facilities serving this 

community? 
 
(e.g. buildings, roads, power supplies, 
sanitation and waste management…)  

The infrastructure is up to date; the power grid is completed also the sewage is 
completed don’t find wholes on the road.  

C6.2. What are the biggest problems in 
this regard? 
 

But our main issue is by the sea because it’s not related to the municipality we are in 
need for refining plants because the sewage is directly on the beach. 
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B7.1. Which types of public 
transportation means are available in 
this village? 

The main transportation are the Taxis and there’s no public transportation such as 
bus 

B7.2. And do you have any traffic 
issues? 

Yes, there are a lot of traffic issues, especially on the holidays taking into 
consideration the amount of malls available. Also Dbayeh is the access point to arrive 
to “Metn”. 
We are trying to open other side roads but the amount of cars available is greater 
than the capacity. 

B8.1. Who provides the law 
enforcement in the village?  

Everyone according to its job: the municipality, security force (we have the biggest 
security force centers), army, each party is doing what is required based on the 
Lebanese regulation. 

B8.2. And how do you estimate the 
level of crime in this village? 

Almost null, around zero. We are a friendly environment.  

B9. Who are the main players in public 
safety issues ? 
 
(e.g. fire, earthquake, coastal flood, 
maritime accidents…)  
 

First of all, the municipality and the security forces. We don’t have a center for civil 
defense nor for red cross but there’s near in Jdeideh and Antelias that we can 
depend on. 

B9.a. How many centers are available?  
 

[Not answered] 

B9.b. How fast and qualified is aid 
normally administered by those 
players? 
 

The red cross is highly known for being fast. 

B9.c. Are there fire engines, 
ambulances and hospitals in this 
village?  
 

Not in the village but near. 

B10.1. What are the forms of 
communication used by people in your 
community?   

Just like everyone else, the people highly depend on their cellphones and the social 
media application (such as WhatsApp), computers. 

B10.2. And what problems connected 
with communication services are 
typical for your community? 

Not related to the validity of the municipality but you can say that the communication 
is well covered 

B11.1. What are the historical and 
cultural sites available in your village? 

Nahr El Kalb is the most known site, in addition to some old churches and religious 
sites 

B11.2. Where are they located?  

B11.3. what traditions and customs 
still exist in your community? 

Dbayeh used to be an agricultural area, but today with the urban expansion most of 
the gardens demolished. But the old customs are no longer available  

D. ECONOMY AND LIVELIHOOD 
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C.  

D1. What are the main economic 
drivers, or the main work sectors 
available in this village?  
 
(Note to interviewer: please try to ask for 
percentages) 
 

Everything, mostly the commercial and service sector. Malls and hotels are available 
(ABC, le royal,) and we have been told that the new Water front Project will include 
also a mall. ( We can say that the hospitality sector is promising )Also you can find 
also hospitals, television (such as the Mtv) 

D2. What is the percentage of formal 
vs. informal businesses in this village? 

We don’t know exactly who is registered in the state but we as municipality assign an 
amount of registration and all the companies are included. 

D3.1. What are specifically the 
businesses available on the shore line?   

The Dbayeh port, the security forces have their location on the shore line and the 
marina 

D3.2. And who are engaged in those 
businesses?  
 
(Note to interviewer: please ask for profiles 
not names) 

[Not answered] 

D4.1. Do you have any port in this 
village?   

√☐ Yes   ☐ No 

D4.2. If yes, by whom it is managed? 
Used? and for what purposes? 

Managed by cooperative Mina used for fishing and for outing purposes  

D5. What is the percentage of 
employed vs. unemployed individuals 
in this village? 
 

We don’t have accurate statistics but approximately around 70% are employed 

D6. What are the employment rates 
distributed across sectors?  
 

[Not answered] 

D7. What are the main reasons behind 
unemployment in your community?  
 

The recession is the main reason, the current situation of the country 

D8. Which section of the population is 
most affected by unemployment? 
 
 (graduates, young people, people in the 
right age to work, retired persons, women, 
men, people of what nationality, former 
military people, refugees, etc.) 

Mainly the middle class and the poor   

D9.1. How do you describe the tourism 
in your village? 

We can say that it’s good especially the night life including restaurants and pubs, in 
addition to the hotels available you can find tourists in this area in some seasons. 
 

D9.2. What are the main touristic sites 
and activities? Where are they? Do you 
have any coastal or marine tourism? 

We have the visit of Nahr El Kalb in addition to the restaurants and the hotels, and 
they are mainly located on the coats.  
We have the port in which some people can gather and go on a group trip. 

D10. How dependent is this village on 
tourism/ marine tourism? Please 
describe. 
 

Mostly the traffic especially on peek time (morning and afternoon) in addition to the 
classical problems facing most Lebanese areas 

D11. What are the main issues in the 
village? 
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E. ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCE USE 

E1. What are the natural resources 
available in this village?  

 

 

We have the water company that distributes the water for Beirut area, the main 
factory that gets the water is from Jeita. 

E2.1. Who are the parties managing 
those natural resources?   

Everyone is benefitting, the water company gives water across Beirut  

E3.a. Please describe briefly the 
climate 
 

Four seasons, moderate especially that we are on the shore.  

E3.b. Please describe briefly the air 
quality 

There’s no direct pollution, but we are close to some industries that may pollute the 
air. But we discussed this issue and after contacting them they put some filters on to 
reduce this effect. 

E3.c. Please describe briefly the water 
quality 

The water quality is mainly good after being refined it can be used directly from the 
source. 

E4.1. Are there any local organization 
engaged in environmental matters in 
this village?  
  

No 

E4.2. What are their roles exactly? [Not answered] 

E5. Are there any industrial which 
affect the environment and natural 
resources of this village? 
 
(e.g. airborne, waterborne, solid waste, 
noise…) or natural hazards (e.g. 
earthquakes, floods…) 

 In general, any industry can affect the environment. Lebanon overall is prone to 
earthquakes and even the geologists can recognize when this will happen.  

F. CLOSING 

F1. Do you have any question or issue 
that you would like to raise? 
 

 
On the base located on the port of workers are Lebanese or foreign?  
How much this work will affect the environmental pollution (percentage) based on 
worldwide classification? 

F2. Are there any stakeholders that 
you may recommend us to also talk 
with? 
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TOTAL E&P LIBAN OFFSHORE DRILLING, LEBANON 
KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW GUIDE - STAKEHOLDERS – MUNICIPALITY 

OFFICIALS 

Location of Interview: 
(Village/Caza/Block Number): Anfeh/4    Date of the interview :      5/28/2019 

Name of interviewee: Head of Municipality, Dr. Manal Nader 

Interviewee Gender: Male 

Interviewee Position: Head of municipality, Professor at Balamand  

Name of Interviewer: Wahib Izmiraghdi 

Notes 
● Please introduce the oil drilling activities using the BIDs and posters and give the participants an 

opportunity for questions and answers  

THEME 1 – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
DEMOGRAPHICS 

Q1.  What do you exactly know about 
the oil drilling operations which are 
going to take place in this area? 

I was in the team that wrote The SEA of the oil and gas book and was 
responsible all the marine component in other terms everything related 
to the impact. 

Q2. Now, do you have questions?  

 

 

A. BACKGROUND 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

A1. Please tell me briefly how long 
have you been head of/working with 
this municipality, and what is your 
current role?  
 

Three years as head of municipality and a vice president before 

B. DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS AND COMMUNITY STRUCTURE 

C. DEMOGRAPHICS 

B1.a. Could you tell us about the 
population in your village: 
 
 
What is the total number of 
inhabitants? (Note to interviewer: if 
possible please ask for distribution: 
percentages by gender and age groups 
(</> 18, or youth vs. adults vs. 
elderly)) 

 

7,216 registered according to the records of souls (no accurate 
information regarding the gender and the age category) and 2500 Syrian 
(due to refugee camps) 
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B1.b. Who do you identify as 
vulnerable in your community? 
 
 

The vulnerable are the maritime, we are working on marine protection to 
enhance the sea situation for a better living. We are depending on the 
UNDP in addition to a study by the Dr. Manal to collect some help but 
we got nothing till now  
 
Maybe after the arbitrage [Sarcastically]. 
 
Finding jobs for these people is the number one priority. The maritime 
are demolishing with time and if this affects the historical culture of the 
region.  
Most people live by the coast, “Harit al Shar2ye” is the most condensed 
but they need to find jobs for a better living. 

B1.c.1. Is there any cultural diversity? 
 

☐√ Yes   ☐ No 

B1.c.2. If yes, please describe what is 
the diversity? 
 
(Note to interviewer: please identify who) 

Talking about Anfeh history, it depended on fishing, salt and olives 
production. Back in time the people used to work by the sea because it 
generated a fortune so they didn’t give much importance to education, 
but today the level of education in Anfeh is high and this is a positive 
sign. In Anfeh there’s a whole area in which you find “Arab Anfeh” 
(migrated people) these citizens still depend on an old fashioned way of 
living (grazing) and their education level is very low (they don’t register 
In schools or universities) and this has an impact on the area. 

B1.d. Are there different religious 
beliefs in this village? 
 
 (Note to interviewer: please ask for 
percentages if possible) 

 

Not Asked 

B2.1. Who are the important leaders in 
the village?   

Back in time, there were many people that came from the Brazil. 
Jebran Makkari offered a school. 
 
 
It was small zone. 
But today everything changed so we talk more about political parties. 
You have the Lebanese forces with an important weight (based on 
election), Mayor: (vice president before and current deputy), in addition 
to some “Aouniyin” and “2awmye” so you have a mix. 
 

B2.2. What are their roles and how 
decisions are made? 
 
(Note to interviewer: please probe into 
mayors, religious figures, policemen, 
teachers…) 

 

The most powerful one is Farid Makkari but not because he’s a relative 
of mine. Municipality and politics doesn’t work. 
 
But your council includes all the segments of the society except the 
“Aouniyi” but on a village scale they are all represented  
(Head of municipality agreed) 
 

C. SOCIAL SERVICES AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

D.  
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C1. How many schools and universities 
are available in your village ( specify 
primary/secondary etc.)?  
 
 

We have only 1 public school (including primary and secondary) 
There are no universities in the area but there’s a near one which is the 
Balamand university. 
But the university of Balamand is very close. 

C2.1. Are you satisfied with the 
educational level of the inhabitants of 
this village? 

Yes, the public school is giving very important results. (based on the 
diplomas) 

C2.2. Who are the least vs. most 
educated/ skilled people in your 
village?  
 
(Note to interviewer: please ask about 
profiles not names). 

Today everybody is getting education. The lifestyle changed, as I recall 
when I was a little people needed to work because we used to go to 
Tripoli for education even though the public school in Anfeh has a very 
high educational level. 
Today the principle of the public school is working hard to maintain the 
high education level. 

C3. In your opinion, what problems do 
the education system in your 
community face? 
 

Our main problem is that everyone wants the same career for their 
children, you find everyone going towards engineering, advocacy, and 
business sector and then they find that the market is saturated and 
there are no more working opportunities. People are not going towards 
the technical careers. 
 
I think what the mayor is trying to say is that there’s no planning from 
the Lebanese government regarding the market needs of expertise. 
Today no one can tell you that we need for example around 100 people 
in the electrical engineering sector, they all deviate towards the same 
sector.  
(those questions should be asked to the government not for the 
municipalities, it’s not related to the local authorities its related to the 
government that need to know the market need for a better orientation) 
The second problem is financial regarding the cost of books and 
stationary that maybe many of the community can’t afford. Also 
enhancing the school which is part of the ministry of education job not 
the municipality. (the municipality can help but can’t take the education 
enhancement as their main job) 
  

C4.1. Which healthcare facilities are 
available in this village? And which 
type of care do they provide  
 
 

For example, we made collaboration with the “Al Roum” hospital for a 
medical day, the citizen came for free, and you can consider this as an 
event not a permanent collaboration. (the hospital brought the materials 
and doctors and the municipalities paid some fees) 

C4.2. And which type of care do they 
provide? 
(e.g. acute care, preventive, immunization 
etc.)? 

Not Asked 

C5. What illnesses are most prevalent 
in your community? 
 

Cold and flu. 

C6.1. How would you describe the 
infrastructure and facilities serving this 

community? 
 
(e.g. buildings, roads, power supplies, 
sanitation and waste management…)  

The building code is wrong and you can’t modify it. It’s true that they 
say the municipality is an independent authority but we do the study 
and present it to the organization and it don’t proceed. 
The building code is old. Each apartment has only 1 parking spot while 
today every house has at least 3 cars. 
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Adding to it the public transportation problem 
There’s no study about each area’s building organization so you find 
that they look like a spider nest. 
 
As for the sanitation and waste management we will connect with 
“Shekka” and the water supplies are made by the CDR. 
As for the waste management we have a problem and no one cares. 
We take the trash and put it far from the roads temporary until 
someone comes and pick it up. No one is shading light on this problem 
while it also causes many diseases. 
 

C6.2. What are the biggest problems in 
this regard? 
 

One of the biggest issue is the discretion in the infringement of public 
marine property by the cost, since there’s no application for the rules 
and regulation.  
 
And this problem is not related to the municipality, today I’m 
emphasizing on applying the rules and regulations but some parties 
interfere. 
This city is based on its sea shore no matter how much you build in it if 
the shore is affected than Anfeh is affected because we depend on it to 
stand out from other regions. 
 
People choose Anfeh and start coming from the early morning to enjoy 
the clean beach and the good food (seafood) many fishermen depend 
on this as a source of living so with this infringement we are affecting 
the area and even the municipality (due to personal links). 
There’s no long-term planning. 
The SDATL planning excluded the coastal zone, it needed much more 
financing of CDR and we all know today financial issues. 
 

B7.1. Which types of public 
transportation means are available in 
this village? 

Private cars and bicycles. 

B7.2. And do you have any traffic 
issues? No traffic issue but we have issues regarding parking the cars. 

B8.1. Who provides the law 
enforcement in the village?  

This is the municipalities’ affair but if we had some decision from higher 
level authority we need to obey unless someone raise a file to the 
court. 
You can’t apply the law correctly due to personal relations (the region is 
still depending on old mentality) and this is the problem of the 
centralized system, it takes into consideration the personal interest 
more than the general interest. 

B8.2. And how do you estimate the 
level of crime in this village? 

We used to have some problems between the “Arab Anfeh” and the 
main citizens but ] brought the army station and installed them in the 
public school.  
Today we have no crime 
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B9. Who are the main players in public 
safety issues? 
 
(e.g. fire, earthquake, coastal flood, 
maritime accidents…)  
 

We used to have, but today the we depend on the civil defense of 
Koura we have a deal between us since they are strong and have 
many volunteers especially in KfarHazir. 
We don’t have specialty for maritime accidents. 

B9.a. How many centers are available?  
 No centers. 

B9.b. How fast and qualified is aid 
normally administered by those 
players? 
 

Not Asked. 

B9.c. Are there fire engines, 
ambulances and hospitals in this 
village?  
 

Not available. 

B10.1. What are the forms of 
communication used by people in your 
community?   

Not available. But this issue will be solved once the hospital of 
Balamand is done. 

B10.2. And what problems connected 
with communication services are 
typical for your community? 

Cellphone and social media like everyone else. 
They are installing the fiber optics (From Chekka) 

B11.1. What are the historical and 
cultural sites available in your village? 

Anfeh is rich and known for its historical and heritage sites and is 
considered one of the old cities and today people are concerned about 
the heritage because its attracting tourists. 
 
We are working with Dr. Nadine Haroun the director of archaeology 
and mycology regarding underwater tray as a sea museum from the 
bronze age 3000 years B.C 
In addition to the well-known castle 
 
 
 

B11.2. Where are they located? Not Asked 

B11.3. what traditions and customs 
still exist in your community? Not Asked 

D. ECONOMY AND LIVELIHOOD 
C. 
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D1. What are the main economic 
drivers, or the main work sectors 
available in this village?  
 
(Note to interviewer: please try to ask for 
percentages) 
 

The agriculture especially olives, now we are working in this project 
through collaboration with some companies to teach the citizen about 
the organic oil, but some elderlies prefer the traditional way. 
There’s also the sea activities thanks to the sea protection measures 
taken, the fish wealth is increasing. 
The touristic activity is high for both the sea and the heritage. 
Anfeh depend on the  

D2. What is the percentage of formal 
vs. informal businesses in this village? 

Now we are working with the ministry of finance so that all business 
can be registered since this procedure didn’t exist before, today almost 
90% are registered  
Formal business:90% 
Informal business:10% 

D3.1. What are specifically the 
businesses available on the shore line?   

Yes, but they have negative impact. 
For me the worst thing what happen was the projects that took 
permission to operate in Anfeh  
In addition to some restaurants and coffee shops 
 

D3.2. And who are engaged in those 
businesses?  
 
(Note to interviewer: please ask for profiles 
not names) 

Not Asked 

D4.1. Do you have any port in this 
village?   

☐√ Yes   ☐ No 

D4.2. If yes, by whom it is managed? 
Used? and for what purposes? 

Yes, and now we are planning to enhance it. It is managed by the 
government for the navy. 
In addition to some ports as Lace and Mina 

D5. What is the percentage of 
employed vs. unemployed individuals 
in this village? 
 

There’s no accurate number 

D6. What are the employment rates 
distributed across sectors?  
 

There’s no accurate number 

D7. What are the main reasons behind 
unemployment in your community?  
 

There’s no job opportunities, all the educated people can’t find jobs so 
they are forced to travel. 
 
there’s no economic diversification in the small cities so we go back to 
what we mentioned before. First of all, everyone is going towards the 
same educational sectors and also the government is not aware of the 
expertise needed. 
As we all know Lebanese citizen think about the migration as main 
objective and in case they didn’t had this opportunity they stay by force 
and unhappy. 
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37000 Lebanese left the country with to intention to come back. When 
looking at the bigger picture you can’t ignore the general situation and 
lack of orientation. 
In addition if the municipalities decided to create some job opportunities 
they face the fact that the municipal fund can’t cover this project 

D8. Which section of the population is 
most affected by unemployment? 
 
 (graduates, young people, people in the 
right age to work, retired persons, women, 
men, people of what nationality, former 
military people, refugees, etc.) 

The graduates are the most affected from the society 

D9.1. How do you describe the tourism 
in your village? The tourism is high and in a continual increase 

D9.2. What are the main touristic sites 
and activities? Where are they? Do you 
have any coastal or marine tourism? 

Mostly the beach. 
 
We must not forget that in last year’s report of the national council for 
scientific research categorized Anfeh’s beach as the cleanest water in 
Lebanon 
This yearly report show that the pollution sources in Anfeh are less 
than other places and this why the municipality is concerned about the 
Infringements on marine property because with the increase of projects 
by the sea you are polluting the water which is the main source of 
attraction of such projects (cycle) 
 
 

D10. How dependent is this village on 
tourism/ marine tourism? Please 
describe. 
 

It depends much on the tourism it can be considered as a main source 
of income for the area  
The marine tourism is active 

D11. What are the main issues in the 
village? 
 

First the Infringements on marine property, second is the lack of 
economic development in projects how to develop the agriculture 
sector or the fishing activities in addition to the unemployment rate and 
the migration of the youth. 
 
other the one mentioned by Dr. Manal, I wish the government apply the 
fishing system because Anfeh without its Beach is worthless, so they 
need to take care of it. 
Regarding the fishing system there’s a hard why to supply the law 
because it’s not applied in most of the Lebanese territory. It’s only 
applied in Jbeil and most of the Sour. Adding to it the agriculture law 
that I can’t apply because even with sanction it’s not working 
 

E. ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCE USE 
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E1. What are the natural resources 
available in this village?  
 

 

Yes, you can find many fish in the sea. 
Fishing and olive  

E2.1. Who are the parties managing 
those natural resources?   

The fishermen and the cooperative of fishermen (they try to break the 
law) 
The cooperative in Lebanon rarely do their jobs they only care about 
getting incentives and distribute them on their workers. 
There’s a collection of sea shells and species 
 

E3.a. Please describe briefly the 
climate 
 

Moderate climate 

E3.b. Please describe briefly the air 
quality Some air pollution 

E3.c. Please describe briefly the water 
quality Good quality 

E4.1. Are there any local organization 
engaged in environmental matters in 
this village?  
  

In Koura there’s an environmental committee.  

E4.2. What are their roles exactly? They work to reduce and stop the pollution. 

E5. Are there any industrial which 
affect the environment and natural 
resources of this village? 
 
(e.g. airborne, waterborne, solid waste, 
noise…) or natural hazards (e.g. 
earthquakes, floods…) 

You used to have small industries in the industry area such as coal. 
And nowadays there’s the Chicken factories. 
This year, because the network is made since the French mandate so 
this year we found many floods  
 
 

F. CLOSING 

F1. Do you have any question or issue 
that you would like to raise? 
 

I still didn’t get the value of this interview. All the questions are not even 
related to Block 4. 
Interviewer: We are conducting these studies to know more about this 
area and how it might be affected. 

F2. Are there any stakeholders that 
you may recommend us to also talk 
with? 
 

Not Asked 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 
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● Stakeholder is an expert with the oil and gas drilling process and anything related, so he felt 
that this survey or interview isn’t so related to the topic and has no link whatsoever. The survey 
is purely social economic and none will benefit out of it. He considers that this is not a study but 
a mere data collection that won’t benefit any side. 

● This socio economic survey should be linked to the oil and gas topic. 
● The questionnaire should be more related to the oil and gas incubation. 
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Jbeil 23/05/2019 FGD Women 

 
 
 

Anfeh 22/05/2019 FGD Unemployed Youth 
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Okaibeh 21/05/2019 FGD Fishing Households (Women) 
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Anfeh 21/05/2019 FGD Fishing Households (Women) 
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Okaibeh 21/05/2019 FGD Fishermen 
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Anfeh 21/05/2019 FGD Fishermen 
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Bebnin- Al Abdeh 22/05/2019 FGD Fishermen 
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Chekka 22/05/2019 FGD Fishermen 
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Byblos 23/05/2019 FGD Fishermen 
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Dbayeh 30/05/2019 FGD Fishermen 
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Safra 23/05/2019 FGD Farmers 
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Byblos 22/05/2019 FGD Anglers 
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Jounieh 23/05/2019 FGD Anglers 
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Dbayeh 30/05/2019 FGD Anglers 
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Photographs  X coordinate Y coordinate Name and 
Location 

Date 

 

34.357830 35.732422 FGD Fishermen, 
Anfeh 

21/05/2019 
 

 

34.357830 35.732422 FGD Fishing 
Household 
(women), Anfeh 

21/05/2019 
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Photographs  X coordinate Y coordinate Name and 
Location 

Date 

 

34.0571596 35.641514 FGD Fishing 
Household 
(Women), 
Okaibeh  

21/05/2019 
 

 

34.061951 35.645493 FGD Fisherman 
Coop, Okaibeh 

21/05/2019 
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Photographs  X coordinate Y coordinate Name and 
Location 

Date 

 

34.437546 35.839504 Administrative 
Building, Tripoli 
Municipality 

21/05/2019 

 

34.318291 35.728935 Administrative 
Building, Chekka 
Municipality 

21/05/2019 
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34.038620 35.640167 Administrative 
Building, Safra 
Municipality 

21/05/2019 

 

34.2541612 35.661148 Administrative 
Building, Batroun 
Municipality 

21/05/2019 
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Photographs  X coordinate Y coordinate Name and 
Location 

Date 

 

34.062107 35.645004 Administrative 
Building, Okaibeh 
Municipality 

21/05/2019 

 

34.503349 36.001225 FGD Fishermen, 
Abdeh 

22/05/2019 
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Location 

Date 

 

 

34.357838 35.732464 FGD Unemployed 
Youth, Anfeh 

22/05/2019 
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Photographs  X coordinate Y coordinate Name and 
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Date 

 

34.327736 35.722832 FGD Fishermen, 
Chekka 

22/05/2019 
 

 

34.120914 35.646854 FGD Anglers, 
Jbeil 

22/05/2019 
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Photographs  X coordinate Y coordinate Name and 
Location 

Date 

 

34.494186 35.991211 Administrative 
Building, Bebnine 
(Al Abdeh) 
Municipality 

22/05/2019 

 

34.148403 35.646324 Administrative 
Building, Amchit 
Municipality 

22/05/2019 

 

34.123814 35.652710 Administrative 
Building, Jbeil 
Municipality 

22/05/2019 
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34.120708 35.645187 FGD Fishermen, 
Jbeil 

23/05/2019 

 

35.120708 35.645187 FGD Women, 
Jbeil 

23/05/2019 
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Photographs  X coordinate Y coordinate Name and 
Location 
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34.030865 35.627857 FGD Farmers, 
Safra 

23/05/2019 

 

33.996292 35.646477 FGD Anglers, 
Jounieh 

23/05/2019 
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Photographs  X coordinate Y coordinate Name and 
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34.381798 35.811848 KII Seashell 
Collector, Chekka 

23/05/2019 

 

34.099304 35.652916 Administrative 
Building, Fidar 
Municipality 

23/05/2019 
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Photographs  X coordinate Y coordinate Name and 
Location 

Date 

 

33.997486 35.643551 Makhluf Sur Mer, 
Jounieh 

23/05/2019 
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Photographs  X coordinate Y coordinate Name and 
Location 

Date 

 

33.936810 35.594196 Administrative 
Building, Dbayeh 
Municipality  

23/05/2019 
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Photographs  X coordinate Y coordinate Name and 
Location 

Date 

 

33.959061 35.597813 Xtreme Diving 
Center (XDC), 
Dbayeh 

23/05/2019 

 

34.336487 35.734234 Salt Miners, 
Anfeh 

24/05/2019 
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Photographs  X coordinate Y coordinate Name and 
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34.305641 35.704407 Florida Beach 
Resort, Chekka 

27/05/2019 

 

34.033669 35.626549 Lebanese 
Association for 
Safety and 
Emergency, 
Batroun 

27/05/2019 
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Photographs  X coordinate Y coordinate Name and 
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33.927818 35.589855 Women in Front 
NGO, Dbayeh 

27/05/2019 

 

34.341373 35.736595 San Stephano 
Beach Resort, 
Batroun 

28/05/2019 
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Photographs  X coordinate Y coordinate Name and 
Location 
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33.943512 35.589985 Yacht and Boat 
Services, Dbayeh 

28/05/2019 

 

34.359425 35.732838 Administrative 
Building, Anfeh 
Municipality 

28/05/2019 
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Photographs  X coordinate Y coordinate Name and 
Location 

Date 

 

34.150093 35.627167 Chez Zakhia 
Restaurant, 
Amchit 

28/05/2019 

 

33.877964 35.515148 UNESCO World 
Heritage Site, 
Byblos 

29/05/2019 
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Photographs  X coordinate Y coordinate Name and 
Location 

Date 

 

34.2575532 35.657909 Fishermen’s 
Coop, Batroun 

29/05/2019 
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Photographs  X coordinate Y coordinate Name and 
Location 

Date 

 

34.227585 35.655247 Fishermen’s 
Coop, Kfaraabida 

29/05/2019 

 

33.943565 35.589909 FGD Fishermen, 
Dbayeh 

30/05/2019 
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Photographs  X coordinate Y coordinate Name and 
Location 

Date 

 

33.943565 35.589909 FGD Anglers, 
Dbayeh 

30/05/2019 
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Photographs  X coordinate Y coordinate Name and 
Location 

Date 

 

34.228214 35.655506 Informal 
Business- 
Seashell 
Collector, Al-
Mina (Tripoli) 

30/05/2019 
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Photographs  X coordinate Y coordinate Name and 
Location 

Date 

 

34.448853 35.807900 Development for 
People and 
Nature 
Association 
(DPNA), Al-Mina 
(Tripoli) 

30/05/2019 
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Location Name of location 

 

Photograph  GPS Coordinates 

Chekka 

Florida Beach Hotel and  

Resort (KII) 

 

34.3044154, 35.7055319 

Industry on the Coast 

 

34.202367, 35.435577 
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Batroun 

Mina Port in Batroun 

(FGD) 

 

34.257343, 35.657910 

Batroun Beach 

 

34.144730, 35.393932 
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Fishing Equipment 

 

34.15.2661, 35.392444 

Kfarabida 
Small Fishermen Mina in 

Kfaraabida (KII) 

 

34.227344, 35.654702 
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Anfeh Salt Production (KII) 

 

 

34.362428, 35.734301 

Dbayeh 
Xtreme Diving Center 

XDC Dbayeh (KII) 

 

33.958943, 35.597907 
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Safra 
Green houses- Small 

Farmers Safra (FGD) 

 

 

 

34.033153, 35.6277708 

Okaibeh Fishermen Port (FGD) 

 

34.05779, 35.6417528 
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Jounieh 

 

 

Makhlouf Sur Mer 

Restaurant (KII) 

 

33.997631, 35.6429968 

Aamchit 
Chez Zakhia Restaurant 

(KII) 

 

34.149999, 35.6264965 

Jbeil 
Jbeil Fortress - World 

Cultural Heritage site (KII) 

 

34.12017, 35.6454252 
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Byblos Byblos Harbour 

 

34.72032, 35,383382 

 

Al Abdeh 
 Fishermen Port in Abdeh 

(FGD) 

 

34.519097, 35.978689 

Tripoli 
Municipality of Tripoli 

(KII) 

 

 

34.43797, 35.8390635 
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Beirut Beirut Seafront 

 

GPS Coordinates 

unavailable  
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APPENDIX 6.1  
SCREENED OUT IMPACTS 

Screening 

This appendix presents reasons why the impacts were screened out from further assessment and 

is provided separately from the main impacts chapter text to aid in clarity. 

Activities 

Before listing impacts that have been screened out, it is important that the terms used in this 

document and the EIA chapter are linked to those in the SEA report so that it is clear where 

screening has taken place. 

Activities 

The Block 4 EIA has considered the activities listed in the SEA in more detail, and this has resulted 

in the number of activities in the Block 4 impact assessment being greater than the number in the 

SEA preliminary impacts matrix and in the Block 4 scoping report (these are effectively sub-

activities). Table A6.1 lists the activities identified in the SEA and the Block 4 scoping report with 

the equivalent activities that have been used in the Block 4 impact assessment. 
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Table A6.1: Correspondence table showing SEA, and scoping report activities for assessment, in comparison to actual activities assessed 

SEA activity Scoping report activity Block 4 EIA activity 

Mobilisation and 
positioning in place of 
drilling ship/mooring 

Drill ship MAE 01 and MAS01: 

MODU mobilisation, installation, plug and abandonment and demobilisation Semi-submersible platform 

Drilling rig operation 

Single well drilling  

Multiple wells drilling 

MAE 02: Drilling of riserless top hole sections – discharge of cuttings and WBDFs 

MAS 02: MODU operations  

MAS 03: Support activities (movement of support vessels) 

MAE 05: Cementing discharges during drilling 

MAE 06: Pipe dope discharges during drilling 

MAE 07: BOP testing discharges during drilling 

MAE 17: Well test of possible future appraisal well 

MAE 19: Underwater noise from MODU and support/supply vessel operations 

MAE 20: Light spill from MODU 

MAE 22: Logging using radioactive sealed sources (also applicable to onshore 
storage and transport of radioactive sealed sources) 

Physical presence of the MODU 

MAE 01: MODU mobilisation, installation, plug and abandonment and demobilisation 

MAS 02: MODU operations  

MAE 20: Light spill from MODU 

Power generation (noise and air 
emissions) 

MAE 16: MODU and support/supply vessel power generation resulting in air 
emissions 

Discharge of drill cuttings and 
fluids/onshore disposal 

MAS 03: Support activities (movement of support vessels) 

OAS 01: Logistic base operations 

OAS 02: Transport of materials to/from the logistics base  

OAE 04: Logistics base operation – waste management 

Discharge of drill cuttings and 
fluids/cuttings re-injection 

Not part of the project. 

Discharge of water-based drill 
cuttings and fluids to sea 

MAS 02: MODU operations 

MAE 02: Drilling of riserless top hole sections – discharge of cuttings and WBDFs 
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SEA activity Scoping report activity Block 4 EIA activity 

MAE 03: Drilling of lower well sections using HPWBDF – discharge of cuttings and 
fluids 

Discharge of oil/synthetic-based 
drill cuttings and fluids to sea 

Not part of the project 

Discharge of drill cuttings and 
fluids/export of waste 

MAS 03: Support activities (movement of support vessels) 

MAE 04: Drilling of lower well sections using synthetic NADFs – ship to shore of 
cuttings 

Other effluent discharges 
(including routine vessel 
discharges and waste) 

MAS 02: MODU operations 

MAS 03: Support activities (movement of support vessels) 

MAE 05: Cementing discharges during drilling 

MAE 08: Discharge of sanitary waste from MODU and support/supply vessels 

MAE 09: Discharge of food waste from MODU and support/supply vessels (in the 
case of B4-1 well no discharge) 

MAE 10: Desalination unit discharges from MODU 

MAE 11: Discharge of drainage water (deck drainage, fire water, bilge water and slop 
water) from MODU and support/supply vessels 

MAE 12: Uplift and discharge of cooling water from MODU 

MAE 13: Discharge of ballast from MODU and support/supply vessels 

MAE 14: Generation of solid waste on MODU and support/supply vessels 

MAE 15: Operation of incinerator onboard MODU 

Drilling and VSP (underwater 
noise) 

MAS 02: MODU operations 

MAS 03: Support activities (movement of support vessels) 

MAE 18: Underwater noise from vertical seismic profile (VSP) activities 

MAE 19: Underwater noise from MODU and support/supply vessel operations 

Well plugging and abandonment 
MAE 01 and MAS01: MODU mobilisation, installation, plug and abandonment and 
demobilisation 

Chemicals storage offshore MAE 21: Chemicals transfer and storage 

Chemicals storage onshore 
OAE 05: Logistics base operation – chemicals management 

OAS 01: Logistic base operations 
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SEA activity Scoping report activity Block 4 EIA activity 

Chemicals transportation by sea 

MAS 03: Support activities (movement of support vessels) 

MAE 16: MODU and support/supply vessel power generation resulting in air 
emissions 

MAE 19: Underwater noise from MODU and support/supply vessel operations 

MAE 21: Chemicals transfer and storage 

Chemicals transportation by land 

OAS 01: Logistic base operations  

OAS 02: Transport of materials to/from the logistics base 

OAE 05: Logistics base operation – chemicals management 

Support activities 

Movement of support vessels 

MAE 16: MODU and support/supply vessel power generation resulting in air 
emissions 

MAS 03: Support activities (movement of support vessels) 

MAE 08: Discharge of sanitary waste from MODU and support/supply vessels 

MAE 09: Discharge of food waste from MODU and support/supply vessels (in the 
case of B4-1 well no discharge) 

MAE 12: Uplift and discharge of cooling water from MODU 

MAE 13: Discharge of ballast from MODU and support/supply vessels 

MAE 14: Generation of solid waste on MODU and support/supply vessels  

MAE 19: Underwater noise from MODU and support/supply vessel operations 

Helicopter transfers 

OAE 06: and OAS 03: Helicopter transfers to Beirut International Airport 

MAE 16: MODU and support/supply vessel power generation resulting in air 
emissions 

Onshore support facilities / 
provision of supplies 

OAS 01: Logistics base operation 

OAE 01: Logistics base operation – emissions to air 

OAE 02: Logistics base operation – discharge of drainage water  

OAS 02: Transport of materials to/from the logistics base 

OAE 03: Logistics base operation – noise generation 

OAE 04: Logistics base operation – waste management  
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SEA activity Scoping report activity Block 4 EIA activity 

Accidental events 

Gas blow out 
AE 05: Shallow gas blowout, release of gas into water column 

AE 06: Blowout– release of condensate and gas 

Oil spill 

AE 06: Blowout – release of condensate and gas 

AE10: Loss of rig stability (rig capsize) due to severe metocean conditions with 
release of fuel inventory 

AE11: Earthquake resulting in loss of well integrity and release of hydrocarbons to sea 

Spills of fuel and chemicals at sea 

AE 02: Loss of chemical containment onboard MODU 

AE 04: Riser rupture, release of drilling fluid to sea 

AE 07: Collision of third-party ship with MODU – release of third-party fuel inventory, 
possible damage to MODU and riser 

AE 08: Helicopter crash on MODU deck – release of aviation fuel to sea 

AE 09: Loss of containment during offshore materials transfer to MODU – release of 
drilling fluids or marine diesel to sea 

AE 10: Loss of rig stability (rig capsize) due to severe metocean conditions with 
release of fuel inventory 

AE 11: Earthquake resulting in loss of well integrity and release of hydrocarbons to 
sea 

Collisions/transportation and 
storage accidents onshore 

AE 12: Loss of containment during materials transfer to supply vessels at logistics 
base quay side – release of drilling fluids/diesel to sea 

Waste transfer outside of the logistics base will be under a separate waste contract 
and related accidental risk beyond the base will be mitigated under that contract. 

Loss of stability 

AE 10: Loss of rig stability (rig capsize) due to severe metocean conditions with 
release of fuel inventory  

AE 11: Earthquake resulting in loss of well integrity and release of hydrocarbons to 
sea 

 NA 

AE 01: Dropped Object from MODU (lifting) 

AE 03: Radioactive source lost in hole 

AE 08: Helicopter crash on MODU deck – release of aviation fuel to sea 

AE 11: Earthquake resulting in loss of well integrity and release of hydrocarbons to 
sea  
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Receptors 

In addition to the changes identified above for the activities, the Block 4 impact assessment has 

also used some different receptor names to those which were included in the SEA and scoping 

report. Table A6.2 presents the terms used in the scoping report with the equivalent term used in 

the EIA, where they differ. Where receptor titles include different sub-receptors, Table A6.2 also 

presents such changes. 

Table A6.2: Naming convention of receptors 

Scoping term EIA term 

Above-water noise NA offshore, onshore moved to public health 

Underwater noise NA 

Subsurface aquifers NA 

Phyto- and zoo benthos Benthos 

Nekton Fish 

Phyto- and zooplankton Plankton 

Terrestrial ecology and coastal habitats Coastal habitats 

Terrestrial ecology 

Social conditions Social conditions (security/safety) 

Crime and conflict NA 

General economy/ industry/energy General economy 

Public health and safety Public health 

Landscape and visual amenity Included under tourism 

 

The following receptors listed in the scoping report have not been considered in this EIA, or have 

been or combined with a different receptor: 

• above water noise (apart from helicopter noise) 

• underwater noise 

• subsurface aquifers 

• landscape and visual amenity 

• crime and conflict. 

Screening of receptors 

Having completed the above reviews to understand how the Block 4 EIA aligns with the SEA, the 

following section lists which of the receptors were not considered in the EIA and gives the reason.  

Above-water noise  

There are no potential impacts of above-water noise offshore for the environment or society. 

Therefore, any impacts identified in the scoping report preliminary matrix for above-water noise 
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have been screened out from consideration in the EIA. This includes impacts that were identified 

in the preliminary matrix under the following activities: 

• drillship 

• semi-submersible platform 

• single well drilling  

• multiple wells drilling 

• power generation (noise and air emissions). 

Movement of support vessels is not assessed, as the port and airport have existing traffic levels 

and no additional potential impact to airborne noise is considered from the low levels of additional 

vessel and related to the Block 4 exploration drilling campaign. There may be noise from helicopter 

operations, which is assessed under OAE 06. However, there are no additional impacts of 

helicopter noise from the low numbers of additional flights.  

Where airborne noise (such as from the generators and mixing plant), might have an impact 

onshore, it is assessed under public health. 

Underwater noise 

Underwater noise is not assessed as a receptor in this impact assessment as underwater noise in 

itself is not considered a receptor. Underwater noise is considered in relation to its impact on 

marine mammals, turtles and fish in Section 6.1.3.13. 

Subsurface aquifers  

The main concern for such aquifers is the impact of waste. However, any waste disposal activities 

by TEP Liban’s drilling or logistics base contractors will be carried out at facilities that are already 

appropriately licensed to receive such waste and will not be expanded to accommodate the 

project’s waste. 

Disposal of waste to such sites will be within the normal site operations for these facilities and 

appropriate licensing should have accommodated any risk to aquifers. 

Landscape and visual amenity 

The exploration drilling programme will be relatively short for each well and, owing to the distance 

offshore to the well sites, the MODU will not be prominent on the horizon from the shoreline. 

Landscape and visual amenity are described in Chapter 5 Baseline (Section 5.3.3) and considered 

to have negligible sensitivity. Given that some tourism activities may rely on the visual amenity, 

landscape and visual amenity have been considered under the tourism receptor, where this is 

appropriate. 

Crime and conflict 

In the SEA, there are no impacts identified to crime or conflict for exploration drilling, although 

crime was included in the scoping report. The receptor initially identified included security risks 

during offshore operations and impact on social conditions (security) involving project support 

vessels travelling between the drill well and the Port of Beirut. It was screened out, as the project 

support vessels will not travel outside Lebanon national waters and the Port of Beirut is mainly a 

commercial port with little passenger-receiving capacities. The relatively small scale and short-

term nature of the project (60 days) indicate that there are no expected impacts on crime and 

conflict.  
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Screening of activities 

In the same way that entire columns for receptors can be screened out if they are not present, it is 

also possible to screen out entire activity rows from the matrix if the activity will not take place. 

Accordingly, the following two activities that were included in the scoping report and SEA are not 

assessed in EIA:  

• discharge of drill cuttings and fluids/cuttings reinjection 

• discharge of oil/synthetic-based drill cuttings and fluids to sea. 

Reinjection of cuttings and fluids is a technique which can take place only when other wells exist 

and can be used for re-injection (in a development project rather than during exploration drilling). 

This is not the case in Block 4.  

Discharge of oil/synthetic-based drill cuttings and fluids to sea is not allowed under the SEA 

requirements, therefore it is not part of the Block 4 scope. 

Transfer of waste between the logistics base and disposal site in Lebanon is the responsibility of 

the waste contractor, thus impacts relating to waste transfer, such as potential vehicle collisions, 

are not covered in this EIA. However, vehicles transporting hazardous wastes will have appropriate 

certification and licences, and the contractor will have a waste management plan in line with that 

discussed in Chapter 8, section 8.6.1 (Waste Management Plan). With this plan in place, the 

detailed impact assessment of waste transfer activities is not required.  

These activities have therefore been removed from further assessment in the chapter (“screened 

out”). 
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Table A6.3: Scoping Report Impact identification matrix – exploration phase, compared with EIA. Included in scope (and assessed in Chapter 6) 
represented by an X, screened out is a S. 
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Notes: * underwater noise is not assessed as a receptor in itself, impacts of underwater noise are assessed on various other receptors (marine mammals, turtles and fish). 
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Impacts now considered under different activities 

The impacts from “plugging and abandoning” the well following the completion of drilling are not 

dissimilar to those considered under “drill rig mobilisation, installation and demobilisation” and are 

therefore included in the same activity category in the EIA chapter.  

Additionally, impacts on seabirds from single well, multiple well drilling and physical presence of 

the MODU can be found under Light spill from MODU (MAE 20). 

Individual impacts screened out 

The above text has explained the links between the terms used in the SEA and EIA for activities 

and receptors and has identified whole activities or receptors that have been screened out of the 

assessment for various reasons. The table above shows the individual impacts that are screened 

out from the scoping report, justifications for screening out impacts from the SEA to the scoping 

stage is included in the scoping report. The following sections review, by activity, which impacts 

that were identified in the preliminary impacts matrix have been screened out of the Block 4 impact 

assessment, and the reasons for each screened out impact. 

Environmental receptors 

All impacts from the scoping report are covered in the EIA for 

• water quality 

• fish 

• plankton 

• seabirds 

• cetaceans, turtles and seals. 

Seabirds 

Impacts from a shallow gas blowout on seabirds are not expected. It is assumed that a shallow 

gas release would result in relatively low volumes of gas being released in a small geographic 

area, where the MODU is located, and that effects in such a limited area would not affect seabirds. 

Impacts from a release of condensate are discussed in Chapter 6 – Impact Assessment.  

Sensitive marine habitats 

There are no residual impacts identified for sensitive marine habitats from other effluent discharges 

(including routine vessel discharges and waste) but features of these sensitive habitats are 

assessed such as seabirds, benthos and seals.  

Terrestrial ecology and coastal habitats 

There is no impact assessed for discharge of drill cuttings and fluids/onshore disposal. This is 

because the Project will contract a licenced waste contractor who will be responsible for removal 

of waste from the logistics base and disposing of it to a licenced site. Waste disposal falls outside 

the scope of this EIA. However, the waste contractor will have a waste management plan that falls 

in line with the waste management plan described in Chapter 8.  
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Furthermore, there are no potential impacts movement of support vessels during routine 

operations in regard to terrestrial and coastal habitats that are not discussed in other sections, 

such as ‘other effluent discharges (including routine vessel discharges and waste)’. 

Social receptors 

All impacts covered in the scoping are covered for this EIA for 

• archaeological and cultural resources 

• infrastructure 

• education and training 

• general economy 

• fisheries 

• shipping 

• tourism. 

Social conditions 

Social conditions were not assessed explicitly in reference to the single and multiple well drilling, 

or the movement of support vessels as safety and security is outside the scope of this EIA, although 

normal drilling operations include a mandatory 500 m safety zone around MODU, and a support 

vessel patrolling this area to ensure safety and security (see MAS 02: shipping). 

Public health  

Impacts to public health were not assessed for the offshore routine activities of the drilling rig 

operations, including mobilisation and positioning of the MODU and movement of support vessels. 

This was because the potential residual impacts on air quality were negligible from these activities 

and above water noise impacts were not assessed. Therefore, there are no potential impacts on 

public health from a decrease in air quality or increase in noise emissions. Also, as residual impacts 

to fisheries from a reduction in water quality are not anticipated (MAS 02: fisheries), no potential 

impact to public health through fish was assessed.  

Accidental impacts  

Air quality and climate change 

Accidental impacts are not expected to have a significant impact on air quality and climate change 

and therefore spills of fuel and chemicals at sea affecting air quality or climate change has been 

screened out. 

Sediment quality/composition and benthos 

Sediment quality/composition and benthos is not assessed as a receptor for a gas blowout and oil 

spill because the condensate is not considered to have a potential impact on the seabed and will 

move to the surface and/or volatilise. The well is being drilled for natural gas and not oil, however 

there is potential for condensate mixed in with gas in the well. This condensate is very light (lighter 

than water) and would rise to the surface, creating a thin sheen, from which it would volatilise. 

None of the modelling shows that the condensate will descend onto the seabed.  
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Underwater noise  

Underwater noise is not specifically assessed for a gas blowout, as it would be the cause of an 

impact to other receptors (see reasoning for not including underwater noise as a receptor overall). 

The noise from a gas blowout would be instantaneous, unpredictable and unavoidable should such 

an accident occur. The mitigation measures in place to reduce the likelihood of a blowout will help 

avoid this event and underwater noise having a resulting impact on marine mammals, fish and 

turtles in the AOI. 
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Table A1: Bonn Agreement Colour Code classification 

Code Description 
Layer thickness 
(µm) 

Litres per km2 

1 Sheen (silver / grey) 0.04 – 0.3 40 – 300 

2 Rainbow 0.3 – 5.0 300 – 5000 

3 Metallic 5 – 50 5000 – 50,000 

4 Discontinuous true oil colour 50 – 200 50,000 – 200,000 

5 Continuous true oil colour > 200 > 200,000 
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UID
ESIA Section 

References (Aspect 
Codes)

Project Phases / Activity 
/ Aspect Receptors Mitigation Responsible Party (for 

implementation)

Project Documentation 
(environmental and social 

management plan, standards, 
ESMP matrix, etc)

Operation of a 
grievance 

procedure/mech
anism

Incident 
reporting and 
investigation

Audits by the 
contractor

Performance 
monitoring

BIO-2 MAE18 Underwater noise from 
vertical seismic profile 
(VSP) activities

Nekton (fish); Cetaceans, 
turtles and seals

Use of soft start procedures for VSP airguns.
Drilling and Acquisition Contractor Environmental Standard

Y

BIO-3 MAE18 Underwater noise from 
vertical seismic profile 
(VSP) activities

Nekton (fish); Cetaceans, 
turtles and seals

Use of trained MMOs during VSP operations for monitoring of 
mitigation exclusion zone (radius 500 m) and delay in start-up of 
airguns if cetaceans (or turtles) observed within zone.

Drilling and Acquisition Contractor Environmental Standard
Y

BIO-4 MAE18 Underwater noise from 
vertical seismic profile 
(VSP) activities

Nekton (fish); Cetaceans, 
turtles and seals

Use of PAM devices for cetacean detection prior to VSP operations 
during hours of darkness / reduced visibility. Drilling and Acquisition Contractor Environmental Standard

Y

BIO-5 MAE01; MAS01; 
MAS02

MODU mobilisation, 
installation, plug and 
abandonment and 
demobilisation; MODU 
operations

Seabed quality / 
composition; Benthos; 
Sensitive seabed 
habitats; Water quality, 
air quality, UW noise; 
Archaeological and 
cultural resources

If a semi-submersible is selected impacts will be minimised by ROV 
survey of the seabed to select optimum anchor positions that avoid 
sensitive seabed features.

TEP Liban; 

Drill Site Assessment

Y

CH-1 MAS02 MODU operations  Archaeological and 
cultural resources

Avoid existing known cultural heritage and archaeological sites and 
comply with their protection regimes according to regulatory 
requirements (Antiquities System Decision 166/1933 and Cultural 
properties Law 37/2008

TEP Liban; Social Management Plan Y

CH-2 MAS02 MODU operations  Fisheries; Archaeological 
and cultural resources; 
Benthos; Archaeological 
and cultural resources

Predrill wellsite assessments will be completed to provide high-
resolution bathymetric and 3D/2D seismic data to identify seabed 
geohazards, habitat and, detect archaeological sites previously not 
detected; to inform avoidance measures and a wellsite free of 
geohazards. 

TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor; Drill Site Assessment; Company 
Rules

Y

CM-1 MAE02; MAE03; 
MAS02

Drilling of riserless top 
hole sections - discharge 
of cuttings and WBDFs; 
Drilling of lower well 
sections using HPWBDF - 
discharge of cuttings and 
fluids; MODU operations  

Seabed quality / 
composition; Benthos; 
Sensitive seabed 
habitats; Nekton (fish); 
Water quality; Plankton; 
Cetaceans, turtles and 
seals; Fisheries

Barite will meet heavy metals concentration standards i.e. mercury 
<1 mg/kg and cadmium <3 mg/kg dry weight (total). 

TEP Liban; Drilling Fluids 
Contractor

Scope of Work; Chemical 
Management Procedure

Y

CM-2 MAE02; MAE03; 
MAE05; MAS02; AE2; 
AE4; AE9; AE12.

Drilling of riserless top 
hole sections - discharge 
of cuttings and WBDFs; 
Drilling of lower well 
sections using HPWBDF - 
discharge of cuttings and 
fluids; Cementing 
discharges during drilling; 
MODU operations; Loss 
of chemical containment 
onboard MODU; Riser 
rupture, release of drilling 
fluid to sea; Loss of 
containment during 
offshore materials transfer 
to MODU – release of 
drilling fluids or marine 
diesel to sea; Loss of 
containment during 
materials transfer to 
supply vessels at logistics 
base quay side – release 
of drilling fluids / diesel to 
sea.

Sediment quality / 
composition; Water 
quality; Benthos; 
Plankton; Fish; Fisheries; 
Seabed quality / 
composition; Benthos; 
Fisheries

Majority of chemicals proposed are HQ Band Gold; OCNS Group E; 
or PLONOR and; have characteristics of: lowest toxicity, lowest 
bioaccumulation potential and highest biodegradation. The only 
exception is BORE-HIB (OCNS Group D) which is used in small 
quantities.

TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel Contractor; Logistics 
Base Contractor; Fluids Contractor; 
Drilling and Acquisition Contractor

Scope of Work; Contracts; 
Chemicals Management Plan; 
Company Rules

Y

CM-3 MAE21 Chemicals transfer and 
storage

None providing chemicals 
managed properly

All chemicals will be packaged according to manufacturer’s 
instructions.

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Chemicals Management Plan; 
Company Rules

Y

CM-4 MAE21 Chemicals transfer and 
storage

None providing chemicals 
managed properly

Labelling will comply with regulatory requirements in terms of format 
and composition. TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor; 

Supply Vessel Contractor; Logistics 
Base Contractor; Fluids Contractor; 
Drilling and Acquisition Contractor

Chemicals Management Plan

Y

CM-5 MAE21 Chemicals transfer and 
storage

None providing chemicals 
managed properly

Chemical products that are required at the MODU (and haven’t been 
pre-mixed onshore) will be packed into mini containers, or open 
cargo carrying units (CCUs), that are certified and appropriately 
colour coded for safe transfer from jetty to supply vessel and supply 
vessel to MODU 

TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel Contractor; Logistics 
Base Contractor; Fluids Contractor; 
Drilling and Acquisition Contractor

Chemicals Management Plan

Y
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CM-6 MAE21 Chemicals transfer and 
storage

None providing chemicals 
managed properly

MSDS will be present onboard the supply boat during transfer and 
on the MODU. TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor; 

Supply Vessel Contractor; Logistics 
Base Contractor; Fluids Contractor; 
Drilling and Acquisition Contractor

Chemicals Management Plan

Y

CM-7 MAE21 Chemicals transfer and 
storage

None providing chemicals 
managed properly

All personnel involved in the transfer and handling or all personnel 
who might be exposed to hazardous chemicals will be trained on the 
potential hazards involved.

TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel Contractor; Logistics 
Base Contractor; Fluids Contractor; 
Drilling and Acquisition Contractor

Chemicals Management Plan

Y

CM-8 MAE21; OAE05; AE2 Chemicals transfer and 
storage; Logistics base 
operation – chemicals 
management;  Loss of 
chemical containment 
onboard MODU

None providing chemicals 
managed properly

Chemicals will be stored separately according to their potential 
hazard and compatibility. Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 

Contractor; Logistics Base 
Contractor; 

Chemicals Management Plan

Y

CM-9 MAE21 Chemicals transfer and 
storage

None providing chemicals 
managed properly

A full register of all chemicals inventory and consumption records 
shall be maintained on each site. 

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; Logistics Base 
Contractor

Chemicals Management Plan
Y

CM-10 AE2 Loss of chemical 
containment onboard 
MODU

Sediment quality / 
composition; Water 
quality; Benthos; 
Plankton; Fish; Fisheries

Chemical storage onboard the MODU will be restricted.
Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; Logistics Base 
Contractor

Handling and Storage of 
Hazardous Materials; Rig 
Environmental Aspects and 
Impacts Register

Y

CM-11 AE3 Radioactive source lost in 
hole 

Sediment quality / 
composition

Only sealed radioactive sources used. Drilling Contractor Contractor's Radiation Standard; 
Company Rules; Scope of Work

Y

DC-1 MAE01; MAS01; 
MAS02

MODU mobilisation, 
installation, plug and 
abandonment and 
demobilisation; MODU 
operations  

Seabed quality / 
composition; Benthos; 
Sensitive seabed 
habitats; Water quality, 
air quality, UW noise; 
Archaeological and 
cultural resources

A plugging and abandonment programme will be submitted to 
respective authorities as part of the Advanced Drilling Plan (ADP) 
before drilling begins.  

TEP Liban; Advanced Drilling Plan

Y

HSS-1 OAS02 Transport of materials to / 
from the logistics base 
(vessel and vehicle 
activity)

Social Conditions (Road 
safety and congestion)

Speed restrictions will always be adhered to, these will be defined in 
a driving and transportation policy. Speed limits around Logistics 
Base will be 20 km/hour. TEP Liban; Logistics Base 

Contractor; 
Social Management Plan; 
Logistics Base Contract

Y

HSS-2 OAS02 Transport of materials to / 
from the logistics base 
(vessel and vehicle 
activity)

Infrastructure (Road 
network)

A vehicle movement plan will be developed and implemented at the 
logistics base

TEP Liban; Logistics Base 
Contractor; 

Social Management Plan; 
Logistics Base Contract

Y

HSS-3 OAS02 Transport of materials to / 
from the logistics base 
(vessel and vehicle 
activity)

Infrastructure (Road 
network)

Logistics contractor shall comply with driving and transportation 
policy requirements under the contract including speed limits and  
slow speeds when crossing villages etc. TEP Liban; Logistics Base 

Contractor; 
Social Management Plan; 
Logistics Base Contract

Y

HSS-4 AE1 Dropped Object from 
MODU (lifting)

Sediment quality/ 
composition; Benthos

Lifting equipment and cranes will be certified and be subject to a 
preventative maintenance programme.

TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor Bridging Document; Scope of 
Work

Y

HSS-5 AE1 Dropped Object from 
MODU (lifting)

Sediment quality/ 
composition; Benthos

Crane operators will be certified. TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor Bridging Document; Scope of 
Work

Y

HSS-6 AE1 Dropped Object from 
MODU (lifting)

Sediment quality/ 
composition; Benthos

Lifting will be carried out in accordance with HSE bridging document 
agreed between Total E&P Liban and the drilling contractor. TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor Bridging Document; Scope of 

Work

Y

HSS-7 AE5 Shallow gas blowout, 
release of gas into water 
column during riserless 
operations

Air quality; Water quality; 
Sediment quality / 
composition; Benthos; 
Plankton; Fish; Fisheries; 
Shipping

First two sections of well will be drilled riserless. If shallow gas 
encountered, it will be released at seabed with no impact on MODU.

TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor Drill Site Assessment

HSS-8 AE7 Collision of third party 
ship with MODU – release 
of third party fuel 
inventory, possible 
damage to MODU and 
riser

Water quality; Plankton; 
Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & 
seals; Sensitive marine 
habitats (offshore); 
Fisheries; Shipping

Support vessel will be at well site providing security and safety (fire 
fighting, etc) and will alert any vessels on a collision course.

TEP Liban; Supply Vessel 
Contractor Scope of Work

Y

HSS-9 AE7 Collision of third party 
ship with MODU – release 
of third party fuel 
inventory, possible 
damage to MODU and 
riser

Water quality; Plankton; 
Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & 
seals; Sensitive marine 
habitats (offshore); 
Fisheries; Shipping

There will be 24/7 radio communications and watches.

TEP Liban; Supply Vessel 
Contractor Scope of Work

Y

HSS-10 AE8 Helicopter crash on 
MODU deck – release of 
aviation fuel to sea 

Water quality; Plankton Selection procedure in place for certified helicopter contractor, and 
flying crew will be certified. TEP Liban; Helicopter Contractor; Company Rules; Scope of Work

Y
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HSS-11 AE8 Helicopter crash on 
MODU deck – release of 
aviation fuel to sea 

Water quality; Plankton Helicopters will only operate within their weather limits and during 
daylight hours (except in case of MEDEVAC which is not restricted 
to daylight flights).

TEP Liban; Helicopter Contractor; Company Rules; Scope of Work
Y

HSS-12 AE10 Loss of rig stability (rig 
capsize) with release of 
fuel inventory 

Water quality; Plankton; 
Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & 
seals; Sensitive marine 
habitats (offshore); 
Coastal habitats; 
Fisheries; Shipping; 
Tourism; Public health; 
Social conditions; 
General economy / 
industry; Infrastructure; 
Archaeological and 
cultural resources

Marine crew will be certified.

Drilling Contractor HSE Training Plan

Y

HSS-13 OAS01 Logistics base operations Social Conditions 
(Security)

The logistics base operator will cooperate with General Security of 
the Port and regularly assess security risks through Security Plan as 
required under their contractual conditions with TEP Liban.

TEP Liban; Logistics Base 
Contractor; Logistics Base Contract

HSS-14 AE10 Loss of rig stability (rig 
capsize) with release of 
fuel inventory 

Water quality; Plankton; 
Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & 
seals; Sensitive marine 
habitats (offshore); 
Coastal habitats; 
Fisheries; Shipping; 
Tourism; Public health; 
Social conditions; 
General economy / 
industry; Infrastructure; 
Archaeological and 
cultural resources

MODU will only operate within weather limit.

TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor; Riser Analysis; Rig Specifications; 
Bridging Document

Y

HSS-15 MAS01 MODU mobilisation, 
installation, plug and 
abandonment and 
demobilisation

Shipping Ensure sea users are aware of drilling programme activities and 
presence of safety zone during mobilisation and demobilisation 
through a Notice to Mariners (The schedule of activities will be 
communicated to the Ministry of Public Works and Transport and the 
Lebanese Navy via the Lebanese Armed Forces (LAF) that issues 
information and instructions to mariners pertaining to shipping 
hazards and safety zones).

TEP Liban; Social Management Plan Y

HSS-16 OAS01 Logistics base operation Tourism Logistics base operator will be selected based on strict HSE criteria 
compliant with international regulations for oil and gas activities and 
applicable TOTAL E&P rules.

TEP Liban;

Company Rules; Scope of Work

MR-1 MAE01; MAS01; 
MAS02; AE1

MODU mobilisation, 
installation, plug and 
abandonment and 
demobilisation; Drilling of 
riserless top hole sections 
- discharge of cuttings 
and WBDFs; MODU 
operations; Dropped 
Object from MODU 
(lifting).

Seabed quality / 
composition;
Benthos; Sensitive 
seabed habitats; Water 
quality; air quality, UW 
noise; Archaeological and 
cultural resources

ROV survey will be conducted after drilling operations are complete 
to provide status of the seafloor condition around the wellsite.

TEP Liban Advanced Drilling Plan

Y Y

MR-2 MAE04; MAE16; 
MAE17

Drilling of lower well 
sections using synthetic 
NADFs - ship to shore of 
cuttings; MODU and 
support / supply vessel / 
helicopter transfer  plant 
operation resulting in air 
emissions; Well test of 
possible future appraisal 
well.

Air quality; Climate 
change

Air emissions data (including GHG information) emissions data will 
be submitted to the MoE.

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; Logistics Base 
Contractor

Pollution Prevention and 
Environmental Monitoring Plan

Y Y

MR-3 MAE18 Underwater noise from 
vertical seismic profile 
(VSP) activities

Nekton (fish); Cetaceans, 
turtles and seals

Reporting of marine mammal monitoring results and findings of real-
time mitigation to ACCOBAMS. TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor; 

Pollution Prevention and 
Environmental Monitoring Plan

Y Y

MR-4 MAE22 Logging using radioactive 
sealed sources (also 
applicable to onshore 
storage and transport of 
radioactive sealed 
sources)

None under normal 
operations

Radioactive sources will be managed in line with international 
regulations.

Drilling and Acquisition Contractor Contractor's Radiation Standard; 
Company Rules; Scope of Work

Y Y

MR-5 OAE01 Logistics base operation - 
emissions to air

Air quality; Climate 
change

Logistics base operator will monitor consumption of fuel in order to 
calculate air emission quantities.

TEP Liban; Logistics Base 
Contractor Logistics Base Contract Y Y
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MR-6 OAE04 Logistics base operation – 
waste management

None providing waste 
managed properly

The logistics base contractor will ensure vehicles transporting 
hazardous wastes from site have appropriate certification / licence to 
transport wastes of the particular carried waste codes (R). 

Logistics Base Contractor; Waste Management Plan; IMDG

Y Y

MR-7 OAE04 Logistics base operation – 
waste management

None providing waste 
managed properly

Waste Transfer Notes signed by all parties will be sent to TEP Liban 
by logistics base contractor and copies retained on site.

Logistics Base Contractor; Waste Management ; Logistics 
Base Contract

Y Y

MR-8 OAE05 Logistics base operation – 
chemicals management

None providing chemicals 
managed properly

A certified fire fighting and fire alarm system will be installed at the 
Logistics base chemical storage areas, with remote alarm control 
installed in the offices.

Logistics Base Contractor; Logistics Base Contract; HSE 
Plan

Y Y

MR-9 OAE05 Logistics base operation – 
chemicals management

None providing chemicals 
managed properly

Logistics base contractor will keep and maintain a register of 
dangerous and hazardous goods stored on location along with 
relevant copies of MSDS (Material Safety Data Sheets) and 
dangerous goods (DG) declarations.

Logistics Base Contractor; Chemical Management Plan; 
Logistics Base Contract

Y Y

MR-10 AE4 Riser rupture, release of 
drilling fluid to sea

Sediment quality / 
composition; Water 
quality; Benthos; 
Plankton; Fish; Fisheries

Riser fatigue analysis will be carried out and riser joints fully 
inspected and changed if necessary.

Drilling Contractor Riser Analysis

Y Y

MR-11 AE4; AE10 Riser rupture, release of 
drilling fluid to sea; Loss 
of rig stability (rig capsize) 
with release of fuel 
inventory 

Sediment quality / 
composition; Water 
quality; Benthos; 
Plankton; Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & 
seals; Sensitive marine 
habitats (offshore); 
Coastal habitats; 
Fisheries; Shipping; 
Tourism; Public health; 
Social conditions; 
General economy / 
industry; Infrastructure; 
Archaeological and 
cultural resources

Daily metocean and weather forecast will be assessed during 
operations.

Drilling Contractor Riser Analysis

Y Y

MR-12 AE4; AE6 Riser rupture, release of 
drilling fluid to sea; 
Blowout – release of 
condensate and gas

Sediment quality / 
composition; Water 
quality; Benthos; 
Plankton; Fish; Fisheries; 
Air quality; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & 
seals; Coastal habitats; 
Fisheries; Shipping; 
Tourism; 
Public Health; Social 
conditions; General 
economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; 
Archaeology and cultural 
resources

Rig acceptance audit will be carried out.

TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor; Rig contract

Y Y

MR-13 AE5 Shallow gas blowout, 
release of gas into water 
column during riserless 
operations

Air quality; Water quality; 
Sediment quality / 
composition; Benthos; 
Plankton; Fish; Fisheries; 
Shipping

ROV monitoring will be carried out during riserless operations.

TEP Liban; ROV Contractor; Drilling Program

Y Y

MR-14 AE6 Blowout – release of 
condensate and gas

Air quality; Water quality; 
Plankton; Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & 
seals; Coastal habitats; 
Fisheries; Shipping; 
Tourism; 
Public Health; Social 
conditions; General 
economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; 
Archaeology and cultural 
resources

Pore pressure will be closely monitored (flow checks).

TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor; Drilling Program; Company Rules

Y Y

MR-15 AE6 Blowout – release of 
condensate and gas

Air quality; Water quality; 
Plankton; Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & 
seals; Coastal habitats; 
Fisheries; Shipping; 
Tourism; 
Public Health; Social 
conditions; General 
economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; 
Archaeology and cultural 
resources

Integrity of cementing operations will be checked.

TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor; Drilling Program; Company Rules

Y Y
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MR-16 AE6 Blowout – release of 
condensate and gas

Air quality; Water quality; 
Plankton; Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & 
seals; Coastal habitats; 
Fisheries; Shipping; 
Tourism; 
Public Health; Social 
conditions; General 
economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; 
Archaeology and cultural 
resources

BOP and well control equipment testing will be conducted.

TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor; Drilling Program; Company Rules

Y Y

MR-17 AE6 Blowout – release of 
condensate and gas

Air quality; Water quality; 
Plankton; Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & 
seals; Coastal habitats; 
Fisheries; Shipping; 
Tourism; 
Public Health; Social 
conditions; General 
economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; 
Archaeology and cultural 
resources

All spills in Lebanese waters will be reported to the Joint Maritime 
Operations Chamber (JMOC). 

TEP Liban Oil Spill Contingency Plan

Y Y Y

MR-18 AE6 Blowout – release of 
condensate and gas

Air quality; Water quality; 
Plankton; Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & 
seals; Coastal habitats; 
Fisheries; Shipping; 
Tourism; 
Public Health; Social 
conditions; General 
economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; 
Archaeology and cultural 
resources

Transboundary impacts will be communicated to Lebanese 
authorities so that they can notify and consult with potentially 
affected neighbouring countries.

TEP Liban Oil Spill Contingency Plan

Y Y Y

MR-19 AE7 Collision of third party 
ship with MODU – release 
of third party fuel 
inventory, possible 
damage to MODU and 
riser

Water quality; Plankton; 
Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & 
seals; Sensitive marine 
habitats (offshore); 
Fisheries; Shipping

MODU position and 500 m exclusion zone will be notified to the 
authorities.

TEP Liban; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; Stakeholder Engagement Plan

Y Y

MR-21 AE12 Loss of containment 
during materials transfer 
to supply vessels at 
logistics base quay side – 
release of drilling fluids / 
diesel to sea

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish); Tourism - 
logistics base located 
close to yachting club; 
Cetaceans turtles and 
seals; Sediment quality / 
composition; Benthos; 
Fisheries

Transfer hoses will have valve fittings that allow spill free connection 
and disconnection. 

Logistics Base Contractor; MGO Contract

Y Y

MR-22 AE9; AE12 Loss of containment 
during materials transfer 
to supply vessels at 
logistics base quay side – 
release of drilling fluids / 
diesel to sea; Loss of 
containment during 
offshore materials transfer 
to MODU – release of 
drilling fluids or marine 
diesel to sea

Water quality; Tourism - 
logistics base located 
close to yachting club; 
Sediment quality / 
composition; Water 
quality; Benthos; 
Plankton; Fish; Fisheries

Certified and pressure tested transfer hoses will be used that are 
visually inspected before use. 

Logistics Base Contractor; MGO Contract

Y Y

MR-23 AE12 Loss of containment 
during materials transfer 
to supply vessels at 
logistics base quay side – 
release of drilling fluids / 
diesel to sea

Water quality; Tourism - 
logistics base located 
close to yachting club

Periodic inspections of oil spill kits and restocking of kits will be 
carried out by the logistics base contractor.

Logistics Base Contractor; Industry best practice

Y Y

PE-1 MAE17 Well test of possible 
future appraisal well

Air quality; Climate 
change

A permit will be obtained from the Ministry of Energy and Water for 
flaring during well test (R) and TEP Liban will inform the MoE for 
environmental clearance. 

TEP Liban Advanced Drilling Plan
Y

PE-2 MAE22 Logging using radioactive 
sealed sources (also 
applicable to onshore 
storage and transport of 
radioactive sealed 
sources)

None under normal 
operations

A permit will be obtained by the Contractor for the import, storage, 
use and export of radioactive materials from the Lebanese Atomic 
Energy Commission, a department of the Ministry of Public Health.

Drilling and Acquisition Contractor Scope of Work

Y
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PL-1 OAE04 Logistics base operation – 
waste management

None providing waste 
managed properly

Hazardous waste storage area will be designed as follows: Storage 
on an impervious surface connected to a drainage and collection 

 system and/or in a bunded area; Storage area equipped with 
suitable fire-fighting equipment and spillage recovery equipment 
such as shovels and absorbent materials; Restricted/controlled area 
and access to the storage site.

Logistics Base Contractor; Waste Management Plan; 
Logistics Base Contract

Y

PL-2 AE4 Riser rupture, release of 
drilling fluid to sea

Sediment quality / 
composition; Water 
quality; Benthos; 
Plankton; Fish; Fisheries

Upfront analysis of metocean data will be carried out in order to 
adapt riser equipment.

Drilling Contractor Riser Analysis

Y

PL-3 AE6 Blowout – release of 
condensate and gas

Air quality; Water quality; 
Plankton; Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & 
seals; Coastal habitats; 
Fisheries; Shipping; 
Tourism; 
Public Health; Social 
conditions; General 
economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; 
Archaeology and cultural 
resources

Drilling fluid weight and properties will be controlled.

TEP Liban; Drilling Fluids 
Contractor Drilling Program; Company Rules

Y

PL-4 AE6 Blowout – release of 
condensate and gas

Air quality; Water quality; 
Plankton; Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & 
seals; Coastal habitats; 
Fisheries; Shipping; 
Tourism; 
Public Health; Social 
conditions; General 
economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; 
Archaeology and cultural 
resources

Well shut in and well control procedure will be in place.

TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor; Drilling Program; Company Rules; 
DrillSafe Audit Report

Y

PL-5 AE8 Helicopter crash on 
MODU deck – release of 
aviation fuel to sea 

Water quality; Plankton Helideck will meet CAP 437 specs for lights, illumination, marking, 
net, dimension, integrity, certification. TEP Liban; Helicopter Contractor; Helicopter Contract; Company 

Rules

Y

PP-1 MAE02; MAS02 Drilling of riserless top 
hole sections - discharge 
of cuttings and WBDFs; 
MODU operations  

Seabed quality / 
composition; Benthos; 
Sensitive seabed 
habitats; Nekton (fish)

Seawater used for drilling the 36” well section.

TEP Liban; Drilling Fluids 
Supervisor

Advanced Drilling Plan; Drilling 
Program

Y

PP-2 MAE05 Cementing discharges 
during drilling

Seabed quality / 
composition; Benthos

Discharge of cement to seabed only from 20” casing. TEP Liban; Drilling Fluids 
Supervisor Drilling Program

Y

PP-3 MAE05 Cementing discharges 
during drilling

Seabed quality / 
composition; Benthos

Careful monitoring of cement discharges using an ROV to ensure 
discharges are kept to a minimum.

TEP Liban; Drilling Fluids 
Supervisor Drilling Program

Y

PP-4 MAE06; MAS02 Pipe dope discharges 
during drilling; MODU 
operations  

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

A pipe dope product that is heavy metal free will be selected for the 
drilling operations. TEP Liban; TRS Contractor TRS Contract & Scope of Work

Y

PP-5 MAE11; MAS02 Discharge of drainage 
water (deck drainage, fire 
water, bilge water and 
slop water) from MODU 
and support/supply 
vessels; MODU 
operations

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

Drainage water from process areas will go to closed drains and only 
water from non-process areas to open drains.  

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; Contractor's Hazard Register

Y

PP-6 MAE11; MAS02 Discharge of drainage 
water (deck drainage, fire 
water, bilge water and 
slop water) from MODU 
and support/supply 
vessels; MODU 
operations

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

Deck drainage (clean drains) will only be discharged to sea as long 
as no visible sheen is observable (sea surface monitored during 
discharge).

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Rig Environmental Aspects and 
Impacts Register

Y

PP-7 MAE11; MAS02 Discharge of drainage 
water (deck drainage, fire 
water, bilge water and 
slop water) from MODU 
and support/supply 
vessels; MODU 
operations

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

Bilge water will be treated and discharged in accordance with 
MARPOL 73/78 Annex I, with discharge automatically stopped if 
effluent exceeds 15 ppm of oil (special area requirements for 
Mediterranean Sea, ships of >400 gross tonnage). Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 

Contractor; 
Rig Environmental Aspects and 
Impacts Register

Y

PP-8 MAE11; MAS02 Discharge of drainage 
water (deck drainage, fire 
water, bilge water and 
slop water) from MODU 
and support/supply 
vessels; MODU 
operations

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

Slop water will be treated onboard the MODU in a slop treatment 
unit. The separated drilling fluids and slops will be sent to shore for 
treatment / disposal and the separated water discharged to sea 
providing the oil in water content does not exceed 15 ppm.

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Rig Environmental Aspects and 
Impacts Register

Y
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PP-9 MAE12; MAS02 Uplift and discharge of 
cooling water from 
MODU; MODU operations 

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

Discharge of cooling water will comply with allowable limits in 
Decision No. 8/1/2001 (maximum temperature of wastewater 
discharge to sea 35 °C) and TOTAL / World Bank requirement that 
temperature increase shall not exceed a maximum of 3 °C, 100 m 
away from the discharge point.

Drilling Contractor Rig Environmental Aspects and 
Impacts Register

Y

PP-10 MAE13; MAS02 Discharge of ballast from 
MODU and support / 
supply vessels; MODU 
operations

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

MODU will carry out internal ballasting for a large proportion of its 
operations with no discharge of ballast water to sea. Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 

Contractor; 
Rig Environmental Aspects and 
Impacts Register

Y

PP-11 MAE13; MAS02 Discharge of ballast from 
MODU and support / 
supply vessels; MODU 
operations

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish); Fisheries

Any ballast water exchange will be carried out in compliance with the
‘International Convention for the Control and Management of Ships' 
Ballast Water and Sediments 2014’ (R).

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Rig Environmental Aspects and 
Impacts Register

Y

PP-12 MAE13; MAS02 Discharge of ballast from 
MODU and support / 
supply vessels; MODU 
operations

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

Ballast water on drillship and support/supply vessels will be 
segregated and will not come into contact with oil and chemicals.  Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 

Contractor; 
Rig Environmental Aspects and 
Impacts Register

Y

PP-13 MAE11; MAS02 Discharge of drainage 
water (deck drainage, fire 
water, bilge water and 
slop water) from MODU 
and support/supply 
vessels; MODU 
operations

Fisheries All operational discharges from MODU will be in accordance with the 
requirements of MARPOL 73/78 (R).

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Rig Environmental Aspects and 
Impacts Register; Pollution 
Prevention and Environmental 
Monitoring Plan

Y

PP-14 MAE15 Operation of incinerator 
onboard MODU

Air quality; Climate 
change

Any onboard incineration will be carried out in compliance with the 
requirements of MARPOL 73/78 Annex XI Chapter 3, regulation 16 –
Shipboard Incineration (R). There will be no incinerator onboard the 
MODU for well B4-1. If future exploration / appraisal wells are drilled 
using a MODU with onboard incinerator TEP Liban will inform the 
MoE for environmental clearance.

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; Waste Management Plan

Y

PP-15 MAE04; MAE16 Drilling of lower well 
sections using synthetic 
NADFs - ship to shore of 
cuttings; MODU and 
support / supply vessel / 
helicopter transfer  plant 
operation resulting in air 
emissions  

Air quality; Climate 
change

Atmospheric emissions on the MODU and support / supply vessels 
will be controlled in accordance with MARPOL 73/78 Annex VI (R).

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Pollution Prevention and 
Environmental Monitoring Plan; 
Environmental Management

Y

PP-16 MAE04; MAE16 Drilling of lower well 
sections using synthetic 
NADFs - ship to shore of 
cuttings; MODU and 
support / supply vessel / 
helicopter transfer  plant 
operation resulting in air 
emissions  

Air quality; Climate 
change

Sulphur content of marine fuel oil used onboard vessels will not 
exceed 0.5% by mass (unless vessels have scrubbers fitted) in line 
with MARPOL 2020 requirements (R).

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Pollution Prevention and 
Environmental Monitoring Plan

Y

PP-17 MAE04; MAE16 Drilling of lower well 
sections using synthetic 
NADFs - ship to shore of 
cuttings; MODU and 
support / supply vessel / 
helicopter transfer  plant 
operation resulting in air 
emissions  

Air quality; Climate 
change

All machinery, equipment and installations will comply with generally 
accepted standards in the international petroleum industry, will be of 
proper construction, and kept in good working order.

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Scope of Work; Environmental 
Management

Y

PP-18 MAE04; MAE16 Drilling of lower well 
sections using synthetic 
NADFs - ship to shore of 
cuttings; MODU and 
support / supply vessel / 
helicopter transfer  plant 
operation resulting in air 
emissions  

Air quality; Climate 
change

Fuel efficiency measures shall be taken into account in the selection 
of MODU, support / supply vessels and helicopters.

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; Company Rules; Call for Tenders

Y

PP-19 MAE04; MAE16 Drilling of lower well 
sections using synthetic 
NADFs - ship to shore of 
cuttings; MODU and 
support / supply vessel / 
helicopter transfer  plant 
operation resulting in air 
emissions  

Air quality; Climate 
change

Supply vessels transfers to the MODU will be optimised and the 
support vessel will drift around the MODU to minimise engine use.

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; PSV Contract

Y

PP-20 MAE04; MAE16 Drilling of lower well 
sections using synthetic 
NADFs - ship to shore of 
cuttings; MODU and 
support / supply vessel / 
helicopter transfer  plant 
operation resulting in air 
emissions  

Air quality; Climate 
change

Ozone depleting substances and all products listed in the Montreal 
Protocol - CFCs, HCFCs and Halons, will be prohibited except for 
essential use, under derogation (R).

TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel Contractor

Pollution Prevention and 
Environmental Monitoring Plan; 
Contractors Scopes of Work

Y
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PP-22 MAE17 Well test of possible 
future appraisal well

Air quality; Climate 
change

If flaring is the sole option available for the disposal of well test 
fluids,  only the minimum volume of hydrocarbons required for the 
test will be flowed and the well test duration will be reduced to the 
extent practical.

TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor; Drilling Program of Appraisal Well; 
Company Rules; Scope of Work

Y

PP-23 MAE17 Well test of possible 
future appraisal well

Air quality; Climate 
change

An efficient well test flare burner head equipped with an appropriate 
combustion enhancement system (e.g. “evergreen burners” type) will
be selected to minimise incomplete combustion, black smoke, and 
hydrocarbon fallout to the sea.

TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor; Drilling Program of Appraisal Well; 
Company Rules; Scope of Work

Y

PP-24 MAE17 Well test of possible 
future appraisal well

Air quality; Climate 
change

Whenever possible, the liquid phase of the separator shall be re-
injected into the process lines or stored in appropriate tanks, and 
only the gaseous phase shall be burned.

TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor; Drilling Program of Appraisal Well; 
Company Rules; Scope of Work

Y

PP-25 MAE20; MAS02 Light spill from MODU; 
MODU operations  

Seabirds; Fish; 
Cetaceans turtles and 
seals

Light spill will be reduced by shielding lights and pointing lights 
directly at the work area (directional alignment).

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Pollution Prevention and 
Environmental Monitoring Plan

Y

PP-26 MAE20; MAS02 Light spill from MODU; 
MODU operations  

Seabirds; Fish; 
Cetaceans turtles and 
seals

Area and work lighting will be limited to the amount and intensity 
necessary to maintain worker safety. 

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Pollution Prevention and 
Environmental Monitoring Plan

Y

PP-27 MAE21; AE2 Chemicals transfer and 
storage; Loss of chemical 
containment onboard 
MODU.

None providing chemicals 
managed properly

All chemicals will be held in secure and leak-proof containers 
suitably labeled to indicate the nature of the substance and risk 
involved.

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor

Contractor's Chemical 
Management Plan

Y

PP-31 OAE01 Logistics base operation - 
emissions to air; Logistics 
base operation 

Air quality; Climate 
change

Generators at the logistics base will be operated according to 
manufacturer’s instructions to operate in most energy efficient 
manner.

Logistics Base Contractor; Logistics Base Contract
Y

PP-32 OAE01; OAS01; 
OAS02

Logistics base operation; 
Transport of materials to / 
from the logistics base 
(vessel and vehicle 
activity)

Air quality; Climate 
change; Public Health 
(Air Quality)

Low sulphur fuel to be used at the logistics base where practicable.

TEP Liban; Logistics Base 
Contractor; Industry best practice

Y

PP-33 OAE02 Logistics base operation - 
discharge of drainage 
water

Water quality Site drainage from the logistics base will only be permitted from non-
contaminated areas. Logistics Base Contractor; Industry best practice

Y

PP-34 OAE02 Logistics base operation - 
discharge of drainage 
water

Water quality For areas at the logistics base where there is the potential for 
spillages, and contaminated runoff, containment will be in place. Logistics Base Contractor; Logistics Base Contract

Y

PP-35 OAE03 Logistics base operation -
noise generation

Terrestrial ecology Equipment at the logistics base will be well maintained and 
individual mitigation measures applied if noise levels are higher than 
maximum allowable noise levels (where feasible).

Logistics Base Contractor; Logistics Base Contract
Y

PP-36 OAE04 Logistics base operation – 
waste management

None providing waste 
managed properly

Waste collection and temporary storage at logistics base will be 
designed to minimise the risk of escape to the environment (for 
example by particulates, infiltration, runoff or odors).

Logistics Base Contractor; Logistics Base Contract
Y

PP-37 OAE04 Logistics base operation – 
waste management

None providing waste 
managed properly

Wastes will be stored in areas of the logistics base that minimise the 
risk of accidental loss of confinement or leaching (bunded areas). All 
effluents from waste storage areas will be collected and disposed of 
appropriately.

Logistics Base Contractor; Logistics Base Contract

Y

PP-38 OAE05 Logistics base operation – 
chemicals management

None providing chemicals 
managed properly

The chemical storage areas at the logsitics base will be designed to 
avoid leak or spillage to the environment. They will have adequate 
ventilation and shall be protected from rainfall and direct sunlight.

Logistics Base Contractor; Chemical Management Plan; 
Logistics Base Contract

Y

PP-39 OAS01; OAS02 Logistics base operation; 
Transport of materials to / 
from the logistics base 
(vessel and vehicle 
activity)

Public Health (Air Quality) Compliance with Lebanese maximum emission limits (Decision 
8/1/2001) at the logistics base. 

TEP Liban; Logistics Base 
Contractor; 

Pollution Prevention and 
Environmental Monitoring Plan

Y

PP-40 OAS01; OAE01 Logistics base operation - 
emissions to air

Public Health; Air Quality Any transfer of dry bulk from the drilling fluids mixing plant dry bulk 
silos will be carried out with the use of a dust collector unit to 
minimise dust migration to the surrounding environment 

TEP Liban; Logistics Base 
Contractor; LMP and Cementing Contractors

Y

PP-41 OAS01 Logistics base operation Public Health (Air borne 
noise)

At present the layout of the logistics base is not finalised. During the 
final design of the layout equipment which has the highest source 
noise levels will be located as far from the closest residential 
properties as possible.

TEP Liban; Logistics Base 
Contractor; Logistics Base Contract

Y

PP-42 OAS01 Logistics base operation Public Health (Air borne 
noise)

Noise monitoring will be carried out at the logistics base to 
determine if noise mitigation measures shall be applied (where 
feasible). TEP Liban; Logistics Base 

Contractor; Logistics Base Contract

Y

PP-43 OAS01; OAS02 Logistics base operation; 
Transport of materials to / 
from the logistics base.

Public Health (Air borne 
noise)

Airborne noise levels from the logistics base will comply with 
Lebanese maximum allowable noise levels (Decision 52/1/96) at the 
Logistics base fenceline.

TEP Liban; Logistics Base 
Contractor; Logistics Base Contract

Y

PP-44 AE2 Loss of chemical 
containment onboard 
MODU

Sediment quality / 
composition; Water 
quality; Benthos; 
Plankton; Fish; Fisheries

Suitable and certified CCUs (Cargo Carrying Unit) will be used for 
chemicals transfer; they  will be checked visually for integrity at 
logistics base before transfer offshore.

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; Logistics Base 
Contractor

Chemical Management Plan

Y
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PP-45 AE4 Riser rupture, release of 
drilling fluid to sea

Sediment quality / 
composition; Water 
quality; Benthos; 
Plankton; Fish; Fisheries

BOP auto shear function will be in place in order to reduce volume of
drilling fluids released from the well during accidental event.

TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor Riser Analysis; Drilling Program; 
Company Rules

Y

PP-46 AE4 Riser rupture, release of 
drilling fluid to sea

Sediment quality / 
composition; Water 
quality; Benthos; 
Plankton; Fish; Fisheries

Riser emergency disconnect sequence will be tested.

TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor Riser Analysis; Drilling Program; 
Company Rules

Y

PP-47 AE6 Blowout – release of 
condensate and gas

Air quality; Water quality; 
Plankton; Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & 
seals; Coastal habitats; 
Fisheries; Shipping; 
Tourism; 
Public Health; Social 
conditions; General 
economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; 
Archaeology and cultural 
resources

Any dispersant usage will be approved in advance by the MoE.

TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor Oil Spill Contingency Plan

Y

PP-48 AE8 Helicopter crash on 
MODU deck – release of 
aviation fuel to sea 

Water quality; Plankton Helicopter transportation will be restricted to daylight hours except 
for possible Medevac TEP Liban; Helicopter Contractor; Helicopter Contract

Y

PP-49 AE9 Loss of containment 
during offshore materials 
transfer to MODU – 
release of drilling fluids or 
marine diesel to sea

Sediment quality / 
composition; Water 
quality; Benthos; 
Plankton; Fish; Fisheries

Marine diesel transfer will start in daylight hours only.

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; MGO Contract

Y

PP-50 AE9 Loss of containment 
during offshore materials 
transfer to MODU – 
release of drilling fluids or 
marine diesel to sea

Sediment quality / 
composition; Water 
quality; Benthos; 
Plankton; Fish; Fisheries

Transfer hoses will be self floating or equipped with floating device 
to limit the risk of sinking and potential rupture with vessel’s 
propeller. Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 

Contractor; MGO Contract

Y

PP-51 AE9; AE12 Loss of containment 
during offshore materials 
transfer to MODU – 
release of drilling fluids or 
marine diesel to sea

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish); Tourism - 
logistics base located 
close to yachting club; 
Cetaceans turtles and 
seals; Sediment quality / 
composition; Benthos; 
Fisheries

Vessels will have a Shipboard Oil Pollution Emergency Plan 
(SOPEP) in line with MARPOL requirements.

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor

SOPEP (Shipboard Oil Pollution 
Emergency Plan); Scope of Work

Y

PP-52 OAE01; OAS02; AE8; 
AE10

Logistics base operation - 
emissions to air; 
Transport of materials to / 
from the logistics base 
(vessel and vehicle 
activity); Helicopter crash 
on MODU deck – release 
of aviation fuel to sea; 
Loss of rig stability (rig 
capsize) with release of 
fuel inventory 

Air quality; Climate 
change; Water quality; 
Plankton; Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & 
seals; Sensitive marine 
habitats (offshore); 
Coastal habitats; 
Fisheries; Shipping; 
Tourism; Public health; 
Social conditions; 
General economy / 
industry; Infrastructure; 
Archaeological and 
cultural resources

Planned, preventive maintenance as per manufacturer's 
recommendation will be mandatory for all equipment.

TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor; 
Logistics Base Contractor; 
Helicopter Contractor; 

Rig Maintenance Manual; Scope 
of Work

Y

PP-53 AE12 Loss of containment 
during materials transfer 
to supply vessels at 
logistics base quay side – 
release of drilling fluids / 
diesel to sea

Water quality; Tourism - 
logistics base located 
close to yachting club

Oil spill kits and chemical spill kits will be available on the logistics 
base and clearly marked.

Logistics Base Contractor Logistics Base Contract

Y

PP-54 AE2 Loss of chemical 
containment onboard 
MODU

Sediment quality / 
composition; Water 
quality; Benthos; 
Plankton; Fish; Fisheries

Spill kits will be available onboard MODU and supply vessels; 
personnel will be trained in use of spill kits. Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 

Contractor; Logistics Base 
Contractor

Chemical Management Plan

Y
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PP-55 AE4; AE5; AE6; AE7; 
AE8' AE10; AE11

Riser rupture, release of 
drilling fluid to sea; 
Shallow gas blowout, 
release of gas into water 
column during riserless 
operations; Shallow gas 
blowout, release of gas 
into water column during 
riserless operations; 
Blowout – release of 
condensate and gas; 
Collision of third party 
ship with MODU – release 
of third party fuel 
inventory, possible 
damage to MODU and 
riser; Helicopter crash on 
MODU deck – release of 
aviation fuel to sea; Loss 
of rig stability (rig capsize) 
with release of fuel 
inventory; Earthquake 
resulting in loss of well 
integrity and release of 
hydrocarbons to sea.

Sediment quality / 
composition; Water 
quality; Benthos; 
Plankton; Fish; Fisheries; 
Air quality; Shipping; 
Seabirds; Cetaceans, 
turtles & seals; Coastal 
habitats; Tourism; 
Public Health; Social 
conditions; General 
economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; 
Archaeology and cultural 
resources; Sensitive 
marine habitats 
(offshore); Coastal 
habitats

An Oil Spill Contingency Plan (OSCP), Blowout Contingency Plan 
(BOCP), and Emergency Response Plan (ERP) will be developed 
and implemented for project. The OSCP will align with the ‘National 
Oil Spill Contingency Plan (NOSCP) in Lebanese Waters’ (2017) 
and will be communicated to the LPA. In the event that a 
subsequent exploration / appraisal well is drilled in the Block 4 
priority area, in a location closer to shore than well B4-1, TEP Liban 
will carry out further spill modelling and submit the results in a 
Notification of Change Report to the authorities.

TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel Contractor; 
Helicopter Contractor

OSCP, BOCP, ERP as a part of 
Company Management System

Y

PP-57 MAE08 Discharge of sanitary 
waste from MODU and 
support / supply vessels

Nekton (fish) Both the MODU and support / supply vessels will have an 
International Sewage Pollution Prevention Certificate in line with 
MARPOL 73/78 Annex IV.

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Pollution Prevention and 
Monitoring Plan

Y

PP-58 MAE11 Discharge of drainage 
water (deck drainage, fire 
water, bilge water and 
slop water) from MODU 
and support/supply 
vessels.

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

The MODU and support/supply vessels (more than 400 gross 
tonnage) will have an International Oil Pollution Prevention 
Certificate, will maintain an Oil Record Book, and will have an 
approved Shipboard Oil Pollution Emergency Plan (SOPEP) in 
accordance with MARPOL 73/78 Annex I (R).

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Pollution Prevention and 
Environmental Monitoring Plan

Y

PP-59 MAE13 Discharge of ballast from 
MODU and support / 
supply vessels

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

The MODU and support / supply vessels will have an onboard 
Ballast Water Management Plan, keep a record of all ballast water 
exchange operations in a Ballast Water Record Book, and have an 
International Ballast Water Management Certificate. 

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Pollution Prevention and 
Environmental Monitoring Plan

Y

PP-61 MAE16 MODU and support / 
supply vessel / helicopter 
transfer / plant operation 
resulting in air emissions 

Air quality; Climate 
change

The MODU and support/supply vessels (more than 400 gross 
tonnage) will obtain an International Air Pollution Prevention 
Certificate in accordance with MARPOL 73/78 Annex VI

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Pollution Prevention and 
Environmental Monitoring Plan

Y

PP-62 OAS02 Transport of materials to / 
from the logistics base 
(vessel and vehicle 
activity)

Public Health Compliance with the regulatory requirements, including, but not 
limited to requirements of PAR, OPRL, EPA and MoE decision No. 
52/1/1996, National maximum allowable noise levels and the 
permissible noise exposure standards.

Logistics Base Contractor; 

Logistics Base Contract

Y

RA-1 AE3 Radioactive source lost in 
hole 

Sediment quality / 
composition

Logging operations carried out by a certified team. Drilling and Acquisition Contractor Scope of Work; Company Rules; 
Contractor Standards

Y

RA-2 AE3 Radioactive source lost in 
hole 

Sediment quality / 
composition

Best efforts will be made to retrieve the source – fishing equipment 
will be available on site. Failing this, section where radioactive 
source lost will be cemented up. 

Drilling and Acquisition Contractor Scope of Work; Company Rules; 
Contractor Standards

Y

SA-1 MAS03 Support activities 
(Movement of support 
vessels)

Infrastructure (Beirut 
Port); Shipping; Fisheries; 
Tourism, (recreational 
activities)

All vessels fitted with navigational aids, communication systems and 
follow specified shipping routes and speed restrictions.

Supply Vessel Contractor; As per Port Authorities

Y

SA-2 MAS03 Support activities 
(Movement of support 
vessels)

Infrastructure (Beirut 
Port); Shipping; Fisheries; 
Tourism, (recreational 
activities)

Follow communication from Port Authorities, who are responsible for 
Port operations up to the quay line.  

Supply Vessel Contractor; As per Port Authorities

Y

SA-3 MAS03 Support activities 
(Movement of support 
vessels)

Infrastructure (Beirut 
Port); Shipping; Fisheries; 
Tourism, (recreational 
activities)

Supply vessels will have designated mooring jetty at the onshore 
logistics base reducing interference with other non-project vessels 
using the Port.  Supply Vessel Contractor; Logistics Base Contract

Y

SA-4 MAS03 Support activities 
(Movement of support 
vessels)

Infrastructure (Beirut 
Port); Shipping; Fisheries; 
Tourism, (recreational 
activities)

The supply vessel movements and the likely duration of their 
activities will be communicated to the port maritime authorities.

Supply Vessel Contractor; 

Company Rules; Scope of Work

SCM-1 OAS01 Logistics base operation General economy 
(employment and service 
provision)

Contractors will be encouraged to consider the use of local labour 
and to advertise any Project related vacancies locally.

TEP Liban; Logistics Base 
Contractor

Social Management Plan Y
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Incident 
reporting and 
investigation

Audits by the 
contractor

Performance 
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SCM-2 OAS01 Logistics base operation General economy 
(employment and service 
provision)

Preferential treatment will be given to the procurement of Lebanese 
originating goods and services; PAR Article 157 right holder shall 
ensure that operator gives preferential treatment to the procurement 
of Lebanese originating goods and services when such goods and 
services are internationally competitive with respect to quality, 
availability, price and performance.

TEP Liban; Logistics Base 
Contractor

Social Management Plan Y

SCM-3 OAS01 Logistics base operation Education and Training PAR Article 155 the right holder and contractor shall give priority to 
training of Lebanese in order to facilitate the employment of 
Lebanese at all level or right holders/contractor’s organisation.

TEP Liban; Logistics Base 
Contractor

Social Management Plan Y

SOC-1 OAE03; MAS01; 
OAS01; OAS02

Transport of materials to / 
from the logistics base 
(vessel and vehicle 
activity)

Fisheries; Public Health; 
Social Conditions (Road 
safety and congestion); 
Infrastructure (Road 
network)

Project will implement a grievance mechanism; the grievance 
mechanism will be clearly communicated to relevant stakeholders.

TEP Liban; Logistics Base 
Contractor Social Management Plan

Y Y

SOC-2 OAE06; OAS03 Helicopter transfers to 
Beirut International 
Airport; Support activities 
(Helicopter transfer) 

Sensitive coastal 
habitats; Terrestrial 
ecology; Seabirds

Avoidance of low flight directly over internationally recognised and 
proposed conservation areas and over local communities and 
popular beaches, in the vicinity of the airport, if safe and practical to 
do so (subject to Lebanese Air Force approval).

Helicopter Contractor; RHIA Social Management Plan; 
Helicopter Contract

Y

SOC-3 MAS01; MAS02 MODU mobilisation, 
installation, plug and 
abandonment and 
demobilisation; MODU 
operations  

Shipping Adherence to existing shipping corridors with known buffer zones 
and standard operating procedures as stipulated in in UNCLOS.

TEP Liban; Port Authorities Social Management Plan; As per 
Port Authorities

Y

SOC-4 MAS01; MAS02 MODU mobilisation, 
installation, plug and 
abandonment and 
demobilisation; MODU 
operations  

Shipping Ensure sea users are aware of drilling programme activities and 
presence of safety zone during mobilisation and demobilisation 
through a Notice to Mariners (The schedule of activities will be 
communicated to the Ministry of Public Works and Transport and the 
Lebanese Navy via the Lebanese Armed Forces (LAF) that issues 
information and instructions to mariners pertaining to shipping 
hazards and safety zones).   

TEP Liban; Stakeholder Engagement Plan; As 
per Port Authorities

Y

SOC-5 MAS01 MODU mobilisation, 
installation, plug and 
abandonment and 
demobilisation

Fisheries Operators will submit Safety Zone Authorisation to the authorities for 
approval prior to drilling activities. TEP Liban; Social Management Plan; 

Stakeholder Engagement Plan

Y

SOC-6 MAS01 MODU mobilisation, 
installation, plug and 
abandonment and 
demobilisation

Fisheries Operators shall inform fishermen through the fisheries associations 
about well plan approvals to ensure well location avoidance. 
Discussions will be initiated approximately 1 month before planned 
commencement of drilling in case extensive fishing area is 
impacted.

TEP Liban Stakeholder Engagement Plan

Y

SOC-8 OAS01 Logistics base operation Infrastructure (Port of 
Beirut)

Logistics base contractor will be required to comply with the Port’s 
operational limits and Operator’s HSE requirements.

TEP Liban; Logistics Base 
Contractor; 

Social Management Plan; 
Logistics Base Contractor 
Contract with Port of Beirut

Y

SOC-9 OAE06; OAS03 Helicopter transfers to 
Beirut International 
Airport; Support activities 
(Helicopter transfer) 

Sensitive coastal 
habitats; Terrestrial 
ecology; Seabirds; 
Infrastructure (air traffic)

A flight plan will be developed and agreed with the Lebanese 
aviation authorities. TEP Liban; Logistics Base 

Contractor; RHIA
Social Management Plan; 
Helicopter Contract

Y

SOC-10 OAS03 Support activities 
(Helicopter transfer)

Public Health; Tourism; 
Infrastructure (air traffic)

Helicopter transfers will be planned for daylight hours to minimise 
noise disturbance to local communities at night.

TEP Liban; Logistics Base 
Contractor; 

Helicopter Contract; Company 
Rules

Y

SOC-11 AE6 Blowout – release of 
condensate and gas

Air quality; Water quality; 
Plankton; Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & 
seals; Coastal habitats; 
Fisheries; Shipping; 
Tourism; 
Public Health; Social 
conditions; General 
economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; 
Archaeology and cultural 
resources

Sensitive coastal areas will be protected as a priority in line with 
coastal sensitivity mapping in TEP Liban's OSCP and mapping in 
the NOSCP.

TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor; Social Management Plan

Y

SOC-12 AE7 Collision of third party 
ship with MODU – release 
of third party fuel 
inventory, possible 
damage to MODU and 
riser

Water quality; Plankton; 
Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & 
seals; Sensitive marine 
habitats (offshore); 
Fisheries; Shipping

A Notice to mariners (NAVAID / NAVAREA system) will be issued.

TEP Liban; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

PSV Contract; As per Port 
Authorities

Y

SOC-13 OAS02 Transport of materials to / 
from the logistics base 
(vessel and vehicle 
activity)

Infrastructure (Road 
network)

Contractors are responsible for protecting infrastructure and 
reinstating damages if caused by their activities. TEP Liban; Logistics Base 

Contractor; 

Social Management Plan; 
Logistics Base Contractor 
Contract with Port of Beirut

Y

SOC-14 MAS04 Public health and safety 
(people working in 
immediate vicinity of the 
MODU).

Shipping; Fisheries; 
Tourism

One support vessel will be permanently at the drill site providing 
security and safety duties, alerting other non-project sea users about 
500 m safety zone.

PSV Contractor Supply Vessel Contract

Y
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Performance 
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SOC-15 MAS01 MODU mobilisation, 
installation, plug and 
abandonment and 
demobilisation

Shipping Vessels and crafts used for or involved in Petroleum Activities shall 
comply with applicable international and Lebanese laws and 
regulations regarding Petroleum Activities and navigation; vessels 
and crafts shall abide by instructions given by competent Lebanese 
authorities and by competent Lebanese naval vessels, patrol boats 
or crafts.

TEP Liban; 

Company Rules; Scope of Work

Y

SOC-16 OAS01 Logistics base operation Employment TEP Liban will make it a contractual requirement that its contractors 
and subcontractors comply with all applicable labour laws.

TEP Liban; 
Company Rules; Scope of Work

Y Y

SOC-17 OAS02 Logistics base operation Public Health Logistics Base Operator will respect traffic movement restrictions at 
the port.

 Logistics Base Contractor; Company Rules; Scope of Work Y

SOC-18 OAS01 Logistics base operation Tourism No expansion of the port footprint will be required due to presence of 
project logistics base.

TEP Liban; Logistics Base 
Contractor; 

HSE Plan

TR-1 MAE14 Generation of solid waste 
on MODU and support / 
supply vessels

None providing waste 
managed properly

Waste management awareness will be raised among personnel 
through site inductions, toolbox talks, site HSE committee meetings 
(if applicable), performance reports and general waste management 
awareness campaigns (e.g. posters, brochures).

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; Logistics Base Bridging Document 

Y

TR-2 AE5 Shallow gas blowout, 
release of gas into water 
column during riserless 
operations

Air quality; Water quality; 
Sediment quality / 
composition; Benthos; 
Plankton; Fish; Fisheries; 
Shipping

Shallow gas procedures will be known and practised, and shallow 
gas drills will be conducted.

TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor Riser Analysis; Company Rules

Y

TR-3 AE6 Blowout – release of 
condensate and gas

Air quality; Water quality; 
Plankton; Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & 
seals; Coastal habitats; 
Fisheries; Shipping; 
Tourism; 
Public Health; Social 
conditions; General 
economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; 
Archaeology and cultural 
resources

Critical personnel will be trained and certified in well control.

TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor Contractor Training Procedure; 
Rig Contract

Y

TR-4 AE6 Blowout – release of 
condensate and gas

Air quality; Water quality; 
Plankton; Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & 
seals; Coastal habitats; 
Fisheries; Shipping; 
Tourism; 
Public Health; Social 
conditions; General 
economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; 
Archaeology and cultural 
resources

Frequent kick drills will be conducted.

TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor Drilling Program; Company Rules

Y

TR-5 AE10 Loss of rig stability (rig 
capsize) with release of 
fuel inventory 

Water quality; Plankton; 
Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & 
seals; Sensitive marine 
habitats (offshore); 
Coastal habitats; 
Fisheries; Shipping; 
Tourism; Public health; 
Social conditions; 
General economy / 
industry; Infrastructure; 
Archaeological and 
cultural resources

Emergency disconnect sequence will be in place that is tested and 
exercised.

TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor Drilling Program; Company Rules

Y

TR-6 AE11 Earthquake resulting in 
loss of well integrity and 
release of hydrocarbons 
to sea 

Water quality; Plankton; 
Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & 
seals; Sensitive marine 
habitats (offshore); 
Coastal habitats; 
Fisheries; Shipping; 
Tourism; Public health; 
Social conditions; 
General economy / 
industry; Infrastructure; 
Archaeological and 
cultural resources

Rig crew will be ready to disconnect in case of emergency.

TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor Company Rules

Y
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Performance 
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TR-7 AE12 Loss of containment 
during materials transfer 
to supply vessels at 
logistics base quay side – 
release of drilling fluids / 
diesel to sea

Water quality; Tourism - 
logistics base located 
close to yachting club

Relevant key personnel will be trained in spill response.

Logistics Base Contractor; Logistics Base Bridging Document 

Y

TR-8 AE4 Riser rupture, release of 
drilling fluid to sea

Sediment quality / 
composition; Water 
quality; Benthos; 
Plankton; Fish; Fisheries

Loss of MODU position trials will be carried out along with 
endurance tests

TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor Riser Analysis; DP Trials

Y

WM-1 MAE03; MAS02 Drilling of lower well 
sections using HPWBDF - 
discharge of cuttings and 
fluids; MODU operations  

Seabed quality / 
composition; Benthos; 
Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish); Cetaceans, 
turtles and seals; 
Sensitive seabed habitats

Drilling fluids and cuttings from the lower hole sections will be 
returned to the rig and separated using the onboard solids control 
equipment (shale shakers and centrifuges). Separated drilling fluids 
will be reused and the cuttings discharged to sea. If discharge of 
HPWBDF cuttings (Option 2) is selected for a future well in Block 4, 
cuttings dispersion modelling that is specific to the new well location 
will be conducted and the MoE informed of results.

TEP Liban; Drilling Fluids 
Contractor; Company Rules; Scope of Work

Y

WM-2 MAE03; MAS02 Drilling of lower well 
sections using HPWBDF - 
discharge of cuttings and 
fluids; MODU operations  

Seabed quality / 
composition; Benthos; 
Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish); Cetaceans, 
turtles and seals; 
Sensitive seabed habitats

Cuttings discharge chute will be approximately 10 m below the sea 
surface to aid good dispersion of the solids.

TEP Liban; Drilling Fluids 
Contractor; Company Rules; Scope of Work

Y

WM-3 MAE04 Drilling of lower well 
sections using synthetic 
NADFs - ship to shore of 
cuttings

Air quality; Climate 
change

Separated drilling fluids will be reused. Residual drilling fluids that no 
longer fulfil the product specification will be managed by the drilling 
well services contractor.

TEP Liban; Drilling Fluids 
Contractor; Company Rules; Scope of Work

Y

WM-4 MAE04 Drilling of lower well 
sections using synthetic 
NADFs - ship to shore of 
cuttings

Air quality; Climate 
change

Cuttings skips will be certified. 
TEP Liban; Drilling Fluids 
Contractor; 

Waste Management Plan, Scope 
of Work

Y

WM-5 MAE04 Drilling of lower well 
sections using synthetic 
NADFs - ship to shore of 
cuttings

Air quality; Climate 
change

Onward export of cuttings to neighbour country for treatment and 
disposal will be compliant with the requirements of the Basel 
convention (R).

TEP Liban; Drilling Fluids 
Contractor; 

Waste Management Plan, Scope 
of Work

Y

WM-6 MAE08; MAS02 Discharge of sanitary 
waste from MODU and 
support / supply vessels; 
MODU operations  

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

Sanitary waste will be managed in accordance with MARPOL 73/78 
Annex IV. Grey water will be discharged to sea (without treatment) 
as long as no floating matter or sheen is observable. Black water will 
be treated in accordance with MARPOL 73/78 Annex IV prior to 
discharge.

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Pollution Prevention & 
Environmental Monitoring Plan

Y

WM-7 MAE09 Discharge of food waste 
from MODU and support / 
supply vessels (in the 
case of B4-1 well no 
discharge)

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

Discharge of any food waste from the MODU and support/supply 
vessels will only be carried out more than 12 nm from the nearest 
land and all food waste will be ground up in order to pass through a 
25 mm mesh before discharge, in line with MARPOL 73/78 Annex V 
(Mediterranean Sea ‘special area’ requirement).

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; Waste Management Plan

Y

WM-8 MAE09 Discharge of food waste 
from MODU and support / 
supply vessels (in the 
case of B4-1 well no 
discharge)

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

Any discharges of food waste into the sea will be recorded in the 
Garbage Record Book of the MODU (MARPOL Annex V).

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; Waste Management Plan

Y

WM-9 MAE14 Generation of solid waste 
on MODU and support / 
supply vessels

None providing waste 
managed properly

All non-hazardous and hazardous solid waste generated by the 
Block 4 exploration drilling programme will be transported to shore 
for recycling/treatment/disposal in accordance with MARPOL 73/78 
Annex V or incinerated onboard the MODU (with the exception of 
water-based drill cuttings and drill fluids).

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor Waste Management Plan

Y

WM-10 MAE14 Generation of solid waste 
on MODU and support / 
supply vessels

None providing waste 
managed properly

Waste will be segregated at source on site and coded according to 
the appropriate waste coding. 

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; Logistics Base 
Contractor

Waste Management Plan
Y

WM-11 MAE14 Generation of solid waste 
on MODU and support / 
supply vessels

None providing waste 
managed properly

Waste receptacles will be designed to prevent release of wind born 
waste.

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; Logistics Base 
Contractor

Waste Management Plan; Scope 
of Work

Y

WM-12 MAE14 Generation of solid waste 
on MODU and support / 
supply vessels

None providing waste 
managed properly

For hazardous waste, containers will be chemically resistant to the 
contained product and may be sealed to reduce risks.

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; Waste Management Plan

Y

WM-13 MAE14 Generation of solid waste 
on MODU and support / 
supply vessels

None providing waste 
managed properly

Hazardous waste will be transported, stored and treated/disposed of 
in line with applicable national regulations in force (including 
reporting requirements, etc)

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Waste Management Plan; HSE 
Plan

Y

WM-14 MAE14 Generation of solid waste 
on MODU and support / 
supply vessels

None providing waste 
managed properly

Waste transfer notes will provide an auditable trail of the waste 
management process.

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; Logistics Base 
Contractor

Waste Management Plan
Y

WM-15 MAE14 Generation of solid waste 
on MODU and support / 
supply vessels

None providing waste 
managed properly

A Waste Management Plan will be developed by TEP Liban and 
implemented by its contractors.

TEP Liban; Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel Contractor Waste Management Plan

Y
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WM-16 OAE04 Logistics base operation – 
waste management

None providing waste 
managed properly

The compatibility of waste streams will be considered when 
segregating and storing wastes.

Logistics Base Contractor Logistics Base Bridging Document Y

WM-17 OAE04 Logistics base operation – 
waste management

None providing waste 
managed properly

The logistics base contractor and waste management contractors 
will ensure the final destination of the waste is guaranteed and 
complies with both regulatory requirements and Total contractual 
commitments and that licence to operate is in place (R).

Logistics Base Contractor and 
Waste Management Contractors Logistics Base Bridging Document 

Y

WM-18 MAE11 Discharge of drainage 
water (deck drainage, fire 
water, bilge water and 
slop water) from MODU 
and support/supply 
vessels

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

Oily waste and sludge from separation processes will be transported 
to shore for treatment and disposal.

Drilling Contractor; Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Waste Management Plan Y

WM-19 OAE04; MAE14 Logistics base operation – 
waste management; 
Generation of solid waste 
on MODU and support / 
supply vessels

None providing waste 
managed properly

Sorting of solid waste will be compliant with applicable national 
regulations in force.

Drilling Contractor; Logistics Base 
Contractor; 

Waste Management Plan Y

PP-63 MAE10 Desalination unit 
discharges from MODU 

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

Anti-scaling chemical will be an environmentally sound all-organic 
product based on biodegradable compounds.

Drilling Contractor; Scope of Work; Contracts; 
Chemicals Management Plan; 
Company Rules

Y

PP-64 MAE12 Uplift and discharge of 
cooling water from MODU

Nekton (fish) No discharge of antifouling chemicals in cooling water, a marine 
growth prevention system (MGPS) will be used.

Drilling Contractor; Scope of Work; Contracts; 
Chemicals Management Plan; 
Company Rules

Y

PL-6 OAS01 Logistics base operation – 
water management

Infrastructure A surge tank will be installed at the Logistics Base; surge tank will 
be filled with fresh water during off-peak community demand in order 
to supply project requirements specifically with regard to mudplant 
activity.

 Logistics Base Contractor; 

Logistics Base Contract
Y
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Performance Indicator/s Monitoring Frequency Impact/s to be Managed

DC-1 MAE01; 
MAS01; 
MAS02

MODU mobilisation, 
installation, plug and 
abandonment and 
demobilisation; MODU 
operations  

Seabed quality / 
composition; Benthos; 
Sensitive seabed habitats; 
Water quality, air quality, 
UW noise; Archaeological 
and cultural resources

A plugging and abandonment programme will be 
submitted to respective authorities as part of the 
Advanced Drilling Plan (ADP) before drilling begins.  

TEP Liban; Advanced Drilling Plan Developed and approved 
program issued to relevant 
authorities.

Once, at time of Drilling Permit submission Physical disturbance of sediments, benthic communities and 
sensitive seabed habitats from anchoring and removal of the 
blowout preventer (BOP) and cement plugging operations

MR-1 MAE01; 
MAS01; 
MAS02; 
AE1

MODU mobilisation, 
installation, plug and 
abandonment and 
demobilisation; Drilling of 
riserless top hole sections - 
discharge of cuttings and 
WBDFs; MODU operations; 
Dropped Object from 
MODU (lifting).

Seabed quality / 
composition;
Benthos; Sensitive seabed 
habitats; Water quality; air 
quality, UW noise; 
Archaeological and cultural 
resources

ROV survey will be conducted after drilling operations 
are complete to provide status of the seafloor condition 
around the wellsite.

TEP Liban Advanced Drilling Plan Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

ROV survey performed after BOP 
disconnection and prior to rig departure. 

Physical disturbance of seabed sediments and benthos from 
dropped object; Physical disturbance of sediments, benthic 
communities and sensitive seabed habitats from anchoring and 
removal of the blowout preventer (BOP) and cement plugging 
operations

PE-1 MAE17 Well test of possible future 
appraisal well

Air quality; Climate change A permit will be obtained from the Ministry of Energy 
and Water for flaring for technical purposes during well 
test (R) and TEP Liban will inform the MoE for 
environmental clearance. 

Flaring for safety  / emergency reasons reported to MoE 
(no permit required)

TEP Liban Advanced Drilling Plan Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.
Permit for technical flaring 
and communication with 
MoE.

Once prior to well test. Reduction in air quality; GHG emissions contribute to climate 
change

PP-1 MAE02; 
MAS02

Drilling of riserless top hole 
sections - discharge of 
cuttings and WBDFs; 
MODU operations  

Seabed quality / 
composition; Benthos; 
Sensitive seabed habitats; 
Nekton (fish)

Seawater used for drilling the 36” well section. TEP Liban; Drilling 
Fluids Supervisor

Advanced Drilling Plan; 
Drilling Program

Quantity of seawater used 
for drilling operations.

Use of seawater monitored on daily basis. 
Recorded in Daily Drilling Report.

Burial or smothering of benthic communities; Oxygen depletion in 
sediments; Changes to sediment structure and quality; Changes 
to water quality; Potential for toxicity or bioaccumulation effects; 
Potential for indirect effects on fish; Potential for direct and 
indirect effects on sensitive seabed habitat

SA-1 MAS03 Support activities 
(Movement of support 
vessels)

Infrastructure (Beirut Port); 
Shipping; Fisheries; 
Tourism, (recreational 
activities)

All vessels fitted with navigational aids, communication 
systems and follow specified shipping routes and speed 
restrictions.

Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

As per Port Authorities Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

Route and speed compliant with each trip to 
Port  

Potential to interfere with other sea users passing through Beirut 
Port and within the transit route to MODU; Increased vessel 
transfer through Beirut Port area increases risk of vessel collision

SA-2 MAS03 Support activities 
(Movement of support 
vessels)

Infrastructure (Beirut Port); 
Shipping; Fisheries; 
Tourism, (recreational 
activities)

Follow communication from Port Authorities, who are 
responsible for Port operations up to the quay line.  

Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

As per Port Authorities Zero complaints / 
nonconformance with Port 
Authority instructions.

Route and speed compliant with each trip to 
Port  

Potential to interfere with other sea users passing through Beirut 
Port and within the transit route to MODU; Increased vessel 
transfer through Beirut Port area increases risk of vessel collision

HSS-4 AE1 Dropped Object from 
MODU (lifting)

Sediment quality/ 
composition; Benthos

Lifting equipment and cranes will be certified and be 
subject to a preventative maintenance programme.

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor

Bridging Document; Scope of 
Work

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

Audit at start start of the operations and at 
each change of lifting equipment or crane.

Physical disturbance of seabed sediments and benthos from 
dropped object

HSS-5 AE1 Dropped Object from 
MODU (lifting)

Sediment quality/ 
composition; Benthos

Crane operators will be certified. TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor

Bridging Document; Scope of 
Work

All operators with certified 
training 

Audit at start of the operations and at each 
change of personnel.

Physical disturbance of seabed sediments and benthos from 
dropped object

HSS-6 AE1 Dropped Object from 
MODU (lifting)

Sediment quality/ 
composition; Benthos

Lifting will be carried out in accordance with HSE 
bridging document agreed between Total E&P Liban 
and the drilling contractor.

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor

Bridging Document; Scope of 
Work

Approved bridging 
document; site verification 
zero noncompliance

Site verification during all lifting operations. Physical disturbance of seabed sediments and benthos from 
dropped object

PP-44 AE2 Loss of chemical 
containment onboard 
MODU

Sediment quality / 
composition; Water quality; 
Benthos; Plankton; Fish; 
Fisheries

Suitable and certified CCUs (Cargo Carrying Unit) will 
be used for chemicals transfer; they  will be checked 
visually for integrity at logistics base before transfer 
offshore.

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor; Logistics 
Base Contractor

Chemical Management Plan Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

Initial check prior to mobilisation. Prior to each 
chemical delivery.

Reduction in water quality and sediment quality; Potential indirect 
effects on benthos, plankton, fish and fisheries

PP-54 AE2 Loss of chemical 
containment onboard 
MODU

Sediment quality / 
composition; Water quality; 
Benthos; Plankton; Fish; 
Fisheries

Spill kits will be available onboard MODU and supply 
vessels; personnel will be trained in use of spill kits.

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor; Logistics 
Base Contractor

Chemical Management Plan Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance; 100% 
training coverage.

Prior to spud for spill kit. Inspection records of 
the sitebased spill kits to ensure presence and 
useability.

Reduction in water quality; Potential for impacts on plankton 
and fish
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MR-9 OAE05 Logistics base operation – 
chemicals management

None providing chemicals 
managed properly

Logistics base contractor will keep and maintain a 
register of dangerous and hazardous goods stored on 
location along with relevant copies of MSDS (Material 
Safety Data Sheets) and dangerous goods (DG) 
declarations.

Logistics Base 
Contractor; 

Chemical Management Plan; 
Logistics Base Contract

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Initial check at logistics base final set up, 
during HSE audit and during weekly HSE tour 
during drilling programme.

None under normal operations

PP-38 OAE05 Logistics base operation – 
chemicals management

None providing chemicals 
managed properly

The chemical storage areas at the logsitics base will be 
designed to avoid leak or spillage to the environment. 
They will have adequate ventilation and shall be 
protected from rainfall and direct sunlight.

Logistics Base 
Contractor; 

Chemical Management Plan; 
Logistics Base Contract

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

Initial check at logistics base final set up. 
Weekly site verification. And after any 
maintenance/service of facilities.

None under normal operations

CM-4 MAE21 Chemicals transfer and 
storage

None providing chemicals 
managed properly

Labelling will comply with regulatory requirements in 
terms of format and composition.

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor; Supply 
Vessel Contractor; 
Logistics Base 
Contractor; Fluids 
Contractor; Drilling 
and Acquisition 
Contractor

Chemicals Management Plan Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

At each load out on the base. Otherwise site 
verification every 3 weeks.

None under normal operations

CM-5 MAE21 Chemicals transfer and 
storage

None providing chemicals 
managed properly

Chemical products that are required at the MODU (and 
haven’t been pre-mixed onshore) will be packed into 
mini containers, or open cargo carrying units (CCUs), 
that are certified and appropriately colour coded for safe 
transfer from jetty to supply vessel and supply vessel to 
MODU 

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor; Supply 
Vessel Contractor; 
Logistics Base 
Contractor; Fluids 
Contractor; Drilling 
and Acquisition 
Contractor

Chemicals Management Plan Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

At each load out on the base. None under normal operations

CM-6 MAE21 Chemicals transfer and 
storage

None providing chemicals 
managed properly

MSDS will be present onboard the supply boat during 
transfer and on the MODU.

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor; Supply 
Vessel Contractor; 
Logistics Base 
Contractor; Fluids 
Contractor; Drilling 
and Acquisition 
Contractor

Chemicals Management Plan Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

At each load out on the base. None under normal operations

CM-7 MAE21 Chemicals transfer and 
storage

None providing chemicals 
managed properly

All personnel involved in the transfer and handling or all 
personnel who might be exposed to hazardous 
chemicals will be trained on the potential hazards 
involved.

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor; Supply 
Vessel Contractor; 
Logistics Base 
Contractor; Fluids 
Contractor; Drilling 
and Acquisition 
Contractor

Chemicals Management Plan Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
review of training records; 
site verification of personnel 
zero noncompliance

Training matrix to be provided by Contractors 
for all personnel involved and will be updated 
at each personnal change.

None under normal operations

CM-8 MAE21; 
OAE05; 
AE2

Chemicals transfer and 
storage; Logistics base 
operation – chemicals 
management;  Loss of 
chemical containment 
onboard MODU.

None providing chemicals 
managed properly

Chemicals will be stored separately according to their 
potential hazard and compatibility.

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor; Logistics 
Base Contractor; 

Chemicals Management Plan Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

At time of receiving goods - then every week 
during safety tour. 

None under normal operations

CM-9 MAE21 Chemicals transfer and 
storage

None providing chemicals 
managed properly

A full register of all chemicals inventory and 
consumption records shall be maintained on each site. 

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor; Logistics 
Base Contractor

Chemicals Management Plan Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

During each weekly safety tour None under normal operations

CM-3 MAE21 Chemicals transfer and 
storage

None providing chemicals 
managed properly

All chemicals will be packaged according to 
manufacturer’s instructions 

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Chemicals Management 
Plan; Company Rules

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

At each load out on the base. None under normal operations

TR-6 AE11 Earthquake resulting in loss 
of well integrity and release 
of hydrocarbons to sea 

Water quality; Plankton; 
Fish; Seabirds; Cetaceans, 
turtles & seals; Sensitive 
marine habitats (offshore); 
Coastal habitats; Fisheries; 
Shipping; Tourism; Public 
health; Social conditions; 
General economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; 
Archaeological and cultural 
resources

Rig crew will be ready to disconnect in case of 
emergency.

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor

Company Rules Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance. 100% 
coverage of all relevant 
personnel; training records.

Crew training records checked prior to 
operations start up. and subsequently at 14 
day intervals Loss of position drills reported in 
daily drilling report.

Potential condensate spill impacts on plankton, fish, seabirds, 
cetaceans, turtles and seals and coastal habitats, fishing, 
shipping, tourism, infrastructure (water intakes), archaeological 
and cultural resources and therefore general economy / industry; 
Potential health impacts on coastal communities from spills 
reaching shore and possible consumption of contaminated fish; 
Transboundary impacts also predicted in offshore waters and 
shoreline of Syria
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PP-18 MAE04; 
MAE16

Drilling of lower well 
sections using synthetic 
NADFs - ship to shore of 
cuttings; MODU and 
support / supply vessel / 
helicopter transfer  plant 
operation resulting in air 
emissions  

Air quality; Climate change Fuel efficiency measures shall be taken into account in 
the selection of MODU, support / supply vessels and 
helicopters.

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Company Rules; Call for 
Tenders

High fuel efficiency vessels 
prioritized during MODU and 
PSV selection;
Zero noncompliance with 
selection procedure;
Fuel consumption.

During tender technical evaluation process;
Fuel consumption for PSV and MODU 
recorded daily and reported to TEP Liban 
monthly. 

Reduction in air quality; GHG emissions contribute to climate 
change

HSS-10 AE8 Helicopter crash on MODU 
deck – release of aviation 
fuel to sea 

Water quality; Plankton Selection procedure in place for certified helicopter 
contractor, and flying crew will be certified.

TEP Liban; Helicopter 
Contractor; 

Company Rules; Scope of 
Work

All flying crew with certified 
training 

Training / competancy records at start of the 
operations, or upon change of pilots

Reduction in water quality; Potential indirect impacts on plankton

HSS-11 AE8 Helicopter crash on MODU 
deck – release of aviation 
fuel to sea 

Water quality; Plankton Helicopters will only operate within their weather limits 
and during daylight hours (except in case of MEDEVAC 
which is not restricted to daylight flights).

TEP Liban; Helicopter 
Contractor; 

Company Rules; Scope of 
Work

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Airport Civil Aviation Authority provides 
authorisation for each flight. 

Reduction in water quality; Potential indirect impacts on plankton

HSS-16 OAS01 Logistics base operation Tourism Logistics base operator will be selected based on strict 
HSE criteria compliant with international regulations for 
oil and gas activities and applicable TOTAL E&P rules.

TEP Liban; Company Rules; Scope of 
Work

Zero noncompliance with 
selection process.

Once during selection of operator.  Then HSE 
audit planned prior operations start.

Increase in level of industrial activities within the territory of the 
Port and at logistics base used for the project may interfere with 
other businesses focused on tourism activities if located close to 
logistics base

SA-4 MAS03 Support activities 
(Movement of support 
vessels)

Infrastructure (Beirut Port); 
Shipping; Fisheries; 
Tourism, (recreational 
activities)

The supply vessel movements and the likely duration of 
their activities will be communicated to the port 
maritime authorities.

Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Company Rules; Scope of 
Work

Complaints; evidence of 
communications.

Information provided on a per trip basis Potential to interfere with other sea users passing through Beirut 
Port and within the transit route to MODU; Increased vessel 
transfer through Beirut Port area increases risk of vessel collision

SOC-15 MAS01 MODU mobilisation, 
installation, plug and 
abandonment and 
demobilisation

Shipping Vessels and crafts used for or involved in Petroleum 
Activities shall comply with applicable international and 
Lebanese laws and regulations regarding Petroleum 
Activities and navigation; vessels and crafts shall abide 
by instructions given by competent Lebanese 
authorities and by competent Lebanese naval vessels, 
patrol boats or crafts.

TEP Liban; Company Rules; Scope of 
Work

Zero complaints / 
nonconformance with 
competent Lebanese 
authorities and or competent 
Lebanese naval vessels, 
patrol boats or crafts 
instructions.

Complaints and nonconformance records on a 
monthly basis.

Disruption to sea users – mainly tankers, cargo ships and 
container ships - due to diversion to avoid 500 m safety zone

SOC-16 OAS01 Logistics base operation Employment TEP Liban will make it a contractual requirement that its 
contractors and subcontractors comply with all 
applicable labour laws.

TEP Liban; Company Rules; Scope of 
Work

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Stipulated in the contract signed. Once. Potential for positive impacts on the employment of a local 
workforce (opportunities are limited at this exploration phase); 
Opportunities in terms of provision of service

SOC-17 OAS02 Logistics base operation Public Health Logistics Base Operator will respect traffic movement 
restrictions at the Port.

 Logistics Base 
Contractor; 

Company Rules; Scope of 
Work

Specified and provided for 
(operational limits) in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Review noncompliance records and corrective 
actions at each occurrence.

Decreased in air quality from transport emissions affecting human 
health; Disturbance from noise from transport activities causing 
disturbance and nuisance to human health 

WM-1 MAE03; 
MAS02

Drilling of lower well 
sections using HPWBDF - 
discharge of cuttings and 
fluids; MODU operations  

Seabed quality / 
composition; Benthos; 
Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish); Cetaceans, 
turtles and seals; Sensitive 
seabed habitats

Drilling fluids and cuttings from the lower hole sections 
will be returned to the rig and separated using the 
onboard solids control equipment (shale shakers and 
centrifuges). Separated drilling fluids will be reused and 
the cuttings discharged to sea. If discharge of HPWBDF 
cuttings (Option 2) is selected for a future well in Block 
4, cuttings dispersion modelling that is specific to the 
new well location will be conducted and the MoE 
informed of results.

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Fluids Contractor; 

Company Rules; Scope of 
Work

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance. Additional 
modelling if required.

Equipment checked at acceptance. Function of 
equipment checked constantly during 
discharges to ensure no non-compliance.

Burial or smothering of benthic communities; Oxygen depletion in 
sediments; Changes to sediment structure and quality; Changes 
to water quality; Potential for toxicity or bioaccumulation effects; 
Potential for indirect effects on plankton, fish and sensitive 
seabed habitats

WM-2 MAE03; 
MAS02

Drilling of lower well 
sections using HPWBDF - 
discharge of cuttings and 
fluids; MODU operations  

Seabed quality / 
composition; Benthos; 
Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish); Cetaceans, 
turtles and seals; Sensitive 
seabed habitats

Cuttings discharge chute will be approximately 10 m 
below the sea surface to aid good dispersion of the 
solids.

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Fluids Contractor; 

Company Rules; Scope of 
Work

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Equipment checked at acceptance. Burial or smothering of benthic communities; Oxygen depletion in 
sediments; Changes to sediment structure and quality; Changes 
to water quality; Potential for toxicity or bioaccumulation effects; 
Potential for indirect effects on plankton, fish and sensitive 
seabed habitats

WM-3 MAE04 Drilling of lower well 
sections using synthetic 
NADFs - ship to shore of 
cuttings

Air quality; Climate change Separated drilling fluids will be reused. Residual drilling 
fluids that no longer fulfil the product specification will 
be managed by the drilling well services contractor.

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Fluids Contractor; 

Company Rules; Scope of 
Work

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Monitored daily Reduction in air quality due to significant transportation 
requirements; GHG emissions contribute to climate change
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TR-3 AE6 Blowout – release of 
condensate and gas

Air quality; Water quality; 
Plankton; Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & seals; 
Coastal habitats; Fisheries; 
Shipping; Tourism; 
Public Health; Social 
conditions; General 
economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; Archaeology 
and cultural resources

Critical personnel will be trained and certified in well 
control.

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor

Contractor Training 
Procedure; Rig Contract

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance. 100% 
coverage of all relevant 
personnel; training records.

Checked prior to operations start up and at 
each personnel change

Potential condensate spill impacts on plankton, fish, seabirds, 
cetaceans, turtles and seals and coastal habitats, fishing, 
shipping, tourism, infrastructure (water intakes), archaeological 
and cultural resources and therefore general economy / industry; 
Potential health impacts on coastal communities from spills 
reaching shore and possible consumption of contaminated fish; 
Transboundary impacts also predicted in offshore waters and 
shoreline of Syria

PP-27 MAE21; 
AE2

Chemicals transfer and 
storage; Loss of chemical 
containment onboard 
MODU.

None providing chemicals 
managed properly

All chemicals will be held in secure and leak-proof 
containers suitably labeled to indicate the nature of the 
substance and risk involved.

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor

Contractor's Chemical 
Management Plan

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

Initial check prior to mobilisation. Prior to each 
chemical delivery.

None under normal operations

PP-5 MAE11; 
MAS02

Discharge of drainage 
water (deck drainage, fire 
water, bilge water and slop 
water) from MODU and 
support/supply vessels; 
MODU operations

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

Drainage water from process areas will go to closed 
drains and only water from non-process areas to open 
drains.  

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor

Contractor's Hazard Register Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

Initial check prior to mobilisation, during the Rig 
Acceptance Audit.

Reduction in water quality; Potential for impacts on plankton and fish

CM-11 AE3 Radioactive source lost in 
hole 

Sediment quality / 
composition

Only sealed radioactive sources used. Drilling Contractor Contractor's Radiation 
Standard; Company Rules; 
Scope of Work

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

During kick off meeting; site verification at time 
of loading onboard PSV.

Potential radiation impact on sediments and geology

MR-4 MAE22 Logging using radioactive 
sealed sources (also 
applicable to onshore 
storage and transport of 
radioactive sealed sources)

None under normal 
operations

Radioactive sources will be managed in line with 
international regulations.

Drilling and Acquisition 
Contractor

Contractor's Radiation 
Standard; Company Rules; 
Scope of Work

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

Review of supply chain documentation prior to 
transport and use of source.

None under normal operations

BIO-5 MAE01; 
MAS01; 
MAS02

MODU mobilisation, 
installation, plug and 
abandonment and 
demobilisation; MODU 
operations

Seabed quality / 
composition; Benthos; 
Sensitive seabed habitats; 
Water quality, air quality, 
UW noise; Archaeological 
and cultural resources

If a semi-submersible is selected impacts will be 
minimised by ROV survey of the seabed to select 
optimum anchor positions that avoid sensitive seabed 
features.

TEP Liban; Drill Site Assessment Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

Site survey will be performed in sufficient time 
ahead of anchoring such that anchor plan can 
be established. For B4-1, MODU is a drillship.

Physical disturbance of sediments, benthic communities and 
sensitive seabed habitats from anchoring and removal of the 
blowout preventer (BOP) and cement plugging operations

HSS-7 AE5 Shallow gas blowout, 
release of gas into water 
column during riserless 
operations

Air quality; Water quality; 
Sediment quality / 
composition; Benthos; 
Plankton; Fish; Fisheries; 
Shipping

First two sections of well will be drilled riserless. If 
shallow gas encountered, it will be released at seabed 
with no impact on MODU.

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor

Drill Site Assessment Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Shallow gas risk verified well in advance of 
spud and reported within Drill Site Assessment 
document.
Shallow gas occurrence verified during 
riserless section with ROV.

Reduction in air quality, water quality and sediment quality; 
Potential indirect impacts on benthos, fish and fisheries; Potential 
for gas in water column to affect shipping

CH-2 MAS02 MODU operations  Fisheries; Archaeological 
and cultural resources; 
Benthos; Archaeological 
and cultural resources

Predrill wellsite assessments will be completed to 
provide high-resolution bathymetric and 3D/2D seismic 
data to identify seabed geohazards, habitat and, detect 
archaeological sites previously not detected; to inform 
avoidance measures and a wellsite free of geohazards. 

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor; 

Drill Site Assessment; 
Company Rules

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

Site survey will be performed in sufficient time 
ahead of spudding to sensitive sites will not be 
affected.
Already completed for well B4-1.

Potential for physical disturbance of unknown marine 
archaeological resources during well spud (at all 3 possible well 
locations).

MR-13 AE5 Shallow gas blowout, 
release of gas into water 
column during riserless 
operations

Air quality; Water quality; 
Sediment quality / 
composition; Benthos; 
Plankton; Fish; Fisheries; 
Shipping

ROV monitoring will be carried out during riserless 
operations.

TEP Liban; ROV 
Contractor; 

Drilling Program Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

ROV monitoring throughout riserless 
operations.

Reduction in air quality, water quality and sediment quality; 
Potential indirect impacts on benthos, fish and fisheries; Potential 
for gas in water column to affect shipping

PP-2 MAE05 Cementing discharges 
during drilling

Seabed quality / 
composition; Benthos

Discharge of cement to seabed only from 20” casing. TEP Liban; Drilling 
Fluids Supervisor

Drilling Program The quantity of released 
excess cement slurry

Daily during cementing phase. Cement may smother seabed and change its pH; Potential for 
toxicity or bioaccumulation effects

PP-3 MAE05 Cementing discharges 
during drilling

Seabed quality / 
composition; Benthos

Careful monitoring of cement discharges using an ROV 
to ensure discharges are kept to a minimum.

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Fluids Supervisor

Drilling Program N/A ROV monitoring throughout cement job. Cement may smother seabed and change its pH; Potential for 
toxicity or bioaccumulation effects
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PP-22 MAE17 Well test of possible future 
appraisal well

Air quality; Climate change If flaring is the sole option available for the disposal of 
well test fluids, only the minimum volume of 
hydrocarbons required for the test will be flowed and 
the well test duration will be reduced to the extent 
practical. 

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor; 

Drilling Program of Appraisal 
Well; Company Rules; Scope 
of Work

Volume of gas flared During the well test operations Reduction in air quality; GHG emissions contribute to climate 
change

PP-23 MAE17 Well test of possible future 
appraisal well

Air quality; Climate change An efficient well test flare burner head equipped with an 
appropriate combustion enhancement system (e.g. 
“evergreen burners” type) will be selected to minimise 
incomplete combustion, black smoke, and hydrocarbon 
fallout to the sea.

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor; 

Drilling Program of Appraisal 
Well; Company Rules; Scope 
of Work

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

Once, review of supply chain documentation 
with regard to efficiency having greater 
importance than cost in selection process

Reduction in air quality; GHG emissions contribute to climate 
change

PP-24 MAE17 Well test of possible future 
appraisal well

Air quality; Climate change Whenever possible, the liquid phase of the separator 
shall be re-injected into the process lines or stored in 
appropriate tanks, and only the gaseous phase shall be 
burned.

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor; 

Drilling Program of Appraisal 
Well; Company Rules; Scope 
of Work

Least polluting option 
chosen.

Prior to well test operations startup. Reduction in air quality; GHG emissions contribute to climate 
change

MR-14 AE6 Blowout – release of 
condensate and gas

Air quality; Water quality; 
Plankton; Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & seals; 
Coastal habitats; Fisheries; 
Shipping; Tourism; 
Public Health; Social 
conditions; General 
economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; Archaeology 
and cultural resources

Pore pressure will be closely monitored (flow checks). TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor; 

Drilling Program; Company 
Rules

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

Constant monitoring performed during critical 
sections.

Potential condensate spill impacts on plankton, fish, seabirds, 
cetaceans, turtles and seals and coastal habitats, fishing, 
shipping, tourism, infrastructure (water intakes), archaeological 
and cultural resources and therefore general economy / industry; 
Potential health impacts on coastal communities from spills 
reaching shore and possible consumption of contaminated fish; 
Transboundary impacts also predicted in offshore waters and 
shoreline of Syria

MR-15 AE6 Blowout – release of 
condensate and gas

Air quality; Water quality; 
Plankton; Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & seals; 
Coastal habitats; Fisheries; 
Shipping; Tourism; 
Public Health; Social 
conditions; General 
economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; Archaeology 
and cultural resources

Integrity of cementing operations will be checked. TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor; 

Drilling Program; Company 
Rules

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

Constant monitoring of parameters during 
cementing operations.  

Potential condensate spill impacts on plankton, fish, seabirds, 
cetaceans, turtles and seals and coastal habitats, fishing, 
shipping, tourism, infrastructure (water intakes), archaeological 
and cultural resources and therefore general economy / industry; 
Potential health impacts on coastal communities from spills 
reaching shore and possible consumption of contaminated fish; 
Transboundary impacts also predicted in offshore waters and 
shoreline of Syria

MR-16 AE6 Blowout – release of 
condensate and gas

Air quality; Water quality; 
Plankton; Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & seals; 
Coastal habitats; Fisheries; 
Shipping; Tourism; 
Public Health; Social 
conditions; General 
economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; Archaeology 
and cultural resources

BOP and well control equipment testing will be 
conducted.

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor; 

Drilling Program; Company 
Rules

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

Frequency stated in drilling program and 
bridging doc. Monitoring carried out at least 
daily, and status included in Daily Drilling 
Report. 

Potential condensate spill impacts on plankton, fish, seabirds, 
cetaceans, turtles and seals and coastal habitats, fishing, 
shipping, tourism, infrastructure (water intakes), archaeological 
and cultural resources and therefore general economy / industry; 
Potential health impacts on coastal communities from spills 
reaching shore and possible consumption of contaminated fish; 
Transboundary impacts also predicted in offshore waters and 
shoreline of Syria

PL-3 AE6 Blowout – release of 
condensate and gas

Air quality; Water quality; 
Plankton; Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & seals; 
Coastal habitats; Fisheries; 
Shipping; Tourism; 
Public Health; Social 
conditions; General 
economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; Archaeology 
and cultural resources

Drilling fluid weight and properties will be controlled. TEP Liban; Drilling 
Fluids Contractor 

Drilling Program; Company 
Rules

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Fluids parameters monitored several times a 
day

Potential condensate spill impacts on plankton, fish, seabirds, 
cetaceans, turtles and seals and coastal habitats, fishing, 
shipping, tourism, infrastructure (water intakes), archaeological 
and cultural resources and therefore general economy / industry; 
Potential health impacts on coastal communities from spills 
reaching shore and possible consumption of contaminated fish; 
Transboundary impacts also predicted in offshore waters and 
shoreline of Syria

TR-4 AE6 Blowout – release of 
condensate and gas

Air quality; Water quality; 
Plankton; Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & seals; 
Coastal habitats; Fisheries; 
Shipping; Tourism; 
Public Health; Social 
conditions; General 
economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; Archaeology 
and cultural resources

Frequent kick drills will be conducted. TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor

Drilling Program; Company 
Rules

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance. 100% 
coverage of all relevant 
personnel; training records.

Drills reported on daily drilling report. Drills 
carried out before entering reservoir phases.

Potential condensate spill impacts on plankton, fish, seabirds, 
cetaceans, turtles and seals and coastal habitats, fishing, 
shipping, tourism, infrastructure (water intakes), archaeological 
and cultural resources and therefore general economy / industry; 
Potential health impacts on coastal communities from spills 
reaching shore and possible consumption of contaminated fish; 
Transboundary impacts also predicted in offshore waters and 
shoreline of Syria
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TR-5 AE10 Loss of rig stability (rig 
capsize) with release of fuel 
inventory 

Water quality; Plankton; 
Fish; Seabirds; Cetaceans, 
turtles & seals; Sensitive 
marine habitats (offshore); 
Coastal habitats; Fisheries; 
Shipping; Tourism; Public 
health; Social conditions; 
General economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; 
Archaeological and cultural 
resources

Emergency disconnect sequence will be in place that is 
tested and exercised.

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor

Drilling Program; Company 
Rules

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance. 100% 
coverage of all relevant 
personnel; training records.

Tested at acceptance. Drills reported in daily 
drilling report.

Potential condensate spill impacts on plankton, fish, seabirds, 
cetaceans, turtles and seals and coastal habitats, fishing, 
shipping, tourism, infrastructure (water intakes), archaeological 
and cultural resources and therefore general economy / industry; 
Potential health impacts on coastal communities from spills 
reaching shore and possible consumption of contaminated fish; 
Transboundary impacts also predicted in offshore waters and 
shoreline of Syria

PL-4 AE6 Blowout – release of 
condensate and gas

Air quality; Water quality; 
Plankton; Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & seals; 
Coastal habitats; Fisheries; 
Shipping; Tourism; 
Public Health; Social 
conditions; General 
economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; Archaeology 
and cultural resources

Well shut in and well control procedure will be in place. TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor; 

Drilling Program; Company 
Rules; DrillSafe Audit Report

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Procedure to be in place prior to spud. 
Displayed onboard in driller's cabin.

Potential condensate spill impacts on plankton, fish, seabirds, 
cetaceans, turtles and seals and coastal habitats, fishing, 
shipping, tourism, infrastructure (water intakes), archaeological 
and cultural resources and therefore general economy / industry; 
Potential health impacts on coastal communities from spills 
reaching shore and possible consumption of contaminated fish; 
Transboundary impacts also predicted in offshore waters and 
shoreline of Syria

BIO-2 MAE18 Underwater noise from 
vertical seismic profile 
(VSP) activities

Nekton (fish); Cetaceans, 
turtles and seals

Use of soft start procedures for VSP airguns. Drilling and Acquisition 
Contractor

Environmental Standard Records of marine mammal 
observations and responses

If VSP, check during all VSP operation. Potential for injury / hearing loss, alteration of behaviour, auditory 
masking, effects on zone of audibility

BIO-3 MAE18 Underwater noise from 
vertical seismic profile 
(VSP) activities

Nekton (fish); Cetaceans, 
turtles and seals

Use of trained MMOs during VSP operations for 
monitoring of mitigation exclusion zone (radius 500 m) 
and delay in start-up of airguns if cetaceans (or turtles) 
observed within zone.

Drilling and Acquisition 
Contractor

Environmental Standard Records of mitifgation 
measures initiated by MMOs

If VSP, check during all VSP operation. Potential for injury / hearing loss, alteration of behaviour, auditory 
masking, effects on zone of audibility

BIO-4 MAE18 Underwater noise from 
vertical seismic profile 
(VSP) activities

Nekton (fish); Cetaceans, 
turtles and seals

Use of PAM devices for cetacean detection prior to VSP 
operations during hours of darkness / reduced visibility.

Drilling and Acquisition 
Contractor

Environmental Standard Records of marine mammal 
vocalisations and responses

If VSP, check during all VSP operation. Potential for injury / hearing loss, alteration of behaviour, auditory 
masking, effects on zone of audibility

CM-10 AE2 Loss of chemical 
containment onboard 
MODU

Sediment quality / 
composition; Water quality; 
Benthos; Plankton; Fish; 
Fisheries

Chemical storage onboard the MODU will be restricted. Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor; Logistics 
Base Contractor

Handling and Storage of 
Hazardous Materials; Rig 
Environmental Aspects and 
Impacts Register

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

Daily Reduction in water quality and sediment quality; Potential indirect 
effects on benthos, plankton, fish and fisheries

PP-48 AE8 Helicopter crash on MODU 
deck – release of aviation 
fuel to sea 

Water quality; Plankton Helicopter transportation will be restricted to daylight 
hours except for possible Medevac

TEP Liban; Helicopter 
Contractor

Helicopter Contract Zero noncompliance Airport Civil Aviation Authority provides 
authorisation for each flight. Any accident is 
reported as per Emergency Response Plan.

Reduction in water quality; Potential indirect effects on plankton

PL-5 AE8 Helicopter crash on MODU 
deck – release of aviation 
fuel to sea 

Water quality; Plankton Helideck will meet CAP 437 specs for lights, 
illumination, marking, net, dimension, integrity, 
certification.

TEP Liban; Helicopter 
Contractor; 

Helicopter Contract; 
Company Rules

Zero noncompliance Certification of the helideck checked and 
approved prior to contract set up. Daily check 
of lights and net conditions.

Reduction in water quality; Potential indirect impacts on plankton

SOC-10 OAS03 Support activities 
(Helicopter transfer)

Public Health; Tourism; 
Infrastructure (air traffic)

Helicopter transfers will be planned for daylight hours to 
minimise noise disturbance to local communities at 
night.

TEP Liban; Logistics 
Base Contractor; 

Helicopter Contract; 
Company Rules

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

Recorded on a per - flight basis. Flight plan 
approved by Lebanese Air Force.

Increase in airborne noise disturbing residential areas if flying 
route is passing near the house and local holidaymakers if 
passing near hotels or other noise sensitive businesses; Potential 
burden on existing flight control facilitie

SOC-18 OAS01 Logistics base operation Tourism No expansion of the Port footprint will be required due 
to presence of Project logistics Base.

TEP Liban; Logistics 
Base Contractor; 

HSE Plan No expansion of port 
footprint as a result of 
Project logistics Base 
presence / activity.

NA Increase in level of industrial activities within the territory of the 
Port and at logistics base used for the project may interfere with 
other businesses focused on tourism activities if located close to 
logistics base
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HSS-12 AE10 Loss of rig stability (rig 
capsize) with release of fuel 
inventory 

Water quality; Plankton; 
Fish; Seabirds; Cetaceans, 
turtles & seals; Sensitive 
marine habitats (offshore); 
Coastal habitats; Fisheries; 
Shipping; Tourism; Public 
health; Social conditions; 
General economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; 
Archaeological and cultural 
resources

Marine crew will be certified. Drilling Contractor HSE Training Plan All marine crew with certified 
training 

Training / competancy records at start of the 
operations, or upon change of pilots

Potential condensate spill impacts on plankton, fish, seabirds, 
cetaceans, turtles and seals and coastal habitats, fishing, 
shipping, tourism, infrastructure (water intakes), archaeological 
and cultural resources and therefore general economy / industry; 
Potential health impacts on coastal communities from spills 
reaching shore and possible consumption of contaminated fish; 
Transboundary impacts also predicted in offshore waters and 
shoreline of Syria

MR-23 AE12 Loss of containment during 
materials transfer to supply 
vessels at logistics base 
quay side – release of 
drilling fluids / diesel to sea

Water quality; Tourism - 
logistics base located close 
to yachting club

Periodic inspections of oil spill kits and restocking of kits 
will be carried out by the logistics base contractor.

Logistics Base 
Contractor; 

Industry best practice Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s;  
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Initial check at logistics base final set up, 
during HSE audit and during weekly HSE tour. 

Reduction in water quality within the port; Disruption of access to 
water for sailing club vessels during any clean-up

PP-32 OAE01; 
OAS01; 
OAS02

Logistics base operation; 
Transport of materials to / 
from the logistics base 
(vessel and vehicle activity)

Air quality; Climate change; 
Public Health (Air Quality)

Low sulphur fuel to be used at the logistics base where 
practicable.

TEP Liban; Logistics 
Base Contractor

Industry best practice less than 0.5% MGO certificate of quality required prior to each 
fuel bunkering.

Reduction in air quality; GHG emissions contribute to climate 
change; Reduction in air quality due to activities at Logistics Base 
inside the Port (air emissions/dust, vibration from machinery and 
noise), affecting nearby communities; Decreased in air quality 
from transport emissions affecting human health; Disturbance 
from noise from transport activities causing disturbance and 
nuisance to human health 

PP-33 OAE02 Logistics base operation - 
discharge of drainage water

Water quality Site drainage from the logistics base will only be 
permitted from non-contaminated areas.

Logistics Base 
Contractor

Industry best practice Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

Initial check at logistics base final set up. Daily 
site verification.

Local effect on water quality

PP-40 OAS01; 
OAE01

Logistics base operation - 
emissions to air

Public Health; Air Quality Any transfer of dry bulk from the drilling fluids mixing 
plant dry bulk silos will be carried out with the use of a 
dust collector unit to minimise dust migration to the 
surrounding environment 

TEP Liban; Logistics 
Base Contractor

LMP and Cementing 
Contractors

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

Initial check at logistics base final set up. 
Monitoring to document that dust collectors are 
used during each bulk transfer.

Reduction in air quality; GHG emissions contribute to climate 
change; Reduction in air quality due to activities at Logistics Base 
inside the Port (air emissions/dust, vibration from machinery and 
noise), affecting nearby communities

TR-1 MAE14 Generation of solid waste 
on MODU and support / 
supply vessels

None providing waste 
managed properly

Waste management awareness will be raised among 
personnel through site inductions, toolbox talks, site 
HSE committee meetings (if applicable), performance 
reports and general waste management awareness 
campaigns (e.g. posters, brochures).

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Logistics Base Bridging 
Document 

100% coverage of all 
personnel; training records.

Training records for all personnel at start of 
operations and at each change of personnel.

None under normal operations

TR-7 AE12 Loss of containment during 
materials transfer to supply 
vessels at logistics base 
quay side – release of 
drilling fluids / diesel to sea

Water quality; Tourism - 
logistics base located close 
to yachting club

Relevant key personnel will be trained in spill response. Logistics Base 
Contractor; 

Logistics Base Bridging 
Document 

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance. 100% 
coverage of all relevant 
personnel; training records.

Crew training records checked prior to 
operations start up. and subsequently at 14 
day intervals Loss of position drills reported in 
daily drilling report.

Reduction in water quality within the port; Disruption of access to 
water for sailing club vessels during any clean-up

WM-16 OAE04 Logistics base operation – 
waste management

None providing waste 
managed properly

The compatibility of waste streams will be considered 
when segregating and storing wastes.

Logistics Base 
Contractor

Logistics Base Bridging 
Document 

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Site verification of effective waste segregation. 
Daily during logistics base operation.

None under normal operations

WM-17 OAE04 Logistics base operation – 
waste management

None providing waste 
managed properly

The logistics base contractor and waste management 
contractors will ensure the final destination of the waste 
is guaranteed and complies with both regulatory 
requirements and Total contractual commitments and 
that licence to operate is in place (R).

Logistics Base 
Contractor and Waste 
Management 
Contractors

Logistics Base Bridging 
Document 

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Monitored waste tracking notes. None under normal operations

HSS-13 OAS01 Logistics base operations Social Conditions (Security) The logistics base operator will cooperate with General 
Security of the Port and regularly assess security risks 
through Security Plan as required under their 
contractual conditions with TEP Liban.

TEP Liban; Logistics 
Base Contractor; 

Logistics Base Contract Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Weekly safety/security tour Logistics base within the Port of Beirut will require an outdoor 
storage area used as a pipe yard, and an indoor storage area 
used as a warehouse, offices and other facilities which may 
require security measures

MR-5 OAE01 Logistics base operation - 
emissions to air

Air quality; Climate change Logistics base operator will monitor consumption of fuel 
in order to calculate air emission quantities.

TEP Liban; Logistics 
Base Contractor

Logistics Base Contract Fuel consumption reports Every month regarding calculating emissions. Reduction in air quality; GHG emissions contribute to climate 
change
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PL-6 OAS01 Logistics base operation – 
water management

Infrastructure A surge tank will be installed at the Logistics Base; 
surge tank will be filled with fresh water during off-peak 
community demand in order to supply project 
requirements specifically with regard to mudplant 
activity.

 Logistics Base 
Contractor; 

Logistics Base Contract Number of related 
complaints.

Availability of tank checked prior to spud. Presence of the project could create additional pressure on 
existing Port’s infrastructure including competition for existing 
facilities and space inside the Port

PP-31 OAE01 Logistics base operation - 
emissions to air; Logistics 
base operation 

Air quality; Climate change Generators at the logistics base will be operated 
according to manufacturer’s instructions to operate in 
most energy efficient manner.

Logistics Base 
Contractor

Logistics Base Contract Fuel consumption of 
generator

QHSE monthly report to include number of 
hours and fuel quantities.  Operation against 
manufacturer's instructions to be included in 
weekly HSE tour, or following maintenance or 
service operation.

Reduction in air quality; GHG emissions contribute to climate change

PP-34 OAE02 Logistics base operation - 
discharge of drainage water

Water quality For areas at the logistics base where there is the 
potential for spillages, and contaminated runoff, 
containment will be in place.

Logistics Base 
Contractor; 

Logistics Base Contract Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

Initial check at logistics base final set up. Daily 
site verification.

Local effect on water quality

PP-35 OAE03 Logistics base operation -
noise generation

Terrestrial ecology Equipment at the logistics base will be well maintained 
and individual mitigation measures applied if noise 
levels are higher than maximum allowable noise levels 
(where feasible).

Logistics Base 
Contractor; 

Logistics Base Contract Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
zero noncompliance with 
manufacturer's 
recommended maintenance 
schedule; zero 
nonconformance with 
fenceline noise limit.

Fenceline noise monitoring on a bi-weekly 
basis during  logistics base operational period.

Disturbance of fauna in vicinity of logistics base  

PP-36 OAE04 Logistics base operation – 
waste management

None providing waste 
managed properly

Waste collection and temporary storage at logistics 
base will be designed to minimise the risk of escape to 
the environment (for example by particulates, 
infiltration, runoff or odors).

Logistics Base 
Contractor; 

Logistics Base Contract Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

Initial check at logistics base final set up. Daily 
site verification.

None under normal operations

PP-37 OAE04 Logistics base operation – 
waste management

None providing waste 
managed properly

Wastes will be stored in areas of the logistics base that 
minimise the risk of accidental loss of confinement or 
leaching (bunded areas). All effluents from waste 
storage areas will be collected and disposed of 
appropriately.

Logistics Base 
Contractor; 

Logistics Base Contract Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

Initial check at logistics base final set up. Daily 
site verification. Maintenance of disposal 
records.

None under normal operations

PP-41 OAS01 Logistics base operation Public Health (Air borne 
noise)

At present the layout of the logistics base is not 
finalised. During the final design of the layout 
equipment which has the highest source noise levels 
will be located as far from the closest residential 
properties as possible.

TEP Liban; Logistics 
Base Contractor; 

Logistics Base Contract Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
zero noncompliance with 
manufacturer's 
recommended maintenance 
schedule; zero 
nonconformance with 
fenceline noise limit.

Initial check at logistics base final set up. Increase in ambient noise disturbing residential properties, businesses 

and leisure and recreation facilities in the vicinity of the logistics base

PP-42 OAS01 Logistics base operation Public Health (Air borne 
noise)

Noise monitoring will be carried out at the logistics base 
to determine if noise mitigation measures shall be 
applied (where feasible).

TEP Liban; Logistics 
Base Contractor; 

Logistics Base Contract Noise assessment records; 
implementation of findings.

Fenceline noise monitoring on bi-weekly basis 
during logistics base operational period. If 
attentuation is required then monitoring of 
performance of attenuation on a weekly basis.

Increase in ambient noise disturbing residential properties, businesses 

and leisure and recreation facilities in the vicinity of the logistics base

PP-43 OAS01; 
OAS02

Logistics base operation; 
Transport of materials to / 
from the logistics base.

Public Health (Air borne 
noise)

Airborne noise levels from the logistics base will comply 
with Lebanese maximum allowable noise levels 
(Decision 52/1/96) at the Logistics base fenceline.

TEP Liban; Logistics 
Base Contractor; 

Logistics Base Contract Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
zero noncompliance with 
manufacturer's 
recommended maintenance 
schedule; zero 
nonconformance with 
fenceline noise limit.

Fenceline noise monitoring on a bi-weekly 
basis during logistics base operational period.

Increase in ambient noise disturbing residential properties, 
businesses and leisure and recreation facilities in the vicinity of 
the logistics base

PP-53 AE12 Loss of containment during 
materials transfer to supply 
vessels at logistics base 
quay side – release of 
drilling fluids / diesel to sea

Water quality; Tourism - 
logistics base located close 
to yachting club

Oil spill kits and chemical spill kits will be available on 
the logistics base and clearly marked.

Logistics Base 
Contractor

Logistics Base Contract Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

Initial check at logistics base final set up, 
during HSE audit and during daily tour and 
weekly HSE tour. 

Reduction in water quality within the port; Disruption of access to 
water for sailing club vessels during any clean-up

PP-62 OAS02 Transport of materials to / 
from the logistics base 
(vessel and vehicle activity)

Public Health Compliance with the regulatory requirements, including, 
but not limited to requirements of PAR, OPRL, EPA and 
MoE decision No. 52/1/1996, National maximum 
allowable noise levels and the permissible noise 
exposure standards.

Logistics Base 
Contractor; 

Logistics Base Contract Zero nonconformance with 
fenceline noise limit.

Fenceline noise monitoring biweekly (every 2 
weeks).

Decreased in air quality from transport emissions affecting human 
health; Disturbance from noise from transport activities causing 
disturbance and nuisance to human health; Reduction in water 
quality; Potential indirect effects on plankton

SA-3 MAS03 Support activities 
(Movement of support 
vessels)

Infrastructure (Beirut Port); 
Shipping; Fisheries; 
Tourism, (recreational 
activities)

Supply vessels will have designated mooring jetty at the 
onshore logistics base reducing interference with other 
non-project vessels using the Port.  

Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Logistics Base Contract Designated mooring jetty. Once during logistic base set up Potential to interfere with other sea users passing through Beirut 
Port and within the transit route to MODU; Increased vessel 
transfer through Beirut Port area increases risk of vessel collision
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MR-8 OAE05 Logistics base operation – 
chemicals management

None providing chemicals 
managed properly

A certified fire fighting and fire alarm system will be 
installed at the Logistics base chemical storage areas, 
with remote alarm control installed in the offices.

Logistics Base 
Contractor; 

Logistics Base Contract; HSE 
Plan

Zero noncompliance Initial check at logistics base final set up, 
during HSE audit and during daily tour and 
weekly HSE tour. 

None under normal operations

MR-21 AE12 Loss of containment during 
materials transfer to supply 
vessels at logistics base 
quay side – release of 
drilling fluids / diesel to sea

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish); Tourism - 
logistics base located close 
to yachting club; Cetaceans 
turtles and seals; Sediment 
quality / composition; 
Benthos; Fisheries

Transfer hoses will have valve fittings that allow spill 
free connection and disconnection. 

Logistics Base 
Contractor; 

MGO Contract Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Check prior to each fluid transfer. Reduction in water quality within the port; Disruption of access to 
water for sailing club vessels during any clean-up

MR-22 AE9; AE12 Loss of containment during 
materials transfer to supply 
vessels at logistics base 
quay side – release of 
drilling fluids / diesel to sea; 
Loss of containment during 
offshore materials transfer 
to MODU – release of 
drilling fluids or marine 
diesel to sea

Water quality; Tourism - 
logistics base located close 
to yachting club; Sediment 
quality / composition; Water 
quality; Benthos; Plankton; 
Fish; Fisheries

Certified and pressure tested transfer hoses will be 
used that are visually inspected before use. 

Logistics Base 
Contractor; 

MGO Contract Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Check prior to each fluid transfer. Reduction in sediment and water quality; Potential indirect 
impacts on benthos, plankton, fish and fisheries; Disruption of 
access to water for sailing club vessels during any clean-up

PP-49 AE9 Loss of containment during 
offshore materials transfer 
to MODU – release of 
drilling fluids or marine 
diesel to sea

Sediment quality / 
composition; Water quality; 
Benthos; Plankton; Fish; 
Fisheries

Marine diesel transfer will start in daylight hours only. Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor

MGO Contract Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

Prior to each request for refuelling. Site 
verification during all transfer activity.

Reduction in water quality and sediment quality; Potential indirect 
effects on benthos, plankton, fish and fisheries

PP-50 AE9 Loss of containment during 
offshore materials transfer 
to MODU – release of 
drilling fluids or marine 
diesel to sea

Sediment quality / 
composition; Water quality; 
Benthos; Plankton; Fish; 
Fisheries

Transfer hoses will be self floating or equipped with 
floating device to limit the risk of sinking and potential 
rupture with vessel’s propeller.

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor

MGO Contract Zero noncompliance Prior to each request for refuelling. Site 
verification during all transfer activity.

Reduction in water quality and sediment quality; Potential indirect 
effects on benthos, plankton, fish and fisheries

MR-17 AE6 Blowout – release of 
condensate and gas

Air quality; Water quality; 
Plankton; Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & seals; 
Coastal habitats; Fisheries; 
Shipping; Tourism; 
Public Health; Social 
conditions; General 
economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; Archaeology 
and cultural resources

All spills in Lebanese waters will be reported to the Joint 
Maritime Operations Chamber (JMOC). 

TEP Liban Oil Spill Contingency Plan Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

Report issued in case of incident. Potential condensate spill impacts on plankton, fish, seabirds, 
cetaceans, turtles and seals and coastal habitats, fishing, 
shipping, tourism, infrastructure (water intakes), archaeological 
and cultural resources and therefore general economy / industry; 
Potential health impacts on coastal communities from spills 
reaching shore and possible consumption of contaminated fish; 
Transboundary impacts also predicted in offshore waters and 
shoreline of Syria

MR-18 AE6 Blowout – release of 
condensate and gas

Air quality; Water quality; 
Plankton; Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & seals; 
Coastal habitats; Fisheries; 
Shipping; Tourism; 
Public Health; Social 
conditions; General 
economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; Archaeology 
and cultural resources

Transboundary impacts will be communicated to 
Lebanese authorities so that they can notify and consult 
with potentially affected neighbouring countries.

TEP Liban Oil Spill Contingency Plan Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

Report issued in case of incident. Potential condensate spill impacts on plankton, fish, seabirds, 
cetaceans, turtles and seals and coastal habitats, fishing, 
shipping, tourism, infrastructure (water intakes), archaeological 
and cultural resources and therefore general economy / industry; 
Potential health impacts on coastal communities from spills 
reaching shore and possible consumption of contaminated fish; 
Transboundary impacts also predicted in offshore waters and 
shoreline of Syria

PP-47 AE6 Blowout – release of 
condensate and gas

Air quality; Water quality; 
Plankton; Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & seals; 
Coastal habitats; Fisheries; 
Shipping; Tourism; 
Public Health; Social 
conditions; General 
economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; Archaeology 
and cultural resources

Any dispersant usage will be approved in advance by 
the MoE.

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor

Oil Spill Contingency Plan Approval from MoE Approval of dispersant application in case of 
accident by MoE.

Potential condensate spill impacts on plankton, fish, seabirds, 
cetaceans, turtles and seals and coastal habitats, fishing, 
shipping, tourism, infrastructure (water intakes), archaeological 
and cultural resources and therefore general economy / industry; 
Potential health impacts on coastal communities from spills 
reaching shore and possible consumption of contaminated fish; 
Transboundary impacts also predicted in offshore waters and 
shoreline of Syria
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PP-55 AE4; AE5; 
AE6; AE7; 
AE8' AE10; 
AE11

Riser rupture, release of 
drilling fluid to sea; Shallow 
gas blowout, release of gas 
into water column during 
riserless operations; 
Shallow gas blowout, 
release of gas into water 
column during riserless 
operations; Blowout – 
release of condensate and 
gas; Collision of third party 
ship with MODU – release 
of third party fuel inventory, 
possible damage to MODU 
and riser; Helicopter crash 
on MODU deck – release of 
aviation fuel to sea; Loss of 
rig stability (rig capsize) 
with release of fuel 
inventory; Earthquake 
resulting in loss of well 
integrity and release of 
hydrocarbons to sea.

Sediment quality / 
composition; Water quality; 
Benthos; Plankton; Fish; 
Fisheries; Air quality; 
Shipping; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & seals; 
Coastal habitats; Tourism; 
Public Health; Social 
conditions; General 
economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; Archaeology 
and cultural resources; 
Sensitive marine habitats 
(offshore); Coastal habitats

An Oil Spill Contingency Plan (OSCP), Blowout 
Contingency Plan (BOCP), and Emergency Response 
Plan (ERP) will be developed and implemented for 
project. The OSCP will align with the ‘National Oil Spill 
Contingency Plan (NOSCP) in Lebanese Waters’ 
(2017) and will be communicated to the LPA. In the 
event that a subsequent exploration / appraisal well is 
drilled in the Block 4 priority area, in a location closer to 
shore than well B4-1, TEP Liban will carry out further 
spill modelling and submit the results in a Notification of 
Change Report to the authorities.

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor; Supply 
Vessel Contractor; 
Helicopter Contractor

OSCP, BOCP, ERP as a part 
of Company Management 
System

Approved OSCP; BOCP and 
ERP. Additional modelling if 
required.

Various plans developed and implemented 
prior to spud.

Reduction in air quality, water quality and sediment quality; 
Potential indirect effects on benthos, plankton, fish, seabirds, 
cetacean, turtle and seals, marine habitats  and fisheries; 
Potential for gas in water column to affect shipping; Potential 
condensate spill impacts on plankton, fish, seabirds, cetaceans, 
turtles and seals and coastal habitats, fishing, shipping, tourism, 
infrastructure (water intakes), archaeological and cultural 
resources and therefore general economy / industry; Potential 
health impacts on coastal communities from spills reaching shore 
and possible consumption of contaminated fish; Transboundary 
impacts also predicted in offshore waters and shoreline of Syria; 
Damage to vessel

WM-6 MAE08; 
MAS02

Discharge of sanitary waste 
from MODU and support / 
supply vessels; MODU 
operations  

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

Sanitary waste will be managed in accordance with 
MARPOL 73/78 Annex IV. Grey water will be 
discharged to sea (without treatment) as long as no 
floating matter or sheen is observable. Black water will 
be treated in accordance with MARPOL 73/78 Annex IV 
prior to discharge.

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor

Pollution Prevention & 
Environmental Monitoring 
Plan

Compliance/Non-Compliance Sheen monitoring undertaken twice daily 
during discharges.

Reduction in water quality; Potential for indirect effects on 
plankton and fish

MR-2 MAE04; 
MAE16; 
MAE17

Drilling of lower well 
sections using synthetic 
NADFs - ship to shore of 
cuttings; MODU and 
support / supply vessel / 
helicopter transfer  plant 
operation resulting in air 
emissions; Well test of 
possible future appraisal 
well.

Air quality; Climate change Air emissions data (including GHG information) will be 
submitted to the authorities.

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor; Logistics 
Base Contractor

Pollution Prevention and 
Environmental Monitoring 
Plan

Atmospheric emissions 
calculated empirically from 
fuel consumption

Air emissions calculation will be done at end of 
the project (regarding MODU and vessels)

Reporting to TEP Liban on the fuel 
consumption will be done on a monthly basis. 
Air emissions calculation will be done 
empiricallly on a monthly basis (regarding 
logistics base operation)

Reduction in air quality; GHG emissions contribute to climate 
change

MR-3 MAE18 Underwater noise from 
vertical seismic profile 
(VSP) activities

Nekton (fish); Cetaceans, 
turtles and seals

Reporting of marine mammal monitoring results and 
findings of real-time mitigation to ACCOBAMS.

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor

Pollution Prevention and 
Environmental Monitoring 
Plan

MMO report If VSP Logging takes place, reports from MMO 
will be issued following VSP operations. 

Potential for injury / hearing loss, alteration of behaviour, auditory 
masking, effects on zone of audibility

PP-16 MAE04; 
MAE16

Drilling of lower well 
sections using synthetic 
NADFs - ship to shore of 
cuttings; MODU and 
support / supply vessel / 
helicopter transfer  plant 
operation resulting in air 
emissions  

Air quality; Climate change Sulphur content of marine fuel oil used onboard vessels 
will not exceed 0.5% by mass (unless vessels have 
scrubbers fitted) in line with MARPOL 2020 
requirements (R).

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Pollution Prevention and 
Environmental Monitoring 
Plan

Sulphur content in fuel less 
than 0.5% by mass

MGO certificate of quality required prior to each 
refuelling.

Reduction in air quality; GHG emissions contribute to climate 
change

PP-25 MAE20; 
MAS02

Light spill from MODU; 
MODU operations  

Seabirds; Fish; Cetaceans 
turtles and seals

Light spill will be reduced by shielding lights and 
pointing lights directly at the work area (directional 
alignment).

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor

Pollution Prevention and 
Environmental Monitoring 
Plan

N/A During rig visit by HSE department. Possible disorientation of seabirds; Attraction of planktonic 
organisms and subsequently fish and other large marine fauna; 
Disorientation of turtle hatchlings

PP-26 MAE20; 
MAS02

Light spill from MODU; 
MODU operations  

Seabirds; Fish; Cetaceans 
turtles and seals

Area and work lighting will be limited to the amount and 
intensity necessary to maintain worker safety. 

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Pollution Prevention and 
Environmental Monitoring 
Plan

N/A During rig visit by HSE department. Possible disorientation of seabirds; Attraction of planktonic 
organisms and subsequently fish and other large marine fauna; 
Disorientation of turtle hatchlings

PP-39 OAS01; 
OAS02

Logistics base operation; 
Transport of materials to / 
from the logistics base 
(vessel and vehicle activity)

Public Health (Air Quality) Compliance with Lebanese maximum emission limits 
(Decision 8/1/2001) at the logistics base. 

TEP Liban; Logistics 
Base Contractor; 

Pollution Prevention and 
Environmental Monitoring 
Plan

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
zero noncompliance with 
manufacturer's 
recommended maintenance 
schedule.

Initial check at logistics base final set up. Every 
week for maintenance records.

Reduction in air quality due to activities at Logistics Base inside 
the Port (air emissions/dust, vibration from machinery and noise), 
affecting nearby communities; Increase in ambient noise 
disturbing residential properties, businesses and leisure and 
recreation facilities in the vicinity of the logistics base; Decreased 
in air quality from transport emissions affecting human health; 
Disturbance from noise from transport activities causing 
disturbance and nuisance to human health

PP-58 MAE11 Discharge of drainage 
water (deck drainage, fire 
water, bilge water and slop 
water) from MODU and 
support/supply vessels.

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

The MODU and support/supply vessels (more than 400 
gross tonnage) will have an International Oil Pollution 
Prevention Certificate, will maintain an Oil Record Book, 
and will have an approved Shipboard Oil Pollution 
Emergency Plan (SOPEP) in accordance with MARPOL 
73/78 Annex I (R).

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor

Pollution Prevention and 
Environmental Monitoring 
Plan

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

Certificates in place before mobilisation. Oil 
record book updates on a monthly basis.

Reduction in water quality; Potential for impacts on plankton and 
fish
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PP-59 MAE13 Discharge of ballast from 
MODU and support / supply 
vessels

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

The MODU and support / supply vessels will have an 
onboard Ballast Water Management Plan, keep a 
record of all ballast water exchange operations in a 
Ballast Water Record Book, and have an International 
Ballast Water Management Certificate. 

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Pollution Prevention and 
Environmental Monitoring 
Plan

Ballast Water Management 
Plan/s; site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Monitored by bridge at each ballasting 
operation.

Potential for introduction of non-native invasive species in ballast 
water, with knock-on effects to rest of marine ecosystem 
(secondary impacts)

PP-61 MAE16 MODU and support / supply 
vessel / helicopter transfer / 
plant operation resulting in 
air emissions 

Air quality; Climate change The MODU and support/supply vessels (more than 400 
gross tonnage) will obtain an International Air Pollution 
Prevention Certificate in accordance with MARPOL 
73/78 Annex VI

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Pollution Prevention and 
Environmental Monitoring 
Plan

Certificate demonstrating 
compliance – International 
Air Pollution Certificate. 
Atmospheric emissions 
calculated empirically from 
fuel consumption.

Atmospheric emissions calculated emperically 
from fuel consumption records every month

Reduction in air quality; GHG emissions contribute to climate 
change

PP-20 MAE04; 
MAE16

Drilling of lower well 
sections using synthetic 
NADFs - ship to shore of 
cuttings; MODU and 
support / supply vessel / 
helicopter transfer  plant 
operation resulting in air 
emissions  

Air quality; Climate change Ozone depleting substances and all products listed in 
the Montreal Protocol - CFCs, HCFCs and Halons, will 
be prohibited except for essential use, under derogation 
(R).

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor; Supply 
Vessel Contractor

Pollution Prevention and 
Environmental Monitoring 
Plan; Contractors Scopes of 
Work

List of identified products. Review of list of chemicals before operations. Reduction in air quality; GHG emissions contribute to climate 
change

PP-15 MAE04; 
MAE16

Drilling of lower well 
sections using synthetic 
NADFs - ship to shore of 
cuttings; MODU and 
support / supply vessel / 
helicopter transfer  plant 
operation resulting in air 
emissions  

Air quality; Climate change Atmospheric emissions on the MODU and support / 
supply vessels will be controlled in accordance with 
MARPOL 73/78 Annex VI (R).

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Pollution Prevention and 
Environmental Monitoring 
Plan; Environmental 
Management

Certificate demonstrating 
compliance – International 
Air Pollution Certificate. 
Atmospheric emissions 
calculated empirically from 
fuel consumption.

Atmospheric emissions calculated empirically 
from fuel consumption records every month.

Reduction in air quality; GHG emissions contribute to climate 
change

PP-57 MAE08 Discharge of sanitary waste 
from MODU and support / 
supply vessels

Nekton (fish) Both the MODU and support / supply vessels will have 
an International Sewage Pollution Prevention Certificate 
in line with MARPOL 73/78 Annex IV.

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor

Pollution Prevention and 
Monitoring Plan

Available certificates for 
MODU & vessels

Certificates in place before operations. Reduction in water quality; Potential for impacts on plankton and 
fish

PP-19 MAE04; 
MAE16

Drilling of lower well 
sections using synthetic 
NADFs - ship to shore of 
cuttings; MODU and 
support / supply vessel / 
helicopter transfer  plant 
operation resulting in air 
emissions  

Air quality; Climate change Supply vessels transfers to the MODU will be optimised 
and the support vessel will drift around the MODU to 
minimise engine use.

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

PSV Contract Site verification zero 
noncompliance;
Fuel consumption

Daily activity report;
Fuel consumption for PSV recorded daily and 
reported to TEP Liban monthly 

Reduction in air quality; GHG emissions contribute to climate 
change

SOC-12 AE7 Collision of third party ship 
with MODU – release of 
third party fuel inventory, 
possible damage to MODU 
and riser

Water quality; Plankton; 
Fish; Seabirds; Cetaceans, 
turtles & seals; Sensitive 
marine habitats (offshore); 
Fisheries; Shipping

A Notice to mariners (NAVAID / NAVAREA system) will 
be issued.

TEP Liban; Supply 
Vessel Contractor; 

PSV Contract; As per Port 
Authorities

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

NTM on NAVAREA publication will checked 
prior to spud and updated if duration of the well 
increases. Issue of NTM responsibility of 
MoPWT

Damage to vessel; Reduction in water quality; Potential indirect 
impacts on plankton, fish, seabirds, cetacean, turtle and seals, 
marine habitats and fisheries

MR-12 AE4; AE6 Riser rupture, release of 
drilling fluid to sea; Blowout 
– release of condensate 
and gas

Sediment quality / 
composition; Water quality; 
Benthos; Plankton; Fish; 
Fisheries; Air quality; 
Seabirds; Cetaceans, turtles 
& seals; Coastal habitats; 
Fisheries; Shipping; 
Tourism; 
Public Health; Social 
conditions; General 
economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; Archaeology 
and cultural resources

Rig acceptance audit will be carried out. TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor; 

Rig contract Zero noncompliance Once - rig acceptance performed prior to 
mobilisation.

Reduction in water quality and sediment quality; Potential indirect 
impacts on benthos, fish and fisheries; Potential condensate spill 
impacts on plankton, fish, seabirds, cetaceans, turtles and seals 
and coastal habitats, fishing, shipping, tourism, infrastructure 
(water intakes), archaeological and cultural resources and 
therefore general economy / industry; Potential health impacts on 
coastal communities from spills reaching shore and possible 
consumption of contaminated fish; Transboundary impacts also 
predicted in offshore waters and shoreline of Syria

PP-10 MAE13; 
MAS02

Discharge of ballast from 
MODU and support / supply 
vessels; MODU operations

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

MODU will carry out internal ballasting for a large 
proportion of its operations with no discharge of ballast 
to sea.

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Rig Environmental Aspects 
and Impacts Register

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Monitored by bridge at each ballasting 
operation.

Potential for introduction of non-native invasive species in ballast 
water, with knock-on effects to rest of marine ecosystem 
(secondary impacts)

PP-11 MAE13; 
MAS02

Discharge of ballast from 
MODU and support / supply 
vessels; MODU operations

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish); Fisheries

Any ballast water exchange will be carried out in 
compliance with the ‘International Convention for the 
Control and Management of Ships' Ballast Water and 
Sediments 2014’ (R).

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Rig Environmental Aspects 
and Impacts Register

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Monitored by bridge at each ballasting 
operation.

Potential for introduction of non-native invasive species in ballast 
water, with knock-on effects to rest of marine ecosystem 
(secondary impacts); Potential for reduction in water quality from 
drilling and operational discharges to impact fisheries

PP-12 MAE13; 
MAS02

Discharge of ballast from 
MODU and support / supply 
vessels; MODU operations

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

Ballast water on drillship and support/supply vessels will 
be segregated and will not come into contact with oil 
and chemicals.  

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Rig Environmental Aspects 
and Impacts Register

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Monitored at each fluid transfer. Potential for introduction of non-native invasive species in ballast 
water, with knock-on effects to rest of marine ecosystem 
(secondary impacts)
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PP-6 MAE11; 
MAS02

Discharge of drainage 
water (deck drainage, fire 
water, bilge water and slop 
water) from MODU and 
support/supply vessels; 
MODU operations

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

Deck drainage (clean drains) will only be discharged to 
sea as long as no visible sheen is observable (sea 
surface monitored during discharge).

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor

Rig Environmental Aspects 
and Impacts Register

Zero noncompliance Sheen monitoring twice daily throughout 
discharging operations.

Reduction in water quality; Potential for impacts on plankton and 
fish

PP-7 MAE11; 
MAS02

Discharge of drainage 
water (deck drainage, fire 
water, bilge water and slop 
water) from MODU and 
support/supply vessels; 
MODU operations

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

Bilge water will be treated and discharged in 
accordance with MARPOL 73/78 Annex I, with 
discharge automatically stopped if effluent exceeds 15 
ppm of oil (special area requirements for Mediterranean 
Sea, ships of >400 gross tonnage).

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor

Rig Environmental Aspects 
and Impacts Register

15ppm oil in water Continuous monitoring of wastewater from 
bilge and engine rooms to ensure compliance 
with MARPOL 73/78

Reduction in water quality; Potential for impacts on plankton and 
fish

PP-8 MAE11; 
MAS02

Discharge of drainage 
water (deck drainage, fire 
water, bilge water and slop 
water) from MODU and 
support/supply vessels; 
MODU operations

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

Slop water will be treated onboard the MODU in a slop 
treatment unit. The separated drilling fluids and slops 
will be sent to shore for treatment / disposal and the 
separated water discharged to sea providing the oil in 
water content does not exceed 15 ppm.

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor

Rig Environmental Aspects 
and Impacts Register

15ppm oil in water Monitoring of oil in water content before each 
discharge.

Reduction in water quality; Potential for impacts on plankton and 
fish

PP-9 MAE12; 
MAS02

Uplift and discharge of 
cooling water from MODU; 
MODU operations  

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

Discharge of cooling water will comply with allowable 
limits in Decision No. 8/1/2001 (maximum temperature 
of wastewater discharge to sea 35 °C) and TOTAL / 
World Bank requirement that temperature increase 
shall not exceed a maximum of 3 °C, 100 m away from 
the discharge point.

Drilling Contractor Rig Environmental Aspects 
and Impacts Register

35°C maximum water 

temperature

Daily mechanical rounds Reduction in water quality / temperature effects; Potential for 
indirect impacts on plankton and fish; Direct impacts to plankton 
and fish from entrainment during uplift

PP-13 MAE11; 
MAS02

Discharge of drainage 
water (deck drainage, fire 
water, bilge water and slop 
water) from MODU and 
support/supply vessels; 
MODU operations

Fisheries All operational discharges from MODU will be in 
accordance with the requirements of MARPOL 73/78 
(R).

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Rig Environmental Aspects 
and Impacts Register; 
Pollution Prevention and 
Environmental Monitoring 
Plan

Available certificates for 
MODU & vessels
Compliance/Non- 
Compliance

Certificates in place before operations.
Sheen monitoring undertaken twice daily 
during discharges.

Potential for reduction in water quality from drilling and 
operational discharges to impact fisheries

PP-52 OAE01; 
OAS02; 
AE8; AE10

Logistics base operation - 
emissions to air; Transport 
of materials to / from the 
logistics base 
(vessel and vehicle 
activity); Helicopter crash 
on MODU deck – release of 
aviation fuel to sea; Loss of 
rig stability (rig capsize) 
with release of fuel 
inventory 

Air quality; Climate change; 
Water quality; Plankton; 
Fish; Seabirds; Cetaceans, 
turtles & seals; Sensitive 
marine habitats (offshore); 
Coastal habitats; Fisheries; 
Shipping; Tourism; Public 
health; Social conditions; 
General economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; 
Archaeological and cultural 
resources

Planned, preventive maintenance as per manufacturer's 
recommendation will be mandatory for all equipment.

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor; Logistics 
Base Contractor; 
Helicopter Contractor

Rig Maintenance Manual; 
Scope of Work

N/A (for logistics base 
operation)

% of non-compliance with 
manufacturer's 
recommended maintenance 
schedule. (for MODU and 
vessels)

Documentation check prior to spud, other 
checks as per manufacturer's 
recommendations throughout the duration of 
the operation

Reduction in air quality due to activities at Logistics Base inside 
the Port (air emissions/dust, vibration from machinery and noise), 
affecting nearby communities; Increase in ambient noise 
disturbing residential properties, businesses and leisure and 
recreation facilities in the vicinity of the logistics base; Decreased 
in air quality from transport emissions affecting human health; 
Disturbance from noise from transport activities causing 
disturbance and nuisance to human health; Reduction in water 
quality; Potential indirect effects on plankton

MR-10 AE4 Riser rupture, release of 
drilling fluid to sea

Sediment quality / 
composition; Water quality; 
Benthos; Plankton; Fish; 
Fisheries

Riser fatigue analysis will be carried out and riser joints 
fully inspected and changed if necessary.

Drilling Contractor Riser Analysis Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Riser analysis performed prior operations start. 
Risers inspected as per contrator maintenance 
program. Constant MODU stability monitoring.

Reduction in water quality and sediment quality; Potential indirect 
impacts on benthos, fish and fisheries

MR-11 AE4; AE10 Riser rupture, release of 
drilling fluid to sea; Loss of 
rig stability (rig capsize) 
with release of fuel 
inventory 

Sediment quality / 
composition; Water quality; 
Benthos; Plankton; Fish; 
Seabirds; Cetaceans, turtles 
& seals; Sensitive marine 
habitats (offshore); Coastal 
habitats; Fisheries; 
Shipping; Tourism; Public 
health; Social conditions; 
General economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; 
Archaeological and cultural 
resources

Daily metocean and weather forecast will be assessed 
during operations.

Drilling Contractor Riser Analysis Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Site verification every day. Reduction in water quality and sediment quality; Potential indirect 
impacts on benthos, fish and fisheries; Potential condensate spill 
impacts on plankton, fish, seabirds, cetaceans, turtles and seals 
and coastal habitats, fishing, shipping, tourism, infrastructure 
(water intakes), archaeological and cultural resources and 
therefore general economy / industry; Potential health impacts on 
coastal communities from spills reaching shore and possible 
consumption of contaminated fish; Transboundary impacts also 
predicted in offshore waters and shoreline of Syria

PL-2 AE4 Riser rupture, release of 
drilling fluid to sea

Sediment quality / 
composition; Water quality; 
Benthos; Plankton; Fish; 
Fisheries

Upfront analysis of metocean data will be carried out in 
order to adapt riser equipment.

Drilling Contractor Riser Analysis Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Riser analysis performed prior operations start. 
Risers inspected as per contrator maintenance 
program. Constant MODU stability monitoring.

Reduction in sediment and water quality; Potential indirect 
impacts on benthos, plankton, fish and fisheries
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TR-2 AE5 Shallow gas blowout, 
release of gas into water 
column during riserless 
operations

Air quality; Water quality; 
Sediment quality / 
composition; Benthos; 
Plankton; Fish; Fisheries; 
Shipping

Shallow gas procedures will be known and practised, 
and shallow gas drills will be conducted.

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor

Riser Analysis; Company 
Rules

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance. 100% 
coverage of all relevant 
personnel; training records.

Practised once before Top hole operations. 
Additional practise if crew changes during 
shallow drilling.

Reduction in air quality, water quality and sediment quality; 
Potential indirect impacts on benthos, fish and fisheries; Potential 
for gas in water column to affect shipping

TR-8 AE4 Riser rupture, release of 
drilling fluid to sea

Sediment quality / 
composition; Water quality; 
Benthos; Plankton; Fish; 
Fisheries

Loss of MODU position trials will be carried out along 
with endurance tests

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor

Riser Analysis; DP Trials Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance. 100% 
coverage of all relevant 
personnel; training records.

Crew training records checked prior to 
operations start up. Loss of position drills 
reported in daily drilling report.

Reduction in water quality and sediment quality; Potential indirect 
impacts on benthos, plankton, fish and fisheries

PP-45 AE4 Riser rupture, release of 
drilling fluid to sea

Sediment quality / 
composition; Water quality; 
Benthos; Plankton; Fish; 
Fisheries

BOP auto shear function will be in place in order to 
reduce volume of drilling fluids released from the well 
during an accidental event.

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor

Riser Analysis; Drilling 
Program; Company Rules

N/A Verified during BOP certification. Surface test 
during acceptance. Constant function 
availability monitoring.

Reduction in water quality and sediment quality; Potential indirect 
effects on benthos, plankton, fish and fisheries

PP-46 AE4 Riser rupture, release of 
drilling fluid to sea

Sediment quality / 
composition; Water quality; 
Benthos; Plankton; Fish; 
Fisheries

Riser emergency disconnect sequence will be tested. TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor

Riser Analysis; Drilling 
Program; Company Rules

N/A Once during acceptance test. Constant 
function availability monitoring during riser 
activities.

Reduction in water quality and sediment quality; Potential indirect 
effects on benthos, plankton, fish and fisheries

HSS-14 AE10 Loss of rig stability (rig 
capsize) with release of fuel 
inventory 

Water quality; Plankton; 
Fish; Seabirds; Cetaceans, 
turtles & seals; Sensitive 
marine habitats (offshore); 
Coastal habitats; Fisheries; 
Shipping; Tourism; Public 
health; Social conditions; 
General economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; 
Archaeological and cultural 
resources

MODU will only operate within weather limit. TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor; 

Riser Analysis; Rig 
Specifications; Bridging 
Document

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Site verification every day. Potential condensate spill impacts on plankton, fish, seabirds, 
cetaceans, turtles and seals and coastal habitats, fishing, 
shipping, tourism, infrastructure (water intakes), archaeological 
and cultural resources and therefore general economy / industry; 
Potential health impacts on coastal communities from spills 
reaching shore and possible consumption of contaminated fish; 
Transboundary impacts also predicted in offshore waters and 
shoreline of Syria

HSS-8 AE7 Collision of third party ship 
with MODU – release of 
third party fuel inventory, 
possible damage to MODU 
and riser

Water quality; Plankton; 
Fish; Seabirds; Cetaceans, 
turtles & seals; Sensitive 
marine habitats (offshore); 
Fisheries; Shipping

Support vessel will be at well site providing security and 
safety (fire fighting, etc) and will alert any vessels on a 
collision course.

TEP Liban; Supply 
Vessel Contractor

Scope of Work Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

On daily basis when PSV are in vicinity of the 
MODU 

Damage to vessel; Reduction in water quality; Potential indirect 
impacts on plankton, fish, seabirds, cetacean, turtle and seals, 
marine habitats and fisheries

HSS-9 AE7 Collision of third party ship 
with MODU – release of 
third party fuel inventory, 
possible damage to MODU 
and riser

Water quality; Plankton; 
Fish; Seabirds; Cetaceans, 
turtles & seals; Sensitive 
marine habitats (offshore); 
Fisheries; Shipping

There will be 24/7 radio communications and watches. TEP Liban; Supply 
Vessel Contractor

Scope of Work Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

On daily basis when PSV are in vicinity of the 
MODU 

Damage to vessel; Reduction in water quality; Potential indirect impacts 

on plankton, fish, seabirds, cetacean, turtle and seals, marine habitats 

and fisheries

PE-2 MAE22 Logging using radioactive 
sealed sources (also 
applicable to onshore 
storage and transport of 
radioactive sealed sources)

None under normal 
operations

A permit will be obtained by the Contractor for the 
import, storage, use and export of radioactive materials 
from the Lebanese Atomic Energy Commission, a 
department of the Ministry of Public Health.

Drilling and Acquisition 
Contractor

Scope of Work Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Licenses/permit obtained by said 
CONTRACTOR to be submitted to COMPANY 
upon receipt.

None under normal operations

CM-1 MAE02; 
MAE03; 
MAS02

Drilling of riserless top hole 
sections - discharge of 
cuttings and WBDFs; 
Drilling of lower well 
sections using HPWBDF - 
discharge of cuttings and 
fluids; MODU operations  

Seabed quality / 
composition; Benthos; 
Sensitive seabed habitats; 
Nekton (fish); Water quality; 
Plankton; Cetaceans, turtles 
and seals; Fisheries

Barite will meet heavy metals concentration standards 
i.e. mercury <1 mg/kg and cadmium <3 mg/kg dry 
weight (total). 

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Fluids Contractor

Scope of Work; Chemical 
Management Procedure

% of non-compliance Review of supply chain documentation with 
each new batch of barite.

Burial or smothering of benthic communities; Oxygen depletion in 
sediments; Changes to sediment structure and quality; Changes 
to water quality; Potential for toxicity or bioaccumulation effects; 
Potential for indirect effects on plankton, fish and sensitive 
seabed habitats; Potential for reduction in water quality from 
drilling and operational discharges to impact fisheries;

RA-1 AE3 Radioactive source lost in 
hole 

Sediment quality / 
composition

Logging operations carried out by a certified team. Drilling and Acquisition 
Contractor

Scope of Work; Company 
Rules; Contractor Standards

All operators with certified 
training 

Training / competency records provided for 
logging team ahead of logging operations.

Potential radiation impact on sediments and geology

RA-2 AE3 Radioactive source lost in 
hole 

Sediment quality / 
composition

Best efforts will be made to retrieve the source – fishing 
equipment will be available on site. Failing this, section 
where radioactive source lost will be cemented up. 

Drilling and Acquisition 
Contractor

Scope of Work; Company 
Rules; Contractor Standards

Evaluation decision 
documents.

Once prior decision execution Potential radiation impact on sediments and geology
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CM-2 MAE02; 
MAE03; 
MAE05; 
MAS02; 
AE2; AE4; 
AE9; AE12.

Drilling of riserless top hole 
sections - discharge of 
cuttings and WBDFs; 
Drilling of lower well 
sections using HPWBDF - 
discharge of cuttings and 
fluids; Cementing 
discharges during drilling; 
MODU operations; Loss of 
chemical containment 
onboard MODU; Riser 
rupture, release of drilling 
fluid to sea; Loss of 
containment during 
offshore materials transfer 
to MODU – release of 
drilling fluids or marine 
diesel to sea; Loss of 
containment during 
materials transfer to supply 
vessels at logistics base 
quay side – release of 
drilling fluids / diesel to sea.

Sediment quality / 
composition; Water quality; 
Benthos; Plankton; Fish; 
Fisheries; Seabed quality / 
composition; Benthos; 
Fisheries

Majority of chemicals proposed are HQ Band Gold; 
OCNS Group E; or PLONOR and; have characteristics 
of: lowest toxicity, lowest bioaccumulation potential and 
highest biodegradation. The only exception is BORE-
HIB (OCNS Group D) which is used in small quantities.

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor; Supply 
Vessel Contractor; 
Logistics Base 
Contractor; Fluids 
Contractor; Drilling 
and Acquisition 
Contractor

Scope of Work; Contracts; 
Chemicals Management 
Plan; Company Rules

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

Review of supply chain documentation for each 
chemical.

Burial or smothering of benthic communities; Oxygen depletion in 
sediments; Changes to sediment structure and quality; Changes 
to water quality; Potential for toxicity or bioaccumulation effects; 
Potential for indirect effects on benthos, plankton, fish and 
sensitive seabed habitats, and fisheries; Cement may smother 
seabed and change its Ph; Potential for toxicity or 
bioaccumulation effects; Potential for reduction in water quality 
from drilling and operational discharges to impact fisheries; 
Reduction in water quality within the port; Disruption of access to 
water for sailing club vessels during any clean-up

PP-63 MAE10 Desalination unit 
discharges from MODU 

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

Anti-scaling chemical will be an environmentally sound 
all-organic product based on biodegradable 
compounds.

Drilling Contractor Scope of Work; Contracts; 
Chemicals Management 
Plan; Company Rules

Zero noncompliance Once before operations. Reduction in water quality; Potential for impacts on plankton and 
fish

PP-64 MAE12 Uplift and discharge of 
cooling water from MODU

Nekton (fish) No discharge of antifouling chemicals in cooling water, 
a marine growth prevention system (MGPS) will be 
used.

Drilling Contractor Scope of Work; Contracts; 
Chemicals Management 
Plan; Company Rules

Zero noncompliance Prior to operations. Reduction in water quality / temperature effects; Potential for 
indirect impacts on plankton and fish

PP-17 MAE04; 
MAE16

Drilling of lower well 
sections using synthetic 
NADFs - ship to shore of 
cuttings; MODU and 
support / supply vessel / 
helicopter transfer  plant 
operation resulting in air 
emissions  

Air quality; Climate change All machinery, equipment and installations will comply 
with generally accepted standards in the international 
petroleum industry, will be of proper construction, and 
kept in good working order.

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Scope of Work; 
Environmental Management

Zero noncompliance Review of equipment against relevant 
standards prior to spud / use; review of 
maintenance schedule against manufacturer's 
recommended maintenance; verification of 
maintenance activity as per schedule.

Reduction in air quality; GHG emissions contribute to climate 
change

CH-1 MAS02 MODU operations  Archaeological and cultural 
resources

Avoid existing known cultural heritage and 
archaeological sites and comply with their protection 
regimes according to regulatory requirements 
(Antiquities System Decision 166/1933 and Cultural 
properties Law 37/2008

TEP Liban; Social Management Plan Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

Site survey will be performed in sufficient time 
ahead of anchoring such that anchor plan can 
be established, and spud location confirmed 
that avoid cultural heritage sites. Already 
completed for well B4-1.

Potential for physical disturbance of unknown marine 
archaeological resources during well spud (at all 3 possible well 
locations).

HSS-15 MAS01 MODU mobilisation, 
installation, plug and 
abandonment and 
demobilisation

Shipping Ensure sea users are aware of drilling programme 
activities and presence of safety zone during 
mobilisation and demobilisation through a Notice to 
Mariners (The schedule of activities will be 
communicated to the Ministry of Public Works and 
Transport and the Lebanese Navy via the Lebanese 
Armed Forces (LAF) that issues information and 
instructions to mariners pertaining to shipping hazards 
and safety zones).

TEP Liban; Social Management Plan Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Notice to Mariners issued before spud Disruption to sea users – mainly tankers, cargo ships and 
container ships - due to diversion to avoid 500 m safety zone

SCM-1 OAS01 Logistics base operation General economy 
(employment and service 
provision)

Contractors will be encouraged to consider the use of 
local labour and to advertise any Project related 
vacancies locally.

TEP Liban; Logistics 
Base Contractor

Social Management Plan Effective messaging with 
regard to employment and 
training opportunities.

Local content report post activity delivered to 
relevant authorities.

Potential for positive impacts on the employment of a local 
workforce (opportunities are limited at this exploration phase); 
Opportunities in terms of provision of service

SCM-2 OAS01 Logistics base operation General economy 
(employment and service 
provision)

Preferential treatment will be given to the procurement 
of Lebanese originating goods and services; PAR 
Article 157 right holder shall ensure that operator gives 
preferential treatment to the procurement of Lebanese 
originating goods and services when such goods and 
services are internationally competitive with respect to 
quality, availability, price and performance.

TEP Liban; Logistics 
Base Contractor

Social Management Plan Effective messaging with 
regard to procurement 
opportunities.

Mention in the contract: monitoring during 
audits.

Potential for positive impacts on the employment of a local 
workforce (opportunities are limited at this exploration phase); 
Opportunities in terms of provision of service

SCM-3 OAS01 Logistics base operation Education and Training PAR Article 155 the right holder and contractor shall 
give priority to training of Lebanese in order to facilitate 
the employment of Lebanese at all level or right 
holders/contractor’s organisation.

TEP Liban; Logistics 
Base Contractor

Social Management Plan Effective messaging with 
regard to employment and 
training opportunities.

Mention in the contract: monitoring during 
audits.

Potential for positive impacts on skills development for the local 
workforce
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SOC-1 OAE03; 
MAS01; 
OAS01; 
OAS02

Transport of materials to / 
from the logistics base 
(vessel and vehicle activity)

Fisheries; Public Health; 
Social Conditions (Road 
safety and congestion); 
Infrastructure (Road 
network)

Project will implement a grievance mechanism; the 
grievance mechanism will be clearly communicated to 
relevant stakeholders.

TEP Liban; Logistics 
Base Contractor

Social Management Plan Grievance mechanism; 
effective messaging.

Grievance mechanism in place prior to spud, 
and communicated to stakeholders.

Potential disruption to fisheries as fishing will not be allowed 
within 500 m of the safety zone around drillship for security 
reasons; Decreased in air quality from transport emissions 
affecting human health; Disturbance from noise from transport 
activities causing disturbance and nuisance to human health; 
Increase in traffic on the road network due to transportation of 
supplies, materials and personnel to and from logistics base 
inside the Port of Lebanon; Potential deterioration and damage to 
existing road infrastructure from increased traffic

SOC-11 AE6 Blowout – release of 
condensate and gas

Air quality; Water quality; 
Plankton; Fish; Seabirds; 
Cetaceans, turtles & seals; 
Coastal habitats; Fisheries; 
Shipping; Tourism; 
Public Health; Social 
conditions; General 
economy / industry; 
Infrastructure; Archaeology 
and cultural resources

Sensitive coastal areas will be protected as a priority in 
line with coastal sensitivity mapping in TEP Liban's 
OSCP and mapping in the NOSCP.

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor; 

Social Management Plan Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

Route provided by Lebanese Air Forces. Potential condensate spill impacts on plankton, fish, seabirds, 
cetaceans, turtles and seals and coastal habitats, fishing, 
shipping, tourism, infrastructure (water intakes), archaeological 
and cultural resources and therefore general economy / industry; 
Potential health impacts on coastal communities from spills 
reaching shore and possible consumption of contaminated fish; 
Transboundary impacts also predicted in offshore waters and 
shoreline of Syria

SOC-3 MAS01; 
MAS02

MODU mobilisation, 
installation, plug and 
abandonment and 
demobilisation; MODU 
operations  

Shipping Adherence to existing shipping corridors with known 
buffer zones and standard operating procedures as 
stipulated in UNCLOS.

TEP Liban; Port 
Authorities

Social Management Plan; As 
per Port Authorities

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Information reviewed on a per trip basis. Disruption to sea users – mainly tankers, cargo ships and 
container ships - due to diversion to avoid 500 m safety zone

SOC-2 OAE06; 
OAS03

Helicopter transfers to 
Beirut International Airport; 
Support activities 
(Helicopter transfer) 

Sensitive coastal habitats; 
Terrestrial ecology; 
Seabirds; Tourism

Avoidance of low flight directly over internationally 
recognised and proposed conservation areas and over 
local communities and popular beaches, in the vicinity 
of the airport, if safe and practical to do so (subject to 
Lebanese Air Force approval).

Helicopter Contractor; 
RHIA

Social Management Plan; 
Helicopter Contract

Zero noncompliance with 
flight plan.

Not Applicable as Route provided by Lebanese 
Air Forces.

Airborne noise may disturb fauna (IBA, KBA and MPA in close 
proximity to airport); Increase in airborne noise disturbing local 
holidaymakers if passing near hotels or other noise sensitive 
businesses

SOC-9 OAE06; 
OAS03

Helicopter transfers to 
Beirut International Airport; 
Support activities 
(Helicopter transfer) 

Sensitive coastal habitats; 
Terrestrial ecology; 
Seabirds; Infrastructure (air 
traffic)

A flight plan will be developed and agreed with the 
Lebanese aviation authorities. 

TEP Liban; Logistics 
Base Contractor; RHIA

Social Management Plan; 
Helicopter Contract

Zero noncompliance with 
flight plan.

Not Applicable as Route provided by Lebanese 
Air Forces.

Potential burden on existing flight control facilities; Airborne noise 
may disturb fauna (IBA, KBA and MPA in close proximity to 
airport)

HSS-1 OAS02 Transport of materials to / 
from the logistics base 
(vessel and vehicle activity)

Social Conditions (Road 
safety and congestion)

Speed restrictions will always be adhered to, these will 
be defined in a driving and transportation policy. Speed 
limits around Logistics Base will be 20 km/hour.

TEP Liban; Logistics 
Base Contractor; 

Social Management Plan; 
Logistics Base Contract

Enforcement activity; training 
records; zero  traffic 
infringements.

Inside the base: road sign at base entrance. 
Outside the base: under Port authorities 
responsibility. At sea random checks of vessel 
speed by use of AIS

Increase in traffic on the road network due to transportation of 
supplies, materials and personnel to and from logistics base 
inside the Port of Lebanon

HSS-2 OAS02 Transport of materials to / 
from the logistics base 
(vessel and vehicle activity)

Infrastructure (Road 
network)

A vehicle movement plan will be developed and 
implemented at the logistics base

TEP Liban; Logistics 
Base Contractor; 

Social Management Plan; 
Logistics Base Contract

Enforcement activity; zero  
traffic infringements.

Outside the base: falls under Port authorities Increase in traffic on the road network due to transportation of 
supplies, materials and personnel to and from logistics base 
inside the Port of Lebanon; Potential deterioration and damage to 
existing road infrastructure from increased traffic

HSS-3 OAS02 Transport of materials to / 
from the logistics base 
(vessel and vehicle activity)

Infrastructure (Road 
network)

Contractor shall comply with driving and transportation 
policy requirements under the contract including speed 
limits and  slow speeds when crossing villages etc.

TEP Liban; Logistics 
Base Contractor; 

Social Management Plan; 
Logistics Base Contract

Enforcement activity; zero  
traffic infringements.

Inside the base: road sign at base entrance. 
Outside the base: under Port authorities 
responsability. At sea random checks of vessel 
speed by use of AIS

Potential deterioration and damage to existing road infrastructure 
from increased traffic

SOC-13 OAS02 Transport of materials to / 
from the logistics base 
(vessel and vehicle activity)

Infrastructure (Road 
network)

Contractors are responsible for protecting infrastructure 
and reinstating damages if caused by their activities.

TEP Liban; Logistics 
Base Contractor; 

Social Management Plan; 
Logistics Base Contractor 
Contract with Port of Beirut

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
number of related 
complaints.

Monitoring to be specified if reinstatement 
required, then on a monthly basis during 
drilling of claims / grievances

Presence of the project could create additional pressure on 
existing Port’s infrastructure including competition for existing 
facilities and space inside the Port; Potential deterioration and 
damage to existing road infrastructure from increased traffic

SOC-8 OAS01 Logistics base operation Infrastructure (Port of Beirut) Logistics base contractor will be required to comply with 
the Port’s operational limits and Operator’s HSE 
requirements.

TEP Liban; Logistics 
Base Contractor; 

Social Management Plan; 
Logistics Base Contractor 
Contract with Port of Beirut

Specified and provided for 
(operational limits) in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Monthly report stating HSE data Presence of the project could create additional pressure on 
existing Port’s infrastructure including competition for existing 
facilities and space inside the Port

SOC-5 MAS01 MODU mobilisation, 
installation, plug and 
abandonment and 
demobilisation

Fisheries Operators will submit Safety Zone Authorisation to the 
authorities for approval prior to drilling activities.

TEP Liban; Social Management Plan; 
Stakeholder Engagement 
Plan

Approval of Safety Zone 
Authorisation

Prior to spud Disruption to sea users – mainly tankers, cargo ships and 
container ships - due to diversion to avoid 500 m safety zone
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PP-51 AE9; AE12 Loss of containment during 
offshore materials transfer 
to MODU – release of 
drilling fluids or marine 
diesel to sea

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish); Tourism - 
logistics base located close 
to yachting club; Cetaceans 
turtles and seals; Sediment 
quality / composition; 
Benthos; Fisheries

Vessels will have a Shipboard Oil Pollution Emergency 
Plan (SOPEP) in line with MARPOL requirements.

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor

SOPEP (Shipboard Oil 
Pollution Emergency Plan); 
Scope of Work

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

SOPEPs collected from PSVs. Reduction in water quality and sediment quality; Potential indirect 
effects on benthos, plankton, fish and fisheries; Disruption of 
access to water for sailing club vessels during any clean-up

MR-19 AE7 Collision of third party ship 
with MODU – release of 
third party fuel inventory, 
possible damage to MODU 
and riser

Water quality; Plankton; 
Fish; Seabirds; Cetaceans, 
turtles & seals; Sensitive 
marine habitats (offshore); 
Fisheries; Shipping

MODU position and 500 m exclusion zone will be 
notified to the authorities.

TEP Liban; Supply 
Vessel Contractor; 

Stakeholder Engagement 
Plan

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance

Check before spudding well that NTM actually 
released.

Damage to vessel; Reduction in water quality; Potential indirect 
impacts on plankton, fish, seabirds, cetacean, turtle and seals, 
marine habitats and fisheries

SOC-6 MAS01 MODU mobilisation, 
installation, plug and 
abandonment and 
demobilisation

Fisheries Operators shall inform fishermen through the fisheries 
associations about well plan approvals to ensure well 
location avoidance. Discussions will be initiated 
approximately 1 month before planned commencement 
of drilling in case extensive fishing area is impacted.

TEP Liban Stakeholder Engagement 
Plan

Meeting reports 1 month before spud. Ongoing liaison with 
fishermen during drilling regarding 
understanding of grievance mechanism

Potential disruption to fisheries as fishing will not be allowed 
within 500 m of the safety zone around drillship for security 
reasons; Decreased in air quality from transport emissions 
affecting human health; Disturbance from noise from transport 
activities.

SOC-4 MAS01; 
MAS02

MODU mobilisation, 
installation, plug and 
abandonment and 
demobilisation; MODU 
operations  

Shipping Ensure sea users are aware of drilling programme 
activities and presence of safety zone during 
mobilisation and demobilisation through a Notice to 
Mariners (The schedule of activities will be 
communicated to the Ministry of Public Works and 
Transport and the Lebanese Navy via the Lebanese 
Armed Forces (LAF) that issues information and 
instructions to mariners pertaining to shipping hazards 
and safety zones).   

TEP Liban; Stakeholder Engagement 
Plan; As per Port Authorities

Stakeholders informed of 
drilling operations including 
vessel movements.

NTM on NAVAREA publication will checked 
prior to spud and updated if duration of the well 
increases. Issue of NTM responsibility of 
MoPWT

Disruption to sea users – mainly tankers, cargo ships and 
container ships - due to diversion to avoid 500 m safety zone

SOC-14 MAS04 Public health and safety 
(people working in 
immediate vicinity of the 
MODU).

Shipping; Fisheries; Tourism One support vessel will be permanently at the drill site 
providing security and safety duties, alerting other non-
project sea users about 500 m safety zone.

PSV Contractor Supply Vessel Contract Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

NTM on NAVAREA publication will checked 
prior to spud and updated if duration of the well 
increases. Issue of NTM responsibility of 
MoPWT

Disruption to sea users – mainly tankers, cargo ships and 
container ships - due to diversion to avoid 500 m safety zone

PP-4 MAE06; 
MAS02

Pipe dope discharges 
during drilling; MODU 
operations  

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

A pipe dope product that is heavy metal free will be 
selected for the drilling operations.

TEP Liban; TRS 
Contractor

TRS Contract & Scope of 
Work

Zero noncompliance Review of supply chain documentation for pipe 
dope.

Localised reduction in water quality; Potential for indirect effects 
on plankton and fish

MR-7 OAE04 Logistics base operation – 
waste management

None providing waste 
managed properly

Waste Transfer Notes signed by all parties will be sent 
to TEP Liban by logistics base contractor and copies 
retained on site.

Logistics Base 
Contractor; 

Waste Management ; 
Logistics Base Contract

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Checks for each waste transit operation. None under normal operations

PP-14 MAE15 Operation of incinerator 
onboard MODU

Air quality; Climate change Any onboard incineration will be carried out in 
compliance with the requirements of MARPOL 73/78 
Annex XI Chapter 3, regulation 16 – Shipboard 
Incineration (R). There will be no incinerator onboard 
the MODU for well B4-1. If future exploration / appraisal 
wells are drilled using a MODU with onboard incinerator 
TEP Liban will inform the MoE for environmental 
clearance.

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Waste Management Plan Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.
Records of communication 
with MoE.

Monitoring operational discharge activity 
records. Site verification weekly during 
incineration activity.

Reduction in air quality; GHG emissions contribute to climate change

WM-10 MAE14 Generation of solid waste 
on MODU and support / 
supply vessels

None providing waste 
managed properly

Waste will be segregated at source on site and coded 
according to the appropriate waste coding. 

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor; Logistics 
Base Contractor

Waste Management Plan Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Monitored daily None under normal operations

WM-12 MAE14 Generation of solid waste 
on MODU and support / 
supply vessels

None providing waste 
managed properly

For hazardous waste, containers will be chemically 
resistant to the contained product and may be sealed to 
reduce risks.

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Waste Management Plan Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Containers to be checked prior to spud and 
when empty/new skips come into service

None under normal operations

WM-14 MAE14 Generation of solid waste 
on MODU and support / 
supply vessels

None providing waste 
managed properly

Waste transfer notes will provide an auditable trail of 
the waste management process.

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor; Logistics 
Base Contractor

Waste Management Plan Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Monitoring at each step of the activity: 
transport, storage and disposal.

None under normal operations

WM-15 MAE14 Generation of solid waste 
on MODU and support / 
supply vessels

None providing waste 
managed properly

A Waste Management Plan will be developed by TEP 
Liban and implemented by its contractors.

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Contractor; Supply 
Vessel Contractor

Waste Management Plan Waste management plan. Prior to spud None under normal operations
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WM-18 MAE11 Discharge of drainage 
water (deck drainage, fire 
water, bilge water and slop 
water) from MODU and 
support/supply vessels.

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

Oily waste and sludge from separation processes will 
be transported to shore for treatment and disposal.

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Waste Management Plan Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Monitored daily, reported in monthly report Reduction in water quality; Potential for impacts on plankton and 
fish

WM-19 OAE04; 
MAE14

Logistics base operation – 
waste management; 
Generation of solid waste 
on MODU and support / 
supply vessels

None providing waste 
managed properly

Sorting of solid waste will be compliant with applicable 
national regulations in force.

Drilling Contractor; 
Logistics Base 
Contractor; 

Waste Management Plan Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Site verification of effective waste segregation. 
Daily during logistics base operation.

None under normal operations

WM-7 MAE09 Discharge of food waste 
from MODU and support / 
supply vessels (in the case 
of B4-1 well no discharge)

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

Discharge of any food waste from the MODU and 
support/supply vessels will only be carried out more 
than 12 nm from the nearest land and all food waste will 
be ground up in order to pass through a 25 mm mesh 
before discharge, in line with MARPOL 73/78 Annex V 
(Mediterranean Sea ‘special area’ requirement).

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor

Waste Management Plan Garbage record book data Recorded for each discharge, inspected 
biweekly

Reduction in water quality; Potential for indirect effects on 
plankton and fish

WM-8 MAE09 Discharge of food waste 
from MODU and support / 
supply vessels (in the case 
of B4-1 well no discharge)

Water quality; Plankton; 
Nekton (fish)

Any discharges of food waste into the sea will be 
recorded in the Garbage Record Book of the MODU 
(MARPOL Annex V).

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Waste Management Plan Garbage record book data Recorded for each discharge, inspected 
biweekly

Reduction in water quality; Potential for indirect effects on 
plankton and fish

WM-9 MAE14 Generation of solid waste 
on MODU and support / 
supply vessels

None providing waste 
managed properly

All non-hazardous and hazardous solid waste 
generated by the Block 4 exploration drilling programme 
will be transported to shore for 
recycling/treatment/disposal in accordance with 
MARPOL 73/78 Annex V or incinerated onboard the 
MODU (with the exception of water-based drill cuttings 
and drill fluids).

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor

Waste Management Plan Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Waste records available for review. None under normal operations

WM-4 MAE04 Drilling of lower well 
sections using synthetic 
NADFs - ship to shore of 
cuttings

Air quality; Climate change Cuttings skips will be certified. TEP Liban; Drilling 
Fluids Contractor; 

Waste Management Plan, 
Scope of Work

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Certification of skips checked at reception Reduction in air quality due to significant transportation 
requirements; GHG emissions contribute to climate change

WM-5 MAE04 Drilling of lower well 
sections using synthetic 
NADFs - ship to shore of 
cuttings

Air quality; Climate change Onward export of cuttings to neighbour country for 
treatment and disposal will be compliant with the 
requirements of the Basel convention (R).

TEP Liban; Drilling 
Fluids Contractor; 

Waste Management Plan, 
Scope of Work

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Documentation checked at each shipment Reduction in air quality due to significant transportation 
requirements; GHG emissions contribute to climate change

WM-13 MAE14 Generation of solid waste 
on MODU and support / 
supply vessels

None providing waste 
managed properly

Hazardous waste will be transported, stored and 
treated/disposed of in line with applicable national 
regulations in force (including reporting requirements, 
etc)

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor; 

Waste Management Plan; 
HSE Plan

Environmental license/s; 
quarterly MOE reports.

Monitoring at each step of the activity: 
transport, storage and disposal.

None under normal operations

MR-6 OAE04 Logistics base operation – 
waste management

None providing waste 
managed properly

The logistics base contractor will ensure vehicles 
transporting hazardous wastes from site have 
appropriate certification / licence to transport wastes of 
the particular carried waste codes (R). 

Logistics Base 
Contractor; 

Waste Management Plan; 
IMDG

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Certificates/licenses received at start of 
transport operations and each time vehicles 
are changed.

None under normal operations

PL-1 OAE04 Logistics base operation – 
waste management

None providing waste 
managed properly

Hazardous waste storage area will be designed as 
follows: Storage on an impervious surface connected to 
a drainage and collection system and/or in a bunded 
area; Storage area equipped with suitable fire-fighting 
equipment and spillage recovery equipment such as 
shovels and absorbent materials; Restricted/controlled 
area and access to the storage site.

Logistics Base 
Contractor; 

Waste Management Plan; 
Logistics Base Contract

Zero noncompliance Initial check at logistics base final set up, and 
after any maintenance servicing of storage 
areas

None under normal operations

WM-11 MAE14 Generation of solid waste 
on MODU and support / 
supply vessels

None providing waste 
managed properly

Waste receptacles will be designed to prevent release 
of wind born waste.

Drilling Contractor; 
Supply Vessel 
Contractor; Logistics 
Base Contractor

Waste Management Plan; 
Scope of Work

Specified and provided for in 
relevant management plan/s; 
site verification zero 
noncompliance.

Daily tour check of waste receptacles during 
operations

None under normal operations
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